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Fromf  The Commanding G-eneral* 
To  l Comajandant of the Marine 
via ; (l) The Commanding G-eneral, Fleft Marine Force,  

Pacific.  
(2)  Commander, Amphibious Forced Pacific Fleet* 
(3>  Commander, Fifth Fleet. 
(4)  Commander in Chief, U. S. Pacific Fleet and 

Pacific Ocean Areas. 
(5)  Commander in Chief, U. S. Fleet. 

ibject: Operations Report Iwo Jima, 19 February to 16 
March, 1945. 

1.. Forwarded. 
8. The 4th Marine Division landed in the assault on 

wo Jima on 19 February on beaches raked by enemy artillery, mortar, 
,nd small arms fire, and in spite of difficult beach and terrain  
conditions quickly established a beachhead in its zone of action, 
thereafter, until 16 March, this Division pushed the attack e^ainst che enemy relentlessly, suffering some B, COO casualties, including 
1,75! dead.  

3. The following comments are submitted concerning 
the comments and recommendations contained in Section V of the basic  
report: 

a. The desirability of operating Continuously with  
the same naval unit a is obvious, and where at all practicable this  
should be done even at the expense of minor delays.  

b. It is believed that efforts should be aade in 
'uture operations to neutralize antiaircraft defenses at the earliest 
r&cti-cable time in order to permit precise low-level bombing and 
he use of rockets against installations capable of interfering with 
he assault. 

c. The necessity for deliberate destruction of block-
houses, pillboxes, weapon emplacements, and other installations 
int#'i»fering with ths landing has been erapliafiae§j4% pjaexiousP£o2UrQus cocorres.~ 
portdt«ew. 
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March 1945. 

lINCLASSiFIEb  " 
d. In connection with the request for sarthoua^n' 

"bombs, this Headquarters was informed by higher authority tjir 
was not feasible, particularly in view of the late receipt of 4:' ? 
request. It is considered, however, that the heaviest a0:,5 

a -r»\_-bombs should be used against fortified areas capable oi 
with the landing and repeated requests have been made by tl:.is Her I-
quarters for the employment of such bombs during pre-3-clay and pre~-
E-hour attacks. 

c, With the present organization of Division Artil-
lery and in order to permit a uniform tactical loading of assault 
battalions to be landed in LVTs, a minimum of £3 LSTs are required 
for lifting the Division. An additional LST for employment as an 
auxiliary command ship would be highly desirable. 

f. Numerous LVTs were lost in the operation and in 
the forward area rehearsal because of inadequate recovery arrange-
ments. LST commanders should not only be impressed with their 
responsibility for the recovery of tractors in distress but pro-
visions should be made for adequate recovery vessels down-wind froA 

the operation areas to save LVTs and their crews. The LSD appears 
ideal for this purpose.to be 

g. It is considered that control of LSTs and LSKs 
should be delegated to using agencies as far as practicable consis-
tent with the requirement for general overall control. This can 
be accomplished much more easily if sufficient LSTs, LSI-Is, 
and other landing craft are available for the needs of all T1::AITGD-V 
and TRANSRONS. The constant shifting of assignments necessitated 
by an overall shortage of such vessels resulted in confusion and 
reduced operating efficiency. 

h. The inadequacy of the training of replacement 
drafts furnished all Divisions of the Corps is appreciated 115 8 0 

refnits were received 'too late to permit the necessary integration 
into the Divisions with the result that when they com; ittod 
to combat they were unfamiliar with the leaders of the smaller 
units  to which assigned, were consequently less efficient, and 
suffered disproportionate casualties, 

~4~ 
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4i.'"The inadequacy of aerial photography 
Jinitiation of the attack has been previously pointed out by . 

Headquarters. It is understood that steps have be on ta:::o:~ tc 
vide the proper type planes and qualified personnel to ;o:r .it 
desired photographic coverage. This coverage is particularly 
ports,nt in uncovering targets wall forward of the front lines, ir 
order that they ma3^ be engaged before the assault troops got so 
close as to prevent the employment of naval gunfire, artillery, and 
aircraft bombing. 

j.'-In connection with the need for a heavier and 
more powerful direct fire weapon than the Bazooka, steps ha.ye been 
taken to procure better weapons for this purpose. The assignment 
of a mortar battalion to each Division is probably not practicable 
at this time. 

H. SCHMIDT. 
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ABQUARTERS, 
FOtOTH MARINE DIVISION, FLEET MARIHE FORCE,

c/o FLEET POST OFFICE, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. 

18 May, 1945. 
From: The Commanding General.  
To: The Commandant of the Marine Cores* Via: (1) Commanding General \ V Amphibious Corps^

(2) Commanding General, Fleet Marine Force, Pacific 
(3) Commander; Amphibious Forces, Pacific Fleet.(4) Commander. Fifth Fleet. 
(5) Commander in Chief, U. S. Pacific Fleet and 

Pacific Ocean Areas.(6) Commander in Chief, U» S. Fleet. ' -Subject: Operations Report Iwo Jima, 19 February to  
16 March, 1945.  

References: (a) PacFlt Conf ltr ICL-45 dtd Uan4&. 
(b) FI4F Pac GO 66-44 dtd 27Dec44* 
(c) VAC LanFor Spl 0 2-45 dtd 26Jan45. 

Enclosure: (A) Subject report. 

1.1» In accordance with the references," enclosure (A) 
is forwarded herewith-

2» In order to preclude the necessity of forwarding 
all required copies through the chain of command, an advance 
copy has been transmitted directly to each addressee* 

C*
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UNCIASW SECTION I 

* PLANNING AND PREPARATION 

1. PLANNING 

(a) The planning phase for the I'TO JIMA Operation began 
with the receipt of the first tentative draft of VAC LANFOR Operation 
Plan 3-44 on 24 October. Prior to this time the Division had made 
preliminary studies of probable theaters of operations, which In-
cluded the VOLCANO Islands, but since no indication of the probable 
nature of the next operation had been received from higher echelon, 
this study was superficial only. The VAC LANFOR Chief of Staff and 
other staff members conducted a beneficial conference with Division 
and major subordinate unit representatives during the latter part of 
October where the general -clan and scheme of maneuver.. were presented 
and discussed. 

(b) Based' on the VAC LANFOR plan, and using a 1:5,000 map 
of the landing area, designated Island HX", the Division prepared a 
map problem which was issued on 27' October to subordinate units as a 
basis for preparing plans to include scheme of maneuver, boat assign-
ment tables, landing schedules, and embarkation and. loading data. 
This problem was classified SECRET and no connection with a prospec-
tive operation was divulged to personnel other than the major unit 
commanders and those members of the Division staff directly concerned 
with its preparation. 

(c) Upon VAC LANFOR approving the Division's plan for the 
Island trX" operation, immediate preparation of the first tentative 
draft of the preferred plan for "the I'JO JIMA Operation was begun. By 
30 November this draft was completed, except for several annexes to 
be issued later, and distribution Mas effected. Through the medium 
of the Island "X" problem and the first tentative draft of the 
operation plan, subordinate units within the Division were able to 
initiate early planning for the operation and materially profited 

¦ ¦thereby. 

(d) On 28 October the Division was informed that loading 
for the operation would begin on 29 November, which required a 
speeding up of the training schedule and a general intensification 
of preparations, since 15 December previously had been set as the 
readiness date. Later, information was received that the target 
date had been postponed two weeks beyond the original date of 20 
January. 'After an 

+ 

additional two weeks delay in the target date was 
announced, establishing it then as 19 February, loading dates Jpj^—^ 
ma j^r units of the Division were 'firmed as Vki^Wf'^O^^P^^F^f*. 
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PLANNING AND PREPARATION-

(c) The final draft of the preferred plan (Div Opn'Plan
49-44), based on VAC LANFOR Opn Plan 3-44, dated 23 December, 1944", 
was prepared and distributed prior to completion of embarkation of 

. .major units on 3 January, 1945. '. . 

(f) 'The' VAC LANFOR plan envisaged landing the 4th and sth 
Marine Divisions abreast, 4th on the right, on the southeastern 
beaches of IWO JIMA. The 4th Division, landing with two (2) RCT's 
abreast on a frontage of 2000 yards (4 Battalion beaches), was 
assigned the mission of, seizing objective 0-1, which included the 
major portion of Airfield.No- 1, the high ground between Airfields 
No. 1 and No. 2, and the rugged cliff line on the right flank- The 
objective varied in distance inland from 2800 yards along the Divi-
sion boundary on the left to 1000 yards on the extreme right flank, 
necessitating a turning movement .pivoting on. the right after estab-
lishment of the initialbeachhead.. The absolute necessity for the 
early capture of the "Quarry" cliff.line during the initial stages 
of the operation to protect the right flank was foreseen. 

The Division was to be embarked in TRANSRON 15 (TRANS-
GROUP BAKER), consisting of TRANSDIVS 43, 44, and 45, -with 19 LST's, 
2 LSD's, and 10 LSM's assigned. LVT's were to be used to land the 
four (4) assault BLT's, while the reserve BLT's and the Division 
Reserve (RCT 24) were to utilize LCVP's and LCM's-

(g) The VAC LANFOR plan assigned the Division four (4) 
battalion beaches, Yellow 1 and 2, Slue 1 and 2. Because of the 
proximity of Beach Blue 2 to the commanding high" ground on the right, 
and in order to provide. a safety factor in maintaining adequate 
neutralization fires on this high ground during the initial landing, 
authority was requested and .granted to .confine the landing of ,RCT 25 
to Beach Blue 1." Accordingly, RCT 25 was directed to land on Beach 
Blue 1 and rapidly seize Beach Blue 2 in order to permit the early 
use of this beach for succeeding units and supplies- This decision 
proved sound in practice- : ¦ 

(h) During the early stages of the planning phase, the 
usual difficulties, occasioned by the assignment of a new TRANSG-ROUP 
with which the Division had never worked, were experienced- Physical 
separation of the Naval and Marine staffs was an Initialhandicap. 
Closer liaison between the TRANSGROUP and 4th Marine Division staffs 

' 

and particularly between TRANSDITand RCT staffs would have been 
preferable during this period when detailed plans" were being formula-
ted and orders written. However, in view of the comparatively early 
embarkation and resultant length of time aboard ship prior to the 
attack, opportunity was afforded to adjust and perfect coordinated 
plans. 

2 
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SECTION I PLANKING AND PREPARATION-

(i) The tactical loading of assault elements in LST's was 
necessarily different for the IWO JIMA Operation than in previous 
ones 'in which the Division had participated. For the SAIPAN Opera-
tion, at least eight (8) LST's had been provided for each assault 
RCT, allowing four (4) for each assault BLT in which three (3) rifle 
companies, BLT support elements, and a proportional part of the' LVT'CAHs were embarked. The LVT(A) s were" distributed equally
throughout the sixteen (16) LST f s assigned assault RCT's. Because 
of the limited number available to the Division for the IvfO JIMA 
Operati-on , only seven (7) LST's could be allotted to each assault 
RCT while five (5) were assigned to the artillery regiment. Each 
assault RCT in turn assigned three (3). to each assault BLT and 
embarked the LVT(A)'s of its Armored Amphibian Company in the remain-
ing one (a .hospital LST). This plan did not provide equitable .dis-
tribution of personnel, LST's embarking assault companies being' 
overloaded beyond the capacity limit assigned by higher echelon, 
particularly those carrying radar and ponton barge personnel. LST's 
with armored amphibians were loaded to less than one-third, capacity 
in personnel- It is believed that in the future assignment of LST's 
for an operation, consideration should be given to recommendations 
submitted by the Division which bases its requirements on the 
tactical plan, Involving, the maintenance of tactical unity, rather 
than upon a mathematical solution arrived at by dividing the number 
of LVT's and LVT(A)'s to be lifted by the capacity of an LST. 

(j) Considerable difficulty was encountered in the alloca-
tion of boats to RCT's because higher echelon attempted to assign 
boats to specific units and tasks within TRANSDIVS. The practice of 
the RCT and TRANSDIV Commanders making detailed assignment within the 
TRANSDIV and then submitting to the TRANS&ROUP Commander requests for 
additional boats required has been proven by past experience to be 
sound* 

(k). Early in the planning phase higher .echelon required 
the Division-to submit a complete Division landing diagram to in-
clude all scheduled and curtain call waves. In view of the fact 
that this data was submitted during the formative stage' of the 
operation plans, changes and improvements in the detailed scheme of. 
landing of subordinate units were inevitable. After the higher 
echelon diagrams, based on those submitted by Divisions, were pre-
pared and distributed, considerable inertia was experienced in 
making modifications because approval of higher echelon was required. 
For instance, if a BLT Commander, basing his decision on last-minute 
intelligence received., wished to change the number of landing craft, 
in his eighth wave, such change in a call wave was reflected in the 
plans of at least seven (7) echelons; . RCT, TRANSDIV, Division, 
TRANSGROUP, VAC LANFOR,: Naval Attack Force , a|c| fIftf ftftlT'ff'ft 
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While it is recognized that a certain amount of detailed landing
data must be distributed by higher, command throughout the entire'force, it is believed that this data should be limited to only those 
scheduled waves which willbe dispatched by central, control, a total 
of five (&) waves in the I~JO. JIMA Operation, and the .remainder left 
to the discretion of the RCT and TRANSDIV Commanders to be shown in 
Division, TRANS GROUP, and subordinate unit, orders only. 

(l). In providing for the landing of tariks, plans were 
initially m̂ade to utilize LCl^s. loaded in two (E) LSD's for the two 
tank companies attached to assault RCT's as had been the standard' 
practice during past operations- After receipt of the M4A3 tanks, 
replacing the M4A2 with which the 4th Tank Battalion 'was formerly 
equipped, tests were conducted in which the new tank, with its 
added slope plate armor forward and lighter engines in the rear, 
caused the LCM to be bow-heavy and this means of landing tanks was 
considered unsafe for actual operations* This fact was transmitted 
to VAC LANFOR and resulted in additional tests being made with the 
resultant decision to substitute LSM's for landing all tanks of the 
4th Tank Battalion. 

(m) Originally, upon orders of the VAC LANFOR Commander, 
the two-t ank companies with assault RCT's were scheduled to land at 
H/30. After discussion and recommendation by the Division that the 
landing of tanks be left to the discretion of RCT Commanders under 
whose command they were operating, a change in the landing diagram 
dated 22 January, which provided that tanks, be dispatched as direc-
ted by troop commanders, was promulgated by higher echelon. This 
revised policy proved exceedingly sound in practice-

(n) The final draft of the alternate plan for the VJO, JIMA. 
Operation (Div Opn Plan 50-44) was prepared .during the IfAUI-KAHOOLAWE 
rehearsal period and distributed, during the rehabilitation period in 
PEARL, a tentative draft having been submitted to VAC LANFOR and 

'. distributed to maj.or units during December. This plan was similar 
in all respects to the preferred plan with the exception that the 
landing was to be" made on the west beaches, preceded by the seizure 
of KANGOKU ROCK (TA 250) at H-50 minutes, which mission was assigned 
to one reinforced company of RCT. 24, the Division Reserve. The 4th 
Battalion, 14th Marines, (105mm Howitzer) , was to be emplaced on 
this rock after seizure if conditions permitted. 

2- TASK ORGANIZATION 

(a) ' The Division was reinforced for the attack on iDJO JIMA 
by attachment of the following units: 

:2d: 2d Armd Araph Bn (less 2 Co's and Hq Det) 
~* mm*x 
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sth Amph Trac Bn 
10th Amph Trac Bn 
Ist JASGO 
133dNC Bn (USN)-
476th Amph Trk Co (Army) 
7th Marine War Dog Plat 
Ist Prov Rocket Det 
Det Bth Field Depot 
Det 726th SAW Co (Army) 
Det Sig Bn, .VAC 
442dPort Co (Army) 
JICPOA Intelligence Team 
24th Repln Draft 
30th Repln Draft 
VMO-4 

(b) The 10th Amph Trac Bn, Ist JASCO, Ist Prov Rocket Det, 
and VKO-4 had been attached to the Division for previous amphibious 
operations and, along with the 7th Marine War Dog Plat, 476th Amph 
Trk Co' (Army), 133dNC Bn (USN), and the 24th and 30th Replacement 

' 

Drafts, participated in the" training of the Division. The other 
units were assigned shortly prior to embarkation but in anticipation 
of their assignment to the Division for the operation the commanders 
of these units maintained close liaison with Division Headquarters 
throughout the planning phase. 

3. TRAINING 

(a) Upon return from the TINIAM Operation during the latter 
part of August, 1944, the Division initiated intensive training in 
accordance with an FMF1 PAC directive which designated 15 December, 
1944, as the readiness date for the next operation. Having' suffered 
6,658 battle casualties in the SAIPAN and TINIAN operations, the 
majority being in infantry combat units, the Division initially con-
centrated on individual and small unit training with the objective 
of retraining key personnel and readying units for the absorption 
of large numbers of replacements* 

(b) In preparing the training directive, the Division was 
somewhat handicapped because .of a lack of sufficient knowledge as to 
the nature of the operation for which it was preparing. Based on a 
prospective operation involving large land masses, and jungle-type 
terrain, the program proved flexible enough to be adapted to small 
island warfare by making only minor changes and shifting emphasis 
when the exact nature of the coming operation was revealed*- Parti-
cular emphasis was then placed on training iin*"U^p|§i
fied -oositions,'

: %n the tec tion, marking an^-i:H&tti*'•' -$*****«v< * r ~ f*iffl' 
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and in the coordination and use of supporting arms. Lessons learned 
and' errors in technique revealed during the MARIANAS campaign were 
stressed in the Division training directive* 

(c) By the first of September, sufficient replacements had 
been received to bring one infantry regiment and two battalions of 
another regiment up to strength in enlisted personnel, which per-
mitted these units to reorganize and effect integrated training 
during the preparation period, the major obstacle then being the 
lack of officer replacements for these units. Not until 22 November 
did the remaining regiment and .battalion receive assigned quotas of 

-enlisted  replacement personnel* Ihe efficiency of the latter units 
as fighting teams was seriously jeopardized by the late receipt of -these: replacement s.: The shortage* in Junior officers, especially 
platoon "leaders and artillery forward observers, was a distinct 
handicap in the reorganization and welding together of small units. 
Two replacement- drafts consisting' of approximately 2500 total per-
sonnel were received on 23 November* Authority was received on 1 
December to assign approximately 70 lieutenants from these two 
recently arrived replacement drafts to infantry units. Thus one 
regiment and one battalion of another regiment embarked in assigned -shipping for the IWO JIMA Operation., during the period 30 December 
3 January, having had 29 days of integrated -training with all re-
placement personnel available* It is obvious that had the original
loading date of 29 November been enforced, the combat efficiency of 
the Division would have been seriously impaired. The one-month 
postponement of the loading date permitted a minimum of reorganiza-*
tion~ and training of those units which received last-minute replace-
ments* 

(d) During November, amphibious exercises consisting of 
five (5) days for each RCT and 2 "three (3) day periods for the 
artillery regiment were conducted in the MAALAEA BAY area with a 
training TBANSDIV, composed of vessels from the TRANSGROUP in which 
the Division was to be embarked. A Division field exercise, based 
on the scheme of maneuver of the IWO JIM Operation, was held in the 
MAALASA BAY area in conjunction with the landing made at the conclu-
sion of the final RGT amphibious exercise* Txfo (2) CPX 1 s were held 
in the camp area using the same scheme of maneuver and designed to 
perfect technique in the use- of supporting arms* Members of the 
VAC LANFOR staff participated.: in the second CPX. 

(c) Training of the newly-activated 4th Amphibian Truck 
Company was seriously curtailed because of the late arrival of DUKW's. 
Some assistance x^as rendered by the -476th Company (Army) providing-
materiel for training until arrival of the DUK¥!s on 4 December. . 
Considerable retraining of tank crews and maintenance personnel of 

6 - - fIffHtrwffifnt 
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the 4th Tank Battalion was occasioned by the substitution of the M4A3 
tank for the M4A2, the last of the new tanks being received on 25 
October. Because of this fact, infantry-tank training was not as 
extensive as was desirable. In November, the Ist Provisional Rocket 
Detachment furnished a cadre of approximately half its personnel for 
the formation of a new unit, and intensive training within a limited 
time was necessary to bring the detachment up to a satisfactory 
status of readiness prior to embarkation. 

4. REHEARSAL 

(a) Plans for rehearsal exercises in the MAUI-KAHOOLAWE 
Area were formulated and distributed by 21 December, 1944 • Embarka-
tion and loading of major units was accomplished during the period-27 December 3 January, and was as complete in all details for the 
actual operation as conditions permitted* The rehearsal iras designed 
to simulate, insofar as the beaches and terrain would allow, the 
preferred plan for the TWO, JIMA Operation. 

(b) Prior to the scheduled rehearsal, TRANSRON 15 conducted 
preliminary ship to shore exercises in the MAALASA BAY Area during 
the period 6-9 January, primarily to perfect training of landing 
craft personnel, control personnel, and beach parties. Troops were 
boated once each day during the exercises, using LCVP's and LCll's 
exclusively. 

(c) Some artificialities were introduced in.to the Rehear-
sal because of the absence of the 2d Armored, and sth Amphibian 
Tractor Battalions, and, because the 4th Tank Battalion was forced to 
delay its loading inLSM1 s until after the rehearsal. While LVT(A)'s 
of the 2d Armored Battalion were simulated., the 10th Amphibian 
Tractor Battalion provided its normal complement of service tractors 
for RCT 23 'and in addition formed a provisional group of fifty (50) 
training tractors for RCT 25 in lieu of the sth Amphibian Tractor 
Battalion. This LVT organization permitted RCT 23 to boat ana land 
as scheduled, but only the left BLT of RCT 25 landed in LVT's, the 
right BLT landing in LCVP»s representing LVT's. The six (6) LSM's 
assigned to lift the two assault tank companies were present during 
the latter stages of the rehearsal and participated by simulating 
landings though no tank units were embarked at this time. 

(d) Exercises in the "formation of boat groups and waves, 
where troops were embarked and waves dispatched from the line of 
departure but not landed, were conducted on the first day of rehear-" 
sal -13 January. On 14 January, a landing was made with limited 
maneuver ashore and reembarkation was completed by 1600. The main 
tactical landing on' MAUI was executed on 15 January with all major 
units, participating, including simulated if^lfll^sJl^f^WPMrflIlntf IiiWlrJrll, v 

-7- UifliLrliJiiitriJLLi 
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support* The Division remained ashore overnight continuing the 
tactical problem Until re'embarkati on was begun at daybreak on 16 
January. By 1600 all troops had been reembarked and a critique for 
designated' officers was held aboard .the AUBURN, flagship of the 
Naval Attack Force Commander. 0n;17 January, a simulated landing 
was made on the north coast of KAHOOLAWE. Fire support 'ships and 
support aircraft supported the simulated landing with live ammunition 
in accordance with the preferred plan. Landing waves were dispatched 
and approached the beach to within 300 yards, under cover of naval 
gunfire and air bombardment, at which point landing craft were turned 
about and "no troops were landed* Re embarkation was effected by 1600* 

. (c) Upon completion of the rehearsal, transfer of troops 
from LST's to APAf s was made In conformity with the embarkation plan 
for movement from the HAWAIIAN Area, and all units proceeded to 

;•PEARL and HONOLULU for rehabilitation.- , • 

8 IWCWWHIHER 
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SECTION II 

MOVEMENT 'TO THE OBJECTIVE 

1. The Division (reinforced) was rehabilitated in PEARL and 
HONOLULU during the period 18-27 January, 1945. Detailed orders 
were completed and issued during this period* Shortages of equip-
ment and supplies were filled and all personnel were given liberty.
Troops were paid and organized recreational activities were provided 
from recreational funds. 

2. On 22 January the Tractor Flotilla departed for the forward 
staging area ( SAIPAN-TINlAN), followed by the main body (TRANSGROUP 
RAK3R, composed of TRA'NSDP/S 43, 44, 45), on 27 January. Enroute 
both convoys stopped at SNIWSTOK for fueling and other logistics.
Current intelligence information was received and distributed to 
units, concerned, and changes incorporated in Division Operation Plan. 

3. Proceeding from ENIUETOK on the sth and 7th of February, 
the Tractor Flotilla and TRANSGROUP rendezvoused at the forward 
staging and rehearsal area (SAIPAN-TINIAN) on 11-15 February. Troops 
were transferred from APA's to LST's and plans completed for final 
rehearsal* Because of the distance involved and the limited facili-
ties 'of LST f s during movement to the forward staging and rehearsal 
area, APA's were loaded to capacity and a minimum number of troops 
placed aboard LST's (approximately 250 per LST). From the staging 
area to the objective, LST's were loaded to assigned capacity with 
assault troops, average load being 380, plus special radar and 
ponton bB.rre.ge personnel. 

' 
4. Due to inclement weather and high seas the rehearsal exer-

cises scheduled for the 12th of February were cancelled; however, 
shore fire control parties, which landed on the 11th, conducted • 

communications drills with fire support ships, NGF being simulated. 

5.v On 13 February, in accordance with plans, the final- rehear-
sal was conducted off the . we-s tern shore of TINIAN. Troops disem-
barked in landing craft, boat. groups and waves were formed and 
landings simulated (waves were run to within 300 yards of beach and 

:300:returned). On this date surf conditions were again uhfadorable . 
After debarking LVTVs it . was necessary to move the LST area south-
ward to a lee south -of GURG-UAN POINT in.order to obtain more favor-
able area for reembarking LVT's.••¦•"This unplanned maneuver resulted 
in some- confusion In that guides of later. LCVP and LCM waves, who-
could not see the beaches and had used certain L.ST ls to guide on, 
changed course to the southward in direction" of" . the LST ls,thereby 
failing to reach the L'D and landing area. — 

mmm *1 
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6- On 15 February a conference of the Division Staff and. unit 
commanders was held.. Completed plans were discussed and clarified, 
latest intelligence information distributed, and final instructions 
issued* 

7. On -16 February the Division departed' for the objective, 
arriving and landing on D-Day at H-Hour (0900, 19 February)* 

8- Enroute to the objective, ship-board training was carried 
out as practical; tactical employment of weapons was emphasized; 
staff planning was continuous, and thorough briefing of all person-
nel, to include the individual rifleman and coxswain, was completed. 
Physical exercise and drill for officers and enlisted personnel was 
carried on daily, resulting in minimum loss of combat efficiency 
though some personnel were embarked approximately 54 days« 

— —  
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SECTION 111 

SHIP TO SHORE OPERATIONS 

1. LANDING PLAN 

( a) General. As outline! unler Section I, the major 
concept of the lanling on IWG JIMA envisage! the lanling on con-
tiguous beaches with the 4th an! sth Marine Divisions abreast, 4th 
Division on the right, each to lani with two (2) RCTs in assault. 
The beaches assignei the Division were Yellow One, Yellow Two, 
Blue One ani Blue Two ani all average! 500 yar!s in wilth. A 
careful preliminary stu!y of available intelligence material lis-
close! condition 8 which in!icate! the inalvisability of attempt-
ing to force a lanling on Beach Blue Two. Upon representation 
to V Amphibious Corps, permission was obtainel to lan! initially 
only on three beaches an!, once ashore, the scheme of maneuver 
was to provile for securing the use of Beach Blue Two by the early 
seizure of the "Quarry" cliffline which lirectly lomlnatel Blue 
Beaches, particularly Blue Two, on the right (North) flank • In-
formation available inlicate! that beach coalitions wouli permit 
the use of all types of lanling craft in lanling troops, equipment 
ani supplies, but alverse weather an! win! conlitions luring the 
lanling coull be expectel to seriously effect the lanling of small 
craft. Further, the loose volcanic sani, which forme! the beach 
an! extenlel inlanl with a series of steep lelges, woull probably-
be impassable for wheolel vehicles (except light equipment such 
as tt jeeps") without improvement on construction of egress roals, 
an! coull even be lifficultfor the operation of trackel vehicles.'* 

(b) Division Plan of Lanling. Basel on tze above con-
silerations, the Division plan provilel for lanling two (2) RCTs . 
abreast, RCT 23 on the left (Yellow Beaches) an! RCT 25 on the 
right (Blue Beach One). RCT 23 was to lanl with two (2) BLTs 
abreast, 1/23 on Yellow One an! 2/23 on Yellow Two, with the RCT 
Reserve, BLT 3/23, prepare! to lanl on either beach as lirectel. ;, 
RCT 25 was also to lanl with two (2) BLTs in assault but, lue £§
restriction of employing only Blue One initially, the lanling ¦; 
formation was necessarily lifferent. BLT 1/25, assignei the %Qft
an! center of Blue One, was to lanl with two (2) companies abreast 
in assault an! one in reserve; BLT 3/25, assignei the right of 
Blue One, was to lanl in a column of companies, while the RCT \. " 

Reserve, BLT 2/25, was assignei the use of the entire beach area 
when orlerel to lanl. The Division Reserve, RCT 24, was to be 
prepare! to lanl, on orler, on any lesignatel beach(es) employ-
ing either one of two plans. Plan Number One was \esignel to .r, 
lanl two BtTs abreast, BLT 2/24 on the left an! BLT 1/24 on' 
the right, with BLT 3/24, the RCT Reserve, to follow either leal-
ing BLT as beaching conlitions or the tactical' situation inlicrtel. 
Plan IJuis^er Two callel for the ret to 4#|hni| niili%/ ,of BL^s gorier 2/24, 1/24, 

¦ 

3/24. Imu'i ny
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OPERATIONS (Cont'i). 

(c) Employment of Ships ani Landing .Craft* To implement 
the tactical plane, the following ships and laniing craft were 

"•available: " 

• 
12 APA 

.4 AKA 
19 LST  
16 LSM  
34 LVT(A) 

200 LVT(2) or U) 
100 UUKW 

No serious problem concerning the loading of the APAs or the AKAs 
presented itself. Ample liaison ani conferances between the Divi-
sion ani Transron 15 place! this part of the loading ani the tacti-

¦cal use thereof on a sound footing,* Allocation of remaining lani-
ing ships ani craft was as follows: 

» 

(1) LSTs. Of the total 19 LSTs available five (5) 
were assigned the artillery ani fourteen (14) to the two (2) as-
sault RCTs. One (1) additional LST ( specially fitted) was shared 
by the 4th ani sth Marine Divisions as an CY-1 carrier for planes 
that were not embarked on CVEs. The fourteen (14) LSTs for the 
combat teams were divided -equally between the two (2) assault RCTs. 
There was included in this number, however, several "special" LSTs 
which were greatly restricted as to their usefulness to the Divi-
sion. Two \2) of the number were designated as "Hospital Evacua-
tion LSTs 11, ani were fitted for emergency operating, sorting ani 
dispatch of casualties to the transports* They couli be used to 
transport troops to the Target but "had to be completely unlop.ied 
of all Marine personnel ani equipment prior to How-Hour. In orier 
to comply with this restriction these two LSTs were employed to 
transport, the two (2) companies of LVT(A)s that were attached to 
the assault RGTs. As each of these units went aboard with only 
four (4) officersani one hundred and fifteen (115) enlisted about 
one-third of the available troop capacity was gainfully employei. 
Two of the LSTs in the group assigned to RCT 23 were "Radar" ships* 
Considerable effort was expended towards having these units split 
for the assignment of one each to the assault RGTs. This couli 
not be done* Aside from cutting down on the passenger capacity 
by ten (10) officers and fifty (50) enlisted* those ships had to 
be either in a completely loaiei or a completely unloaded state 
(and Radars calibrated accordingly). This seriously restricted 
the value of -these two ships to the RCT to which assigned. Nine 
(9) of the LSTs carried LCTs top- deck loaded. ¥hile it is re-
cognized that the LCTs are a necessity at the objective, the load-
ing, of these craft on a large number of LSTs seriously curtails 
troop space aboard for a long voyage, reste 
maintenance equipment that can be carried, 
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the LCT usually conflicts with the employment of the LST at a 
time when its use is desirei by the. Division, 

(2) LSMs. The employment of the LSMs provided another 
problem. Originally scheduled to have ten (10) of these ships, the 
Division planned to use theee as follows:' 

4  To carry Shore Party equipment of the 
Pioneer ani Naval Construction Battalion, 
two (2) for each assault RCT Shore Party* 

-5  To the Division Reserve Four (4) for 
tanks, ani one (l) for "half-tracks".-

1 To the Division Signal Company To carry 
? heavy radio equipment, trucks pre-loaded 

with signal equipment ani supplies, and 
radio "jeeps". 

After detailed plans for loading had been made, and 
after loading had started, the Division was informed that LSM 60 
(assigned Shore Party) was the Flotilla Flag ani that its troop 
capacity must not exceed one (1) officer end seven (7) enlisted. 
This restriction was later raolified to the extent that the' Divi-
sion was permitted to embark a total of one (1) officer and 
twenty-eight (28) enlisted from the Staging Area to the Target. 
Similarly, the 'rated" capacity of two (2) officers ani fifty-two 
(52) enlisted for the remainder was reduced to two (2) officers 
and thirty-nine (39) enlisted. During the Planning Phase, the 
Division iiscovered from tests that the LSM(3) couli not carry 
the M4A3 tank with any degree of assurance that it could be "beached 
and.-:.the"" tank landed successfully. Further tests were coniucted 
by higher authority at Pearl and this resulted in the assignment,-
after the Division was completely loaied, of six (6) additional 
LSMs to carry the tanks of the two (2) companies assignei to the 
assault RCTs* This delay caused considerable confusion at the 
time, and some trouble later at the Target since little opportun-
ity was had for contact with the Commander of the LSM unit with 
respect to the employment of these vessels, but was a wise deci-
sion as conditions at' the Target would have prevented the landing 
of tanks in LCMs on the Division beaches. 

•(3) Other Craft. The LVT(A)s and LVTs were equally 
divided betx^een the two (2) assault RCTs except for maintenance 
LVTs and Tour (4) LVT(4)s which were assigned to the artillery 
to assure the early landing of four (4) raiio "jeeps". The over-
all assignment of the craft available was iesigned to land the 
maximum number of combatant elements in the shortest possible 
time and resulted in the following: „„_« •m^iMiviM 
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The leading wavo was compose! of 34 LVT(A)s, 17 to' 
each assault RCT. Upon beaching these craft (except the right 
flank platoon on Blue One)' were to proceed inland past .the first 
terrace to positions in defilade and there to cover the lanling 
o| personnel in succeeding waves. The right flank platoon on 
Blue One was to echelon to the right, rear to furnish protection 
%6 that flank > from positions ashore or afloat, as appropriate. 

t 

). The assault Waves of the BLTs were embarked in 'LVT(2)s 
and LVT(4)s* The personnel were to be disembarked generally in 
the lea of the first terrace. Scaling ladders were provided for 
ascent of this terrace if necessary. When empty, LVTs were to 
clear the beaches promptly by utilizing as a return route the 
boundaries between beaches in order not to interfere with follow-
ing waves. The personnel LVTe were to re-embark on their parent . 
LSTs, except those from the "radar" snips which were assigned 'for 
return to certain designated artillery LSTs and other infantry 
LSTs, and immediately start loading high priority supplies from 
the preloads for landing on order. 

All Support G-roups, the Reserve BLTs of the assault 
RCTs, and the Division Reserve (RCT 24) were boated in LCVPs and 
LCMs. . 

The Division Shore Party had its advance elements em-
barked in LVTs, all of its heavy and most of Its light equipment 
on the four (4) LSMs assigned, and with the bulk of the personnel 
and the remainder of the light equipment embarked in boats with 
the various Support G-roups. 

% All combatant vehicles of the Tank Battalion, were em-
in LSMs. The companies attached to the assault RGTs werebarkeddriginally scheduled to land as a "timed" wave, the 7th, but the 

sanding schedule was changed to allow this wave to be dispatched 
an "on call" wave by the RCT Commanders. The tanks attached 

"to the Division Reserve were to be prepared to land on Division 
6rder to reinforce those with the assault RCTs, or ifnot so em-
ployed they were to be landed "on call" by the Division Reserve 
Commander, 

The Artillery Battalions were embarked in four (4) 
LSTs with their weapons, essential equipment, and about 2/3 of a 
Unit of Fire of ammunition preloaded in DUKWs. The fifthLST 
assigned to the artillery carried the bulk of the Regimental 
H&S Battery plus additional ammunition preloaded in DUKWs, Four 
(4) radio "jeeps" were carried preloaded in LVT(4)s. Landing was 
to be effected by battalions in a column °#iy#telies (batteries, 
in column) at ten (10) minute intervals. f^wlfw|telt^|lag%launched 
and units landed on Division order with tm/I^6/ If)$^isz%oSt§y**Z
assigned tfa direct support of the assault ROTs 4"kl4&4S.feLJ 1!?* t]rs4 

.* - -4 
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on Blue One and 2/14 on Yellow One. The remaining battalions 
were to land on Yellow One on Division order. Battalion recon-' 
naissance parties were to lani with the rear elements of the 
assault BLTs to ietermine the exact positions in the prs-selected 
areas. Upon landing all QUKWs, except those, fitted w\tli "A" 
frames, were to return immediately to their parent LET 3 to con-
tinue landing additional personnel and ammunition. 

For details of landing, including special lading 
Instruction ani assignment of landing craft, see Annex ICING- to 
Division Operation Plan Number 49*-44. 

2. CONTROL PLAN 
(a) General* In general, . the control ?<Sr the operation 

was carried out as outlined in Chapter 9, Transport Doctrine, 
Amphibious Force, Pacific, Control was to be effected by a series 
of Control Vessels carrying both Naval and Troop Control Officers 
to coordinate and control all movement to and from the beaches. 

(b) Brief of Plan, The following craft and personnel 
were employed to effect control of the lanling: 

(1) Overfall control was centralized in a "Central 
Control Vessel", This vessel, a PC(E), carried the Senior Naval 
Control Officer; the VAC LANFOR tactical, logistical, LVT and 
Shore Party Officers, This party controlled the dispatching of 
the first five (5) scheduled assault waves of both Divisions. 
After the dispatch of these waves this vessel became a "free 
boat* and exercised such general supervisory control as was -necessary* 

(2) Each Division had a "Transron Control Vessel" for 
the coordination of the landing of the various elements of the 
Division. This vessel, a PC(S), exercised general ovo-all con-
trol of Yellow and Blue Beaches for this Division, It carried' 
the Trannron Control Officer (Naval -¦ representative of Commander 
Transport Squadron 15) and the tactical, logistical, artillery, ' 
Shore -Party, and, LVT Officers representing this Division. Con-
trol of the first five (5) scheduled waves was fumlaiel through, 
this vessel and, by plan, passed direct 

' control of til-remain-
ing waves directly to the "Beach Control Vessel's" operating under 
it. This vessel, like the "Central Control Vessel" became a "free 

¦boat" after the dispatch of the -first five (5) wave 15 but ir. gen-
eral maintained a position in the center of ana seaward of the LD 
to provide a landmark for elements coming in to land.. After the 
landing of the assault echelons, this vessel dispatched elements 
for landing to either Yellow or Blue BW^iGw^rals, depending on 
surf and beach conditions. f1-fiJ § I v f^ini"!1! 
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(3) Operating under the Transron Control were two (2) 

"Beach Control Vessels", one for Yellow and one for Blue Beaches. 
These vessels, PCs, were to maintain position on the center of 
their respective sections of the LD aad* controlled the actual 11s~ 
patching of all scheduled and "on call1 waves. They also con-
trolled ;fche actual dispatching of all other elements as directed 
by the Transron Control Vessel* This vessel carried the TransDiv 
Control Officer (Naval) and initially the RCT Commander and his 
staff. -When the RCT Commander landed, he left logistical and LVT 
officers aboard to act as his representatives. 

(4) The Control Plan for this landing was essentially 
the same as that used for the Marianas .Operation with respect to 
craft employed with the following exceptions: 

SCs, designated as MLD Marker Vessels", were em-
ployed to mark the division of the colored beaches on 
the LD. They maintained position on the "Beach Con-
trol Vessels" and, although they were without control 
pprsonnei;. were equipped with flags and communication 
equipment in order to take over control functions in 
event any control vessel became a casualty. 

As in previous landings, LCP(L)s were employed 
to guide assault waves into the beach. However, in 
previous landings the initial wave guide was an LCC 
which, after guiding in the leading wave, took sta-
tion about 300 yards offshore to serve as traffic 
control boat for control of the movement of craft 
to and from the beach as directed by "Bef.oh Control 
Vessel". In this landing, LCP(L)s were u&ed instead 
of LCCs for guiding the. initial wave and as traffic 
control boats. The Division protested this change 
but were overruled by higher authority. 

3. THE LANDING 
(sj P-Dqy (19 February, 1945). 

(1) The transports entered the Tranjsporu Ar'^a about 
0630. The Division and RCT control personnel were tca.t-v^. and dis-
patched to their respective control vessels. > By 07?'G illcontrol 
vessels were in position and the LD had been establMshei. 3y 0810 
all control personnel were reported ambaj'Vei j.n th^r s-H^pc-ctive 
control vessels. The Assistant Division Coiiimandar y-r.Z party x^rcre 
embarked in PC( S)-145f? as a roving observer for /zh-j Division Gom-
manier. A member from the Underwater Tefjns, that hasDemolfct^onsurveyed the island's beaches prior to D-Dar* -w^lK^bWiitd.^Trans^bn, 
Yellow and Blue" Beach Control Vessels to gife- the la!%^Jteifo^v.. 
mation on the beaches. An interview with TrrL& argpreser

6  ****,  
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aboard the Transron Control Vessel revealed n& information not 
previously receive! aboari the USS BAYFIELD on D minus 1. 

(2) The Division tactical air observer was on station 
at 08101 Radio reception aboard the Transron Control Vessel, 
ranging from poor to unreadable, seriously compromised the value 
of the observers reports. 

(5) The weather was favorable for the landing, the-
sky clear, visibility unlimited, except for the smoke and dust, 
resulting from NGF bombardment, carried by an 8 to 12 knot north-
erly wind obscuring the beaches, The sea was calm with slight r 
swells of 2 to 3 feet, and, 'because of the wind direction, the 
surf conditions were ideal. During the NGF bombardment no enemy 
fire fell on the LD or in the Transport and LST Areas. 

(4) The LST s closed the LST Area in good or.der and 
immediately began launching LVTs. By 0807 all LST s had launched 
their amphibious vehicles for the assault waves and at 0815 .the* 
first three waves were formed and waiting in position in rear of 
the LD. The remaining waves were forming up and it was now ap-
parent that How-Hour could be met. 

(5) During the pre-How-Hour air strike the smoke and 
dust cleared from the beaches and some enemy fire, of small call-* 
ber (probably anti-aircraft misses) fell.in the vicinity of the *¦ 

LD but with no apparent effect. 
(6) Preceded by LCS(L)s (the LCI(G)s were unable to 

participate in the assault due to heavy damage received in pre-
liminary operations prior to D-Day), and on signal from Central 
Control, the first assault wave crossed the LD for all beaches 
at 0830 on time. The next four assault waves followed on schedule 
and were dispatched as planned by Central Control. Beach Control 
Vessels then took over and the dispatching progressed without 
incident through the scheduled waves to and including 6 Able* 
Only a small amount of gunfire was observed in the boat lanes, 
during the approach to the beaches and no serious damage or casual-? 

reported.ties were 
(7) The first and second waves were. approximately one 

(1) minute late in landing on all beaches. At this time only light 
small arms fire and moderate mortar fire fell on the beach area. 
The LVT(A)s were able to cross the first terrace by access routes 
cut in the ledges by NG-F and bombing and take positions to cover* 
the^ landing of the personnel wave. The right flank platoon on 
Beach Blue One operated as planned. The personnel LVTs of the 
initial waves were rapidly unloaded and retracted and this re-
sulted In few casualties to tractor pe^j^ni^ and equipment^ 
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The anticipate! "flooding of the beach areas did not materialize. 
Enemy fire was relatively light until the lifting of the NG-F. 
This lifting approximately, coincided with the landing of the BUT 
Reserve, elements and as succe-eding waves came into the beach, 
the effect of large caliber mortar and artillery fire began to 
exact a heavy toll in personnel" and equipment. 

(8) Having discharged .their LVT(A) s, LSTs 930 and 
931 (Hospital Evacuation LSTs) launched one (l) pontoon barge 
each and took station 300 yards in rear of their respective Beach 
Control Vessels. They were on station, prepared to receive 
casualties by 0940. 

(9) As a result of heavy -mortar fire on and adjacent 
to the beaches It 
assault battalions 
assault troops and 
waters edge to the 
time casualties to 
Shore Parties were 

was necessary to lelay the "call11 waves of the 
somewhat to permit clearing the beaches by the 
tanks. Progress up the steep slope from the 
edge of the airfield xms slow. During this 
reconnaissance, liaison, advance Beach and 
high. Boat crews and boats were hard hit. 

Casualties to LVTs and personnel were surprisingly light. The 
remaining waves of the assault BLTs were sent in as beaching 
conlitions permitted and by 1200 all elements, except two (2) 

port of the assault waves and this information was passed back 
to the RCT Commanders. RCT 23 dispatched its tank LSMs to Yel-
low Beaches at 0930 and RCT 25 dispatched theirs at 1005 to land 
on Blue One. The LSMs hit Yellow Beaches about 0940 and were 
immediately taken under heavy enemy mortar find artillery fire. 
Those landing on Blue One hit the beach about 1020 and came under 
the same type of intense enemy fire. Four (4) of the six (6) LSMs 
were hit, two (2) seriously. All succeeded in discharging their 
tanks except LSM 216. This ship initially beached on Yellow Two 
and one (l) tank was discharged, but it bogged down at the mouth 
of the ramp. After a half hour's efforts failed to move the tank, 
the LSM retracted and beached again about 1100 on Yellow One but 
again beach conditions prevented the landing of any talks. By 
this time it had been hit repeatedly and again withdrew and pro-
ceeded to the Evacuation LST 930 to discharge its casualties. 
The tanks aboard had not been seriously damaged. At 1245 it 
again beached on another portion of Yellow One and succeeded in 
discharging "ita^&nkJs b4r 1300. The Divi 
ment on the high degree of courage and tjships in beaching and accomplishing thej 
equipment in the face of the heaviest c 

> -&-
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LCMs of BLT 2/23, (carrying 37mm guns) had been 
the beaches. 

(10) The preliminary reconnaissance 
personnel indicated the feasibility of employing 

dispatched to 

by tank liaison 
in sup-tanks 

4 
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fire yet seen In any operation* On the request of a ssault RCT 
Commanders, Division .authorized the landing of the tanks attached 
to the Division Reserve to reinforce the Tank Companies attached 
to the assault RCTs. The first elements of this unit were landed 
from an LSM on Yelloxf One at 1155 and consisted of two (2) tank 
retrievers and an armored dozer. At 1255 another LSM landed a 
Tank Platoon on Blue One for attachment to the Tank Company operat-
ing with RCT 25 and this was followed by two (2) other platoons 
which also landed on Blue one0 e and were completely atiboi-o by 1330. 
The remaining Tank Platoon nwas landed on Yellow One about 1400 
and was attached to the Company operating with RCT 23. These LSMs 
also were subject to enemy artillery and mortar fire but it was 
neither as accurate or as intense and no serious damage resulted. 

(11) The reserve BLTs of the assault RCTs comnenced 
landing at 1233 when the first, wave of BLT 2/25 was dispatched 
to Blue One* The last elements of. this unit, except some vehicles 
in LCMs completed landing by 1327, The first wave of BLT 3/23, 
RCT 23 Reserve, crossed the LX) at 1313 and the last elements of 
this unit were ashore by 1358. » 

(12) In addition to the destroyed enemy craft that 
blocked portions of the Division's landing beaches, partial re-
ports received by 1230 indicated that there were at least five 
(5) LVTs, (l) mediumone tank and an undisclosed number of LCVP-
LCMs blocking the beaches. Moderate enemy mortar and artillery 
fire continued on. the Division beaches and water areas adjacent 
thereto. Beached boats with no crews, because of casualties re-
sulting from enemy fire, had broached, filled with sand and water, 
and. because of the excess weight, could not be retracted by the 
LCP(r) salvage boats of the Beachmasters. This condition became 
progressively worse and by late afternoon the beaches were so 
cluttered with wrecked craft that strict traffic control was 
necessary to effect any unloading. This condition seriously 
restricted the landing of the Support Groups of the assault RCTs. 

(13) Advance elements of the Shore and Beach Party 
landed with the reserve units of the assault BLTs on all beaches* 
The four (4) LSMs carrying heavy Shore Party equipment were on 
station in rear of the LD by 1000 ready to land on order. Due 
to the congested condition on the beaches, restricted landing 
areas for LSMs, and the necessity of favoring the landing of LSMs 
with tanks, the landing of Shore Party equipment embarked in LSMs 
was considerably delayed. This resulted in the bulk of the Shore 
and Beach Party, landing with the BLT Support Group I(boated in . 
LCVPe and some equipment boated in LCMs), having little essential 
equipment to work with on the beaches. Furthermore, some of these 
VyiA^e' viAnaed on the wrong beaches, the iVa jWk^ppmigjlfiMffitftfifrtf? ** 
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Yellow One landing on the north half of Red Two. Also, casual-
ties to Shore ani Beach Parties were extremely heavy, particularly 
in officers, ani. this further added to the difficulty of establish-
ing control on the beaches. It was not until 1400 t^a.t CPs ani 
communication facilities were firmly established on rillbeaches. 
By 1730 Regimental Shore Party CPs were •established ani sufficient' 

nequipment had been landed from Shore Party U&s -o r.tavt effective 
clearance of the beach areas and the construction cf screes roads. 

(14) BegJ.nning about 1300 various elements of the 
BLT and RCT Support Groups of the aesaul't HX1s ware landed as 
the situation ashore and the beach conlitiotvs perriittal. Prac-
tically all the BLT Support Groups were landed except* gome ve-
hicular elements which could obviously not be moved off the beach, 
A larger proportion of the RCT Support- Groups was not landed but 
the bulk of the more essential elemants were ashore by darkness. 
Both RCTs had advance CPs established ashore about irOO and both 
CPs completely established by 1700. 

(15) The artillery LSTs were in position and ready 
to launch DUKWs, on order.. by How-Hour. At this time, Battalion 
Reconnaissance Parties embarked in LCVPs ani reported to the 
Division Artillery Officer who was with the Control Party on the 
Transron Control Vessel. By 1200 information from the assault 
RCT Commanders indicated that the front lines were still about 
200 yards snort of Airfield #1 ani that in general, conditions 
ashore were not favorable for the landing of artillery. It was 
decided however, to lani the Reconnaissance Parties ani the Party 
from 1/14 landed on Blue One about 1240. The Party from 2/14
landed on Yellow One about 1340 and this was followed by 3/14
and 4/14, the latter landing about 1430. Division ordered the 
landing of the two direct support battalions at 1400. These were 
launched without incident, proceeded to their respective Beach 
Control Vessels and commenced landing about 1500. 1/14 (75mm 
Pk How) moved into position off Beach Blue One without too much. 
trouble and was emplaced, registered, and firing direct support 
missions at 1740. 2/14 (105mm How), landing on Beach Yellow One 
had an extremely difficult time getting into position. Each piece 
had to be unloaded from the DUKW just above the water line and 
then dragged ac»oss the beach and into position by an angle dozer. 
This Battalion was in position, registered, and firing direct 
support missions by 2130. The landing and emplacement of these 
units was accomplished under heavy artillery and mortar fire and 
was an extremely difficult operation. Both units v&vq omplaced 
close to the beach areas, which facilitated ammunition supply 
but further complicated the already congested condition of this 
area. 3/14 was launched about 1530 but on the receipt of further 
information from shore was ordered to re-embark as was the Regi-

.Reconnaissance Party which had started ashore about 1510. 
\ -
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Uo attempt was male to land ,4/14 on D~Day. DUKWs which landed 
the two direct support battalions, returned -to thoir parent LSTs 
#md commence! loading additional personnel.. an d ammunition. 

(16) Division ordered two BLTs of the Division 
Reserve (RCT 24) boated 1404, was ordered to reportat BLT l/£4to Blue Beach Control Vessel and BLT 2/24 to Yellow Beach Control 
Vessel. At 1500 Division ordered the landing of these two BLTs 
and, effective upon landing, 1/24 was attached to RCT 25 and 2/24
attached to RCT 23> However, the Division specified that these 
BLTs were not to be committed without Division authority. Be-
ginning at 1615 the first wave of 1/24 crossed the LD for Beach 
Blue One and was follox^ed at five (5) minute intervals by the re-
maining waves and all were ashore by 170©. The first wave of 
2/24 was dispatched for landing on Yellow Two .at "1620 .and was 
followed by its remaining waves at five (5) minute intervals' and 
this- unit was completely ashore by 1860. At 1509 Division order-
ed the landing of the remainder of the Division Reserve on Blue 
One. By 1800 BLT 3/24 and the Regimental Support Group, includ-
ing the Regimental Headquarters, was in position behind the LD 
off Blue One. The first wave of 3/24 crossed the LD for landing 
at 1820. The remaining waves followed at five minute intervals 
and these in turn were followed by the waves of the Support Group. 
Part of the Regimental Weapons Company and the attached sections 
of the War Dog Platoon were not landed. By 2030 RCT 24 (less
1/24, 2/24, and the elements noted above) was completely ashore, 
in Division Reserve, in an assembly area in TA 166 F. 

(17) By darkness on ft-Day the situation in general 
was that the Division had three (3) RCTs (less some Support 
Group elements), two (2) Battalions of artillery, and a fair~ amount of heavy Shore Party equipment ashore. It held the line 
which included the eastern edge of Airfield#1 an'dwas of suf-
ficient depth inland from Blue Beaches to guarantee the success-
ful holding of the beachhead. It had firm contact with the sth 
Marine Division on the left and "sufficient supplies of water, am-
munition and rations were ashore to support the continuation of 
operations in the morning. Although surf and £fca conditions had 
been favorable for the landing of all types of landing craft, 
beach conditions and the continuous mortar and artillery fire 
had seriously hampered the actual landing of troops ?nl equip-
me-nt. This fire had disabled heavy equipment, LVTs, and landing 
craft on the beach and in the surf to such an extent that only 
by prompt salvage could the beaches be prepared for the next 
days operation. It was apparent at this time that the equipment 
available to the Beachmasters was not sufficiently heavy to either 
salvage or junk the wrecked craft on the Division beaches. Night 
retirement of Transports and LSTs was con^ffj^ IWffii#^iTftgiv.with plans* Certain APAs, including ClifdfPl^fl^^fKiyR1 



designated LSTs and all Control Craft remained in the area* The 
LSMs algo remained In the area andecertain of these commencedunloading of priority supplies and equipment from the APAs which 
remained in the area. 

(b) D Plus 1-Day (20 Februa 1945). 

;i (1) During the hours of darkness of D/D plus 1 every
effort x*as made to improve the condition of the beaches, both 
at the "waters edge ani inland. Intermittent enemy harassing 
fire fotl in the beach areas all night and -interfere! with this 
activity but some progress was made In clearing the beaches by' 
using LTfTfej a certain number of which had been retainei ashcro, 
to carrjf supplies ani equipment forward to the front line units. 
No appreciable progress was maie in clearing the beaches of 
wrecked:; laniing craft except for the landing of a few LVTs with 
emergency supplies, particularly 81mm mortar ammunition, no un-
loading was accomplished during the night. Information was re-
ceived that bad weather could be expected in the morning with 
the wind shifting to the south ani east. 

(2) At 0800, Transron Control was informed that RCT-21 (3rd -Mar Oiv VAC LANFOR Reserve) had been ordered to boat 
and report to it for landing. This RCT was to be Landed on Divi-
sion beaches as directed by Corps order. Since the exact landing 
area of jthis unit was not known, it was decided to rendezvous one 
(1) BLTjin the vicinity of Yellow Beach Control Vessel, a second 
in the vicinity of Blue Beach Control Vessel, and a third BLT plus 
the Regimental Headquarters G-roup in the vicinity of the Transron 
Control This was done, in order, as the boat groups ar-
rived. ;iThe Regimental Commander with some of his staff and the 
Naval Officer in charge of the Boat G-roups, were brought aboard 
the Trarisron Control Vessel. Effective control maintained 
in this;!manner and the RCT could have been landed

wps
on any beach 

or beaches as desired. However, as the situation developed 
ashore Uuring the day, it became apparent that they could not 
be utilized successfully ashore and were re-embarked on their 
parent APAs late in the afternoon. 

(3) The expected bad we? the r developed, and by mid-
morning ; the landing of LCVPs and LCMs became extremely hazardous 
due to surf conditions on beaches and more of these craft were 
wrecked* Progress in clearing the beaches of wreckei .craft was 
poor, fligher Naval control finally managed to get some empty 
LSMs close-in to assist in clearing x^rre eked craft from the beach 
and landed UDT personnel to begin blasting wrecks where they' » 

could not be towed off. By noon It was decided to confine the 
landing of additional troops, supplies and 
tnougn.eome Beach Controls managed to land- -12 

« 
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lee of the larger vessels while they were "beached* During the : 

day additional Support Group elements including additional Shore. 
Party equipment were gotten ashore and by late afternoon some" 
progress had been made in clearing the areas fcril&nd of the beaches 
and some egress roads had been started. 

landed,(4) The remainder of the Division artillery was 
3/14 commenced landing on Yellow One at 1500 and was in position, 
registered in firing missions by 1730. Considerable difficulty 
was experienced in landing 4/14* The LST in which it was em-
barked could not be found for several hours ant itms finally 
located in an outer area endeavoring to recover an LOT launchr-
ing cradle. It was finally brought in and commenced launching 
DUKWs about 1600. By this time sea conditions were very rough
and, while the launched DUKWs were being assembled for movement 
to the LD for landing, seven (?) of them swamped and sank, in-
cluding five (5) carrying artillery pieces. The remainder of 
4/14 commenced landing on Yellow One at 1735 and was in position 
ready to fire by midnight. The Regimental Command Group landed 
on Yellow One at 1705 and the advance CP was established ashore 

1715,at 

(5) Throughout the day, other than LSMs, all supplies 
were landed in LVTs and DUKWs which operated continuously in un-
loading the pre-load^ on the LSTs* The beaches and adjacent water 
areas continued to receive Intermittent enemy artillery and mortar 
fire which varied in intensity from moderate to heavy. Casualties 
remained heavy and the facilities of the Evacuation LSTs were 
stretched to the limit. The rough seas seriously hampered the 
transfer of casualties from LVTs and DUKWs, which were evacuating 
them from the beaches, to the pontoon barge rigged alongside each 
LST. The Division Shore Party Group landed about 1500 on Blue One 
and the Division Shore Party CP opened just off the left flank of 
this beach at 1530. 

(6).«By darkness the situation ashore had cleared con-
siderably and the Division in conjunction with the sth Marine Divi-

a sion on. the left held all of Airfield#1 and some gains had been 
made on the right. Although supply of some items, principallythe 
mortar ammunition became critical, sufficient supplies had been 
built up ashore to support all elements during the night and as-
sure the continuation of the attack in the morning. Night re-
tirement of ships with the same exception as for the night of 15-
Day was again executed. 

(c) D Plus S-Day (21 February, 1945), 

(1) During the hours of darkness efforts continued 
in the clearance of the areas lnland fr<m Jjii|be§cffifVfryWTTPI 
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and the few "Weasels 11 that were available continue! to be the 
only effective means of moving supplies inland. Some progress 
halbeen male in eetablisning beach 'lumps. Intermittent enemy 
fire on the beaches continue! luring the night but ha! lessened 

•in intensity. . 
(2) HCT 21 was again boat el and reported to Transron 

Control for landing under the same conditions as prevailed on D 
plus 1. The Regimental' Control Party reporte*. aboard the Trrns-
ron Control Vessel about 1030. About 1100 orders were receive! 
to lan! this unit on Yellow Beaches. An al^nco Regimental CP 
was lanlcd on Yellow One at 1200 an! the CP n^ta.blished at 1225 
in the vicinity of TA 148 D. The leadinp BL": commence! lanling 
on Yellow One ani Two at 1335 an! was follow;"' r tuc remaining 
BLTs at half hour intervals. By 1720 al] oV~or J,,£ w:rv- ashore 

¦and i.n an assembly area in TA 148 D, H, T. >T « \ >^CJ r.CT 21 . 
was attached to the Division by VAC order. 

(3) The landine of the remaining el.mjr^ of the 
RCT Support Groups continue! throughout the" lay as be.i.eh con-
ditions permitted. Weather conditions remained bal with rough 
seas ani high surf. Enemy fire remainei fairly heavy on all 
beaches. LCS(L)s were employed luring the dry in an effort to 
clear wrecked craft from beaches an! though some progress was 
made the effort was only partially successful. Additional 
Beach Parties were landed and conditions inland from the beaches 
began to improve. A few LSTs were beached and succeeded unload-
ing badly needed supplies. The landing of other supplies was 
confined to the use of LSI-Is, LVTs and DUKVs. In the cp.se of 
LVTs an! EUKWs, refueling began to become a mr\'or problem as 
the supplies on LSTs became exhausted. Priority was given to 
landing gasoline in LSMs for establishment of dumps ashore. 
The ADC came aboard the Transron Control Vessel about 1200 r.nd 
was landed on Blue One at 1255. He established himself initial-
ly at the CP of our CT 24, the Division Reserve. It had been 
planned to land the advance Division CP about 1-100 but an LSM 
could not be obtained to land the necessary communication and 
other equipment. Evacuation of casualties through the Evacua-
tion LSTs continued adequate but the difficulties increased as 
the continual battering of the pontoon transfer barge by land-
ing craft resulted in da-mage to some of t he pontoon sections and 
they filled with water. This caused a bad list and for a time 
it was thought that one barge might sink. Additional barges 
were launched but proved unmanageable in the high winds and 
rough seas. Several of these finally drifted ashore and further 
blocked the beach area. By darkness the Division had achieved 
further advances, particularly on tne right, and the supply sit-
uation ashore remained essentially the same. Additional LSTs and 
APAB were kept in the area over night to facilit^te.unloadinffoj!^^ 

14 . Vi^HraritofcAJfII\i4Af »' 111 11*1/ 
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essential supplies. Remaining ships execute! night retirement 
as usual. 

-(*)'D Plus 3-Day to D glue 4- Day (32 25 February, 1945). 

(1) During this period the remaining elements of the 
Division, except some Motor Transport ani Medical, were landed. 
Weather conditions remained unfavorable and even LVTs and DQKWs 
had difficulty. Intermittent en-emy artillery and mortar fire 
continued on all beach areas. Unloading was confine d principally 
to the use of LSMs, LCTs and a few remaining operational LGMs 
that could be beached in the lee of the larger craft. An in-
creasing number of LSTs were beached and unloading was greatly 
increased but remained "selective" from APAs and AKAs. Beach 
conditions began to improve rapidly as additional Shore Party 
equipment and personnel was landed. 

(2) The advance Division CP was landed on Yellow One 
in an LSM at 1500 D plus 3 and was established and opened at 1600 
in TA 164 Y. The Commanding General with the bulk of the Division 
OP landed on Yellow Two by LSM about 1100 on D plus 4. The Divi-
sion CP closed on- the USS BAYPIELD (APA-33) at 0930 and opened 
ashore at the advance CP location at the same time* The Division 
Chief of Staff with a small party remained on the BAYFIELD to act 
as liaison with the Commander of Transron 15 and he and his party 
landed early in the morning of D plus 7. All elements of the 
Division were ashore by D plus 7 and general unloading started 
at that time. With the landing of the Commanding General, the Tactical 
Control Officer on the Transron Control Vessel also landed but 
Logistical and LVT Control Officers remained aboard until unload-
ing was completed. 

(3) For complete details of the landing of the vari-
ous elements of the Division during this period, see Section IV 
and the various reports of the organizations concerned, which 
are appended as Annexes to this Report. 

;*;* ¦> ¦* -19* 
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4. COMMENTS AMD RECOMMENDATIONS 

(a) The number of LSTs male available to the Division for 
this operation was insufficient, particularly in view of the re-
strictions place! on the "special" types (Evacuation Control ani 
RaiarK It is consiierei that a minimum of eight (8) LSTs shouli 
be assignei to each assault RCT as anything less than tnis number 
willnot permit adequate tactical lop,ling ani lanling of two as-
sault BLTs* The presence of one LST, specially fittel for casual-
ty evacuation control, in such a group wouli not be a serious inter-
ference as their use is leemel essential. However the present 
practice of embarking numbers of Naval personnel, both officers 
anl men, who are concernei with the launching an! operation of 
pontoon barges ani causeways ani of LCTs shouli be stoppel* These 
personnel shouli be carriei to the target In other shipping ani 
transferrel to the LSTs after the assault troops have been lanlei. 
Ifany "ralar" LSTs are require! in future operations they shouli 
be in aiiition to those assignei assault echelons* 

(b) Although cooperation ani ooorilnation by the LST 
Flotilla Commanler was excellent throughout the operation ani the 
initial operation of the LSTs was highly satisfactory, consiierable 
lifficulty was encounterei with G-roup Commaniers ani, in particular, 
with iniivilual Ship Commaniers in the lays following the initial 
laniing. This trouble hai to io principally with effecting move-
ment as iesirei, ani require! by the iifficultunloaiing coniitions 
on the beaches, anl with the oil complaint of failure of iniiviiual 
LSTs to retrieve LVTs for necessary fueling ani servicing. In con-
nection with moving LSTs, a great leal of the difficulty encounterei 
was cause! by the refusal of Commanier Transron 15 to ielegata the 
necessary authority to his Transron Control Officer ani his in-
sistence on the personal issuance of such oriera. In connection 
with the failure of certain LSTs to retrieve LVTs, particularly 
at night ani unler bal sea coniitions, the Captains of these ships 
shouli have ha! imprsssei upon them the responsibility they bear 
in accomplishing this task when engage! in operation with these 
vehicles. A number of LVTs were lost luring this operation lue to 
the refusal of LSTs to take them aboari. 

(c) As with the LSTs, the initial operations of the LSMs 
were very satisfactory but the same iifficulty in obtaining their 
movement, loaiing, ani beaching prevailei ani to even a greater 
extent than with the LSTs, Some of this iifficulty can be attribute! 
to the fact that uncertainty of loaiing- vplA|iaip|jlh^i|jeifl.|>^*artfitei 
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until the initialRehearsal in MAALASA BAY ha! been complete!. 
Further, these ships sailel in early echelons with the tractor 
groups ani this prevented Division officers holiing conferences 
with the Flotilla an! G-roup Commaniers in orier to coordinate' 
ani explain the plans of the Division for their use. However, 
as in the case of the LSTs, the major fa .^tor with respect to these 
ships was the refusal of Commander Transron 15 tc delegate author-
ity for their control to the Transron Control Officers. 

\ 

(!) The laniing control for this operation, although it 
accompli she! the task, was neither as satisfactory nor as efficient 
as for the Marianas Operation. In aiiition to the remarks note! 
in paragraphs(b), ani (c) above, there was a teniency to centralize 
control in the higher echelons. There is no question that the 
iispatch of the initial assault waves snouli be a direct function 
of "Central Control 11 * However, it is believe! that this control 
shouli not exteni beyoni the first throe waves ani that thereafter 
the 11spate hing of allwr.ves ani all traffic to ani from the beach 
shouli be a iirect function of the (lBeach Control 11 (TrmsDlv Con-
trol Officer) • The function of the "Transron Control", ani of the nCentral Control" after the iispatch of the initial waves, shculi 
be in character. This system was employe! with great 
success in the SAIFAH an! TIHIAN Operations. Another change which 
seriously hanroerei control of laniing operations was the substitu-
tion of LCP(L)s for LCCs as traffic control boats off the iniivi-
lual beaches. These craft ha! inaioquate communication ani wore 
too small. To the coxswains an! irivers of bopts ani laniing 
vehicles they lookei Just like another salvage boat cruising arouni 
off the beaches. At no time were these craft able to exercise ef-
fective control over traffic to an! from the beaches. LCP(!>)s are 
excellent as teniers for all Control Ships 1 ani their use shouli 
be confine! to this iuty. 

(!) Ccntrcl communications, with the exception of the 
LCP(L)s usei as traffic control boats, were excellent. The great-
est improvement was note! in the communication channels set up for 
control of LVTs which workei better t nan any previous operation. 

(c) Refueling of LVTs ievelope! into a major problem luring 
the first four lays of the operation. During the c ritical unloai-
ing periol, from .3} plus 1 toD plus 4, consiierable ielay resultei 
from inaiequate arrangements for refueling. Although the Division 
ha! recemmeniel thr.t e<*ch LST carry from 80 to 100 irums of gaso-
line this was cut to twenty (20) Irums by the Navy. This small 
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quantity of fuel was quickly consume! anl by D plus 1 littleif 
any remained on the LSTs. The use of LCVPs ani LCMs as Bowser 
boats became llfficultluring the bal weather condition which 
levelopel beginning, with t> plus 1* The plan to use pontoon barges,
anchored close in shore, as refueling points failol as these craft 
prove! unmanageable in the high win! an! rough sea. The problem 
was partially solve! by transferring large quantities of gasoline 

¦from APAs an! AKAs to LSTs* This wa& a slow expe!ient an! coull 
have been obviate! by the initial loaling of alequate fuel, on LSTs 
at the Staging Area* The problem was not finally s6lve.l, until, 
by the use of LSMs, alequate lumps xfere establishel ashore. 

(f) The use of specially fittelLSTs for Casualty Evacua-* 
tion Control was highl3r satisfactory an! a great improvement over 
the methols use! in previous operations. From a con-trol stanl-
pcirit, the only lifficulty encounterel was with the pontoon barges, 
which were secure! alongsile the LST anl were use! for casualty 
transfer stations.* The continual pounling of these barges in the 
rough sea by LVTs, DUKWs an! lanling craft, puncture! some of the 
pontoon sections an! cause! them to fillwith water. This cause! 
the barges to list an! male the transfer of casualties very lif-
ficult. It is recom&enlel that these barges be well protectel by 
fenlers in the future. Some lifficulty was experience! in keeping
these LSTs on proper station but on the whole their performance 
was excellent. 

(g) One of the most serious, anl largest problems encounter-
el luring the lanling operation was the clearance of wreckel lanl-
ing craft anl equipment from the batches. The use of LCP(R)s to 
salvage wreckel craft from beaches prove! wholly inalequate anl in 
future operations where similar ccnlitions are anticipate!, a 
heavier typo craft, specially fittel anl mannel by trainel person^ 
nel willbe necessary. Also Beach anl Shore Parties willhavo to 
receive more training in the clearance of wreckel lanling vehicles 
anl equipment from beach areas. 

(h) The initial operations of Beach anl Shore Parties x^ere 
bally lisorganizel. The main contributing factors to this con-
iition were as follows: 

Practically all of the Beach Parties anl the great 
majority of the Shore Party were compose! cf "green" 
personnel an! lackel training, ani experience o In the 
case of the Shore Parties, the bulk was compose! of Naval 
Construction Battalion" anl Marine 
sonnel who hal no previous experie 
to the Division a very short time ; 

18 
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Heavy casualties, particularly on 0 ani D plus 1, 
which in seme cases amounted to 80$ of the officers ani.
50$ of the men. This resultei'in a loss of control ani 
seriously retariei the initial organization of the beaches. 

The inability, iue to the extremely iifficultlanling
conditions, of getting sufficient heavy Shore Party equip-
ment ashore early. 

Conditions began to improve on D plus 2 with the landing of Re-
placement Beach Partias ani aiiitional Shore Party personnel ani 
equipment* Thereafter progress in beach organization was rapii 
ani by the afternoon of D plus 3 was well unier control* By D 
plus 5 the Division beaches were in an excellent state of organ-
ization ani continue!* ec, though laniing coniitlons remain© ibai 
ani the beach areas remains 1unier intermittent enemy fire for 
many

t 
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SECTION IV 

NARRATIVE OF' OPERATION  
(See Map;: Progress of Attack)  

!•- FROM 0900 19 .FSB 45 TO 1800. 19 FEB 45 (D-DAY)T 

(a) Elements of -TF' 54, reinforced, by elements of TF 58, 
opened fire at- sunrise -in"assigned areas of responsibility. Begin-
ning at H-45 all fires were intensified in scheduled series along 
the beaches and on the Division .right flank, concentrating along the 
beaches from H-15 to H-3, thereupon' initiating a rolling barrage for-
ward of the assault forces. Shifting progressively 200 yards inland, 
fires were 400 yards from the beach when the first wave landed. 

(b) B-24's of CTF 94 bombed the objective at 0730- From 
H-55 to H-35 support aircraft of CTF 58 and CTG- 52*2 struck the 
flanks and the landing beaches. From H-5 to about H/2 these units 
repeated- their attacks on the flanks -and beaches, strafing inland 
200 yards in advance; of the assault troops. 

(c) After the above" Naval and Air bombardment, the 4th 
Marine Division (Reinforced) landed at 0902 on Beaches Yellow and 
Blue with the mission of seizing 0-1 in its zone of action, and pro-
tecting the right (NE) flank of the Corps, then on Corps order seize 
0-2, prepared for further operations to seize the remainder of IWO 
JIMA witliin its zone, in order to assist in securing.;. that Island and 

¦destroi'lng the enemy there on •''. 
(d) Initial resistance was moderate-but increased in'in-

tensity as units advanced inland. No obstacles and only a few land 
mines were encountered on the beaches, but the entire zone of action 
of the^ Division was subjected to heavy artillery, rocket, mortar, 
machine gun and rifle fire throughout the day, causing many casual-
ties, particularly along the beaches. The fire from these weapons 
was delivered from commanding ground and from well-concealed, well 
emplaced concrete pillboxes, blockhouses, and caves'.' (c) Inland from Yellow Beaches to AirfieldNo. 1 the ad-
vance of troops, and movement of vehicles was impeded by loose volcan-
ic sand, abrupt terraces, and;. a generally steep-s lope from the 
water 1 s edge to the rim of AirfieldNo. 1. 

(f) Egress from Blue Beach was similar, and, in -addition, ' 
on.the extreme right of the zone the entire' area of both Blue and 
Yellow beaches was dominated by sheer ..cliffs rising^ above- quarries, 
ne ce §.sii.tating. ha,zardoaja enveloprctehts from "fr*13!MflffM^-Jt^fKflMMT'irft 
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order to neutralize those heights* 

(&) HOT 25 landed on Yellow Beaches at 0902 with tiro bat-
talions abreast, ,1/23 on the left and 2/23 on the right. The attack 
of this Combat Team was of necessity a direct ..frontal assault against 
well-organized positions on commanding ground. At 1655 orders were 
issued to BLT 2/24 to pass through BLT 2/23 in order to seize the 
edge of .the Airfield- The passage of lines in this instance was 
postponed until just prior to darkness because of the initiation of 
an advance by BLT 2/23 to the Airfield. Relief by BLT 2/24 was. com-
pleted by t915. 

(h)( h) 'HOT 25 landed on Beach Blue 1 at 0902 with two batta-
lions abreast, 1/25 on the left and 3/25 on the right. Because of. 
the restricted beach area (Beabh. Blue 2 being untenable for a land-
ing), the right battalion landed in a column of companies. This RCT 
had the difficult mission not only of landing on a narrow front, but 
also of delivering a frontal attack with the left battalion, as the 
right battalion, preparing for the envelopment of the heights, 
executed a turning movement to the right: to secure Beach Blue 2. 

Casualties were excessive^, necessitating the passage 
of reserve battalions of both RCT's through assault units. The 
Commanding C-eneral, not the momentum of the attack,' in order to allay 
ordered two BLT s of the Division Reserve, RCT 24, -to land and to 
support the attack. BLT l/24 landed on Blue Beaches at 1632 and was 
attached 25. 2/24 landed ' and wa.s -attachedto RCT BLT at 1650 to RCT-23 as noted above. RCT 24, less two BLT s , completed landing at 
2030 and assembled in TA1s 165 0 and 166 FG- as Division Reserve. 

(i) 14th Marines. '.1/3,4 in direct support of RCT 25, 
landed and was in position at 1700. 2/14 in direct support of RCT 
23, landed and was in position at 2130- The Artillery Regiment less 
these two battalions remained afloat*. 

(j) Company !fC", in normal attachment,4th Tank Battalion. 
to RCT 23, began landing from LSMr ? on Yellow Beaches at 0940. 
Because of difficulties,at the beach and inland the ;company did not 
complete landing until 1300* Considerable difficulty was experien-
ced in negotiating the loose sand; as a result of that and enemy 
fire many tanks became inoperative* Because RCT 23 anticipated the 
need for additional tanks to knock out pillboxes holding up the 

ffß ftadvance, one platoon of Company was attached to Company "C". 

Company "A",, attached, to HCT 25, began landing from 
LSM's on Blue Beaches at 1017.. Although the terrljp| inland from 

/ / these beaches was somewhat more favorable for the/pj!«jfl|jfon* of tanks 
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than was that of Yellow Beaches, many mines were encountered causing 
delay in the commitment of "the entire company. Because of initial 
losses and slightly more' favorable terrain, Company -'"B*", less one 
platoon, wp.s attached to Company "A" during the afternoon. 

(k) Call fires were delivered by ships assigned to assault 
battalions. VOF planes, employed with organic ship spot planes, aug-
mented the search for the location of enemy artillery. Counter-
battery fires against both AA arid artillery positions predominated. 

(l) Although the penetration was not as deep as had been 
planned, the landing was successful. The combination of a well or-
ganized and determined defense and extremely rough terrain retarded 
the progress of the attack, but by late afternoon the assault ele-
ments had reached the edge of AirfieldNo. 1, and had made consider-
able progress towards the capture of the high ground on: the right-

¦flank" (See Map, Progress of Attack). • : 

(m) At 1700 all units were ordered to consolidate positions 
on the most favorable ground, prepared to continue the "attack at 
0830, 20 February, 1945. 

(n) Weather and Visibility; : The weather was fair, visi-
bility good, except where impaired by smoke drifting across the 
beaches from the northwest- '. 

£• FROM" 1800. 19 FSB 45 TO 1800. 20 FEB 45 (D PLUS l) 

• "(a) During the night units consolidated positions/estab-
lished firm contact and made preparations' for continuing the attack 
the following morning. Contact was maintained with the enemy during 
the night. Allunits received mortar and artillery fire, but other-
wise the' night was generally quiet., with no other activity to the . 
front. '3LT 2/24', attached to RCT 23, relieved BLT 2/23 in the line 
at 1915, BLT 2/23 reverting to RCT 23 Reserve. 

(b) Because BLT 3/25 had sustained approximately ,50^ cas-
ualties, and because complete relief -over such rugged terrain was 
impracticable, two companl.es of BLT 1/24, which was attached to RCTV

2&, were attached to 8LT.,3/25 in the line at 1845 and 2053 respec-
•tively. '-. . ¦¦ 

-•
¦ • ' .; ¦ 

(c) Assigned units of TF 54, reinforced by elements of  
TF 58, provided illumination arid :Harassing fires during the night.  

(d) Black. Cat night- observers' were f§mni^red but were un-
able to carry out missions eff-e'&'fclvely ,be,cau?^ljLiJfM wA^ 
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other reasons discussed elsewhere. 

(c) Supported by CTF 54 and elements of CTF 58 firing a 
coordinated naval gunfire preparation from K-15 to K-hour, and by 
two direct support artillery battalions furnishing local preparation 
fires for each assault RCT, the Division continued the attack in 
accordance- with VAC LANFOR order, at King-hour, 0830, to seize 0-I*. 
There was no change in boundaries or formation; the Line of Departure 
waf the present front lines. 

(?.) Progress was made initially on the left, but intense 
machine gun, heavy mortar. and artillery fire halted the advance 
during the afternoon/ Little progress was made on the right* 

(g) ROT 
' ' 23. with BLT 3/23 on the left, BLT 2/24 on the 

.(g).right, and BLT s 1/23 and 2/23 in reserve, jumped off at the' follow-
ing hours: 3/23 at 0830, and .2/24, delayed for"15 minutes while 
waiting for tanks to support the attack, at 0845.. The northern and 
eastern extremities of AirfieldNo. 1were secured after a slow and 
bitterly contested advance. Upon the request of the 4th Division, 

¦VAC LANFOR ordered elements of the 2d Bomb Disposal Company .to land 
at 1517 and to report immediately to RCT 23, reporting to the 4th 
Engineer Battalion when its duty with RCT 23 was completed* 

' (h) RCT 25, with 1/25, 2/25 and 1/24 in line"and 3/25 in 
reserve, continued the attack on the left at 0855 in conjunction 
with RCT 23. Little'progress was made by this Combat Team, since 
it was imperative that it-conform to the advance of RCT 23. Due to 
difficulty in distinguishing boundaries on the ground, BLT 1/25
fought most of the day in zone of RCT .23- BLT 2/24, attached to RCT 
23, assumed control*' of this area at 1630- One platoon of Company
"B", 4th Engineer Battalion was attached- to BLT"1/24 for the period 
and operated with RCT 25. 

d) RCT 24 , less two BLT's, remained in an assembly area 
in TA's 166 FG and 165 0 as Division Re-serve. 

(j) The 14th Marines, less 4/14, completed landing at 
1730.  Battalions immediately went into position and registered to 
support the attack. 

riBtf(k) 4th Tank Battalion.- Companies "A" and (less 1 
platoon), attached to RCT 25, remained on call most of the day while 
Engineers removed land mines' obstructing, the advance. Company "C" 
(plus 1 platoon of Company "B") supported the advance of RCT 23,  
destroying pillboxes, automatic' weapons and gun positions.  

(l) Naval aunfire- Units of CTF 54 and element's of CTF 58 

kkmU 
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continued to support the action with normal fires. Throughout the  
day. flres= were intense, i with all ships searching for "enemy gun and  
mortar positions. Fires were restricted about 1500, as 'the cloud  
cover after that time hindered float andVOF planes.  

(m) Aircraft from the above units executed support mis-
sions . Search and attack patrols were instituted by CASCU as re-
quested by the Division. Day, and night tactical observers were em-
ployed together with NGF and artillery air spotters. VMO-4 did not  
operate. Air support began securing at 1515.  

(h) Although combat efficiency was reduced by heavy 
casualties, the capture of Airfield No. .1 wps completed by 1500, and 
an advancd of 200- to. 1000 yards haft been made across the Division 
front* 

(o) At 1630, upon VAC LANFOR order, units were ordered to' 
consolidate positions on the most favorable ground, prepared to con-
tinue the attack at 0810, 21 February, 1945- Particular attention 
was directed toward anti-mechanized defense and firm contact between 
units right and' left. 

.(p.) 'feather and Visibility* Weather fair and visibility 
good ctur lng" the morning. In the afternoon clouds and rain decreased 

•the visibility. -..-¦ 

3. FROM 1800, 20 FSB 45 TO 1800. 21 FSB 45 (P PLUS g) 

(a) Because of enemy activity and troop movements along  
the entire front, RGT 24 (less 2 BLT's), the Division Heserve , was  
ordered at 2015 to be prepared to be committed on short notice in  
the zones of -action of either RCT 23 or RCT 25.  

(b) Rockets or nervy mortars were reported falling in the 
zones of action of each Combat and in rear ?reas. Since this.Team 
fire supposedly was coming. not only from the front but from' the rear 
In the vicinity of Suribachi, the. sth Harine Division artillery was 

¦requested to execute counter-battery fire on positions in the Suri-
bachi area. RCT 23 reported enemy tanks in the vicinity of TA 
181 S; artillery fires were requested, and the tanks were either 
destroyed or dispersed. . 

(c) At 0443 RCT 25 repulsed an attempted infiltration by 
approximately 100 Japs; the lines remained intact and all the enemy 

¦-¦ 
¦ ¦were killed. ..... . .... v ..--.- " ' 

(?) "Naval •J3unf tire».'. Units of- CTF-ffMi(|m\iik]lfklpfc| 
i^W 
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illumination and intensive harassing and defensive fires throughout 
the night in' an attempt to reduce enemy shelling to a minimum. 

' 
; (c) Night- air observers furnished one flight, returning 

to base oh account of. bad weather • -. ' 

(f) 14th Marines* 4/14 completed landing and was in posi-
tion and registering at 0638- Four guns were operative. Seven had 
been lost in the sinking of DUKWs, and one was ineffective because 

vof defective sights-

(g) Following a coordinated artillery ?nd naval gunfire 
preparation from King-hour minus 20 to -King-hour plus 20, and a 
prepared air strike (Plan VICTOR) from King-hour plus 20 to King-
hour plus 40, with air on call prior to King-hour , the Division 
continued the attack at 0810, in accordance with VAC LANFOR Ora^er 

* ¦No. 1-45, to seize 0-2- ..' .. 
(h) The boundary between the 4th and sth Divisions was the 

present boundary extended, inclusive to the sth Division, and the 
boundary between Regiments was as shown on the map, "Progress of 
Attack. 

(i) Substantial gains were made initially"on the right, 
but further progress was held up by extensive minefields, intense 
artillery, mortar, automatic weapons, and sniper fire. An advance 
of approximately '500 yards was mpde on the extreme left of the 
Division zone of action. 

O) RCT 23, with BUT 2/23. 0n the left and BLT 2/24 on the 
right, BLT's 1/23 and 3/23 following at "600 yards, continued the 
attack at King-hour. The advance against numerous pillboxes and 
extensive minefields was extremely costly and very slow. All mine-
fields were expertly covered by mortar, artillery and machine gun 
fire- Advance was made only on the left of the RCT zone, where 
slightly defiladed areas permitted local and restricted envelop-
ments* Maximum use was made of all supporting weapons. 3ecause of 
the difficult and unusual terrain it was necessary for mutual con-
tact to be established on the left between BLT 1/27 and RCT 23. 

¦i., 

Vk) RCT 25. with BLT « s 1/25, • 2/25, 1/24 in line, and 3/25 
in reserve, continued, the attack at King-hour- BLT 1/24 held, in its 
initialposition until 0930 in order to straighten lines. The 
attack of the RCT was 'held up initially by minefields laid in rough 
terrain and by sniper, artillery and heavy mortar fire. Under con-
stant pressure, resistance gradually weakened in the center, and 
gains varied from 50 to 300 yards. i|DaM^a 

6 
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At 1430 BLT 3/25 was committed between BLT 1/25 and  
BLT 2/25. This move was necessary "because of a gap which had dev-
eloped'between the two BLTrs. One (l) company of BLT 3/25 and one  
(l) company of BLT 1/24 was reconstituted as RCT reserve* 

W HOT 24. less 2 BLT's, continued in Division Res.erve  
in the . ¦?..'.. same location-

(m) At 0915 the following message was received from VAC 
LANFOR: "Prepare- receive RCT 21 (3d Mar Div) Yellow Beaches, begin-
ning 1130 ? Assign assembly area your zone, 'fillbe released to you 
on your request to assist if required in capture of Airfield No. 2-
If and when committed designate one integrated RCT as VAC LANFOR 
Reserve and assign suitable assembly area*" The .time date group on 
the message was 210726 • 

As a result of this message Division requested either 
-the Commanding Officer or the Executive Officer of RCT 21 to report 
aboard the Division Command 

' 
Ship' for orientation. The RCT Commander 

so reported. .. . 

(n) At 0917 RCT 21 was directed to land as ordered, assem-
ble in TA 165 HIKLMQ, and await orders* Upon- Division request, RCT 
21 was released to Division,control at 16'3Q; The last unit com-
pleted landing at 1720, and the entire RCT was in the above assembly 
areas at the close of the period. 

(o) 14th Marines. • 1/14 fired- 1500 rounds on preparation, 
counter-battery and co.ntinue.d.. supporting the attack ,of RCT 25 • 2/14 
fired 463 rounds on. preparation and continued the support of the 
attack of RCT 23. This battalion also fired 900 rounds on counter-
battery fire across the Division front* 3/14 reinforced 1/14 on. 

' preparation and counter-battery fires* ".' ," - (p ) 4th Tank Battalion. Company "A" and Company "B (less 
1platoon), attached to RCT; 25, supported the 'advance and were in-
strumental in driving the enemy from the heights of the quarry and 
cliff areas on the extreme right of the Division zone. 

Company "C" (plus 1platoon') X attached to RCT 23, 
supported the advance.. .but . was held up by' the enforced slowness of 
the engineers in removing minefields under heavy fire* 

W •Aviation. CTF 58 and CTG- 52.2 continued to furnish 
CTF 58 voluntarily increased the size and .number. 

of
air

air
missions^

strikes
and

effectively. ' AA fire .damaged two Division r?ac " tic»!l>wf*j*|
Air Observation planes. • Naval Gunfire and Ar^til^T|'-?»%^f. H^^^^C*M*l 
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•conducted/normal-m issions. V^O-4 did riot operate 

(r) Naval Gunfire- Units of CTF 54, reinforced by- elements 
of GTF 58, continued to support the attack. Numerous enemy artil-
lery, mortar and rocket .positions were reported silenced or neut-
ralised. 

' Additional elements o,f CTF 58 arrive.d in the" early. 
Imorning to reinforce the-.present naval strength and were. as signed 

sectors of responsibility" along with other ma-jor units in an "all-
out" attegtot to search out and neutralize enemy artillery and mortar 
fire- Organic float- planes were again^ reinforced with VOF planes 
to provide a maximum of observation facilities' for firing ships • 

(s) Amphibious Tractors* The. 2d Armored Amphibian Tractor 
Battalion was assigned to beach ..defense and the 10th Amphibian Trac-
tor Battalion was utilized' to supply all units with ammunition and 
supplies* 

;(t) Division Commander* The ADC was ordered to 
land at 1245 to report on beach conditions and "to. select a .site for 
the Division CP. ,He arrived at the ;(3P of HOT 24 at 1255 and -rep or-... 
ted that although conditions on Beaches' Yellow 1 and 2 were still 
unsatisfactory on account of wreckage of boats and equipment, con-
dltiens were improving and beaches were sufficiently open to receive, 
some LCHf s and LCVP's. He further reported that Beach Blue 1was, 
under fire and that an ammunition dump had 'been hit. Explosions 

¦from this dump were endangering both Blue and Yellow Beaches. 

At 1502 the ADQ reported that after .consulting with 
all RCT Commanders he was of the opinion that -the .'Division

' 
CP should 

remain aboard the .USS BAYFIELD until_ February 2£ti> ; . ,; , 

At 1600 the ADC further reported/ that because of the 
location of assembly, areas of-RGT 21 and the" -general congestion of 
beaches and inland areas he recommended that RCT 21, instead of 
relieving RCT '2S, as had been previously planned, relieve RCT 23.-•The Commanding General concurred in. the above recommendations 

(v) At 1620 all units were ordered to consolidate present 
positions for .the a-t 1700, paying particular attention to 
contact with- "adjacent unit's-. ; ' *;¦•¦': \\/ .;' .'. , , ."" •:.';¦• 

(v) At 1654 the^" foilowing warning order was issued: "This 
is a warning order. RCT 21 released to 4th Division.. In/tend.,. pass  
21st through 23d, rep-eat ''236., tomorrow AM"to continue attack pre-
sent-23d zone..' I

' Elements- 4t^ Tank Battalion and 14th^Marines, now  
"T**s'i*i**>|3i— — 

8 ur \ i Ha J . -*««• 4'^- A .i^^ I 
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supporting 23d;;.wi11: be as si'gn.ed direct support 21st effective upon
relief of 23d. . Arrange necessary liaison and reconnaissance prior
thereto. Upon relief, intend revert 23d to VAC LANPOR Reserve.- RCT 
23 recommend assembly area*" . 

(w) Combat efficiency, reduced by heavy casualties .and 
battle fatigue, was estimated at the close of the period to be -"6B^. 

(x) An advance of 50 to 500 yards had been made across the' 
Division front. The enemy, employing every type of weapon available, 
was being slowly driven back yard by yard to strongly prepared "posi-
tions across the center of the Island. / 

/ .¦ (y) Weather and Visibilit The weather was fair and' 
' 

'" visibility was good." '. 

4V- FROM 1800. 21 FSB 45 TO 1800, 22 ,FEB 45 (P. PLUS 5) 

"¦ (a) During the night units' consolidated their-.positions on 
the most favorable ground and. established contact with units on the 

¦ 
¦flanks* '.¦¦¦.'•" 

(b) RCT!s 21 and 23 carried out preparations to effect the 
relief indicated in the Warning Order of 211654.of 211654.

(c) RCT 23 reported the following areas in which the Com--bat Team would assemble upon the relief of RCT 21: TA1 s 164 E 
165 PQGU. BLT 2/24 was to.be assembled in TA's 165 E and 166 A, as 
requested by RCT 24. ..''.-.' '. . 

(a.) At 2300 RCT 23 reported that' 3/23 was receiving a 
counter-attack in force on its right and- that the enemy was conver-
ging on RJ 283 in TA 182 P, along, the road from NE tp E. At 2340 
RCT 23 reported that requested Artillery and Naval Gunf ire appeared 
to have dispersed the^ attack, but that enemy units were still at-
tempting infiltration. At 002 DsTriall group's were observed' and fired 
on in TA 182 G-. 

(c) In order to-be prepared' for any eventuality the Divi-
sion, at 2345, requested permission from VAC LANFOR to use RCT 21, 
if necessary, to assist in repelling the counter-attack. The re- . 
quest was approved- at 0039, with the provision that" an equivalent 
VAC LANFOR Reserve be reconstituted as soon as practicable after 
the commitment. 

(f) ' 

that "the 4tH Batta-At .2325 informali^nrwas* received 
lion,-13 th-^ari-ne;

Si.'Would-'be' :available to the 0^ ill^ir*ifTi;9; 9s UNbLA^lrltl1 
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1200, 22 February. 

(g) At-0300 .RCT £5. reported* three air "bombs were dropped," "' - ' ' : 
¦ ¦

¦ ¦. : • ; • ¦:'behind its' lines*-^ .' 
i 

(h). At 0400 VAC LANFCB confirmed flash" red from 0316 to 
0345» 

(l) Night air 'observers 'did not reach the objective be-
cause of the air raid. The Division night air observer 1s base was " 

damaged ajftS"; inoperative r necessitsiting his trslnsfer. 
>v 

(j) Direct and general fire support ships, plus, one* mortar 
boat unit, fired extensive harassing missions throughout the night, 
neutralizing enemy installations and, on several occasions, assis-
ting in turning back enemy counter-attacks. 

(k) At 0630 the Second Section, Ist Provisional. Rocket 
Detachment, was ordered attached to RCT 21 as of 0700 • V 

il) At 0741 the Division requested the Division 
Control Officer,..on board PC(S) 1452, to have LVT(4)!s meet the 
Advance CP Party on Bee.eh Yellow 1 about 1000 • The Party wad to 
report to the Control Officer before landing. At 0830^ hovjever, a 
message was received from the Division Control Officer, stating 
that surf conditions would not permit landing boats and suggesting
that the Party remain aboard the USS BAYFIELD until conditions 
improved^ • .s . ¦ 

(m) At 07^5 RCT. 21> in the process of relieving JICT 23, 
reported that it was held up fry enemy fire and requested that BLT 
2/24 remain in its present position and be attached to RCT 21 in 
orde;r to continue the attack at < King-hour. The Commanding G-eneral 

•did not approve* ..¦ 
' " .'•."¦. 

(n) Preceded by a coordinated artillery and Naval. Gunfire 
preparation from King minus 20 to King-hour, and with 8 VP and 8 VT 
planes on station at 0730, the Division continued the attack, in 
accordance uith VAC IiANFOR Order- No. 2-45, at King-hour, 0835*--*Objective 0-2; boundaries no change; Line of Departure front 
lines at King-hour. ¦': • 

(o) HCt 21, with BLT 1/21 on the right, BLT 2/21 on the 
¦left, and BLT 3/21 in reserve, was to pass.; through RCt- 23 prior to 

0730. Although movement to effect relief was begun at 0500, pro-
gress was slow because of heevy mortar and machi^»<gun fire. This 
RCT was under heavy fire from the:frrst lmoveme ||^M^W^s AAAt^lV4k 
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of departure, Defenses to the front were composed of a succession 
of mutually supporting pillboxes emplaced on the high ground be-
tween, Airfields No- 1 and No- 2. These pillboxes were equally well 
protected, on the. flanks, and hits by major caliber wea-

' 
only direct 

pons seemed to have ar^ effect on them... Because of the restricted 
nature of the area, and because of the excellent defensive system '"*, 
installed, any.. maneuver, other than a frontal assault, was -impos-' 
sible. As' a result, progress during the morning was very slow, but 
in the afternoon the lines were* advanced 200 to 400 yards* 

(p) RCT , 25 assisted the advance of RCT 21 by fire, but 
necessarily had to conform to the movement of RCT 21 on its left. 
The resistance and defenses in- this zone were- just as determined as 
those previously de&cribedv On the right RGT 25. advanped approxi-
mately 50 to 200 yards- On the left a substantial gain was made 
during the day but. at dark, the lines had to be .pulled back .to the .*"'¦' 
original morning position in order to- tie in with RCT 2r on the' left. 

¦¦•¦ (<l) RCT 24. less 2 BLT 1 s, continued in- "bivision Reserve 
until BLT 2/24 was relieved and reverted to parent control at 1200« 
BL?; 2/S4 assembled in'TA's .165 E and 166 A« After BLT 2/24 had reT-
verted to RCT control,, the RCT, less 1BLT, was placed in Division, 
Reserve and so disposed as to- cover any attempted brea.kthrough with-
in the Division zone. 

(r) RCT 23, less the mortar platoons of BLT f s 1/23 and 
3/23, was to assemble in TAls 165 PUQL.&H,. 164- E f with the CP at 164 
V, as VAC LAHFOR Reserve. Mortar platoons supporting the advance of 
RCT 21 were to be released about 1500. Complete relief of this HCT 
by RCT 21,, .however, was not .effected until approximately 1130., and; 
it was late afternoon before RCT 23 was entirely disengaged. By the 
end of the period, the RCT was in the designated assembly area. and 
had made reconnaissance of the zone-s .of action of RCT &5 and the 
sth Division* 

( s ) .14th Marines. 1/14 furnished direct • support for RCT. 
25 and 2/14 supported RCT 21¦> 3/14 was in general support; until ¦" 

1300, 'when it reinforced the. fires of 3/14. 4/14 was in general 
support* 4/13 was in general support until 1200 • 

At ,12,29 the Division, VAC LMFOR- -Ordef , directed 
the 14th Marines to prepare to -move fur:th^r^iniand' i-'n order to clearf

ybeaches to permit general- ¦unloadi.ng^ The- movement was;, initiated at.-
1425, after" the * of " was- -approved by -suggested '¦¦•olah di^spl-a cement ; 

• ¦• 
¦ 

¦-VAC LANFOR. ...  
-. *•*{$} T^lg^afttallQd;- -"..Gfrlnpany "A" and Company  «Bl^tlfi'BfK 
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1 platoon) continued, support of ROT 25- Company nCrn C'r (plus 1platoon) 
lias attached to ROT 21 and closely supported the attack of that 
Combat Team' in the area northeast of Airfield No. 1* This company, 
operated principally against pillboxes and automatic weapons* TJith-

*in the battalion,. 26 tanks were operational • 

¦(v) Aviation. . CTF 52-2 continued furnishing support 
aviation. Mo'land based aircraft were employed, and requests for 
air missions exceeded the capabilities of the available planes. 'No 
Division Tactical Observers were bn station. LST 776, equipped 
with "Brodie G-ear% was requested to advise regarding the feasi-
bility of launching and recovering VMO planes. RCT 23 and the 4th 
Engineer Battalion were^also directed to submit recommendations as 
to whether or not AirfieldNo. 1 was suitable for the operation of 

' ' -
¦VMO .planes. . ..¦•:. 

(v) Naval Gunfire. CTF- 54,, 'reinforced; continued to sup-
port the attack with normal fires*. The search for enemy gun ]3osi-
tions on the objective was continued throughout the d.ay until the 
air spot was forced down by lack of visibility. 

(w) Pivis-ion Advanc e CP v At 1139 the Division Advance CP 
Party started loading into LSH §9, ;,and "a* message was sent- to the 
•Division Tactical 

t 
Control Officer to have a guide and four (4) 

LVT(4) ls meet the party on Bea-ch Yellow 1. At 1500, after report-
ing to the Control Vessel and transferring the Artillery Officer .. 
from that Vessel to. the LSM, the Advance CP Party landed on Beach 

¦Yellow 1. The party contacted the guide and proceeded to TA 154 V, 
arriving there at- 1600* An Advance Division CP- was immediately set 
up. Because of unfavorable surf and other conditions, it was sug-
gested that the Division Commander wait until the following day to 
establish the Division CP* The ADC concurred in this recommendation* 

(x) Because of weather conditions favorable for an enemy 
counter-attack, RCT 24, at 1617, was ordered to be prepared to 
relieve RCT 25 on .short notice. 

(y) At 3.623 the following dispatch was sent to all units: 
"Consolidate 1630. Weather ideal for enemy concentration and' 
counter-attack tonight- Prepare strong* defense .in depth* Maintain 
contact with adjacent units on flanks." . 

(z) Combat efficiency, reduced by casualties and battle 
fatigue was estimated to be 65%* 

(aa) An advance of from 100 to 400 yards against deter 
mine d. resis tanc c was made . aer oss the Divisio 

¦M 12 n 
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prepared to continue the attack on the following day 

(bb) Weather and Visibility. Strong winds from the south-
east, rain during the afternoon, moderate swells, and unfavorable 
surf conditions prevailed during the day. 

5. FROM 1800, 22 FEB 45 TO 1800; 25 FEB 45 (D PLUS 4) 

(a) At 2000 the Division Advance CP Party notified the 
Division that the Advance CP had been set up and that communication 
with all units had been established. At 0930, 23 February, the 4th 
Division CP was closed on the USS BAYFIELD and opened at the Advance' : " CP (TA 164 V) at the same time-

(b) At 2000 it was requested that the Division Reconnaiss-
ance Company, the' 4th Platoon of the Military Police Company, and 
the remainder of Headquarters Company be ordered ashore the follow-
ing morniftg for assignment to CP security. The Reconnaissance. Com-
pany Wc?.g ordered to land at daylight v 

(c) At 2140 it'was suggested> upon recommendation of the 
ADC and. ROT 'S3 Commander, that replacements be released to ROT 23 
the next day, and' to RCT 25 when that unit reverted to Division 
Reserve* 

(d) At 0019, in Division Operation Order No. 4-45, RCT 24 
was ordered to relieve RCT 25- in its zone prior to 0600. BLT 1/24, 
previously attached to RCT 25, passed to the control of RCT 24 at 
0600. BLT 2/25, in the line, also passed to control of RCT 24 at 
0600. The Division Order further directed that RCT 24 attack in 
the present RCT 25 zone and seize 0-2, ' and assist RCT 21 in the cap-
ture" of Airfield'No. 2. tJhen relieved, RCT 25, less BLT 2/25, was 
to assemble in the vicinity of TA*s 165' EJ and 166 AF as Division-

•Reserve* . 

(c) At 0415 the following message was received from enemy 
sources: "About 50 enemy troops infiltrated 200 meters northeast 
of TA 201 QR. Use password SAHURA." Artillery was fired" on this 
position with unknown results- , . 

(f) At 0455 a small counter-rat tack was repulsed by RCT 25 
ln.-TA 183 CD. 

(g) No Division tactical missions were flown a.uring the 
night. 

¦-¦ ;.-¦-,:.+ii*y\; .-¦-,: .+ii*y\ <%i;ght haraasing.firee .by Naval Tftflfct|flfcirjiWtftJJ? II-tl 
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because! of the. depleted supply of ammunition, but few urgent mis-
sions were required* 

" (i) Other than the above, and enemy mortar fire falling in 
the Division Advance CP at 0645, the night was comparatively quiet. 

.•• ;.; (j) " 
At-0725 a dispatch received from VAC LANPOR stated that 

in ord^r to facilitate the advance of the sth Division and to assist 
in the of HOT' 21, the sth Division was authorized to move 
into the 4th Division zone over the boundary as necessary. Close 
liaison: \7Qts to be maintained between adjacent Regiments, on the boun-
dary. ijAllunits concerned were to be kept .advised of the plan and 
actual movements. VAC "LANFOR was to be advised if a .change in boun-
daries: would facilitate the general advance- . .:. " 

¦; :.. (k) Following an intense coordinated artillery and naval 
gunfire1

:preparation from King minus 45 to King-hour,' and a '"prepared 
air strike, plan VICTOR, from King-plus 15 to King plus 30,~. the , 
Division continued" the attack at King-hour, 0730, in accordance with-VAC LANFOR Order No. 3-45 Objective and boundaries no change; Line-of Departure front lines at King-hour* 

• (3--)" ROT SI, on the left, was unable to make any advance 
except on the extreme right because of difficult terrain and ex-
tremely stubborn enemy resistance from pillboxes, emplaced tanks,' 
47mm guns sighted so as to cover both airstrips of AirfieldHp. 2, 
high velocity flat trajectory weapons, heavy artillery., mortar and 
automatic weapons fire. Continuous artillery, naval gunfire and air 
support- failed to break the determined and fanatical resistance in 
this critical area* 

W RCT 24, on' the right, .with BLT's 2/24, 3/24, 1/24 in 
line and 2/25 in reserve, advance^ an.'average of 300 yards along the 
entire front against moderate to.' heavy resistance. BLT's 2/24 and. 
3/84 moved out in time to effect the relief of RCT 25, but because 
of broken and rugged terrain and enemy fire were not able to com-
pletely effect this, relief until about. 0830- At- 0850 all units of 
this Combat Team, supported by tanks, were moving forward all along 
the line* 

(n) RCT 25, less BLT 2/2.5, when relieved, reverted to 
Division Reserve in TA's 165 SJ and 166 AF. 

(o) RCT 23 continued in Corps Res 

(p) 14th Marines* 3/14/. furnishe 
t-^24., 2/14 for RCT 21- 1/14 and 4/l4;-wer| 

> ¦ tvV> :«''i<>'- 4-;--. ?'** , - -
: " 14?'*' ,1.. .'i-..^ 
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sth Division, was attached to the 14th Marines in general support 
from 0730 until the end of the period. All"battalions fired" exten-
sive counter-battery, preparation and' close support fires. A flash 
ranging team was established at 1430 on SURIBACHI Volcano and began
operations. At 1900 sound ranging was established and located six 
(6) targets* 

(q) 4th Tank Bat talian. Company "A" and Company "Bff (less 
1 platoon) were attached to RCT 24. Company "C" (plus 1platoon) 
was attached to ROT' 21• Neither company was employed to any great 
extent because of the unusually rough terrain. .At the end of 

"
the 

period 27 tanks were -operational- . . 

(r) Aviation. CTF 52.2 furnished normal support missions. 
No land-based aircraft were available, and no tactical day missions 
were flown. VllO-4 did not operate- The Division Radar Station, 
capable of reporting bogies at ranges exceeding 90 miles, was estab-
lished* Ttfork was started on the northeast-southwest airstrip of 
Airfield No. 1 for the use of VllO-4 planes* 

(s) Naval Gunfire* Elements of CTF 54 continued to support 
the attack* Normal support missions were fired throughout the day 
with emphasis remaining on counter-battery fire* 

(t) Since RCT 21 had been unable t.o advance during the 
day, and "because RCT 24 was restricted to conform to the movements 
of RCT 21, and in order to prepare for a concentrated and intensive 
"bombardment, warning Orders to consolidate for the night were issued 
to RCT 24 at 1500, and to RCT 21 at 1630* RCT 21 was in contact 
with RCT 26 on its left, but a gap of about 200 yards, which was 
filled by RCT 24 before night, existed on the right.' 

' 
. (v) Combat Efficiency, reduced by casualties and battle 

63$*fatigue, was estimated to be 

(v) Moderate advance was .made on the right of the Division 
front, but no appreciable gain was made on the left* The Division 
was1 prepared to continue the attack on the following day* 

(w) ""feather and Visibility, "finds gusty 15 to 25 W?E.frm 
the northwest, overcast most of period, visibility from 4 miles to 
unlimited, sea and surf moderated a.uring period permitting landing 
of small boats • 

(x) At 1605 VAC LANFOR offered the Division the use of .7.2 
rockets if tsie-y •couldbe' unloaded. "The~ Divisicj
firmaj;i#et Jknd requested that- the land.ing of l.mj 
¦'%-- >• ;.¦' ¦¦ - - it 
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"be exoedited. 

(y). At 1639 the Division requested that 4/13 remain at 
tached during the night be/cause of the. extended front. VAC LANFOR 
concurred* 4/13 was available to reinforce the 14th until time for 
preparation fires on 24 February. 

6'6 ' FROM 1800 ,25 F53 45 TO 1800. 24 FSB 45 (D PLUS 5)-

(a) The enemy attempted small patrol infiltration during 
the night in front of both RCT's, but only seven enemy were reported 
to have been able to get through the lines. Contact with the enemy 
was maintained throughout -the night* Sporadic mortar and artillery 
fire fell in all areas -.during the hours of darkness* 

(b)(b ) ,Thereweren o night air observers on station* 

(c) . The, 726th SAW 'Radar functioned efficiently during air 
raids but sustained damage during the night. 

(d) Direct support ships, reinforced by gunboat units and 
VAC LANFOR controlled general support ships, fired harassing and 
illuminating fires throughout the night. , 

(c) Following a deliberate destructive bombardment by 
Faval Units with 8" or heavier caliber, from King minus 75 to King 

' minus- 15, against targets in areas 199 GHLMJO and 200 FKP, with a 
maximum VT and VF air strike on TA 199 0 and 200 KP from..King minus 
15 to King-hour, and a coordinated Corps-Division Artillery concen-
tration and preparation from King minus 30 to King-hour, the Divi-
sion, making the main effort on the left, '

continued the attack, in 
accordance with VAC LANFOR Order. No« 4-45, at King-hour, 0915, to-seize, a limited objective, 0-IA. Boundary between Divisions pre-
sent boundary from front lines to TA 199 V, northwest to TA-21S W,-216 M; Line of Departure present front lines* ;. 

(f)( f) HOT 21, with BLT '5/21 on the right, BLT 2/21 on' the 
•left, and BLT 1/21 in reserve, and with Companies "A" and "C", 4th 

Tank Battalion attached .but under .tactical- control of Commanding; 
Officer stii Tank Battalion, was suppased to coordinate' its attack'; 
with that of the tanks. The attack, delayed by the late arrival of 
the' tanks, was not initiated until 0930; .thus -a great deal of the " 

effectiveness of the preparation .was lost.-.'.- faring the -morning a 
sl;ow advance closed out' the reentrant in the zone of BLT 3/21, and 

line --al©ng' the ¦southeasternby 1130 the RCT had reached a general 
edge of Airfield.No* 2. Stiff -resistance frJy^&^pposite side of 
the! airstrip and from mortar and 'artillery Djjßßtfn^sl tilyi-ernorth 
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necessitated another preparation and coordinated tank-infantry-at-
tack, which. 'was launched at 1330. In bitter action throughout "the 
afternoon, the RCT advanced a considerable distance on the right > 
with practically no gain on the left, as shown on the map, Progress 
of Attack. :, Upon consolidation for the night at 1700, difficulty was 
experienced in establishing firm contact between the sth Division on 
the left and RCT 24 on the right. G-aps existed in the line across 
the east-west airstrip of AirfieldNo* -2 but were covered by fire--

tg) HOT 24. with BLT 2/25 attached, and with BLT]s (from 
left to right) 2/24, 3/24 and 1/24' in the line, attacked at 0915 on 
schedule, and, with a steady, slow, and. determined advance reached 
positions as shown on the map, Progress of. Attack. In TA 183 CD, 
which was called "Charlie -Dog Ridge", bloody fighting occurred until 
this ridge was finally neutralized at 152Q. Numerous emplacements 
in this area and in the draw immediately north were holding up the 
advance' of RCT 21. At 1700 this RC!T was ordered to consolidate for 
the night * Contact was maintained with RCT 21 on the left, and the 
shore line on the right* 

(h) RCT 25, less 2/ 25;was in Division Reserve in TA 165 
SJ and 166 AF. At 1600 BL1? 1/25 i;as attached to RCT 24 for use as 
RCT Reserve during the night.. . 

(i) RCT 23 continued in VAC LANFOR Reserve- BLT 2/23 was 
•employed to mop -up Airfield Mo»M » land revetments adjacent thereto,o ' but encountered no enemy. Because, of the location of the Division-Reserve, the extended front, of. RCT 24," and the -casualties of RCT 21, 

the Division requested' at 1035 that one 3LT of VAC LANFOR be re-
leased to the 4th Division.- At 1100 VAC LANFOR approved the request 
but stipulated that the BLT, in view of the contemplated employment 
of the 3d Division, be moved to the zone of action of RCT 24, and 
that, it was not- to be committed Ttfithout' further authority. At 1650 
VAC LANFOR released one (l) BLT' to Division; at the same, time the 
Division assigned BLT 3/23 to RCT 21 as RCT Reserve.-- RCT 21 assig-
ned BLT 3/23- to an assembly, area in T A 182 UP* 

( j) 14th Marines. 2/14 was in direct "support of RCT 21 
and 3/14 was in direct support of RCT -24. 1/14 and 4/14 were in 
general support « l/l4 fired support ingLfires for the sth Tank Bat-
talion. 4/13 reinforced the fires of 2/14 from 1800 23 February to 
1200 24 February. 

(k) '4th Tank Battalion. Companies MAM and "C", after a 
delayed start, attacked in conjunction with RCT 21 along the NE-Stf 
runway of AirfieldNp,r ; 2,.,.de5/troyi.ng. pillboxes, AT guns, and machine 
gun positions.*" 'Company -to RCTJ1B", attached 24. gassisLted BVS^t2iiill*% 
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in advancing up the shore line., At the end of the period, 26 tanks 
ire're operational. , , 

• . > 

W- Aviation.. CTg,:££. 2; and CTF 94 continued normal air 
-support.. Air support and artillery air spot planes were considered 
insufficient, particularly in the zone of.RCT 21. Antiaircraft was 
very active, and one tactical ..air observer of sth .Marine Division 
was shot a.own. No day air observers- were provided" as the sth Divi-
sion. tactical observers were functioning;, for this Division. No land 
based aircraft were made' available y

"y" although planes from the MAR-
.' .lAKAS;.appeared over ~the objective. "VMO-4 did not operate, as per-

sonnel, were not landed fronr LST 776. The 
' 

Division had -8 planes 
operational during this period-

? 
. ¦-. 

- •¦¦¦:':i  
¦ 

(m) Naval Gunfire. Elements of CTF -54 continued to sup-
port the attack by firing normal missions. Major units of CTF~ 54 
fired main batteries on deep support, targets from King minus 75 to 
¦-King minus 15 a^p&rt. of the 

'

coordinated preparation for the a.ttack. 
Fire support :..sHip a' worked.with VCF 'planes throughout the. day-. 

(n) VAC LANFQR assumed command ashore at' 0955 and estab-
olished its CP at TA 147 R. -. ' ' 

(o) The 4th Reconnaissance Company landed at 1115* 

(p) The 3d Marine .Division assumed control of the south 
one-half of Beach Yellow 2 and the north orie -half of Red 2 at 1600 
arid the Division commenced landing at 1315.. The Beaches were re-
designated as Black Beaches- ."¦•'. 

i 

(q) 4th Engineer Battalion. H & S,Company was landed;, 
during the afternoon and established. the Battalion' CP at 165 R at' ' - • ";

¦-1500. .-.:¦ ¦/ . -.- /¦¦";. ?¦ ,•• 
'¦• . 

(r) Support Group • The. Commanding "Officer, Support G-roup, 
vlanded at 1743. The; CPwas . established at TA 164 Y> . , 

was 'reduced and battle(. s ) Combat -Efficiency by casualties ' " fatigue, to an estimated 60 $• .. .. ... . . . . 

? 
('f): Better progress was- made during this ..period than 

during, 
¦¦

the succeeding one ? 
' The' resistance encountered: x^ras deter-. . 

mined, but advances of up. 16^1000 yards were, made by. 'some units. At 
the close of the period, the Division .prepared to continue the -'attack the following day.. 

18 
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(v) 'feather and Visibility. Fair and warmer,' wind WNIT, 5 
to 15 MPH^ visibilityand ceiling unlimited. 

7. FROM 1800. 24 FSB 45 TO 1800, 25 FSB- 45 (D PLUS 6) 

(a) During the night all ..units consolidated positions, es-
tablished contact with adjacent units, and maintained contact with 
the enemy. Activity during the night was particularly vigorous, es-
pecially on the front of RCT 21* Enemy 'patrols in this >area consis-
ted of small parties of about platoon strength which attempted local 
counter-attacks at 1925 and 2345. Heavy grenade and small arms fire 
was directed against this RCT during the night. The entire front 
and rear; areas were subjected to mortar, artillery, and rocket fire. 
RCT 23, which had been in VAC LANFOR Reserve, was released to the 
Division at 0630. BLT 3/23, attached, to RCT 21, was released to RCT 
23 at' os3o* At 0700 RCT 21 passed to the control of the" 3d Marine 

¦Division. ' 
" 

(b) There were no night air observers on station. 

(c) -The 726th SA'f Radar installation was again operational, 
'tied in with AA Artillery* the 14th Marines, and with the Division 
Air Section for coordination and the exchange of 'information. 

(&) Direct, support ships fired haras-sing and illuminating 
fires throughout -the night. 

(c) Following a coordinated naval gunfire preparation from 
King,minus 50 to King-hour, with general support ships employing 
major caliber batteries, and a coordinated VAC LANFOR-Division'Artil-
lery preparation from King minus 45 to King-hour, the Division, 
making its main effort on the left, continued the attack in accord-
ance with VAC LANFOR. Order No. 5-45, at King-hour, 0930, to capture 

;0-2» The 4th Division maintained contact with 3d Division. Line
of Departure front lines at King-hour; Boundaries see map. 
Progress of Attack. 

(f)( f ) FjCT 25, with"Company "C", 4th Tank -Battalion (plus 2 
platoons Company fTB") attached, on' the left, executed a passage of 
lines of ¦ the* left battalion of RCT • 24 "during the preparation fire 
and attacked- in tjolumn of battalions in the following order:, 3/23,
1/23, 2/23. The advance was met with he? vy mortar and machine gun 
fire from pillboxes,, bunkers,- and -caves and progress was slow. In 
order to expedite, the advance, the. 3d Division was requested to 
•permit the tanks attached to RCT 21 to use an approach route through 
"the 3d. Division's zone .to; Air-field No, 2- Permission'" was granted 
at 1-2(3.3 , and "from .this- -ar> oroach the tanks were- %W&f?iQ ajftepk* i¦• ,t U 
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¦pillboxes, bunkers, and AT guns holding up the advance, tlCx 23 
maintained contact with 3d Division. 

(g) RCT 24 , with BLT 2/25 attached, continued the attack 
at King-hour 

'
and made slow progress throughout the day* The diffi-

cult terrain, coupled with mortar fire and with interlocking bands 
of fire from automatic weapons in.pillboxes, bunkers and caves, de-
layed the advance of this RCT. BLT 2/24 relieved by RCT 23 at King-
hour, when reorganized, was placed in RCT reserve until 1600, at 
which time it relieved BLT 1/24 on the right of the "'zone of action. 

•BLT 1/25 w&s released to RCT 25 at 0930.' (h) RCT 25. less BLT s 2/25 and 1/25 until 0930, remained•%.in Division Reserve. 
(i) All units were ordered to consolidate at 1700, and to 

be prepared to continue the attack at 0800 with no change in boun-
daries, objectives or attachments* 

(j) 14th Marines-. 2/14 was in direct, support of RCT 23,  
3/14 in direct support of RCT 24, and 4/14 was in general support.  
At 0500 VAC I/ANFOR" directed the attachment of one (l) battalion of  
artillery to support the attack of RCT 9, 3d Division. 1/14 was  
assigned this mission. Rapid adjustment was made and the battalion  
ably supported RCT 9 with preparation and close supporting fires  
for the remainder of the period.  

At 1726 VAC LANFOR directed that one (l) battalion of 
the 14th Marines continue to support the 3d Division until 0700, 26 
February. Allunits fired call and counter-battery fire throughout 
the period* '¦ •¦ 

(k) 4th Tank Battalion. The majority of the available  
tank strength was assigned to RCT 23. The terrain in front 'of RCT'  
24 was not negotiable for tanks except along the coast line, where  
they supported the advance of the 'right,.,BLT^ At the 'end of the- 
period, 30 tanks were operational* ...  

(!) Aviation. CTG- 52-2 and CTF 94 continued normal air  
support missions. At 1425 a strike by 9 B-24 !5, each armed with  
nine (9) 500 pound bombs, was accurately placed as directed in TA  
216 MOSTXY.  

(m) VKO-4 personnel (less 'pilots and planes) landed and  
were tentatively located northeast of A  
active but inaccurate*  

-- 20 
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The North-South airstrip of AirfieldNo- 1was con-
sidered ready for emergency landings. VMO-4 and two planes, were 
ordered to 'be flown in from the USSMAKIN",ISLAND on 25 February. For 
the period, the sth Marine Division tactical observers continued to 
furnish information to the 4th Division* 

"At 1£45 a message was received from EXTROPAC that there 
would be no more coordinated pre-King-hour, air strikes until fur-
ther notice* ¦ 

(n) , Naval Gunfire* Elements of CTF 54 continued- to main-
tain fires in support of the attack. In movements along the east 
coast, one destroyer was able to take under fire and to destroy-major enemy installations. .' . • . . 

(o) 4th Engineer Battalion . During the" period construction 
was begun on a road in the beach area. At the end of the period the 
road was 25$ completed. 

¦. (p) Nine (9) distillation units were .ashore, with six (6) 
units' operating in'TA 149 C The search for and demolition of land 
mines, booby traps, and duds was carried out» 

¦ (q) Combat efficiency was, reduced by casualties and battle 
.;fatigue to an estimated 555. . 

?' 

(r) The combination of terrain: skillfully employed, :to. . the 
best advantage by the enemy, terrain "unsuited for tank employment., 
the locations ",of installations in.areas which were" defiladed from 
our artillery,- and the stubborn to-the-death attitude of the defen-
ders had temporarily limited the advance of this Division; but the 
Division prepared to continue the attack. 

' (s) We athe r and Vls ibility» '/Fair and warmer., .visibility 
and ceiling unlimited, 2/10 to 4/10. high cloud cove^. 

8. FROM 1800. 25 FSB 45 TO 18Q0 1 26 FEB ,45 (D PLUS 7) 

(a) .At 2158 a dl:-Sp-«tch was received -that the 4th- Division 
Rear CP was closing -on .the USS BAYF'ISLD at 2200- Personnel and 
equipment landed' in LSM 238. ?-•,-. 

(b) ' Activity'during the re'Xativi&ly quiet." 'A' night Was 
small enemy patrol in front of BLT 3/24- attempted infiltration, but 
all were either .killed or dispersed; The' Division zone was shelled 
sporadically during- the . ;night by..rockets , mortars, and artillery. 

i
;j " " # 
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¦ 
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area neu
(c) Normal night missions were fired by CTF 

tralization effected "by mortar boat units* 
54 with large 

(d) Information was received at 0530 that a B-24 strike 
had been ordered to hit TA 218 BCDHI at about 1500. 

(c) No night air observers were on station* 

(f) -After a coordinated VAC LANFCE-Division-Naval Gunfire 
preparation from King minus 45 to King-hour, the Division continued 
the attacl^at King-hour, 0800, in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order- No. 6-45. Objective see map, Progress of Attack;- - 0-2; boundariesLine of Departure front lines sj King-hour-

(g) HOT 25, with BLT-1/23 on the left and BLT 3/23 on the 
right, continued the attack ai-08d0 as scheduled. The advance was 
slow and difficult. Enemy resistance consisted of heavy small arms, 
and mortar fire from well empiaced, well dug-in pillboxes and block-
houses* A general advance of about 300 yards was made along the 
front, which placed the RCT in position on the southwest slopes of 
the vital Hill382 (TA 200 V), thus partially neutralizing the effect 
of this point to the enemy. Orders were issued to the RCT to con-
solidate at 170,0, but at 1800 it was still actively engaged with the 
enemy. The RCT reserve was employed in mopping up the RCT rear area*. 
Sniper fire hit in the CP and in TA 183 U, indicating that there xms 
still some of the enemy in that area* 

(h)( h) RCT 25, with BLT 3/24 attached, started relieving RCT' 
24 at 0530. At 0830 the 

'

RCT attacked with three battalions abreast, 
from left to right, 1/25, 2/25, 3/25, with 3/24 in RCT reserve. The 
delay in launching the attack was occasioned by' the time involved in 
effecting the return of BLT 2/25 to RCT control, reorganization, and 
movement to the line of departure* Progress was slow and difficult 
along the entire front because of the extremely difficult terrain 
and stiff enemy resistance employing small arms, machine guns, and 
mortars fired from well-prepared and camouflaged positions. The RCT 
considered that it was not feasible to by-pass positions and' cleaned 
them up as units advanced. An advance was made on the right, of 
about 75 yards* The ECT reserve was employed in mopping up the RCT 
rear area. Company "A", 2d Armored Amphibian Tractor Battalion, was 
assigned to direct sup-oort o»f this RCT for possible employment along' '• 

¦the' coast line* . 

Orders were issued to the RCT to consolidate at 1700, 
paying particular attention to the left flank, ¦M^igt^JDe^prepared 
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U) - R^T 24, less HLT 3/24, upon being relieved by RCT 25, 
assembled in Division Reserve in the vicinity of TA1 s 15-5 EJO and 
ISS A. The RCT located a cave in TA ,183 W which extended under-
ground for over 400 yards and contained about 200 Japanese dead. 
Investigation of this cave continue &• . .. 

(j) 14th Marines. At 0700 1/14 reverted to Division con-
trol. 1/14 was in direct support of RCT 25, 2/14 in direct support 
of RCT 23, 3/14 reinforced 1/14, and 4/14 was in general support of 
the attack for the period** In addition to the preparation fire at 
King-hour, another fifteen minute, preparation was fired for RCT 23 
at 1430.• The regiment continued counter-battery and call fires. 
Flash teams on SURIBACHI, and sound ranging teams in Regimental Area 
continued to furnish valuable intelligence' for counter-battery fires. 

(k) 4th Tank Battalion- Company -"A"'-was attached to RCT 
25 and Company "C" to RCT 23. Tank activity in the vicinity of the 
Radio Heather Station in TA 200 resulted in the destruction of two 
tanks and the damaging, of one tank by land mines on the taxiway of 
Airfield N6» 2« At the end of the period, 32 tanks were operational* 

(l) ,2d Armored, Amphibian Tractor Battalion- "Allelements 
reverted- to parent control at 0600* Company "A" was assigned direct 
support of RCT 25. . . 

' '".. ¦ 

(m) . Aviation- CTF 52-2 continued to furnish support avia-
tion but the number of aircraft on station was insufficient to carry 
out requests for missions. .Planes "on call were available for pre-
King-hour strikes. Land based aircraft missions were cancelled be-
cause weather conditions were unfavorable. Artillery and Naval Gun-
fire Air. Spot, -.missions \)j. VO and VS'-cori'tinued throughout the day 
when weather permitted-. Two planes., :of- 'VKO-4 landed at 1025 and fur-
nished artillery, .air. spot, during the afternoon. VMO-4 was out of 
gasoline be-fore ...the, end. of the period. Division day air observers 
did. not operate. 

At> "0600, 1500 x'100 feet of runway on AirfieldNo*. 1  
was operational and available for use*  

' 1 
¦(n) Naval gunfire • CTF. 54 continued to support the attack  

with, normal and. on. call missions..  
(o) 4th' Sngine er Battalion,. .. . During the period construction 

was expedited on, roads' in.the ..-beach.. area? wOn level stretches roads 
were operative for all- traffic, but on grades they were still diffi-
cult; The matting of grades progressed satisfactorily, however, 
anfcb^.tiie^ e^'of ..the^.,period -the -project was 9Q^J^ip1?1?\e^A#^^iI"ii'f*fe)

' ~ "' -¦¦%:;v;wm.-" ',''" 23 z~ 11^11 ftlHQJrMiTiE^P 



distillation units were operating in TA 149 C and turned out 3500 
gallons of water for the period. Fifteen (15) units were ashore by
1800. Units deactivated and removed five (5) JLXVC single-horn and 
two (2) JLXIII two-horn Japanese land mines from TA 149 C, and neu-
tralized two (2) depth charges armed with improvised fuzes in TA 166 
E. Excavation for a Division Hospital was started in TA 165 XL. 

(p) Combat Efficiency was reduced by casualties and battle-
fatigue to an estimated 535. 

(0 The area of the operations for the period was still in 
the enemy defensive organization encountered during the preceding
day. G-ains were secured by a methodical pillbox-to-pillbox advance. 
The Division prepared to c-ontlnue the attack at the end of the 
period. 

(r) leather and Visibility. Weather fair, visibility good 
until 1300, when it.was' reduced ' by rain. Ceiling low and overcast- 6/10 to 10/10. ¦ 

• 

¦9» ' FROM 1800, 26 FEB 45 TO 1800. 27 FEB 45 (D PLUS 8) 

(a) Although ordered to consolidate at 261700, RCT's 23 
and 25 encountered considerable enemy opposition before effecting

Mortar fire harassed,security for the night. and machine gun the 
entire front until about' 2100» Firm contact was eventually estab-
lished between the RCT s and with the 3d Division. Activity during 
the night consisted of enemy mortar and artillery fire on the front 
and rear are as, particularly on 'Division artillery positions .Small arms 
firing continued throughout the night. Attempted infiltrations by . 
small parties all along the front were repulsed. At 0535 RCT 23 re-
ported a probable counter-attack forming in TA 201 Q.V. The dis.tinct 
sound of tanks was heard and a resulting smoke screen indicated that 

laid, by theit was tanks. Artillery fired in this area, dispersing 
the possible counter-attack. , 

(b) Normal night missions fired by fire support ships in-
cluded harassing fires and illumination* 

(c) Following a. coordinated VAC LANFOR-Division-Naval Gun-
fire preparation from King minus 45 to King-hour, the Division con-
tinued the attack at King-hour,, 0800, in accordance with VAC LANFOR- Ord.er 110. 7-45, . t0 capture 0-2. Formation and, boundaries no 
change. Line of Departure -¦ front lines at King-hour. 

(d)( d) RCT 25, with BLT's 1/23 on' the left, 3/23 on the right, 
and 2/23. in reserve, -continued the' attack on scJjdkile^Jput was unable 
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to advance. Smoke -was- employed "by this: RCT from King' minus 30 to 
King minus 10 to cover reorganization and movement of front line 
companies* Resumption of the attack, following a short preparation 
from 1200 to 1230, resulted in.only a short advance p.f about 100 
yards on the left of• the sector. Two (2) enemy tanks, emplaced as 
pillboxes in the recesses of Hill382, greatly retarded the advance 
but were finally destroyed with bazookas- Although troops reached 
the- top of Hill382, they were forced to withdraw to consolidate on 
more favorable ground at 1700. Hill382, one of the most vital 
terrain features in this area, was made up of a series of deep 
fissures or crevices which blended well into the scheme of the 
Japanese defense. It was envisaged that the capture of this terrain 
freak would be costly and a time-consuming job. 

(c ) RCT 25, with no change in formation since the last 
period, continued the' attack at King-hour. In order to bypass and 
isolate a pocket of resistance in TA 184 F, BLT 1/25, on the left, 
withheld its advance until BLT 3/23 had advanced sufficiently to 
permit 3LT 1/25 to enter the zone of RCT 23. Since BLT 3/23 .was 
unable to advance until quite late in the day, no appreciable gain 
was :made« Company "B", 2d Armored Amphibian Tractor. Battalion, was 
attached to this RCT for the period; Company "A" reverted to 

¦Battalion control. . 

(f) HCT 24, less ; 3/24, continued in Division Reserve. On 
Division order one (l) company of this RCT was alerted in its assem-
bly area to be on call to RCT. 23, and was attached to' RCT 23 at 1530-

(g) 14th Marines. There was no change in the assignment 
of artillery since the" last period* Preparation, call, and. counter-
battery fix^es were delivered as requested* Ten (10) rounds of 
propaganda leaflets were fired in TA 201 E. Sound ranging operated 
with VAC LANFOR and Division Artillery and Flash Ranging with 
Division Artillery. • 

(h) 4th Tahk Bat tal1on. Company "A" was attached to RCT. 
25 and' Company HB";:to RCT 23. "Company" "Cn, which was attached to 
RCT 23, reverted to Battalion control. At the end of the period 32 
tanks were operational, 11 destroyed, and 13 damaged. 

(i) Aviation,. CTG- 52.2 and CTF 94 provided air support of 
King-Jiour call strikes and a nine (9) plane B-24 (9-500 pound bombs' 
per plane) strike at -1500. One (l)division observer flew- tactical 

,missions for the sth Division* . .... . ; 
¦ 

(j) The 726th SAW Squadron covered the. approach ofVKO-4' 
from -the Carriers. ¦" VM0r4 plants.^le.w in from 4|§^^ff^#Wiv!f^*||^f^aVMOr4a 
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and the USS KAKIN ISLAND and. arrived at Airfield No. 1 at 1630. One 
(l) VI-0-4 plane was lost, while being launched from LST 775. At the 
end of the period VMO-4 had eleven 111) pilots ashore, and seven (7)' 
¦planes were operational. . 

(k) Naval Gunfire* CTF 54 continued normal day and night 
missions. 

(l) 4th Engineer. Battalion* The .construction of roads was 
continued* The construction of revetments for VMO-4 planes was 
interrupted; by the presence of enemy mines. Six (6) water distilla-
tion plants were operating on- Yellow Beaches. 

Cm) Comßat Efficiency was reduced to 50#« 
(n) leather was fair and visibility was good. 

10. FROM 1800. 27 FSB 45 TO 1800, 28 FEB 45 (D PLUS 9) 

(a) Activity during the night consisted of heavy mortar 
fire falling along the Division front and in CP locations. Fifteen 
(15) heavy shells hit the Division CP area before 2200. Fire of 
either 20mm or 40mm enemy automatic weapons fell on the be-ach area* 
At 0043 EOT 23 reported parachutes dropping in enemy-held territory 
about 400 to 600 yards, in front of the Division's zone- Although 
reported from three sources, the plane (or planes) x^rere not picked 
up on the radar. 

(b) CTF 54 continued to provide normal harassing and 
illumination fires during the night. 

(c) After a coordinated VAC LANFOR-4th Division-3d Divi-
sion-Naval G-un fire preparation from King minus 45 -to King-hour, the 
Division continued the attack at King-hour, 0815, in accordance with 
VAC LAMFOR Order No. 8-45, to capture 0-2, prepared to continue the-attack on order. Formation -no change; Boundaries- and Objectives 
see map, Progress of Attack* Line of Departure front lines at 
King-hour. ' ' (d)( d ) RCT 23. (plus one (1) oomp any from RCT 24) with BLT s 
1/23 on the left, 2/23 on the right, and 3/23 in reserve, continued 
the attack at King-hour. BLT 2/23 relieved BLT 3/23 prior to King-
hour* Initial advances on the left moved' favorably for about 300 
yards; however, increasing artillery fire,, mortar fire, and cross 
fire from machine guns in bunkers and pillboxes halted the advance 
on the right. On the Left resistance from heavy weapons of all 
types directed from the vicinity .of -Hill 

< 26 
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advance. At 1300 a coordinated attack, following a short prepara-
tion, permitted the extreme left of BLT 2/23 to advance approxi-
mately 300 yards. The operation? of Company "B", 4th Tank Battalion, 
was restricted because of the terrain and the heavy AT fire which  
could not be located- RCT 23 maintained contact with 3d Marine  
Division. . 

' 

. . ¦ 

(c) RCT 25". with BLT Vs 1/25*. 2/25, 3/25 in line, and 3/24
in reserve, continued the attack at King-hour. The center of this 
RCT was unable to advance during the period, but a gain of 250 yards 
was made on the right flank. Upon request of RCT 25, one 75mm pack 
howitzer was assigned to BLT 2/25 as an accompanying gun in order to 
neutralize opposition to the front. The howitzer was transported to 
the rear of the front lines via DUKIf; from there it was packed to 
the vicinity of BLT 2/25, where it was assembled and dug in prepara-
tory to firing. It Succeeded in destroying the opposition to the 
front of the BLT. The howitzer returned to parent control at 2100. 
Company "B*, 2d Armored Amphibian Tractor Battalion was attached for 
the period. 

(f) On the Regimental boundary, approximately in TA 201 U, 
the flanks of both RCT !s received a murderous concentration of heavy s 
mortar fire which was extremely accurate and which must have been . 
observed fire. Although all agencies of the Division were employed 
in an attempt to locate the source of this fire, no definite con-
clusion regarding its location could be reached. 

(g). . RCT 24, less BLT 3/24 and one (l,) company, remained in 
Division Reserve. . 

(h) 14th Marines. There was no change since the last  
period.  

(i) 4th Tank Battalion. There was no change since the 
last period. A new battalion CP was set up in TA 165 '0-' Thirty-
five (35) tanks were operational, twelve (12) destroyed, and nine (9)-damaged. . . 

. (j) .Aviation. ,' CTG- 52. 2 continued to provide air support* 
The B-24 mission was cancelled for the afternoon strike,. VAC LANFQR 
Air Delivery 'Segtlori planes -from SAIPAN dropped ammunition and 

:medical supplies* VMO-4 had five (5) planes' on Airfield"No. 1, and 
two (2) on" LST 776. VMO-4 furnished spot for ten (10) artillerya^rmissions, conducted thirty-five (35) fire missions and flew tactical 
observers. Two (2) VOF air" spot planes were maintained on station 
during the day. -The Air Liaison Officer with R0T. 25 reported that 

?less.Jthan ,50$ o? the; j^apalm'. dropped;-, in the mornljp^gSJy^kat |i 
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The strike! 'requested by ROT S3 was .delayed and was not dropped in the 
TA requested- , 

(k) Naval Gunfire. Elements of CTP 54 continued to support
the attack* Naval gunfire support was on' call throughout the day.'
Mortar and' gunboat units operated along the coast on the right flank* 
In the afternoon one (l) destroyer closed on the east coast ejnd. 
successfully engaged enemy guns ; in direct fire up draws and ravines 
which opened seaward* 

1 W) Combat Efficiency of the Division was increased to an 
estimated $0% by the assignment of replacements to the RCT's. 

(i) leather and Visibilit Weather was fair, visibility 
good with ceiling overcast 6/10 to 9/10 • 

(ri) All units were ordered to consolidate for the night at 
1700, and to be prepared to continue the attack at King-hour, 0830, 
March Ist. i . . 

?; (q>) At 1715 VAC- LANFOR directed that one (l) battalion' of 
this Division be assigned to VAC LANFOR Reserve by 1200, 1March, 
1945 anql that it be assembled in 4th Division zone south of grid 73-

11. FROM 1800, 28 FSB 45 TO 1800, 1 MAR, 45_. (D FLU.S 10) 

(a) At 1930 RCT 24 was alerted to relieve RCT 23 prior to 
. ¦King-hour. •: 

(b) At 2230 RCT 25 reported observing and firing on an 
estimated 150 enemy forming up in front of BLT 3/25- Naval Gunfire 
and artillery were requested and succeeded in dispersing the con-
centration. Sporadic ' andmortar artillery fire fell in. the Division 
area during the night. . 

¦(c) .After a coordinated VAC LANFOR-Naval Gunfire prepara-
tion from King minus 45 to King-hour, and an intense Division 
artillery preparation beginning at King minus 10 and moving forward 
in successive concentrations after King-hour, the Division continued 
the attack at King-hour ,oB3o,' in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order 
No- 9-45, to capture 0-2, prepared to continue the-attack to 0-3 on 

-•order- Boundaries no change; Line of Departure front lines at 
King-hour. 

(3) RCT 25. TT.hen ordered to consolidate for the night at 
281700, waa not in contact ,with the unit on its left. Two (2) 
platoons from' the Reserve Battalion were sent 

- -' 28 
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3d Marine Division to close the gap and estaTSlish contact.; To 
accomplish this it was necessary for these platoons to fight their 
way through by-passed enemy defenses in the 3d Division zone. 
During the night these platoons suffered casualties from enemy posi-
tions located to their rear- Hhen HCT 23 was relieved by RGT 24, 
BLT 3/23 was then attached to RCT 24 until BLT 3/24, which was 
attached to RCT.2S, could be relieved by BLT 3/23. linen this relief 
was effected at 0930, BLT 3/23 was then attached to and became the 
reserve of RCT 25. At 1200 BLT 2/23 assembled in'TA 165* BC as VAC 
LANFCR Reserve. RCT 23, less BLT's 2/23 and 3/23, assembled in TA 
182 YRS as Division Reserve. 

(c,) RCT 24 relieved RCT 23 in line at 0630. The relief 
was initiated at 0330 and was accomplished by placing BLT 2/24 in 
line with BLT 1/23 and PLT l/24 with 2/23. The relief was completed 
at 0630. The company attached to RCT 23 reverted to RCT 24 control 
at 0630. The fighting around the base of Hill382 was intense and 
continuous until consolidation for the night was ordered at 1700. 
Slight gains were made on the left and right of the RCT zone. Upon 
consolidation at 1700 firm contact with RCT 25 on the right was'~ 
established. After 1400 RCT 21, on the left, was able to ad.va.nce 
quite rapidly in its zone > resulting' in a gap of about 450 yards 
along the Division boundary. BLT 3/24 was ordered into the zone of 
RCT 21 to fillthis gap. Although the ground over which this BLT 
moved into position Ha-& been crossed by RCT 21, it was necessary for 
the companies of BLT 3/24 to fight their way over this same area to 
take up a position on the Division boundary in order to establish' 
contact with units on its right and left. ¦ By 1800 consolidation had 
been effected ana. firm contact had .been established. The RCT CP 

• 
¦moved to TA 182 S at 0930. . 

(?) RCT, 25. with BLT's 1/25, 2/25, and 3/25 in line 'from  
left to right, continued the attack at King-hour but limited its  
advance in order to conform to the movement of RCT 24 on its left;.;  
BLT 1/25, assisted by one (l)- company of- the- RCT Reserve- (BLT 3/23), 
spent the remainder ..of 'the peri.od' in an attempt- to reduce the 
reentrant and' pocket of resistance in TA 183 J. 

At 0850 the Division Reconnaissance Company was 
directed to report to RCT' 25: to ¦assist- in'mopping uo operations .in " 

'. 
the rear areas of that RCT- It was- further directed that the' . 
Reconnaissance . Company was not -to be committed in/the front lines...,'

•and that it would be ..released hot- later' than; 1700 •. The RCT CF was 
shelled at 160 5 and all' agencies' were employed to searcli for probable 
sources of fire. Contact was established with. RCT 24 when • that Unit " 

was ordered t,Q consolidate at 1700. ¦'Company "Bn, 2d Armored 
" #3gh3fbfta*i :'J^a'cjto.r^ :B&$talion,''¦was{ at tac he d fora^Ji| ge3^ Q%#%' *T*lf*f*l 



(g) 14th Marines. 1/14 was in direct support of HCT 25 > 
3/14- in direct support of RCT 24, 2/14 reinforced 3/14, and 4/14 was 
in general support. VAC LANFOR artillery reinforced the 14th Marines 
on call. VMO-4 fired a total of thirty-three (33) fire missions* 
Three (3) guns were spotted by air observation and destroyed by VAC 
LANFOR artillery fire- Sound ranging picked up fifteen (15) enemy 
guns, which were immediately shelled. 

(h) 4th Tank Battalion. Company "A" remained attached to 
RCT 25; Company "B" was attached to RCT 24j Company "C" was under 
Battalion -control* 

(i) Aviation. Air support was furnished by CTG- 52.2. 
VHO-4 flew two (2) photographic and five (5) day observation 
missions* One (l) experimental night mission was flown and proved 
to be very successful. Two (2) OY-l's arrived on the field from LST 
776; VllO-4 then had seven (7) planes based on Airfield Ho. !•' One 
(l) FM-2, the first carrier-based plane to land on Airfield.No. 1, 
made an emergency landing during the morning hours. 

(j) Naval Gunfire. Preparation fires in TA's 185 BCG, 
201 HIIINRS, 202 CHLMPQVX and 219 UV by direct support ships were 
controlled by individual battalions. Gunboats controlled by BLT 
3/25, fired 40mm in TA's 163 A, 185 V. Between King-hour and King-
hour plus 70- two (2) CA!s and one (l) 38 -fired in TA 202 NO. 
Following this preparation, one (l) CA and one (l) DD closed on the 
coast, taking observed installations under direct fire. These ships 
reported three (3) guns destroyed, in TA 219 A and a direct hit in a 
cave at TA 203 U. Four (4) DD's and two (2) gunboats were employed 
by the Division throughout the day. 

(k) 4th Engineer Battalion. Company "A" was attached to 

3/10 • 

RCT 
road paralleling 

25. Headquarters 
the 

Platoon 
coast. 

continued construction of the supply 

(l) Combat Efficiency was estimated to be 55/£. 
(m) Weather and Visibility Weather was fair, visibility 

was good, with ceiling overcast average 

12- FROM 1800. 1 MAR 45 TO 1800 > 2 MAR 45 (P PLUS 11) 

(a) The period of darkness passed with little incident 
other than the normal infiltration attempts by the enemy in small 
numbers. Sporadic mortar and artillery fire was laid down by the 
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(b) Direct support ships fired illumination fires during
• the night. 

(c) Following VAC LANFOR Artillery preparation from King-
hour'minus 30 to King-hour1 minus 15 and King-hour minus 10 to King-
hour, and an intense Division preparation beginning at King-hour 
minus 10 and moving forward in successive concentrations after 
King-hour, the Division continued the attack at -0800, in accordance 
with VAC LANFOR Order No* 10-45, to capture 0-2, prepared to contin-
ue the attack to 0-3 on order. Boundaries -no change; Line of-Depa+'ture front lines at King-hour. 

U) RCT 24. with BLT's 3/24, 2/24, and 1/24 s%reast from 
left to right, continued the attack at King-hour and made slight 
advances on the right and left and proceeded with the mopping up of 
pillboxes and caves on the reverse slope of Hill382. It appeared 
that there were underground passageways leading into the defenses 
on Kill382, and when one occupant of a pillbox was killed another 
one came up to take his place* This mopping-up proved to be a 
lengthy process. This RCT maintained contact with the 3d Division 
on the left, and upon consolidation at 1700 also established firm 
contact with the units on the right* 

' M. RCT 25, with BLT 3/23 attached, and with BLT s 1/25,
2/25, and' o/25 in line from left to right, continued the attack at 
King-hour, and made its main effort on the left flank. In extremely 
bitter fighting against the reentrant on the left, BL1? 1/23 and 

spent day pillboxes cavesother elements the in reducing " and which 
lined the face of the cliff in TA 184 B. Flame "thrower and combat 
tanks were employed against a concrete blockhouse at the top of the 
cliff. Although the blockhouse appeared to be unoccupied a.fter the 
tank attack, it was reasonable to assume that it too was connected 
by a subterranean passage and that it would be reoccupied. The 
BLT's in the center and on the right maintained their positions 
a_uring the day. Upon consolidation for the night contact was 
maintained with RCT 24. 

(f ) RCT 23 1 less BLT f s 2/23- and 3/23, remained in Division 
Reserve. BLT 2/23 was in VAC LANFOR Reserve and BLT 3/23 was 
attached to RCT 25. The Division Reserve was employed in mopping 
up the rear area and re-equipping in preparation for further action* 

(g) 14th Marine:s... There was no change in the assignments 
of this unit. Air observers fired a total of forty-two (42) 

¦missions. Sound ranging located six (6) enemy guns firing in the 
zone 'of the Division, and adjusted fire on them. A total of 306 
missions were fAred:;, f 

' 
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(h) 4th Tank Battalion* No change in assignments* 

ji) Aviation. Air support was furnished- by CTG- 52.2. 
VKO-4 flew four (4) clay, one (l) photographic, and one (l) night 
observation missions- Two (2) planes were damaged on the field by 
enemy artillery fire and one (l) in flight by AA fire. Planes 
dropped propaganda leaflets over the Division zone of action* At 
the end of the period five (5) planes were operational* 

,: jyj) Naval Gunfire* Elements of CTF 54 continued to sup-
port the f^tack. Because of the extreme irregularity of the front 
lines, direct support ships did not fire harassing fire during the 
night. :During the day two (2) BB's and one (l) CA fired general 
support missions in eastern sectors of TA's 185, 202, 219 and all 
of 236,, and mortar units covered TA's 250 and 251. RCT 24 !s ships 
were unable to fire a preparation for the King-hour attack because 
of safety, limits; RCT 25 rs ships fired in TA 'lBs BCGHI* Four (4) 
DD's .and two (2) gunboats were assigned to the Division for the day* 

(k) 4th Engineer Battalion* Company "A" was attached to 
RCT 25; Company "B" was attached to RCT 24, and Company "C" to RCT 
23, in Division Reserve. 

(l) ' Combat Efficiency was reduced by excessive casualties, 
particularly to key personnel, and battle fatigue to an estimated 
50^* 

(hi) Weather and Visibilit Weather was fair, visibility 
good, with ceiling overcast 3/10 to "5/10. 

13* FROM 1800, 2 MAR 45 TO 1800, 3 MAR 45 (D PLUS 12) 

(a) During the night all units consolidated positions, 
established contact with adjacent units, and maintained contact with 
the enemy.; Activity along the Division front was limited' to one (l) 
attempted counter-attack in front of BLT 2/24. In the ensuing 
action four (4) Marines and twenty (20) enemy were killed, and the 
remainder of the enemy was dispersed. Mortar and artillery fire 
was at a minimum during the night. This was attributed to the fact 
that the artillery counter-battery fire was immediate and accurate 
and the possibility that the enemy was making a withdrawal of his 
artillery and mortars to new positions. Direct support ships 
furnished illumination and fired harassing fires during the night 
in TA'a 185 CDG, 202 GH&MQ&VWX* 

ii (b) The Division continued the at/&a 
75 (06$$) , King-hour being 0745, in accord&i^  

xn^r: |;;t--;;t t 32 
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No. 11-45, without artillery or naval gunfire preparation. VAC 
LANFOR, Division artillery, end 3/12 fired counter-battery fires on 
located and suspected mortar, rocket, and artillery from -King-hour minus 75 to King-hour plus 30. Boundaries and Objectives-no change; Line of Departure front lines at King-hour. 

' (o) ROT 24, on the left, with BLT's 3/24, 2/24, and 1/24
in line, attacked at King-hour minus 75 with orders to disengage at-
least three (3) companies from the frbnt lines during the day- By 
1525 two (2) companies were in rear of the front lines as RCT 
Reserve. The RCT made a slow advance against the enemy positions to 
its front. The right and center battalions were able to advance to 
the top of a ridge line to positions indicated on the map, Progress 
of Attack. During the period the RCT maintained contact with the 3d 
Division on the left. In the late afternoon Hill382 was completely 
secured. 

( a ) ROT 25, les,s BUT 2/23, and withßLT's 2/25, 3/25
attached, passed through RCT S5, within its present zone, at King-
hour minus" 7.5. RCT 23, then with BLT » s 1/23* 2/25, 3/25 in line 

" 

* 
from left to right and with 3/23 in reserve, continued the attack, 
holding with the battalions on its right and .center. In savage 
fighting against well-entrenched enemy and subjected to intense 
mortar fire, the BLT on the left was able to make a slight gain to 
the positions shown at the end of the period. The . reentrant, or 
pocket of enemy resistance, was isolated and, at the close of the 
period, was being contained and mopped up by two infantry companies, 
tank-s, and halftracks. Company "B!f, 2d Armored Amphibian Tractor 
Battalion-, was attached to RCT 23.' (c) RCT 25, ,less BLT s 2/25 and 3/25, when relieved by 
RCT 23 reverted to Division Reserve-

(f) 14th Marines. 2/14 was in direct support of RCT 23; 
1/14 reinforced the fires of 2/14; 3/14 was in direct support of 
RCT 24, and 4/14 was in general support. Neutralization and 
destruction fires were fired in suwort of assault units. VAC. LANFOR 
artillery reinforced the fires of the 14th Marines on call. 

The air observers fired a total of nineteen (19)  
missions during the period, and when heavy artillery was required  
they fired VAC LANFOR artillery in the zone of the Division* No .  
sound ranging targets were 'reported during the "period • The total  

¦number of missions fired was 231* ' 
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battalion control. At the end of the period' thirty-six (36) tanks 
were operational, twelve (12) were destroyed, and eight (8) were 
damaged* 

(k) Aviation* CTG 52-3 continued to furnish air support. 
Seven (7) missions were reouested and six (6) were completed. VMO-4 
flew seven (7) day observation missions. Three (3) planes were 
operational at the end of the period. 

(i) Naval Gunfire* Elements of CTF 54 continued to sup-
port .the attack. The use of Naval Gunfire was limited- because of 
the safety factors dictated by the location of the front lines. In 
order to cover the difficult terrain in the Division zone, three (3) 
VOP spot planes were employed and one (l) DD with an NLO aboard, 
closed the coast and successfully delivered direct fire into- TA's 
185, 219, 201, and 202. Gunboats fired 40mm fire in TA 185. Four 
(4) DD's and two (2) gunboats worked with units of the Division. ' 

(j) 4th Engineer Battalion* Company "A" was attached to 
RCT 25, with the 2d and 3d. platoons attached to BLT's 2/25 and 3/25
respectively. These platoons continued mopping up operations in TA 
184. Company Headquarters and the 3d platoon removed twelve (12) . 
horn mines and one (l) terracotta mine from the roadway in TA 184 XV. 

i> 

(k) All units were ordered to consolidate at 1700 and to 
be prepared to continue the attack on 4 March, 1945* 

(l) Combat Efficiency was estimated to be 50$. 

(m) There was a slight change in the area of operations 
Iand it was believed that the Division"was now fighting in the rear 

of the highly prepared defensive area in which the operations for 
the past three (3) days had been conducted* 

(n) Weather and Visibility.- 'leather was fair and visibi-
lity was good, with ceiling overcast 4/10, wind SS 15 knots. 

14. FROM 1800. 3 MAR 45 TO 1800, 4 MAR 45 (D 'PLUS 13) 

(a) The hours of darkness for this period were relatively  
quiet. Some medium mortar fire fell on the front lines and occa-
sional sniper fire harassed the troops in the front lines* Rear  ~ areas were quiet. At 0355 there was an attempted infiltration in 
front of BLT 3/24, but It-was repulse-d With' no casualties. Four (4) 
DD's provided illumination during the night, but no harassing fires 
were fire-d because of- limitations imposed 
front lines. * 
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Ob) Following a VAC LANFOR artillery preparation from King-
hour minus 35 to King-hour, joined by a' Division preparation from 
King-hour minus 15 to King-hour plus 15, and Naval Gunfire from King-
hour minus 10 to King-hour, the Division continued the attack at 
King-hour, 0730, in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order No. 12-45, to 
capture 0-2, prepared to continue the attack. Formation and Boun-- -daries no change. Line of Departure front lines at King-hour* 
The main effort of the attack was made on the left, resulting in 
slight gains during the morning. A second coordinated attack was 
launched e.t 1500, but this also resulted in the gain of only a few 
yards. 

'' (c.) RGT 24, on the left, with 3LT ¦s 3/24, 2/24, and 1/24
in line, from left to right attacking generally in a south-easterly 
direction in order that tho direction of attack would be parallel to 
the corridors, made only slight progress during the day. This RCT . 
was able to employ the tanks during the day against pillboxes and 
caves, and the results obtained, particularly from the flame thrower 
tank, were satisfactory. The RCT used 2200 pounds of demolition in 
blowing cave entrances and exits. At the close of the period, and 
when consolidation was ordered at 1700, this RCT had established 
contact with units on its right and left. ' (d) RCT 23. on the right, with BLT s 1/23, 2/25, 3/25 in 
line from left to right, and with BLT 3/23 in reserve, made short 
gains in the zone of BLT 1/23 and held on the remainder of tho front. 
BLT's 2/25 and 3/25 could have advanced within their zones, but such 
an advance was not deemed advisable because it would have over-

,extended the lines. The terrain in front of this RCT was the most 
difficult yet encountered; observation. was limited to only a few 
feet, -and it was impossible to- .support the attack with anything 
heavier than normal infantry weapons. Detachments of BLT 3/23 were 
employed throughout the period in reducing the area of resistance 
in TA 184 F* Upon consolidation at 1700, contact was established 
with RCT 24. BLT 2/23 remained in VAC LANFOR Reserve. 

(c) RCT 25, less BLT ls 2/2^ and 3/25, remained in Division 
Reserve. 

(f ) 14th Marines. There was no change in the assignment 
of the 14th Marines. Air' observation was hindered during the period 
because of a very low ceiling.: Twenty-o ne (21) fire missions were 
conducted for Division Artillery, and VAC LANFOR Artillery was fired 
when targets required heavy weapons. No targets were reported^ by 
sound rrnging during the period. The total number of mission"£TTlred 
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(g) 4th Tank Battalion* There were no changes in assign-
ments. At the end of the period thirty-two (32) tanks were opera-

¦tional, thirteen (13) damaged, and eleven ,(ll) were destroyed. 

(n ) Aviation. Air support \*as cancelled because of incle-
ment ,weather. VMO-4 flew six (S) tactical observation missions at 
tho request of front line units. 

(i) Naval Gunfire. Elements of CTF 54 continued to support 
the 'attack. Throughout the day call fires were placed in TA's 185,
186, 23.9 anwl 202. Spotters generally employed ships on direct fire 
missions because of poor visibility. One (l) DD anql ono.(l) gunboat 
worked up the coast covering TA's 185 and 202 with- 40mm and 5" "fire-
A special mission was fired in TA 185 G with an OY-1 plane spotting. 
Five (s) 'direct hits were reported and the target destroyed. Two 
(2) CD's, one (l) GA, and one (l) gunboat fired for sthe Division ' •throughout the day* 

(j) 4th Engineer Battalion. Company "A" was attached to 
RCT 25. The Ist platoon reverted to company control in the Division 
Reserve area.' The 2d platoon continued working on caves in TA 184 
S. The 3d platoon blew caves and removed booby traps in TA 184 X. 
Company "3" was attached to RCT 24 and Company "C" to RCT 23. 

(k) Combat Efficiency was estimated' to be 455. 
(l) Weather and Visibility. Rain and misty throughout the 

day, low overcast with visibility limited to 800 yards in rain 
saualls* 

'15. FROM 1800/ 4 MAR 45 TO 1800, ,5 MAR 45 (D PLUS 14) 

(a) During the night the zone of the Division was fairly 
quiet except in the area of RCT 24, where heavy mortar and artillery 
fire was received constantly during the hours of darkness. The 
resulting casualties were moderate* 

(b) The Division acted in accordance with VAC LANFOR 
dispatch (2(41624, which stated that except for limited adjustment of 
positions the plan was to reorganize preparatory to attacking on a 
limited front on 6 March, and that the Division would effect neces-
sary reorganization by noon 5 March to have one (l) RCT, less one 
(l) battalion, available for employment on 6 March, exclusive of 
Regimental Reserve, by units in the line* The general direction of 
the proposed attack was to be eastward in the HMj^tfjzopes of 
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*^ (?) £4* on c left, remained in position and > /by 
thinning out the front lines, effected the necessary reorganisation 
to establish a strong Regimental Reserve line of three (3; companies* 
Hopping up of the rear areas was continued during the period. 

(cO ROT 25, en the right ,- with the Division Reconnaissance 
Company attached as of 0700, 5 March, relieved RCT 23 in its zone at 
0600, 5 March* This RCT also effected the necessary reorganization 
to establish a Regimental Reserve of one (l) company, and continued 
mopping up the rear areas. A Provisional Battalion composed of the 
Division Reconnaissance C omp any and C ontoan y 11Ltf , BLT 3/25, was 
organized and relieved BLT 3/23 in TA's 183 10 and 184 X-

( c ) R^T 23, less BLT 2/23, assembled in Division Reserve 
in the vicinity of TAf s 1820 and 185 XL. The remainder of period 
was devoted reorganizing, and rehabilitating in pre-to reeauipping, " 

paration for the attack on 6 March/" BLT 2/23 was in VAC LANPOR 
Reserve until 1500, at which time it was relieved by BLT 1/23. 

(f) The 14th Marines continued to fire on targets of 
opportunity and executed harassing fires throughout the period. 1/14 
was in direct support of RCT 25, 2/14 direct support of RCT 23, 3/14
in direct support of RCT 24, and 4/14 in general support. Air 
observation fired a total of seventeen (17) missions during the 
period. One (l) target was reported by sound ranging, and VAC LAN-
FOR Artillery war adjusted on the target. The total number of 
missions fired was 30 2• 

IfC M(g) 4th Tank Battalion. Company was attached to RCT 
23, Company !T B« to RCT 24, and Company "A" to RCT 25. .At the end 
of the period 30 tanks were operational. Company "An tanks were 
employed extensively in TA's 183 JO and 184 FK. 

(k) Aviation. CTG- 52.2 continued to support the attack. 
Units of the Division requested fire missions, of which four (4) 
were completed in TA's 185 "KG-D and 202 DEGLQ. VMO-4 flew ten (10). 
.tactical observation missions; one (l) pilot was wounded and evac-
uated, and four (4) planes were operational at the end of the period,. 

\. 

(i) Naval Gunfire* Elements of CTF 54 fired call fire 
missions throughout the day. Two (2) DD's, one (l) CA and, one (l) 
LCS were employed "by the Division. . 

(j) 2d Armored Amphibian Tractor Battalion* Company ffß" 
was attached to RCT 25. This company' patrolled the' beach areas 
north of the location "of BLT 3/25 and fi - -37 
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00 4th Engineer Battalion- Company "A11 , attached to RCT 
25, continued roecL work' in the RCT rear area. The 2d and 3d -ola-. 
toons, attached to 3LT s 2/25 and 3/25 respectively/ took up defen-
sive positions and supervised the laying of an anti-personnel mine 
field in front of these positions. Company "A", attached to RCT 24, 
ifas .inactive during the day. Company "C", attached to RCT 23, was 
in the rest area with that RCT. 

(l) Combat Efficiency was estimated to be 455. ' The reor-
ganization directed by VAC LANFOR was completed by 1200. and the 
"Division >*p.;s prepared to continue the attack on 6 Harch. 

(m) Weather and Visibility. Occasional showers during the 
night. Daylight period was fair with visibility good, ceiling over-
cast 2/10 to 5/10. 

16. FROM 1800, 5 MAR 45 TO 1800. 6 KAH 45 (D PLUS 15) 

(a) The night was relatively quiet except for mortar and 
small arms fire along the front. of RCT 24 and an attempted infil-
tration in this area." \ 

(b) One (l) LCS fired harassing fires along the coast in 
TA 185 throughout the night. Illumination wps provided by elements 
of CTF 54. 

(c) Following a coordinated artillery preparation by 
twelve (12) artillery battalions (three (3) from the 5d Ilarine Divi-
sion, three (3) fromthe sth Marine Division, four (4) from the 4th 
Marine Division, and two (2) from VAC LANFOR) reinforced by Naval 
Gunfire, from King-hour plus 45 to. King-hour plus 81, the Division 
continued the attack at King-hour plus 60, King-hour being 0800, in 

*accordance with VAC LANFOR Order No. 13-45, to .capture the high 
ground in the left of the zone of action and that portion of 0-3 
within zone- For boundaries, zone of action, line of departure, and-objectives, see map Progress of Attack. • 

(d)( d) RCT 23 , less BLT 1/23, moved into position -orior to 
0600, relieved BLT 3/24 in its zone with BLT 2/23 and attacked in 
column of battalions at King-hour plus 60, to seize the high ground 
in its zone* See the map, Progress of Attack. In extremely bitter 
fighting against caves, pillboxes, and emplacements in rugged" '3-terrain, this RCT advanced approximately 100 yards except ofr i#Jgj 
extreme left where no gain was made. Upon consolidation fof^Cfeo) ' 
night at 1700, f^gfp^ ep&sted between the left and the 3d Div^s£flctt, 
but firm.. cpnss:si :wd%^S.e and maintained by RCT 23 before da£|GZ&jb
o?£fl'BLT*l/23 moved*l#o TA 182 VW as VAC LANFOR Reserve. SSF* " 
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(c) RCT 24, less BLT 3/24, and with BLT .2/24 on the left 
and BLT 1/24 on the right, attacked at King-hour plus 60 in conjunc-
tion with RCT 23. Against opposition similar to that of RCT 23, RCT 
24 moved forward to conform to the advance of RCT 23- Upon consoli-
dation for the night at 1700, contact with RCT 23 was made and main-
tained. at 0630 in TA's 182BLT 3/24 reverted to Division Reserve -0 and 183 XL when it was relieved by BLT 2/23- See the map 
Progress -of Attack* 

(f) RCT 25, on the right, with the Division Reconnaissance 
Company attached and. with BLT's 1/25, 2/25, and 3/25 in line from 
left to right, held in position on the right and center and assisted 
the attack of RCT ls 23 and 24 by fire, prepared ,to conform to the 
advance of RCT 24- This RCT employed the Division Reconnaissance 
Gompany and elements of the Combat Team to mop up in TA 184 FK. RCT 
consolidated for the night and maintained contact with RCT 24 • 

(g) 14th Marines* Allbattalions fired a coordinated pre-
paration for VAC LANFOR from King-hour minus 10 to King-hour plus 21 
in the zones of the 3d and sth Divisions and from King-hour plus 45 
to King-hour plus 81 in the 4th Division zone- VAC LANFOR Artillery 
reinforced fires on call. 1/14 wps in direct support of RCT 25, 2A4 
with RCT 23, 3/14 with RCT 24, and 4/14 was in general support. Air 
observation fired a total of twenty (20 ) fire missions during the 
period. Sound ranging reported and adjusted fire on two (2) 
missions. The total number of missions fired was 472-

(h) 4th Tank Battalion. Four (4) tanks were employed in 
the zone of RCT 23 and a .flame thrower tank assisted in the mopping 
up operations in the rear areas of RCT 25. At the end of the period 
thirty-five (35) tanks were operational, eleven (ll) were destroyed, 
and eight (8) were damaged. 

(i) Aviation. CTG- 52-2 continued to furnish air support-. 
' 

Three (3) missions were requested by the Division in TA 185 and all 
were executed. VKO-4 flew one (l) night and seven (7)' day observa-
tion1 missions. Five (5) planes were operational at the end of the 
period. Enemy AA was active throughout the day-

U) Naval Gunfire. Three (3)"DD's, one (l) CA, and one 
(l)LCS provided naval gunfire support for the attack. Preparation 
fires were fired from . King-hour ;minus 10 to King-hour plus 45 at .a 
reduced rate, and from King-hour plus 45 to King-hour plus 81, with" 
fires increased. One (l) Havel Gunfire Spotter was Placed aboard 
a DD and controlled direct fires against located targets along the 

¦east coast* ¦¦•¦....._¦ , . . ,v k , ? # ,
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(k) 4th Engineer Battalion had no change in its assignment. 

(l) Combat £fficiency. reduced by excessive casualties among experienced leaders, was; estimated to be 455.-
(m) Weather and Visibility* The weather was fair and 

visibility was good- There was a slight haze with ceiling overcast2/10 to 4/10. 
17 ' FROM 1800. 6 MAR 45 TO 1800. 7 MAR 45 (D PLUS 16 

,tH 

(a) Activity during the night was sporadic but costly. At 
2130 several enemy mortar shells fell in the lines of BLT 2/23, 
wounding approximately thirty (30) men- At 2210 enemy were reported 
moving in front of BLT 3/25; artillery fire was requested and the 
formation or gathering was dispersed. At 2250 BLT l/24 reported 
that up to that time it had had its quietest night on the line. 
During the night forty (40) to fifty (50) of the enemy came into the 
foxholes occupied by elements of BLT 1/25 and' in the ensuing melee 
one (l).officer, twelve (12) enlisted Marines, and an estimated 
fifty (50) Japanese were killed* At 0515 a rocket fell into the CP 
of BLT. 2/23 killingone (l) and wounding five (5) men. The BLT 
coramancijer was badly shaken up and was relieved by the Executive 
Officer, of RCT 23. This interruption necessitated a thirty (30) 
minute delay in meeting King-hour- The Division rear areas were 
quiet* Illumination only was fired during the night. 

(b) The Division continued the attack at King-hour -olus 
30, King-hour being 0730, in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order" No. 
14-45, without a preliminary artillery or naval gunfire preparation, 
to complete missions assigned on the previous day. Formation and 
boundaries no change; line of departure front lines at King-hour. 

t°) RCT 25, less BLT 1/23 , making the main effort for the 
Division, attacked within its zone, advancing slowly during the 
morningj. At 1230, following a five (5) minute preparation, the 
attack was continued and resulted in substantial gains, particularly 
on the extreme left. BLT 1/23 continued in VAC LANFOR Reserve- Upon 
consolidation for the night at 1700, contact was established and 
maintained with the 3d Division. 

(cO RCT 24, less BLT 3/24, in the center, with 2/24 and 
1/24 in line left to right, continued the attack against heavy 
opposition, particularly on the right where intense machine gun and 
mortar fire stopped all advance. At 1245, following a' five (5) 
minute preparation, the attack was continued. At 1700, when con-
solidation was ordered, this RCT had advanqflHHKEM|r'^:yi lp
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-positions' .shown on the map Progress of Attack and had made firm 
contact with RCT 23. : During the morning when Company "C" was re-
lieving Company "BtJ, a heavy mortar shell landed in. the CP, killing 
the Company Commander and six (6) men of Company "C'f. BLT 3/24
continued in Division Reserve. 

(c) RCT 25, plus Division Reconnaissance Company, with 
BLT's 1/25, 2/25, and 3/25 in,line from left to right, maintained 
contact with BLT 1/24 but was unable to advance because of the 
murderous fire coming from the -front of BLT 1/24; as a result of 
this fire no gains were made by the RCT during the period-. Mopping 
up operations in the rear areas continued' 

¦it) 14th Marines* From 0800 to 0830 the Regiment fired 
neutralization fires on all known enemy mortar and artillery posi-
tions. At 1225 VAC LAHFOR and the 14th Marines fired a five (5) 
minute coordinated preparation on the front to RCT 23; at 1240 the 
same preparation wps fired for ftCT 24* There were no changes in the 
assignment of support 'battalldns. Air observation fired a total of 
sixteen (16) missions, VAC LAHFGR artillery being fired when targets
required heavy artillery. Sound hanging adjusted three (3) VAC LAN-
FOR artillery missions- The total number of missions fired was 159. 

(g) 4th Tank Battalion* There were no changes in assign-
ments. Tanks assisted and supported the attack of RCT 23, especi-
ally in 'the center of the RCT zone; hoitfever/. the terrain prevented 
the operation of the tanks except in restricted localities- RCT 25 
continued to operate flame thrower and other, tanks against concrete 
blockhouses and caves in the vicinity of TA 184 FK. At tho end of 
the period thirty-four (34) tanks were, operational, eight (8) 
damaged-, and twelve (12) were destroyed. 

(h) Aviation. CTG 52.2 continued toffurnish air support. 
Five (5) missions were reauested by .the Division; three (3) were 
completed and two (2) Were cancelled- All air support was cancelled 
at 1510 because of bad weather- VMO-4 flew one (l) weather and five 
(5) tactical observation missions. At the end of the i?eriod :' five 
(5) planes were operational. 

(i) Naval G-unfire. The Division was supported' by four (4) 
DD's and one (l) I>CS. A concentration' was fired on known targets 
from ICing-hour to King plus 30. Allunits itfere available for call 
fires during the day. Two (2) VOF spot planes were employed with 
the fire support ships; one (l) DD working with air spot reported 
eight (8) artillery or mortar positions were destroyed in TA 185 XL 
and six (6) guns were knocked out in TA's 185 AaM 202 TJ. A naval 
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gunfire spotter aboard a DS spot tte<s- fires along the coast* 
>. •¦ ¦ .". T 

(J ) 4th feiglneey Battalion* There ' wer£ no change s in 
as sigriments. Allunits- orted :the ir re spe ctpre BCST !s "by execu-
ting demolitions work, mine removal , and road repair-

(k) Combat -EffiorencY was reduced to an .estimated 45$ 
¦• (l) Weather^and Tislbility. The weather was warm, but 

visibilityrwas poor. There Were pccasionai showers with overcast* 
¦¦'¦• '•-'oeiliiag- Ijflsilted, ?̂at t ime s io, 3QO -feet ¦•-.;• 

18. FROM -1800. 7 MAR 46>!?d .^.BOO. 8 MAR 45 (D PLUS 17) 

(a) Activity;alon:gthel^ront lines forths night consisted 
mainly of small and large, mortar fIra and small 'arms fi3?e* Or&n£i<- ' 

ally the night was qu'letjvp'ompared to previous nl^its* -Some enemy 
mortar shells fell in the. lines.-pt BLT 1/24 and on the front of^RCT 
25. relieving 'BLT 2/24 in-At 0300 BLT 3/24 waS-'^leaied? tcr&CT 24, 
the line at 0530. RCT 2;^^©p<fxrte4 i'hat the enemy attempted a with-
drawal during the ni^ti.t that a considerable number of them were, 
killed.. BLT 2/24 reverted to Ulvision> Re serve in TA's 182 0 and' 
183 XL. Only illumination :v/er: v/erf' fired during the ;nl-ght* -.• 

(b) Following; .a ,co6rdinate^ ;preparation in Successive -coh-
centrations reinforced by VAC LAKFOII:Artillery and naval gunfire from 
King-hpur minus 90" to King-hour minus 60, the Division resumed the 
attack at- King-hour 90, King-hour being 0750, making the main 
effort, in the cent &?% in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order No. 15-45, 
to assist in the ;rc.apture of the remainder of. the- Island* Formation-and boundaries nb" change; Line of Departure front lines at King-- 

¦hour. . . 
¦*. 

.-¦.,. (c) RCT 25 1 less BLT.1/23, bn the right, attacking in 
column, of battalions, BLT 2/23 in the line> jumped off on time., 
A&vaiicing' Initially vagainst li^it,resistance, soori stiffened 
to normal, considerable gain was made, in.the center of the zone- The 
enetay was apparently confused T^y--the* early morning attack. Resist-
ance by the enemy in this area was relatively less than -that 
experienced on . When th^s RCT consoli-the remainder '"of the front.:
dated for the night 'at 1640, oontjaot was established ow 

•
the right 

and left.. BLT 1/23- continued, .in VACVLANFOR Reserve. . 

¦?;¦¦¦ (d) RCT 24, less BLT 2/24,' in the center, with BLT's 3/24 
on the left and 1/24 on the rigjit, continued the "^attack at King-hour 
minus . 9p v Having it's main .effort on the left, this RCT was able to 
make only ;gains , generally in; the . cent er ,-against an enemy ' — — 
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who was concealed in perfectly fortified positions. Resistance was 
characterized by extremely heavy small arms, knee mortar, and 'large 
mortar fire-. ...The right of this RCT was unable to move forward re-
gardless of repeated efforts to envelop and to even by-pass the 
resistance holding up its advance- At 1120 BLT 2/24 was directed 
to reconnoiter the area of BLT 3/25 with the probability of reliev-
ing that BLT that night. Upon consolidation at 1640 contact was 
made, with RCT 23 and maintained with RCT 25. BLT 2/24 continued in 
Division Reserve* ' . 

(c) RCT 25, on the right, with BLTIs. 1/25, 2/25, and 3/25
in line from left to right, held its position and maintained contact 
with RCT 24 on its left. Elements of the RCT and the Division 
Reconnaissance Company continued mopping up operations in the rear * 

areas and in the vicinity of TA 184 "XL» . . 

(f) 14th Marines* Other than the preparation fires for  
the attack, fires were executed on. call from the RCT's. Eighteen 
(18) rounds 'of yellow smoke were fired to pin-point targets for 
support aircraft. There were no changes in assignments. VAC LANFOR 
Artillery reinforced fires on call. Air observation fired a total 
of nine (9) missions* No targets were reported by sound ranging' 
during the period. The total number of missions fired was 303. 

(g) 4th Tank Battalion. Tanks were able to render some 
support to the attack of RCT 23, even though their approach was 
restricted more or less to roads. A mine field was encountered in 
TA 201 NOT and three (3) tanks were destroyed. Further tank activity 
in this area was delayed until the minefield was cleared by the 
engineers- During a requested air strike in TA 185 XL, an auxiliary 
gas tank of Napalm, through error,, was dropped in TA 201 N and fell 
directly to the rear of a friendly tank. The Napalm was splashed 
all over the tank. The outer surfaces of the tank caught fire but 
the crew successfully evacuated the tank and with a portable CO2 
extinguisher put out the fire. The crew sustained no casualties and 
the tank was not put out of action. At the end of the period, 

•thirty-two- (32) tanks we're operational* 

(h) Aviation. . CTF 52-2 continued to furnish air support. 
The Division requested two (2) strikes, one (l) of which was com-
pleted in TA 185 XL and the other of which was cancelled by.-the 
originator. The 7th Fighter Command, with eight (8) P-51's strafed 
the coastal area in the Division zone. .VKO-4 flew seven (7) tac-
tical observation missions and five (5) planes were operational at 
the end of the -period*- The 726th SAW Squadron reverted to VAC • 
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(I) Naval Gunfire. Pour (4).DD's fromCTF 54 supported the 
attack.. Call fires for the period were executed in TA1 s 185 and 202* 
A large amount of 40mm ammunition was employed in lieu of 5" as .a 
safety precaution. One (l) naval gunfire spotter aboard aDD ad-
justed fires along the coastal area. 

(3) 4th Engineer Battalion* There were no changes in 
assignments. This battalion continued to support the RCT's by 
executing demolitions on pillboxes, blockhouses,- and the entrances 
and exits to paves and by mine removal and road work in the forward 
and rear aeeas- ¦ 

(k) Combat Efficiency. The combat efficiency had been 
reduced by excessive casualties, particularly to key personnel, and 
battle fatigue, to an estimated 455. 

(l) 'feather and' Visibility. The weather was cloudy and 
cold,, visibility was fair,. and ceiling was overcast 10/10-

19* FROM 1800, 8 MAR .45 TO 1800 , 9 MAR" 45 (D PLUS -18) 

'(a) By 1800 enemy fires, consintirig of rockets, mortars, 
grenades, rifle, and machine gun fire, were increasing in intensity, 
building up to a peak about 2000. Casualties were suffered in units 
all along the Division front and particularly in the. area of TA 184 
ABFG-. Znemy movements indicated that, either a counter-attack or a 
large scale infiltration would be attempted. Enemy units infiltrated 
in the zones of all RCT's but were most successful in the zone . of 
RCT 23 where some elements reached the CP of BLT 2/23. At 1920 ten 
(10) to fifteen (15) Japanese were observed on a ridge in TA 202 OR. 
Artillery fire was requested on this area, and the enemy were either 
killed or dispersed. At 2300 there was considerable enemy activity 
along the. front of BLT 3/24 and extending to the left in the zone of 
BLT 2/23 where infiltration attempts were reported. At 2330 the 
enemy attacked BLT 2/23 in force, and some elements succeeded in 
penetrating as. far as the BLT GP where they were either killed or 
dispersed. .;It was apparent that this skirmish was not an all out 
"Banzai" attack but a well-planned "and predetermined counter-attack 
in force- Gaptured information revealed that an assembly area had 
been designated at the crossroads in TA 201 N, from which the enemy 
moved up, to CR 331 and south along the road to the CP of BLT 2/23, 
and that the forward elements were to be followed Tsy a much larger 
force. The attack failed because of intense artillery fire, and the 
disruption of the Japanese communications 
the enemy were killed in the zone of- BLT 
attack. 

f A total' of over 400 of 
2/23 during this counter-

§*»»^ 
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("b) ¦ Throughout the night there was constant pressure along 
the front of RCT 24; numerous small units attempted to* infiltrate, 
but all were repulsed and enemy dead in this zone totaled 150 for the 
night. Some infiltration was attempted through RCT 25 "but .no enemy 
were successful- Illumination fires were employed throughout the 
night. Contact throughout the night was maintained with a support 
ship of the 3d. Marine Division which fired on possible rocket posi-
tions in TA!s 185 and 202 and kept the east coast under observation* 
At 0415 Flash Red was reported; at 0505 Flash Blue, control G-reen, 
was received, and at 0512 Flash white was reported* 

(c) Following a coordinated VAC LANFOR-Division Artillery. 
preparation from -King-hour to King-hour plus 10, with a limitation 
on ammunition expenditure to 1000 rounds 75mm, 'and 1000 rounds 105mm, 
the Division continued the attack at King-hour, 0700, in accordance 
with VAC .LANFOR Order No. 16-45, to complete the mission assigned in-the previous Operation Order. Formation and no change;- boundaries 
Line of Departure front lines at King-hour-

(ft) RCT 25, less BLT 1/23, resumed the attack in a column  
of battalions with BLT 2/23 in the assault. Considerable advance  
was made on the right and the right center against fairly light  
opDosition, but the entire left was held up by intense enemy fire  
from' the ridge in TA 202 B&- BLT 1/23 was released to RCT 23 at  
1500, and BLT 3/23 reverted to VAC LANFOR Reserve at 1700 in TA 165  
BC Although ordered to consolidate at 1700, this RCT continued the  
attack to improve its positions and did not halt the attack until  
1730. RCT 23 maintained contact with the 3d Division on the left  
and with RCT 24 on the right.  

(c) RCT 24, less BLT 2/24, began the attack at King-hour  
with the main effort on the left in order to overrun a center of  
resistance along the boundary- This attack was not successful, and  
after a rapid reorganization the RCT launched a second attack at  
0900, resulting in a breakthrough for a gain of about 300 yards on  
the left and left center. BLT l/24, having suffered numerous  
casualties began a reorganization of its units into a consolidated  
BLT of two (2; companies under the. command of the RCT Executive . .  
Officer- The BLT Commander was relieved just prior to this reorgani-
zation- By 1200' BLT 1/24 "was able to advance its line on the left  
to a position opposite BLT 3/24. Extremely heavy resistance on the  
right held up the advance and little gain was ¦made in that sector.  
Upon consolidation for the night at 1700, this RCT was in contact  
with elements on its right and left. BLT 2/24 was released to RCT  
25 at 0500 to relieve BLT 3/25 on the^extreme right of the Division  
zone- .'.Tnen released, BLT 3/25. was .directed 'to assemble in TA1 s 182  
0 and 183 XL as- Division Reserve. "'BLT 3/25 cli>fi Ĵj?«' t*M J J^Wfil^Sirfk 
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area at 0730. 

(f)( f ) RCT 25. less BLT 3/25, and plus BLT 2/24, maintained 
its positions and was unable to advance on the left because of the 
resistance holding up the. right of BLT 1/24. A prominent' reentrant 
resulted from the inability of these two BLT 1 s to advance; however, 
plans were made to drive through this area on the morning of 10 
March. 

(g) 4th Provisional Battalion. A temporary Provisional 
Battalion, consisting of thirty-ieight (38) officers and four hundred 
eighty-height (488) enlisted was organized from the Support G-roup and 
assembled in TA 182 V as Division Reserve for emergency use in the 
rear areas* 

\ (h) 14th Marines. 1/14 was in direct support of RCT 25,
2/14 in direct Support RCT 23, 3/14 in direct support RCT 24, 4/14
in general support, and VAC LANFOR Artillery reinforced fires on 
call* Air observers fired a total of seventeen (17) missions during
the period. VAC LANPQR Artillery was fired on three (3) targets
which required heavy artillery. Six (6) targets were reported and 
were fired upon during the period from information secured by sound 
ranging. The total number of missions fired was 343. 

(i) 4th Tank Battalion* There were no changes in assign-' 
ments. At the end of the period thirty-three (33) tanks were opera-
tional, eight (8) were damaged and thirteen (13) were destroyed. 
Company "B" towed a 7.2 rocket launcher in the zone of BLT 1/24 and 
fired twenty (20) rockets. Results were not successful. 

.. O) Aviation. CTG- 52-2 and the 7th AAF continued to fur-
nish a^r support. Of the eight (8) support missions requested, four 
(4) were completed. The remainder ,were cancelled because the front 
lines were too close to the target areas by the time these missions 
came in;. RCT 23 reported that the P-51 mission with 500-pound 
delayed-action bombs was very effective. VKO-4 flew six (6) tactical 
observation missions- Successful tests were completed of smoke 
rockets fired from VMO-4 wing-mounted bazookas for target designa-
tion. One (l) VKO-4 plane, armed with six (6) smoke rockets, was 
available 'on call to designate, targets for support aircraft. 

(k) Naval .-.Gunfire. Because of the increasing limitations  
upon fire possibilities, the Division Naval Gunfire Support' was  
reduced to two (2) DD's. In supporting the Division attack, fires  
were placed in TA's 185, 186 and 202, with two (2) VOF planes  
furnishing air spot. 

46 
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(l) 4th Engineer Battalion. There were no changes in  
assignments or tasks of this battalion.  

(m) 4th Pioneer Battalion* At 0800 the Division Shore 
Party was relieved by the G-arrison Force. For the remainder of the 
period this battalion was disposed tactically for beach defense . It 
was directed to be prepared to assemble in Division Reserve on one 
(l) hour's notice. 

(n) Combat Efficiency remained at an estimated 455. 
(o) Ifeather and Visibility. The weather was cool; visi-

bility was unlimited. The ceiling was unlimited in the morning, 
decreasing to 1500 feet by the end of the period. 

FROM 1800, ~ *-j\j»-^SO. i. Ahy/AJ. J.\*J\J KJ f 9c/ MAR 45 v-/ J-KJ\J V/ « 10 MARj..uraj.L 45 \ ¦>*> j- /j. j-rju.i~x i~> -!• -yv L /r/TO 1800. A-\J (D PLUS 19-:- ) 
r 

(a) Enemy activity during the night was relatively quiet. 
The front lines received a small amount of light and medium mortar 
fire at infrequent intervals during the night. There were several 
unsuccessful attempts at infiltration. In order to insure the clos-
ing of the reentrant in TA 184 CH, and to shorten the lines across 
the Division front, Division decided to have RCT 25 relieve BLT 1/24, 
the right BLT of RCT 24, with BLT 3/25, which was in Division Reserve 
prior to 0630- BLT 3/25 was released to RCT 25 at 0300. RCT 23, on 
the left, was then ordered to assume control of BLT 3/24 in its pre-
sent zone at 0630. linen relieved by RCT's 23 and 25, RCT 24, less 
BLTls 2/24 and 3/24,. was ordered to assemble in TA's 182 0 and 183 
XL as Division Reserve. Two (2) DD!s provided illumination in the 

•Division zone during the night. ; 

(b) After a coordinated VAC LANFOR-Divis ion Artillery pre-
paration from King-hour minus 25 to King-hour minus 15, and from 
King-hour minus 10 to King-hour, and moving forward in successive 
concentrations of 100 yards every five (5) minutes from King-hour to 
King-hour plus 15, the Division resumed the attack with tiro (2) RCT's 
in assault' at King-hour, 0800, in accordance with VAC LAI4FOR Order 
No- 17-45, to destroy. the enemy and capture the remainder of the 
island within its zone of action. For formation; and boundaries, see-
the map, Progress of Attack. Line of peparture front lines at  
King-hour. .  • ¦ 

' -(c) RCT 23, on the left, less BLT 3/23, and with BLT 3/24
attached, continued the attack at King-hour with two (2) BLT's in 
assault, 2/23 on the left and 3/24 on the right, and with 1/23 in 
RCT Reserve, making its main effort on the right. Progress on. the 
left was steady against light mortar and small arms fire coming 
from caves along the cliffline- marking "the Div||lp|«|uA*fMl|P||lllf% 
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the right the advance was slow against strong' enemy resistance 
throughout 'the zone. After a steady advance resulting in consider-
able gains, the RCT took up a favorable -de fens ive position along a 
line about 400 to 600 yards from the beach.- Consolidation for the 
night. was begun at 1700- Contact was maintained from right to left 
within the Division. At about 1500 patrols- reached the coast line 
within the zone without encountering the enemy. At 1115 BLT 3/25, 
which was in VAC LANFOR Reserve , was released to RCT control. The 

Reserve,RCT was emplojred irfmopping up- the rear areas throughout
the day* ** 

? 

(d) RCT 25,. .on the right, vith BLT -2/24 and the Reconn-' aissance Company attached;, completed- the 'relief of BLT 1/24 by, BLT 
3/25 at 0600 and assumed control of the- zone as assigned in the 
attack order. See the map, Progress of Attack* At King-hour BLT !s 
3/25 and 1/25 jumped off in a coordinated attack supported by the 
fire of BLT's 2/25 and 2/24. Pivoting on the right"of BLT 1/25, 
these two BLT!s turned towards the southeast and were able to break 
through the reentrant and .make a considerable gain during the day. 
During the day advance elements of BLT 1/25 were 'pinched out and'were 
employed, together; with units of 3LT 2/25', to liquidate an area of 
resistance which" developed- in-TA. 184 N. At 1700, when consolidation 
was ordered, RCT £'5.had reached the line shown, on. the map, Progress 
of Attack, and was occupying favbrable ground for defense. The 
Division Reconnaissance Company was assigned the task of containing 
and destroying the enemy in TA 183 J in order to protect the rear 
areas from possible infiltration from caves in this vicinity. The 
advance of RCT 25 overran and annihilated the strong positions of' 
the enemy and secured the commending ground in the zone* The rear 
areas, were mopped up as the advance was continued* 

(c) RCT 24. less BLT fs , 2/24 and 3/24, " 
reverted to Division 

Reserve in TA's 182 0 and 183. XL at 0630. At 1115, VAC LANFOR 
directed that BLT 1/24 be assigned to VAC LANFOR Reserve and remain 
in position in above TA's-

(f) 4th Provisional Battalion, in Division Reserve,-
established defensive positions on the left of the Division zone in 
the rear areas. There' was no activity reported during the night.. 
During the daylight hours patrols from this -battalion began mopping 
ud operations in the Division ;rear ,.. are as- . '"''"] 

(g) 14th Marines . 1/14 was in direct support of RCT 25, 
2/14 in direct support of RCT.. £3, 3/14 in direct support of RCT 24 
prior to 0630, after which" 'time', it reinforced the fires of 2/14;
4/14 was in general support, and VAC LANFCR..Artillery,re inforeed 
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period. The total number of missions fired was 329 • 

(h) 4th Tank Battalion. Company "C" was attached to HCT  
23, Company "A" to RCT 25, and Company" "B" was under Battalion con- 
trol- 'At the end of the period thirty-five (35) tanks were opera-
tional, six (6) damaged, and thirteen (13) destroyed* One .(l)  
platoon of Company "Cn operated with RCT 9 during the day.  

(i) Aviation. Two (2) missions were requested by the  
Division from tho 7th Fighter Command, but both were cancelled  
because, the front lines moved forward so rapidly that the strikes  
could not be employed. VMO-4 flew seven (7) tactical observation  
missions. . Beginning at 0700 this -period, and daily thereafter until  
they were secured, close air support groups were to be composed of  

•'eight  (8) P-51 aircraft, each armed with two (2) 500 pound bombs and 
.full'ammunition* Flights were to be relieved on station at two (2) 
hour intervals, the first flight 0700, the last flight 1700* 

(j) Naval Gunfire- One (l) DD with VOF air spot supported 
the Division during the day* Before all fire was lifted, because of  
the 'rapid advance of the Division front, one (l) mission was fired  
in caves in TA 185 J. The ship was held for emergenc2/ missions, and  
VOF air spot was employed in keeping the Division's front under  
observation throughout tho day.  

1(k) 4th Engineer Battalion. No change in assignments or  
duties*  

(l) 4th Pioneer Battalion, was prepared to assemble in TA  
IS6 F on one (l) hour's notice as Division Reserve*  

(m) Combat 
'
Efficie ncy of this Division was reduced by  

excessive casualties, particularly to key personnel , and battle  
fatigue to an estimated 40$.  

- (n) leather and. Visibility. The weather was cool and  
fair; visibility was' unlimited; ceiling was overcast 1/10 to 2/10*  

¦21* FROM 1800, 10 MAR 45 TO 1800. 11 HAR 45 (D PLUS BO ) 

(a). Enemy activity was relatively quiet along tho entire  
front. Some infiltration attempts were made on the front of RCT 25*  
The area of resistance by-pa'seed in 184 N was contained by elements  
of this RCT. Ifwas quite, apparent that the main enemy resistance  
had been broken but .that the Japanese were continuing their passive  
defense from an intricate -system of we'll concealed caves* These  
caves were- hard to locate and were generally  c^S^U3!^only when 

' 11nilat AlfrTmiiilOf-49- ' W\M1111l.miillhl'll»¦ 1 
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the enemy opened fire- -Two (2) DD's provided illumination for the -Division throughout the night.. 

(b) The Division continued the attack at King-hour minus 
60, King-hour being 0830, in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order No-
18-45, without a preliminary artillery or naval gunfire preparation, 
to assist in the completion of the capture of IWO JIHA. "Formation 
and boundaries no change; Line of Departure front lines at King-
hour. 

(6) RCT 25, with BLT's 2/23 and 3/24 abreast, continued 
the attack at King-hour minus 60 and rapidly overran the weak enemy 
resistance to its front by employing combat patrols to cover all of 
the beach areas ? On the left of the RCT zone, the mopping up could 
not.be completed because RCT 9 of the 3d Division was o]3erating
along' the boundary and in the zone of action of RCT 23. On the 
right, BLT 3/24 encountered strong enemy resistance in the vicinity 
of TA 185 K. This resistance was reduced by the end of the period, 
and combat patrols had cleared out the remainder of this zone. BLT's 
1/23 and 3/23, in RCT Reserve, were employed in mopping uo the rear 
area. At 1530 BLT 1/23 relieved BLT 2/23 in its zone, completing 
the relief by 1700-

(d) RCT 25 , with BLT's 3/25, 2/25, and 2/24 in line from 
left 'to right, continued the attack at 0745, fifteen (15) minutes 
late, to execute the mission assigned. BLT 1/25 neutralized, the 
enemy resistance in TA 184 Nby 1100. Shortly after the assault was 
initiated, the left of the line received intense fire from rockets, 
mortars, and small arms. The center of this fire area was located 
as being in the vicinity of TA 185 PQV, and it was at once apparent 
that this area was the final defensive position .of the enemy in this 
zone. The terrain in this area was not normal in any respect; it 
could be classified only as a terrain freak of nature.' However, it 
was well suited for the construction of cave positions, and the 
Japanese had utilized this advantage to the fullest extent. Their 
scheme of maneuver was to hold up the advance as long as it x^as 
possible, and to inflict as many casualties as they could before 
they were forced to adopt their usual suicidal tactics. By the end 
of the period, this resistance in the above TA had not been liqui-
dated. The Division Reconnaissance Company continued mopping up 
operations in the rear aye a. 

was 
(c) RCT 24, less 

in VAC LANFGR Reserve. 
three (3) BLT's, had no Change. BLT 1/24 

attached 
(f) 4th Provisional Battalion||MQr^jgll) platoon 
to the Pioneer Battalion for 3^ 

was 

'>  
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during the hours of darkness. The Battalion continued mopping up
operations in the rear areas of the Division zone* 

(g) 14th Marines. In accordance with VAC LANFOR Order,
2/14, 3/14 and 4/14 fired a thirty (30) minute preparation from King-
hour minus 10 to King-hour plus 20 in the zone of the sth Marine' 
Division. 1/14 was in direct support of the Division until 1430, 
when it was directed to reinforce the 13th Marines. VKO-4 fired one 
(l) mission during the period p.nd executed surveillance of fires in 
the Division zone* Artillery spot missions were secured at 1145.. 
No targets were reported by sound ranging. The total number of 
missions fired in the 4th Division zone was eleven (ll); the total 
in support of sth Division was twenty-six (26). 

(h) 4th Tank Battalion- At the end of the period, thirty-
nine (39) tanks were operational, four (4) were damaged, and eleven 
(ll)were destroyed. During the afternoon one (l) flame thrower 
tank with crew was -loaned to the 3d Marine Division* 

(1) Aviation. VMO-4 flew nine (9) tactical observation 
missions. One (1) plane was hit by enemy machine gun fire, and. at 
the end of the period one (l) plane was operational » 

(j) Naval Gunfire* No fires were placed in the Division 
zone during the day. One (l) DD was on call for possible emergency 
missions. 

(k) 4th Engineer Battalion. Company "A" was attached to 
RCT 25, Company IfBM to RCT 24, and Company llC" to RCT 23. Allunits 
continued the execution of demolitions and road work in the areas 
of these respective RCT !s« 

(l) 4th Pioneer Battalion. No change in assignment* 

(m) Combat Efficiency was reduced to an estimated 38^. 
(n) Weather and Visibility. The weather was fair, visi-

bility unlimited, and ceiling overcast 2/10 to 8/10. 
22* FROM 1800, 11 MAR 45 TO 1800, 12 MAR 45 (D PLUS 21) 

(a) Activity for the night consisted of sporadic mortar  
and small arms fire coming from the center of resistance in the zone  
of RCT 25. The majority of this fire was aimless and apparently  
fired with no other purpose than to bolster the courage of the  
enemy. Some infiltration was attempted from this area, but all  
attempts were unsuccessful. One (l-)-DD illuminated the zone 0f...  
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action for the Division. 

(b) Division Administrative Order No. 1-45, Warning Order 
for reembarkation, was issued at 0800. Heembarkation was to begin 
on or about 14 March. 

(c) The Division continued. the attack at King-hour plus 
SO, King-hour being 0700, in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order" No. 
19-4-5, to eliminate the pocket of resistance in TA 185 PQUV and to 
mop up thoroughly the zone, beginning at the coastline and working 
progressively back through the zone in order to destroy the remain--ing Japanese within the area* Boundaries and zones of action no 
change • 

(d) RCT 25, on the left, employed BLT 3/24 to assist RCT 
25 in containing the enemy in the center of 'resistance in TA 185 
PQUV. At King-hour this RCT, less BLT 3/24, began a systematic 
mopping up of its area from the beach toi^ard the RCT rear area line* 
The evacuation of Marine dead and the burial of enemy dead as well 
as a general policing of the area occupied the remainder of the 
period* 

(c) HOT 25, with BLT's 3/25, 2/25 and 2/24 in line, at 
0900 began mopping up operations to destroy the organized resistance 
in its area* Because the area of this resistance was relatively 
small and was contained on three (3) sides (see the map, Progress 
of Attack) , it was "necessary to limit the weapons employed to small 
arms, mortars, and flame throwers. The character of the terrain 
prohibited the employment of tanks. The enemy were entrenched in 
ravines, caves and man-made pillboxes, and were extremely tenacious-
In order to annihilate this resistance it was necessary to flush the 
enemy out of these emplacements one or two at a time* The Division 
Reconnaissance Company was employed in mopping up the rear areas. 
Detachments from RCT Headquarters were employed to evacuate Marine-dead and to bury enemy dead* 

U) RCT 24 , less three (3) BLT's, had no change. BLT 1/24
continued in VAC LANFOR Reserve. 

(g) 4th Provisional Battalion* One (l) platoon was assign-
ed to the Piongfr Battalion for the defense of Beach Blue 1 during 
the hours of darkness- At 1400 the battalion was disbanded and the 
elements thereof reverted to Darent control* 

(h) 14th Marines. Four (4) battalions fired preparation 
fires in the sth Marine Division zone from 0903 to 0913". 3/14 fired 
harassing in the, from 1900 to 0913zone to JLO4S. 
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The total number of missions fired was 84« 

(i) 4th Tank Battalion- Two (?) flame thrower tanks, with-
out crews, were loaned to the sth Marine Division. At the end of 
the period, forty-one (41) tanks were operational, two (2) were 
damaged, and eleven (ll) were destroyed. 

tj) Aviation. VKO-4 flew four (4) tactical observation 
missions, and at the end of the period two (2) .planes were opera-
tional* 

(k) Naval Gunfire » One (l) DD maintained contact with the 
Division in case emergency fires were required* 

(l) The 4th Engineer Battalion continued operations in 
support of the RCT's. 

(m) 4th Pioneer Battalion* No change-

(n) Combat Efficiency was estimated to be 36^. 
(o) Weather and Visibility* The weather was fair and 

cool, visibility was fair, overcast 8/10 to 10/10* 
23. FROM 1800, 12 MAR 45 TO 1800^ 13 MAR 45 (D PLUS 22 

(a) During the night sporadic and generally aimless mortar 
and machine gun fire was directed towards the Division rear areas. 
Attempted infiltration from the enemy compressed within the center 
of resistance was continuous throughout the night but was unsuccess-
ful. One (1) DD furnished illumination during the night. 

(b) The Division continued the attack at King-hour minus 
30, King-hour being 0730, in accordance with VAC LAHFOR Order No. 
20-45, to complete the. missions previously assigned- There was no 
change in boundaries or formations. 

(c) ROT 25 continued mopping up operations, evacuation of 
own dead,- and the burial of the enemy dead. "BLT 1/23 operated in 
the forward part of the area, BLT 3/23 in the center- part, and BLT 
2/23 was in RCT Reserve*. 

(d) RCT, 25 continued .the attack at King-hour to eliminate 
the ¦ enemy resistance in its zone. The Division Reconnaissance 
Company and elements of RCT Headquarters continued mopping up opera-
tions, evacuation of own dead, and burial of the enemy dead- The 
center of resistance was contained .by BLT 3/§tfc|^|ci|l(3f^*l<^§3p4 .l 
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BLT's 3/25," 2/25, 1/25 and ?/24. Slow progress was made in the 
elimination of this area. 

(c) HOT 24 f less two (Pj-BLT's, continued- in Division 
Reserve. At 0745 BLT 1/24 was released from VAC LANFOR Reserve to 
parent control. ROT 24 was employed in polioing and mopping up the 
Division rear area. 

(f) Division Administrative Order No. 2-45, directed that 
elements of the Division would begin reembarkation on 14 iiarch. 

k .* 

(g) At 1350 a warning order was issued to RCT's 23, 24, 
and 25 to the effect that upon orders to withdraw all units, the-assembly areas would be as follows: RCT 23 TA's 165 B(3D, 132- -T^XY, 183 U; RCT 24 TA1 s 182 JNOS, 183 AFKL; RCT 25 TA's 183 
!iNRBT, 184 UV, 167 B. 

(h) 14th Marines- 2/14 and 5/14 fired harassing fires in 
the zone of the sth Marine Division- Allbattalions were available 
to reinforce the 13th Marines on call until 1000- By 1130 all 
battalions had closed station and the forward observers and liaison 
officers of 3/14 returned to the battalion area at 1155. The total 
number of missions fired was 118-

(i) 4th Tank Battalion. Eight (8) tanks, including two 
(2) flame throwers, were loaned to the sth Marine Division- Two (2) 
flame thrower tanks and two (2) combat tanks were -employed along the 
road in TA 185 P- There was no change in the status of operational 
tanks • 

(j) Aviation. VMO-4 flew four; (4) tactical observation 
and three (3) photo missions. At the end of the period two (2) 
plan cs were operati onal • 

(k) 4th Engineer Battalion, No change in assignments or 
duties 

(l) 4th Pioneer Battalion No.- change •» 

(m) -Combat Efficiency wps reduced to an estimated 36$> 
(n) Weather and VisibHit The weather was fair, visi-

bility was good, and the ceiling was overcast 3/10 to 6/10. 
(o) The operations for the period partially completed the 

mopping up of the Division zone and the continuance of the fighting 
to neutralize the enemy in -the center of resistance then confined 
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to TA 185 K. 

24. .FROM 1800, 13 MAR 45 TO 1800, 14 MAR 45 (P PLUS 25 ) 

{a) The period of darkness covered by this report was 
relatively quiet except in the front of BLT 3/25. Gontinuous 
fighting in this area went on all during the night. One (l) DD 
illuminated the Division zone throughout the night. 

* 
(To) In accordance with VAC LANFOR Order No. 21-45, the 

Division continued its assigned mission at King-hour, 0630. 

(°) RCT 23 continued moiroing up operations and the burial 
of enemy dead. At 0810 elements of BLT 1/23 encountered a small 
group of Japanese in TA 185 B. This group had apparently been 
hiding in caves and had been by-passed unintentionally- Patrols 
from BLT 1 s 1/23 and 3/24 surrounded the area and killed all the > 

enemy. By the end of the period. 95^ of area had been policed and 
mopped up* 

(d) RCT 25 continued the attack' at King-hour to reduce the 
center of resistance in its zone. A slow, gradual advance, against 
desperate resistance was made throughout the period, and it was 
believed that the enemy remaining in this pocket had been consider-
ably reduced. .Mortars, hand grenades, demolitions, small arms, and 
flame throwers were employed against this area. Because BLT 2/25 
had become -so depleted in strength, BLT 2/24 was directed to relieve 
BLT 2/25 in time to continue the attack at King-hour on 15 March. A 
Provisional Company composed of personnel from the RCT "Jeapons
Company,' RCT H & S Company, and the 81mm Mortar Platoon of" BLT 1/25 
was organized and relieved BLT 2/24 on the right. The Reconnaissance 
Company continued moryoing up operations. 

(Q)( Q ) RCT 24, less two (2) BLT's, was in Division Reserve, 
and continued the police of the rear areas and made preparations 
for re embarkation. 

(f) The 14th Marines began reembarkati on at 0700-
' 

By 
1500, 1/14 and 4/14 had completed reembarkation; 2/14, 3/14, and 
H&S Battery were continuing preparations for loading. 

(g) 4th Tank Battalion. Eight. (B) tanks (including two 
(2) flame throwers) were on loan to the sth Marine Division. At the 
end- of the period forty-three (43) tanks were operational and 
eleven (ll) were- destroyed. — 

' 

- -
¦...(l) tactical oobservationps e rvation ».—»(h) Aviation- VHO-4 flew one ;ical 
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mission and at the end of the period two (2) planes were operational-

(i) Naval Gunfire. No naval gunfire was available nor 
could it be employed within the Division zone-

to 3/10-

(j) 4th Engineer Battalion continued assigned duties 
blowing caves and executing general demolition s« 

(k) Combat Efficiency was reduced to an estimated 35^. 
(1) Weather and Vlsibilit The wea.ther was fair, visi-

bility was unlimited, and' ceiling overcast 1/10 
25. FROM 1800. 14 MAR 45 TO 1800, 15 MAR 45 (D PLUS 24) 

(a) Might activity in the Division zone was confined to 
the center of resistance in TA 185, where several unsuccessful'infil-
trations were attempted. There was considerable grenade activity, 
particularly on. the' front of BLT 3/24. BLT 2/24 relieved BLT 2/25 
at 2200. 

(b) The Division continued operations at King-hour minus 
SO, King-hour being 0730, in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order No-
22-45, to mop up thoroughly its zone of action-

(°) RCT 25 continued mopping up operations, burial of 
enemy dead, and the general police of its area- This RCT continued 
preparations for reembarkation and for the relief by RCT 2.4 at' 0800,- 
16 llarch. 

(^) RCT 25 resumed its operations to reduce the center of 
resistance in TA 185, to mop up the rear areas, to bury the enemy 
dead, and generally police its area. The order of units from left 
to right was BLT1 s 3/24, 2/24, 2/25, and 3/25. On the right of the 
center of resistance considerable advance was made, which reduced 
the size of the pocket approximately one-third. 

The enemy continued to oppose the advance stubbornly. 
Numerous caves were demolished in this area after unsuccessful 
attempts to induce the occupants to surrender. 

(c) RCT 24, less two (2) BLT's, was in Division Reserve-
This RCT continued mopping up and policing of rear areas, and pre-
pared to relieve RCT 23 in its present zone at 0800, 16 March. 

(f) The 14th Marines continued reembarkation. The ¦Regi-
mental CP opened in the USS -BOLLIMG-ER at 1400 
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(g) 4th Tank Battalion. Eight (8) tanks (including two 
(2) flame throwers) were still on loan to the sth Marine Division. 
At the end of the period thirty-two (32) tanks were re embarked., three 
(3) remained attached to RCT 25, and eleven (11) were destroyed. 

(k) Aviation- VMO-4 flew three (3) tactical observation 
missions, and at the end of the period two '(2) planes were opera-' 
tional. . 

(i) 4th Engineer Battalion. No change. 

(3) Combat Efficiency was reduced to an estimated 355. 
(k) Weather and Visibility. TTeather was fair and visi-

bility was good-

26. FROM 1800. 15 MAR- 45 TO 1800, 16 MAR 45 (D PLUS 25) 

(a) Activity for the night was confined to the area in 
front of the troops containing the center of resistance in TA 185. 
Accurate rifle fire, hand grenades, and small mortar fire were 
delivered by the enemy. An attempt by a party of from fifty (50) to 
sixty (60) of the' enemy to break out of the center of resistance was 
stopped when the advance party of the enemy was fired upon. Six (6) 
of the enemy were killed, and the remainder were driven back into 
the caves from which they had emerged. 

(b) At 2250 1/14 had completed reembarkation in APA 172; 
3/14 and 4/14 had completed reembarkation in APA 234. 

(c) The Division continued operations at King-hour minus 
105, King-hour being 0815, in accordance with VAC LANFOR Order No. 
23-45, to eliminate the pocket of resistance in TA 185 and to mop 
up its zone of action thoroughly. 

» (3-) RCT 25 was relieved at 0800 by RCT 24, less two (2)  
BLT!s, and immediately began reembarkation. At 1700 the C? 'of this  
RCT was opened in the US.S ROCKBRIDGE-. / . .  

(c ) RCT 24, less BLT 2/24, relieved- RCT 23 and continued 
mopping up and the general -oolice of- the area -assigned it. 'This RCT 
assumed control of BLT 3/24 at 0800. •In a cave in TA ltBsl85 B, a 
patrol killed fourteen (14) Japanese and entombed eleven-

t (11) 
•additional, when this cave was closed. At 1800 posit io-ns were- taken 

for the defense of the area as shown on the map, Progress' of Attack. 
(f) RCT2S, with BUT .2/24 attached, conti#g*<3|J4!f qbtetfte* -.>,: 
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at King-hour minus 105, and at 1030 all organized resistance in this 
area had ceased. For the remainder of the period this RCT continued 
mopping up in its zone, the evacuation of own- dead, the burial of 
the enemy dead, the removal of friendly mine field in TA's 167 D and 
184 SX, and general police of the area* At 1700 dispositions for 
defense were as shown on the map, Progress of Attack* At 1600 the 
Division Reconnaissance Company reverted to Division control* 

(g.) At 1100 the ontire Division Sector was reported  
secured.  

.j.«i* 

(h) At 1800 the Commanding G-eneral VAC LANFOR announced  
that all organized resistance on IWO JIKA had ceased.  

(!) 4th Tank Battalion continued reembarkation. Eight (8) 
tanks were still on loan to the sth Division, and one (l) flame 
thrower tank to the 3d Division. 

(<3) Aviation. VMO-4 flew one (l) photographic mission and 
one (l) tactical observation mission, and at the end of the period 
one (l) airplane was operational. 

(k) Combat Efficiency was reduced to an estimated .355. 
(l) Weather and Visibility/ Weather fair, visibility  

good, and ceiling overcast 1/10 to 4/10.  
27. FROM 1800. 16 MAR 45 TO 1800. 17 MAR 45 (D PLUS 26) 

(a) RCT 23 completed reembarkation at 2300. 

(b) During the hours of darkness eleven (ll) Japanese, 
attempting to move about in the Division zone, were killed. Other 
than this, quiet prevailed over the entire Division front during the' 

¦night. 

(c) RCT 24 relieved RCT 25 in its zone at 0800. BLT 2/24 
reverted to parent control at that time. RCT 24, in accordance with 
VAC LANFOR Order No- continued thorough '24-45, policing and mopping 
up the remaining enemy in the zones of action of RCT s 23 and 25-
Throughout the day, active patrolling was' conducted in both areas, 
in addition to the evacuation of <rwn dead, the burial of enemy dead, 
the blowing of caves, and the general policing of the areas-

(3-) RCT 25 1 when relieved, assembled in designated areas 
and- commenced reembarkation. ~ At 1345 troops" of RCT 25 were embarked 
an APA's 178 and 172r . " 
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(c) As a result of the mopping up operations for this 
peripcl,  fifteen (15) of the enemy were killed, one hundred thirty-
two (132) enemy dead were buried,' fifty-eight (58) caves were 
closed, and thirteen (13) Marine dead were evacuated- General 
police improved the area in preparation for turning it over to the 
3d Marine Division. 

28. FROM 1800, 17 MAR 45 TO 1600.. 18 HAR 45 (D PLUS 27 

(a) At 1900 RCT 25 CP opened in APA 172, reembarkation 
having been completed at that time-

(b) No enemy activity was reported during the night-

(c) In accordance with VACLANFOR Order .No- 25-45, the 3d 
Marine Division relieved 'RCT 24 with RCT 9 at 0808* 

(d) When relieved by RCT 9, RCT 24 assembled in designated 
areas and prepared to commence reembarkation on order-

(c) At 1650 units of RCT 24 were embarking and proceeding  
to APA 222.  

(f ) At 1730 the Division Advance CP opened in APA 103 

(g) The remaining units continued reembarkation-

29. FROM 1800, 18 MAR 45 TO 1800, 19 MAR 45. (D PLUS 28) 

(a) RCT 24 completed re embarkation at 2000 and opened its 
CP at 2100 in APA 222-

(b) The 4th Pioneer Battalion CP opened in APA 233 at 2300 
(o) The 4th Engineer Battalion CP opened in APA 222 at 

0030. 

(d) The Division CP was closed ashore at 0900 and opened  
at the same time in APA 103.  
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Appendix 1  

to  

SECTION IV  

PfiOGRiSS OF ATTACK 

1:20,000 Target Area Map of Objective overprinted to show 
objectives assigned and daily front line positions* 
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SECTION V 

COMIiENT-.AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. General. 

(a) In view of the varied and numerous suggestions per-
taining to changes in current Tables of Organization end Basic 
Allowances., and in view of the possible adoption of an FMF PAC 
proposed Table of Organization, a coordinated study of the sub-
ject has been instituted by the Division and the results there-
from willbe forwarded, to. FMF lAC in the form of specific re-
commendations. 

(b) Without attempting to comment on all detailed re-
commendations outlined in staff section and subordinate' unit re-
ports, the comments and recommendations included he re" in. and con-
sidered of immediate importance and general interest, are sub-- ' -'..¦¦..mitted* •. 

2. Comments and Recommendations. 

C fi) Ooniment . The immense value of cooperation and under-
standing which results from constant association in a joint endea-
vor is reflected in smoother, more efficient teamwork which- is 
the essence of success in the mos.t comrlicated of battles an 
amphibious operation,- This Division has gained considerable ex-
perience in amphibious technique as the result of having parti-
cipated, in four (4) major engagements in the past, fourteen (14) 
months, and it Is felt that, if the Division had been working with 
the same- TR4NSDIVS, the same TRANS&ROUP Staff, and the same 
control organization throughout this period, the resultant would 
have been an amphibious fighting team of unparalleled efficiency* 
Certainly the inevitable process of relearning the capabilities of 
personnel and in basic ' and practices priorretraining- principles 
•to each operation would be minimized* 

The immediate reaction to this proposal willbe to 
state that widespread Pacific operations make such a scheme im-
practical. The fact remains that maximum efficiency and unity of 
action between the agency responsible for placing troops ashore 
and; the troops themselves willresult only from the establishment 
of such a policy and, in view of more difficult operations in 
prospect where cooperation and underatariding willbe vital during 
the critical stage's o£ landings, It Is maintained that every effort 
should be directed toward achieving the desired end. 

A^ltf*f% 
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COMI'ISNt'^ND RECOMMENDATIONS.  
«r» 

Recommendation. That the Navy establish a policy of 
maintaining TRANSDIV, TEANSGROUF staffs-, and control organizations 
as permanent integral units, assigning them to work with the- same 
troop units in each operation, :¦..... 

(k) Comment . Results' indicate, that high horizontal bomb-
ing by land based aircraft had' little effect on the enemy *s de-
fensive system. In fact, one'fOW estimated that 40$ of the bombs 
dropped by;'-these aircraft prior to D-da.y missed the island entirely 
and this is considered a conservative figure. In order to permit ' more effective air strikes from.^ow altitudes, which are essential 
if destruction of emplacements is to be accomplished, early destruc-
tion of 'enemy AA.defenses must be .effected. jThe efficiency of NG-F 
spotting^by VOS aircraft *.would >also be enhanced by the reduction of 
the enemy's AA. . 

' , ..' 
.ecommendatlons . that in future ess suits on hefvily 

fortified objectives, Initial effort be concentrated on destruction 
of AA defenses by carrier aircreft end that precise low-level bomb-
ing end use of rockets sgeiast located positions be initiated two-{2) weeks prior to the target date. • . . ... 

? 

¦(o) •• Comment-. The Division's concept of NG-F requirements 
for the IWO JIMA operation, "which was submitted to VAC LANFOR 
early in the planning pha se, emphasized the necessity for adequate 
preliminary bombardment of the objective end requested, that a min-
imum of ten (10) d&ys destructive fire.be conducted prior to the 
landing. It was apparent thft in order to insure success of the 
landing, weapon emplacements, pillboxes, end .blockhouses, parti-
cularly those located on the right flank of the Division zone of 
action would have to be reduced prior to D-day by slow, deliberate, 
destructive fire from ships firing at close ranges* It is consid-
ered that the three' (3) days allowed for the preliminary* bombard-
ment was insufficient. ..-. , ? 

Recommended ion. That in future operations against  
highly fortified objectives a minimum of ten days -preliminary  
bombardment to be scheduled, rotating BB or CA divisions if nec-

¦essary, 

(&) Comment , During the fqrwerd area rehearsal, the 
Division requested the u&e of "earthquake" bombs- oh the ridge in 
T-w 185 CD, the "amphi-theater", and the high cliffs on the right 
flank of the Division zone of action, the objective being to cause 
a crumbling effect which would seal numerous weapons emplacements 
and caves contained in the cliffand ridge faces'. This procedure 
had been found effective in the European Theater of Operations and 
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it is believe--", that similar results could have been obtained on 
IWO JXIIA, particularly in view of the soft sand stone composition 
of the cliffs. The request was denied. 

Recommendation, That provisions be made to employ
nearthquake M bombs on future operations in an effort to crumble 
cliffs,and seel caves, and also to use in large ravines for their 
concuesive effect.r 

(c) Comment . Thel9-LST !s assigned the Division for the 
IWO JIMA operation were insufficient to properly embark four (4) 
assault Blip's and Division Artillery. In some cases tactical unity 
could not be completely preserved and the presence of additional 
radar, ponton barge and causeway personnel on seven (7) LST f s 
further restricted troop space. LS.T requirements for the tactical 
loading of four (4) assault BLT fs consist of sixteen (16) LST's, 
four (4) being assigned to each BLT, Division Artillery requires 
five (5) LS^'s, one (1) for each battalion and one (1) for regiment-
al headquarters and additional ammunition, making c total of twenty-
one (21) LST's needed to embark assault elements of the Division. 

Recommendation , That a minimum of twenty-one (21) 
LST's, the entire troop capacity of which would be available for 
troop units, be assigned the Division in future operations of a 
similar character. 

(£) Comment . On several occasions LST commanders refused' to take aboard LVT f s, causing the loss of LVT s from swamping when 
fuel was exhausted,. (See par. 8-(e), Annex NAN). 

Re cpmme nda tion.,. That 'all LST commanders be impressed 
with the responsibility they bear and the probl erne involved in 
operating with LVT units, and. that new LST's be given training with 
LVT's sufficient to foster a spirit of cooperation and teamwork. 

(g) Comment . Movement and operations of LST's and LSK f s 
were handicapped because of the insistence of the THANSRON Command-
er in personally controlling these craft. Consequently, the chain 
of command was considerably more Involved and delays greater than 
if such authority had been vested in the TR&NSRON Control Officer 
who was working in conjunction with the representative of the 
Commanding General, 

Recommendation. .That THAHSROK commanders establish  
a general policy relative to movement and operations of LST's and  
LSM's and delegate authority for the detailed- control. to their _TRANSRON control officers. ... .' .. M ,i^#*«i*** 
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SECTION V -'CdHEHNT RECOBIEKObTXOKS.ANDAND RECOBIEKObTIOKS . 
(k) Comment . The two replacement drafts were not re-

ceived in sufficient time to thoroughly train them along with the 
Division units for which they woulcj provide replacements. The 
status of training of the replacement drafts when received was such 
as to require intensive end realistic combat training prior to 
their reaching c satisfactory state of readiness for combat, and it 
is highly desirable that these drafts be available to the Division 
throughout the preparatory training period. 

Recommendation. That battle replacement drafts be 
assigned the Division at least three (3) months prior to embarka 
tlon for an operation in order that Integrated training with the 
Division may be accomplished. 

(i) Comment . The need for timely oblique and vertical 
photographs of the battle area was keenly felt throughout the op-
eration.' The quality of most of the photographs furnished by high-
er authority after D-day was poor and the photographs were worth-
less for use by small unit commanders. During the* latter stages
of the operation, vitally needed photographic coverage of the en-
emy area under attack was finally obtained through the use of a 
VMO-4 plane and a Division photographer, a woefully inadequate
systenf in comparison with the modern equipment available to higher 
echelon for this purpose. 

Recommendation. That higher echelon automatically 
furnish the Division adequate photographic coverage of its zone 
of action throughout the operation, that more emphasis be pieced 
on thorough briefing of pilots for photographic missions, and 
that higher standards in* the technique of processing film be a~ 
chieved r 

(J) Comment . Experience gained in the IWO JII."^ operation 
emphasized the need for a heavier and more powerful direct fire 
weapon than the Bazooka for use of assault teams against concrete 
emplacements and caves, employing a s&ell with concrete-piercing 
capabilities against the former and a fragmentation shell for at-
tack of the latter,. 

Resommen&a tion. That a short range rocket of 4.5" 
caliber, capable of being crew served by two (2) men of the assault 
team and firing concrete piercing and fragmentation ammunition, «—-

be adopted. 
(k) .Coiuuiupt, , The need for additional mortars in the 

Division, particuXTrly a heavier type morty|£i^ja the 81mm, was 
-_4 ulf^£jBS^|iyii 
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apparent in the operation. Heavier mortars should be employed to 
supplement the organic Blinn mortar platoons and provide the in-
fantry commander with vitally needed additional fire support to 
bridge the g,ap between the 81mm and artillery. 

Reoommenda tion. That the 4.2 mortar be adopted by 
the Marine Corps and a mortar battalion of two (2) 4.2 companies 
and one (1) 155mm mortar company be assigned to each Division. 
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irossro. -SECTION I PLaNITING- AND PREPARATION 

(a) Administrative. 
Planning for the conduct of administration began on September 1, 

1944, immediately after return from the Marianas Operation. Based 
on the experience gained in handling casualty reports on that oper-
ation, the casualty card inaugurated and used by this Division was 
revised, iOO,OOO copies being printed and distributed to subordin-
ate units. These units filled out and ker>t up-to-date a set of 
these cards for each officer and man, Organizations ordered to 
duty with the Division during the operation were furnished copies 
of orders pertaining to administration and furnished blank casualty 
cards. Officers who were to handle casualty reporting attended a 
conference held at Headquarters, Fleet Marine Force, Pacific for 
the purpose of clarifying that Headouarters 1 .desires in connection 
with such reporting. 

Orders governing submission of embarkation rosters and submis-
sion of recommendation for award of medals and decorations were  
revamped and reissued.  

Previous efforts to obtain an identification tag stamping,mach-
ine for the use of this Division were continued with the resuit 
that such, machines have now been authorized for all divisions. How. 
ever, the machine xfas not delivered prior to the. operation and 
identification tags had to be obtained by the Division Surgeon 
through the cooperation of nearby units having such machines. In 
addition a sup-ply of 3,000 tin bound cardboard tags were obtained 
by the D-l Section for use by the division medical units aboard 

replaceeach ship as emergency identification tags to those lost 
by officers and men enroute to the target. 

The 24th and 30th Replacement Drafts of approximately 125 offi-
cers and 2600 enlisted were assigned to this Division during Novem-
ber, 1944. These drafts were assigned and ordered held intact, to 
be used as ships platoons and shore parties and later released to 
regiments. Due to the shortage of junior, officers throughout the 
Division, replacement officers were released to the Division for 
assignment to combat teams, together with some medical personnel 
assigned to other units .by 'higher authority. This reduced the 
officer personnel of the drafts to 63 Marine Corps and 3 Navy, 

a portion- of the ReplacementEach combat team was assigned 
Drafts for training as a separate unit and for use as sbips  
platoons during the operation.  

Upon leaving 'the combat area following the Marianas Operation 
this Division had no. information on the whereabouts of 555. officers 
and enlisted men, SomD few of thesjs were jplsslnajy^a^tjjOn 



il'out 'the- vasV majority had been wounded and evacuated by ship and 
plane to hospitals located throughout the Pacific. By means of 
unremitting effort and utilizing the record resources of all hos-
pitals, casual centers and Fleet Post Offices in the Pacific, all 
of the officers and men still alive were located at such widely 
separated points as G-uadal canal and Seattle. To avoid this state 
of affairs following the current operation, this Division decided 
to leave on each transport at the target a clerical noncommissioned 
officer whose sole duty would be to record data on all casualties 
brought aboard that ship for treatment. Once a casualty's presence 
aboard a particular shi"o is known, it is a comparativeljr easy task 
to trace his disposition thereafter. In order to obtain informa-
tion on 4th Marine Division personnel who might be evacuated as 
casualties to vessels on which the 3rd and sth Marine Divisions . 
arrived at Iwo Jirna, this Division requested that the Commanding
General, V Amphibious Corps, issue^ orders that all units partici-
pating in the operation likewise leave a casualty reporting noncom-
missioned officer aboard each ship. Reports were submitted daily. 
by these noncommissioned officers to Headquarters, V Amphibious 
Corps which disseminated the information to the various divisions. 
This information has already proven of great assistance. 

An additional aid in locating wounded officers and men was de-
veloped where by means of a personal message from the Commanding
General, and a cartoon bringing out the main -ooints of that mess-
age, all officers and men were urged in case they were evacuated 
to write or have someone write for them, first to their next of 

t 

kin and next to the Commanding General, or any other officer of 
the Division, by title,

t 
advising of their current address. 

(b) Provost Marshal. '  
Planning and preparation of the Military Police Company con-

sisted of final training for their duties in combat. 

(c) Religions Activities. 

Chaplains were so assigned to the various ships as to provide 
a Catholic and Protestant Chaplain for each vessel as far as practl 
cable. Two additional 
assigned to the Rear E
Burial Section, 

chaplains 
chelon and 

were 
the 

assigned, 
other assig

one 
ned 

of whom was 
to the Division 

(d) Morale. • 

(l) Recreation -, Prior to leaving the Division Base Camp, the 
commanding officer of troops aboard each ship assigned to the Divi-
sion was allocated recreation funds approximating fifty cents per 
man for expenditure during organized Jiesreat ion at Pearl HarborIIlJf"!-Ajptftfffi-iM 



IJbfllr T^nearsal and prior to sailing for the^/stagin^ area. In 
addition, unit recreation officers were, directed to take a supply 
of small games', cards and books to be used aboard ship. 

(2) American Red Cross - Of the five American Red Cross rep- . 
resentativcs in this Division, four accompanied the Division. 
They procured and furnished commanding officers of troops on Divi-
sion ships recreational supplies and comfort articles ranging from 
playing cards to razors, and including 6,000 ditty bags for 
use for the personal effects of our dead. In addition the' ladies 
of the Red Cross Chapter on Maui made up and delivered through the 
Division American Red Cross Field Director a large contribution of 
battle dressings and wrappings. 

-(3) Other steps Division Recreation and Morale funds were 
appropriated for the purchase from the Division Post Exchange of 
20,000 folders of air mail stationery for distribution to troops 
at the target by the various unit mail orderlies. Magazines pur-
chased by the Recreation Fund were intercepted at Pearl Harbor and 
distributed to commanding officers of troops aboard the various 
ships assigned to the Division. Books and magazines *rere assembled 
by the chaplains beginning two months prior to the operation and 
together with an additional supply obtained at Pearl Harbor, dis-
tributed to the ships on which the Division was embarked. 

(c) Postal. 

3y November, plans for the operation had crystalized suffic-
iently to begin postal planning. At a conference of the Postal 
officers concerned, arrangements were made to secure plane priority 
for the mail of the combat troops involved, for working space at 
Pearl Harbor, Sniwetok and Saipan enroute to the target, for the 
establishment of an LST borne Fleet Post Office at the target and 
for the loading aboard that LST of supplies, equipment, V-Mail 
forms and other reserve postal supplies. The Division Postal Offi-
cer evolved a plan of sending fifteen postal clerks to Pearl Har-
bor to intercept all mail for the Division at that point and to 
break down this mail into 107 components comprising the Rear Eche-
lon and troops aboard the 51 ships on which the Division was to be 
embarked. Postal supplies assembled and packed for the operation 
included a complete V-Mail sending station; -15,000 in stamp 'stock . 
including 55,000 air mail envelopes^ in addition to a §4,000 stock 
provided each of the, four regiments. 

(f)'Civil Affairs. 

The Corps Civil Affairs Unit, consisting of two Navy officers, 
Civil affairs specialists > one Marine officer, a Japanese linguist 
and five enlisted men, re-norted to the Division immediately prior 
to the operation. •" The' unit was outfitted iw^JSWjj6% j4j4^0^-



tofera #reJlDa\l£ii^Mshlf&lJpre scribed equipment of the unit. 
- SECTION II MOVEMENT TO OBJECTIVE  

(a) Administrative. 

Embarkation rosters were secured from the various ships, veri-
fied and despatched to the Commandant of the Marine Corps ; the 
Commanding General, Fleet Marine Force, Pacific; the Division Rear 
Echelon and the various Division Fostal Echelons Immediately prior 

departureto from Pearl Harbor. 

During the movement to the objective normal administrative 
work and final preparations for the tasks ashore were conducted. 

(b) Provost Marshal. 

The Provost Marshal utilized the military police under his con-
trol to augment Navy Shore Patrols during the weeks liberty granted 
members of the Division in Honolulu after 
departure for the target. 

rehearsal and prior to 

(c) Religious Activities. 
During the period spent aboard ship, chaplains conducted re-

ligious services, arranged for movies, organized amateur shows 
and assisted whenever possible in the conduct of ship !s libraries, 
and recreational facilities. During stop-overs, chaplains con-
ducted services on ships having no chaplain of their denomination. 

(d) Morale. 
(l) Recreation - Upon arrival at Pearl Harbor, the recreation 

funds previously allocated to commanding officers of troops were 
pooled under the V amphibious Corps , as were all available recrea-
tional facilities in the Pearl Harbor area. Each ship was allotted 
a quota and assigned a daily recreational area. Areas were rotated 
so that the preferred recreational facilities could be shared by 
the greatest possible number of men. Iced beer and Coca-Cola was 
purchased through the Navy and provided free to the men with sand-
wiches the men had brought from their respective ships. 

- (.2) American Red Cross Enroute to the target additional Red 
Cross recreational gear was supplied to the ships at Pearl Harbor. 

(c) Postal. 

This Division effected a completely successful deliver of mall 
to the Division scattered over 51 ships, and components of which 
were transferred from one ship to another over a periodiAf 43 days 



JwDfiSj^fcltig^dr '37 separate deliveries at Lahaina Road's)' Maui; Pearl 
•Harbor, T. E, ; Eniwetok and Saipan. This delivery to ships was 
¦possible through the work of the fifteen man detail at Pearl Har-
bor which sorted all. the mail of this Division and, employing ros-
ters, sent to the Division's base camp the mail of the Rear Echelon 
and to each ship the mail for the troops embarked on It. Result"' .. 
¦•.was., that all current mail (except 12 touches) was delivered to the 
.officers and men of the Division before leaving Saipan for the tar-
¦get. As a censorship matter from the time the Division 'left Pearl 
..Harbor until D-D&y, all outgoing mail was impounded and released 
.when directed by the Commanding Officer, Expeditionary Troops. _

SECTION 111 N,-iRiUTIV2 

(a) Administrative. 

Periodic reports were -prepared throughout the operation and 
beginning on D-Day casualty information in the form, of cumulative 
figures on killed in action; wounded and evacuated (from the report-
ing organization) ;missing; wounded but not evacuated; sick and 
evacuated and total casualties, each divided between officers and 
enlisted men were furnished D-3 for inclusion in the Division daily 
despatch report. On D plus 3 a representative of the^D-1 Section . 
landed with the Division Advance Message Center to obtain and pro-
vide the.se figures and to compile the periodic report, After Head-
quarters, V Amphibious Corps came ashore C-l of that organization  
was furnished by telephone each day the same casualty figures as  
were included In the daily despatch report to that Headquarters.  

The main body of the D~l Section landed on D plus 5. The first 
administrative casualty report by name was prepared on 28 February > 
i945, and before leaving IwoJima, 14 administrative casualty re- .. 
ports, containing a total of' 6527 names of officers and men had 
been prepared and despatched. An additional administrative casual-
ty report containing 124 names of officers killed in action and 
died of wounds was radioed from G-uam. Casualtj^ reports' were sub-
mitted In mailbrief form although during the last few days of its 

to reportstay ashore this Division was permitted daily the names 
of twelve killed in action by radio. 

30th Replacement DraftsThe 24th and accompanied this Division 
on the Iwo Jlma operation. During the first phase of the operation 
these drafts functioned as . ships platoons and shore parties until 
ships were unloaded when they were 'assigned to combat teams, they 
having been released' to the Division early In the operation to be 

' used a-s replacements. _ 

The 24th Replacement Draft consisted of 30 Marine officers, 
1267 Marine enlisted, and 7 Navy corpsmen. The 30th Replacement 
Draft.,consisted of 29 Marine officers. 3 Navy medical officers, 1214 
Marine enlisted and. 36 Navy corpsmen, lfl^|f)f aCMPftPflPfk 
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completion operationterallLsted. At the of the all 
WT 'these "replacements had been assigned to other units except 4 
Marine officers, 57 Marine enlisted, .3 -Navy medical officers and 
15 Navy enlisted (corpsmen), of f-iiich 11 enlisted Marines were 
missing in action. 

•c 

A rear echelon at base camp from these two drafts consists of 
4 Marine officers and 58 Marine enlisted. 

The assignment of personnel of these Replacement Drafts was 
by specification number as far as possible, in accordance with 
existing instructions. 

On 9 liaroh, 1945 by Division Special Order #12-45, a temporary 
Provisional Battalion consisting of 33 officers and 488 enlisted 
was organized from the Support Group and assembled as a Division 
Reserve for emergency use in rear areas. These troops were used 
in rear area patrolling for two days, at which time forward^ elements 
had been returned to that area ancT the temporary battalion was 
no longer necessary. Officers and men rejoined their units. 

Following are cumulative casualty totals as of 1800 on each 
date shown t 

WOUNDED 'SICK: 
* 

I-fISSINQ- TOTAL KIA 
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BOUNDED SICK MISSING- TOTaL KIA, 
1945 KILLED ' SVACIUTUD . IN ACTION ' 6 "lIA 

¦ 

~~ EV^CUaTEP S^aC 
Tol : I ITo-1 [^ ITo- i| T I "To—li To-

'SIX iBl ML QXI tt£L ML 211 iBl ML Off Enl tal Off Snl tal 
5/11 82 1556 1448 222 4915 5155 16 1122 1158 1 112 115 521 7515 7854 
5/12 85 1429" 1512|^25 5006 5229 17 1145 1160 _1 89 90 524 7667| 7991 
5/15 ;84 1481 1565 225 5087 5510 18 1167 1185 1 95__96 526 7850 81fiS 
5/14 ,84 1515 1597 2g.2 5158^5580 15 1180 1198J ,1 88 ,89 525 7957 8264 
5/15 88 1606 1594 221 5155 5576 21 1200 122,1 JL 78 79 \5§T 8059 8570 
5/16) 90 1622 17121220 5196 5416 2gj 1211 1255 _1 74 75|555 3105 8456 
5/1711 91116401 175111 2191 52091 ,5428 1221 12151125511 11 741 7511555 1 8156' 8469 

TTOUNDSD BUT GRAND 
945 NOT SVaCUaTED _TOTAL CaSUaLTISS 

, Off Snl tal Off Snl tal 
2/19 ! j ,491~F~ 
2/20 [ 195 1918Tg011
2/21 Honfr RoiiortcS 152 2585 2517 
2/22 j 14j 144] 158 j 144 2708 2852 
2/25 17 1581 175 161 "5002 5165 
2/24 | 18 2201 258 I 195 5757 _5950_ 
2/25 24 258 262 __I_9B 5811 4009 
2/26 27| 510 557 252 4255 4467 
2/27 1 551 555 568 246 5Q15 5259 
2/28 55 577 410 ' 262 5254 5496 
5/1 1 57^597 454 285 5595 5880 
5/2 |56 455 471 298 5871 6169 
5/5 |59 456 475 506 6285 6591 
5/4 41 462 505 516' 5617 6955 
5/5 41 471 512 525 "6890 7215 
5/6 41 485 526 550 7067 7597 
5/7 58 498 556 542 7545 7685 
5/8 45 520 565 549 7627 7976 
5/9 45 527 572 554 7740 8094 
5/10 44 552 576 | 559 7869 8228 
5/11 47 545 590 1 568 8056 8424 
5/12 48 556 604 572 8225 8595 
5/15 49 560 609 575 8590 8765 
5/14 50 565 615 575 8504. 8879 
5/15 50 572 622 581 8611 8992 
5/16 50 575 625 585: "8678 9061 
5/17|| 51| 578 629 || 584)8706)9090 

# Includes estimate of 470 from HCT 23, No reports received 
from HCT 24 and RCT ' 25/ 

-Ik'Ap) P roVost Harshal .*'" ¦ 
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The^iiirii^r^rpSlii'e Company strength of 7 officers and 133 
nen T-ras sub-divided into 5 r>latoons and company headquarters on 
this operation. Three platoons, each consisting of 1officer and 
23 men, were attached to the regimental combat teams with whom 
they performed military police 6.uties for the duration of the oper-
ation. The two remaining platoons provided Division Command Post 
security as well as traffic control and straggler patrol' initially 
on the beach and later along established straggler lines. 219 
stragglers were apprehended and returned to parent organizations. 
a prisoner of war stockade was established and maintained for 22 
days . 

(c) Religious Activities. 
On arrival at Iwo Jima, all chaplains landed with the organ-

izations to which detailed. Later it was necessary to assign 
them for alternating tasks of a divisional nature such as the con-
tinual presence of one chaplain at the beach casualty evacuation 
station, and the nightly vigil at the Division Hospital of one 
Protestant and one Catholic chaplain. In addition' unit chaplains 
visited the wounded of their units at the hospital. The chaplain 
on continuous duty at the Division Cemetery conducted a committal 
service when each officer and man was interred. On 15 March, 1945, 
the 4th Karine Division Cemetery was dedicated, after which the 
chaplains conducted Jewish, Catholic and Protestant memorial ser-
vices. 

(d) Morale. -(2) American Red Cross Red Cross personnel assisted in car-
ing for the wounded, both aboard ship and after landing ashore. 
After establishment of the Division Hospital ashore they furnished 
most of the health and comfort items to the -patients. 

(3) Other Steps - The air mail stationery -orovided by the 
Division Morale and Recreation Fund was distributed to the Divi-
sion in the same Dostal pouches in which incoming mail was sent 
to the units. Because in combat men cannot be expected to have 
preserved air mail stamps and may be prevented either by lack of 
funds or other circumstances from obtaining such stamps, initially
§115.00, an amount later increased by §100.00, of morale funds was 
turned over to the Postal Officer so that every letter leaving the 
Division Post Office would have an air mail stanm affixed to it. 
Men were encouraged to 'write home to allay their next of kin's 
fears for their safety. By appropriating to the Division Morale 
and Recreation Fund money realized from the sale of Division Post 
Exchange supplies placed. aboard such vessels as did not have ship's 
service stores, sufficient funds were realized to give each command-
ing officer of troops 22.6^ per man to be expended "for the health 
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%pSdfeal >B*t of the enlisted men on the *trlt>'from' two *Jima to the 
Division ls base camp. 

(c) Postal. 

Division Post Office personnel landed on Iwo Jima on D plus 5.. 
and the Division Post Office was in operation the following day. 
No conclusive arrangements to receive incoming or to despatch out-
going mail by air having been made, this Division recommended to 
higher authority that mail be dropped' with the result that mail was 
dropped by parachute on 1 and 2 March. On 3 March an airfield was 
in operation, after which all division mail was received and des-
patched by air, a portable V-Mail station of this Division' was put 
into operation by the Division Postal Officer in a shell pocked 
water reservoir on D plus 7 and the first outgoing V-Hail despatched 
via press plane the following day. This V-Mail station was the only 
such station operating on Iwo Jima and served all Marine, Navy, 
Army and Coast" G-uard personnel on the island as well as on ships 
anchored there. 

Following is a tabulation of mall handled by the 4th Marine 
Division Post Office during the 22 days it was in operation on Iwo 
JimaJ 

OFFICIAL V-MAIL-OUTGOING-
-Rolls Documents - Division 

17 105 3rd 
14 89 4th 

RSGUL-iR V-MAIL OUTGOING-

Rolls Letters 
117 161,777 

INCOMING- aIR MAIL 
MaR 1- Ykiß 19TH INCLUSIVE 

4th MarDiv: For Other Organizations: . 
364 pouches 420 pouches 

OUTGOING- AIR MAIL  
FSB 58 - ikR 19 INCLUSIVE  

264 pouches 

(?) Civil Affairs. 

No civilpopulation was encountered in the 4tb Marine Division 
zone of action on JwoJima. .^*- ;2^i hum A<ynnwi t-t, 
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•JJI1f# t.HtJßEif folfffU .RECOMMENDATIONS 
(a ) Aflminis trative » 

It.is recommended; 

(l) That in the future, as on this operation, casualty noncom-
missioned  officers be left on board each vessel during the opera-

reporttion. The sole duty of .these men would be to record, and 
casualties brought on board their ship. This system* worked very 
well and it is highly desirable that it be continued. 

(2) That higher echelons of command make a definite study, de-
termine and announce at least two months prior to embarkation for 
an operation, the cxact information relative to personnel, which 
willbe required during the operation from divisions and positive 
time these reports are to be made. 

" Further, that once, this is done 
no changes be made during the- operation. The information desired 
should only be of such vital nature and such that front line troops 
willbe able to furnish it with the least amount of diversion from 
the job at hand. 

(o) That Division Commanders be given a quota of meritorious 
field promotions for noncommissioned officers, allotted by pay 
grades, for use on the field of battle, This will enable a Divi-
sion Commander to make just awards, for outstanding work in the 
face of the enemy, and at the same time fillvacancies resulting 
from .the battle. 

(4) That personnel replacements -be- furnished aysavs excess per 
regiment and be assigned for training and use of the regiment. 
If this is done the personnel Hillbecome acquainted with the 
leaders in, their units and feel they are a'^nar't of the regiment. 
This excess willprovide sufficient personnel for ships platoons 
and Regimental Shore Parties. When these men are put into combat 
they willbe a reserve being sent forward to their own unit. ¥hen 
held out as separate replacement drafts as done in the 
tion,- men were 'committed with units utterly strange to 

last opera-
them,' which 

did not lend to the utmost efficiency. . 

(b) Provost Marshal. 

It .is. recommended: 

That the present strength of the Military Police Company 
in this Division, 7 officers and 133 enlisted, which provides 5 
platoons and a- headquarters section be included in the Table of 
Organization. Recent reduction in Tab|j^>.f Organization strength 
to three platoons, one platoon of the. threebeing fwmmmflfo*.0*.each 



F&gLmefiKsX' combat teams,combat teams, makes no provision for Division Commandr^Amifltit^' 
1 

Post security; for Division prisoner of war compound; for traffic 
control on the beaches or for rear 

# 
straggler lines, tasks "which 

could not very well be delegated to Military Police of another 
unit such as Corps Military Police, 

(d) Morale. 
(3) Other Steps 

It is recommended that: 
(a) Money allotted to troops for recreational purposes 

at Pearl Harbor or any other intermediate stop between the base 
target by the commanding officer ofand be delivered^to each man 

troops on his ship to be spent by the man at the recreation center 
assigned as he sees fit. That beer, Coca-Cola, cigarettes, and 
such other articles as may be furnished, be provided by the Fleet 
Marine Force, Pacific, at those recreation centers for sale to the 
liberty parties. This insures each man receiving his apportioned 
share and he alone is responsible that he obtains the articles. 
This requires coordinated effort between Divisions and higher 
echelons. 

(c) Postal. 

Itis recommended that: 

(l) A postal detail be left at each intermediate mail stop be-
tween the base and the target for the purpose of expediting mail 
and for the purpose of holding out and delivering where possible 
mail of men evacuated. This was done at Pearl Harbor on this oper-
ation with the result that men evacuated to that area received 
immediate mail service, as their mail did not go beyond that sta-
tion. 

(2) That members of this Division when enroute to an operation" 
be permitted to write letters' under the same censorship rules which 
obtain during rehearsals, i.e. no mention being made of the re-
hearsal or an impending operation and no mention being made tha^ 
the writer is aboard ship, and that such letters be nlaccd in the" 
postal system immediately uv>on the arrival of the Division at each 
way-point enroute to the target. It is believed this would do 
much to relieve the anxiety of the next of kin, improve the morale 
of officers and men, and let thousands less civilians know that 
an operation impends than does the present system of suddenly 
stopping all despatch of personal mail to the mainland of the 
United States. 

r UNCIAS.WD 





ANirSX BAK3R 
INTSLLiaSKCS 

1.  lIAPS-, • PHOTOGRAPHS AID 5TTP?L^!SSTA^Y IKTSIiUG-STCS 
(a)  Haps,  

'  Prior to embarkation the following maps were furnished 
this Division: 

(l) Special Air >nd Gunnery Target M»pp, scales 1:5,000, 
1:10,000 and 1:20,000, with Target Area grid. . 

(2) -Special ".Terr*in Haps, scales. 1:5,000, 1:20,000, with-
out Target Area grid. 

(3)  Special Air and Gunnery Target M»ps, scale 2 inches 
. equal 1 nautical mile. 

(4) G-2 Situation Kap.s,-Noe. 1 and 2, scale 1:10,000 
gridded. . 

(5)  Special Aerial Mosaics, sqale 1:10,000, vith Target 
Area grid, .and 1:20,000 without Target Area grid, 

¦(6)  H.O. Chart No, 6101. . 

In addition, Division»prepared an Sast Be«»ch Assault 
Map, scale 1:5,000. 

The Special Air and Gunnery Target Hap, scale 1:10,000, 
with Target Aroa grid was designated- the Official Hop" upon which 
all reports were to be based.. 

Division was given the opportunity to request the quanti-
ty of maps desired. Quantities supplied were ample and permitted 

•wide and thorough distribution.*  ' 

Considering the fact that .these maps were made from- aerial 
photographs, without ground control, they .were in general reasonably 
accurate. It would have required the most meticulous ground survey 
to have portrayed accurately the areas of rough- terrain. In these 
areas, such as Target Areas 184, 185 and portions of 200, 201 and 202, 
the 20-foot contour interval in no way depicted the deep crevices 
running generally seaward on the ro.c^y volcanic serrations arid out-
croppings which were so effectively hidden by vegetation in the pre-
liminary aerial photographic coverage. 

— 1H;i,r 
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t"A-TEt%AK%R to i^rife division operation *%>ort pto jiia 

Allunits reported that overprinting enemy positions on 
the Special Air and Gunnery Target Hap proved detrimental mther 
than helpful. 

The quantity of Qn^my positions shown obscured contours 
and m«de reading lettered squares most difficult and pf these 
positions vere plotted from early photographic covnrsfe th^y were 
out-dated by the final Situation Map printed and issued at GUAM, 

The improved type and quality of p^per employed for 
map reproduction was noteworthy.. The effects of handling and r^in 
were minimized. 

Haps of scale T, 15,000 and those ungridded were occasion-
ally used and proved helpful in isolated instances. 

The half tone aerial mosaic map, due to its cloud cover, 
was of little use. There w«e also little use for th- "Eastern Beach 
Assault Map printed by Division, 

Vhile the Enemy Situation Hat) prepared by VA^LF yap the 
basic situation map, others were received in lesser cuantity pre-
pared by JICPOA, FHF ?AC, and PHIBSP^C. As each situation map-reflected the interpretation of the issuing unit, they T Tere at. 
variance. Inasmuch as preliminary naval gun fire and air attache 
are largely prepared from these maps this variance is confusing. 
A single situation map depicting th.« combined photographic inter~ 
pretation is s-trongly recommended. The Joint Situation I-ap, scale 
1:10,000, made at C-UAK from last minute aerial coverage and issued 
at SAIPaI", wa s excellent, and of considerable value. 

The Enemy Pl*ca Name Hap, issued «t TTOT T0 JDfA, proved 
of material assistance. The captured contoured map which was re-
produced by VACLF and issued at IT^O war of considerable value, but 
the limited quantity printed restricted its use. 

¦Relief -laps received from VACL"1 and «ugnente-d by those 
made by the Division' Relief liptryjing Section were of sufficient 
quantity to pl»c* one on every A?A, and most of the LST's, LSK.1 c 
?.n$ LSD 1 p. 

(b) Photographs. 

Preliminary aerial photographic coverage was excellent  
and the quantity received of each sortie permitted suitable dis-
tribution. - 

Jf to -£s 
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hahi:^ divisioi: o?bpatioi: ITTO JIIIA 

The plan to pend an advance API officer from the Division 
Intelligence Section to Interpron 2 at G-UAJ.I to apript in the prep-
aration of the final pituation map and to "select and arrange the 
distribution details of the D-minus-15 aerial photographs-* met with 
outstanding success. The wholehearted cooperation of Interpron ?, 
YDS and Photographic Squadron £6 was all that could" be desired.. 

Commencing vith-the assault on Hill38? and' continuing
throughout the operation, good oblioue and vertical' aerial photo-
graphs were vitally needed. Preliminary/ of, this ar^a de-coYer?>^epicted little ground detail flue to heavy vegetatid"n" and no idea 
of the innate rugpednepp of the terrain.- By the tine thip area 
under pur direct aep-a.ult, the vhdle surface of the sr as vag altered 
by bombardment. G-r-^n vegetation >rae. a tangled mapp of dead an^ torn 
trees. Buildings vere destroyed and even the trace of some roads vas 
obscured. 

As the mpp and preliminary -ohotograiohp vpre virtually
useless, exGe-ot for general area orientation, repeated requests 
were initiated for aerial The f«w photographs furnished 
were hopeless. Considering the heirht at which they were -tnVen and 
the focal length the resultant pcale unpuitable for Division use. 

¦  

Oblique photographs were taken, at odd angles and generally not in the 
direction of our attack: and apparently ta yen by pilot?, unfamiliar 
with 'our zone, of action or plan or direction of attac>. Processing 
was equally poor. Few of the aerial photographp taVen. after D-day 
were ever used. The title strip giving all the needed data, long 
adopted and in use by both Havy and Army in combat areas ail over 
the world, was completely omitted. 

The only aerial photographs of real use to the Division 
were those taken from Division VHO-4 observation planes by Public 
Relations personnel. The pilot and. photographer were thoroughly 
briefed and understood their mission. Employing a ¥*-?0 camera, ex--T 

»  
cellent obliques were taken at altitudes as loT as 500 feet. "he 
photographs were processed, enlarged and annotated by Or— ? and turned 
out to be the only true terrain guide available. 

' During combat, the ideal situation envisions a few select-
ed obliques and vertical' aerial photographs complete with title data, 
annotated for orientation, obliques to be taken in the direction of 
our attack, verticals in strips parallel to our front and both fur-* 
nished in sufficient quantity for distribution to companies and obs-
ervers, and in tine for v.pp; .likewise- *, fRyfRv annotated photographic 
mosaics- grid for regimental and Division use. 

c UNCUS3KED 
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rro jii'a8& FOURTH MARIKS DIVISIOI' OPERATION 

cWhile front line panels are SOP, the suggestion ha v been 
offered to use some similar type of panel immedia tely behind the 
front line to identify, boundar ies. This scheme would be a great aid 
to pilots and observers and would materially assist API personnel 
in annotating aerial, photographs for general use. 

The enlarged b-°ach photographs, in some capes annotated, 
vere excellent. The quantity received permitted distribution, down 
to companies, • 

(c) Hydrogrpphlc Infornation. 
In general, preliminary hydrographic information furnish-

ed Division proved accurate. 
The carefully laid plans for the attachment of personnel 

from the 4th Reconnaissance Company to accompany the Underwater Demo-
lition Teams on their reconnaissance preliminary to D-day, and their 
consequent assignments to report to assault battalions, 
and Division, were partially upset in the fin^lphase, due to damage 
suffered by the ships on which these personnel were embarked. 

Dispatch reports, while brief, were of considerable value. 
In the instances where' Underwater Demolition Te^m antf Division Re-
connaissance personnel succeeded in reporting in person, they proved 
of great assistance. The personnel reporting aboard the Division 
Command Ship gave an excellent report and m^ny points of interest 
were developed in a round table interrogation, 

Information of particular importance obtained from the 
UDT's included the following' (l) the lack of underwater obstacles, 
permitting landing craft up to LST1 s to use the beaches; (2) the 
nature of the benches and location of ..terraces inland from, the 
beaches; (3) routes inland from the beaches; (4) the extremely high 
gradient of the slope up to Airfield I'o. 1; (5) the presence of 
unidentified positions in the bas^ of the embankment of the Airfield; 
and (6) the' presence of heavy defensive concentrations in the vic-
inity of MT," SI^IBACHI and th» wooded area north of the Quarry. • 

The only misleading item of information, was the -state-
ment that the beach sand or volcanic ash would support the movement 
¦of jeeps and other small trucks. Until roads were bulldozed, passage 
of wheeled vehicles proved impossible. 

4 
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P'njr>Q'P^3 r*o jima 

d ) Other Intelligence. 

On the whole, the intelligence furnished by higher echel-
on for the V'O JV TA Operation prior to D-day v,qs more timely, com** 
plete and usable than on any previou-e operation. 

preliminary information, while not complete, wp
' 

adequate for initial-planning* phfls^e. . . 

The pr?par«tion of p> pintle comprehenplve JICPOA "bulletin 
3to treat ev»ry aFTD^ct of the target and. the uee of this bulletin 

the baeie for all other intelligence proved highly (satisfactory. . 
T'ith maps,, charts and photograr)hw a, the printed bulletin we in a 
form to be readily digested and vsre furnished in rufficient quanti-
ties to be dietribu-tc-d to all echelonr. Itrendered unnecessary th? 
prepa.ra.tipn of the usual mimeographed study of the theater of opera-
tions. 

" . 
The G-2 Study, prepared VAC, containing a situation 

map, lifts of defensive installations, by target area squares, and 
studies, diagrams and drawings of each of the beaches, ."^s extens--
ively used to good purpose, particularly in the briefing stage. 

The voluminous C~2 Study of the Enemy -Situation proved 
an excellent vehicle for collecting and issuing 'all unoUsreminated 
enemy information acquired prior to leaving the HAWAIIAN Area. 
Sufficient quantities were provided for vide distribution, though--some of the enclosures -?.g. the lists of officers rid not 
need such vide distribution* Order of Battle information, as it 
turned out, v.a.s not complete, but all .possible methods of moving it 
complete must have been used. 

Various beach diagrams profiles and voter level r>ro-
files siro'olemented the principal studies and of 

•' 
assist-proved some 

once. ; 

Use vac made of the G-,2 Tactical Study of the Terrain, 
especially in planning phases. The report of the submarine reconn-
aissance provided important verifications of early estimates. 

Aerial photographic interpretations m*de by 1, JICP.OA 
and Interpron 2 differed considerably, As eraphp sized in section 1 
(a) of this Annex (Maps), it is strongly recommended that the inter-

¦pretations not be dur>ilc°ted but be F\n6. issued by one • 

*gency. 
«%¦ a i%f*iff"iri\ 
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\ MARINE DIVISION OP^ATION P^CRT TO JI!TA 
»: 

After D-day close contact we maintained" with vACTjr by 
1 •telephone, teletype, dispatch and liaison. VAOL1 node' every effort 

to keep Division veil informed, C-2 Periodic Reports. were received 
in sufficient quantities to be distributed to regiments, which gave 
them a better over-pll picture than had been h^ret^fore provided. 

The preliminary order of battle analypis, issued on 
D-plus-10, w.n.e useful and accurate, but it is believed that the'-
production of similar studies «t an earlier stagß of the operation, 
even though 7 they could not be so comprehensive or accurate in detail, 
would have given better direction to" Division. 

The coordination with higher on intelligence 
matters reached an all-tine high, TSvery request by Division was 
approved at once ,T,

Trith the single exception of requests for aerial 
photographic coverage in the later ph»pe of the operation. 

2, i::t^lmg^iot FrrcrioNii/G-. 
(p) Collection of Information. 

Collection of information from lower echelons followed • 

standard practice and procedure. Reports and single it^ms of informa-
tion from on? echelon were correlated by the next echelon and for-
varded until they reached Division. Division w.pe in constant comu-
nication vith regiments vy phone and by liaison. 

Establishment of Division OP 1 s from which the Division 
zon- of action could be scrutinized wae most difficult -due to the 

¦terrain. Initially, the Division OP team, using 20-power captured 
Jap glasses, operated on the top of XT ST!^.IBACT-I. In the later phas^ 5, 
after the' capture of Hill382 and its environs, it wne necessary to 
displace for closer observation. Due to the fact that no singl^ . 
point permitted observation of one whol^ battalion sector in 
its entirety, it was necessary to establish s-^v^ral roving t.wo-n«n-
Op's, which moved as frequently ne required to keep their zon-a under 
observation.' As distances involved were short, reports were collect-
ed by runner and brought to a central collection point, wher« they 
were correlated and transmitted to G--°. As the OP' runners w^.re" in 
constant contact with company and battalion VV*e, & valuable flow of 
additional intelligence -wa s possible. 

The difficulties of observation, lack of late aerial 
photographs "and the failure of the map to portray the whole picture 
accurately, constituted a serious problem-. As a result the G--2 mad^ 
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almost daily tours to all battalion C?'s and as many battalion and 
©empany O?'e as vere necessary to complete the full picture. Like-
wise, enemy-held terrain was- studied from the air and from close-in 
reconnaissance on an LCI(G). Thie constant study of all angles of the 
terrain not under our control, coupled with an intimate contact with 
operations «nd all intelligence echelons, assisted in making the .Div-
ision Intelligence effort more valuable than it had ever been vhlle 
in combat. 

Due to 'the closercontact naint^in^d t*lth the enemy 
throughout the operation there wbp little opportunity or occasion 
for patrols to the front of ourllines. Listening posts were main-
tained at ni£-ht and anti-sniper patrols covered rear areas. In both 
of these tasks the war dogs proved to be invaluable. Itvas reported 
th=»t the German shepherds appeared to be the superior breed for 
scouting of fortified positions and caves. 

Collection of documents and material is discussed in 
Section 4 of this Annex. Systematically organized search patrols 
covered rear areas attempting to find documents, and front line 

either turned, in documents ~units or reported location of observed 
caches as found. . 

Division Language personnel received valuable experience 
in monitoring Japanese radio transmission. It is believed from this 
experiment vith * minimum of equipment that the effort is thoroughly 
worth vhile and should be highly developed for any future- operation. 

A Ground Study Te^m was organized from G~? and -JICPOA 
personnel. Its composition included photographers, draftsman and 
language personnel and was augmented when necessary by specialists 
such as experts on bombs, weapons, planes, etc. The team w«p command-
ed by the Officer-in-Ch^rge of JICPOA Team l*o. 25, part experi-
ence enabled this group:. Tl) to m*ke accurate d^ily reports; (2)~ to ' 
compile a complete record of the enemy s ¦ organization of the ground;
(3) to obtain photographs, dravinge and sketches of installations 
and terrain; .and finally (4) to arrange for the collection of all 
weapons of particular intelligence value, . 

Intelligence collected by artillery vsp notably improved. 
The S-2 made full and proper use of the wealth of sources at his dis-
posal including artillery forward observers, «ir observers, obser-
vation posts and flash ranging. Hesultant reports were extremely 
valuable to Division, 

» — — ¦i. 
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(b) Evaluation and Dlsgemln^tlon of Information. 
Subsequent to the issuance of the Division Intelligence? 

Annex nid while enroute to the target, the Division Intelligence 
Section prepared and distributed a study of the western Beaches and 
two nppfnr'ices to the Intelligence Annex to the Division Operation 
Order illwhich' an effort we made to analyze and present the latest 
intelligence garnered from aerial photographs and other sources in p 

clear and concise form./:**¦i. 
Benefiting by past experience, the initial dissemination 

of intelligence material for the operation ws effected direct to all 
m^jor units in sealed packages for further distribution after depart-
ure from the HAWAIIANhren. /Intelligence re-c^ived after embarkation 
at PEARL FAR3OR and at .SAIPAN vag distributed direct to «11 ships for 
further distribution aboard. The pl^n *ras the most successful on^ 
used to date. 

At the target, even -though there vac less intelligence 
material: with which to work than on SAIPAK, the Division Intelligence
Section did a far sounder job of evaluation than before. Information 
was received from battalions and regiments in more accurate form than 
heretofore. Regimental intelligence reports were also better organiz-
ed and gave a clearer picture than formerly. 

At Division CP, to dissemination, all intelligence£rior 
received wqs carefully but rapidly evaluated. Compilation and evalu-
ation of Order of Battle information wai?. made a Language Section 
function. On D^plus-6, three days after Division OV 'wap established 
ashore, a detailed Order of Battle was published and given .wide dis-
tribution. On D-plus-9, a. special report en-titled "Analysis of Orig-
inal,"Enel-ray Dispositions and Subsequent Movements", we.. given similar 
dissemination. This- report was an attempt to present a graphic pic-
ture of enemy units defending in this Division 1 s 7.one of action on 
D-day/ and to give a running story of how enemy units disintegrated 
or retreated, and what enemy units were believed remaining to oppose 
us. It was felt that only through such a. summary could troops and 
command ejrs alike visualize the nature of the enemy in contact. A 
special -collection of captured orders overlays in connection with 
the eneriy counterattack 'on the night of D-plus-18 (Q Karen), was also 
prepared, together with an analysis of enVmy operations during the 
attack. 

" ' • and periodic reports wereDivision intelligence ' .sound 
•a-c curate and remain as 'tangible evidence of their worth. 

Continuous telephonic contact with all units- and daily
liaison with higher, lo^er. and adjacent units made dissemination' 
rapid and efficient. — —  

i 8 
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(c) Comnuni cations. 

Initially each regimental S-^ was provided vith an SCR 
500 radio, for contact vith Division using -.the Division OP channel. 
Heavy initial losses of radio equipment necessitated the appropriation 
of the regimental sets allocated for intelligence sections. These 
radios could not be replaced during the operation. The speed and value 
of the information obtained from this temporary net while it was in 
operation opinionsconfirmed of its extreme value. 

Messages from the regiments reaching G--2 through regular 
radio channels were supplemented by- the radio dispatch summaries 
called 'for in Division Intelligence Memorandum Ho 5-44 and presented 
an adequate and clears picture, even though delivery of -regim-ental per-
iodic reports was delayed. Radio ..communication vith VACLF was satis-
factory and G-2 periodic reports were delivered each morning by offi-
cer me-s'eenger. 

Vihen telephonic connections were established, the field 
¦telephone became the standard means of communication with regiments 

and VACLF, A separate .phone for the language Section permitted both 
'it and the Operations Section of G--? to function more efficiently. 
IProximity of"regimental CP's to Division permitted prompt- delivery: 
of all written reports and generally facilitated rapid communication. 

Communication with the Division OP throughout the opera-
tion was by SCR 300 radio over the Divi.rion OP channel. 

(&) kiaison. 
On the day. that Division CP-va.s set up ashore, G--2 in-

stituted the practice of-sending experienced officer daily to nsVe  
a round of the regimental CP's, G~2, VACLF, and the C—2 T s of the 3rd  
and ~sth Harine Divisions. By employment of this system the G-2 liai-

•son officer could, collect as well as disseminate intelligence. Exper-
; ience: .with -the procedure confirmed the belief that it iSa sounder  

plan than to attach an officer from the C--2 Section to each regiment-
al intelligence section .for an operation, where he becomes merely an 
assistant to the S-2, taking over the task, of dissemination which the, 

¦ ¦ 

¦ ¦section is capable of. performing. ; 
' .. 

Daily liaison with tha other .Divisions «nd VATL? per-
mitted observation and comparison of. procedure -pnd methods of-func-
tion of their various departments such as API, language, -etc,, result-...... 

s •¦¦ing in a reciprocal exchange .of good,~idea-s. 

-~ 9 M2M9PB 
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In addition to. the regular liaison with r^gin-nts, 
JICPOA and language personnel either belonging to or attached to the 
G--2 Section, made daily round-ups of regimental CP !s to pick up docu-
ments and materiel items of. intelligence value and' to confer with'reg--

¦imental intelligence officers.. ' 

Corps liaison with Divisio- wns excellent. Frequent 
visits from officers in' the C-2 Section adequately supplemented commu-
nication toy phone.. Liaison was also maintained by G--2," Expeditionary'***""- '¦ J¦ 

¦Troops. " 

(c) Training and "Use of Personnel. 
(l) G-eneral. 

Spc-It is worthy of note that Division Intelligence 
tions entered this operation in a particularly strong position. A 
large portion of the original intelligence personnel v'oe intact. Three 
of the four Regimental S-2 1 s,, a large number of Battalion S~2's and 
virtually the entire G--2 Section hqd the background of intelligence
experience of ROI-KAHUR, SAIPAIT and TIKIAN, As a result trpining prior 
to the operation was- sound. 

Throughout the operation- -it ws evident that the intell-
igence function was being performed with professional spe^d and accur-
acy. Little direction was required, as personnel knew what to do snd 
did it. 

The G---2- Section operated on proved plans,: making minor 
adjustments to meet current contingencies. The plan of maintaining a 
strong, central reserve of intelligence personnel, assigning then 
where and when needed, was continued. 

(2) Photographic. 

Coordinating with the Navy photographic plan to cover 
this operation and benefiting by tried and experienced photographers, 

particularly detailed plan was m^de and followed to assure the best 
possible still and motion picture coverage. 

Enthusiastic appraisal received of the motion picture 
film flown, out is indication of the high standard of the film cover-
age taken, . 

Regimental photographers trained in the 0-2 Photograph-
ic School were augmented by G--2 photographers to assure coverage from 
the early assault stage throughout, the entire operation.-fe |a 
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Specific scenes were "shot to fit into pn educational 
1picture Division is making on prisoners of war, including their cap-

ture, treatment and.- interrogation. 
*¦*< 

Quantities* of reconnaissance stills were taken by Div-
ision, personnel from and ' to assist in terrainOY-1 planes from Op's  
appreciation. •  

A few statistics tell the etory: 

Hot lon picture film .exposed 

,I.6mm color. v,.19500 feet 
35mm black & white. ...2100 feet 

T0TAL......fe1400 feet 

Still film!exposures 

4 x 5 Pa ck5 1.,..1668 .total exposures.....139 
35mm. ........... 75 Rolls. .... 2190 total exposures  

T0TAL...... 3858 

Aerial film exposed 

100 feet or 500 exposures. 

Contact prints and enlargements made during operation 

4 x 5 47 
8 x 10 (enlargements) 919 

TOTAL PRINTS 966 

In previous 'operations all film was forwarded undevel-
oped and a very small percentage of prints ever returned to the Div-
ision. Frequently, when copies were seen, they were incorrectly/ 
titled. During this operation all motion picture, Public Relations 
and action exposed film was flown out. All intelligence stills were 
reta.in.ed for proper screening and titling, and when forwarded, should 
prove of considerable intelligence value. They will als-o be of im-
measurable value within the Division, in- accompanying special reports 
and Division education in general. ¦' 

(3) Language Personnel (permanent and attached) 

The officers permanently attached to Division operated 
successfully and smoothly within their 4|fc"ftt|n!ltfflVlfr*il^|êl 

?»? I 
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orglnally; selected for training in thn J»p«nese language wre unquest-
' ionably excellent. The courses of study were good, particularly that 

at Cpmp SAVAGE, MINNESOTA. The results obtained by the instruction 
were remarkable. It must be remembered, however, that at the comple-
tion of the course personnel had necessarily received only certain 
base elements of the Japanese language, a" framework -upon which to 
build. 

Since graduation further advancement has been dependent 
on: (l) actual contact during comparatively short action periods; (2) 
a orief period of practice at JICPOA; and ($) study during training 
periods within the section. The latter phase' has been of minimum value 
because of lack of instructors and suitable' space and the inability 
to obtain text books, . . 

Consequently, there has been an admittedly alarming de-
crease in efficiency and fluency. There are a few cases where the .in-
dividual has lost all but the most fragmentary knowledge of written 
and spoken Japanese. 

These comments are relatively applicable to the enlisted 
language personnel. Their basic instruction was only for six months. 

The attached JICPOA officer language personnel, with one 
exception, were occupied during the operation* in the. sorting, evaluat-
ing and classification of captured documents. Their work was effici- '¦ 

ently and .expeditiously done and of great help in keeping a smooth 
flow of documents passing through the G-2 Section. The other officer 
contributed outstanding work in interrogation, due to his fullknow-
ledge and fluency in the Japanese language.' ? 

The great value of NISEI was demonstrated to all in con-
tact with them during this operation. Their industry, initiative and 
ability to rapidly com-orehend the situation macVa them invaluable. 
Their command of .tho -Japanese language was even more conspicuous in 
view of the deterioration of the skill of the permanent personnel.
Thay were invaluable in making rapid translations, reading place names 
and personnel names (a study in itself), and in the interrogation of 
POVJ !s. They won the respect and friendship of all "the Marines with * 

whom they wore associated. 
(4) JICPOA 

The excellent organisation and function of JICPOA Team 
No. 25 was displayed throughout the operation. This well selected, 
ably trained, cooperative team- completely rounded out the veteran in-
telligence organization and- is considered to be a tower of strength 
for a G—2 during an operation. 

— yj^m$.<*•— ;i 
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5. PRISONERS 

POlT's captured by the 4th Marine Division! 

Army,- including one 15tLt........ .'.32  
Navy,... .-;........ .'...... .¦•¦. ..'...,.. 8  
Koreans (Labor Bn Personnel) ..... . 4 

TOTAL, ,¦ 44 

Continuous indoctrination of. troops in the 'need of taking
prisoners paid dividends. Active measures were taken to capture prison-
ers. Front" line units assisted fully, Insofar as compatible with-the 
military situation, in all attempts to induce other enemy troops to 
surrender. 

Short lines of communication facilitated the expediting 
of POTT's to regiments and then to Division. Length of time required
for passing through regiments was governed by the tactical valueto-
the regiments of the information possessed by the' POW on hand. There 

•were no undue delays. . 

;- Processing at Division followed standard practice, medi-
cal treatment, delousing, clothes, food and water. Detailed records 
were kept at the Division stockade. 

Prior to the operation a system of Interrogating POV s 
and 'writing reports was formulated, :T6ased on the experience of three 
previous operations. ' 

all JapaneseBecause of the well established belief that 
are regimented throughout their lives, an experimental form was" devis-
ed for the questioning of PQI7 1 s. The form was printed entirely in Jap-
anese and adhered chiefly to personal and military questions, "the ans-
wers to which could be easily and concisely filled out by the PQVT, At 
the beginning of the stockade questioning, one of the forms was handed 
to the POM with instructions to fillout the required information. 
Having been handed a form in his native tongue, which was typical of 
other forms he had been accustomed to, each POW without exception will-
ingly cooperated. This initial cooperation carried on naturally into 
his subsequent relations''""'' with the interrogating officer's, and proved

¦* •¦'•of great value.' '; . 
' 

\ , 

Most* interrogations were done by a team consisting of one 
officer interpreter and one NISEI interpreter. For each interrogation 
each team "had as equipment the experimental form, an "Outline for In- " 

- - UNCLASSTO  
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terrogation" (which delineated all possible; topics for questioning 
and provided a structure for the final report), a Target Atp.* nap, 
and a captured Japanese map with Japanese place names. This team 
system wps found ~%0 be the most effective in obtaining the greatest 
amount of information in -the shortest In this system the FISEItine. 
does the greater part of. the questioning while the officer guides the 
lines of the interrogation and takes notes;. The officer c^n follow' 
the information and remain clearheaded to contradictions or. to 
spot a "lead" for desired information. 

POX's not only showed no surprise or resentment when. 
questioned by NISEI interrogators but seemed particularly pleased to 
find some one of their own race in whom. they- could confide. 

In one instance a POVJ was found who was extremely re-
luctant to talk. An interesting experiment wps conducted to make him 
more communicative. One of the NISEI, interpreters was placed with the 
POW and "represented himself as a Jap POW captured at SAIPM. He told 
a glowing story of his treatment and the treatment of" other- POW 1.$ .and 
how he himself had risen to a position of trust and usefulness in our 
organization."- The POTT, reacted favorably and became one of our most 
valuable sources of information* 

Two of the first POW 1 s captured were kept at the Div-
ision stockade until the end of the. operation because of their will-
ingness to assist. Th-?se two prisoners' were a fouritain of information 
and an immeasurable help in indoctrinating P.OW !s. After a dpy or so 
in the stockade all POW's , without exception,; volunteered' to help us 
in getting their comrades to surrender/ Several were willing to.re-
enter the enemy lines to accomplish this end. 

> 

Valuable information wa obtained 'from the prisoners. 
The first ones provided information concerning the number of enemy 
troops, the enemy supply situation and enemy tactics. Later POW 1 s 
substantiated information given by the first prisoners and were ex-, 
tremely helpful in giving information on order of .battle, locations 
of various units, lines- of defense and strong points of resistance, 
casualties, locations of.CP's nnd OP's and the. location and descrip-
tion of rocket, mortar and artillery positions. General information 
not of imnediste tactical v^lue was obtained during the course 
of the interrogation. 

With the personal shelp pnd information of ono POTT, a 
ravine In the final pocket of resistance wps t^knn in two hours. An-

pother POV, familiar with the second ravine of the pocket, drew 
sketch showing location of caves in the ravine and number -of troops
in'each # The pocket was overrun the next day. J i±j*%m M 
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POV interrogation reports vere distributed to 'higher 
echelons, other Divisions and regiments. In cases . where reports con-
tained information of especial interest or importance, larger dissem-
ination ws given. 

4. CAPTURED DOCUMENTS AND MATERIAL. 
As on past operations, indoctrination of all- Division 

personnel as to the value of captured enemy documents proved its 
merit. Officers and men showed a. keen interest in the collection of 
documents and often too1:, extra measures to expedite maps and papers 
to intelligence sections. 

Tvo factors, however, operated against .a wealth of mat-
action, diderial being collected. First* the Division 7,one of not con 

tain the huge bulk of documents found in previous operations, and eec 
ond, those Caches which presumably did exist ,in underground CP ls were 
blown shut and buried during the assault or mop-up t Where possible,
intelligence patrols searched cavefe and underground establishments, 
but it:viil take we?ks, and possibly months, of patient work to un-
earth documents in by-passed positions* . * ... 

The original scarcity of- documents can be attributed 
almost wholly to the enemy's security consciousness. Several POW 1 c 
told us that all classified material was burned and destroyed during 
the naval bombardment phase. Documents and diaries confirmed this 
s.tory. This was the first concrete evidence this Division h»s encount 
ered that the enemy is making strides in this direction. 

Although constantly hampered by these two factors of 
scarcity of material and increasing enemy security, translators were 
able to piece together much worthwhile information. Document files, 
letters and diaries helped assemble the- Order of Battle, maps provid-
ed lucrative targets for artillery, and captured orders gav^ some 
idea of the enemy's strength and capabilities. One set of maps and 

¦messages removed from enemy de^d by-BLT 2/23 following the largeecale 
counterattack on the night of¦' D-plue-18 permitted translators to re-
construct the attack and enabled G--2 accurately to evaluate the rer 
suits. 

;Captured enemy documents, Respite their scarcity, again
proved a valuable source of intelligence, In addition, 17 se^bags of 
culled material ware sent to JICPOA for further evaluptipn. 
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Materiel. -The only materiel fl.ctus>.lly handled and col-
lected by intelligence personnel was that which had definite intell-
igence value, such as new weapons. After such finds h^d been inspect-
ed they were turned over to .JXCPOA/ All other materiel located by in-
telligonce was reported to JIGPOA, for Inspection and collection.. 

r-5. PROPAGANDA. 
k 

Results of our .propaganda on IVO JIMA were disappoint-
ing. Of the 44 prisoners, taken -by . this Division., one had actually 
seen our leaflets; seven others said they were Influenced to surrend-

¦er by oral propaganda." . " " 

Unless we are to- make the assumption that the Japanese 
possess, a psychology utterly different from th°t of other peoples and 
are' therefore impervious to .the power of suggestion, these fncts in— 
dica.te the need for a reappraisal of our propaganda, methods. The fact 
that only one of the total number of POVP's saw our leaflets is a 
measure of the feebleness of our efforts and suggests the desirabil-
ity of improving the technique . of dissemination. One of the basic 
facts of effective propaganda is reiteration.. If-a. person hears an 
idea as new and startling as surrender is to.'.the.. Japanese a. 'single 
tine, it is certain to.be dismissed without, 'further' thought. But if 
it..ls pounded into his .consciousness like a rivet, it is likely to 
become disturbing nay his behaviour at critical mom-"" and influence a 
ent. It-must be "remembered that the force of pur 'propaganda willbe-
come greater a.s- the operation progresses and the enemj^ situation be-
comes increasingly desperate, and our efforts should take advantage 
of this fact and be brought to a crescendo at the psychological mom-
ent. Hoy great the possibilities of propaganda ore is suggested by 
the fact that the idea th»t they could surrender had not bccured to 
four POV's until they heard our broadcasts. ¦•;. 

Our propaganda has been given only a- nominal trial. 
Under the circumstances it is impossible to make a judgment on its 
content. .. • ' 

Amplification equipment was repeatedly used by Division 
to .induce surrender. The effort usually drew" fire 'and vag frequently
minimized oy.the difficulties of . the terrain. Broadcasts from 'LCI(G) 's 
were admittedly heard by some POW'e. 

•Unfortunately, 40 of the 50- rounds of artillery shells 
loaded with propaganda, were lost ~oy enemy action.^ The 10 rounds left 
were, employed 'at p critical time with unknown results. H«d more • 

shells been so loaded they would certainly have been employed.
> 
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6. COUNTERIKTSLLIGSKCH]. 

(a.) Own, 
< 

Counterintellign'nce on this- operation was not as effect-
ive as it might have been. Captured- documents and "POV interrogation
disclosed that -the enemy knew IVO JIKA was to be attacked "an:^nd had 
accurate estimate as :to the tine place the attack would* be de-
livered and generally the forces 'involved. The POV s and documents 
did not indicate the source of this intelligence. It may have be-^n 
the result of a sound estimate of the situation. However, it is re-
iterated that counterintelllgence not complete. 

Division exercised scrupulous care to insure that there 
be no leaks of the 'Operation. Dissemination of target information was 
limited strictly to a designated list of officers to whom knowledge, >. 
was absolutely essential in order to conduct the proper planning; and 
this group was specifically ordered to Insure that' 'all material rela-
tive to the target be giv^n security consistent ¦•'•with its To-p Secret"••

¦ •classification. ' 

When the preliminary plan was drawn up for "Island X", 
Division believed that the Air »nd Gunnery- Target Map issued for the 
purpose, though and showing only the southern ..portion of 
IWO JlilA, was too obvious for general use, due to the peculiar shape
of the . SURI3ACHI knob. Of the 1000 copies received, o'nl^>pof pxinate.-
ly 25 were issued to major unit commanders, '.-.•" 

During this time knowledge of details of the 'operation, 
seeping into the Division through unofficial channels- from outside 
sources, complicated the problems of security and, rendered them much 
more difficult. 

Target intelligence materials being received -.at this 
time, .'including large quantities of maps, photographs and other mat-
erial,.'were closely guarded. Vary limited distribution was made to 
the 

'

approved and authorized list only. Materials for subsequent dis-
tribution were delivered in sealed packages to CO1 s of raiments and 
independent battalions. Detailed instructions were given .to each re-
cipient unit to insure proper security in repackaging for the unit'.e. .' 
own distribution to its" elements which would" be separately embar^.ed. 
Allsuch material was packaged and sealed and covered by. strict orders 
that the seals would not' 'be broken' until final departure* -from'" the" * 
HAWAIIAN Area. 

" 
: ' 
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During the rehabilitation period at PEARL HARBOR afte* 
the rehearsal, it was apparent that the target and details of the 
operation were openly discussed ashore. Though open discussions were 
forbidden in. the Division it wa-e impossible to keep the., information 
from Division personnel while on liberty ashore. 

A counterint^lligence plan ordered by VACLF wfls effect-
ively executed. By this plan, an immediate study was ordered of another 
objective. Khile it succeeded in causing considerable consternation 
within the Division it is questionable whether its late release. wflp 

sufficient to counter the prevalent rumor ashore. 
, Counterintelligence function enroute and at the target 

was generally satisfactory. . 

Front line Units were carefully, indoctrinated in the 
absolute necessity of preventing compromise of our maps, orders and 
other documents, and it is believed that no maps, or documents were 
lost to the enemy within this Division1 s zone of action. On two.occa-
sions, when BLUE observation -planes were shot down close to our front 
lines patrols were sent out to tlirp-lanes at considerable risk1 of life 
to bring back or destroy any compromising documents. 

The employment or effect of extensive camouflage in 
areas behind the front line was largely minimized due to fact th»t' 
most of the C? f s and all rear areas were totally, exposed arid in the 
open. The e.nmey enjoyed commanding ground x for Op's overlooking at 
short range the .'entire Division zone of action until after the cap-
ture of Hill382. : 

During the operation a careful check was kept on our 
radio transmission; and although much material was. sent in modified 
clear, discrimination was used, and it is believed .that the enemy 
obtained no compromising information by monitoring our transmissions. 

One report from the 14th Marines suggested that a tele-
phone line might have been tapped and a enr^tured enemy document further 
suggests this possibility. The document did not indicate that informa-
tion gained was of any importance. Generally, translations indicated 
that the enemy. 1 s, combat information was as inaccurate as usual. 

Unlike the MARIANAS Operation, there were no cases re-
ported of the enemy attempting to use our passwords. On one occasion 
groups did try to infiltrate our line by crying "Corpsmanl ", and 
approaching" our lines carrying a stretcher. 

- 18 - jFIfgfep 
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Instances were reported of the enemy's using our front 
line markers to sight in on, and one case was reported of observing a 
Jap soldier making off with one of our panels-. 

Censorship. Censorship rules and regulations for the 
operation issued by VACLF .were timely and complete. 

(t>) Shemy counter intelligence. 

The enemy on this operation was markedly more security 
conscious than on any previous operation. This is shown not only by 
the failure of the Division to make the rich hauls of intelligence 
materials "which had been previously made, but also 'by the enemy's own 
testimony. 

Numerous, oa-otured documents directed the destruction 
of all classified documents and valuable materiel, even going so far 
as to set out priority of destruction and means to be used, POVT1 s de-
clare also that they were instructed^ to this effect and that instruc-
tions were carried out. 

Evidence was also received that most of the enemy's 
radio transmission was in code and that he frequently avoided the use 
of radios for important messages. 

This new attitude' on security, however, has apparently 
not caused instructions to be issued to troops- concerning information 
to be divulged by prisoners. POVT-1 s on this operations talked as freely 
as those on previous operations.. 

After D-day the enemy' s principal camouflage was cover 
and concealment. He made full and excellent use of rough terrain, 
rocks, tree roots *nd debris. Enemy targets were difficult to observe. 

7. PUBLIC RELATIONS. 

Distribution of Public Relations personnel through the 
Division followed the plan for previous operations, with,minor changes 
to.cover tank and amphibian tractor units. The Radio Recording Team, 
a new unit of the section, was assigned to the Tank Battalion to take 
advantage of the ease of ship-to— shore- movement from an LSH and to 
secure recordings from the tank radio net. .* 

A new system for collecting and forwarding copy, as 
established by higher echelon, was used on the rehearsal for the oper-
ation and worked successfully, At the critique of the rehearsal, how-
ever, the suggestion was made by Division and Corps PRO's that the 

¦ 
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plan vps adapted to a .landing against light opposition and that ah 
alternate plan should provide for the use- of control vessels as col-
lecting stations. This .suggestion was not accepted and no alternateplan was adopted. .-..*¦ • 

Some nine civilian TTar "Correspondents were embarked 
with the Division either at rehearsal or at the- final stag-the area -ing area, and insofar as pernit'ted .by- the exigencies of the : situation 
and orders from higher echelon, arrangements were made for their land-
ing in accordance with their wishes. 

AllDivision Public Relations -personnel landed gener-
ally ng scheduled. -One conbat correspondent became a casualty immedi-
ately after landing and another on' the fourth day. The planned chan-
nels of forwarding copy broke down immediately with the" failure of, the 
press boat fron the Flagship to arrive at the beach and the evacuation 
of the VACLF collection station' after a direct hit on its shelter. 

On the fir-st day three stories and one film pack were 
forwarded to the Flagship, using control vessels np ..forwarding sta-
tions. Two of the stories were picked up immediately by the wire ser-
vices and were among the first eyewitness accounts to reach the 
UNITED STATES by radio. 

On P—tdlus—la Press Headaurrters' wnr established at 
Beach Y3LLOV One-. Jntra-division collection arrangements were util-
ized to get copy :to this Press Headcuaittprs, and couriers carried 
press material-, twice daily from the "beach to the Flagship using press
boats when available and "hitch-hi>ing n otherwise. The two assault 
Divisions alternated in sending men for this function. After the es-
tablishment of VACLF C? ashore, the higher echelons collected material 
twice daily from all three Divisions, picking all material up at the 
4th Division C? . -. . 

The Section 1 s Radio' Recording Te^m landed on the even-
ing of D-plus-1. Recordings had be«n made from the Tank Battalion 
radio net and during several runs to. the beach. Much material of the 
highest value vfls secured from these sources. The film-type recorder 
was destroyed by enemy fire during the night of D-plus-2 and there-
after the wire-type Recorder i*v»p used exclusively. 

m 

Civilian !-Jar Correspondents planned andlanded as used 
the copy collection channels for their material. Most of them divided 
their time between gathering material ashore and writing it up aboard 
ship. After the establishment' of the Division CP ashore, at least 
three Civilian Correspondents stayed ashore continuously, and lived at 
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the Public Relations office and dugout in Division CP. (Because the 
Division CP did not displace, there was opportunity to build a work-
able, blackout shelter.) 

During the assault phase of the operation, the follow-
ing totals were produced and forwarded: 

Stories... *.... 541 
Film packs 81 
Records (film) 6 
Records (wire) 21. 

- Allmaterial was made available to civilian correspondents. 

The following comments and recommendations are drawn  
from the experience gained during the operation:  

(a) Copy Collection. Copy collection plans were well laid 
and might have worked in an operation involving lighter opposition.
They did not work well at ITO JIMA, and complicated arrangements had 
tp. be devised at short notice on the beach. It is recommended that in 
future operations plans for copy collection include the use of a con-
trol vessel offshore as a collection .station and as a place- for corre-
spondents to write and that an alternate plan be included in the copy
collection arrangements. 

, (b) Equipment. The Public Relations Section has the assign-
ed mission of covering, by stories, pictures, and recordings, the act-
ivities of the entire Division from the time of landing until the sec-
uring of the operation, and the additional duty of providing working 
facilities and transportation for civilian correspondents assigned to 
the Division. The equipment deemed necessary by higher echelons for 
the fulfilment of this' assigned mission includes two Jeeps and a black-
out tent. Had the distances been longer, a second jeep would have been 
an urgent necessity; and had the Division CP ever been displaced, the 
lack of a blackout tent would have caused serious difficulties and 
much deserved newspaper space might have been lost. 

(c) Radio Recording. The operation of the radio recording 
team was entirely satisfactory, and 'plans' followed in this operation
willbe followed again. In an operation over a greater area, present
transportation assigned to the Section willnot be adequate. The Radio 
Recording Section will require practically the full time use of one 
vehicle. It is recommended that the portable recording equipment be 
standardized, that the use of either the wire or the film-type, record-
er be discontinued, and that an additional " be issued to eachrecorder-

¦Division- to provide a spare. _ 
-- 21 lINCLASSIFP 
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8. THE ENSIoY" 

(a) Organization, for Defense 

The defensive organization of IVO JIM reflects consider-
able credit on the Japanese Island 'Commander, Lieutenant G-ensral 
KURIBAYASHI. 

From observation of the enemy 1 s defenses and from captured 
documents 11^ was evident that he had profited by the experience of 
his previous' defeats and that he had made a sound estimate of the 
situation. He had anticipated our heavy preliminary air and naval 

¦bombardments and his eventual loss of air control, and had prepared 
his defensive plans accordingly; Documents captured on SAIPAN showed 
that the enemy gave IWO JIMA a priority on cement, steel and rein-
forcements. 

The perimeter defense doctrine previously employed by the 
enemy, with its objectives (l) of preventing a Blue landing and (2) 
in case a Blue landing was effected, of destroying it by a combined 
counterattack, was discarded as obsolete. In its place, it would ap-
pear that the enemy had adopted as his mission (l) to prevent a Blue 
landing on any beach and (2) in case a landing was effected, to deny 
Blue use of airbase facilities for as long as possible and to make 
the Blue conquest as costly as possible. 

The new type of plan included the following fundamentals: 
(l) Construction throughout the Island of massive de-

fensive positions artfully concealed and capable of withstanding 
everything bu£ a direct hit from a heavy caliber weapon. 

(2) Construction of sufficient underground caves and 
tunnels to be able to house all personnel underground during an at-
tack. 

(3):Maintaining heavy and accurate anti-aircraft fire 
during the preliminary phase in order to compel Blue air attacks to 
be made from high levels co that damage would be minimized and prin-
cipal installations would be intact for employment when our actual 
landing was made. 

(4) Distributing personnel, ammunition., food and water 
so that no movement above ground would be necessary after our attack 
commenced. 

(5) Strongly augmenting coast defense guns and artil-
lery by many mortars and rockets so that heavy concentrations could 
be maifn"&ained from varied and unseen position's. (This would eliminate 
the task of displacing artillery to the rear which the enemy had found 
impossible to perform on SAIPAN). 

- +* .* 22 v% 
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In actuality, the enemy prepared an elaborate defense in 
depth, making maximum use of the terrain. Within the Division 1 s zone 
of action several hundred pillboxes were spotted. There vere many 
massive reinforced concrete blockhouses and covered artillery posit-
ions, all with deadly fields of fire, »11 mutually supporting and 
generally covered with many feet of sand. Sea approaches were covered 
by many dual purpose, coast defense and anti-bo^t guns, many of which 
were installed in well camouflaged massive reinforced concrete block-
houses. 

Artillery, largo mortars and rockets were so empla.ced 
as to cover all the beaches *nd the entire Division's zone of action. 
Many of the rocket and mortar positions constructed below ground had 
s firing aperture of less th^n two feet, making it a. virtual imposs-
ibility to" observe them and reoxuiring a direct hit to neutralize them. 
Observation poets covering the Entire Division1 s zone of action were 
located on high ground, where the enemy had hollowed out *nd lined 
with concrete the tops of hills. Gun positions were provided with 
complete pre-registration data. 

Defenses were prepared for attacks from varied directions. 
The deep emplacements which protected the guns confined their fields 
of fire but" supporting installations were alvpys so constructed th»t 
the attacker wg exposed to multiple fires when he attempted to capt-
ure a position. Gun ports were generally sited to have defilade from 
the direct fire from Blue ships* 

Communications were maintained by trenched wire, radios,  
pigeons, and dogs, and a labyrinth of underground tunnels was con-
structed connecting all areas. One of these tunnels wrs explored  
for 800 yards, and 14 entrances were .found? it housed two battalion  
command posts and v^s equipped with lights and telephones.  

Mine fields were employed at well selected locations and  
were invariably covered by fire.  

The following installations dimctly covering BLUE and 
YELLOW Beaches,. upon which Division landed, were captured and ident-

t

ified by the Division in an area approximately 2500 yards long by 
1000 yards deep: 

10 reinforced concrete blockhouses 
7 covered artillery positions 

80 pillboxes 

These positions included the following direct fire•weapons 

7 120mm coastal defense guns 
2 -120m- short coastal defense EUl#|E|rtl A f^C*MHIfTIY 
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4 120nm Dual ?ur*oope guns 
1 80mm Dual P'irpore run 
1 70nni 3nttal±on Howitzer- 6 4^mm Anti-Tan 1-?: Anti-3oat guns- ;3 37 mm inti-Tnn> Anti-80-1 puns 

19 25mn Twin Mount Machine nms 
1 13nm 11*3 chine gun 

Unquestionably there .vere many more -oo pitionp anel 
veapons ¦?'*&!clr-caiild hot. 'he identified because of the .destructive"-ef-
fect of the bombardments. . • .' 

Strong underground defensive positions vere constructed  
to cover oy direct fire- both e^et pnd. vest benches and the .terraces  
inland from then, numerous veil enpl^csd positions vere_also con-
structed n t :i:t, BURIB^CHI nnd overlooking the 3o^t Bopin to  
enfilade the'-bo^t lanes the entire eastern be»ch.  

The high ground between AirfieldsITo. 1 To. '2 Tr^s  
highly organized vith nin°fieldfa nutu^liy supporting oillbo.Tep  
vhich h^d fields of fire covering the eppt b^ch^p «nd p-ooroochep 
inland, a d?ep' cross— island defense v^p built fron T~I^ArTA 3a y to 
the East Boat s'asin.' This sector v^p ger-^r^lly organized on high 
ground overlooking the ;be^ches -^nd o-o^ro^ch^-p therefrom, ptre^-.Ti 

•vith r>n typ'?s of nine p. It v^p. organized to rcovsr n Blue landing 
from either the e^pt or T 'ept be.^chep .rrA vhile-held, denied our 
forces to the major portion of the Ipl^nd\*nd the upe of either 
airfield fnd retained' for the ener 1:; virtually all of the high ground 
for observation the rough terrain for cover *nd conoe^lnent. 

I'orth of this cropp-isl^nd def^npive sector, the ex-
tremely rough terrain found in the eastern, bulge -'of the Island and in 
its north and nor thvap tern tip veil organized, vith much under-
ground construction. 

' 

Defensive organization for final resistance 
centered around hea-druarters df higher echelon units found in e^ch of 
the tvo sectors. Artillery, rocV.^t, mortar, pnd. «nti-aircraf t 'posit--

Tions Tere scatter ec! throughout the sector?. The. center of the 
Island north of the cross-island defense ''¦'-f flat pn^. ooen. Thip soft 

va s piececoot, hove ver, protected by a highly organized ' of liigh 
ground just north of the center ¦of Airfield 'i-'o. ?-. ¦ 

¦The crop s-ial^nd def enpe • v.np anchored on Hill383, Just 
The . purf^cevest of Airfield l'-o. -2-.- ' .of this hill.f^p deeply cut by a 

labyrinth of vinding, _•• erosion— made crevices. . H«re the enemy -or epa red 
p> defense to vithst^nd ag^ins.t '.app.ault or bombardnent by air," land-, 
or sea. OD-porvation .posts, radar and ¦anti-aircraft positions v«re' 
placed on top of the -ill.. Deep tunnels cut into the side? 1 of the 
crevices afforded -perfect shelter for personnel and material. Con-
crete facsd c^ves T"'ere"dv\g"into the crevice vni\e to cover- the pp~-proaches to 'the .Kill-.->nd..its interior .net T ror v.. ..... , . v.  

--
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Tanks and 47mm anti-tank guns >Tere dug~in on the per-

imeter of the Killand installed insldn the Killin craftily selected 
positions in the crevices where they would h^ve long fire lanes cover-
ing vital exterior approaches, "he defense -wq p prepared for an.at-
tack from the wept, south or east. From the vest, the attacker w«.s-
forced'to" approach 1500 yards of n flat airfield, which in turn 
had to be approached across 700 yards of gradually sloping b^re vol-
canic ash. The approach' from the south wa§ dominated by p steep 
rocky ridge line later knoT<rn as "Ch^rle-Dog Ridge" *nd a natural 
amphitheater some seventy feet high. Southeast and e*st of Hill382 
vpp a weird mass of rocky volcanic outcrpppings, deeply furrowed 
vith narrow gullies running to the coast in a southeasterly direction. 
This area in the origins! aerial photographic coverage .va g so-- densely 
covered with vegetation th^t its surface an unknown quantity. In 
it, the enemy prepared his most elaborate underground works. 

There were no "lines" as such in the enemy's defense. In-
stead, he prepared strongpoints or fortified .area, c which would require 
the attacker to fight bitterly for every foot .of "advance vher'e 
the attacker would oe under prepared fires through the entire advance. 

(to) Conduct of Defense 

Fron ' translation .of captured documents. it wo S revealed 
that the enemy knew of the size of our forces and when they left the 
KA^AIIAK Area, Prior to the preliminary bombardment he '«P under-
ground and ready. Preliminary reconnaissance missions by underwater 
demolition teams were met with severe enemy-fire. 

The initial ship-to-shore movement w.ne met with well dir-
ected fires, although most 

4. 

of the 120mm coastal defense guns had been 
knocked out by our preliminary bombardment. T7ith the entire "barren 
and steeply sloping "beach area under observation, thQ placed 
well directed and pre-registered artillery, rocket and mortar fire 
over our entire beachhead. The enemy wps almost never seen in person 
and only his larger positions 'could be observed, A multitude of 
varied positions and weapons "firing direct fire missions between the 
bench; .*nd the pirfifeid"-continued firing until individually captured, 
taking full advantage of our slow, and difficult progress through the 
be^ch mine fields the henvy volcanic "nsh. 

Phase two of the enemy's defense covered our advance, "be-"  
yond the be^ch over the' ground between Airfields No. 1 arid No.  

¦2 and the north and easterly advance from the Quarry north of the 
Sast Boat tfa.sin. Hoade and routes of advance were obstructed by mine 
fields. Flat sandy area's- were swept by "flush-deck" pillboxes -which 
often protruded only a foot above the ground. A machine gun battalion, 
with large numbers of inf.*n.tr,.y .troops, occupying these "pi-llboxe-s; de-
fended until the 'last pillbox vng. djestr.oye.d~ and all the x>prsonnel slain. 

25 UNCIASSIFIEb
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Utilizing the rougher ground to the northeast, 37 »nd 47mm antI-tank 
¦ guns fired from reinforced concrete covered positions rith deadly  
effect. Each of these positions wp in turn covered by as m^ny °p  

ten pillboxes, and the entire vps still subject to observed  
and directed fires from the inland concealed mortar, rocket and art-
illery positions. 

Phase three of the defense centered around Hill382 
vprand the "Amphitheater". According to a prisoner of these posit-

ions were prepared by the 2nd Mixed Brigade Engineering Unit, vere 
regarded as' the strongest and most elaborate ones on the Island, 

con-,Commanding hillfaces Ye"re holloaed' out and lined with reinforced 
cr.ete for observation posts ».nd for .anti-tank guns and machine guns. 
Three tiers of such positions were constructed Across .the entire face 
of the "Amphitheater". Thousands of feet; of. tunnels -and cavos 
provided, as reinforced concrete command posts* and hospitals, 

¦all deeply imbedded below ground. 

Up to this point there had been no 'line;11 the entire area  
was mine— strewn, booby-trapped -and. covered by fire from innumerable  
mutually supporting" direct fire positions and subjected to observed  
artillery, rocket and" mort°r fire. There had been no retirement or  
surrender of enemy personnel. 2a.cn enemy position fought tillit  
was individually destroyed and all personnel killed.  

As the pivotal point of the Irl^nd1 s defensive system, 
Hill382 and the "Amphitheater" were defended even more fiercely *nd  
effectively than the preceding areas. Several times. the enemy lost  
Hill382 to our troops, but he pushed them off its peaks or out of Its 
crevices by a flare-up of intensive rifle, machine-gun and -grenade 
fire from the fortified caves or by a tremendo.us barmg« from the 
heavy mortars or rockets, -which all had ore-registration datp on this 
key terrain feature. At night, fantastic hand-to-hand fighting raged, 
with grenades and satchel charges being tossed- up and down through /[ 

r 5 ;the crevices. It *&s only after th* cave -and tunnel entrances had 
been. sealed shut by demolitions th^t the last en^my resistance on  
the Hilldied out. .at th-° "Amphitheater" continued for  
even a longer period of time. Hlnemy riflemen and machine gunners  
were extremely accurate., and the difficulties of the open approach  
to the of "Amphitheater" the Even tiers the 

1" complicated problem. 
after the ".'Amphitheater' itself. vas taken, the "Pocket", a small strip 
of terrain running In Target Area 184F from FINAHI-to "Turkey Knob", 
Just east of the "Amphitheater", continued to hold out. This strip 
wae completely covered by our fire, but its defenses were not des-

•troyed for several days after our front lines had progressed beyond 
it/ Ithas been' the experience of this Division that engineer troops, 
f-Then they are occupying positions *iiich they have pr^p^red for them-
selves, create by far the -hardest strongpolnts for Assault to t»ke. 
The fight for Hill382 and the "Amphitheatnr" definitely confirms this 
opiniprr.v ..; . . 
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There had been no real counterattacks. Captured documents 
*nd prisoners of war secured at the close of this Dha.se disclosed 
that the command had forbidden counterattacks, retirement or surren-

in January,der, and that the defense had been rehearsed in detail 
1945, exactly as it was being fought. 

i 

Phase four of the def.ense included the fight around TAMAN^ 
YAMA (directly east of Hill382, in the vicinity of 201PPRV) and 
MINAMI Village (southeast of the "Amphitheater" in 184FGKL). Both 
of these areas had constituted headquarters locations for both army 
and navy troops and were well dug-in. The defense can be best des-
cribed by quoting an extract from G--2 Periodic Report Number 63, 
dated 6 Harch, 1945, 

"As a result of a. close study Of the enemy's re-
cent defensive action, aided by observation from OP's and air 
reconnaissance, the following explanation is suggested of the 
enemy's defense in this Divs ZofA. The enemy remains below 
ground in his maze of communicating tunnels throughout our pre-
liminary arty fires. When the fire ceases he pushes OP's out 
of entrances not demolished by our fires. Then choosing a suit-
able exit he moves as many men. arid weapons to the surface ar he 
can, depending on the cover and concealment of that area, often 
as close as 75 yards from our front. As our troops advance to-
ward this point he delivers all the fire at his disposal, rifle, 
HG- and mortar. When he has inflicted sufficient casualties to 
pin down our advance he then withdraws through his underground 
tunnels most of his forces, possibly leaving a few machine gun-
ners and mortars. Meanwhile our Bn CO has coordinated his dir-
ect support weapons and delivers a concentration of rockets, 
mortars and arty. Our tanks then push in, supported by infan-
try. When the hot soot is overrun we find a handful of dead 
Ja.DS and few if any enemy weapons. While this is happening, 
the enemy has reioea-ted the -process and another sector of our 
advance is engaged in a vicious fire fight, and the cycle con-
tinues. Supporting indications to these deductions are: 

"(l) When the hot spot is overrun we find far too few 
dead enemy to have delivered the fire encountered in overrun-
ning the position; 

• "(2) we find few if any enemy weapons in the position 
overrun but plenty of empty shell cases; 

(3) We find many tunnel entrances, some caved £n, 
all appearing deep" and well prepared, some electric light
wires; 

"(4) During the cycle, close air and OP 
¦ 

observation 
detects no enemy surface movement." 

This proved to be nn accurate estimate of the enemy's 
actual practice... ¦¦;¦-; : : miilHl AJM%.If*iJPHkA prisoner of war captured at I*!^1 *!^InJRf ff^^Ellfl^W--27 UflllLoiiiwlOlf" 
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statement 

"After the present defensive positions have been 
breached, night counters tta eke can be expected from large 
numbers of reserves still in the northern end of the Island. 
General counterattacks are discouraged by command ,as long 
as gun or mortar positions nre intact. After permanent po-
sitions have been overrun by our troops (Marines) counter-
attacks are to be made at the discretion of unit commanders." 

highly organized defensive positions around TAK^KA. J?heYAKA and .IitrJAHI vere being breached and nearly overrun--* by 9' March 
and the enemy was being compressed in a .manner beyond -his endurance. 
Preceded by a heavy concentration of mortars and rockets he made 
a deeper" te counterattack on the night of 9 March in the left and 
center sectors of the Division zone of action. From identifications 
established and from captured documents it was evident that elements 
of the 310th and 314th ''Independent Infantry Battalions, 3rd Battalion,

:145th Infantry and personnel of the-N»v«l Land Forces had planned a :coordinated counterattack, across the entire front in the Division 
zone of action. Communication breakdowns and lack of -contact, how-
ever, caused some 'of the units on the left to fail ta4.unip.,-o.f t.^,:L The 
attack was completely repulsed,, with over 800 enemy troops killed, 

¦and the backbone of the- enemy s coordinated defense vag broken. • 

Phase five of the defense constituted the final fight, in 
the area between the last position and the sea. In this area tho 
enemy had previously taken advantage of the concealment afforded by 
the once luxurious foliage to dig large- numbers of deep personnel 
caves and tunnels. H?* 'had also made wide distribution of heavy
rocket-, and mortar ammunition. . Taking advantage of this unbelievably 
rocky terrain. and the debris caused by combined bombardment the enemy 
fought to the death. The area was infested with snipers, machine gune, 
mortars and rockets. The rockets were launched from rough board 
troughs from caves in the sides of deep volcanic ..crevices. While 
their fires could neither be directed nor observed for more than a 
hundred yards, their volume- plwsys made them a casualty producing 
agency. From their many' totally concealed positions, enemy troops 
held their fire until our troops were very clo,se by. Their accuracy 

"'¦¦ -throughout was deadly, particularly at the- close range. 

Throughout three-fourths of the operation enemy anti-
aircraft fire from hidden positions vpg accurate and brought several 
Blue planes down in the Division's zone of action. 

(c) Units in Contact 

According to th<=> captured map of oneray units "arid positions 
prepared by 'Fifth Amphibious Corp eLand ing Force on 5 March, 1945, 
this- Division 1 c zone of ac.tion included the Japanese "southern" 
sector and'., the' bulk 'of the "eastern" sector, ci the fto^-SP4ft-HWfce-tors 
into tehlch 'the Island *Wlir«Jw« 8 -divided. *' <+ a 

¦/i * Jiff m Mw^ " 
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Opposition on the benches consisted principally of approx-
imately two companies of the 509th Independent Infantry Battalion, 
some elements of the Ist Battalion, 145th Infantry Regiment, and as-
sorted Naval Anti-Aircraft, Construction and Guard Force personnel, 
who were defending fixed emplacements on terraces . As our ' the forces 
moved into the north section of Target Area 165 and into Target Areas 
166, 185, the full strength of the 309th Battalion was encountered 
and destroyed. Emplacements of the supporting Bth Independent Anti-
Tank Battalion, in target area 183, were overrun and personnel des-
troyed. Elements of the 12th Independent Anti-Tank Battalion were 
met between Airfields Ko. 1 and No". 2.. The 2d Independent Machine 
G-un Battalion, defending an area roughly centered at the junction of 
Target Areas 165, 166, 182, and 183, in support of the 309th Inde-
pendent Infantry Battalion, was annihilated. 

As: we advanced into Target Area. 183, moving northeast, 
units of the 310th Independent Infantry Battalion were encountered, 
plus 2d Mixed Brigade. Engineer and Signal personnel. Contact with 
Naval units was infrequent except that a Naval Guard Force Intendance 
Headquarter b in Target Area 183 was overrun. . The heart of the enemy 
resistance was met at KIDAN IVA, (Hill382), and TAHANA YAMA, (201 1 

i  PQVR). Well entrenched here were the bulk of the 310th' Battalion, 
plus the supporting 11th Independent Anti-Tank Battalion; the 3d 
battalion of the 145th Infantry Regiment; 2d Mixed Brigade Headquarters 
and Engineer unit; and a strong naval reserve force consisting of 
Guard and Land Force troops, plus some construction personnel. 

After elements of these unite abandoned their positions 
to counterattack' on the night of D-plus-18 (9 March), units of the 
314th Independent Infantry Battalion, which had been in reserve, 
pocketo* artillery personnel, and remnants of the oth^r forces were 
destroyed in Target Area 185., 

Artillery firing into the 4th Division's zone of action 
consisted "of the Ist, 3d, and 4th Batteries, 2d Mixed Brigade Art-
illery (plus one 120mm howitzer platoon) ; the 3d Medium Mortar 
Battalion; Ist, 2d, and 3d Batteries, 145th Regiment 'Artillery;Ist 
Battery, 20th 'Independent. Mortar Battalion; and the 2d Rocket Unit. 
Of these, probably the Ist Battery, 20th Independent Mortar Battalion, 
two batteries of the 3d Medium Mortar Battalion, two batteries of the 
2d Mixed Brigade Artillery, one battery of the 145th Artillery, and 
the 2d Rocket Unit were actually empl^ced in the Division's zone of 
action. 

While originally the battalions of the 145th Infantry 
Regiment were under direct control cf the 109th Division Headquarters', 
it is likely that when committed, the 3d Battalion .was directed by 
tfre. 2d Mixed Brigade- Headquarters, i-rhlch wag. the command" echelon for

'*all other infantry in ¦ the Division 1 §L&QftiMi ;units  IPI^FIVlIMPIftWlrlrll 
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Guard Force Hindquarters vps adjacent to the Hpadouarter-s of the 2d 
Mixed Brigade and close liaison evidently maintained. The Land 
Forces., Southorn Air Command, Antiaircraft Construction 
personnel were. under" Guard Force Command. 

Artillery was apportioned into sector commands of vhich 
the Central Group .*nd the Southern Group were in the Fourth Division's 
area, and the Vest-Central Group undoubtedly contributed to fire re-
ceived by this Division. There on overall artillery command 
which Has responsible to the 109th Division Headquarters. 

¦ The following is a tabulation of enemy units encountered 
in the Fourth Division's zone of notion, together with an e^tim^te 
of strength, showing the number of enemy troops believed to have been 
overcome by this Division; 

2nd Mixed Brigade Headquarters and Signal Unit 350  
2nd Mixed Brigade- Engineers ' 450  
2nd Hixed Brigade Artillery (two "batteries) 300  
let Battalion, 145th- Infantry Regiment (elements) 200  
3rd Battalion, 145th Infantry Regiment (  

(.4 Infantry Companies, 1Machine G-un Company, -1 Infantry Gun Company) 700  
309th Independent 'Infantry Battalion  

(4 Infantry Companies, 1Machine G-un Company,  
1, Infantry G-un Company) . 800  

310th independent Infantry'Battalion 800  
314th Independent Infantry Battalion (approximately

50$) " 400  
Bth Independent Anti-Tank Battalion (3 companies) 250  
11th Independent Anti-Tonk Battalion 250  
12th Independent Anti-Tank Battalion (part) 100  
2nd Independent Machine Battalion, (3 companies) G-un ' 300  
3rd Medium Mortar Battalion (Main force) 350  
Ist Battery, 20th' Independent Mortar Battalion 150  
145th Regiment Artillery (lbattery) 100  
2nd Rocket Unit .= . . 100  
26th Tank Regiment (one company) 100  
iNlaval Forces " 

• -
¦Guard Force ' 

2000 
Laftd Force (Southern Air Command) 1500 

¦Construction 500 ... 4000 
TOTAL.. . • 9700 

The actual count of -inemy d^d reported by the Fourth ' 
Division is' B9B2. This count is df observed" dead does not in-
elude .enemy dead disposed, of by the -"eiiar-iy or troops sealed, ir o-^ves 

¦or tunnels and not seen. / nu*.***® «.,., ?,.« 
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(&) Special Intelligence 

(l) Artillery 

Enemy artillery was ably employed during this oper-
ation. From the start' it evident that ther^ was an unusual de-
gree of infantry-artillery coordination. With the exception of some 
coastal defense guns and the anti-aircr«f t batteries, guns were em-
placed in reinforced concrete shelters. Their veil chosen, usually 
defiladed, positions were capably sited for deadly fields of fire. 
Generally, their limited fields of fire and dispersal prevented mass-
ing of fires. Many reports indicated, however," th^t the fires of two 
guns were massed on one t^rgpt. The positions were frequently estab-
lished with observation, fire control and with communications to' ad-
just and deliver pecumte fires on our troops. 

The establishment of prior, registration on critical 
terrain features and check points the maintenance of detailed 
firing charts made enemy fires effective even pfter the best obser-
vation posts had been epptured. The unification of command of art-
illery and mortqr units under an artillery officer and the employment 
of a gridded fire control map. are further evidence of the careful 
preparation of the artillery defense. 

Some time-fire (airbursts) w^s noted and wns believed 
to have been delivered by depressed t batteries. Shrap-
nel' was used to some extent, but vpg largely ineffective, due to the 
fact that it was impact-fused «nd the soft volcanic ash had a blanket 
ing effect on the burst. 

All of the 34 captured' 37, 47 and 57mm guns h^d ample 
supplies of solid shot, which readily penetrated our 
medium t^nks. On two specif lc observed instances the fragmentation 
of a shell vng to the rear. Fragments appeared to- be a75mm directly "  

light weight alloy. . . • 

On several occasions the enemy employed smoke. 

" " artillery is recorded  
No, Ito this Annex. . .  

The list of -captured in Appendix 

(2) Rockets 
The l^rg^st weapon of this type recovered was the 250 

kilogram bomb rocket. It consisted of a 250" kilogram aerial bomb . \ 
from' which the tail cone had been removed «n<3. » motor assembly at-
tached. The motor was a cylinder 12 inches in diameter and 45 inches 

¦long, which contained the rocket propellent;., with a 24-inch tail, 
section which carried the venturl tube and thojFour tsilSl&S^l^ 
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A nose fuse on the explosive head detonated the rocket on impact. Its 
reported nngo v«s 5,000 yards. 

Rocket motors launching 63 or 100-kilogram aerial 
bombs wore found in two different lengths. One wr> 42 inches long and 
seven and one-half inches in diameter, while the other was 50 inches 
long and 10 inches in diameter. The motors wore frequently fired 
without the bomb attached. • 

The eight-inch rocket was extensively employed by the 
enemy. Th,%, projectile is known as the converted eight-inch naval-
shell, spin-stabilized, rocket. Initially, it vps fired in batteries 
of four from light tube launchers which were open at both ends, and 
mounted on Light two-wheel rubber-tired carriages. It wps breech-
loaded over a small attached loading tray, -eight inches by four and 
one-half inches in size. The barrel could be elevated to 80 degrees 
by a lever arm. Setting in place was secured by a rotating clamping 
handle. A plunger, cammed down when the rocket shell was loaded, held 
the rocket in place. Firing was by percussion hammer. Traverse was 
accomplished by rotating the entire launcher. Each position included 
an .open revetted fire pit, provided with a wire camouflage net to cover 
it completely and an underground covered shelter into which the laun-
cher could be rolled by a ramp when ho^t firing. From prisoner-of-war 
interrogation it was learned that the did not contemplate the 
displacement of these launchers but planned to rely on countless . ' 

simple wooden trough launchers if forced to-,abandon these positions.
From the same source, confirmed by observation of captured positions, 
it wn.s learned that the eight-inch rocket projectiles w«re stored in" 
innumerable small caches in caves throughout the entire area, each 
cache being provided with the trough launchers. 

Rockets were extensively employed by the enemy. Their 
well chosen launching sites were very difficult to locate" and re-
quired a direct hit to neutralize. Their concussion effect was ter-
rific. Hocket positions invariably had range and pre-regietration 
data posted on boards. 

(3) Mortars 
Mortars were employed in great numbers. All of the 

conventional types were found," including the 150mm mortar. Positions 
were captured constructed to fire four 150mm mortars in a battery. 

Six 320mm "Spigot" mortars were captured in the Div-
ision zone of action. The positions were uniform in construction, 
consisting of reinforced covered shelters constructed below the ground 
level containing the mortar base and ammunition... A small tunnel 

•adjoined for personnel shelter during firing. The front of the posit-
ion -was. open for firing. The opening wr>s piapttiied with a removable 
wire camouflage net. Allwalls, and faces weijpj|J%§.ljl T^fp%^lJP 
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quarried blocks of volcanic stone. The mortar w^s mounted on a three-
tier wood base bolted at a 45 degree angle upon which were bolted the 
steel bpp.e plate and spigot barrel section. The projectile vas four 
feet, eleven inches in length and 520mm in diameter. Itvas constructed 
in three sections which were packed sep^r^tely but joined together for 
use by a threaded joint. The"~p~rts consisted of *n explosive head, »n 
explosive body and a tail assembly. The total weight 680 pounds. 
The pane fuse yo g used to ignite the first nnd second sections. The 
propulsion charge w.-s ignited by pn electric souib. Each position
had a detailed' firing chart, including azimuth rays and range with 
elevation and propellent required. These charts listed BLUE and YELLOW 
Benches the primary target, with .Airfield No. 1 as the, aVcern^te 
target. 

Sevor^l interesting developments in enenymortar tactics 
were observed. Light 81mm to 90mm mortars were used extremely close to 
our front lines. Frequently, they were so close that they could fire 
only -on our*:observation posts and .command posts. These close-up
mortar's were covered by nor fare further to, the rear which could fire 
on ®ur front lines. In,many Instandee it t-^s noted that when a' medium 
mortar position drew our artillery fire it-became silent sometimes for 
a period of two or three --d'ayei From -an observation post on an LCI(G-) 
it v»s noted that the enemy would get off several quick.mortar rounds 
simultaneously with the falling of rounds from ojir -artillery in his 
immediate area, thus taking fulladvantage of the smoke *nd noise to 
hide his firing position. In several instances it vns noted th^tr the 
enemy placed and operated mortars in concrete artillerypositions which 
had been previously knocked out\ Light and medium mortars vere .co-
ordinated for massed fires, Snemy 81rin mortnrs would fire a concen-
tration of airbursts on our front line-s and just prior to lifting the 
barrage would fire one -or two high nlrbursts over the target, pre-
sumably rq a signal and aiming point for the medium mortars, which 
would then commence firing on thr- pane sre». 

(4) Mines, Grenades -and Booby Tr.^ps 

As this subject is covered in detail in Annex Fing to  
the Operation Report only bripf reference willbe included here.  

Hlnes. No new mines were encountered. Mines were 
employed, however, in much greater numbers than heretofore encountered, 
and while their employment, stilldoes not compare with American or 
European standards" they were used both in fields and individually. 
(See" Appendix Ko, 1 for are»s of minefields), They were judiciously 
placed on the benches, on routes of advance to' defensive positions, 
on the airfields and on the shoulders of roads, °nd wore geneir.^lly 
covered by'fire, Th°re wn S evidence of considerable last-minute hasty 

Jrgur«fnce empl'a.b^ment of individual "mines. 
" 
||||||| JlCitJ^irirt'l 
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Type.s discovered included: 

(a) Two horn hemispherical
(b) One horn conical 
(c.) 50, 65 and 250 kilogram aerial bombs buried as 

.mines  and generally activated by an attached 
yardstick mine. 

(&). Yardstick 
(e_) Terracotta 
(f.) Box type

A # (g) Tape measure. 
Grenades. G-ren^des a? usual were plentiful. GaD-

tured types included : 

(a) Magnetic anti-tank 
(Id) Shaped charge anti-tank 
(_c) Terracotta. This offensive grenade was found in 

quantity. It was made of terracotta filled with type 88 explosive(ammonium perchlo**pte) and has s friction type scratch igniter.
Grenades varied in color from white to black. Some were glazed and 
all were encpsed in a rubber -jrotectlve cover with a separate small 

¦¦rubber cover for the igniter and CBp to seal it from moisture. 
C^) Frangible (smoke)
(c) Mo.lotov cocta.il. A new variation of Molotov 

cocktail was founcf. A detonator made of explosives which ignited 
on being crushed was encased in a celluloid box and attached to the 
bottom of the bottle with rubber bands, '-hen the bottle was thrown 
against a tank %he detonator was crushed, igniting the oil from the 
broken bottle. This detonator replaced the detonator and fuse in 

¦the neck of the bottle.  . 

aooby traps. Booby traps were found in greater
quantities than heretofore. They were employed on enemy and Marine 
dead, souvenirs, food and ammunition, and at entrances of Japanese 
installations. 

(5) Tanks. 

The following enemy tanks were captured: 

2 Model 95 light tanks, with 57mm guns 
2 Model 97 medium tanks, with 47mm guns 
3 Model 97 medium tanks, with 57mm guns.

•"7 rrTr\ i _BIBin|a w&^^^M 
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None of the tank? were employed or observed in 
mobile defense. Two fired from revetted positions, while five were 
fired from defiladed or artfully concealed and camouflaged positions. 

(6.) Small Boats. 
t'hile small boats were reported in operation to 

transport enemy troops on the western side of the Island, none 
were employed off the shores of this Division's zone of action. 
Several were found destroyed in the area of the East Boat Basin. 

(7)i Communications. 
In aerial photographs furnished just prior to our 

departure from the HAWAIIAN Area it was noted that there was a lace-
work of narrow communication trenches throughout the Division's con-
templated zone of action. Occupation of this area disclosed a- new 
departure worth noting* Narrow and shallow trenches were. frequently
found in which stakes had been driven supporting- communication wires. 
This practice obviously protected the wire from being cut by frag-
mentation but still left*it in sight for wiremen to locate and 
repair breaks. 

Radios were in use in greater numbers than on 
SAIPAN or TINIAN but were meticulously destroyed before capture.
Captured communication diagrams disclosed a thorough, well organised 

¦net of both wire and radio to all units and areas. 
dogs with message collars were observed in use. 

Pigeons were found with quantities of message bands but were not 
observed in use. 

(8 ) Construction. 
Concrete work was of far better type than that en-

countered on ROI-*NAftUR, SAIPAN and TINIAII. This was probably due to 
the fact that the 'hard volcanic rock when crushed made a better 
aggregate; and the volcanis ash, resembling course sand, made a 

-¦¦better mix than the coral product used on the coral islands, 

Reinforcing bars up to three-fourths inch in size 
were freely employed. Concrete works, depending on their vulner-
ability and size, had walls and roofs ranging up to nine feet in 
thickness. Vents were baffle-plated to prevent the passage of 
grenades. Fire apertures were very small and frequently were faced 
In a direction to prevent penetration by direct fire from seaward 

¦slde^ #|I?he exterior of fire... ap.eratures were generally heavilv^ffi-g*•*\ 
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yetted for further protection Sand, sand-filled oil drums and tim-
bers were used to. cover positions often to a depth of 10 to 15 feet 
end occasionally 'to a "depth of 20-25 feet. 

Small water tanks are described under section (9) 
herein. Large concrete tanks with wooden roofs flush with the 
ground were constructed to hold water drained from the airfields. 

Two massive concrete communication centers, both 
ouilt above ground, remained intact at the completion of the operation. 
The larger,rebuilt with four-foot-thick reinforced i concrete walls, 
withstood several hundred rounds fired from our tanks and ha lf-tracks. 

Blockhouses and ca senates were massive and of th« 
German casemate type. TvO concrete buildings adjacent to Airfield 
No. 2 remained intact. The more recently constructed one, reported 
to be a weather station, was modern and employed steel sash for doors 
and windows. All concretc3 structures were provided with percussion 
vents. 

Virtually all above-surface wooden buildings 'had been 
destroyed prior to the operation, and the debris was either burned 
or reemployed. for underground structures. . 

Construction of the elaborate underground cave and 
tunnel system was simplified due to the. fact that the volcanic rock 
resembling soft limestone was- easily cut by hand and -.required no 
shoring. The soft stone -had' an additional advantageous feature in 
that it cushioned shock and concussion. Lights, telephones and 
countless entrances- were a part of each major system." 

In the rough terrain, tunnel entrances were put in 
defilade and were difficult to -observe from the air or to hit by 
even high trajectory weapons. Entrances to underground systems from 
flat terrain were made by placing end on end short sections oT con-
crete pips with an inside diameter of approximately three feet, the 
bottom section having a side cut out to allow passage to a ramp or 
steps which led further underground. All entrances had severalabrupt turns.' 

Many so called "flush-deck" pillboxes, constructed 
below ground with a slightly mounded sand-covered top, blended per-
fectly into the terrain and had their sole entrance many yards 
away, connected by an* underground tunnel. 

Trenohes and most anti-tank ditches were.. .constructed 
in the volcanic ash and none were observed, revetted; Consequently, 

..the sand frap£iai& <Si?iited in and they constituted neither effective 
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(9) Supplies. 

Captured documents, prisoner-of-war interrogatipn 
all indicated that the enemy had ample supplies ofand^observationfood, ammunition and gen-eral supplies. There were no shortages. 

Command policy called for the immediate distribution 
of all types, of supplies upon their arrival at IVO JIMA to individual 
units. There were no large centralized dumps. Each small unit had 
complete and adequate supplies distributed in prepared underground
shelters throughout its zone of responsibility. 

Rice was stored in heavy rubber bags. Water storage 
was established throughout the entire area in underground tanks 
approximately six feet wide, 10 feet long and 12 feet deep. The 
tanks consisted merely of a hole dug in the volcanic stone (resembl-
ing limestone), faced with approximately one-half inch of cement 
with a six-inch to eight-inch peaked concrete slab roof. The plan 
and distribution of this water storage might have been excellent ex-
cept for the fact, as indicated by prisoners of war and confirmed by 
observation, that. the thin veneer fnce of cement cracked by concussion 
and drained the precious water supply* 

The apparent lack of surplus of lumber, cement and 
reinforcing steel indicated that all stocks of such material had all 
been used vp # 

(10) Equipment. 

Trucks were chiefly of the open-body, two-whe el-drive 
variety of Japanese manufacture and comparable to Chevrolet or Ford 

¦ -type. While they were in some quantity most of them were old. Two 
multiple-wheel pneumatic-tire dirt-moving scoops were captured the 
first modern pieces of dirt-moving equipment observed by this Division. 
They were crudely welded and made in JAPAN. Two diesel narrow-guage 
locomotives of conventional design were also captured. Three obsolete 
steam rollers and one small gasoline roller and several stone crush-
ers, all of conventional design, were also captured. 

As usual, the enemy appeared to have an amazing  
lack of modern equipment.  

(ll)Miscellaneous Intelligence .ItSme and Observations, 
-(a.) The first gridded Japanese map encountered on any 

operation by this Division was found on TWO JIMA, It was divided in-
to 550-yard numbered squares, which were in turn divided into sixteen 
lettered squares,' and the lettered squares were 
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four squares numbered from one to four in each case. The scale vas  
1:5,000. It was- contoured at five-meter intervals.  

(b) The enemy's discipline in remaining out of sight 
at all times was perfect.. 

(.c) In many cases where enemy personnel had an 
assigned mission to hold a blockhouse or casemate it was noted that 
although they were well equipped with machine-guns and grenades there 
were no rifles present. 

*> 

(d) Infiltration groups attempted passage of our lines 
by impersonating Marines and by boldly carrying stretchers. 

Cs) Many Japanese wer-e killed wearing Marine uniforms. 
(f) A "Battle Vow," presumably issued by the Island 

Commander, was frequently found posted in captured positions and on 
dead. It said, "Above all else we shall dedicate ourselves and our 
entire strength to the defense of this entire Island. Until we are 
destroyed to the last man we shall harass the enemy by guerilla
tactics." 

(jj) A 105mm  fuse and assembly, with the fuse made 
of wood. was. found. 

(h) The enemy continued his practice of burning and  
burying his dead.  

(jL).On two instances the enemy preceded a counter-
attack by firing three white streamers.  

. (j) The enemy generally held his rifle and machine-
gun fire until very close range made sure hits. 

(k) The enemy constantly attempted to keep contact  
during the hours of darkness by strong reconnaissance patrols.  

0.) Rifle grenades were frequently fired as airbursts 
and were often massed. 

(jn) Rifles captured were nearly all Model 99 7.7mm  
There were a few Model 44, 6.5nm cavalry carbines.  

(n) Examination of approximately 100 wrecked Japanese 
planes  disclosed that most were of' conventional types. One new type" found. -Army bomber  was Itwas a twin-engined medium plane identified 

¦as a. "Peggy. .  • _ -• 
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following is a compilation
commendations contained in this Annex: 

of the more important re-

(a) That the official map for the operation
print of enemy installations. Enemy installations 

not carry an over-
should be shown 

in the intelligence maps. 

(b) That intelligence maps, or enemy situation maps, not be 
issued separately by each echelon but as a joint product on which 
the various units have agreed. 

(c) That aerial photograph interpretation reports regarding 
the prospective target also be issued by a single agency. 

(d) That during an operation complete and adequate arrange-
ments  be made and carried out for providing satisfactory aerial 
coverage after D-dey in accordance with the needs pnd requests of 
lower echelons. 

(c) That a system of displaying panels be adopted to desig-
nate boundaries between units, to be displayed near enough to the 

<front line to be « guide to air observers. 
(f) That arrangements be made to send Division language

personnel to school between o-o^rations for additional Instruction 
in the Japanese language. 

(g) That the methods for disseminating propaganda be com-
pletely reappraised in order to insure more effective results. 

(h) That a Radio Intelligence Platoon be attached to Marine 
Divisions. 

(fH^dH^^'?ijyysL^Lk|Jj£yjd£&.- raM^^^MM^^^Mi J|^Bl- 39 
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OPERATIONS 

1. INFANTRY 
(a) General. 

(1) The amphibious assault on the island fortress of 
IWO JIMA presented a tactical problem different from any previously
encountered by the Marine Corps, (except possibly to a limited ex-
tent at PELILEU) in that, after establishment of the initialbeach-
head, the attack inland continued to be opposed by heavily fortified 
positions organized in depth throughout the island. The Initial 
landing was made on beaches composed of loose volcanic sand and 
backed by formidable terraces of varying heights which restricted 
the movement of tracked and wheeled vehicles inland. The defense-
studdjed high ground on the right flank effectively covered the land-
ing area and afforded the enemy excellent observation of the- landing 
and the subsequent attack inland. 

(2) Tactics displayed by the enemy in defending IWO 
JIMA were different from those employed in the defense of other is-
land bases captured by this Division,, in that, units were instruct-
ed to hold their positions until'death and to conserve their forces 
with the mission of inflicting maximum casualties on our attacking
forces* The enemy made skillfuluse of the rocky, rugged, jumbled 
terrain and from concealed, mutually supporting positions was able 
to deliver intense and accurate automatic weapons snd mortar fire 
combined with sporadic and intermittent artillery and rocket fire 
throughout the operation. 

t 

(3) Within the Division zone of action, two phases of 
defense were encountered. The first phase consisted of a highly 
organized defense in depth of the landing beaches and airfields, 
utilizing, for the most part, concrete and steel pillboxes, block-
houses, and weapon emplacements. The enemy !s defense during the 
latter stages was conducted from natural terrain irregularities, 
utilizing previously prepared caves snd tunnels, rather than from 
concrete works. 

(4) Nature of terrain and type of defenses encountered 
prevented maximum benefit being obtained from the fire power of 
supporting arms. The majority of the fortifications were of such 
strength thet numerous direct hits of heavy, caliber shells the 
same piece were required to breach the. structure. 

(5) Indirect artillery fire had little or no destruct-
ive effect on concrete blockhouses and pillboxes nor was it entirely  
effective against enemy personnel and weapons located in the laby-

artilleryrinth of caves and underground tunnels. Even under intenseunder intense artiller;

1 — - UNCLASSIFe 
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fire, the enemy was stillable to continue his mortar barrages and 
"small arms fire. Naval gunfire achieved some destructive effect 
when employing AF ammunition and direct fire, but few targets could 
be so engaged from seaward. Air bombing, strafing, and use of rock-
ets had little destructive effect on such well constructed and art-
fully concealed positions . Extremely tortuous terrain and skill- ' 
fully designed anti-tank measures precluded effective use of tanks 
and 75mm half-tracks for direct fire missions against these emplace-
ments, while the Bazooka and 37mm AT gun proved, in most cases, too 
light for the Job. . 

(6) Thus, the infantryman, attacking in the open with-
out fullbenefit of his usual supporting fire power, was pitted 
against imposing walls of concrete and steel and an intricate sys-
tern of underground works. 

(b) Tactics Employed. 

(l) From the outset, the Division was committed to 8. 
continuous frontal assault against a series of strongly fortified 
positions. While constant attempts were made to flank or envelop 
enemy positions throughout the operation, the system of defense, 
employing mutually supporting fire from fortified positions, and 
the restricted area in which the Division was operating, prevented 
successful flanking action on a large scale. Thus, no recourse 
but frontal assault was open. 

(2) The eastern portion of the Division's zone of act-
ion beyond the 0-1 line consisted of a series of cross compartments 
running perpendicular to the direction of attack. These deep, fort-
ified ravines extending from the high central plateau to the sea 
presented a formidable obstacle to movement toward the 0-2 line and 
early in the operation requests were made to move the Division 
boundary southward to permit an attack down these corridors "with 
the terrain". Not until the latter stages, when the left RCT had 
advanced to a favorable position on the flank, was it possible for 
the right RCT to move down the ravines to the sea. * 

In the assault of fortified positions, the follow-
ing factors increased the difficulties of the problem and contrib-
uted to exessive casualties: 

ja, Unsuitability of terrain for the employment of 
heavy direct fire weapons, such as, the tank -mounted 75mm gun and 
the 75mm half track. 

b. Relative ineffectiveness of artillery, air 
and N£F against heavy Installations. HflfAff#lft «— — 2 

Mt^s^ 
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£. Lack of a suitable, portable, direct fire  
weapon capable of breaching concrete installations.  

d. Mutually supporting nature of the majority  
of the fortifications, making attack by assault teams alone more  
costly than if heavy direct fire weapons could have been employed.  

(4) The IWO JIMA operation emphasised the fact that  
the assault of a fortified position is a time consuming process  
that requires meticulous reconnaissance, planning, and preparation  
prior to initiation of the actual attack. The most important sing-
le factor in the success of the attack is the proper employment of  
heavy direct fire weapons executing slow, deliberate destruction  
of each enemy position. Artillery cannot be expected to destroy a  
great number of concrete pillboxes, blockhouses', and weapons em-
placements, even though it be large caliber employing precision  
methods. Once a position has been neutralized by direct fire wea-
pons, then, and only, then, can assault teams attack the position 
with minimum casualties. Experience, indicates that, all infantry  
commanders from the battalion level upward must give more consid-
eration to the planning and preparation phase before pitting flesh  
and blood against concrete end steel.  

(5) Again the enemy practice of "crowding" our lines  
in order to get out of our artillery and mortar fire was rrevelant  
and, on many occasions, rifle and hand grenades were the only wea-
pons that could he used effectively against such tactics. Accord-
ingly, great emphasis was pieced on the use of the rifle grenade,  
but more intensive* training in the employment of this valuable  
weapon is indicated. A system of mass fires, four (4) men in each  
squad firing in battery, willbe stressed in future training of  
the division.  

(6) Because of the reduced size of units after the  
initial stages (many rifle companies were down to 50 men from a  
T/0 strength of 240) and because of the rugged terrain which re-
stricted visibility and limited fields of fire to a few yards , it  
was necessary to utilize more units in the line than would have  
been required on the same frontage in more open terrain. Physical  
contact was necessary, particularly at night, since gaps in the  
lines could rarely be covered by fire, and this fact necessitated -
the employment of what may have seemed an excessive number of  
troops in the line, leaving very small reserves for all units.  
Against constant, heavy opposition in the type terrain encountered  
on IWO JIMA, it is considered that the comittment of fewer troops  
in the line to allow more rest for reserve units would have re-
sulted in;ex<siess|Ye infiltration, disruption of rear area  activi«^ . %n<Vaddi£i6i£a# casualties. *%f%ll*llll\ 
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(7) The by-pass lng of strong points in en operation 
of this type is considered undesirable* On only two (2) occasions 
were such tactics used on a large scale in the Division zone of 
action and it was found that both positions were difficult to reduce 
because of Inability of the containing end mopping up force to em-
ploy heavy supporting arms. In more open terrain where defenses 
are not so concentrated, such by-^passing tactics could be employed
advantageously. 

(8) During the early stages of the operation the 
enemy took advantage of our set pattern of beginning an attack by 
remaining in caves and emplacements during the preparatory fires, 
then appearing suddenly as soon as the attack jumped off. On the 
several occasions when pre~dawn attacks without preparatory fires 
were made, surprise wee gained and good advances made," indicating 
that the decision to attack with or without a preparation must be 
carefully weighed in view of the factors involved, A standard 
routine of attacking at a certain hour must not be allowed to de-
velop, but the procedure should be so varied that the enemy willbe 
habitually caught off guard. The possibility of employing limited 
objective night attacks should be considered. 

(9) The early loss of leaders and other experienced 
key personnel seriously affected the efficiency of small unit tac-
tics, Assignment of untrained replacements did little to improve 
the situation and toward the end of the operation most small units 
were under command of personnel who had been placed in a position 
beyond their capabilities. Thus, the fact that leaders and key men 
must be adequately trained at least "three deep" was forcefully em-
phasized In the IWO JIMA operation. 

(10) While retaining advantage of observation, the 
enemy consistently concentrated mortar, rocket, and artillery fires 
on CF f s of all units, indicating the need for additional emphasis 
being placed on CP discipline and camouflage, particularly traffic 
control, When under constant enemy observation and conditions do 
not permit concealment of CP locations, it is believed the practice 
of small units occupying one CP location during daylight and then 
moving to an alternate location during the night should be consid-
ered. 

(c) Infantry Weapons 

(l) No unusual employment of small arms was encount-
ered during the operation. The BAR retains its place as a most 
dependable and popular weapon with the infantry. The carbine is 
valuable .as a defensive weapon, but should be gvfg\aced in many in-
stances by the ,45 caliber pistol. The short used by 

.-> 
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illumination, 

many units 
ing knife. 

to replace both the long bayonet and the utility fight-
TSMG-'s are needed in the infantry battalion for mopping 

up work. 
(2) The 60mm and 81mm mortar were employed effect-

ively for close-in targets of opportunity, smoke 
missions, and counter-mortar fires. While these weapons were in-
valuable in their role, the need for a more effective mortar or-
ganization within the Division was indicated. The Japanese have 
many times the mortar fire power of a Marine Division, both in 
number of weapons and larger calibers, and on IWO JIMA it is es-
timated that a larger percentage of casualties to our own forces 
were caused by enemy mortars than any other weapon. Repeated re-
commendations have been made by the Division that the 4.2 chemical 
mortar, whichhas been tested and proven in combat, be adopted by 
the Marine Corps, A mortar battalion, consisting of two (2) 4.2 
companies and one (1) 155mm mortar company, has been recommened as 
the ideal organization which would permit the assignment of one (1) 
4.2 company to support each assault regiment while the 155mm com-
pany was held in general support under Division control. 

(3) The 37mm gun and the 75mm half track, with which 
the Regimental Weapons Companies were equipped for the operation, 
were used infrequently because of the difficult terrain and the 
vulnerability of. these weapons to enemy fire. The 37mm gun should 
be replaced by the 57mm gun in order to provide more adequate anti-
tank protection. The M7BI, now replacing tM 75mm half track, 
could have been used in the IWO JIMA operation as an indirect fire 
weapon when it was not possible to employ it in a direct fire role. 

(4) The Bazooka was designed primarily as an anti-
tank weapon and as such it has proven invaluable. For lack of a 
more suitable weapon, It has been used more frequently by assault 
teams as a direct fire weapon against fortified positions and caves. 
The need for a heavier direct fire weapon that could be carried by 
the assault team as a substitute for the Bazooka was keenly felt 
throughout the operation* It is believed that a rocket, emboding 
Bazooka-like characteristics but equipped with both a concrete-
piercing and fragmentation shell, should be developed. 

(5) Portable flame throwers were used extensively 
in assault work and in cleaning out caves. Their vulnerability to 
enemy fire arid the difficulties of servicing make it mandatory 
that at least one (l) flame thrower be retained in reserve for each 
one (1) in use. 

— — 
5 UNCmSwIEO 
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2. AVIATION 

(a) Support Aviation. 
(1) Defensive air cover including antisubmarine pa*-

trol, was adequate and efficient $rom time of mounting until com*-
pletion of assault phase. Preliminary air strikes were not su-
fficiently effective and the desired degree of neutralization was 
not obtained.- " 

(2) On'DOG-day, air attacks were delivered on the 
beaches and flanks prior to HQW-hour, and during the period H-55 
to H-35 caused an apparent- lull in naval gunfire, which was sch-
eduled to continue uninterruptedly with a limited maximum ordinete. 

(3) Air liaison parties operated under the super-
vision of unit air officers and commanders. Close liaison with 
naval gunfire and artillery' teams was initially obtained by direct 
contact with their liaison officers in the landing teams. Requests 
for air support were forwarded over voice radio on the single 
channel available and later over land wires. Direction of air at-
tacks was retained exclusively by CASCU, with whom radio commun-
ications were satisfactorily maintained throughout the operation* 

(4) Communication between AG-L teams and ASC was, ad-
equate; between ASC,- support aircraft, and .air coordinators* appar-
ently satisfactory; and between support aircraft and air support 
parties' non-existent, although equipment was available-

(5) Targets were marked by white phosphorous and 
yellow smoke* Yellow fluorescent front line panels were used to 
mark front lines and appeared satisfactory to support aircraft. 

(6) Air support missions were particularly effective 
when the heavier bombs with four-second-delay fuzes were used. In 
general, a lack of coordinated training of pilots with troops seem-
e.d ta be responsible for inordinately lengthy dummy runs being made, 
adversely affecting effective timing and resulting in excessive in-
tervals between origination of request and execution. 

(?) Dummy attacks were the rule rather than the ex-
ception, preceding all close support missions; they were only rare-
ly employed to cover an advance. 

(.8) Air liaison parties were not permitted to employ 
their VHF radios to control aircraft from the ground. This erbitr-.. arj^.limita^b^. abrogated the tentative veaolflWffii^^fi^^
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•procedure which stated that air liaison parties would not be de-
prived of this privilege. Air liaison perties suffered heavy . 
casualties working forward into positions from which to coach air-
craft* Many air liaison officers available were former aviators, 
and six naval aviators were with the combat teems end Division 
Headquarters. Any objection to turning over coaching control to 
"inexperienced 11 eir liaison parties Is therefore not valid. 

(9) The following comments and recommendations, are 
tendered on their merits: 

a. The planned air- support did not provide adequat-
:ely for exigencies such as might be reasonably expected from enemy 
.action, nor did it provide the minimum number of aircraft for sup-
port missions stipulated in our previous battle operation reports. 

b. Garrison fighter aircraft might have been em-
ployed earlier and more effectively for troop support missions if 
the pilots had trained with the Division, 

<3. Night air observers, repeatedly in demand by 
combat teams, should have been provided for in the Air Plan as re-
commended, and the subject given the widest dissemination; at least 
one air raid condition was caused partially by this omission. 

d. Armament did not provide 2000-pound and heavier 
bombs despite prior requests and recommendations contained in 
previous battle operation reports. 

c,. Since no dive bombers were part of the support 
carrier- group none were available to hit peculiarly defiladed 

¦ enemy targets which artillery reported- they could not reach. 

£. Air liaison parties should not be deprived of 
the privilege of coaching aircraft onto the targets, if air support 
is to be close and effective. 

g, Pilots of troop support aircraft should train 
Division,with the 

&. White phosphorous was used by friend and foe, 
often with confusing and dangerous results. Yellow smoke shell 
at present has a poor ballistic design but with improvement, cou-
ld more accurately be employed. „ , 

i.More data as to the allocation, number, anna-
¦ mint,.. a"nd type of aircraft, and times ?vajHiM)f|Ar£A#MMf|M*"' *¦-¦*¦*¦' iipliIAxjkirlrii?¦ 

7 -. 1111 IISillKll^iwMmCTIM.M flJr 
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H-hour strikes should be made available by higher authority and  
the Division permitted to plan coverage of targets in the Division  
zone of action.  

J.. Strategic priority to water installations was 
advocated in our prior air recommendations, and apparently ignored. 
POW's stressed the fact that lack of water was losing the war for 
them on IWO. 

k. The ordnance arming of carrier planes again  
proved too inflexible. Requests originated the night before for  
Napalm or specific bomb and fuzes were repeatedly ignored;, or the  
present  system is inadequate to effect the desired arming on reason-
able advance notice . 

1. Rehearsal air exercises were of little value to 
the Division. A minimum requirement should have provided for the 
air liaison parties being landed on KAHOOLAWE with sufficient troops 
to form front lines and display panels, while live ammunition was 
employed. 

(b) Air Observation 
(1) Plans and Preparations 

-a. Training of Air Observers Prior to the SAIPAN-
TINIAN operation, twenty-three officers ,had received air observa-
tion training and over half flew in combat during thet operation.
Upon returning to Maui, training was continued and seventeen off-
icers, ten of whom had had no previous training, attended a two-
week course at Naval Air Station Kehului; a one-week course at 
Hickam Field; and a four-week course at Naval Air Station, Kaneohe. 
Two tactical observers received training at JICPOA, CINCPOA, and 
four artillery observers attended a two-week course at SOSU, Naval 
Air Station, Ford Island. Upon return to Maui, observers trained 
with VMO-4 and naval air units up to the time of the Division's 
embarkation. During the rehear&al period off Haul, fifteen observ-
ers continued training at Naval Air Station, Kahului. The Division 
Air Observer G-roup comprised; nine officers from the Artillery 
Regiment; one officer from each infantry regiment, the Fourth Tank 
Battalion, and the Division Reconnaissance Company; two officers-
from the First JASCo, and four officers from Division Headquarters. 

-b. Plans for Employment Plans for employment of 
observers were designed to furnish tactical observation commencing 
immediately prior to How-hour on Dog-day; air spot for naval gun-
fire commencing on Dog-minus-three day; air spot for shore-based 
art i3jbe»ry t-.50%,commence as soon as artillery w*l%|^pOSf0Sf an(i prepared 
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to fire; night tactical observation, end special missions. Since 
the situation precluded use of OY-1 aircraft during early phases,
it was, necessary for the plan to be sufficiently flexible "to take 
full advantage of observers besed on carriers and other combat 
ships, and yet provide for the OY-1 aircraft to be shore-based with 
observers as soon as practicable. The plan was covered by Annex 
KIKE to Operation Plan No. 49-44, and provided for embarkation as 
set forth in the following table: 

EMBARKATION TABLE 

embarked with their respective units, prepared to fly on order. 

Ship plane Pilot Mission Observer 
USS CHESTER VOS Navy NGF 1Arty Obsr 
USS 
USS 

SALT LAKE CITY 
TENNESSEE 

VOS 
VOSVOS

¦ Navy 
Navy 

NOT 
NOT 

1 Arty Obsr 
1 Arty Obsr 

USS BILOXI VOS ¦ Navy NGF 1 Arty Obsr 
OY-1!s 

USS 
USS 

WAKE ISLAND 
SAdINAW BAY 

2 
2 

2 VMO-4 
2 VMO-4 

Arty Spot 3 Arty Obsrs 

USS MAKIN ISLAND 1 1 VMO-4 
USS BISMARCK SEA 2 2 VMO-4 Tactical 5 Tact Obsrs 
LST 
USS 

#776 
SARATO&A 

5 
TBM 

5 VMO-4 
Navy 

Arty Spot
Night Obsn 

2 Arty Obsrs 
1Tact Ober 

The five remaining officers who had received observation training 
were 

- 
&• Movement to Theater of Operations During the 

rehearsal periodat Maui from 3 January, to 18 January,. 1945, the 
fifteen observers assigned to combatant ships were temporarily 
attached to Naval Air Station, Kahului, The four observers assign-
ed for naval gunfire spot departed from Kaul 8 January, 1945, and 
embarked at Pearl shortly thereafter, while the remaining eleven 
observers departed Maui for Pearl 18 January, 1945, The one ob-
server for night tactical observation, and the two observers assign-
ed to LST #776 embarked at Fearl, The eight observers assigned to 
carriers departed Peerl by air on 21-22 January, 1945, arriving at 
Ulithi and embarking aboard assigned carriers on 25 January, .1945. 
On all combatant ships where observers were embarked, satisfactory ' 
.liaison was-, established with the Air Department, Intelligence," 
Gunnery, Operations, and "Communications. Aboard the USS BISMARCK 
SEA, arrangements were made for a receiver to monitor the SAO net 
and to make'-'.a transcription of ail transmissions on that net. All 
observers made a detailed study of the  plan arid' an in-'
tensive intelligence analysis of the theater of operations, The 
senior observer aboard the various combatant ships lectured sep-
arately t6 the air squadron aboard, all ship 1s officers t and to 

%  #11 ship's, personnel on the landing force phase of the operation 
and the of air observation. 1111Al1AHIPI 

«? t •.*  — —  
9  
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Prior to the departure from Ulithi, four pilots 
and radiomen on the USS BISKARCK SEA had been specifically assigned; ' 
to My observation missions. They were specially briefed in all. -. 
phases- of the and worked closely with observers while en-
route to IWO «JIKA.; This trained; pilot-observer teem was of great 
value, 'and the observations of pilot and radioman contributed ma-
terially to the .observer's reports. No flights were provided for 
observers of this Division during the rehearse! at TINIAN, . ; 

Vi*;;; 
(2) Activities During, Combat-Navjal gunfire Spot embfrked ona.. Air observers 

the four combatant ships -commenced air spot -for nevel gunfire on 
16 February, 1945, (Dog-minus -three: day)*, end continued through 28 • 

February, 1945, flying in OS2U 'a. Approximately 132 hours, were 
flown in the execution. of naval gunfire1 "spot missidn&.Trpm O$2U air-
craft, with highly satisfactory, results. During subsequent phases 
of the operation, on several oocasions, the tactical observers were 
employed ?to spot for nevel. gunfire. -

£• Artillery Air Spot From 20 February to 12 
March, 1945, air spot for shore-abased artillery was. provided con-
tinuously by observers embarked aboard the USS WAKE ..ISLAND-, flying 
in- TBM aircraft. On 26 February, 1945, two OY-l's which had been 
embarked aboard 'the USS WAKE ISLAND, landed ashore at MOTOYAKA Air-
field No. 1. Three OY~l f s landed ashore from USS MB! ISLAND and, 
USS SAG-INaW B&Y on 27 February; the remaining two of seven operation-
al OY-l's landed ashore from LST #776 with two artillery observers 
on 28 February. Between 26 February, and 4 March, four OY-l's were .-rendered unserviceable through enemy action in.the shelling of the 

were,airfield; however, by 4 March, four OY-l!s again in operation... 
Artillery spot was continued with one TBM and 'generally with one' 
QY-1 on station until the artillery was secured: however, two QY~lr s 
were on station for two or three days -from ebo'ut 6 March, 1945. A 
total of about 470 hours were flown by artillery spotters on ar-
tillery missions which, combined with'n?vai gunfire missions, total-
ed 602 hours. . 

From the observer's viewpoint,, air spot was 
satisfactory. Base points and targets were easily lqceted and re-^ . 
gis-trations quickly made* Artillery observers airborne ;in TBM air-* 
craft. were greatly by limited' observation' and diff-•,handicapped the '  
iculty of. maneuvering »". . : . 

* ,  
~ ~-c. Tactical dbservgtion Tactical observation -

commenced prior to How-hour on 19 February, ,l945 f Missions were  
flox^rn in TBK aircraft from the USS BISI^HCK SEA. Planes were armed  
only with defensive small-arms ammunitions^  
able : HH-10 
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Two tactical air observers were to fly pshore 
from the USS BISI'IARCK SEA in OY-1 aircraft on Division order, leav-
ing three tactical air observers aboard to continue observation in 
TBki---.' when carrier-be sed aircraft could operate ashore. The three 
tec. icel air observers aboard were to be shore-based, to continue 
observation in both OY-I's and TBK's.. The night tactical air ob-
server was to continue to operate from a carrier until ordered a-
shore, Supplementing the primary tactical air. observers were the 
five officers who had received observation training and could be -ordered to fly on order* . 

On the evening of Dog-plus-two, SI February, 1945, 
the USS BISMARCK SEA was sunk by enemy action.. The five tactical 
air observers aboard, and one OY-1 pilot x*ere rescued later that 
evening, having been in the water up to three hours. 

From 22-26 February, the Division was without,. 
its own tactical observation but immediately upon frrival of OY^l's 
ashore, tactical observation was commenced with secondary observers 
and one volunteer officer flying missions. Upon return of the 
regular tactical air observers, a definite schedule was maintained 
with tactical observation being furnished continually until the 
Division was secured. At that time, one OY-1 was operational and 
able to maintain observation flights, Only one tactical observa* 
tion flight was flown in carrier-ba sed aircraft from MOTOYAKA Air-
field No, 1, -a special mission for VAC. 

One observer from Fourth Marine Division, one 
from Fifth Marine Division, and two from Third Marine wereDivision ' 
embarked aboard the USS SARATOGA for night tactical observation 
missions to commence D-day evening, It was hoped that day and night 
observation would be continuous. Five missions, totalling twenty-
five hours, were flown by the night tactical observers through D-
and D-plus-one evening; weather conditions and an air raid caused 
partially by faulty IFF, arid an inadequate dissemination of the 
flight plan were factors hampering the success of this very much 
needed and new type of observation. On the early evening of D-
plus-two, 21 February, the USS SARATOGA was subjected to an air 
attack and after sustaining heavy dfmage, was forced to retire from 
the. theater of operations. 

Several successive night, pre-dawn, and dusk-
to-darkness flights were performed by tactical fir observers in 
OY-1 aircraft. Grround troops report that enemy mortrr and artillery 
fire was, field to a minimum during darkness, when observation planes 
were kept on. station. The presence of plane overherd resulted 
-ifts-e-nem-y.,.. forces' being less willing to revealkffettkfeKoaifcfcQiraiMilg11*!^ 
tixx*^ -

p 
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Heavy end accurate anti-aircraft and small-arms 
fire was received throughout the opera tion. Observation planes 
with Fourth Marine Division Observers were hit many times; one pi-
lot being wounded and evacuated. The observer effectively piloted 
the aircraft from the rear seat after the pilot was hit, until just-
prior to the landing. 

Although the $nemy anti-aircraft fire was in-
tense, all observers agree that our artillery, mortars, and naval 
gunfire constituted the chief hazard. To stay above the trajectory 
and get results was impossible, and there was no reliable way of 
tabulating when or where fire would be laid. With complete know-
ledge of trajectories at various ranges with various charges, angle
of fall, and maximum ordinates for artillery, mortars, rockets, and * 

naval gunfire, it was still usually impossible to judge which batter-
ies were firing, and from what direction « .It was therefore neces-
sary most of the time to nfeel one's way in", judging by nearby 
bursts, or by flying, when practicable, along the coastline of the 
island. : 

A total of about 260 hours was flown by tactical 
observers, of which 100 hours were in TBM aircraft and 160 hours in 
QY-1 aircraft, 

-$L. Liaison on", the Ground Observers bivou?ced 
with VMO-4 near the airfield, thus facilitating liaison. Contin-
uous contact was maintained with Division Headquarters and the ar-
tillery regiment, and- frequent visits were'' made to front 
Communication with Division Headquarters- was by radio and 

c.. Commun ications The SAO net was uaed 
communications between SAC, Division Headquarters, RCT's, 

line units. 
telephone. 

only for 
BLT's, 

and tactical air observers in TBM's. No difficulty was encountered 
on this net during the thi-ee days' operation by Division observers. 
To limit the traffic on the Fifth Division SAO net only Fourth . 
Division Headquarters was permitted to transmit. The Reconnaiss-
ance Net, used with the OY-l's, included Division Headquarters, 
RCT's and BLT's. For a period of about two days, 4 and 5 March, 
sporadic enemy jamming was experienced and a frequency shift was 
made for one' day only. 

(3) Conclusions and fiecommendations. 

a. Consideration should be given to the advisabil-
ity of organizing all tactical and gunnery air observers into a 
special section of Division Headquarters. 

Observers with 
e rally available for flying. At present, air-

12 
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included in the Tables of Organization for a Marine Division. All 
tactical and gunnery fir observers authorized in Letter of Instruc-
tion #929, should be included in the Tables of Organization for a 
Marine Division. 

-b. Operation end. Employment of OY-l's It is re-
commended that all OY-l-f s be equipped and armed with six bazookas 
(rocket launcher 2,36 tt M9AI) for purposes of accurately pin-
pointing targets for support fires. 

-
£. Operations in Carrier-Based Aircraft It is 

strongly recommended that carrier-based observers fly in SNJ, SBD, . 
or SB2C aircraft. The TBM is unsatisfactory for use as an observ-
ation plane. Its design restricts vision in the turret, to the 
port side; in the belly, to two small ports (approximately 18" *x 
12" ); and in the greenhouse, by the wings, to directly ahead or 
astern. The TBK is not sufficiently maneuverable to keep a- de-
finite area under observation continuously, or for adequate evasive 
action. It is not suitable to fly at low altitudes over enemy in-
stallations for extended periods of time. 

Allobservation planes should have dual controls  
to enable the observer to maintain the plane in flight and to land  
the plans in the event the pilot is hit.  

Minimum allocation should provide eight tactical 
air observers with primary duties as follows: three night observers 
on night -opera ting carriers; three on one carrier for day tactical 
observation, and two observers as standby s aboard c third carrier 
in a separate carrier division. 

A pilot-observer team for tactical observation  
should fly together in training and throughout the operation, mov-
ing ashore together.  

During the operation, targets of opportunity 
discovered required immediate action and included active enemy 
artillery, rocket or mortar positions, and enemy troops concentra-
tions. Inherent delays in the present system more frequently than 
not allowed the enemy to escape- The armament of observation 
planes, carrier-based, in the IWO operation did not permit taking 
these targets under fire even with permission of the Support Air 
Commander. On several occasions, air strikes went into targets, 
located by air observers and were observed to miss completely* Had 
the observer led in the strike, better results might have been 
expected. It is recommended that observation planes be armed with 
half-explosive and half-colored smoke rocke^f|i;ll|lWiltft^^J;#w«r»ii\ or mark targets, the initial vfflflj¥ ftlfVf§»lrll 
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direct-support ettack aircraft guarding the SAO net should operate
with tactical observers to hit such targets of opportunity as are 
located, reported, and marked by observers. 

(c) VKO~4 Operations 

(1) Preparations. 

£. In preparation for the IWb JIKA operation one 
officer, one enlisted man, and $even aircraft were sent to Gruem in 
December, 1944. At G-uan the plfnes had wings attached to the fuse-
lages, engines checked, and were put aboard carriers for 'the comr 
ing operation. 

b. On 31 December, 1944, twenty enlisted men em-
barked aboard the APA 207 at Kahului Harbor, On 4 January,. ¦.Kaui^1945, seventeen enlisted men and one officer embarked aboard. the 
APA 35, Fifteen men and, one officer transferred from this shir-
to the LST #776 at Pearl Harbor; 0n"8 January, 1945, one Warrant" ' 

Officer and two enlisted men, plus Squadron' gear, embarked aboard -the AEA 60 fit Kahului Harbor, Haul, and' sailed for Fearl Harbor. 
On 22 January, 1945, LST #776 sailed fr6m Fearl Harbor; AKA $0 and: 
*ipA 33 sailed from Pearl Harbor 28 Janufry, 1945 all enroute 
to the objective. 

jc. On 22 January, 1945, six officers flew to 
G-uam; here, they were assigned aircraft. On 9 February, they flew 
their aircraft to Sai-an and embarked aboard carriers on 11 Feb^ 
ruary* Two officers and two. planes went aboard the USS BISKAHJK 
SEA; two officers and two planes went aboard the USS SAG-INAWBAYj 
two officers and two planes went aboard the USS WAKE ISLAND; and 
one officer and one plane went aboard the USS KhJCIN ISLAND.: 

(2) Flight Opergtlons 

c,. In the evening of D-plus-2, the USS BISIIi-RCK 
SLA (CVjt; 95) was sunk by enemy action. Of the two pilots VKO-4 
had aboard this ship only one- was rescued. Both of the Squadron's 
aircraft were lost. 

To, On the morning of 25 February (D-plus-6)-, two 
officers and fifteen enlisted men came ashore and rroceeded to 
KOTOYAI'IA Airfield.No. 1, Signal equipment was immediately s.et u?^ 
and radio contact was established with units of the Fourth Farine 
Division. The ground crew prepfred to receive the first planes 
and to begin flight operations. . 

<c. The following morning, 26 February (D-plus-7), 
two planes flew in from c carrier; the fir^'-- 14 
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land on IWO JHLn, Flight operations commenced on the same dry. On 
27 February* (E-plus~8) , the three remaining planes aboard., the carri-
trs flew ashore. This sane day an attempt was made, to fly one OX-1 
from the Brodie.aear on LS? #776. ' 

The hook failed and the plane 
went into the water; both pilot and rassenger were recovered unin-
jured. 

d. On the evening of 28 February (D-r>lus~9), a 
night mission was requested in order to locate, or hold -down, en-
emy fire. Since it was experimental, only the pilot went on the 
mission* This we s one of the first times that OY-lfs had been used 
for night flying in combat. The flight proved to be of value to the 
division, and, therefore, more missions of this type were flown on 
following nights. The airstrip was not illuminated at night since 
the enemy still had' observation of the field, *. bad crosswind plus 
lack of proper instruments in the planes made night flying hazard-
ous. 

£. On 1inarch, (D~plus-lO), using an improvised 
releasing gear, the two remaining plenes were flown off LST #776. 
The Squadron now had seven operating planes ashore. 

t 

£. Enemy artillery and mortar fire continued to 
fall on the airstrTp while the Squadron was operating. Besides 
wounding one enlisted man, consider? ble damage was done to the air-
craft. Two planes were damfged beyond repfir and the remaining 
planes received dfmage necessitating immediate repair. On 2 Karen, 
(D-plus-11), one plane met with a mishap while landing. This acc-
ident put another plane out of operation, leaving only four oper-
ational plfnes in the Squadron. 

£. On 5 March (D-plus-14), while flying a tactical 
mission, a plane was hit be enemy machine-gun fire and the pilot 
received wounds in the leg and arm. He wfs able to fly his r<lrne 
back to the airstrip and made a safe landing. His wounds were such 
as to warrant evacuation and he was flown to G-uam that day. 

h. Bazookas, having been installed on one air-
craft, were tested against K^NGrCKU Rock on 9 Farch (D-r>lus-18) , 
using both antitank and -white phosphorous rockets. Though per-
forming satisfactorily, their use was never scheduled on TsO-Jl¥&. 

i.. On 11 Karch. (D-plus-20), the Fourth I.'arine 
Division Artillery was officially secured. Thereafter, the Squad-
ron had no scheduled flights, but remained on call for tactical 
missions only. Flight operations were secured entirely on 17 Karch 
(P~plus-26). «¦*¦**¦ a »•¦»•

15 UNCL4SHNED 
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J.. During the nineteen days of Squadron operations
against the enemy on IWO JlfcA, this unit flew a total of one hundred 
and ninety-four (194) missions, 'accumulating three hundred and six-
ty-six end four tenths (366.4) hours. Allmissions were flown over 
enemy territory at altitudes ranging from ground level to one thou-
sand^ (1,©00) feet. The scheduled length of a mission was two hours; 
the average, one and nine tenths, (1.9; hours, the discrepancy being 
frequently due to engine trouble while in the fir, necessitating the 
return of the erfft prior to the? completion of the mission. Plights 
where no difficulty was encountered averaged a duration of two and 
three tenths (2.3) hours, the longest mission being three and two 
tenths (3.2) hours. During fourteen of the nineteen operational 
days, two planes we c on station at all times from dawn to dusk; 
one plane flying an artillery spotting mission, the other flying for 
tactical observation. This rotation of aircraft presented a defin-
ite hindrance to proper engine upkeep, and was a contributing fact-
or, along with enemy action, to the early depletion of operative 
aircraft. Enemy fire was encountered frequently while in the air. 
Some of the planes thft were hit needed major repairs while others 
needed only minor rep? irs. No airplane from this unit was lost to 
enemy fire while on a flight. 

/ 

k. Combat experience in the IWO JIKA operation 
demonstrated that the mere presence of a plpne over enemy territory 
helped considerably in holding down mortpr end Prtillery fire. 

vf lupble pnd dusk;Plights for this purpose were most at dawn that 
is, before support pviption wps on station, end pfter it had been 
secured. Also, enemy mortar and artillery flashes could be seen 
better during these periods. ; 

(3) Brodie G-ear 

£. The Brodie System, as us ed by this Squadron, 
might well be termed a failure. The initial trial in December, 
1944, was unsuccessful, and resulted in the loss of one aircraft 
from VMO-4 and one from VMO-5. 

b. One aircraft was lost at Saipan. on 14 Febru-
ary, 1945. This plane was attempting to take off. Investigation  
revealed the cause to be a faulty hook of the launching gear which  
was unable to hold the suspended weight of the loaded OY-1.  

c.. On 1March (D-plus-10), two aircraft were 
successfully launched from LST #776. This was made possible by 
suspending the plane on the launching gear by the main hook used 
in landing, thereby rendering the pilot-controlled release ineffec-
tive. Release from the cable was effected*t|y an emergency trip 
which released the five-foot suspension cewimSi^imXl, as the plane. 
In one instance this cable crashed into the jUpMvm cs? the^plah^ •«-

16
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ripping out the plexi-glass. This was a radical method of launch-
ing and is not recommended, except under emergency conditions. 

3. NAVAL CKJNFIKE 
(a) Training; and Planning for Operation 

(1) NG-F personnel of the Division functioned together 
on numerous occasions prior to the operation. CPX's were held, both 
in camp and in the field, for battalions, regiments and Division. 
In addition all teams performed normal functions on. maneuvers in the 
MAALAEA BaY area and on TINIAN ISLAND. This training is felt to 
ijve been fully adequate with the one exception that the late assign-
ment of several of the NLO's prevented them from personally taking 
part in the majority of these exercises and becoming familiar with 
their teams and supported units. Teams conducted simulated prob-
lems with fire support ships assigned in direct support for the 
operation from positions ashore on TINIAN ISLAND, "Some of the DD !s 
to be employed on the operation took part in simulated missions 
with teams in the l-iA^L^EA B^X area and actually fired missions for 
spotters on KAHOOLAW£ ISLAND. No opportunity was provided for con-
ferences aboard fire support ships. 

(2) This Division was the instigator of a series of 
conferences among unit commanders and staff officers as to the pro-
per employment, problems and potentialities of all supporting arms. 
NGF was well represented and particularly stressed at each of these 
gatherings. Following several Division conferences which thorough-
ly covered all general aspects of the problem, individual units 
called on their own liaison officers to carry the principles along 
to individual members of their commands. Allunit commanders . 
appeared to be vitally interested in these conferences and it is 
felt that constructive stejps were taken in bringing about a more 
thorough understanding of the proper employment of NG-F throughout 
the chain of command. All NLo"'s kept their commanding officers 
and staffs well informed and abreast of the situation relative to 
NG-F, day to day. 

(5) The method of coordinating Artillery, NG-F and 
Air support was sc complied in lower echelons of this command 
through the medium of conferences involving all three liaison off-

Involved,icers end the operations officer or commander of the unit 
On the Division level particularly close contact was maintained be-
tween the NG-F officer and the operations officer of the 14th Marines 
Through personal contact and telephonic communications NG-F and 
Artillery kept well aware of each others activities. This usually 

vtopk- care of"coordination with Corps Artillery also. The Coordln-
t% Ration -and cooperation of the 14th Marines ttUjp»jffl&w&sftffiVrfa tff^j^ 
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ing throughout the operation* Personal contact 
was always present between' Division NGF end Air officers. Each ' 

kept the other informed of hie activities and coordination in the 
Division was good. However on several occasions NG-F was not noti-
fied in sufficient tine of air activities planned by higher ech-
elons. This brought about several instances where ships were still 
faring when planes came in, simply because warnings had* not had time 
to be sufficiently distributed. 

(4) Division NGF was kept fully abreast of the sit-
uation throughout the operation by the D-3 section, particularly 
close liaison was maintained between NG-F and D-3 as they occupied 
adjacent sectors of the same dugout. A^l lower echelons reported 
that unit commanders kept them fully advised of all operation plane. 

(5) It is felt that too much cannot be done in the 
furtherance of the coordination conferences between units and lia-
ison officers of supporting arms. Excellent steps were taken prior 
to this operation but it is impossible to have too close an under-
standing between infantry units and supporting arms. This must go 
down as far as the individual rifleman. In the final phase of train-
ing for any operation SFCP teams must work closely with units which 
they willsupport. It is recommended that on future operations
radio exercises with fire support ships at the advanced staging 
area be. conducted with SFCF teams aboard their respective ships-, 
thus incorporating the exellence of the exercise and precluding e,ny 
chance of loss or damage to equipment at such a. late date. ,Ifpos-
sible all fire support ships to be employed on en operation should 
take pert in a.11 preliminary operations and maneuvers. It is also 
highly recommended that in future operations conferences aboard di-
rect support ships be arranged for all SFOF teams involved. 

(t>) Observations on Effect of Scheduled N$F. 

(1) It is estimated that approximately ten percent 
(10$) of the beach defenses were knocked out and all enemy troops 
neutralized by scheduled bombardment in RCT S3 zone of action. 
Destruction wes -principally accomplished by heavy caliber shells. 
High velocity guns were not knocked out on the flanks and automatic 
weapons from emplacements along abuttments of the airfield to the 

slopesfront were active. Sorters from the flanks and reverse ex-
acted heavy casualties on the beaches. Construction of emplacements, 
in conjunction with terrain, rendered area fires largely ineffec-
tive, although observation revealed it possible to close small 
caves with 5"/ projectiles. Directed fire  
to have littlie effect U] on the area surrou:  
25 zone of action large pillboxes on beach -- 18 
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by heavy crliber fire prior to the landings. Effect of 5", rocket 
fnd mortar fires on beaches was not visible due to the sandy nature 
of the beach. The rolling barrage screened initial waves suffici-
ently to enable them to organize on the beach but enemy riflemen 
had held their positions and were 'able to fire through the barrage 
from the right flank. Most emplacements observable from seaward 
were destroyed and the fire received came from reverse slopes and 
emplacements further .inland. 

(2) With the terrain and type 'defense employed by the 
enemy on this ialand, area coverage loses almost all value. All 
fire must be pin-pointed on targets ifdestruction is to be obtain-
ed, 

(The pre-Dog day bombardment was far too. brief to enable. 'my 
ships to definitely locate many targets, let alone destroy them. 
Bad weather, coupled with brief time allotted, permitted ships to 
fire through areas only. In the operation two facts were obvious: 
(1) far more end heavier fires were needed on the flanks in depth, 
and (2) the rolling barrage was an excellent instrument in neutral-
izing areas but did little destruction. The reduction of enemy 
strong points and the total destruction of the bulwarks of defense 
must be accomplished in a carefully planned and more carefully ex-
ecuted pre-Dog day bombardment. 

(c) Call Fire Phase 

(1) The present organization and doctrine for call fires 
is considered satisfactory. 

(2) Every attempt was made throughout the operation to 
maintain coordination between adjacent units. Units communicated 
with one another and discussed their respective situations. No 
unit fired into another unit fs zone of action without the specific 
permission of the commander of the unit involved, A close check 
was maintained at all times of front line positions of all units -and the line of fire of each ship was kept under constant surveil-
lance, Effectiveness' of coordination in illumination was particu-
larly stressed in the latter stages of the operation due to limit-
ations on number of star shells available. Here one ship illumin-
ated for as many as ti^ree units. Higher echelon coordination proved 
particularly effective. The sth Marine Division.proved themselves 
especially cooperative, at all times in assisting our advance by 
promptly taking under fire any areas in. their zone which were-hold-
ing up our advance, Similiar cooperation was obtained from the 3d 
Marine Division, £11 Involved reacted promptly on all- reports of 
starshell cases or short rounds and the number of instances of both 

• . . . .were at a minimum. *?* % .' ' 
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(3) Approximately 750 call fire missions were fired 
"by units of the Division on the operation. Roughly 20-25$ were 
fired by spotters, 50-60$ by air spot/ b% direct fire and the re-
maining unobserved fires. Results obtained were generally good. 
In most instances neutralization only was obtained. Due to the 
nature of terrain over which th| Division operated air spot was in-
valuable • V 

(4) Deep harassing fires were employed at night, main-
ly as counter-battery measures. Little destruction W3s obtained but 
almost lvariebly these fires would force enemy guns to cease firing. 
Some interdiction fire was also employed. 

(5) On one occasion call fires were brought within 
100 yards of friendly troops. In this instance a spotter was a-
board the firing ship and communications with front line units 
were excellent. Fires were walked to within 200 yards of friendly 
troops on several occasions and as a rule NG-F was employed as close 
as 400 yards. The 1200 fs ammunition was mainly responsible for 
these close supporting fires. Ships capable of efficiently em-
ploying this type ammunition proved excellent supporting units and 
it cannot be too strongly urged that 1200 fs ar.huhitioh 
be used during the major portion of all future shore fire bombard-
ment exercises. 

(6) Air burst was not extensively used due to the fact 
that the enemy was seldom caught in the open. When employed it was 
very effective* WP was used principally for marker salvos. Some 
units mixed it with HE and recommended its 'further use in such a 
manner. Rockets and mortars were especially adaptable for large 
area coverage in night harassing end interdiction fires* Forty and 
twenty millimeter fires were used mainly along the coast firing up 
draws and into caves. They were very satisfactory in this assign 
ment. On several occasions spotters went aboard destroyers and 
fired forty millimeter along the coast. 

(7) When air spot was employed the SFCP was on the 
same frequency with the plane but usually was unable to contact the 
plane by radio necessitating relaying of all messages through the 

.firing ship. It was the concensus of opinion in the Division that 
due to the nature of the terrain air spot was indispensable. The 
continued employment of VOF spot planes is most strongly recommend-
ed with even larger numbers available for each operation-it possible. 

s 

(&) Fire Support Ships > 

(1) The relief and assignment of ships worked out ex-
cellently on the operation. The one di 

20 
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fact that on occasion ships were assigned later than de sirsole in 
the day. The principle of all reliefs being made prior to 1600 
esch day should be adherred to as much as possible. When addition-
al shirs were required higher echelons proved particularly cooper-
ative in securing them if they were available. During the closing 
phases of the operation there were not enough ships made available 
to provide proper illumination. 

(2) Allships proved cooperative and delivered prompt, 
effective fires. Some were rated as excellent and others as less 
so, but all were generally satisfactory. All appeared eager to do 
every thing possible for SFCP f s. In several instances spotters .. 
were able to coach ships onto targets in order that they might em-
ploy direct fire methods. 

(3) This Division continually employed one or toore  
gunboats along the coast on the right flanks Their use proved  
very effective, particularly in the early stages of the campaign 
when a spotter from the right flank battalion spotted fires from  
the flag gunboat. It is believed that in future operations it  
would be well worth while for units operating along a cofst line  
to so employ a spotter* This Division used a replacement spotter 
for this mission until casualties ashore forced" his recall. 

* 
The  

work of all "types of gunboats was expecially commendable through-
out the operation.  

(4) In the early stages of the operation a Division 
general support ship was assigned the Division and excellent use 
was made thereof. The ship was instructed to come up on the Div-
ision NG-F Common net and was employed in deep support, emergency 
missions and with air spot on observed targets in" the Division 
zone of action. Assigned to the. Division for two days the USS SANTA 
FE proved extremely cooperative and continually functioned in a  
highly effecient and effective manner ft the most trying stage of  
the operation. At one time this ship was in communication with a  
battalion spotter, a battalion liaison officer and the Division  
NG-F officer and was simultaneously illuminating/ firing call  
missions and maintaining a harassing schedule in a most capable  
manner. It is recommended that plans for all future operations  
include a general support ship, preferably a cruiser, assigned to  
Division both dry and night. The lack of such a ship was severe-
ly felt later in the operation.  

(c) Scheduled Fires During Continuation of the Attack. 

(1) The extreme difficulties of the terrain which were 
continually encountered %n the Division zone of action rendered•' preparation fires less than is nolllrtifllI1rtifllKric#||^#jPi1pffc^p| 
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neutralization was obtained  In'almost every instance. 
(2) Harassing and interdiction fires' with NG-F were 

held  to a minimum whenever the "areas coulckbe covered by artillery. 
as %cry effective. 'As fired they were reported  Mortar barrages 

were particularly adaptable  for- these fires. . . 

(3) Due to the fact that the enemy took every possi-
ble advantage of the abundance of natural cover and concealment, 
and reinf6rced his positions with the strongest type of forti-
fications, counter-battery fires> in our zone of action did not 
prove effective to the goal of destruction. Batteries were sil-
enced through neutralization but it was impossible to knock many 
of them out since no direct line of fire could be obtained. 

(4) In terrain of this type, fires must be placed  
on pin-point targets rather than in areas. Air spot is virtually  
the only successful means of observation. Destruction of targets-,  
while still sought after, is not to be expected in too many in-
stances unless a line of fire is available to allow the ship to  
employ direct fire. ,  

(5) Star shell illumination wfs the only type em-
ployed by this Division. In the late stages of the campaign ar-« 
rangeme'nts were made for searchlight illumination along coastal 
areas to the front, but such steps were never taken as the situa-
tion changed shortly thereafter. Coordination of illumination be-
tween Divisions consisted of  passing on to Corps, and to each other, 
positions of ships end line  of fire to be employed. On occasion 
when. leek of illumination or point of illumination was detrimental 
to an adjacent unit, adjustments, were quickly made. The Division 
attempted to hold the rate of fire for star shell illumination to 
one round every ten minutes except in cases of emergency. This  
rate is believed to be adequate, even though it was often exceed-
ed due to the ni^ht infiltration tactics of the. enemy. Allunits  
place star shell illumination above all other methods available  
and no casualties were reported in the Division from star shell  
cases.  

(f ) Effectiveness of SFCP Personnel, 

(1) The number of personnel  supplied to Division and 
regiments! teams is the minimum number for manning necessary nets  
and radio sets. At least two more radio operators per team could  
be gainfully employed. These teams were enabled to' function  
efficiently on this operation through two expediencies; the use 
of radar beacon men as watchstanders on radio nets and the early 
cessation of the Division NOT Common net due to heavy losses in- ~ 22 
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radio materiel suffered by regimental end battalion teams* The 
number of personnel furnished battalion teems is believed to be 
sufficient, particularly when it is borne in mind that these teams 
must be extremely mobile, it is felt, however, that a number of 
trained personnel should be held in reserve for these teams as 
replacements, since casualties must be expected to run high in 
assault battalion teems. 

(2) Due to the :;fact that the majority of SFCF per-
sonnel of this command have operated together on several operations, 
the status of training could be called very adequate. Among some 
of the newer personnel there was a lack of sufficient training in 
radio materiel and infantry tactics. This can be mainly attributed 
to the late assignment of many of these men and officers to this 
unit prior to the operation and can be adequately dealt with be-
fore again moving into combat „ It is felt that c communications 
officer of warrant or commissioned rank would prove extremely val-
uable as officer in charge of technical communications training of 
NG-F personnel. During operations he would act as officer in charge 
of communications with the Division team. 

(g) Equipment , 
(1) Communication' equipment furnished for the opera-

tion was sufficient and adequate. Facilities for replacement of 
equipment, parts, repairs, etc. were adequate, largely through the 
cooperation* and efforts of the communications officers of the units 
to which SFCP teams were attached. 

(2) It is recommended that the SCR 694 replace TBX 
and SCR 264 sets. If this is impossible arrangements should 
be made to provide a quieter generator for the foregoing sets. 
Each assault battalion should be provided with an SQR 300 channel. 
This is essential to early communications. Allbattalion teams 
should have crystals installed in SCR 536 sets on the same fre-
quencies as fire support ships. These little sets, so equipped, 
proved life savers in the initial confusion and disorganization on 
the beach. 

(3) The Radar Beacon was not used by SFCF units of 
this Division. Four beacons were taken ashore. One was lost on ¦ 
the beach from enemy action; another was being put in operation 
when it web knocked out by enemy fire; the other two were not used 
at all. The terrain did not lend itself to the use of this line-
of-sight beacon, and when finally high ground was gained, firing 
was in limited areas. In exercises conducted prior to the opera-
tion the beacons were successfully employed, however, and, their 
use is recommended in any terrain -permitting proper line^f^^feilCi 

-83 - limn yssfiitv*-iIHit*.now** 
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(4) Equipment other than communication proved ad-
equate. 

(h) Operational Features . 
(1) The practice of SFCP- officers going aboard, de-

stroyers and actually spotting fires into enemy installations , 
proved very valuable on this operation since in ©any instances the 
deep ravines in which installations were located opened to. the see 
and could be observed by the experienced eye from seaward. 

(2) The time allotted for pre-Dog day fires was much 
too brief to allow sufficient accurate, destructive fires to be 
placed in vitBl areas. NG-F on and after Dog day is rated as ex-
cellent, bearing in mind that the extreme difficulty of the terrain 
rendered destructive fires impossible in the majority of Instances. 

(i) G-eneral Recommendat ions. 
(1) It is believed that the presence of at least one 

NGF spotter aboard a free gunboat is the solution to the problem of 
control during the unstable shipvto-shore period. Spotters so sit-
uated can control fires even more capably than personnel in free 
LVT»s, as heretofore? ttemt ted, and in 'addition can furnish invalu-
able assistance from the seaward along the flanks after the SFCF 
has established itself ashore. 

(2) The numerous changes in firing ships necessitated 
by changing situations between the time of conception of an opera-
tion plan and the time of landing lends to the general confusion of 
last minute corrections. It is therefor felt that the assignment 
of fire support ships by type rather than by name, would lend it-
self more reedily to the planning of NOF. (Example: DD-1, DD-2 
instead of LEUTZE, KcC^LL"), An up-to-date list of ship assignments 
would have to be furnished units at regular intervals. 

(5) In order to obtain the accurate, destructive 
fires necessary in the pre-Dog day bombardment it is felt that the 
presence of experienced SFCF officers aboard ships assigned to sec-
tors in the Division zone of action is desirable. The Division 
recommends that Navel liaison officers and spotters of the initial 
Division reserve be placed aboard cruisers end battleships assigned 
to the Division zone of action in the pre-Dog Day bombardment. 
Arrangements could be made for the transfer of these officers to 
the Division control vessel the morning of Dog-day. It is further 
recommended that these officers be empowered to direct the fire« 
of ships e,gainst enemy installations and areas which they are able 
to/'obssrve , or' have spotted on maps and Aftiifjl1^ A close coordina-
tion|be*fc weef\ these officers and ships 1 verye ajrffJffCTfe m j^*#gemed 
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advisable, and complete' cooperation with Landing Force gunnery plans 
necessary. '  

. . 

4. ARTILLERY 
(a) Standard artillery tactics and doctrine were em  

ployed in the IWO JIltA operation and proved adequate and sound.  
Experience gained in this operation indicates that improvement in  

•execution  of existing doctines and the adoption of new techniques 
must "be a continuous process. 

(b) According to the standard -operating procedure for  
the Division, Division artillery landed es a unit and no attachment  
to infantry units was made. This sch -me of landing again proved to  
be sound, particularly in view of the difficult beach conditions  
during the initial stages. Normal direct support assignments were  
followed throughout the operation.  

(c) The reinforcement of Division artillery by the 155mm 
Howitzer Battalions of Corps Artillery was satisfactory, except  
that during critical periods additional corps artillery would have  
been highly desirable*. It is considered that the minimum corps  
artillery in support of three Marine Divisions should consist" of  
four 155mm Howitzer Battalions in order to provide one reinforcing 
battalion per division, permitting the remaining howitzer battalion  
to be used in general support. The nature of the terrain encounter-
ed on IWO JIM made the high-angle features of the 155mm Howitzer  
Battalion highly desirable in reaching def lifted positions, and it  
is believed that 155mm guns, now constituting the corps artillery  
organization, would heve been unsuitable for the mission of rein-
forcing division artillery. Attention is invited to the fact that  
the primary mission of corps artillery is to reinforce the fires  
of Division artillery, which*, even in its present organization of  
three 105mm Howitzers Battalions end one 155mm Howitzer Battalion,  
represents minimum artillery require cents to support a marine  
division in an attack against light or average resistance. Normal  
concepts dictate that division artillery must be reinforced by  
several battalions :of corps artillery howitzers in order for the  
division to accomplish its mission in operations against heavier,  
than .average resistance. 

(d) High*-angle fire was executed several times during 
the operation but experience proved thft in terrain with limited 
visibility this type fire is harder to control and cannot be brought 
in as close to front line troops as normal low^angle fire. 

(c) For detailed operations of 4th Marine Division ar-
tillery', see,, Annex Item^ Division Artillery A iHt-irif*!I 
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5. TANKS 
- (a) Tank companies wigre attached to RCT !s in the normal 

manner for landing, each company being embarked in three LSM's. 
This method of landing in LSM'e, in view of the "beach conditions, 
proved exceedingly satisfactory. Some difficulty was experienced 
in fitting the Information from.tank reconnaissance parties -.back; 
to %0% commanders end tank uriitd prior to tanks landing. Addition-
al training, reorganization* of 'tank reconnaissance personnel, and- • 

the establishment of a standard' procedure for tank reconnaissance 
; ; ¦¦is indicated. 

' 
.  .•• 

(b) The rugged, Jumbled terrain encountered in the 
Division zone qf action precluded maximum use. of tanks in support 
of infantry. Under similar conditions in the future and after in-
tensive training .in field artillery methods

r > tank units willbe 
able/ to support the attack with indirect fire, augmenting the fire 
power of infantry weapons and artillery. 

(c) Flame throwing tanks and bulldozer tanks were in-
valuable, and additional tanks of these types should be included in 

•the organization of.a tank' battalion.  .. 

. (d) For detailed operations of the 4th Tank Battalion,  
see Annex Jig, 4th Tank; Battalion Report , »'  

6.. ROCKETS >  

'  (a) Again the massed fire power of the 4,5 barrage rock-
et exerted a marked influence on the- successful outcome of the IWO 
JlkA operation. This short-range weepon was repeatedly used by the. 
infantry to neutralize' centers of resistance and to thicken pre-
paratory fires prior to an attack. 

(b) Training of- the Ist Provisional Rocket Detachment  
prior to the operation was seriously handicapped by the- Ifte re-
ceipt of ammunition and material end by the transfer of -one-half  
of experienced personnel of the detachment to the sth Marine- Div-
ision late in the training period. Intensive rocket training was  
conducted for approximately one month prior to embarkation for "•IWO JIMA, ¦ 

(c) The first  section wes attached to RCT 25 and the 
second  section to SOT 23 for the operation, The Provisional Rock-

headquarters assigned group. Theet, detachment was- to the support " 
sections landed generally as planned, although, in view of the 
congested beach conditions and the lack of access roads inland., it 
is considered that they were landed toa^rly. Because of these - - 1*A| ft . . 
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conditions the first use. of rockets did not occur until D. plus 3, 

(d) The rocket trucks drew enemy mortar, rocket, or 
artillery fire practically every time a rocket was fired, and many
times while the trucks were being moved into position. Therefore, 
it was. important that the vehicles maneuver rapidly into a position,
fire the barrage, and move back to a rear area assembly point* 
When an intensive barrage was desired in a certain area,' a section, 
consisting of six trucks, would fire one barrage, reload from 
ammunition carried in the trucks, and fire again. This double 
barrage took less than five minutes and consisted of 432 rounds. 

(c) Much greater and closer support was fired by the 
rocket detachment on this operation than on the Saipan or Tinian 
operation. The sections were used frequently to -fire preparatory 
barrages prior to an attack/ then increase the range and fire 
barrages in support of the attack as the troops advanced. As a 
safety factor rocket barrages were normally, fired at least 300 
yards forward of the front lines. However, on this operation the 
infantry demanded closer support during critical stages end it is 
estimated that 12 to 15 barrages were fired less than 200 yards 
forward of the front lines. 

(f) Effective conduct of fire was greatly impaired by 
the lack of a forward observer team with each section end by the 
inadequacy of communications, It was frequently necessary for 
infantry company commanders or personnel at Battalion OF 1s to ad-
just fire into the desired target area since the section leader, 
the only officer in the section, was required at the firing section 
position. As on Saipan and Tinian, it was found that a forward 
observer section of one officer and four enlisted for each firing 
section is absolutely essential for efficient conduct of fire. 

(g) While the 4.5 barrage rocket has been used success-
fully by the Division in the past three operations, it is consider-
ed that the 5" spin stablizled rocket should be substituted there-
for in order to obtain more flexibility in range, greater fire 
power, and considerably more accuracy. . 

7. WAR DOGS. 
- (a) The 7th Marine War Dog Platoon, consisting of three 

sections, was attached to the Division for the operation. In the 
task organisation one section was attached to each RCT, The. first 
section was landed by RCT 25 on D^day, while the second and third 
sections, attached to RCT 23 and RCT 24 respectively, were landed 
on D plus 2 day. •»**«•*-
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• (b) Throughout the operation the. dogs were used primar-
ily for security at night in the front linesv rear area security, 
and in mopping-up: operations. The .value of the dogs in front line 
security was attested to by the feet that on frecuent occasions 
they alerted- at 'approaching enemy infiltration parties, and gave 
front line troops an added sense of security due to their presence.
Failure of the majority of the d6gs to enter cfves limited their 
value during' mopping*up operations-'. On patrol the failure of the 
dogs to distingusih between hidden Japanese rifleman ©nd" Japanese 
dead. limited their usefulness in this type of- operation, •- Messenger 
dogs, when used, carried out their assignments' in a highly-sptis-
factory manner. 

8,-. CBEKICAL 

(a) Personnel of the Division were equipped and fully 
indoctrinated in,the use of* all. individual chemical" protective 
equipment authorized in the Table . of Basic Allowances, as wejLl as 
in field identification of- toxic agents, and first a id.•- Battalion 
decontamination squads were trained in the, technique and' procedure 
of decontamination. Chemical warfare officers and key non- . 
commissioned officers were thoroughly conversant with the Div-
ision Chemical Warfare Standing Operating Procedure, and were pre-
pared to carry out the procedure set forth therein had chemical 
warfare been initiated., • ' 

: 

: . (b) Chemical warfare equipment was hold- loaded on ships 
in such a way as to render it immediately available for emergency 
use. . . 

(c) G-as masks .were carried ashore by .all personnel. 
Some unit commanders had the gas masks turned in to easily ac-
cessible dumps when it was definitely ascertained that there were 
no enemy chemical agents -ore the island* This procedure, however, 
was only -.Localized.. ..' (d): Chemical warfare supplies and decontamination equip-
ment were, deposited in regimental dumps as soon- as possible after* 

•they were landed,. • 

(c) The enemy did not use toxic agent's a-ga inst ¦our 
troops at any time. * No previously unreported enemy materiel was 
captured. Enemy troops were equipped with gas masks, inferior to 
ours, which they carried with.the, m ft ell times. Both the.' Division 
and enemy troops were prepared had chemicfl warfare been initiated. 

; (f) G-as. masks -collected during the operation .were turned 
in to the Division salvage- dump. 5,988 gas masks were turned in 
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for salvage. Of that number, 2,140 were serviceable end 0,848 
were unserviceable. Those which were unserviceable were turned 
over to the Island Command, this Division" having no facilities 
for repairing gas masks. 420 gas masks were re-issued frou sa^r 
vage during the operation. 

mm m 
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A* Planning and Preparation; 

Upon return of this Division to MAUI from the SAIPAN-
TINIAN Operation, showdown inspections ani inventories in all 
units revealed that considerable shortages in individual ani 

Division,organizational equipment existed within the Prior 
to return from that operation, plans were formulate! ani, it 
was believed, arrangements male for the stocking at the Divi-
sion's immediate supply source, the Second Service ani Supply
Battalion, of sufficient items of equipment and supply to meet 
the immediate needs of the Division upon its return to. the Base 
Camp, However, the Second Service and Supply Battalion was un~ 
able to stock these items, and early replenishment of supplies 
and equipment within the Division was impossible. 

Approximately one month following the Division's ar-
rival at the Base Camp, requisitions covering all existing 
shortages were submitted. Here again, as after the ROI-NAMUR 
Operation, the delivery of supply shortages was excessively 
slow. Some of these shortages which continued to exist had an 
adverse effect upon the training schedule of the Division, and 
others seriously impaired the "readiness" of the Division, 

While there is no desire on the part of this Division to 
be unduly critical of the Supply Service, it Is believed worthy 
of comment that difficulties of initial supply for this operation 
were in all respects similar to the difficulties encountered in 
previous operations. The problems of the Division follow a clear-
cut pattern in this respect. Upon return from an operation, the 
Division1s immediate supply source is unable to provide in adequate 
quantities even the most essential items of supply and equipment; 
this is particularly objectionable with regard to clothing and 
individual equipment. Following this, supplies are delivered in 
an aggravatingly slow manner during the "middle iays" of the Divi- *<*m 
sion* s rehabilitation. Tnen^ beginning sometime during the final 
four weeks immediately prior to commencement of loading, there is 
a sudden frenzy of activity on the part of supply services, and 
the Division and its immediate supply source are deluged with tons 
of ."last-minute" deliveries. Undoubtedly some of these items of 
supply are not available at an earlier Kate, but obviously many 
of them are m These "last-minute" deliveries to the Division have 
a decidedly adverse effect on preparations for embarkation. The 
receiving, processing and servicing of those supplies and equip-
ment places an additional burden on service personnel of the Divi-
sion at a time when they should be employed largely in the marking
and, assembling of supplies for loading.— — • 1 
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In anticipation of the commencement of loading 1on 29 

November, 1944, the clearing and preparation of stock piling areas 
in the vicinity of the locks, ani the assembly in other areas of 
supplies for embarkation began in October. Segregation of the 
Division1c ammunition supplies was begun at the ammunition lump of 
Seconi Service ani Supply Battalion, but iue to the proximity of 
this lump to the locks, ani in orier to avoii the assembly of this 
material in the expose! lock area, all Class V items remainei in 
this lump ani were movei therefrom iirectly to ships when loaiing
commenced. Commissary ani general supply items were segregate! in 
warehouses ani- stock piles in the area of the Seconi Service ani .. 
Supply Battalion locate! three quarters of a mile from the locks. 
These materials were so arrange! that they couli be movei in proper 
sequence by boxcar, flatcar ani trucks from this area iirectly to-
the piers as loaiing progresses. 

On 1November, the cleaning of all water containers com-
mence!. The methoi employe! was that of steaming cans ani rinsing 
them thoroughly, ani in the case of 15 ani 55- gallon irums, this 
proceiure was entirely satisfactory. However, in the case of 
5-gallon expeditionary cans, this methoi ha! little effect in re-
moving the strong oily taste that persistei in these cans. The 
sterilization ani filling of water cans was unier the supervision 
of a 'Medical Officer, ani was complete! in early December. 

In late November an! early December, experiments were con-
iuctel by the Fourth Tank Battalion on the loaiing of the M4A3 
tank in LCMs. It was found that LCMs so loaiei ha! very little 
free-boar lgenerally ani were dangerously low in the water at the 
bow. The results of these experiments were reportei to V Amphibious 
Corps with the- recommendation that LCTs be substitute!. 

Further tests were coniucte! by higher echelons confirming 
the Division's recommeniation that LCMs shouli be replace!, an! 
six' LSMs were allocate! to this Division for the loaiing of tanks. 
This decision was entirely satisfactory. However, the iniecision 
which prevailei for some time as to the type craft to be use! for 
tanks cause! considerable. concern ani adversely affected the pre-
paration bf final loaiing plans. 

In December a number of conferences were hell with. the 
Transßon ani TransDiv Commanders ani with loaiing representatives 
from the majority of ships upon which this Division was to embark. 
The Transport Squairon Commander came to the Base Camp at MAUI on 
17 December, to examine 
gestion, sj&vfral.-changes 

preliminary loading plans. 
were male in t^a^JtetoSf, At his sug-

Tae loaiing 
* ¦>••/ 4. fit 
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representatives of the various ships .were in camp for short periods 
of time, and conferrei not only with.Division representatives but 
also with the Regimental Combat Team ani Battalion Lan ling Team 
Commanders concerned Allof these conferences were found to be 
extremely helpful to the Division in the preparation of its plans* 

The final loading plan of the Division was submitted by 
the Division Transport Quartermaster to Commanler Task Force -55 
and the Transport Squadron Commander at PEARL HARBOR on 24 December, 
and, after certain minor changes were made, the plan was approved. 

Throughout the period in which this Division was preparing 
for the CTG JIMA Operation, numerous conferences were held by Div-
ision representatives with representatives of V Amphibious Corps, . 
Fleet Marine Force, Pacific, and Supply Service, Fleet Marine Force, 
Pacific, with the view. Jo expediting the delivery of supplies to 
the Division. In every instance the cooperative spirit of these 
agencies and their representatives was clearly evident, but despite 
this, the delivery of supplies continued too slow to meet the 
urgent need of this Division/ 

Periodic conferences and informal discussions pertaining 
to method of supply and related- subjects for the INO JIMA Opera-
tion were held with Commanding Officers and "Fours" of Regimental 
Combat Teams and the Shore Party and other unit Commanders* A 
tentative Loading and Movement Order was issued 2 December, 1944, 
and a tentative draft of the Administrative Order to accompany 
the Operation Order was issued on 4 December, 1944. Following 
this, further conferences were held ani certain suggestions and 
recommendations by unit commanders were incorporated in the final 
draft of these orders issued 20 December, 1944 and 24 December, 
1944, respectively* 

The Loading and Movement Order provided for the embarkation 
of items of supply and equipment considered essential to carry out 
the assigned mission* In general, supplies were loaiei as follows; 

Clagfl I> 

Rations 30 days. 
iWater 5 days (2gal/man/ day ).-

Class 11. 50 days. --
Class 111, 15-18 days. #tir*!!"f% 
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Class IV. 30 lays. 

Glass V. -
Artillery ani mortar - 7 U/F~ All other weapons 5 U/F5 U/F

In anticipation of a possible change of target involving 
an operation on a large lani mass, an aiiitional eighteen (18)
2i~ton, 6x6, cargo trucks were carriei by this Division* Other-
wise It was consiierei that the supplies ani equipment embarkei 
were aiequate to support initialoperations on a large lani mass. 

On the basis of experience gainei on the SAIPAN-TIHIAN 
Operation, where the i~ton, 4x4 trucks, ani i~ten, trailers tfere 
insufficient to meet the neeis of the Regimental Combat Teams, a 
reassignment of these vehicles was maie. This reassignment in-
volve! temporary allocation of organic transportation from other 
units of the Division to the Regimental' Combat Teams, As an example 
of this, fifty (50) f~ton trailers which were to be left in the 
rear echelon (thirty-seven (3?) by Fourteenth Marines, five (5) 
by Orinance Company ani eight (8) in replacement stocks) were 
reallocate! to the Regimental Combat Teams ani other units for use 
on the operation. 

Initially the Division was scheiulei to commence loaling 
on the 29th of November, but on 23 November, 1944, an orier was 
receive! from Commanier Amphibious Forces, Pacific Fleet, ielaying 
this until 13 December, 1944. On 10 December, 1944, a further 
ielay of fourteen (14) iays Tiras announce!, ani the final iate for 
commencement of lo&iing of the Division was set for 2? December, 
1944. These ielays were a listinct aivantage to the Division in 
that they allowei aiiitional time for receiving, processing, iis-
trlbuting ani servicing, prior to commencement of loaiing, the vast-
quantities of supplies Rni equipment receive! iuring the month of 
December. 

During the. latter part of December ani early iays of 
January, urgently neeiei tractors, cranes, IUKT.Js ani iistillation 
plants were ieliverei to the Division, ani units were afforiei only 
the minimum time require! for inspection ani servicing of this equip-
ment prior to loaiing. It is unierstooi that this material was not 
available in the area in time for earlier ieliveries. 

However, the ielivery of 80% of the Divisions ration 
Requirements' arrival of a shipment of gasoline ani lub-afri the 
ricants approximately 70$ in excess of Division requirements iuring 
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the month of December, at a time when lock ani storage facilities 
were alreaiy taxei, is inexplicable* This is especially trus in 
view of the fact that 60% of the Division1 s Class 111 requirements 
were alrealy available at the Seconi Service ani Supply Battalion, 
ani the Supply Service hai been so notified The haniling of these 
surplus supplies cause! unnecessary work ani confusion at a time 
when latsorago space ani*pers6nnel were at a premium. 

Consilerable ammunition was ieliverel to MAUI luring 
December, ani one (1) ammunition ship lischarged cargo for this 
Division luring the time that actual loaiing tvas being accompli she 1. 
Cther items of ammunition were flown in to MAUI after some units 
hai complete! loaiing ani. clearei the port, ani it was necessary to 
loai these items luring the Rehearsal at MAALASA BAT, 

Unioubteily some of the ielay in receiving supplies was 
unavailable, but it is believe! that much of this material could 
have been provided earlier. It is fearel that the Supply Service 
iocs not fully appreciate the problem presentei to a Division 'by 
J*last minute" deliveries. The fact that equipment is finally lcalei 
in assault shipping ani reaches the target is no criterion for 
believing that the situation is satisfactory; ttissues at the gang-
way tt are possible, but they are in no measure desirable. 

If the two delays in loaiing iates hai not been made, those 
critical items which x*/ere secure! in December wouli, in large part, 
have been embark el at PEAHL HARBOR iuring the rehabilitation period 
there following the Rehearsal. This would have been an unsatis-
factory solution as it would have involved top-loading these items 
on cargo alreaiy in the ships, thus violating the principlea of 
combat loading. 

However, as a result of- the delays, couple! with the splen-
dii cooperation of Seconi Service an! Supply Battalion ani the un-
tiring efforts of th^ service personnel of this Division, supplies 
end equipment were receive! an! processe! to such an extent luring1 

December that when loaiing of the Division began on 2? December 
the status of supply within tills organization was generally satis-
factory. 

A further factor whicn interfere! with preparations for 
embarkation, and for a time, even threatened to delay the actual 
loaiing of the Division, was the locking at Pier #1 on 22 December 
of the SS MANULANI ani the SS MAHMAHI, both of which carriei non-
critical stores ani supplies for civilian concerns bn MAUI. The 
MANULANI was completely unloaiei onto the pier, an! iepartsd at 
0810, 23 December. As the MAHMAHI, a very Ia:iJEP«gWJ > Sj^lf^Wo ai£*l\ 
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loaiei to capacity, continue! to discharge cargo, the lock became 
increasingly congastei as these stores ani supplies were not re-
move! from the lock as fast as they- were unloa!e!. 

Despite frequent assurances of the local Director of Cargo 
an! Passenger Control that !ocks wouli be cleare! "by the morning 
of the 26th, the late when the movement to the locks of organization-
al gear was schelulel to begin, It bacame apparent early on 24 
December that this leailine coul! not be mot. At that time Pier #1, 
representing more than half of the available lock space at KAHULUI, 
was completely blockei by stores packet to the overhead an! spreal 
in a sclil mass throughout the pier* Higher echelons were notifie! 
of this situation, ani tirere alvisel that, if the iock couli net be 
clearei, loaiing of the Division woull necessarily be ielayei. 

Despite frequent requests from Division to local port 
authorities that the unloading of this ship be iiscontinue! an! 
that she be iispatchei from the port, the lischarging of cargo was 
suspenlei only when there was no further space available on the 
lock. 

Civilian employees of the Kahulul Railroai (the steve-
ioring agency in the harbor) failel to report for work on 24 ani 
25 December, ani the Director of Cargo an! Passenger Control, in a 
memorandum written at Division 1 s request an! ieliverel at 0900 en 
the morning of the 25th, adnittel the situation was beyoni his 
capabilities to correct, ani requeste! the Division to clear the 
locks, using such Marine Corps personnel an! equipment as require!. 
In anticipation of this, working parties totaling four hunirel fifty 
(450) men plus twenty. (20) 2^-ton trucks ani sixty (60) irivers an! 
supervisory personnel were alertei to work on a "rouni- the- clock" 
basis until the locks were clearei. At 0900, Christmas Day, the 
first working party of one hunirei fifty (150) Marines, which was 
assemble! at the locks awaiting receipt of oriers, commence! 
clearing the pier an! moving cargo to the warehouse* 

As cargo was remove! ani space became available on the 
locks, the MAHMAHI continue! lischarging stores ani supplies until 
in the late afternoon of the 25th she was finally orierei out of 
the port with five hunirei (500) tons of cargo still aboari. 

It is believe! that the Office of Cargo ani Passenger 
Control at HONOLULU male a serious error in julgment in iispatching 
such a heavily lalen ship to KAHULUI immeiiately prior to the 
schelulel ieparture of this Division. It is further believe! that 
the Director of Cargo ani Passenger Control at KAHULUI, being 
familiar -w.ith the local situation, lacked foresight in allowing- - 6 
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this undesirable condition to develop and grow progressively worse 
on the locks. Furthermore, luring the time the- Division wast.  

making strenuous efforts to remedy a situation^ which hat arisen due 
in;considerable part to his apparent indifference, this individuals 
cooperation left much to.be iesired. 

Realizing the gravity of the situation, all Marine Corps
personnel employed in relieving the congestion at the lock, worked 
willingly, diligently and with great speed. Due entirely to their 
untiring efforts, the docks were cleared by early morning of 26 
December, thus enabling this Division to commence loading oper-
ations as scheduled* 

B> Loading -and Movement: 

!• General. 

Loading of the Division began 27 December, 1944, at 
KAHULUI HAR3OR and MAALASA B&£, in ships of Transport .Squadron 15, 
plus LSTs and LSMs attached* Shipping was allocated as follows: 

BASIC 
,SHIP ORGANIZATION LOADING DATES 

Transdiv 44 RCT 25 

APA ISO HINSDALE (F) Support Group Dec 27-28  
APA 190 PICKENS BLT 2 Dec 27-28  
APA 193 SAHBCRN BLT 3 Dae 27-28  
APA 157 NAPA BLT 1 Dec 27-28  
AKA- 66 SOUTHAMPTON Cargo Jan 5-8  
7 LSTs (Amphibian Tractors, *Jan 10-Feb 10'(Assault Infantry Companies' 

ffAn3 .-- LSMs Co Tanks Jan 18 Jan 18
2 LSMs Shore Party Jan 1-3  
* Assault troops embarked at MAUI beginning 10 January ani amphibian 

*tractors embarked at SAIPAN beginning 9 February* 

Transdiv 45 RCT 23 

APA 3,96 LOGAN (F) Support Group*' Dec 30-31 
APA 158 NEWBBHRY BLT 1 Dec 30-31 
APA 207 MIFFLIU BLT 2 Dec 30-31 
APA 154 LOWDES BLT 3 Dec 39^3^,,^^ 

iAKA 60 LEO  Cargo 
*»* 

1 ¦*- 
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Transliv 45 RCT 23 (Cont'i). 

7 LSTs (Amphibian Tractors, Jan 8-10 
(Assault Infantry Companies 

5 LStto Go »C M Tanks Jan 18 
2 LSMs Shore Party Jan 1-5 

Trans'iiv 45 RGT 24 •, 

APA 33 BATFIELD ( SF) Support Group .. . ' 

Jan 2-3 
APA 156 MELLETTE BLT 2 ' Jan 2-3 
APA 118 HENDRY BLT 1' Jan 2-3 
APA 206 SIBLSY BLT 3 . Jan 2-3 
AKA 65 SHOSHCNE Cargo Jan 5-8 
AKA 21 ARTEMIS Cargo . Jan 5-8 
5 LSTs ' 14th Marines Jan 7-10 
4 LSK* Co »B»."Tanks Jan 4-6 
1LS^l Reg Weapons Company Jan 4-6 
1LS^ 4thSigCo Jan 1-3 

Elements of the Division Support Group were distribute! 
throughout the Transport Squalron for transportation. Division 
Heaiquarters, less Assistant Division Commani.er f s Group, was em-
barkei aboari BAYFIELD, APA--33. The Assistant Division Commanier 1 s group wae-'ombarkei. aboard MELLETTE, APA-156. 

2. Transports. 

Heavy rains on 26-27 December male initialmovement of 
ammunition from the lump to the look area lifficult;however the 
time scheiule for the first group of four ships was met. There-
after gopi weather prevailed, ani the loaiing of transports pro-
gressei smoothly ani on scheiule. No ieviation was male from • 

approved loaiing plans except in the case of SHG3HGNE, AKA-65# 
Upon arrival, it was iiscoverei tiiat three platforms, which hal 
been shown in ship 1 s characteristics to' be available for troop 
cargo, xirere actually use! for crew ani troop berthing. This nec-
essitate! the complete revision of loaiing plans of this -ship prior 
to commencement of'loaiing, ani resultei in several undesirable 
changes in vehicle iebarkatlon priority. 

' 

. 

Movement of cargo to the iock area began one (1) iay 
prio-r. to arrival of each group of four (4) ships, All Division 
supplies, except ammunition, were move! by rail, while ammunition 
ani organizational equipment were move! by struck. Aivancei 
parties bcariei ships immeiiately upon Rrr^^Mkjj^n\ loaiing began 
as soon as hatches were cpenel ani booms tojmk^i)/S!hi^ average time- ~8 

c 
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of loaiing of APAs was twenty-four (24) hours ani of AKAs, seventy-
two (72) hours. The average tonnage of APAs ani AKAs (except 
ARTEMIS, nine hunirei (900) tons) was five hunirei ani nine (509) 
tons ani twenty two hunirei (2200) tons, respectively (see Appeni-
ix 6)» Personnel, moving by motor serial to lock area, were em-
barkei following completion of loaiing of cargo. 

5» fcSTs ani LSMs. 

Six (6) LSTs assignei to RCT 23 were loaiei with LVTs 
ani infantry personnel at MAALAEA BAY 8-10 January, ani three (3) 
LSTs assighei to RCT 25 were loaiei with infantry personnel only on 
the same- .late sv As the FifthMarine Division was to use, luring 
Renearsal, three (3) LSTs assignei to RCT 25, these couli not be 
loaiei untiit 19 Janufery, at wnich time they embarks! personnel only 
at KAHULUI HARBOR. Upon arrival at SAIPAN on 10 February, one (1) 
LST assignei to RCT 25 ani one (1) assignei to RCT 23 embarkei 
LVT(A)4Sf ani the remaining LSTs assignei to RCT 25 embarkei LVTs. 

Each of twelve (12) Infantry LSTs loaiei three (3) lays 
rations) two (2) U/F (infantry Company) ani two (2) gallons of water 
per man at the time personnel embarkei. These supplies were to be 
use! as initial lanling supplies. In aiiition to the above, V Amph-
ibious C6rps preloaiel in each of ten (10) of these LSTs, prior to 
their arrival at MAUI, the following: approximately two (2) U/F
(Infantry Battalion), two thousanl (2,000) tfC' f ani "KM rations,  

Jf Du twelve hunirei (1,200) rations, four thousani (4,000) gallons 
of water, fifty (50) rolls of concertina, ani twenty- two hunirei 
(2,200) gallons of gasoline plus corre-sponling lubricants. Five 
(5) LSTs assignei to the Fourteenth Marines, embarkei artillery 
pieces (preloaiei in DUKWs), personnel, ani. three (3) U/F 75mm PH, 
plus lanling ammunition (small arms), water ani rations at KAHULUI 
HAHBOR 7-10 January. 

\ 

. : AllLSMs were loaiei in KAHULUI HARBOR luring the perioi 
1-18 January. The LST pier couli not be usei because of its 
ieterioratei ccniition ani the prevailing heavy swells, ani some 
iifficulty was experience! in loaling Shore Party equipment (cranes, 

1beach matting ani beach slels, in particular ) from the beach in the 
outer harbor* One mishap occurrei luring beaching which necessitate 1 
the substitution of one LSM following Rehearsal. A quay with a 
concrete cap was hastily constructs! by the 39th Naval Constructioi 
Battalion at the shore eni of Pier #2, which cculi accomoiate three 
(3) LSHs or two (2) LSTs proviiing there was no ship alpngsiie the 
pie*v AllLSTs were loaiei at KAHULUI, ani several LSMs were 
loaiei at this point, LSM 238, assignei to Regimental I*:¦«"• 
Company, .RCT 24, was-';given a one layer nipf£1tfi%ff|t?M©"l^ll*iipallets %f nnK tt ration. This was lunnage^%Hklfl^-l^P^P^«j|%m^%tH«l^ 
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ani- vehicles mcuntei thereon. 
' 

Similarly,- LSMi 260, assign© .l. to the 
Fourth Signal Company, was given An unierstow of ninety-eight (98) 
¦pallets of fruit juices. This cargo arrival at the target in 
excellent coniition, not so much as . a can of fruit juice having 
beoji. tore ache! "by the 'weight of the vehicles. TJais unierstcw hai 
no ¦¦ effect en' the -stability of the vesse-ls or of the Vehicles rest-

¦ing upon it. . 
4. Miscellan sous* 

Dae to the two successive postponements in.-t.ar.g'&t. late, 
this Division hai ample time for'proper preparation p'ni approval of 
loallng plans prior to commencement of loading* However, hai these 
ielays not cccurrei; an almost impossible situation woull have 
results! lue to ielay in arrival of vital supplies ani equipment*. 
Even with these ielays, it was founl necessary to leal such items 
as clothing (2000 cuft), three (3) portable operating rooms, etc*, 
luring the rehabilitation perioi at PEARL HARBOR following Rehearsal, 
tnereby nullifying to some extent' the combat leal of ships on which' ' these items were place!*-- ." 

CU Rehearsal » Rehablljtaticn p.ni Mcvenent tc Target; 

As TransDivs, less AKAs, complete 1loaiing they move! to 
PEARL HARBOR ani HONOLULU to await arrival of remaining ships of 
the Transßcn. In view of the fact that tiio great majority of the 
ships assignei hai been recently cemmissionei ani hai hai only a 
minimum amount of training, on 6 January all ships present of the 
Transßon sortie! from PTSARL HARBOR ani %JOQWIU, • anieconitfctei 
exercises in preparation for the Rehearsal sciieiulei luring the 
perioi 13-18 January. Troops embarkei iiinot participate "in those 
preliminary exercises. Cn 9 January Transßon 15 re turnoi to ports 
at OAHU where it remainei until 12 January when- it scrtiel to con-
iuct schelulel Rehearsal operations of the Fourth ani Fifth Tferine-
Divisions (Reinforce!) ani V Amphibious Corps Troops in the KAUI 
KAHOOLA^tS area. 

Initially, Rehearsal operations consistei of boating troops 
without equipment in crier to ccniuct axercises JULjhe_Xoraa.tlcn~" 
of boat groups an! waves. No lanlings were male* 

On 14 January, troops lanisi with nothing heavier than hani 
carts an! portable equipment. Skeleton Shore Party installations 
were established* Troops coniuctei limlteimaneuvers ashore ani 
completsi reembarkation by 1400 on 14 January. , 

On 15 January, troops thanlanlei4rt.tlL.rie"thins heavier 

Li 
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J~ton, 4x4, trucks an! 37mm guns with prime movers. Artillery was 
lan lei in DUKWs, Only such signal, equipment as was require! to 
establish communications was laniei. Complete Shore Party instal-
lations were established, ant the beach" was organize! to accept 
rations ani, water to be use! by trcops ashore* Lanilng of other 
supplies was simulate!. 

Upon completion of exercises ashore, reembarkatlon of all 
units commence! at iaybreak on 16 January. 

The Fourth Marine Division was charge! with the respon-
sibility of refueling LVTs ani DUKWs cf the V Amphibious Corps 
asnore luring these Rehearsal exercises. Accoriingly, gasoline
¦lumps were established by the Tenth Amphibian Tractor Battalion 
prior tc the Rehearsal, an! refueling of

'
all vehicles proceele! 

satisfactorily an! was accompli she! without untcwar! inciient. 

The remainder of the Rehearsal perioi was ievctei to Naval 
Gunfire exercises off KAHGOLA^, an! Transßon 15 reentere! CAHU 

¦ports on l£ January. 

No equipment of the Fourth Marine Division (Reinforce!) 
was lost or iestroyei iuririg the Rehearsal, The few LVTs which 
became inoperative luring the exercises were training vehicles 
which were use! in lieu of LVTs of the Fifth Amphibian Tractor 
Battalion which iiinot participate in the Rehearsal. These in-
operative LVTs were not. scheiule! to be use!. in the 170 JIHA 
Operation, an! their loss hai no effect upon the status of the 
equipment to be use! in combat. 

During the rehabilitation' perio! in HAWAIIAN ports certain 
small items cf equipment were ialiverei to Division ani some ex-
changes were effecte! on orinance it eras, the serviceability cf 
which, was questionable. In aiiition tc tha above, three (3) port-
able operating rooms an! two thcusani (2,000) cubic feet cf cloth-
ing, which was not previously available, were Icaiei by this 
Division. 

As a result of engine trouble sustaine! by LST 1031 an! a 
lamagei bottom suffere! by LSK 302 when she ran agroun! in KAHIJLtJI 
HARBOR, LST 648 was substitute! fcr LST 1031 an! LSM 201 was sub-
stituteifor LSM 202. Transfer ,of cargo an! personnel of these 
vessels was accompli she! in GAHtf ports. 

During the rehabilitation perio! at OAHU ani iuring the 
Navy logistical stop-overs at ENIWETCK an! SAIPAN, conferences 
were hell with Naval ¦Comniafilers. Regimental Combat Team Commanlers 

- iiiifilACviririt
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1vision Quartermaster an! Shews Party
Commanders*. As a result of these conferences, a complete un!3r-. 
stan ling of .plans .for unloaiing 

'

m-% for supply ashore was. reached 

17hile at SAIPAN, personnel an! equipment of the^ "Fifth 
Amphibian Tractor Battalion were embarke! i'n--,J»STs assigriei* Cn 15 
pn! 16 February, Tractor Group Baker ani Transßon 15, respectively,
lepartsl for IWC JIMA. 

0. Unloaiing: 
s 

I'm Narrative, of gvente* 

(a) "CuDay (19 February) 

Two (2) LCVPe from each APA ani AKA were designate! 
to receive balance! loais of ammunition, water, rations ani me!ical 
supplies. Upon arrival of ships in the transport area, these boats 
were lowere! ani loaiei, ani were lispatchel to thair respective"-
beach control vessels imme!lately following the iispatch of assault 
waves. They were then hell as a floating lump at' the- control , 

" 

vessel until,calls for supplies were receive! from the beach.. 
Upon laniing of assault waves, LVTs returned to the 

LSTs from which originally Uschargei, ani immeliately began tc take 
aboari #1 preloais f Bii'tialLVT loais were balance! loats of' . 
ammunition | water, rations ant'-melical supplies. LVTs were on call 
an! !iinet report lircctly to control vessels, but were controlled 
by ratio to^ja's of LVT representatives on beach control vessels an! . 
on the beach. . 

Bowser bopt-s fcr the rafusling of LVTs an! DU2C-rs 
were available at the Line of Departure from about noon of D-Day. 

¦In ailition, a small, sn! it ievslope!, inaicquate amount cf gas-
oline xjeLß incluie! in the.#l prelca! p.bo^r! each of tan (10) LSTs. 

LS^s- carrying tanks of assault •Regimental Comb pt 
Teams were lnn!e! on Xellcwpn! Blue beach- s at 0945 an! 1020 re-
spectively, Bocausa of thi?. 100 so volcanic flsh of which the beaoh 
was .compose!, the steepness Of the bepch an! "lack of exits, -tanks 
hai ilfficuityin moving off the bepch. 

' All benches were un!er 
heavy mortar an! artillery fire by tlii.s time.. At 1155, an LSM carry-
ing snore party '¦"equipment *?&8 lo^aohoi on Yellow, >n! unloale! ?xi 
armors! bull!ozer. to olopr .a beach exit 'for tanks of Re?ihental 
Ccmbp.t Team. ,23. Two (2) trnk r.otri3Vors were lanie! on "Yollrw BsacL 
at 1230 to- assist in movement Of tan'ts from beach. Tanks of the 
reserve Regimental Combat -Team (RCT .24) -t^ra lpjiiei at 1-xOO, an! 

j.v* +v •> ,'s 
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were iivilolpnl attache 1 to each assault Regimental' Combat Team* 
The First Battalion, Fourte en thTMarines, completed lan ling on Blue 
ani the Seccnl Battalion, Fourteenth Marines, on Yellow at approx-
imately 1700 ani 2000 respectively % By 1800, an LSM loal of shore 
party equipment con sitting of five .(5). iozers, three (3) cranes, 
one- (1) utility tractor ani five (5) trucks hal l?een lanlol on 
Yellow. Due to constant interdiction of benches by mortpr ani ar-
tillery 'fire, little couli be accompli she! in the organization of 
beaches by the shore party. Sue to the heevy surf r only a limited 
number of LCVPs coull be beacnel. However, supplies were being 
laniel by LVfs from LSTs. transports ani. LSTs withlrew luring the 
hours of lerkness, leaving only Hospital, Maintenance ani two"{2) 
Artillery.,LSTs,: ani a small number of previously lesignptel trans-
ports'in the area. Throughout the night, LVTs continue Ito unlcal 
prelcai #1- from Maintenance LSTs, while DUKrrs unloalei artillery 
amauniticn from Artillery LSTs* The shortage of. aiamunition"eiV'bcth 
beaches was repcrtei. as critical* 

(b) D plus 1 (20 February.) 

During the night, many items of shore party equip-
raent were renlcrel inoperative by artillery, mortar fire ani mines, 
Allpralcalol supplies on two (2) Maintenance LSTs hai been unlcaial 
by morning. As other LSTs came into the area, unlcaling of the re-
maining eight (8) carrying prelor.l #1 wps imrAcliately begun. Beach-
matting ani an alliticnal lozer were l^niel luring the morning"" tc 
be employe linpreparation of beach exits* As a result of contin-
uous artillery ani mert*r fire, couple 1 with heavy surf cOnliticns, 
all beaches were virtually blocXel by larnagel ani brcp.chei Ipnling
craft, ani this situation was termel critical. Imneliptoly :nt teV 
broaching, these lanling craft quickly fille.lwith spni ani water, 
ani settle l.somewhat in the loose volcanic ash, with sanlbrrs 

pbuilling up arouni them. As result of this, the small s?>lvpge 
beats available were inadequate to pull the broachel boats ani hulks 
from the beaches. Some inrprovoTiOnt was male in preparation cf 
beach> «xits, however the only means of supplying troops inlanl V/as 
by LVTs ani DUK^s. As on D-Opy, LC^/Ps ani LCtts were usel to a 
limitel extent in the lanling of supplies luo to he^vy surf ocnlit-
ions. An ammunition lump of Regimental .Combo t Team 2d on Blue Beach 
was almost completely lestroyel by enemy fire at approximately 0400. 
By 1500, 'one hunlrel sixty (160) LVT *nl tiiirty (30) LCVPloals cf 
supplies hal been lanlei. Unlcaling of artillery ammunition from 
LSTs o^ iXTK'-'s continual. The Thirl ani Fourth Battalions, Four-
teenth Marines, were lanlei on Yellow Beachas ml-went %nto position. 
LSftSi which nai lischargel c^rgc on D-Oay, were utilize1for the 
unlcaling of trfn'sports. The first cf these (lea lei with rations 
¦ani ammunition )"ianlel on Yellow Beaches luring the afternoon. 

*i,iur 11kini/LOfPirirft 
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(c) p plas 2 (21 February 

The lanling of RCT 21 of the Thirl Marine 
Division on Yellow Beaches luring the morning, interfere! somewhat 
with the unlealing of supplies. Amphibian trpilers were towel to 
the beach -by LVTs, but broachel anl bogg?l iown in the vol'ianic ash 
on the beach* In the majority of cases, the supplies carriel 
therein verb salvage i» These broachel. trailers further congested 
the beaches on which broachel boats' an! hulks of LVTs alrealy hal 
create 1, a serious problem. Services of the Hnlerwater Demolitions 
Teams were utilizel. luring the,- lay to clear some of these hulks 
with explosives. LCVPs" were unable tolanl because of heavy 'surf. 
Another hit en an ammunition lump on Blue Beach completely lastrcyel 
all remaining 81mm mortar ammunition of Regimental Combat Team 25.. 
As all 81mm mortar ammunition from ships cf this Regimental Combat 
Team hal been lanlei, this: loss was extremely serious* Supplies 
continue! to be unlcalei on call only, except that certain iesign-
atei snips were being completely iischargel into LSMs in crier that 
tiiey might clear the area. Mortar ajil artillery fire on tho beaches 
continue! heavy, Work was begun on beach lateral roals but was not 
complete 1because of artillery positions in close proximity to 
beacii. Three (3) passable reals to Airflell#1 were completel. By 
nightfall, all preloalel supplies from five (5) Infantry LSTs an! 
app roximptoly sQ;£.from Remaining five (5) hal bean lanlei. Trans-
ports were 20$ unloalei, overall, although seme items, such as 
81mm mcrta.r ammunition, were 75$ unlralel. At approximately 2200, 
a lirect hit on a napalm lump on Blue Beach starts! another fire 
which was not brought unler control for several hours. Shore I*arty 
revertal te Division Control at 2045. 

( 1) P plus 3 (22 Februar; 

Constant calls for 81mm mcrtar ammunition were 
being receivel from both beaches. At 0945, p request for alliticn-
al ammunition of this type was sent to V Amphibious Corps. Situa-
tion on the beaches was improvel 03?" clearance of T,;reckei lanling 
craft, an! LCTs anl LSl'ls were unloa!el luring the lay. A lateral 
beach real was complete l!uring the perio!. A number of vehicles 
were lanlei an! were employel in moving supplies to front line 
units from lumps. Spcrallc enemy fire on the beaches continue!, 
but unleaiing progresse! to the point that critical items were re~ 
lucel to 81mm mortpr ammunition only. At 1945, ComTransDiv 32, 
wnich carriel RCT 21, was lirecte! to lanl two thousanl five 
hunirel (2,500) roun!s of 81mm mortar ammunition on Blue anl Yellow 
Beaches. By using all available LCKs within that TransDiv, this 
ammunition was lanlei prior to laybreak.

H^m* 
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(o) D plus 4 (25 February 

Unloaling prcceelel stealily, although LCVPs 
still cculi net be nan lie! on the bepchas. 81mm mortar ammunition 
continue! critical, xas no furtnar supply was available. All artill-
ery ainiiiuniticn hei been unloalel from LSTs, an! .calls began tc cc-me 
in for that remaining on AKAs. The division Comnanl Post was estab-
lished ashc:-.-G at 0930* Exit roais wore complete!; tnreo (3) from 
Yellow Beaches to airfield #1 ani. two (2) from Blue Beaches into 
mpin roal net. Sporadic artillery ani mortar fire continue 1 to 
impeie unXe ailing on beaches . 

(f) D plus 5 (24 February) 

Priority of unloading was given to 105mm howitzei 
ammunition, which hal become critical, "'^ater listillption units 
were l^nlei. on both beachee. Division lumps began operation luring
peri:l.» Corps Shore Party Commanier assume! control of beaches at 
1700. Shore Party was able to hanile supplies as rapiily as they 
coull be unlcaiei from ships. Surf coniitions stillprocluiei. the 
use of LCVPs for unloading of cargo. Four (4) APAs of Transßon 15 
nai b-jon completely unloaici into LSTs ani LSMs, an! ha! ioparte! 
from the area* Because cf shortage of suitable l=anling craft, AKAs 
began unlca!ing 105mm howitzer an! 75mm pack howitzer ammunition 
lirectly into HJK^Js. Enemy fire en beaches ha! slackcnel, an! only 
two (2) interuptions in unlca!lng from this cause rccurrei luring 
the lay. 

(g) D plus 6 (25 February 

' An ammunition rosupply snip ( -CCUTMBIA VICTCHY) 
arrival, ani unloaiing therof began at laybreak, using OUIC'Js an! 
LCTs, Unlce^ling prcgressel favorable luring the lay, although 10Snm 
howitzer aiiimuniticn was being fire! as fast" as it coull be lpnlcl, 
an! the supply remaining aboarl AKAs was running iangercusly low. 
Tne south portion cf Yellow 3each Cne plus the northern -portion cf 
Rci Beach Tivc were relesignrtei as Blrck Beach pni assigns! to the 
Tniri Marine Division pt 1400. Two (2) enemy shells lanlei on Blue 
Beach, ani Yellow Beach was sprayel with 20mm sn\ 40mm fire with 
no resultant Irmage, Improvement of beach exits ani laterals con-
tinue!. 

(h) 0 plus 7 (2S February) 

Surf coniitions still woull n~t allow the use of 
LCVPs for unloaiing. Shore Parties were able to hrnllo cargo as -rapiHy as it arrive! on the beach* Intense morlsy:||'Jf ellP'|LJ-~i 

\ l^irsonne^ an4inrftfe'rial» This, howe v3|l "^W"l^' - yfti-t4if\oW 
iV-?r 15 ~U" iIIMlM I iilhilili I 
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disruption in unloading. At 1500, CemTransßon 15 gave directions 
•tnat  general unloading was to begin immediately, and that remaining 
cargo to be discharged, was to be landed at maximum rate. At the 
end of the period, nine (9) APAs had been completely discharged of 
all cargo, the remaining three (3) APAs were approximately 60$ un-
loaded, and the three (3) large AKAs approximately 45$ unloaded. 
Unloading of the ammunition resupply ship continued, with priority 
of unloading being given to 81mm mortar, 105mm howitzer and 60mm 

mortar illuminating ammunition. 

(i) P Plus 8 (.8? February 

Unloading proceeded at a rapid rate despite 
sporadic fire on beaches. Garrison elements began landing equipment 
and supplies over Blue Beaches. Unloading of ammunition resupply 
ships continued* 
period. 

One (l) large AKA completed unloading during 

U) P Plus 9 (23 February 

Two (2) APAs comoleted the discharge of cargo
(l) APA and (2) largeduring period, leaving only one two AKxis to 

'complete unloading. At 1200, G-roPac assumed control aboard control 
vessels in preparation for landing garrison forces, and Control 

Officers of Transßon 15 were relieved. 

(fc) P .plus 10 Karen 

Unloading of all ships of Trrmsßon 15 was con-
pleted this date. As the cargo remaining aboard the *»RTjSI/IIS (AKa-
21), consisting of "B11 rations, fuel and clothing, was not needed 
ashore, this ship was dispatched to SAIPaN for unloading. As 
sufficient transportation was ashore to support this Division, 

eighteen (18) 2i-ton, 6x6, cargo trucks were not unloaded but were 
returned to SAIPAN. -At 1600, the beaches were again brought under 
fire causing some casualties, .Unloading of the ammunition resupply 

ship continued. 

2. Comments. 

There were many factors which contributed to the length 
of time required to unload the equipment and supplies of this Div-
ision at the target. The- intense snsmy artillery and mortar fire on 
the beaches caused heavy casualties to Beach and Shore Party person-
nel and equipment in the early phases and restricted the amounts of 

_.,material which could b^ landed. Furthermore, as long as the beach-
head was small and heavy fire was more or loss continuous, it was 

considered unprofitable and undesirable to subject additional 
equipment and supplies to the hazards of ttefjfe^a-ch,* 

t 
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Accordingly, or&y such materials as wore immeilately require! 
were laniel an! general unloa ling was not consiiere ipracticable 
until D plus 7, A further factor which irnpeiei' initialunloading 
Operations wrs the; "bally ccngestei condition of the beaches. 
Scores cf boats .which hai bropchel as a .result of tho heavy surf . 

•or of enemy fire, an i. numerous LVTs, DITK'/s, .-Afnp'hibian trailers, 
vehicles an i.items of heavy equipment which hai been iestroyei by . 
mine's/ artillery or mortar fire, litterei the beaches to- the extent 

¦that unloading was .restricted to a -few small arep.a... ¦•:.• 7: -" 

Due to the- loose volcanic ash on. the- be"ach>..:br sachet " 

bo a,t.o quickly became ieeply imbeiiei in' the beach, ...an p: the light 
salvage beats Available were able to clear the beaches only with 

¦considerable difficulty ani after exteniei lelays. 
\ 

-; • The initial congestion on the beaches wps further"/ccmpli~ 
¦ca.tei by the fact that- artillery batteries were> of necessity,-, cm-

place! 'alchg the beach." ?he' space occupic-3- by artillery install—-
ations, plus that occupied by supporting elements of the Regimental 
Ccmbat Teani.s, left little area available for the establishment cf- '•"¦beach lumps. • •'.'¦'. ¦ 

'*¦ The unfavorable surf ccnlitipns ani he^vy . e^as set 
in 0 plus 1 ani. continue ithroughout the unlcaiing perioi,--pre r 
clulel the use cf LCVPs ani,- tc a large- .extent, the use of LClis, * 

ani lengthonei the time, require!, to complete unlcaiing. 

Ccnslierable iolay. in unlca ling'- results! Trcm inaie.quato 
•¦arrangements for the refueling .of LVTs. Although' tne Oivisicn ex-

pressel the iesire to carry from eighty; {80) to one nunirei (100) 
55-gallcn Irume of 100. .cctans gasoline aboari each LST for use of 
LVTs ambarkel thereon, a maximum lcai limit of twenty (20) 55-

¦ 

gallbn irums was establishel by the,Navy, 'xhis small quantity cf-
fuel was quickly consume!, an! by tho night of D~Qay, little, if 
any, fuel remainei on, LSTs. This was. a highly unsatisfacto^ 
situation as the LST is- tha natural refueling point for LVTs which 
must gc abcrri her bcth for maintenance ani for receiving cargo to 
be ferric! ashore, ?n\ in this particular operation, it was-, antici--
pate! that beach ccnlitlcns wouli precluie the early establishment 
cf LVT units ashore. Refueling cn~LS7s coul! hpve been accompli she! 
by tna LVT crew luring the time the ship ls platoon was loaling 
cargo into tho tractor. : 

In view of the -lack of gasoline ab^arl LSTs, recourse 
was male tc the bowser boats (two (2) per beach) which were on 
station primarily for emergency refueling. These boats were insuf-
ficient in number ani inaiequate in capacity to effect s^fuejLUxg-

~i? llMiIn^^^pfclcII 
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of all the LVTs, ani in consequence, many, amphibious, .tractors ex-
naustel their gasoline an1 swampei'or iriftei' hfelpi.psaly to sea. 

Ccnsiierable lepenience hal bean placed in the plan to 
establish Fefueling points at gasoline-laien pontoon barges to be 
locpte'i close off shore. However, these barges which it hai been 
planned tc have on station by D plus 1 were not launchei until 0 
plus 2 ani. illnot arrive on station until D plus 3* Due to the 
high winis ani rough seas, these barges were unable to maintain 
their station, ani refueling from them was impracticable* Mean-
while large quantities of gasoline were transferred from APAs 
ani AKAs to LSTs in orier to effect refueling of LVTs at that 
point. This was a slow expelient which workel fairly satisfactori-
ly, but itwcull have""' -."be en obvjLatel by -the- Icpling of alequate 
amounts of gasoline on LSTs at the- staging area. '. 

Ccnsilerable confusion ani lelay in the process of un~ 
Icaling resultel from the Trrnsßon Commanler's reluctance to-le-
legate to the Transßon Control Officer the control of the employ-
ment of LSMs ani LCTs ani from his insistence tnat he alone shcull 
lispatch these craft to ships ani to the beach. In view of the 
fact that the Transßon Control Vessel ani each of the Tr^nsDiv 
Control Vessels were mannei by Division Logistical Officers who 
were well informe! as to the requirements for supplies on the 
beach ani as to the status of unlcpiing of the ships of the Trans-* 
Oivs, ani in view of' the fpet. that the Transßon Commaniar hai as-
signei Control Officers who are presume! to be competent to carry 
cut their assignment, it is consiierei unreasonable that they 
shouli be leniei the opportunity to c?rry cut this portion cf their 
assignei mission. Both the Transßon Commanier mi the Division 
representatives .remaining abcari his ship lackei much of the in-
formation which, in acccr lance with plans, hai been male available. 
to the officers aboari the Control Vessels. It is' believe! that 
LSMs ani LCTs couli have been lispp.tciiei more expeiitiously ani 
in closer acccrl with requirements of units ashore hai ilroct con-
trol of these craf.t remain el with the iuly -a.ppc intei Control Of-
ficers ani hai not been assume 1by the Transßon Commanier who 
shouli confine his efforts to ever-all supervisory control. 

E* Shore Party; 

Although numerous factors beyoni the control of the Lani 
ing Force combine! to curtail shore party activities, beach opera-
tions wore able to support .tho tactical plan., Sustainei enemy 
fire with resultant hepvy casualties 'amcng.Bpp.ch ani Shore Party 
personnel, the s teep slope of the beach, pMt tgfafteA of 
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egress therefrom preventei stock-piling in the beach areas in the 
initialphases of. the operation. Consequently, supply was en a 
i.ay~to-*iay basis from ship to shcre until D plus 4 at which time 
limits!general unloading was institute!. 

Subject to the. comments ani recommendations set cut in 
Appenilx 1 hereto, the personnel ani equipment allocate! to Shore 
Party use were aiequate. 

For ietaile! iiscussion of Shore Party organizations
ani operations see Shore Party Report, Appenilx 1. 

*?•• Supply Ashore; 

Seme of the general aspects of supply ashore are iis-
cussei in this sub-section, but for a well-rouniei picture of this 
subject, reference shouli bo m»ie to sub-section G-, H, Iani J,be-
low ani. to. Appeniices 3 ani '4 hereto* 

Initially, supply was on call from floating iumps 
establish©! -off each beach. During the first two (2) iays of the 
operation, enemy fire' on the bepches was so intense that it was 
impossible to organize well regulate! iumps, ani itwas impractical 
to assemble any quantities of supply in the small area available, 
LVTs were use! in thelaniing of critical items of supply, ani in 
most cases were iispatchoi iirectly to front line units without re— 
h&niling cf cargo en the 'beach. 

Upon completion cf the unloaling' of Infantry" LSTs, LV:rs 
were use! in the moving of supplies from the beaches to iur^ps in-
lani ani to front line units, It hai been hope!' that motor trans-
port couli be employe! in this respect , but' in the early- stages, of 
the operation the nature 'of the torrpin was such that only traclte! 
vehicles couli "be utilize! extensively '<, Hero again, the aiapt-
ability cf the LVT to usa en variei types terrain prove! in-

*avpilablevaluable. A limlteinumber of teasels" were ani 
prove! excellent. 

OUKWs were employe! principally in the lrniing of 
artillery pieces ani artillery .ammunition. These DUX-iTs were sont 
from the LSTs iirectly to the gun positions an! battalion iumps. 
The OUKtis were so efficiently employe! that by D plus 4, the five 
(5) Artillery LSTs were completely unlcaiei. Thereafter, the DUK*Ts 
were employe! in the unlcaiing of artillery ammunition from AKAs* 
Upon the arrlval r.ef the ammunition re supply ships/ DCJK7s ware use! 
in the unlcaiing of all tj^pos of pjarAuniticn from these ships, moving 
Kglf o-argc iiroctly to ammunition iumps. 11IkIf|IHO^lfTifTl' 
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As- the operation progressel ani the situation permittei,  
beach lumps were established ani Regimental -Combat Teams obtainel  
supplies lirectly from these lumps utilizing LVTs an! organic trans-
portation ashore in transporting these supplies tc front line  
elements.  

» Due to lack of space ani the congestion in rear areas, 
the Division Quartermaster was unable to assume control of supply 
Ujg&ii,D plusoS'j. The Division Grinance Officer establishel ammuni-
tion supply on the same lay. The Division Quartermaster' crntrollel 
issues of supplies by use of a "chit system I'-. T-fhen Service ani 
Supply personnel attache! to RCTs were reyertel on D plus 8, they 
were immediately employe! in segregating an! stock-piling of sup-
plies an! in expanding ani. consolidating- of Division lumps in 
preparation for the assumption of ielivery of supplies by Division. 
With the expansion of' the real net ani the lanling of allitional 
elements of motor transport, Division was able to commence ielivery 
of ammunition on D plus 7 ani of all other supplies on p plus 10 ? 

Bulliczers were usel extensively in the revetting of Division lumps, 
ani there was sufficient special equipment in the lumps to hanlle 
supplies expelitiously with a minimum of manual labor. 

Personnel of the Grinance Company were not attache! to 
the Regimental Combat Teams, for this operation ani, upon lan ling,  
were therefore immeliately available to Division for employment.  
However, ammunition technicians were attache 1 to the Shore Party  
ani were employel in the supervision ani control r.f all beach am-
munition lumps. The fact that no erlnance personnel were attache!  
to Regimental Ccmbat Teams enable! the Division Ordnance Officer  
tc quickly assume control of ammunition lumps an! commence early  
lelivery of ammunition to Regimental Combat Team lumps.  

The lanling of water lisfiliation units was not begun  
until D plus 4. Initially, only a few units were lanlol each lay  
as the early an! unnecessary exposure of thio equipment to enemy 
fire was leemel inalvisable . Cue tc the coll lamp weather, troopsc

require! little water, an! sufficient quantifies of the mounting 
cut water remainel on hanl until D plus 7. With the installation 
of water listillptlon units, the Engineer Battalion leliverel fillel 
water cans tc the Division water lump in exchange for empty cans.  
Deliveries of water were then male by Division to subcrlinate units  
on a pro-rata basis by exchange of fillelfor empty cans. The  
water prclucel by the listillation units was uniformly gco-1. It  
was note! that while the mounting out vater in 15-gellon an! 55-
gallon Irums was potable, much of tho water containel in 5-gallen  
expelitionary cans hal a very unplea&pnifcfiilbrtaste which was im-
partel to the water. by the lining of thjfjbf?mgSffl fad| M«^mmtm  '' 
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Although field baking equipment was not embarked, a 
"doughnut" bakery was established on D plus 13. Issues were made 
on the basis of two (2) doughnuts p.r. man per day to front line 
units and in many instances when front line quotas were exceeded, 
issues of one (l) doughnut per man -per day to rear area units were 

made. The issue of doughnuts to front line units was a definite 
morale factor, and was greatly appreciated by the men. 

With several striking exceptions, mounting out supplies 
and rosupply were adequate, for the operation. 

classes, adequacy xiras as. follows: 
Mounting out 

Class X - Adequate 

Rations were carried in sufficient quantities, but 
the- ratio of types. should be revised. "BM rations 
were difficult to handle and serve in a sanitary' 
¦manner, and should not have been embarked in ascau.lt 
shipping. However, certain components of the "B11 

"¦ration, such as fruits, Juices/ coffee, sugar and 
milk, wore needed by the troora and .the Issue., of 
these components to Division for inclusion in 
mounting out ration allowances was highly desirable. 
The old type "C n .ration which w.os carried by this 
Division was not as popular as the now type "Gn 
Drought on to. the target 'q-j Army Garrison Troops. 
liars "X" rations were carried than were required. 
The. "lo~in-one M ration was excellent, and was very 
much relished by all hands. 

Water was adequate, . though that in 5-gallon ex-
peditionary cans had an extremely unpleasant taste. 

-Class 
should 

XI Generally adequate 
have been embarked. 

though more clothing 

Class 111 - .adequate 

Class 
not 

IV-.-- Adequate, except- for s^nd"'bsgs 
carried in sufficient' quantities. 

which wore 

-Class V Generally adequate except for critical 
shortages of Pimm mortar, HE, 60ram mmortarr r ilium-
inatini ?nd artillery ammunition. The Di.vi,s. 

»¦¦•. »-¦.¦': mounted out using CinGPOA-^ 
:^ r It is bolievad that the Ci 

'^ff:--r.'%'--L~^^^t^--r'o-e^i'ber 9 1944 incorporates 
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In the. earlier one ani will,, in large measure, 
correct the shortages note! above. 

Re supply 

Class I-Adequate 
•¦There was no natural fresh water source on IWC 

JIMA, vbut the thirty (30) distillation units 
(ten (10) of which were an a!iltional allowance) 
were able to proviie all water require! by this 
Division.' 

~ Class II Generally adequate. 
-Class 111 Generally alequate. 

« 

Class IV - Generally adequate. bags were not 
available in sufficient quantities. 

-Class V Generally inadequate wifh respect to 
mortar an1 artillery ammunition. Re supply of 
this type ammunition was unsatisfactory for several 
reasons. The' first ammunition snip arrive! after 
the initial supply of Clpss V items ha! become 
seriously iepletei, an! unloading" was never rapi! 
enough to permit accumulation of any reserve in 
Division lumps *' Unloading operations of re supply 
ships were restricted by rough seas an! the fact 
that ships were not properly lop.iel for selective 

¦diiwbai'go* In many instances, much valuable tir.e 
was lost in the unloaling of non-.critical items in 
orier to gain ac c es s to type & of ammunition vitr.lly 
neelei to support the operation., 

Furthermore, the fact that only one ammunition re-
supply ship was available at the target at a time 
when immeliate re supply was so necessary, create! 

ra consilerable bottleneck c Re supply of a.rtiller3 
ammunition was so slow that it restrictel the 
artillery in carrying out preparation fires an! 
other assignel missions* 

It is believe! that a more satisfactory system of 
ammunition re supply wouli be achieve! ifthe mi 
tial resupply were brought to the target selective-
ly loa!el on LSTs. m* 

For 



*  

re supply, see Appendices 5 ant 4- Hereto, 

&• Motor Transport: 

Because of the loose volcanic ash, steep grades from 
the beaches inland an! the absence of- roads in the beach areas, 
the Division l^ad to rely on LVTs, DUKIfs ani M29C cargo carriers 
(weasels) for its transportation in the initialphase of the IX 
JIMA Operation, These vehicles were able to surmount terrain ob-
stacles confronted., ani successfully maintained a steady 'flow of 
supplies to front line units ani artillery battalions until D plus 
4 when roads were established to the point where, wheeled motor ve-
hicles could satisfactorily be employed. 

As was anticipated, 2|-ton cargo trucks could not be  
used in the Initialphase of the operation and i-ton 4x4 trucks  
with i-ton trailers were used extensively by the Regimental Com-
bat Teams once these vehicles were towed across the beach an.d  
over the steop terraces to high ground inland.  

Upon establishment of the Fourth Hot<Sr.. Transport Bat-
talion ashore, a daily assignment of 2|-ton, 6x6, cargo trucks 
was made generally as follows: five (5) to each assault Regi-
mental Combat Team and three (5) to the reserve Regimental Combat 
Team to augment organic transport for movement of supplies within 
these units; ten (10) to the Division Quartermaster and Division 
Ordnance Officer for use in delivery of supplies to subordinate 
units and hauling of supplies from beaches to the Division lumps;  
two (2) to the Division Salvage Officer; three (3) to the Divi-*  
sion Burial Officer; and one (l) to the Division Bomb Disposal * Officer 1 The remaining trucks were employed in augmenting the 
above daily assignment and to care for the transportation needs 
of other units within the Division, 

The Fourth Marine Amphibian Truck Company and the \ 
476 th Amphibian Truck Company (Army) were attached to the Four-
teenth Marines (Artillery) and were initially employed in the >unloading and transporting of artillery pieces, ammunition, sup-
plies, equipment and personnel to selected artillery areas. Upon 
the arrival of ammunition re supply snips on the target, the DUKTfs 
of these two units were pooled under VAC control and were employed 
in the unloading of all type's of ammunition from these ships. 

The twenty (20) H29C cargo carriers (weasels) carried 
by this Division were extensively used for wire laying, communi~ 
cations, and hauling of supplies f These vehicles were ideally 

i\: 
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alaptel to the terrain encountered on IWO JIMA anl prove! invalu-
able. Hal altitional "weasels'* been male available to the Division, 
the lifficult transportation problems confrontel in the early 
stages of the operation woull have been greatly re luce!• 

Because extremely rugged terrain anl absence of roals 
in some forward "areas preclulel the extensive use of heavy trans-
portation, six (6) additional 'i-t'ori, 4x4, trucks with J~ton trail-

transferred,ers were from rear area units to Regimental Combat 
Teams on the basis of two (2) per Regimental Combat Team. These 
vehicles facilitate ithe delivery of supplies from Regimental
Combat Team lumps to Battalion landing Teams an 1 Companies • 

Once establishel ashore and functioning, motor trans-
port was entirely alequate to satisfactorily support this Division. 
Consequently, the eighteen (18) 2|-ton, 6x6, cargo trucks, embarked 
primarily in anticipation of a possible change of target to a large 
lanl mass, were not unloalel but were retumel to SAIPAH anl turnel 
in to the 7th Fiell Depot. 

The repair anl maintenance of vehicles was excellent, 
anl maintenance facilities were alequate throughout the operation. 

H« Roai Construction and Repair: 

There were some six (6) miles of roals constructel in 
the Fourth Marine 'Division1s Zone of Action. The roal net con-
sistel of new roals anl repairel Japanese roals. The existing
Japanese roals founl on IWO JIMA were poorly surface 1, of inale-
quate wilth, of insufficient number, anl incapable of sustaining 
the traffic volume lemanldl by the operation. The terrain con- ' 
sistel.of either: (1) a fairly level area covsrel with a heavy 
layer of volcanic ash, which, while not suitable as a wearing 
surface, hal gool Irainage properties anl was capable of support-
Ing heavy loais if confinel, or, (2) .a heavily erolel sanl-clay 
area with littleor no vegetation. The quarries levelopel by this 
Division yiellel high-grale surfacing material which was usel to 
surface all existing roals aril all newly constructel roals as well 
as the beach unlo p.ling anl embarkp,tion areas. This fillmaterial 
was excellent in that littlemechanical stabilization was necessary, 
as heavy traffic serve lthe purpose of creating suitable compaction. 
Maintenance was confinel to laily motor patrol, shaping anl filling 
where necessary, ani to sprinkling with water to settle lust anl 
to prevent ravelling, Mines were encounterß^^^g llel to the 

* problem of roal construction. liili"-^ "'? 1\ Vil' '¦'••, '<< 
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The equipment sni personnel available for roai con-

struction were put to maximum use by careful planning* Forwarl 
area roai construction was confine! to the huiliing of pioneer 
roais ani. to the bulliozing of trails to permit passage of t anks 
or other vehicles • With the above exception, the levelopel roal' 
net, consisting of two-lane roais throughout the Division Zone, 
was aiequate at all times to support the operation satisfactorily. 

A more comprehensive report of roai construction may be 
founi in Annex KING- ani in Appeniix 1 to Annex DCG-. 

I* Traffic Circulation; 

Initially, traffic was nan lieiby the three (3) Military 
Police Platoons attache! to the Regimental Combat Teams, On D plus 
7, the Provost Marshal, utilizing the Fourth an! FifthPlatoons, 
assume! control of traffic circulation in the Division rear areas, 
incluiing beaches, lumps, the vicinity of the. Division Hospital 
an! other important installations. In orier to effect this, six 

¦(6) traffic control points wore establi she! along the beaches an! 
at Important junctions inlaniL 

Because the majority of roais in the Division zone were 
extremely" narrow, an! improvement on these roais an! construction 
of new roais was being carriei on continuously, the Military Police 
were confronte! with a major problem in the proper routing of 
traffic. Despite these coniltions, the Military Police carriel 
out their functions very capably an! maintainel a smooth flow of 
traffic throughout the remainder of t he . operation an! luring the 
periol of reembarkation of the Division, . 

Jv Salvage: 

As the Salvage Section of Service ani Supply Gom-pany 
iiinot laniuntil D plus' 6, initial salvage operations were limi-
tfiei to the assembly of salvage! material in beach lumps by the 
Shore' Party an! inlani iumps by the various units of the Division. 
Immeiiately upon laniing, the Division Salvage Officer establi she! 
a salvage lump in close proximity to the Division lumpSi ani com-
mence! collecting previously salvage! material from the Shore 
Party ani all suboriinate units. The Division Salvage Officer, 
together with the salvage section of Orlnance Company, coniuctei 
intensive operations throughout the Division zone luring the re~ 
mainier of the time this Division.was on IWO JIMA. .^-- 25 

w  
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All salvage! orinance material was ieliverei to the 
Orinance Company for repair an! subsequent reissue to units. All 
other material was properly segregate! in the Division Salvage
Dump ani all usable items were ieliverei to the Division Quarter-
master for reissue* Prior to the- ieparture of the Division for 
IWC JIMA, unserviceable salvage! material was transferei to the 
Islani G-arrison Forces. For further ietalls on Salvage, see 
Appeniices 3 ani 4 here.to. 

K« Helical Service ani Evacuation: 

Personnel of the Shore Party evacuation stations lanie! 
in five (5) sections on "D-Day. Despite 80$ casualties to Helical 
Officers. ani over 50$ casualties to Hospital Corpsmen, three (3) 
xfell functioning evacuation." stations were established 1600 
that lay. 

Because of the high rate of .casualties, two (2) MeiicrJ. 
Companies were laniei on D plus 1,, mi xv ere useito augment person-
nel at the beach evacuation stations from D plus 1 until'D plus 24. 

Throughout the IWC JIMA Operation, the Fourth Marine 
Division stations evacuatei eight thousani one hunirei sixty- seven 
(8,16?) Casualties, of which five thousani one nun ireififty
(5,150) were. Fourth Marine Division personnel. Casualties were 
given excellent first ail ani shock treatment, ani no casualty w?.s 
kept on the beach over thirty (30) minutes except when his con-
iition require! more prolongei therapy. 

Air evacuation was excellent, ani was of consiierable 
aii in keeping hospital beis free for incoming casualties. Three 
hunirei an! fifty Fourth Marine Division patients were evacu-
ate! loy. air between D plus 13 ani D plus 23. 

The Division Hospital was establishei on D plus 9, ani 
was graiually expaniei to three flunirei an! fifty (350) beis. • 

After D plus 9, night evacuation cease! as all casualties occurring 
after 1750 were sent to the Division Hospital. Allpossible cases 
were evacuatei from jthe hospital each morning by water or air. 
The hospital functionei for two (2) weeks, from D plus 9 to D plus 
23, inclusive, iuring which time one thousani four hunirei sixty-
five (1,465) patients were a imittei ani one hunirei twenty-six
(126) major operations were performei. 

Because of the coolness of the climate, porosity of the 
soil ani absence of major sanitary as swampshazarJsu^suAlx- m mmLM|°j 1$ <Tfc *~Nk > «... 
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malaria vectoring- afcoflqul toes, etc., IWC JIMA was a remarkably
healthful islan! f#o;4 an epiiemio logical stan!point. . 

Due to fLnrloctrination, previous 'combat experience, an! 
intensive overall training in sanitation, routine sanitary mea-' Asures were excellent, ¦ 

Heaas lfere constructed from sunken Irums an!.prefabri-
cate! heal tops. Drums an! shell tacking cp.ses, half sunken in the 
porous soil, provrtlei very satisfactory urinals. 

The airplane spraying cf DDT solution !estrove lthe few 
mosquitoes, an! effectively prevente! an excessive population of 
flies. In ailitlon to airplane spraying, approximately eight
iiunirei. (890) gallons of b% dOT solution in Uesel oil was s^raye! 
on scatter© 1. intLeatel sites by the MECon Unit. 

G-alley b were openai in rear areas on p plus 17, ani wore 
Operate! in ac cor lance with tae provisions of the Heiicpl Staniari. 
Operating Proceiuro. Augmentation of 'ihe ration by fruit juices 
an! fruits prove! valuable. 

The G-r »vos Registration Seccion burie! one thousan! 
eight hun!re! ani twenty (1,82t) men botwoen 0 plus 5 nn! D plus
27. Prompt burlap, early sprpylng of the areas" with DDT solution, 
follow©!by frequent spraying wf.th iiesel oil, effectively pre-
vente! all fly broeiing in the irea. Within the limitations im-
pose! by the nature of the terrain an! operations, enemy lea! were 
expeiitiously burj»el by unit burial details, an! constitute! no 
appreciable sanitary hazar!. 

No epidemics or unusuaX !iseases occurre!, ?.n! the 
number of organic jne!ical cases w*is extremely low. 

Transportation of me!i<;al equipment an! supplies was 
very satisfactory, an! re supply of- front line units was effecte! 
promptly. In spite of the high ntimber of casualties, an! the 
length of the operation, meilcal supplies were sufficient in all 
reports. 

For further ietails on meiloal1. activities, see Appen!ix 
2 hereto« 

L* Burial: 
The G-rrves Registration Soction c^ J^he Fourth Merino 

IUviAIOA began oIteration a on I^G ri';-A ua j JiJ^^ - #*$%Jlllllal it\\ i;1
¦
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lack of firm roais ani organic transportation, boiies were collect-
ei from the beaches luring the first few lays ani hp.nl carrioi by 
litters to the cemetery which was locate! -'between Airfieli#1 ani 
Yellow Beach Two- Because of the extremely conge stei area through-
out the Division zone, the site of the cemetery was on a thirteen 
(13) percent slope sown with enemy mines. Although efforts were 
male to clear all mines from this area, some were so ieeply em-
beiiei in the soil' that they were not liscoverei until excavation 
hai unearthei them. However, theBe mines cause! little iamage 
ani ii!not cause any serious ielay in burial operations. The 
soil here was compose! of black volcanic sani, the looseness of 
which cause 1 the abanionment of inlivilual grave iigging. Exca-
vation ha! to be accompli she! with large engineering equipment. 
After excavating to a lepth of three ani one half (Si) feet, in-
iiviiualgraves were lug one (1) foot ieep ani three (3) feet 
apart from center to center of aijoining graves. Host of the 
ligging ani leveling was lone with bull iozers; however, gralers
ani pan loalers ware use! to level off the slope so that the -final 
graie of 'the cemetery was ten (10) percent. After leveling, a top 
layer of clay was spreai over t he cemetery for the purpose of holi-r 
ing the sani unierneath ani to facilitate mouniing. 

The first burials were male on D plus 5 an! continue!' * 

through D plus 27. During the twenty- two (22) lays of operation*' 
there were many nevr innovations employe! such as new mcthois of ¦/,~ 
finger printing, better listing ani cont".t>l of personal; effects 
ani an'iniiviiual ceremony for each boiy beneath a burial ensign. 

Throughout the operation, a total of one thousanl eight 
hunirei an! twenty (1,820) leal were buriel in the Fourth Marine 
Division Cemetery. The minimum number of burials a lay was twenty-
seven (27) (D plus 24). ani the maximum was two hunirei ani forty-* 
seven (247) (D plus 11;. More than one thousani five huniroi 
(1,500) bags of personal effects were turnei over to the Personal 

Division,.Effects Officer of the 

Of necessity, the Thlri Marine Division Cemetery x^ras 
establishei alongsiie that of the Fourth Marine Division. The 
Graves Registration Sections of both Divisions cooperate! closely, 
an! lespite many iifficulties, such as the 'presence of mines ahi 
subjection to occasional mortar, artillery an! small arms fire, 
an! the rapil accumulation of the leal, carriel out their a ssignei 
missions in an excellent manner. 

The two (2) Division Cemeteries were so plannel ani 
arrange! that they merge! into one joint y, which, if4 

***•«;. („«, £./ 
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coapletel in: accopiancG with plans, a  towill"be worthy monument 
those who rest there. Upon departure of this Division,from the area, responsibility for the completion animaintenance of the 
DivMon Cemetery was assumoi by 0-a.rrison Forces, 

M. Keembarkation : 
1« Planning 

,  5 lipr'oh (D plus 14). Planning for reembarkation beg pn en -with the assignment of transports of TIT lZ*&.2t-pius AP-l^S CAPS 
JOHNSON, AK-41 HERCULES, AK-43 JUPITER-,. XAK CHINA VICTORY ani. LSi>2 
BSLLSORuVS, for lifting of personnel anl equipment of the Division 
for return to: -Base Camp.,- Detailei loaiing plans were -prepare Ifor 
the convoy unit  loaiing of all supplies an i"equipment/- At the re-
quest of the Division, AP-103 PRESIDENT POLK

' 
was substituted"' for 

AP-172 CAPS' JOHH'SCN, on 12 March^  V 

2» Loalin^ 
¦Loading coinmeno'oi. on 14 March from Blue Beaches, using 

six (6) LS^sv fourteen (14) LSMs ani one (1) LCT for lifting troops 
ani equipment to transports* As assault units were still committal, 
only, support elements were available for reembarkation. # Ai.vorse i 
surf anl soa conditions luring the entire lolling perioi, cause 1 
the parting of lines ani. eonsiierable lamage to both ianling craft 
ani transports. Beaches were restrictei to the extent th^t a max-
imum- of five (5) laniing craft "couli be accommot.p.tei at any one 

¦time. However, iue to ¦ aivance preparation by the Fourth Pioneer 
Battalion, approaches ani assembly areas were very gooi. Units, 
were instruct el  to embark all serviceable equipment ani all remain-
ing ammunition ant- supplies except fuel.'ani rations. Personnel, 
except alvance parties, were embarkel upon. -completion of loaiing 
of cargo ani. as tactical units were relieve! from combat assign— 
ments. Due to heavy sea oonlitions, LSTs were utilize! insofar 
as was practicable for the embarkation o,f personnel. 

<Shipping was lpalel as follows: 
¦•¦•¦¦ 

¦ . '- ¦¦-¦ . //:/.., BA'SI&. -: ¦••'¦ ¦-¦:' ; ,:; '.-¦ 
" 

--- SHEF.- SHEF. ¦;¦.-•¦ 
¦ 

-.. "caq^IZATSCN - CARGO Cf UADING DA?ES 
APA-172-AP&-172-- GRIMESGRIMES :25th Marlrie'e 25th Marines 14-18 March 
APA-176 -LANDERLANOEK 

" 

25th Marines . 14-16 MarchAPA-178  '.4*h He ißn l 
¦ ¦  ¦

¦ ¦ •¦ : •  sth- AmphTracßn 
10th iiinphTracßn 

;- : ' VMO-4  l.f';\ii 
APA-234 BCLLINGER 14th Marines 14th flj^tsljjn^^^' 
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BASIC ORGAN-
SEEP IZATION  

APA-177 KINGSBURY 23ri. Marines  
APA-133 3SCKHAM 24th Marines 

APA-22S ROCKBRIDGE (F) 23riMarines 
XAK- CHINA VICTORY Det 4th 155H0w 

Bn VAC. 

APA-222 PICKAWAY 24th Marines 
APA-233 SSVIER 2ni Arm! Amph-

Trac Bn 

AP-103 PRESIDENT POLK Hq Bn 

AK-41 HERCULES 4th MT3n 

AK-43 JUPITER 4th MTBn 

-
LSD 2 BELLEGROVE 4th Tkßn 

--30 

CARGO OF LOADING DATES 
4th Engrßn 12-18 March 
4th Servßn l.Jr-15 March 
4th AmphTrkCo 
4th Pionßn 
VMO-4 
Ist ProvßktDet 
Hqßn . 
14tliMarinos 
23rl Marines 15-16 March 
4th 155 Howßn 15-*l9 March 
Hqßn 
sth AmphTracßn 
4th MTBn 
4th Servßn 
2ni. Armi.Araph3n 
3ri. AmphTracßn 
24th Marines 17-19 March 
Ist JAQCO 
24th Marines 17-19 March 
4th Tkßn 
4th Pion Bn 
VMO-4 
Ist JASCO 
Hqßn 16-19 March 
Ist Prov RktDet" 
Sri. AmphTracßn 
4th MTBn 
VMO-4 
Hq3n 
Ist ProvßktDet 
2ni ArraiAmphßn 
4th Engr Bn 
4th Pion Bn 
4th Tk Bn 
4th MT Bn 16-20 March 
4th Sngrßn 
4th Pionßn 
10th AmphTracßn 
Hqßn 
4th Tkßn 15-18 March 
10th AmphTracßn
2n|i|Aml.^phßn 
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TU 12.6,2 was refesignatei TU 51.29.2 prior to; ieparture' from I!fO JIMAvon 20 March. .: ¦¦:¦• 
'

. -. .' ;' .; 

3. Return to HAWAIIAN Area 

TU 51.29. 2*. less AK-43 JUPITER, iepartei from IWQ. JIMA 
at 0720 i20 March enroute to HAWAIIAN Area via &UAM-pji'l.EHI^rEToK. 

' 

AK~*43 JUPITER was unable to join convoy because s.c rews of LSM con-
taining lastloa! of cargo became foulei an'i. LSM was "unable to come 
alongsiie* The JUPITER was given oriers to complete loaiing an'i. 

> proceei separately to ENI'-'JETCK, rejoining TU 51.29.2 at that point. 
The convoy arrive at APRA HARBOR, GUAK, .at 1600, ,2,2 :March, pju\ Us-
chargei. LGMs ani LCVPs* The KING-SBURY embarkei one hunirel nine 
(lO9> casuals of Fifth Marine Division, the LANDER embarkel .two 
hunirei (200) casuals ani; the BECKHAI^ embarkel, two hunlre^fifty-
five (255) casuals for transportation to the HAWAIIAN Area. The 
convoy iepartel :from GUAM-at 1000, 23 March. ,It arrive! at ENI-
WETOK at 0545,27 March, where the JUPITER, AK-43, joined, an/L the 
convoy- iepartGl at 0700, 28 March. At 0400, 4 April) TU 51.29. 2 
was ;'liss6lvGl.- The ROCKBRIDOEi PRESIDENT POLK aniKING3BURT J>ro~;: 
ceeiel'iirectly to KAHULUI.HARBOR, MAUI,ani the remaining ships 1 ;•;•.•-••proceolel tc'PSARL HiiRBGH to await berths, at KAHULUI,. . -? 

Xn general, ships of TU 51.29.2 iileverything within their 
power to make' the return trip..pleasant ani. restful for the troops 
embarkei.* The niajorlty of the ships- Ui-ii.ot institute water hd,yrs, 
but allowed water to remain' on constantly. Fooi was plentiful; ani. 
tastefully prepare!, fresh meats ani. fresh breai. being particuiariy 
appreciate!. M-41, HERCULES .an.i. AK-43, JUPITER, treatei embarkei. 
troops to a beer party at ENIWETGK. Troops were loui in their 
praise of the . treatment accbriei. them, ani generally felt that this 
voyage was the most pleasant of the' many they have male. 

Debarkation"'' The-RCCKBRID^S^.KIMSBURY,- ani, PRS S£-OENT»PC LKT. arrive! at '" . 
KAHULUI HARBOR .1200 > ,4- April,!V It'was fqunl \xpon arrival, that- • 

the : Supply- Service, B'lF,'Pacific ha! .provilel "an efficient staff 
anl'-'an aiequata number .of veiiicles-to han!le the iebarkation of 
troops' .-an.l equipment. . JDue- in a -gremt measure 'to their planning' 
an!-ef forts, troops -were I.eb,.a^ke! ani iisgatchei to the. Base Camp 
in recor! time, ani ships were unloaie! ani iocks clearei prior 
t0'" 2400. .RCCKBRIOGSv KINOSBURY ani PRESIDENT PCLK iepart^! at 0700 
5,/Apri-l, ani &RIKES,;;LANDER.,.; JE¥lER_ :an! BpLLINSER. arrive! at 0800." 

unloaiing' again pro-ceeiei' rapiily';- ships, iepartlng¦.. '"Debal-tetion^ 'an!
r 'at ;fi7Sb,S6 A&ril, PICKA^T, BSCKHAM, 
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at 0800* Unloailng of PICKAW an! BECKHAM was rapii/ but that 
of .HERCULE.S an! .jyPITSR was slower, as two hunirei an! fifty(25P) tons' of 'ammunition were aboari each of these ships. Un-
loaiing was complete! at 0600, 7 April ani. ships sailei at -0700, 
The BELLEGRCVE 11s charge! amphibian tractors at MAALASA BAY oh 

April ani tajiks6 at KAHULUI HARBGB on 7 April, The CHINA VICTORY 
was ielayei because of necessity of repairs at PEARL HARBOR ani .. 
iiinot. arrive until 15 April. This ship was unloaiei by com-
mercial ste ve lores ani iepartei 17 April. 

N» Recomnienirtions; 
' 

In view,of the fact that the Division lias, in separate 
corre'spcnience, submittei its recommeniations for changes in 
major items of equipment, no comment on these items is incluiei 
herein* £n the basis of experience gainei' in the IWC JIMA ani 
other operations, the following recommeniations are submittei for 
ccnsiieraticn: « 

!• That the Division's immeiiate supply source be so 
stockei with certain items of supply ani equipment, particularly 
clothing pui iniiviiual equipment, that immeiiately upon arrival 
in rehabilitation area,, the Division may iraw these items 'in orier 
to proviie for the comfort of the men ani to make possible the 
immeiiate institution of iniiviiual training. 

&• That all supplies ani equipment require! for an 
operation be ieliverei to Division at least thirty (30) iays 
prior to comraencernent of embarkation, it being believe ithat this 
is the minimum time require ito receive, process, iistribute^. ani-

¦service such equipment or supplies. . 

5. That a new type 5-gallon water can TA/hlch iocs not 
impart an unpleasant taste to water be maie available to this 
Division for use in subsequent operations. If this is not practi-
cable, it is recqmmeniei that the proper agency coniuct experi-
ments as require!, in orier to ievelop a staniari proceiure for 
minimizing present iifficulties with the can now in use. 

¦. 4« That . the practice of conducting conferences between 
the representatives of |his Division an i,^higher echelons be 
continue! ani that emphasis be place! on 'early conferences 
between representatives of the Division ani loaiing representatives 

correct,of all ships in which this Division willembark, ani that 
ship characteristics be maie available to Division at the earliest 

'practicable iate. iliifni? 
_ " 

--32 :^l\fltJc|iA^#l^-11 
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5. That in coming operations this Division be perraittel 
to loal a minimum of 80 Irums of gasoline on each LST (except
Hospital LSTs) carrying LVTs of this Division. 

6. That the Navy provile heavier salvage boats, with 
trainel crews, in orler that beaches may be expeiitiously clearel. 

?• That initialraeupply shipments, particularly of 
ammunition, be carried in LSTs to the Target ani loalel for 
selective iischarge therefrom, it.being believe! that the lis~ 
tribution of this cargo among two or more LSTs willnot only 
iecrease the possibility of loss of the initial resupply shipment 
lue to enemy action, but it willalso facilitate the expeditious 
unloading of items as require!. 

8# That iirect control of LSTp, LSMs ani LCTs, luring the 
unloading phase at tjae Target, rest with the Transßon Control 
officers as lirecte! by the Transßon Comiaanier. Past experience 
iias. proven that this proviies a flexible ani. expeiitious methol 
of effecting aiequate supply luring the critical phases of the 
lanling. 

9. That lf3" rations not be carriel in assault shipping, 
but  that certain components of the "B11 ration, such as fruits, 
juices, ccffee ,v sugar, milk ani ingrellents for baking, be male 
available to the Division for inclusion in the mounting-out 
rations, ani that the new type "C" be usel to replace the oil 
type "C" ration • 

» 
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HEADQUARTERS 
FOIBTHjmRBIE DIVISION, FLEET MARINE FORCE 

p^/f^f'POST OFFICE, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

- 
APPENDIX 1TO ANNEX DOG." TO OPERATION' REPCRT IWO JIMA 

DIVISION SHCRE PARTY REPCBT 

Enclosures (A) Overlay beach and dump areas 1:20,000.
(B) Medical Evacuation Report.-IPlanning Preparation;and 

A. Organization: -
1. General basic elements:  -

(a) 4th Pioneer Battalion  38 656 
(b) 133rd Naval Construction Battalion 25 
(c) Ist JASCO (det)  10 
(d) Replacements  136 
(c) 442nd Army Port Co  5 
(f) 4th MP.Co  2 -(g) 4th Ordnance Co (det)  1 ~ (h)  4th S&S Co 2 

219 
(Does not include Beach Party Personnel) 

2» Division Shore Headquarters: -
(a) Det 4thPnrßn  5 11 
(b) Det istJASCo  2 22 
(c) Det 4thordnanceCo 1 -• 0 

8 33 
3. RCT-23 Shore by beaches, including Shore Party Hdqtrs 

(Yellow Beaches) 
(a) Headquarters: 

(1) HqCo, 133rdNCB  8 150 
(2) Det H&SCo, 4thPnrßn  1 1 
(3) Det IstJASCo  1 19 
(4) Det 4thordnanceCo  0 10 
(5) Det 4thMPCo  1 25 
(6) Det 4thS&SCo  1 13 
(7)  Naval Beach Party 

15 261 
(b) Left Assault BLT Shore Party: (Yellow Beach #1) 

(1) CollA",4thPnrßn(less dets) 4 92*(2) Det H&SCo,4thPnrBn(USN)(MC) 1 16 
(3) Co"A",I33rdNCB  5 190 
(4) Det IstJASCo  1 19 
(5) Naval Beach Party 

v 360 
party: (Yellow Beach #2)(c) Right Assault BLT Shore  -(1) Det CcW^thPnrßn  4 92 

(2) Det H&SCo,4thPnrBn(USK)(MC) 0  - 3 
(3) Co"Bn ,I33rdNCB  3 190 
(4) Det IstJASCo  1 19 
(5) Naval Beach Party 

1 ifNJCUISSIBEP 
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(d) Reserve BLT Shore Party: 
(1) Co»C»,l33rdftGß  4 190 
(2) Det IstJASCo  1 19 . (3) Naval Beach 

8 252 
(c) Ship Platoons: 

-, 

. (1) Det CoHq plus 3dPlat442ndArmy DortCo 1 72 
(2) Replacements & 57 

53 1029 
4. RCT-25 Shore Party by beaches, including Shore Part:/ Headquarters

(Blue Beaches) 
(a) Headquarters? 

(1) H&3Co,4thPnrßn 6 72 
(2)' Det IstJASCo 1 19 
(3) Det 4thordnanceCo  0 10 
(4) Det 4thMPCo  1 25 
(5) Det 4thSfiSCo  1 70 
(6) Naval Beach "Party 

12 239 
(b) Left Assault BLT Shore Party: (Blue Beach #1) 

(1) ConBu ,4thPnrßn  8 182 
(2) Det Hf^Co,4th75nrBn(USN)(M0) 1 15 
(3) Det IstJASCo  1 19-(4)  Naval Beach Party 3 43 

13 259 
(c) Right Assault BLT Shore "^arty: (Blue Beach #2) 

(1) Col»C ll,4thPnrßn  $ 170 
(2) Det H&SCo,4thPnrBn(USF)(MC) 0 2 
(3) Det 133rdNCB(USN)(MC)  1 - 7 
(4) Det IstJASCo  1 19 
(5)  Naval Beach Party 2 

13 241(d) Reserve BLT Shore Party: -(1) Co»DII,I33rdNCB  4 - 184 
(2) Det IstJASCo  1 

¦ 

. 19 
(3) Naval Beach Party  - ¦ 

8~ "246 
(c) Ship -(I) 442ndArmy^ortCo(less dets) 2 - 75 

(2) Replacements  48 910-50 985 
5. RCT-24 Shore 'arty: (Division Reserve)

(a) Ship Platoons: 
(1) 2d?lat442ndArmyPortCo  2 64(2) Replacements  16 700 

•  -¦ 76^- - Mhf^n-^ 
2  ;i* 

wil&fb$¦& 1. DvET-ii.i'-i"'Jsr-c 
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6. Diagrams Showing RCT and BLT Shore Party Organization:
(a) Organization of assault RCT Shore Headquarters 

jRGT S* HQTRSjSV COMMAND2R __ ! _.! f|Medical Sec. jShip Platoons 
I |f|[ 

i 1-10 I71-20 per hold 
w/assault BLT 0-2 per craft 
initially _ 1-20 per LST I 

,1..._......THea3quartefs . Tdperations,J "Iritelligencej |Logistical{ fSeach Master! 
j(Admin) Sec_ Sec., .j Sec. j I 1 IfBeach Party);I A- UO~ |{ L..J^^Zj 1 2-44. i !1- 12 f T^T3 l -r r 

((includes MP,j ' IOrdnance, andj j _ "JBomtoanS f" ~̂,Jj !?&S-..^9rsonneli jMotor Trans : 
j  

Repair I& 
IMaintenance felvdrograDhic- jSec. 

' 

(1 - 32) " " 

i(includes BLT ; JBoat Repair SSenc n 
, SP Maintenance j 

r""¦ •¦¦'" ¦¦" 

Personnel) j 
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(b)  Organization of Assault BLT Shore Party: 

r a^saim^blt 1  — 
¦¦¦¦—  ---¦SP HQTRS L ---y— "Ii (s.p. cgiAAiroMli  

¦ 

i .!  
I  

~He"adqua"rtersl { TTecbn." | Communication 1 j-Medical j 
!(Admin) Sec. \ | Sec.-x- *] " Sec. I | Sec. |
! 3- 43 "i !SP 1-13 » 1-19 1-10 
U.12,-10) L.BP.IrI2J 
!M.P. Sec.'l  II(1 - ,15T 1 

I 

-!Motor Tr.Sec._ \*' ¦ii-¦¦ in .rif "¦ |ii i1n™"-¦¦ ii_¦¦¦"^^¦^i^i*^"^-"*i. i » 

) Shore Tlatoon ! Service"-- Platoon j i Beach Master ! 
..JLJ§!£*.2 -i7  ..„„ .....3......3. .M&, ...j B^^lMM^hMJ 

7^fea"pons"Bec. |  Beach Labor Sec.l : T~G ommand j 
j (Securi_tx)_._  i.7~H£-.a?)- ! Sec* [ ij'j *o^-24)  i

* r"DuimT~£abor Sec. ; j"rHy(TfograpHic 
•:~" ICngTneeF'S'ec, * 

'j 
; _ (1.-..60) H i.

j Sec. 
"" 

fi  
(Beach development)  

CL--i2l  ""Squrpmerrt'Bec. \ \ i""^oa^T^epair '|._ 

(Carf?o Moving) H' I?.Sec^_ „._.¦h 
;¦ (i-jm._J 

C ommunication 
Salvage ;Sec.  Sec. 

(0 - 5): •  

" 
( .'""fedical  

* -
v.  iSec^, 

- Personnel return to normal duties at end of reconnaissance phase. 
-XHS- Personnel of Reserve BLT Shore Party willbe employed primarily to bring Ser-* 

vice Platoon to strength stated and to reenforce as required. 

7. Plan of. Employment of Bth Field Depot Personnel: 
(a)  One beach team to be assigned to each BLT beach. 
(b)  One dump team to be assigned to each RCT beach. 
(c)  One platoon of ammunition company to be assigned to the Division 

beaches. 
(d)  One depot company to be assigned to the Division beaches.—  — 

4-
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B. Equipment: 
1. Organic origin and initial assignment of equipment by RCT beaches: 

(a) RCT-23 beaches: 
ITEM ORGANIC LOADED ONORIGIN J^ACHSS
2 trucks, 1/4. ton, 4x4 133 NCB AT>A 196 Yellow 1& 2 

tt tt n1 trailer, 1 ton, 2 v/heel, v/ater 
2 trucks ;2j? ton, 6x6, dump n it tt 

it n2 trucks, 2-g- ton, 6x6, cargo it 
it 11 111 compressor, air, 210 cv.ft. 

1 truck, 1/4. ton, 4x4 4thpnrßn A^A 158 Yellow 1 
n it tt1 truck, 1 ton, 4x4 

v3 trucks, 2g- ton, 6x6, dump 133 NCB 11 
11 tt1 trailer, 1/2 ton, dunro 4thr)nrßn 

11 tt it1 trailer, 1 ton, water 
it ti1 tractor, TD-9, utility it 

1 tractor, TD-6, utility n ti n 
1 tractor, TD-9, w/shovel dozer it it n 

LSI,! 206 it1 tractor, TD-9, w/crane 4thSn£r3n 
n it1 tractor, TD-9, w/shovel dozer 4thPnrßn 

1pump, 4" SthFldDe-Dot v 11 

n 11 it1power winch 
1 crane, 3/4 cv.yd. 133 NCB it 

11 it II3 tractors, D-8, w/blade 
v II II1 tractor, HD-10, w/blade 
it II 114 trucks, 2j? ton, 6x6, dump 

1 truck, 2-J" ton, 6x6, cargo it II It 

1 tractor, TD-9, w/shovel dozer 4thPnrBn A^A 207 Yellow 2 
it tt1 tractor, TD-14, w/bullclam 4thSngrßn 

1 tractor, TD-9, utility tr It 

1 trailer, 1/2 ton, dumr) it 11 II 

v tt It1 truck, 1/4 ton, 4x4 n1 truck, 1 t0n, ,4x4 11 It 

v it II1 cargo carrier, M29C 
it II1pump, 4-" SthFldDe^ot 

1 trailer, 1 ton, water 133 NCB SI It 

n II 111 truek j 1/2 ton, 4x4* ambulance 
3 trucks, 2~2~ ton, 6x6, dump w II it 

it1 tractor, T^-18, w/blade 4th"Pnrßn LSM 202 
11 it 111 tractor, TD-14, w/angle dozer 

1 tractor, TD-9, w/crane 4thEngrßn ti it 

1power winch SthFldDepot v 11 

1 tractor, TD-9, w/shovel dozer 4thPnrßn tt v 
it ti1 crane, 3/4- cv.yd. 133 NCB 

it 11 it3 tractors, D-8, w/blade 
* 5 



ITS'S CRGAITIC ORIGIN LOADED ON HSACHSS  
4 trucks, 2-J- ton, 6x6r dump 133 NCB LSM 202 YellowYellow 2  

IT  tt n1 truckj 2-J- ton, 6x6, cargo  
2 tractors, A^A 154 < Yellow (Res) HD-7, w/blade  v v *:ir " 
5 trucks, 2^- ton, 6x6, dump 

ii ii v1 truck ; 1/4- ton, 4x4- n n2 power vri.nch.es  BthFldDepot' 
n1crane, l/2cv.yd, 133 NCB LSM 48  

1 tractor, HD-10 ti ti tt  

1 tractor, TD-14, w/360° crane 4thPnrßn it n  
n1 tractor, HD-10  LSM 59133 NCB 

v1 crane, 3/8 cv.yd. 4thEngrßn it  

1 tractor, TD-14, w/360° crane 4th?nrßn it n  
(b) RCT-25 beaches:  

ITEM ORGANIC CHIGIN LOADED OK HSACHES  
1 tractor, TD-14, utility 4th?nrßn APA 120 Hq Blue  
2 tractors, T-6, utility ii ti n  
1 trailer, 1/4 ton, spare parts n it  

it  v v1 trailer, 1/2 ton, dump 
1 trailer, 1 ton, greasing  tt v v  

v it n 1 trailer, 1 ton, water 
it  ti v1 trailer, 4 wheel, stockroom 
it  it it1 truck, 1/4 ton, 4x4 
tt  tt v1 truck, 2-g- ton, 6x6, dump 
ti  it ii1 truck. 2-g- ton, 6x6, cargo 
n  it v1 equipment, v/eldinr-;, electric  
n v v 1 compressor, air  

1 tractor, TD«I4, w/bull clam 4th3n^r3n A^A 157 Blue 1  
a n1 trailer, 1/2 ton 5 dump  4th?nrßn 

it ti 111 trailer, 1 ton, water  
2 trucks, l/4ton, 4x4 ti n 11  

1 truck, l/4ton, 4^4> ambulance 4thMarDiv it n  
1 crane, 1/2 cv.yd. 133 NCB LSii 60 it  

it3 tractors, TD-9, w/shovel dozer 4th?nrßn  11 

ti tt 113 tractors, TD-18, w/blade 
it it 115 trucks, 2-j}- ton, 6x6, dump 
n n1 cargo carrier, M29C  n 

it tt1pump, 4"  BthFldDePot 
tt1 power ranch tt v  

1 tractor, TD-14, 17/36O 0 crane 4thpnrßn LSM 323 ti  

1 crane, 3/4 cv.yd. 133 NCB LSM 241 Blue 2  
1 tractor, TD-9, w/crane 4thEngrßn m 11  

v2 tractors, TD-95 r;/shovel dozer 4thr>nrßn  
3 tractors, TD-IC, w/blade v it - 

i 
» t 

6 imssra-
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inn  ORGANIC ORIGIN LOADED ON BEACHES' 1 tractor,  ism 24aTD-14, w/blade  4thPnrßn ISM 241 Blue 2 
v  11 H1 trailer, 1/2 ton, dump 

1 truck, 1/4. ton, 4*4 It 11 11 

ti5 trucks, 2i ton, 6x6, dump II  tt 
it tt1pump, 4" SthFldDepot 

2 power winches n 11 it 

1 tractor, TD-9, utility 4thPnrßn APA 193 11 

v  it ti1 trailer, 1 ton, water 
1 truck, 1ton, cargo it n ti 

1 tractor, TD-14, w/blade ti 11 it 

1tractor, TD-H, w/blade tt ISM 239 n 
11 it1 crane, 3/8 cti.yd. 4-thEngrßn 

1 tractor, HD-10-W 133 NCB tt it 

1 tractor, Tp~l4, w/360° crane 4-thPnrßn ISM 70 it 

1crane, 3/8 cv.yd. 4thEngrßn ISM 145 Blue (Res) 
2 tractors, D-8, w/blade 133 NCB tt it 

it  tt3 trucks, 2-g- ton, 6x6, dump  LSM 238 
it it1 tractor, TD-14, w/360° crane 4thPnrßn 

1 tractor, TD-14, w/blade tt ti n 
1 truck, 1/4. ton, 4x4 133 NCB A^A 190 it 

7 trucks, 2-J- ton, 6x6, dump ir 11 11 

1 tractor, TD-14., w/360° crane 4-thPnrßn ISM 74 it 

2. Plan of employment of the Bth Field Depot equipment: 
(a)  The following equipment was to be assigned to each beach and 

dump company: 
(l) Beach Company: 

2 cranes, crawler tracklaying. 
2 tractors, TD-9, w/swing cranes. 
2 tractors, w/dozers.
1tractor, utility. 
1 truck, 1/4 ton, 4x4.(2)  Dump Company: 
2 cranes, crawler tracklaying. 
1 tractor, w/dozer.
1tractor, utility. 
1 truck, 1/4 ton, 4x4. 

C. Training 
1. Pioneer Battalion: 

(a) IIndividual Instruction Schools (4 wk period)-(l) Weapons .50 caliber, TSMG, LMG, BAR, and bazooka. 
Instructions to and familiarization by all hands. -(2) Demolitions, mines, and booby traps principles and • 

fundamentals. Instructions to and familiarization by all 
-? . <<¦  .: v., ¦. hands. 

t=•;•:  4<'"|*v
'-
/ -:3?):3?) %taifment Operators -Schoo: |qt#|rs ,,angle- dozer , shovel 

¦, jy^i # :  -7 
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loader, utility tractors, tractor crazies,- and equipment' 
maintenance,.  /• (£) Radio  Operators School, SCE-300. Four men per -company* 

(5)  Supply Checkers School, beach and dump. Thirty men per 
corapanjr. 

(6) Close order drill;physical conditioning,-(b)  Phase II Unit Training (4. wk period): 
(1)  Infantry, tactics, offense and defense by squad, platoon, 

and company. 1 

>h  (2) Laying and removal of mines, and booby traps by squad, 
platoon,, and company. 

(3) Unit training in field fortifications and camouflage. 
(4.) Continuaiion of equipment operators school. 
(5)  TTeekly review, supply checkers and radiomen, SCR- 300. 
(6)  Division- C'PX, 31 October, 194A> camp area. 

(c) Phase 111 Combined Arms Training (5 wk period): 
(l) Five day amphibious exercise with RCT. Training conducted 

with NCB, JASCo, and Beach in Shore "^arty problem. 
suppliesCommand functions stressed; token unloaded. 

(2) Five day unit infantry field firing problem; zeroing of 
weapons; bazooka firing. 

(3)  Seven day amphibious exercise with RCT and attachments. 
Ship to shore; shore part"- exorcise. 

(4)  Succeeding two day Division CP X stressing, regards Pioneer 
Battalion, command procedure and beach security. 

(5)  Twenty- four hour field problem stressing disposition for 
and beach security, 

(6)  Field problem, and Naval Construction Battalions 
and JASCo attachments stressing field work in secondary 
missions, i. c. infantry division reserve* 

(7)  Division C°X conducted within camp area. C.O. s in their 
respective areas. Command procedure stressed. 

2. 133rd. Naval Construction Battalion: 
(a)  One week period devoted to reorganization of battalion for Shore 

"°arty missions 
(b)  Two week physical conditioning period (Concurrent with other 

training). 
(c)  One week Shore "°arty indoctrination period. Hiyon to officers 

and men by movies and lectures by the officers and men of 
Company "A", 4-th Battalion. 

(d)  One week period devoted to combat .doctrine by instructors from 
RCT-23 and Company "A", 4.th Battalion. 

(c) Five day amphibious exercise with KCT-23 and attachments. Shore 
missions stressed; token unloading. 

(f) Seven day amphibious exerciso with KCT-23 and attachments 
Shore "°arty missions stressed. 

8 
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(g)  Succeeding t^o day Division G?Z. Command procedure and beach 
security stressed. 

(h)  One week period of instruction for svrroly checkers, mines and 
booby traps, given by Company Battalion.- "An, 4.th 

!!_ Movement to Objective: 
.A. Loading and movement Dlan: 

1. The Division Shore Party Commander and Communications Officer were 
embarked with Division Headquarters. Because of the limited facilit-
ies of this APA, the remainder of the Division Shore Headquarters 
was transported to the target aboard the KPk carr7/ing RCT2S Headquar-
ters. Although itis highly desirable to have the Division Shore "Party 
Commander together with his Headquarters, this should not bo accom-
plished at the expense of serwaratinr him from Division Headquarters ? 

2.  Shore "Party Headquarters of tho pssault RCT's were embarked with the -Headquarters of their respective Combat Toaras. Sxcerjt for equipment 
and maintenance personnel embarked on the LSM's assigned to each of 
the four assault BLT's for the movement and landing of Shore 
equipment, BLT Shore Parties were embarked on the A^A's of the Landing 

¦.•¦ ¦, Teams to which attached.  , 

3.  Shi"o taken from re-olacements were, in so far as possible, em-
barked initially on the vessel they were to unload. It was, however, 
necessary to transfer shit> platoons from A^A's to r>reloaded LST's at-
tho target, . 

4«  to departure from the base camp, Conos Shore Farty liaison per-
sonnel were attached to the Division Shore One officer and two 
enlisted men were assigned to and embarked with each assault BLT 
Shore Party. One additional officer was carried with 'Division Shore? -

¦Party Headquarters, 
5.  Shore party equipment was lifted aboard vessels according to rxLan set' 

out  in'paragraph I. 8.. 
B.  Shipboard Training: 

1.  Training enroute to target included: 
(a)  Equipment maintenance. 
(b)  Personnel and individual equipment insuection. 
(c)  Briefing by rospoctivs section leaders in duties and accomplish-

ment of same by Shore 
(d)  Briefing o-f DG-rsonnel in overall picture of operation. 
(o) Briefing of -oroDosed attachments to Shoro organization, 
.(f) .Instruction- i-n' the missions, capabilities, and limitations of 

¦ ;supporting elements of or attached to the Division, 
(g)  Physical conditioning. . 

C.  Forward 'Araa I'tohearsal: 
1.  Bocatiso no landing was made, only debarkation and amroach drills were 

accomplished. - • ¦ 
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111 - Ship to Shoro Movoment: 
A. Elements of the Shore Parties, including personnel and equipment, were' landed as follows: 

1, Yellow Beaches: , 

UNIT : TO LAND : TIME : I7HSRE 
___: ;LANDED; ¦LANDED 

ReconSec, BLT 1 Yellow 1 H/17 Yellow 1 

Main Body, BLT 1 Yellow 1 H/^5 Red 2 
~ -

Equip APT 158
' 

Yellow"! H/4,5 Rod 2 ___- __ __ 
Equip LSM 206 Yellow"1 1500 ___ 
Rocon. Soc ,, BLT 2 
Main Body, ~BLT 2 

Yellow 2 
Yellow 2 

H/17* 
1200 

1300 
1300 

_„ - .: 
Equip LSM 202 Yellow 2 1600 

Yellow 1  

Yellow 2  

Blue 1 
Yellow 2 

Yellow"! 

BLT ,3 SPffipseryq) Yellow 1 
RCT S^ Hqtrs" "Yellow 2 

1500 
1630 

r 
Red 2 
"Yellow 2 

Yellow 2 1700 Yellow 1 

- .___ 

Equip LSM 202 Yellow 2 D/l
1300 

Yellow 1 

Yellow 2"*1 TD-14 tractor w/bull clam dozer 

: REMARKS 
; ; 
Shore Party Commander, Ass 't Beach- 
master « and 25 enlisted*  
Contacted reconnaissance Section  
Yellow 1at 1015. . „ 

"I.HD-7 tractor w/dozor and 1TD-9. 
Tractor, utility, landed with 
personnel. . 

v 

Allequipment on
; 

206 as noted in 
II,B«l«(a) above. ' _ , , „* 
(armored) landed in 1LCM. 
LCVPs with personnel.  
1LCM w/TD~9 tractor, utility,  
sonnol plus Ass't Shore "arty Comdr.  
On "order, LSM 202 beached, unloaded  
1 TD*lB tractor w/dozer (armored), 
and retracted. 
Moved, — to Yellow L^S:JLaßdin£sIst Section. 
2nd Section. 

Cl5C 15 completeIst Section established 
w/communications and security on 
Yellow 2. 2nd Section reported to CP 
at 0800. D-plus-1. 
LSM 202 finished unloading equipment 
except for 1large crane which was 
not unloaded. Finally/ went w/ship to 
Saipan. 

Equip (Balance) m 

Yollow 1& t)/2 to Yollow 1& As needed on the beaches. 
Yollow 2 

2. Blue Beaches: 
UNIT : TO LAND 

: 
Rocon Soc JL'...BLT_ l^^Bluo 1 
MaiJLJoc|3^ BLTji Bluo 1 
Equip ._-_A?A j^7~... Suo. 1-Equip LSM 60 Bluo 1 

D/ 7 Yollow 2 . — 
___^_____-___. 

: TIMS : VJHSEIE : REMARKS --
¦:LANDED: LAMPED : ; 

0925 Yollow 2 Ass't Shoro P-.rty Comdr and 10 onl. 
1005 Yollow 2 
1200 Yollow 2 __..TD.-l^ bull clam. 
1025 Bluo 1 Dozors and slods landod during morn-

?_ 

D/l ing, ro'tol^^^fairing aftornoon. 
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Blue Boachos (cont'd): 
Rocon Sqc, BLT 3 :Bluq 1  
Main Body, BLT 3 Bluo 1  

' _ 
Equip •'-- "APA 193 
Equip LSM 2^l 

. -RCT SP Hatrs 
Assault Equip" 

APA 120 
Other Equip 

RCT  SP Motor -
Transport APA 
120 
BLT S? (Rosorvo)- 
Equip AKA 66 

-

Bluo 1  
Bluo 1  

* 1700 
D/l 

Bluo 1 1635 Bluo 1 
Bluo 1 1635 Bluo 1 

Bluo 1 

Bluo 1 Bluo 1 

Blue 1 1800 Yollow 2 
. 

Bluo 1 D/ 7 Bluo 1 

: 0925 tßluo 1 
1000- Blue 1 
1015 

1015 Bluo 1 
1025 Bluo 1 
D/l 

- IWO JIM (CONT'D) „ ,n . ':¦ *¦ , 
¦?:¦¦ "lt **¦$'* 

sShorc Vrtriv and throo onlistod.-2nd Platoon Bth r/avo. Ist & 3rd-Platoon 9th wave. 
TP-14. dozor (TD*9 blado) (armor od) f 
Dozers and slods landod during morn-
ing, romaindor during aftornoon. 

__^ 

* 2  T-6 utility tractors. 
J , 

On tank and half-track LSlvls, those 
dozers and cranos landed on various 
beaches from D~--)lus-2 to D-t>lus-3« 
Maintenance Equipment & vehicles 
landed from D-plus-4- to D-plus-7. 

Smbarkod aboard A^A 120 ("D11 Co, _ - -'-'-J / «133-tlr/iS NCB).J vv _;,„ . ¦ 

8 trucks, on order from Blue Control 
sinco D-plus-3. Allother NCB equip 
mont for Blue Beaches had been por-
tioned to Assault BLT and RCT S? 
Headquarters . 

IV Uarrative of Shore Party Activities:-A. Division Shore (General) ; 
1. D~dav: 

(a)  Division Shore Party Commander reported on board the Fourth 
Division Control Boat with the Transron Bcachmastor and the 
Division Shore Communications Officer at 0900, 

B, Yellow Beaches: 
1. D^dajr: 

(a)  The reconnaissance sections of the assault BLT Shore Parties wore 
boated with the fifth wave and landed on Yellow 1 and Yellow 2 
at 0920. The beaches wore receiving heavy fire at this timo 
which restricted movement of those elements, and caused severe 
casualties. By 0930 both assault BLT Shore Party C ommandors ,and 
the Boachmastor for Yellow 2, hact become casualties. 
At 0945 the main body of the Shore for Yellow 1, undor 
command of the Assistant Shore "^arty Commander, landed on Red 
Beach 2. Two tractors, one utility and one bull dozer, were' also 
landed at this time. Contact \itxs established with Yellow 1at 
1015 and the Assistant Shore Party Commander assumed command of 
that beach at 104.5. The utility tractor was employed to assist 

11 
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landing of vehicles, and the bull dozer was used to cut a road 
through the terrace "bo aid movement of tanks'. All porsonnol 
were initially employed to aid evacuation of casualties. By 
1100 the Shore "Party Medical Officer and 70^ of the corpsmen 
had become casualties, "together with one Shoro "^arty Officer, 
the Beachmaster, and members of both Beach and Shore Party. 
Tho tactical situation on Yellow 2 was such that some elements 
of tho assault troops were still in the immediate beach area at 
1100, and the Shore Party had not landed. Need for a bull dozer 
to assist the tanks resulted in dispatching one LCM of the Bth 
Baker wave, containing an armored TD-14 bull clam, at 1130. At 
1200 tho remainder of the wave wis dispatched to the beach. Of 
this section of the wave, one LCM containing tho Assistant Shoro 

Commander, the communications toam, twenty men of "A" 
Company, 4-th "^ioneer Battalion, and a utility tractor, landed on 
Yellow 2. the remainder of tho wave, consisting of MB" Company, 
133 NCB, and the Shore party medical section, landed on Bluo' -Beach 1. ; 

The Assistant Shore. Party Commander upon verifying the report 
that the Shore Commander was a casualty, assumed command of 

•the  beach- at -1330. A TCP was set up on the loft flank of the 
beach and communications were established with Yellow Beach 1 and"  ' ' -

¦Blue Beach 1at 14.00. . . 
Heavy fire on Blue 1prevented movement of '*B'* Company, 133 NCB, 
and caused excessive casualties including 100$ of medical per-

¦sonnel during the afternoon. . . : . ...,,: 
At 14.00, floating dump cargo began to land on both beaches. 
Heavy fire prevented more than one. boat to. land ..at a time. LYTs 
carrying loads from pry loaded LSTs were also being dispatched to 
tho beach and the need for additional bull dozers ashore resulted 
in dispatching LSM 206 to Yellow 1at HOO. . The LSM beached and 
completely unloaded on right flank of that beach. The tractors 
were moved immediately to left of Yellow 1 to prepare a road to 

¦•• •' permit passage of LYTs to front linos. Enemy machine gun. fire 
slowed progress of the road which finally stopped 100 yards in-
land when one tractor struck a mine. It was not until the next 
day that clearance of^ tho mine field was completed and work could 
bo resumed. 
The armored tractor on Yellow 2 was employed to construct a road 
inland on left flank of that beach, but enemy fire caused work 
to secure thoro at 1500. 
At 14.30 j tho Reserve BLT Shoro Pr.rty landed on Rod 2. Contact • 

was made with Yellow 1 and1 and Dorsonruil-personnel were ordered to dig in onwere ordered to dig in on ~- *""¦ ' ' : 
~¥ 
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the loft flank of that boach. 
Heavy machine gun and small arras firo had inflicted heavy cas-
ualties to tractor drivers on Yellow 1 and LSI! 202 was ordered 
to the boach to unload an armored TD-18 dozer at 1600. 

RCT-23 Shore Party Headquarters landed on Yellow 2 at 164.5. The 
Transport Division Beachmaster landed with the Shore Party Com-
mander and immediately repeated earlier requests for relief 
Beach Parties. for Yellow- Beaches. RCT Shore G^ was estab-
lished in vicinit;/of block house at TA 14.9 Bj communications 
wore established with Yellow and Blue Beaches $ and at 1730 the 
RCT Shore "Party Commander assumed control. 
Conditions on Yellow 2at that time were critical. nßnn Bn Company, 
133 NCB, was still on Blue Boach 1 and heavy mortar firo which 
had fallen on beaches during afternoon had reduced Shore Party 
personnel on the boach to two officers and forty-two enlisted 
men, all of "AH Company ? 4-th ?ionoor Battalion. "B" Company, 
133 NCB, was ordered to move at onco, and arrangements were made 
with the Shore Commander of Blue 1 to evacuate casualties 
from Yollow 2 over Blue Beach. 
Two aid stations wore established on Yollow 1during the after-
noon. Regimental Surgeon,. RCT-23* evacuating casualties on left 
flank, and the battalion aid station of the 10th Amphibian Trac-
tor Battalion, which had landed at 1500, was operating in the 
center of the beach. 
Shore Commanders were instructed to make a road reconnaiss 
anco from the beach to Air Field #1 and resume construction of 
roads. Reconnaissance reports wore received at the Shore Party 
C° at 1930 indicating roads could bo completed by noon of D-dlus 
1 from both beaches. 
At 1900, heavy mortar fire falling on Yellow 2 started a firo in 
a small arms dump. Armored tractor of nC" Company, 4-th Engineer 
Battalion, which was on the beach, was employed to -nut it out. 
Remaining ammunition and suryolios on the boach were moved to 
revoted dumps about 100 yards inland by 2200 and suffered no 
more damage. -All sumlios landed on Yellow Boach 1 were turned 
over to RQM-23 which was ODerating dumios on the beach. 
During the afternoon, the Ist Battalion, 14-th Marines landed on 
Yellow 2 and moved into firing position along entire length of 
that boach. Positions were about 25 yards from the wator's edge 
restricting unloading on the beach to tho vicinity of the Jap 
lugger on the loft flank. This condition did not change during 
the ontire operation. At the same time, elements of the 2nd 
Battalion, 14-th Marines, landed on Yellow 1and by morning of D-
plus-1 guns of this battalion had restricted operations to tho 
laft flank of this beach. 

13  
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Hoavy firo continuod to fall on boachos during tho night. Limit-
ed unloading of high priority cargo was carried on, and Shore 
Party /personnel wore oraployod to assist artillery in moving 
ammunition to gun positions and moving ammunition and supplies 
to infantry units. 
Beach defenses which had been set ut> by tho weapons sections of 
tho Shore Party during tho afternoon were reinforced on both 
beaches by LVTs during the night. Defenses on Yellow 2 wore 
further reinforced by elements of Regimental Weapons of RCT-23 
and  Ist Battalion, 14-th Marines. 

C. Blue Beaches: 
1. D-day: 

(a)  Because of the tactical plan, but one of tho two Blue Beaches was 
to be used initially. Tho assault BLT Shore Parties were to 
share the operation of Beach Blue One. Tho reconnaissance ele-
ments were landed at 0925 in the vicinity of the right flank of 
Beach Yellow 2. Hoavy enemy fire of large and small caliber 
'caused excessive casualties and limited the activity of remaining 
personnel of these sections. The remainder of tho assault BLT 
Shore Parties (loss equipment and personnel embarked in LSMs) 
boated in call wavos landed on Yollow 2 and loft flank of Blue 1 
between 0955 and 1015. The armored dozer of BLT 3 Shore Party 
and the bull clam of BLT 1Shore Party wore inraiodiatoly employed 
in drawing vehicles from the surf. Tho r>orsonnol divided into 
groups and began the tasks of carrying and evacuating casualties f 
retrieving small arras ammunition, salvaging weapons, and clearing 
a •oillbox that was delivering firo on the beach. Tho Weapons 
Toction of tho Shore Parties placed their guns and dug. in, but 
soon released thoir equipment to the Landing Teams. 
At about 1130, BLT 3 Shoro Party moved by platoons to tho vicin-
ity of the wrecked Jap A^D, center of Boach Pluc 1 (See enclos-
ure  (A)). Tho Shoro Party Commander and his Executive Officer 
were wounded and evacuated in attempts to reconnoitor the poss-
ibilities of Blue One for exploitation. Two platoons reached 
Blue' 1 contor, dug in and immediately started unloading vehicles 
and ammunition from LCVPs and LCMs. Tho armored dozer started a 
road from the boach but was in such demand for retraction of 
boats and salvage of vehicles that little road work could bo acc-
omplished. Small parties from the Shore Party continuod the 
carrying and evacuation of casualties and the salvaging' of 
weapons. . 
The medical evacuation stations initially set up were obliged to 
operate loss many of the corpsmon. "Casualties among tho Boach 
Party and Shore medical personnel wore hoavy. 

- - ,-¦(^jgj«fTygf—~ 
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» 
Tho afternoon, of D-day, BLT 1Shore evacuation station was 
operating under ono doctor and BLT 3 Shore "Party evacuation sta-
tiori'wais mannod entirely by onlistod personnel. 
Beach Party communications with Blue Control wore insufficient' 

> and finally ceased entirely. SCR 536s wore used as a last re-
sort and succeeded only temporarily in maintaining contact. 
Personnel casualties rathor than matoriel casualties wore respon-
sible for this lack of contact. 
RCT-25 Shore Party Headquarters arrived at tho beach in vicinity 
of:the beached Jap AH) at 1630. Contact was established with 
each of BLT Shore Parties by wire and control of Blue Beach was 
assumed at 1700. Working parties had". been depleted, by casual-
ties and loss of contact between platoons. Reorganization took 
place and a recnf orced medical evacuation station was set up "on 
Blue Beach 1, Tactical displacement of woaDons for beach defense 
occupation of Jap APD and establishment of contact with adjacent 
units was undertaken. Salvage of ammunition of all types and 
of flame throwers and bazookas assumed paramount importance. 
Constant heavy enemy fire prevented efficient unloading and de-
velopment of the beach. The heavy fire drawn by beached LSHs 
was too groat a hazard" to risk landing Shore Party equipment and 
the target presented by groups of men working on the terraces 
precluded anything but the primary engineering that could bo acc-
omplished by personnel and equipment already ashore. 
BLT 1-25 Shore 

'
Party continued work in the vicinity of Yellow 2 

tl>roughout D-day. Application ofthe efforts of this unit in 
that area wa's considered much" more feasible under tho circum-^ 
stances since it was already set up and in operation. Moreover, 
at the time a shift of personnel was contemplated/ this unit was 
involved in setting up and supplying a battery of the. Ist Batta-
lion, 14-th Marines. ' ' 

Contact was established- with tho sth Amphibian Tractor Battalion 
and a workable routine formulated for control and dispatch of' 
LVTs as directed by RCT-25 Shore Party Headquarters. Radio comm-" 
unication with Bluo Control via SCR 300 rather than by Beach-
master equipment facilitated the handling of requests of an emer-
gency for suppliesnature and LVTs. 
At lboo elements of llD" Company, 133 NCB, reached RCW-25 Shore 
Party CP from Xollow Beaches . They wore immediately organized 
into working units, tactically disposed, directed to clig in and 
await -orders « Several' small groups^ were employed initially in 
casualty evacuation and salvage. 
Units of'"the 24th Marines and RCT-25 Headquarters began crossing 
the beach and chocking through the Shore Party CP at 1830 # 

¦¦- .-¦--..-¦¦ -;
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A flash rod at 1915 did not interfere with work proceeding in 
vicinity of the beach. Unloading of LCVPs, evacuation of casual-
ties, attempting to rescue broached boats, and retrieving 75 mm 
gun and 81 mm mortar ammunition awash in the surf continued. 
Requests for ammunition, flame throwers, flame thrower fuel, ba-
zookas and automatic weapons were being received by "radio, tele-
phone, and runner. Supplies accummulating on the beach and or-' ganic Pioneer Battalion weapons wore being dispatched under BLT 
guides and Shore Party personnel via LVTs and dozer hauled sleds* 
Requests that could not be mot were relayed to Blue Control for 
compliance. At 2400, 10 LVTs landed with assorted ammunition and 
were dispatched to units having placed priority requests. 
Note: Ho contact had been established with LVTAs but the R-3 of 
RGT-25 assured that they were being employed by the RCT for de-
fense in vicinity of Blue 2. LVTs under Shore Party control were 
tactically disposed initially but demand for them as transporta-
tion assumed critical proportions beyond their value in defense 
and they were released as required to haul supplies. 

D, Division Shore (General) % 
1. D-plus-1 day: 

(a)  Division Shore .Party Commander in answer to a request from an un-
known source for additional personnel on the beaches advised RCT 
Shore Party Commanders to request RCT Commanders to land elements 
of Ship for this purpose. 
At 0900, Division Shore Party Commander issued orders to Division 
Shore Pr,rty Headquarters aboard the Hinsdale to boat and report 
to Division control vessel. 
Division Shore Commander landed at 1100 to inspect beaches 
and confer with RCT Shore Party Commanders. 
At 1300, Division Shore "?arty Headquarters, under the Shore Party 
Operations Officer, ordered to land on Yellow Beach 2, Landing 
offected at 1530. Established £P at 165 X-ray and installed wire 
communications with the RCT Shore Tfxrty Headquarters. Delay in'  • • • 
landing caused by enemy fire on beach. 
Division Shore !°arty Commander returned to Division control 
vessel and reported results of inspection ashore to Division log-
istical representative. , jr 

E  Yellow Beaches; 
1. D-plus-1 day: 

(a)  Inspection of beaches revealed the area in vicinity of the 
wrecked Jar> lugger to be the only suitable unloading point on 
Yellow 2, remainder of the beach was too narrow to permit opera-
tion and was almost completely blocked by wrecked landing craft. 
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Construction of a road to tho air field continued and by 1200 was 
passable for LVTs. 
Operations on Yollow 1wcro confined to tho loft flank but ¦ dovol-
opmont of two unloading points and location of RCT-23 dumps in 
that area necessitated: its early development for accelerated 
unloading. Reserve BLT Shore Party which was locatod on left 
flank of Yellow 2 was ordered to remain on Yellow 1 and work 
under direction of RQM-23 who was assisting the Shore Party in 
unloading operations. 
Control was requested to send LSM.2O2, with remainder of Shore 
"Party equipment to the beach at 0800. At 0830 control reported 
itwas unablo to contact LSM 202. 
At 0830, urgent messages from units of the 24/th Marines for 
rations, water, and ammunition were received.- Four LVTs were 
loaded and dispatched to the 24-th Marines and additional LVTs 
which reported in from Blue Beach were loaded and returned. 
Battalion Quartermasters of tho 24th sent working parties to 
carry rations to their units, 
During the morning relief of Beach Parties on both beaches was 
accomplished. 
At 1030, R-3, 24-th Marines, reported that Engineers wcro clearing 
and marking lanes through the mine field behind Yollow 2. 
At 1130 control reported LSM 202 on its way to the beach. It 
landed to left of lugger and unloaded all equipment except the 
large crane. 
Mortar and artillery fire which had fallen periodically all 
morning -became intense at 1330, and continued until 1500, causing 
damage to equipment and inflicting severe casualties to person-
nel, including tho acting Shore Party Commander of Yellow 2. 
Company Commander of nnB5t Company, 133 NCB, was named Shore Party 
Commander of Yollow 2. At 1530, advance CP of Division Shore 
Party landed on Yellow 2 and, established- Division Shore Party C^ 
at 165 X-ray. 
By 1700, broached landing craft completely blocked ¦Yollow 2 and 
control was notified to send all traffic for Yollow Beaches to 
Yellow 1. '-Underwater demolition teams were requested by the 
Boachmastor to clear wreckage on Yellow 2. 
Unloading continued throughout tho day on Yollow 1. Two roads 
were completed which enabled LVTs "to proceed to tho air field 
from that beach, LSMs carrying rations and ammunition began to 
land on Yollow- .1 during tho afternoon. LVTs continued to land 
carrying loads 'from LSTs and shore based LVTs wore used to, haul 
supplies from beach to dumps. 
Communications personnel succeeded in ovorheading wire linos 
during the day and by 1800 permanent wire facilities' rroro'com-
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plotod.  
A flash rod naming at 1900 causod unloading to stop on Yellow 1,  
Work resumed at 2000 when air raid did not materialize and con-
tinued throughout the night with froquont interruptions causod 
by enemy fire falling in tho area. 

• . •F. Bluo Beaches: 
1. D-plus-1 day-: 

(a)  Intermittent onomy artillery and mortar firo incroasod in inten-
sity until by 0300, activity on the beach had to coaso. 11GB 
personnel . and were occupied to a groat extent in litter 
bearing. At 04.00, a small ammunition dump south of beached Jap 
APD struck and. destroyed causing work in that area to pausevr^s 
for  about an hour. Italso interfered with passage of LVTs along 
boach. 
At 0600,.a chock of casualties was made and all elements of RCT-
25 Shore Party were directed to report to Beach Blue 1 for organ-
ization of that beach. Because of the proximity.-" of front line 
activityf Blue 1, for unloading purposes was confined to the 
limits: Beached Jap AH) south to right flank of Yellow 2 (See 
Enclosure (A)). This one beach, was to be operated by both Shore 
Parties roonforcod by- "D" Company, 133 NCB. 
The  area north of Jap APD to be developed for unloading as equip-
ment and beach matting became available from Shore party LSMs 
and as the tactical situation permitted. ! 
Requests for the beaching of Shore •. party LSMs wore issued at 0630 
and at 0730 control radioed that the ships were on their way to 
Blue Beach Ito land south of APD as directed. Enemy fire again 
increased in intensity in immediate area of proposed landing 
point. LSMs wore directed to stand off until shelling decreased. 
By 0920, fire had let up and two LVTs with priority supplies for 
BLT 1 and BLT.3, P-CT-25 landed and were dispatched without caus- ' ing a.ny notable increase in artillery or mortar fire fallinr in 
vicinity of beach. Shore "°arty LSMs wore- again directed to stand 
in to beach and land. At 1050, LSM 60 and LSM 241 beached and 
all 'dozer equipment, boach matting and sleds wore unloaded. Tho 
ships wore then ordered to retract with remaining Shoi-D Party 
equipment in order to prevent congestion of a limited area with 
vehicles and cranes that appeared useless and could onlj" draw 
further onomy firo. 
Requests for landing of Combat Team Equipment, half-tracks, rock-
et trucks, etc., wore transmitted to Bluo Control along- with re-
quests for supplies of a priority degree. JSmpty LCIis wore re-
quired for loading half-tracks from Yellor/ 2 and transferring 
them via water to Bluo Boach. However, initial LCMs when unload-
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od wore;, immediately returned with'casualties in ordor to attempt 
obtaining sufficient supplies ashore to handle needs of two com-
bat teams. LCVPs were unable to land without swamping. 
Development . of Blue Beach 2 by levelling terraces and dozing 
beach revetments was undertaken. Now limits assigned arbitrarily 
from Jap APD north 500 yards. See Enclosure (A) "Blue Beaches 1 
and 2as operated' 1. A road from APD over terraces to join air-
port road was begun, end a mine detail was set to work investi-
gating and removing aerial bombs from area behind beach rodosig-
nated as Blue 2 for purposes of developing dumps' 'in-' this vicinity. 
At 1130, a check was" run with lfAn Company, 4.th Engineer Battalion, 
on mined area near Jap LSMs beyond new Blue 2 to Jap road toward 
airport from quarry and a road along beach was begun. 
By 1230, Beach Blue 1had become congested with broached small 
boats and surf was doomed too heavy for LCVP traffic All.LVTs 
had boon shifted to an unloading point north of APD. Three roads 
were cut and laid with beach matting on Beach Blue 1 for contin-
ued unloading of LCMs. LVT traffic from preloaded LSTs permitted 
building up limited dumps along 'Blue 2. Occasional LVTs wore 
sent direct to BLTs requesting supplies contained. 
By 1500, small arms ammunition, 75 mm gun ammunition, water, 10-
in-1 rations, anti-personnel mines, and fuel had been accumulated 
from LVTs and placed in dumps along. Blue 2 and from LCMs and 
placed in dumps along Blue 1. The situation was becoming acute 
because of lack of transportn.tibn. Enemy fire was still persis-
tent enough to preclude the decision to reland Shore Party LSMs 
and unload trucks. Enemy' fire increased in intensity for twontjr 
minutes and. then ceased. Both Shore ISHs wore then request 
ed to stand in to beach and an effort was to bo made to clear up 
fire hazard then existing. 
A flash red at 1550 prevented immediate landing of LSIIs but by 
164.0 they reached beach and the remainder of the Shore Party 
equipment started to unload. In the proposed dump area a TD-18 
dozer had struck a mine and was completely demolished. Removal 
of supplier from beach was impeded until a more thorough probing, 
could be conducted. Two largo Shore Party cranes wore immobiliz-
Ed on beach, one from Shrapnel and the other from salt water 
flooding occurring as'.XSM backed off while crane was still on-ramp.- ' 

'.¦ ... 
Request from many sources, for 81 mm and 60 mm mortar ammunition, 
flame throwers and their fuel, pyrotechnics, sand bags, bazookas, 
and bazooka ammunition had reached such frequency and beach dumps 
wore becoming congested with so much apparently non-essential 
supplies, it was cjecided that only critical items would be unload-
ed. Empty LVTs wore held available for dispatching emergency 
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supplies  to BLTs,diroct from beaches 
Throo IXMs roputodly containing SI mm and 60 mm mortar ammunition 
and sand bags wore beached and unloaded, Tho actual cargo was 
75 mm gun ammunition and water. Itwas not until 1815 that one 
IX3M with 81 mm and 60 mm ammunition arrived at Blue Beach. It 
was unloaded and dispatched to BLTs on tho lino. Five LVTs were 
sent to Yellow Beaches to investigate possibility of drawing 
those critical items from dumps there. 
A flash rod at 1855 announced by tho Boachmastor over his loud-
speaker caused activity along tho beach to cease momentarily* 
It was directed by RCT-25 Shore Party Headquarters that beach 
operations would continue during condition rod until tho ships at 
sea began anti-aircraft firing. Activity was immediately resumed 
and continued until an anti-aircraft barrage actually began. 
This lasted about throe minutes. .' 
At 1915, enemy fire on beaches became intense. New types of'ex-
plosions wore resulting; several air bursts occurred. By 2000,' 
firo was heavy and remained hoavy for a period of about an 'hour. 
The air and rocket fire bursts had caused casualties .among Shore 
Party personnel and driven all boat traffic well of the beach. 
From 2100 threatening fire was intermittent and itwas not until 
24.30 that small boat traffic resumed. IThay may have been 20 mm 
fire was sporadically directed to be striking- at beach but seemed 
in water off Yellow 2. 
Hote: Information from RCT-25 and contact with a platoon of 
LVTAs established LVTAs as part of beach defense under RCT-25 
Shore Party Headquarters with mission of guarding flank of Beach 
Blue 2 and vicinity of quarry. LVTs of sth Amphibian Tractor 
Battalion not employed for transportation, were tactically dis-
posed south from LVTAs. 

G. Division Shore Party (General): 
1. D-plus-2 day: 

(a)  Division Shore Party Commander returned to shore at 0900 and al-
though beaches still under RCT control began coordination of 
supoly and Shore Party activities. 
Transron Beachmaster and Beach Party landed at 1600 and set up in 
vicinity of Division Shore Party Headquarters. 
Elements of 21st Marine Shore landed and assigned to assist 
in development of Yellow Beaches. Division Shore Party Commander 
directed to take over and consolidate beaches. Shore Parties 
reverted to Division control by receipt of message at 2045. 
Surf during the course of the day was high and impeded unloading 
of small craft. Frequent enemy mortar and artillery fire' on 
beaches. Evacuation satisfactory.-

20  * 
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Enemy fire hit and ignited dump on Beach Blue 1 at about 2000. 
Considerable delay was experienced in getting salvage craft on 
station to fight fire. When craft finally arrived at about 004.5, 
D-p'lus-3 day, itreadily brought fire under control. 

H.  Yellow Beaches: 
1. D-plus-2 day: 

(a)  Construction of a lateral beach road at water's edge was begun, 
and artillery was requested to remove guns which were on water's 
edge to positions inland. This move was not completed until D--plus-3 day and road construction was stopped. 
Roads inland from both beaches were joined at lower edge of air-
field? and were passable to DUKIJs, LVTs, and trucks by noon. 
At 1200, HqCo, 133 NCB, sent to RCT-23 dump to work as dump labor 
party, and the Shore Party Motor Transport Section was establish-
ed and in operation on Yellow 1 with ail vehicles and tractors 
pooled on that beach. . . . ¦..¦..." 
Operations on Yellow 2 during the day were limited to clearing 
wreckage from the beach. Activity of Naval demolitions teams 
necessitated closing beach to all boat traffic*. 

•  Units of RCT-21 of the 3rd Marine Division landed across Yellow 1 
during the day preventing continuous unloading of supplies. By
1600, amphibious trailers which had landed during the previous 
twenty-four hours threatened to block the entire, beach. Since no 
prime movers were able to move them through the soft sand, supp-v 
lies were removed from the trailers and sent to dumps in LVTs. 
The trailers were then parked on the north end of Yellow 1. 
"C" Company, 4-th Medical Battalion, landed at 1300 to operate aid 

¦ ¦stations on Yellow Beaches. 
A flash red was received at 1730 but personnel were instructed to 
remain at work until ship' s anti-aircraft fire started and un-
loading continued. Ships on tho beach making. smoke during flash 
red necessitated largo security elements to guard against counter 
landings. The Beachmaster was requested to have ships retract or 
not mako smoke during air alerts. 
Commanding Officer of RCT-23 notified Shore Party Commander that 
BLTs 1 and 2 would reinforce beach defenses during night if nec-
essary. Arrangements were completed by 1900 for movement of BLTs 
to beach if needed but no enemy action occurred during the night. 

I.Blue Beaches: 
1. D-plus-2 day:

(a)  At 0030 report from Division indicated there were- four barges off 
Rod Beaches headed north. Three boats on Beach $lue were held on 
beach but other boat traffic in vicinity was directed to lay well 
off in order to prevent confusion in event of a counter landing. 

6 
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By 0130 a report, source unknown, informed that unidentified 
barges were DUKVs. A chock .with RCT-25 and Division Shore Party 
Operations Officer verified this. 
Conference with Beachmaster at 0445 resulted in the decision that 
surf was too heavy for LCVps and that only larger craft could be 
permitted to unload on Blue Beach. All loaded LVTs and LCMs were 
directed to land. By 065.0 the enemy fire on beach had decreased 
and LCMs and LVTs were being unloaded. Trucks and five DUKWs 
were used to carry supplies being unloaded to inland revetted-
dumiDS, Mortar ammunition- arriving in small quantities was immed-
iately transferred to LVTs and hauled to BLTs. 100 Octane fuel 
was delivered in vicinity of APD to LVT bivouac area. Fuel lub-# 

ficaiits and small arms were hauled ...to dumps. Rations and water 
were left on beach. Available vehicles were used to 'clear beach 
of 75 mm gun and small arms ammunitions that had accumulated. At 
1025 enemy artillery began shelling beach. By.1028, 100 octane 
gasoline in-vicinity of APD was hit and exploded. Fire spread to 
a quantity of 75 ram gun ammunition and small arms. Before arriv-
al of fire boat, 100 yards of beach from A^D south were ablpze,' 

¦Allboats were directed to stand wel,l off beach until situation 
got under control. Shore Party fira apparatus proved inadequate 
and shrapnel had rendered it inoperative . Enojny fire and explod--ing ammunition permitted little unloading. . The fire boat had 
arrived at about 1130 and fire was under control, within 20 min-
utes. Damaged ordnance remaining necessitated cutting new roads 
to reach dumps from beach. Arrangements were madd to obtain eff-
orts of bomb disposal "personnel for removing debris caused by 
fire. Boats of personnel and supplies began landing at about . 
1300, Supplies wore -of a priority degree and wore divided among 
requesting units and dispatched to them. Duds caused a slow up 
in process of clearing beach of unharmed ammunition and unloading 
of other ammunition from incoming boats. tied up vehicles. Re-
quest" was made that fire boat.. remain off Blue Boach for similar 
emergency until boach Could ho thoroughly cleared. 
Several requests. for supplies made to control in course of day 
wore unable to be met. Five amphibian tractors per RCT-24 and 
RCT-25 werq sont to' Yellow Beaches for mortar ammunition, gren-" 
ados, and X rations. 
At 1645 ;, two officers and fifty-two enlisted men reported to 
RCT-25 Shore.. Part;/ CP -from- shin's platoon of 30th Replacement 
Draft. Tnoy were assigned by RCT-25 to the Shore Party and were 
in turn assigned by Shore Party, to roonforco Shore Party elements 
on Blue Boach 1 to assist in cloarinr; beach of scattered ammunit-
ion. m^ 
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ion. 
A flash rod occurred at 1730 and anti-aircraft fire from ships 
caused a pause in beach activity. By 1800, fire at sea had 
ceased and unloading resumed, 55 gallon drums of Napalm, lubri-
cating oil, and 80 octane gasoline were- being unloaded on beach 
to bo Dicked up by Tank Battalion in accordance with a priority 
request made earlier in afternoon. Unloading from amphibian 
tractors was proceeding on Beach Blue 2. A threatened rocket 
barrage at 184-5 had failed to materialize, but fire lanes had 
been made in supplies spread along beach road on Beach Blue 1 
and  Blue 2. The Shore Party fire -oump that could bo salvaged had 
boon serviced but still remained inoperative. The navy fire boat 
that had previously been employed was standing off the beach. 
Fuel and Napalm being unloaded were left in defilade of road cuts 
through terraces to beach. An armored dozer was yrorking in the 
vicinity of beach and on call for fire control and ammunition 
along beach was gradually being carted back to dumps. 
Enemy fire broke out at 204.5 following: our artillery barrage, at 
about 2015. Only occasional bursts occurred in vicinity of 
beach but activity on beach was considerably slowed. Host of the 
fire was occurring between dunros and airport road causing unload-
ing in dumps to cease. At 2200 after a brief cessation of fire 
the beach again came under an enemy barrage, hitting the Napalm 
drums causing an explosion and spread of flames that immediately 
got out of hand. 
The first navy fire boat to arrive had pump trouble and was un-
able to obtain the necessary pressure for reaching the blaze, A 
second fire boat was requested and required two hours to arrive. 
Note; Same remarks as for beach defense D-plus-1 day apply. 

J. Division Shore Party (General) : 
1. D-plus-3 day:

(a)  At about 004.5 fire boat arrived off Blue Beach and extinguished 
blaze. 
Surf such that LGMs and LCVPs could be used for unloading person-
nel only on Yellow 1 and LCIIs only could be used for this purpose 
on Blue. This condition continued throughout the day. 
The beaches as of 1600 wore obstructed by the following wrecked 
or broached craft: 4.0 LCVPs, 6 LCMs, 36 LVTs, 16 DUKI7s, U LVTAs, 
and 4- hulks partly demolished by demolitions charges but still a 
navigational hazard. 

X, Yellow Beaches: 
1. D-plus-3 day:

(a)  Received message at 1000 from Division Shore Party Commander that 
Shore Parties were now under Division control. At 204-5, 21 Feb-
ruary, the Shore Party Commander was notified by Divig^ajn^%iore 

\ •'• Party Commander that Shore Party of EGT-21^1|Mj^tfjjSl™*sti7as 
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assigned to Yellow Beaches for duty. This Shore Party was assig-
Ned to operate Yellow 2 , and tho Shore Party Commander of RGT-21 
was namod Shore Tarty Commander of lollop2. ÜBU Company, 123 
NCB and remaining personnel bf "A" Company, .4th Pioneer Battalion 
wore ordered to report to tho Shore .Party Commander of Yellow 1 
for duty there, placing entire Shore -Party of RCT-23 on Yellow • 

'Beach I*;'. / . \  

Clearance ,pf wreckage on D-plus-2 allowed full operation of all1  

1boachos during, tho day and by 1600 Bcachmastors were notified 
that 3 IXJTSj 2 LSHS, and 2 LSTs could be unloaded simultaniouely. 
Lateral beach road was completed during the day.-L. Blue Beaches i 

1. D-plus-3 day: 
(a)  By 0230 despite continued cneny bombardment that rekindled the 

beach fire, the navy fire control boat had .the blaze under con* 
trol, but. because of damaged ordnance, unloading on Beach Blue 1* 
was temporarily abandoned. Beach Blue 2 had continued operation 
throughout, but to a very limited extent and only on tho extreme 
end. of its redesignated northern flank. 
¦Blue Control was notifiod.that all boats, containing ammunition 
of any type should be directed to report to -beach for unloading. 
Beach Blue 2 was tho designated beach and amphibian tractors were 
to be used for transportation from beach to dumos because no < 

beach matting had boon laid on this beach. Blue 1was actively 
being cleared of debris resulting from fire. Responsibility for 
boachos rodosignatod as followsi Shore "Party- for BLT 3 would op-
orate: Blue; 1using all trucks available; Shore Party for BLT 1 
would operate Blue 2 using amphibian tractors exclusively. The 
dumps beyond Blue 2 wore to bo mutual dumps for both beaches and 

:an additional dump aroa .was under development directly behind 
Blue:.lv:  " ' 

•¦ 

Tho plan was set ,up for continuous expansion toward tho quarry 
using beaches toward north. as available and necessary and dump 
aroa as vacated by units then present, but retaining an assigned 
area for possible reembarkation of Division. BLT 1Shore Party, 
bocauso of fewer casualties among officei'S and experienced- enl-
listcd personnel, was assigned the expanded beach-. 
Further, because of surf and wrecked boats on beaches it was rec-
ommended that all unloading be via LCT or larger craft. All 
loaded smaller craft still afloat would bo unloaded immediately 
ifpossible. 
Unloading began at about 0930 and continued rather heavily unham-
pered -by enemy fire. Vehicles, JKi|K^tion, priority signal 
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equipment, fuel, water, and rations wore -unloaded from LSMs and 
LGMs. Critical, i-tom list had boon considerably reduced, but 
81 mm and 60 mri mortar ammunition still maintained high priority. 
At 1030 telephonic message* from Division Shore informed 
the Divi&ionhad ..assumed control as of 2045, 21 February.
Request for more men on- Bluo Beaches was placed with Division 
Shore 'Party, 
An KIT with some 81 mm and 60 mm mortar ammunition arrived at 
Blue 2 and was immediately unloaded into LVTs for dispatch to 
BLTs of the 24.th and .25th Marines. The quantity was insufficient 
to meet the -needs for the night and at 124-5 additional mortar 

¦ammunition was requested of Bluo Control * 
By 1505 tho mortar fire and small arms fire falling in vicinity 
of Jap LSMs right flatik Bor.ch Blue 2 intensified and worked 
along beach in a southward direction. Size of enemy caliber had 
increased. A ration dump and a vehicle wore struck but fire was 
immediately brought -under control in each instance,, The vehicle, 

7a 6x6 dump truck working on Bluo 1in vicinit} of a beached LSM, 
was damaged beyond repair j rations permitted salvage. The enemy 
fire continued until 1530 driving boat traffic off beach. 
By 1600 enemy barrage lifted and unloading resumed. Fuel, water, 
and rations were the main items boing unloaded. Absence of £1 mm 
mortar ammunition nocossitatod another request to Blue Control* 
A detail of 40 men from !ID" Company, 133 NCB, was directed to 
scour beach and surrounding areas for all available 81 ram mortar 
ammunition and an investigation of dumps beyond other beaches 
was conducted* 
By 1700. a1l beaches had boon sufficiently cleared of ordnance 
debris from fires to permit free passago of trucks and LVTs to 
dumps from all unloading points. Unloading continued unhampered 
throughout evening. 

M. Division Shore Party (General) : 
1, D-plus-4 day: ••¦ 

(a) Surf conditions substantially unchanged. Landing of personnel 
vfrom all types of landing craft on Yellow Beaches continued. 

By mess, age sent at 1215 reported landing of Commanding General, 
4th Marine Division, on Yellow 2 to Division control. 
Marked progress was made in development of roads and unloading 
points on Yellow 2 and Bluo 1 this date. 
Approximately 200 men from 21st Marines Shore assigned. to 
Blue. Beaches, 

N, Yellow Beaches i 
1. D-plus-^4 day: 

(a) Prepatory -work was started to establish a 4th Division dump in 
, area 164 Y. Revetments for fuel and annunition storage wore dug 

during the day. - ~  25 IIrei*rrrH\lrP^lI 
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Commanding General, 4-th Marine Division landed on Yellow 2 at 
1100, and proceeded to Division CP, 
At 1300, RQM-23 secured his dumps and left tho beach. The RQtf 
had worked with Shore Party continuously during period from D-day 
to D-plus-4 and the assistance rendered to the Shore Party at a 
time when the only remaining Shore Party officers were members of 
a Naval Construction Battalion s not sufficiently experienced in 
Shore Party work to direct unloading operations, cannot be over 
estimated. At 1700 one dump and two beach teams of the Bth Field 
Der>ot reported in to the Shore Partsr C"> # One beach team was 
assigned to each beach and the dump team was sent to Division 
Dump, 
At 1730, HqCo, 133 M3B,'was ordered to move to Division Dunro and 
work as labor party. 
During the night ammunition and fuel was unloaded and moved to 
the Division Buhto* 

0. Blue Beaches: 
1. D-plus-4 day:

(a)  At 014.5 warning was received by phono from Division Shore "°arty 
of an unidentified craft 4000 yards off shore o£ Red Beaches • 

headed north. Investigation identified it as an enemy pontoon 
barge. (A pontoon barge bearing the bodies of dead marines was 
dragged in by LCMs and secured to the wrecked Jap APD on Beach 
Blue 1at 0500; reported to have broken loose from its moorings 
oh Green Beaches.)  , 
At 0200 a radio call from Blue Control and an announcement from 
the Beachmaster indicated that 3 LCMs of 81 mm mortar ammunition 
were on their way toward Blue Beach 1. The 24th and 25th Marines 
were notified,. 5 am^hibian tractors wore obtained and guides wore 
obtained to take the ammunition directly to BLTs. The actual 
cargo of the. LCMs was 80 octane fuel and 55 gallon v/ater drums. 
At 0600, six officers and 160 men from 21st Marine Shore Party 
arrived to augment R.CT-25 Shore Party on Blue Beaches. . Addition-
al supplementary effort was obtained from shir>'s platoon of USS 
Hendry; two officers and ninety men arriving ashore on LSI! 241 
loaded with organizational gear for 24th and 14th Marines. The 
Replacement Draft was assigned to dumps. Enemy artillery fire 
broke out at 0700, This fire apparently directed at beached LSM, 
was of small caliber but worked the beach over from Blue 2 to 
Blue 1 and back rather thoroughly, causing slight damage. Fire 
lifted by 0730 but LSM had gotten underway and proceeded to 
Yellow Beaches. Request for its return was immediately sent to 
control, because forty members of Replacement Draft remained 
aboard. It was not until 1300 that it finally reached Beach Blue 
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One 1 to continue, unloading. 
Small boat traffic, winding up floating craft smaller than EOT s 
was handled. Three LCV^s broached, one completely swamped, 
others were salvaged successfully. Because of trouble with LCWs 
itwas decided to transfer cargo to LVTs. Conference with sth 

-Amphibian Tractor Battalion Officer indicated infeasibility of 
this- -plan and it- was r>rot>osed to leave LCVPs until afternoon for 
calmer surf. With this exception, general unloading was consid-
ered to be in effect. 
Enemy fire on beach occurred at 1435 and again at 1515 with 
little or no damage except to a vehicle in vicinity of beach 
dumps. Allcraft remained on beach and except for a pause in 
activity on Blue 1, unloading continued. -
Units from Bth Field Depot, 2/>th Replacement Draft, an*dk 30th Re-
placement Draft reported to Blue Beaches for assignment. Orien-
tation, location, and assignment of units arriving onmasso on an 
already crowded beach and subjected to enemy fire, "oosed a handi-
cap in.efficient' employment of those personnel and itwas not 
until t)-plus-5 that itwas possible to use these personnel to 
best advantage, abplying an adequate schedule. 
The surf conditions during the afternoon did not improve and 
the only unloading was from an LST on Blue Beach 2 and from two 
LSMs on Beach Blue 1. Personnel in excess of those required to 
handle these ships were employed straightening ekimns, moving 
supplies from revetments along beach roads to inland dumps, gen-
erally policing beach, n.nd improving sanitation. A detail from 
the Shore was. assigned to assist in body removal from 
beach area. Allmatting that could be salvaged was being used to 
improve roads. The navy was attempting to remove debris obstruct 
ing landinr points j Shore Party equipment and personnel wore in-

¦ 
¦volvod. ' '  

An air raid, alert at 193Q and ship anti-aircraft, fire caused  
cessation of beach activities for ono-half hour.  

P. Division Shore (Gonorr,!) 
1. D-plus-5 day:

(a)  Surf conditions allowed landing of LCI-ls or larger craft for dis-
charging cargo on all beaches* 

'. Corps Shore "°art7/ Commander assumed control of beaches at 1700. 
Q.  Yellow Beaches: 

1, D-plus-5 day; 
' 

? , ,;.....¦ 

(a)  Oner large crane and three tractor qranes wore permanently assign-
ed to the Division Dump in addition to two bull dozers. 

•At 0900, heavy construction equipment began to arrive on the 
beaches for the 133 NCR and control- was requested to give it low-
est priority in unloading from AKAs, -to permit the 133 NCB to 
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locate a dump sito.  
Unloading continued normally throughout day and night with ex-
pansion of boaches now permitting 3 LCTs, 3 LSMs, 3 LSTs, to  
unload simultaneously.  

R. Blue Beaches : 
1. D-plus-5 days 

(a) Request was placed with Beachmaster to keep unloading slots on 
both beaches filled (amounting to as many as 4. LSTs, 4. LSMs, or 
4 LCTs or any combination of same). Planned developments ifmore 
beach matting became available, or if.clay from quarry became 
available would increase capabilities of beaches to a combination 
of six ships. Rough weather and an anticipated storm limited 
shir>s available. Only throe vjore kept on beach throughout morn-
ing. 
A beach company, a dump company and two elements from Replacement 
Drafts available to Shore Party were assigned exclusively to 
dumps under the control of Blue Beach Shore Party Headquarters. 
It was necessary to reinforce this detail with elements of 21st 
Marine Shore "°arty. An ammunition platoon from Bth Field Depot 
replaced 21st Marine -Shore Party. 
Enemy shelling during day was comparatively light and but slight-
lyinterferred with unloading. The only time itnoticeably eff-
ected beach operations was at 1130. 
Allremaining vehicles and equipment of Shore Party were ordered 
ashore for establishment of a motor transport compound and dis-
patching organization. It was believed that enemy activity had 
declined enough to permit a compound and its activities to pro-
ceed at a central point without jeapordizing equipment because 
of necessarily restricted operating area. Eight MCB trucks and 
the Battalion spare parts trailer arrived at 1815 on an 
LCT. 
As per request from RCT-25, all small boats containing enlisted 
men's packs were assigned priority of unloading and were received 
at beach by 1815. 
An LST and an LSI1!arrived on beach at 1830, The Beachmaster 
conferred with. Blue Control and indicated that nothing further 
was expected for Blue Beaches. 
A flash red existing in the early evening of 25 minutes duration 
did no-1-, interfere with unloading. A flash red from 2045 until 
2200 however stopped all unloading. The LST turned out the 
battle lights on it's tank dock and handling of load was imposs-
ible. . The LSI! began making smoke while beached and was directed 
to retract as a precautionary measure against counter landing 
through this cover. 
Unloading resumed at 2200. 

* / r rii)'¦< < 
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S. Division Shoro (General):  
1* D-plus-6 day:  

(a)  Surf conditions unchanged from previous &p>y. Ponton barge adrift 
in surf at roadvray unloading point on Yellow 1 threatened to stop 
operations at the point. Repeated requests made for salvage 
craft. . 
Ammunition rosupply ship to be unloaded into DUKWs,, Division 
Shore Party Commander directed orally by D-4 to coordinate activ-
ities of 4th Division DUKfts and unloading therefrom. DUKW liai-; 
son officer furnished to Division Shoro Party Commander. 
As of 14.00, redosignation of south portion of Yellow 1 and north 
portion of Red 2 as Black Beach, to operate under 3rd Marino Div-
ision control. Shore "°arty, 21st Marines, released to 3rd Marine 
Division. 

T. Yellow Beaches; 
1. D-plus-6 days 

(a)  Unloading proceeded normally throughout the day until 14-00 :7hen 
Shore Party RCT-21 reverted to 3rd Marine Division control. The. 
left flank of Yellow Beach 1 was redosignatod as part of Black 
Beach and assigned to that Division., 
WC"' Company, 133 NCB was moved to Yellow 2to relieve Shore 
of RCT-21 and Company Commander of "C» Company, 133 HCB, was 
named Shore Party Commander of Yellow 2. Personnel of Yellow 1 
Shore Party wore moved to center of Yellow 1 and beach continued 
to operate from that point. The evacuation station on Yellow 1 
was located on Black Beach and was to remain there to be operated  
jointly by both units.  
At 2000, 20 mm and 40 mni fire began to fall in boach area but sub  
sided after about 30 minutes causing no damago.  

U. Blue Beaches: 
1. D-plus-6 day: ' 

(a)  At 0215 a report from sth Amphibian Tractor Battalion indicated 
contact^, with small group of enemy swimmers in vicinity of quarry. 
Shore personnel not engaged in unloading were alerted. The 
report was 'further chocked with RCT-24, RCT-25, and through the 
Division Shore Party with the D-3, A small skirmish, in which 
three of the enemy wore killed and the remaining four dispersed, 
appeared to be the outcome. Word of the incident had boon passed 
to the Beachmaster to alert his cre^7. Using his bullhorn ho in* 
advertently magnified the incident in his announcement to a 
"break through" on tho right flank causing consternation and 
alarm among troops on the beach. This resulted in strict Shore 
Party control of the use of the speaker system for all but un-
loading directions. 

.." '.The unloading in course- or°-^IsiP J2^ n̂%.^B^^t%^¥f^tf <̂ ûos^ 
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Control announced that thoro were none available. Two enemy 
shells landed on Blue Beaoh 1in the course of the morning but  
did no damage.  
Two IXTs carrying returning casualties and remaining equipment,  
supplies, and ship's platoon personnel from AKA 66 and APA 206  
reached 'the beach in the late afternoon.  
A flash rod at 1900 caused no delay except that one LGT on beach  
retracted and was immediately directed to return to beach.  

V. Division Shore Party (General) : 
1. D-plus-7 day: 

(a)  Surf of increasing volume. I£Ms could be handled only with con-
siderable risk of broaching even v/hen anchored to tractors. 
Conditions suitable for larger craft. 
Derelict pontoon barge removed from Yellow 1,  
Considerable difficulty was experienced this date in getting  
craft sent to Blue Beaches v/hich, for this reason, operated at  
about 25% of Shore Party capacity.  

W. Xellow Beaches: 
1. D-plus-7 day: 

(a)  Control was notified at 0800 to commence landing Construction 
Battalion equipment as available and thirty men were released 
from the Shore Party to the 133 NCB to operate it's dump. 
The sporadic mortar fire which had fallen daily on the beaches, 
became intense at 1000 causing light casualties to personnel. 
Additional equipment was dispatched to Division Burnt) to expand 
facilities there. Two large cranes received from Bth Field 
Depot wore assigned to the dump. 
Unloading activity on both beaches was normal throughout the 
afternoon .and night. Fifty percent of LVTs of 10th Amphibian 
Tractor Battalion wore assigned to 3rd Marine Division and caused 
unloading to slow up during afternoon. 

X. Blue Beaches: 
1. D-plus-7 day:

(a)  Unloading throughout day urocoedcd quite heavily. Four LSMs, 
1LST, and 4 LCTs plus many LCMs carrying remnants of 4th Marine 
Division cargo, were unloaded. AllBlue Beach Shore Party v°k-
iclos, plus 10 trucks from Corps Shore and 12 LVTs were 
kept busy. Two additional cranes were obtained from Corps to 
facilitate handling heavier cargo in LSMs. The first indication 
of Island Command equipment was noted in gear marked for 21st 
NCB and rear echelon gear for 133 NCB. 
Opening of the quarry for obtaining clay for beach roads v;as 
discussed with Engineers , 
Enemy fire in greatest intensity of past four days broke out at 
2000 and continued for 30-minutes. Damage occurred to a Motor - 30 imufijP'flf Pul 'B11!B 11! 1̂ ytP Iifl 
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Transport Battalion  wrecking truck in vicinity of Shoro party 
fuel dumps. An Armored dozor was dispatched but fire had gene 
out without materially endangering dumps. Work had not .stopped; 
on Blue Beach 2 and was resumed on Blue Bo;.ich 1at 2045.V, Division Shore Party (General) :  

1; D-plus-3 day:  
(a) Unloading to continue from LGTs or larger

2. Yellow Boach'os:  " 

1. D-plus-8 day; 
(a)  Unloading proceeded normally throughout the da:/. A^. Shore 

trucks wore assigned to lollop1and all available LVTs to Yellow 
2, Majority of unloading was confined to fuel and ammunition. 
Some garrison forces supplies began to lane* and required hauling" 
to Green Beach thus tying up available trucks and LVTs, 
Short bursts of 20 mm and 4,0 mm firo falling on beach at 2030 did 
no -damage but had harassing effect and caused craft to retract. 

¦AA, Blue Beaches: ' ? • 

l#,D-plus-8l # ,D-plus-8 day:
(a)  Small arms fire and mortar fire in vicinity of beached LST on 

Beach Blue 2 whoro unloading of 80 octane gr.solino was proceeding 
necessitated backing off the LST at 0230, 
Apparently all assault force supplies had lr.nded for unloading 
seemed to be ontircljr Island Command matorir.l and equipment at 
this point. Unloading, continued normally. 
Road of Blue Beaches \/&3 greatly enhancedconstruction in area 

' by landing of an LSM of beach mat on Blue Beach 1. Corps Shore 
Party assumed responsibility far beach road on Blue 1| Engineers, 
for road from quarry to .airfield, and the Shore Party for all 

Iother roads in boach and dump area plus proposed construction of 
trro cla2"3d landing points seventy- five yards rado. Engineers 

¦¦•^announced that quarry would bo opened D-plus-9 day. 
88.  Division Shore Party (General): 

1. D-plus-9 day:
(a) Directed by Corps Shore "Party to furnish ship platoons for 13 

LSMs or UJTs an£ 2 LSTs on basis of 20 men Dor LSM or LCT and 40 
men per LST. Yellow Boach Shoro Party Command or directed .to 
furnish. 180 men from 133 NCB, Blue Beach Shore Commander 
directed. to furnish 160 men from "D" Company, 133 NCB. Total 
personnel required: 34-0.  

GC. tellow Beaches:  
1, D-plus-9 dayj ] . .  

(a)  The Ist Platoon of the 44-2 Army Port Company reported from Blue 
Beach  and. was.. sent to RCT-23. At 1200, an order was received 

Party Commdndor to embark .Shore Party porson-"from DJ. vision Shore 
r\ ¦/>'¦*¦•"• '^*s*"^l<f^L|?4s .and 'LSTs to act as^ sMp's platoons on basis of 20 mon 

! 
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per LSM and 40 men per LST. A total of 7 LSMs and 1LST to be 
manned by personnel of Yellow Beaches.- Shore Party Motor Transport Section reported all vehicles oper-
ative except four trucks and two tractors damaged beyond repair.  
Salvage of wrecked vehicles in "Beach area 90$ completed.  
Unloading on Yellow Beach 1 decreased throughout the 6'e.y and by  
1900 no ships. were on the' beach. Control reported no nhips  
available until morning.  
Ship's platoons placed aboard three LSMs and one LST during the  
day.  

DD.  Bluo Beaches: 
1. D-plus-9 day:  

*. 

(a)  Unloading proceeded normally throughout the day. Construction 
was begun in clay surfacing all roads in vicinity of bead, and- leveling two 75 yard wide unloading points with a possible third 
for Division roembarkation. Shore "Party was to devote 2 dump 
trucks to continuous hauling of clay for beach roads; other 
vehicles as they could be spared. Engineers were unable to work 
quarry at night consequently limiting Shore Party construction 
of landing points and roads to periods when unloading was heav-
iest. 
"D11 Company, 133 NOB, attached to Blue Beach Shore Party were 
directed to put men aboard designated LCTs, LSMs, and LSTs. 
Except for equipment operators and truck drivers, aII.NCB per-
sonnel from Blue Beaches became ship's platoons. 

EE.  Division Shore Party (General) : 
1. D-plus-10 day: 

(a)  Division ordnance representative directed to secure from ammuni-
tion resupply snip at 144-5 • 
£42 Army Company transferred to Division Shore Party control 
at 1500. Company Headquarters and one platoon to report in 
morning. Company assigned to work Division Dump under direction 
of Yellow Beach Shore Party Commander. 

1 Enemy shelling in vicinity of Division Shore CP at 1600 
¦ 

> caused casualties among replacement personnel. 
FF. Yellow Beaches: 

1. D-pluS-10 day: 
(a)  At 0800 Control reported presence of sand bar off Yellow 1would 

prevent further use of that beach by LSMs and LSTs. An LCT 
which attempted in land broached, was unloaded, and abandoned 
on the beach. 
At 1000, the 2nd Platoon of the Army Port Company landed and was 
sent to Division Dump to work as dump labor detail. 
At 1200, unloading on Yellow 1 was completed and Shore con-
ducted salvage operations on beach. during remainder of the day. 
Notified by Division Shore Party Commander at 1500 that 442 Army 
Port Company now under Division Shore "°artv control -and- Assigned

'" '* •*—32 a *fl-irQ—TT—F—Ti.TI It, iV hlfT.«Ai£Th1fT.«Ai£T 
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to the Division Dump. The Ist Platoon of tho Army Company . moved to Division Dump from RCT-23 dump at 1600. 
GG. Bluo Bgachcs: 

!• D-plus-10 day: 
(a)  At 0250 a flash red caused 2 LSMs on boach to make smoke and an 

LST to turn off its tank dock battle lights. LSMs r/oro directed 
to rotract and unloading at all points ceased. A gas alert 
passed at 034-0 from Division uns not relayed to units of tho 
Shore until verification could bo obtained. An all clear 
on gas alarm was received at 034-5. 
Unloading proceeded normally throughout day. Last remnants of 
the Motor .Transport Battalion gear reached boach. Allequipment 
of thQ Division reaching boach indicated that Trans Group Baker 
vpis completely unloaded. Largest proportion of supplies and 
equipment arriving belonged of the Island Command.to elements 
Calls began coming in fr^ra Island Command elononte requesting 
information concerning their personnel and material that may 
have crossed beach. Request froci Blue Boach Shore Party Head-
quarters' for assistance from various units regarding handling, 
supervision, and disposition of their equipment and personnel 
met vdth results that r/ero entirely unsatisfactory. Itposed 
an administrative and operational problem for Blue Beach Shore 
Party that could not bo adequately handled and because of unfam-
iliarity wit^imar kings- $ units, and areas' of Island Command 
elements, the Shore Party Dunros v;ore rapidly filling rfithmater-
ial that could not be identified. 
At 1600, an enemy shelling in beach area, dump area, and in vic-
inity of Shore Party Motor Transport compound disrupted Blue 
Beach 1 causing casualties among replacement personnel attached 
to Shore Pari^. JJork on beach resumed by 1615. 
Naval gunfire iltumiriation r:as being •"Grind-blorm into Shore Party 
dumps behind Beach Blue 2 threatening fire in the fuel and ammun-
ition. The Naval Gunfire Officer of RCT-25 *;as contacted and 
adjustment was made. The throat v/as removed by 2130. 
A flash red occurred at 2200 end tho all clear at 24.00. The same 
condition as 

'
heretofore prevailed. LSMs began making smoke while 

still beached, Beachmastor instead of ordering retraction, ad-
vised LSMs to cqase smoking* Tho LSMs complied with this order 
and 7/ork continued.  

HH. Division Shore (General):  
1, D-plusr-ll day: 

(a)  No comment. 
11, Yellow Beaches: 

1.
'
D^plus-11 day: 

.".7-V^ .'.• ;" $ lh) Company Comman^er>and remain^|a|£"a|iiMr %rJlfipiif99 VF^P^0^ n 
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from Blue -.Beach 'at' 0800. Ho w-as ordered to report to. Division 
Dump., assume command of Ist and 2nd Platoons, and work as direct*  
ed try- Shoro Party Officcr-in-Charge.  
Salvage operations continued on Yellow 1during the day. No * craft attempted to land. 
¦Unloading on Yellow 2 proceeded normally during day. Two drift-
ing ponton barges threatened to block beach, and salvage vessel 
was requested at 1200. 
The Force Beachmaster: relieved Trans Group Baker Beach Parties 
at 1500, and repeated requests to control for salvage vessel to 
move derelict pontoon barges. At 1600 barges wore blocking 
Yellow 2to extent that only 1LSM could beach at a time. Un-
loading virtually stopped during the night. 

JJ.  Blue Beaches; 
1. D-plus-11 day:

(a)  By 0100 all LSMs had ;boon unloaded and beach was clear of all 
ships. Blue control announced no prospects for any more ships 
during night. 
An awkwardly loaded LST carrying extremely heavy crates of Is-
land Command construction materials and equipment reached the 
beach at 0600. A request was placed with Corps Sh^ro Party for 
a finger lift(LST finger liftwas loaded behind crp.tos on tank 
dock). 
Army Garrison Transportation Group Officers investigated beaches 
discussing Shore Party procedure preparatory to taking over. 
Shore Party Commander for Island Command remained with Blue 
Beach Shore Party Headquarters for observation. 
Allunloading was Garrison Force equipment, personnel, and sup-
plies. With exception of gear aboard LST 928, unloading pro-
ceeded normally. Guides from various units claiming materials 
unloaded, assisted considerably in keeping Shore ""'arty Dumps 
clear, but the problem in long hauls for trucks and LVTs tied up 
transportation. 
A twenty minute flash red at 2135 caused same difficulty as 
previously noted. Smoking was ordered to cease and the LST was 
directed to leave it's battle lights on so that unloading could 
proceed. 

XX. Division Shore Party (General) : 
1. D-plus-12 day: 

(a) No comment. 
LL, Yellow Beaches: 

1. D-plus- 12 day: 
(a)  Activity on Yellow Beach 1confined to salvage and construction 

of roads on beach area. The Beachmaster was secured by Force 
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Beachmaster indicating that Navy would not send any more ships to 
that beach. "°lans were made to move part of personnel to Yellow 
2 to assist there. 
Salvage operations by the Shore Party on Yellow 2 succeeded in 
clearing ponton barge from beaoh and permitted LSMs to resume 
landing. Beach was in full operation throughout the day. 
Allof the cargo being unloaded was property of Garrison Force 
units. Difficulty in locating units and organizational dunros 
slowed down unloading. Lack of area on Yellow 2 for establishing 
miscellaneous dumps necessitated hauling to units of Garrison 
when possible. 

MM. Blue Beaches : 
1. D-plus-12 day; 

(a)  Ho comment. 
NN.  Division Shore "Party (General): 

1; D~plus-l3 days
(a) Effective 1200, 3rd Marine Division Shore Party directed by Corps 

Shore Party Commander to take over and operate Beach Yellow 1. 
"A" Company, 4.th "Pioneer Battalion released from Beach Yellow 1 
and assigned to Shore Party Commander of Blue Beaches. 
4-th Pioneer Battalion basic element to bborato Blue Beaches under 
direction of Blue Beach Shore "°arty Commander, 
133 Naval Construction Battalion (less "Dv Corrroany) basic element 
to operate Beach Yellow 2 under direction of Yellow Beach Shore : 

Party Command ar. 
00.  Yellow Beaches i 

1. D-plus-13 days 
(a)  0800 notified by Division Shore Party that remainder of Yellow 1 

was to bo assigned to 3rd Marine Division. Elements of 4-th ' 
Division Shore Party to secure as relieved by 3rd Marine Division 
At 1200, Yellow .Beach 1was transferred to 3rd Marine Division. 
"A" Goiroany, 4-th Pioneer Battalion, moved to Blue Beach and 
t5Ai! and llB" Companies of the 133 NCB were assigned to Yellow 2. 
Yellow Beach now operated entirely by -oorsonnel of 133 MOB, 

PP.  Blue Beaches: 
1, D-plus-13 days 

(a)  Normal unloading throughout day. Received additional personnel 
from an /rmy Port Company to assist in labor on beachds. 
Difficulty was encountered with transportation via LVTs and 
trucks to operational areas of units to whom materials, equipment 
and supplies are being delivered. Beach Blue 2 was without 
trucks for a period of two and one- half hours awaiting the 
return of transportation assigned to hauling for Island Command 
elements from beaches to Y/ost side of Airfield #1, Also many 
Army  vehicles arrived at beach from ship without any operators,-
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tying up Shoro Party vehicles because a Shore Party ilriver had 
to be put aboard. to handle unloading and disposition of each 
vohicle. 
lfA" Company, 4th Battalion, was released from Yellow 
Beaches, and assigned to Shore Party on Blue Beaches. 
A message received at 2105 from Headquarters of the Island Com-
mand permitted dim lights in hauling. At the time of receipt 
this^ appeared unsafe in vicinity of Blue 2 so limitation was 
placed upon interpretation of the order, However, liglvfcs below 
deck level on LSI-is wore permitted, greatly facilitating* night 
unloading of these craft. 

QQ.  Division Shore Party (Gonoral): 
1. D-plus-14 day:

(a) No comment.  
RR. Yqllow Beaches:  

1. D-plus-14 day:
(a) No comment.  

SS. Blue Beaches:  
1. D-plus- 14 days 

(a)  Unloading proceeded normally. 
At 2010 activity to seaward off quarry in vicinity of hydrograph-

•ic survey LClls was investigated. Report received indicated small 
arms fire and blinking lights were being used to indicate an LCM 
had broken away from it's mooring and was adrift with an inopera-
tive motor.  

TT. Division Shore Party (General):  
1. D«-plus-15 days 

(a) Ho comment.  
UU. Yellow Beaches:  

1. D-plus-15 day. 
(a)  Unloading mormal. Considerable difficulty was experienced in 

locating Garrison Force dumr>s. Headquarters and Ist of 
the Army Port Company wore released from Division Dump and sent 
to Blue Beach. 
Activity in Division Dump confined to unloading ammunition which 
was arriving from west beaches. 

W.  Blue Beaches:  
1, D-plus-15 day:  

(a)  Unloading proceeded normally. 
m.  Division Shore Party (General) : 

1. D-plus-16 day:
(a)  No comment. 

XX. Yellow Beaches:  
1, D-dlus-16 day:  

(a)  No comment. 

* 
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YY. Blue Beaches: 
1. D-»plus-l6 day: 

(a)  With exception of difficulty with lifts requiring a 20 ton boom 
(Lq Tourneau Crane) causing delay in unloading one LSM on beach, 
unloading proceeded normally. 

ZZ.  Division Shore (General): 
1. D-plus-17 day: 

(a)  Informed orally by Corps Shore Party Commander that 4-th Marine 
Division to be released from Shore Party activities at 0600, 
9 March, 
Division Shore Party Commander attended conference at 2000 at 
Division Headquarters r/ith ACofS, D-4. and the CofS regarding the 
organization and employment of 4-tfy Pioneer Battalion upon release 
frpm Shore !°arty activities* 

AAA. Yellow Beaches: 
1. D-nlus-17 day: 

(a)  Unloading normal. Notified at 1800 that Garrison .Forces would 
take control of beaches 0800 D-plus-18. 133 NCB to revert to 
Garrison Forco control at that time. 

888. Blue Beaches: 
1. D-plus-17 day: 

(a) Notifipd at 1800 that Garrison Forces would take control of 
beaches at 0600, 9 March, 1945. 

CCC,Division Shore Party (General) :  
1, D-plus*lB day: .  

(a)  0700 Battalion Commander, 4-th Battalion, called confer-
ence of company commanders and staff officers regarding organ-
ization and mission of 4-th Battalion on release from 
Shore activities. 
08Q0 AllShore "^arty activities taken over by Army Garrison 
Force. 4.th Battalion reverted to Division control. 
Division Shore Party disbanded* 

DDD. YellotiBeaches: -1» D-plusrlB day: .  . 
(a) 0800 relieved by Army Garrison Force Shore -^arty, 

*EEE. Blue Boachest 
1. D4.plus-18 day:  ... 

(a) 0800 relieved by Army Garrison Force Shore  
V -» Comments and Observations on Related Items Affecting Shore Party Operation;  

¦ 
¦A. Casualties:  „ . . 

1. By units: -
(a)  4th Bn 18 officers and 220 enlisted. 
(b)  133 NCB • 10 officers and 2£o enlisted. 
(c)  Ist JASGo » 2 officors and 4,1 enlisted. 

« 
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2, By beaches: -(a)  Yellow- 17 officers and 282 enlisted. 
(b)  Blue 13 officers and 196 enlisted.-(c)  Division Shore- Party Headquarters 0 officers and 3 enlisted* 

B. Beach Conditions: 
1. Grade and Surface: 

(a) Beach Yellow 1had a slope of 10-50$ from wwatersr rs edge to toe of 
terrace, but other beaches had much more abrupt slopes (30-150$). 
The conformation of the beacnos changed constantly and rapidly 
by surf action and quickly filled in areas of beach which were 
partially blocked by disabled craft and vehicles. The surface of 
all beaches consisted of a thick layer of fine volcanic cinders 
which closely resembled coarse sand. This surface would not sup-
port wheeled traffic unti,l ithad become somewhat compacted, and 
duo to excessive slopes combined with the loose surface, some 
areas would not accomodato tracked vehicular traffic. 

2. Surf. type of car ft that could be landed: 
(a)  The surf wns generally high on all beaches but was especially 

high when the wind was from an easternly direction, LSTs and 
LSMs could be landed at all times, but LCMs and sanllor sraft could 
be landed only with extreme difficulty under the best surf con-
ditions. LCTs could be used except when surf was running at its 
highest, but only if anchored ashore by deadmon and ifkept free 
of backwash from larger beached craft.- 3. Obstructions broached craft, vessels, etc: 

(a)  The beaches were blocked by broached enemy vessels at the points 
noted on enclosure (A). By noon of D-plus-1 our disabled craft 
and vehicles had blocked approximately 75 percent of the tenable 
beaches, and had to bo cleared before large scale unloading could 
bo started. Due to tho tactical situation Blue Beach 2. and part 
of Blue Beach 1wero not tenable at this time.- 4. Enemy obstacles mines: 

(a)  Mine Tiolds located from one hundred to three hundred yards in-
land from the beaches and generally paralleling thorn restricted 
Shore activities. Minos had to be located and removed 
before dumps and roads could be developed* 

C. Enemy. Action Affecting Unloading, General Comments: 
1. Shore Party personnel wero subjected to heavy periodic artillery, mor-

tar, and small arms fire during tho first five days of the operation; 
thereafter,- untilD-plus-10, they were subjected to spasmodic mortar, 
artillery, small arms, and sniper firo. On D-dlus-2, accurate mortar 

•and  artillery fire destroyed practically all supplies as fast as they 
were landed on Blue Beach 1, and on this account itbecame necessary 
to land a greater part of the supplies required for the ucriod over 
the Yellow Beaches. Due to enemy action initiallyand the subsequent 
lack of shipping, Blue Beach 2 was never fully developed for unloading 
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supplies. Generally, enemy fire caused heavy casualties in Shore 
personnel,- limited unloading during the first two days to the highest 
priority cargo, and seriously delayed general unloading. 

D. Use of LVTs and DUKIT/s:-1. Initialuse: 
(a) LVTs and DUKffls wore employed in the early phases of the operation 

to transport priority supplies from ship to shore and to move 
badly needed items from the beaches to the front. LVTs were also 
employed for defense of tho beaches, and along with the DUKFs 
were used to evacuate casualties, 

2. Use during the general unloading: 
(a) During this phase of the operation LVTs and DUMs continued to be 

employed as in the early phases of the operation when required 
for such missions. However, during this period they were commit-
ted largely to moving supplies from landing craft and vessels to 
the beach and inland dumps. Both LVTs and DUKEfe proved well ada-
pted for unloading from LCTs, LSMs, and LSTs. Due to tho speed 
of the seagoing DUKWs on land and in water and further duo to 
their ability to "launch and land under adverse surf conditions, 
they wore found to be very effective in evacuating casualties and 
were used constantly for this purpose. Itis to be noted in 
this connection that tho prime mission of tho DUIOTs was trans-
porting ammunition for tho artillery and they wore used for other 
unloading of supplies only when made available to tho Shore Party 
by the artillery. 

3. Liaison: 
(a)  Each Amphibian Tractor Battalion furnished a liaison officer to 

its respective RCT Shore Those liaison officers maintain-
ed contact with the Shore Parties, and directed the activities 
of tho LVTs on tho beach. This liaison was adequate and effect-
ive. Liaison for DUKWs was established at tho DtTO landing 
points on tho boach when and as required, and was also found to 

. ¦bo adequate.  • ¦ 

E. Operation Of Beach Dumps w/Locations : 
1. Tho beach dumps for Yollow Beaches v/erc established as noted on enclos-

ure (A). They wore initially operated by quartermaster personnel from 
RCT-23? assisted by -personnel from tho Shore Party. On D-plus-4-j 
Division dunros wore established and on D-plus-5, the Division Quarter-
master assumed control and,' assisted by Shore Party personnel, operated 
them. Continuing from this time, all Division supplies landed on 
Yellow Beaches were moved directly from the beach to the Division dump. 

2. Dumps established behind Blue Beaches, as noted on enclosure (A), wore 
initially operated by Shore "°arty personnel. On D-plus-5, operation of 
dumps was turned over to personnel of the Bth Field Depot assigned by 
the Division Shore Party Commander to work Blue Beaches under the diroc-tion of the Blue Beach Shore Party Commanjfer.  173 3tf^^Jfl^l^il^Wfc
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maintained by Bluo Beach Shore Party Headquarters , and additional work-* 
ing personnel-

' wore furnished to dumps by this headquarters .from attach-
Ed elements of Replacement Drafts. Rations, water, and designated 
types of ammunition woro transferred from Blue Beach dumps to the' 
Division dump commencing p-plus-6 day/  - / 

¦ 

F.  Traffic Control in Beach Areas -Including Dumps: 
1. Traffic control was established, in the beach and dump areas by the 

Shore v^.rifCommanders and was 'enforced *by tho M^s "assigned for Shore 
Party dUtios," 5 

Later they wore supplemented by personnel from Corps 
¦.Shore Party MPs. • ...  .. ; 

G.  Stops Taken To Improve .Beach Roa^s, and Unloading Points: 
1.  Initially beach roada and landing points were constructed by BLT Shoro 

Parties and surfaced vdth bqach matting as equipment, personnel, 
and matting became available. Later, beach lateral roads along most 
beach areas were surfaced with beach matting by« the -Bth Field- Depot* . 
In tho meantime, Shoro personnel, assisted by the 4th . Stiginoc'r ' Battalion, proceoded to surface tho landing points and more: important 
roads in the beach and dump areas tdth clay, finally replacing tho 

¦beach matting on Bluo Beaches rath clay, . . ; 
H, Fire (Damage) Control and Proventative Measures: 

1, Comment on effectiveness of naval -fire fighting oqui-omont: 
(a) Naval fire fighting equipment proved largely inoffoctivo .in con-

trol of fires on the beach duo to tho fact that it required too 
much time to summon such equipment through channels and got it 
to the scene of the fire. When on station, hovraver, it proved . 
of great value. 

" , , 
2»  Preventive' and control measures exercised: 

(a)  Normally revetments wore prepared prior to delivery, of..supplies...... 
to dumps. Very inflammable materials in congested areas v/ere ... 
covered with earth. Hater pumps as available were vplacod at 
central points and made ready, and. tractor dozers rrorc hold 
available at dutrro locations for action against fires.. No occas-
ion arose which required tho use of tho water pumps, subsequent 
to tho time such pumps were available, but tractor .dozers proved 
effective in fighting several small fires, 

I»  Salvage: 
1. Friendly material: 

(a). Shore Parties commenced salvage operation on D-day, Initially, 
troop combat equipment was collected, conditioned, and turned 
over to tho RCTs, and naval equipment was delivered to the Beach 
masters. Later, supplios and equipment for troops were .collected 
a'nd- delivered to the Division Salvage Officer 5 naval equipment 

'""continued to be delivered to the Beachmastors,  
2, Enemy material: :  

(a)  Very little encountered. 
«i» 40 
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3* Salvage of wrecked craft, and its effect upon Shore* Party operations: 
(a) 'On D-day, Shore Parties started salvaging wrecked and disabled 

.tracked and wheeled vehicles from the beaches and continued 
until the beaches wore largely clear of the latter. Crocked, 
Ll/Ts, LVTAs, and tanks wore beyond the capacity of Shore Party 
salvage equipment. The vehicles salvaged were moved inland from 
the beaches so that owners could recondition and reclaim same* 

\  (b) Naval personnel commenced clearing the beaches of disabled float-
ing craft on D*plus~2 and continued until the beaches were 
largely clear. It is to bo noted in this connection that the 
demolition method of destroying boats on the beaches is not very 
satisfactory duo to tho fact that the motors and keels arc gen-
erally left undomolished and form navigational hazards which in 
many cases are more dangerous to landing operations than the 
original craft. 

(c) The salvage of wrecked craft by the Shorp\ Parties and naval per-
sonnel delayed -the unloading of supplies because of the fact that 
considerable personnel and equipment were required from the Shore 
Parties, to affect the salvage, and further because unloading op-
erations were interrupted by the firing of each demolition * 

charge. Considerable delay was experienced in. suitable naval 
salvage oraft reporting to station. The vast extent of salvage 
activities and also breakage of lines which eventually resultod 
in an acute shortage of these items further slowed progress in 
salvage operations. 

,J." Employment of Wharfs, Piers, Docks, etc: 
1. Surf and beach conditions did not permit their use.  

X, Effectiveness and Adequacy of Ship to Shore Cargo Control:  
1. .In numerous instances during the course of the operation,- low priority

" 
.supplies were sent ashore in lieu of high priority cargo which had 
been requested. Selective unloading continued beyond the., period of any 

'. preconceived plan, and the above statement is made to describe a situa-
tion which resulted primarily from those circumstances and not to cen-

* 
¦sure the system of control.  .. . 

2* On the other hand, Shore ,Parties frequently .received information from 
control vessels that certain priority supplies had been dispatched to 
the, beaches. 'Then those supplies did not. arrive on the- beaches, there 

.  was no satisfactory moans .available to trace the. cargo beyond the con-
trol vessel. It is,"therefore, rocpnraiendod; that ;a more suitable system 
of communications- bo. established between the- beaches and traffic con-

.^  trol boats and that a. tender bo made available to each ECT and Division 
beach on station close to shore twenty- four hours, a day. This boat 
would bo used by a Thoro Party representative for checking on boated 
cargo. in the vicinity of the traffic control boat. 



3. It is also fait that naval personnel particularly should bo thoroughly 
indoctrinated with the concoption that during tho oarly phase of an 
amphibious operation the primary consideration is not to unload ships 
but is to place at the disposal of troops ashore those supplies they 
request. It follows then that control must keep the Shore Party Com-
manders informed at all times as to the status of requests for prior-
ity cargo. : 

4-.  Subject to the above comments, ship to shore cargo control was, from 
the 't>oint of view of the Shore considered adequate. 

L. Provisions For Beach Dump and Rear Area Defense: 
1. Each Shore Party unit established all-around security and coordinated 

their security with adjacent Shore Parties and other units so that an 
all-around security system was established for. tho entire beach and 
dump areas. Tho main linos of Shore Party defense wore to seaward and 
to the Division north flank. LVTs and LVTAs supplemented the boach 
defenses particularly oh the north flank. 

M. Use of Bth Field Depot Personnel and Equipment Within the Shore Party: 
1.  How employed: 

(a)  Yellow Beaches: 
(l) The personnel furnished for these beaches consisted of two 

beach teams and one dump team of about 2 officers and 30 
enlisted in each. Tho beach teams wore used for chocking 
supplies as they crossed the beach, and the dump team was 
employed in tho operation of the dumps. 

(b)  Blue Beaches: 
(l) One boach toam, one dump team, one ammunition platoon (2-65) 

and one depot company (3-14-7) were furnished to those beach-
es. The beach team, dump toam, and ammunition platoon wore 
used to operate the dumps; tho depot company was employed as 
working details on tho beach, 

2.  Additional facilities: 
(a)  Additional personnel and equipment of tho Bth Field Depot, opera-

ting under Corps Shore Party Control, developed boach -areas and 
assisted in Shore Party activities in- tho Division zone of action 
as requested. 

3.  Effectiveness: 
(a)  The Corps Shoro Party reinforcing elements assigned to this Div-

ision and the manner in which they performed their duties contri-
buted substantially to the efficient handling of supplies within 

dumptho  Division boach and areas. 
N.  Use of Divisional Replacements: 

1.  Ship "°latoons: 
(a) Replacements initially were assigned as Ship on all A^As 

on the basis of one officer and^genty men por hold, two mon per 
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small boat, and one officer and twenty mon per proloadod LST. 
They ftinctionod as Ship Platoons until their respective ships 
wots, unloaded. 

2. Ashore: 
(a)  The problem of organizing, disposing of, and applying the eff-

orts of such disjointed units combined with the immediate re-
quirements for them by RCTs precluded efficient application of 
replacement personnel in Shore "°arty activities ashore. 

0. Function of the Shore Party as a Supply Agency: 
1. Yellow Beaches: 

(a)  Issue from beach dumps or from beach: 
(1)  The quartermaster of RCT-23 was on the beach during the 

first four days of the operation and relieved the Shore 
Party of supply functions for that RCT. Supplies landed 
wore placed in RCT durans and issues were made from that 
pdint. However, during the earlier chases of the operation 
some supplies wore issued to units of RCT-24 from the beach. 
Artillery ammunition landed was loaded on artillery vehicles 
at the beach. After Division dumps were established on D-
!3lus-5» issues woro made by the Division Quartermaster from 
these dumps j artillery ammunition continued to bo claimed* 
at the beach by the l^/th Marines. 

(b)  Method or for coordinating of supply:
(l) Initially Requests were submitted through the RQMs. Later, 

when division dumps were established, requests were sub-
mitted by RCTs through the Division Quartermaster. Liaison 
was maintained with the 14th Marines during all phases of 
the operation to insure expeditious dolivory of artillery 
ammunition landed. 

(c)  ftxporioncod QM personnel:
(1) Division Quartermaster personnel attached to the Shore party 

were assigned to RCT-23 dumps on D-plus-1, and further 
assigned to division dumps on D-plus- 5. 

2. Blue Beaches: 
(a)  Issue from beach dumps or from beach: 

(l)Kequosts for supplies from the Shore 'Party dumps wor_e:init-
ially received by radio, telephone, or runner from units as 
small as companies of RCT*2S and RCT-2^. If the request 
could bo met from supplies ashore an LVT was dispatched to 
the requesting unit with as much of the required' material 
as could bo made available. Guides were furnished by tho 
unit placing request or were obtained from Shore Party per-

sonnel. Normally tho smaller units made no demand for sup-
plies but wore interested only in obtaining weapons that 
the  Shore had salvaged. Organizations such asjiank 
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companies, rocket -'detachments , engineer, platoons, and comm-
unication sections -required supplies that* h^d•not accumu-
latod on beaches;' Requests of this nature' and coordinated 
requests from BLT and RCT quartermasters" r;sro relayed as 
priorits^ requirements to Blue Control' for earliest dispatch 
to beach. ?! 

(2) Enemy activity,-' surf conditions, anjf use of cer-
tain types of ammunition plus destruction of beach supplies 
by fire necessitated a priority unloading routine that ex-
tended for four, days, Beyond T)-plus»'2, materials had accum-
ulated in Drotscted dum^s and it was/" only an occasional 
priority request that required action by Blue Control,-'^(b) Method or plan for coordinating of supply: 

(l) Ammunition 'of :all typos, fuel,, and salvaged equipment were 
issued -/ithotit accountability,, An attempt "'at control of 
rations and watetf-, though never critical items, was main-
tained by requiring an officer's signature on any request 
granted. An officer's signature. dlus some semblance of an 
organizational request for a company or larger were require-
ments levelled at straggler^control and at Precluding *con-
stant issue to individuals. No attempt was made to portion 
or record supplies drawn from dumps. Strict control was 
exercised- over-,, the. issue of post exchange supplies and fruit 
juices. A*.signed request from tha .RCT quartermaster, 
counter signed by RCT Shore Party Commander was necessary be-
fore rations 'of this typo, could be drawn from dumps. This 
assured comparatively equal. distribution. 

(c) Experienced QM -oorsonnel: » < 

(l) At no time did Division Quartermaster personnel operate from s 
Blue Beach dumps. • However, by D-pluS-7 all supplies of, an 
issue nature received on Blue Beaches ami"similar supplies 
already ihdurar>s wore transferred *to "Division

¦ 
Quartermaster 

¦1 1dumps. '' 
? 

(2) Military •< attached to Bltio .Beach Shore Party by RCT-25 
wore used' extensively in guarding ration, water, post ex-
change, and clothing clumps. 

TJ Shore Party Communi cations:' 
1, During the early t»hases of tho operation, the RCT Shore Command-

ers and tho Division Shore iParty Commander were aboard* the respective 
control vessels. Although the Shore Party' lateral net was available 
for the oxclvisive use. of the Shore do direct radio communica-
tions existed between the Fhore Party Commanders afloat and Shore 
elements ashore. Naval communications and tactical channels wore 
found inadequate?' to handle the traffic _ between tho several echelons of 
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Shoro Party Command during this -ncriod. It is thorp foro considered 
irrroerativo that spr.ee bo allouod aboard ttio several control vessels to 
enable tho Shoro Part;*' Commanders afloat to man radio equipment for 
keeping in ooramuni cation vdth thoir units on tho beach. 

2. On D-plus-2, Division Shore Party Headquarters ashore established com-
munications with the Division logistical representative aboard tho 

1 Division control vessel by TBX over the Division logistical control not. 
3, Although the Division Shore Party continued to guard tho Division logis-

tical control net and all Shore Party elements continued to guard the 
Shore !°arty lateral not, after -Division Headquarters landed on D-^lus-4. 
radio was almost entirely replaced by prodiously operative v.drc commun-
ications. 

4* Shore Party communications wore furnished by nine Shoro Party communi-
cation teams of one officer and nineteen .men, each from Ist JASCo. The 
Commanding Officer of Ist JASCo was Division Shore Party Communication 
Officer. 'One team r;as assigned to Division Shore Party Headquarters, 

assault RCT Shore  " 
one to each  Party Headquarters, and one to each BLT 
Shore Party of the assault ECTs. •  . 

5. Subject to the opening remark above, Shore Party communications were 
considered excellent* 

6.  For further information on Shore Party communication see AITWSX LOVE, 
FOURTH H/iaF5 -DIVISION' OPSFiATIOF REPORT, ATTACHED JOI1TT ASSAULT SIGNAL 
COMPAFX REPORT. . 

' 

Q,  Garrison Forco Shore Pnrtys 
1.  At 0800, 9 March, tho Garrison Forces took over the operation of the 

Division beaches. During a forty-eight hour period nrior to this time 
no less than throe Garrison Force officers reported to the Division 
Shore Party Commander that each T"/as to take over on the Division Beaches 
as^Shoro Party Commander. In each case the officer requested assistance 
advice,- and information preparatory to taking over control. These re-
quost.s irero willingly fulfilled at tho expenditure of a considerable 
amount of valuable time. Yet in no instance did one.. of these officers 
have any information as to v/hat personnel or equipment v/ould bo avail-
able to himj nor had ho formulated any plan for his operation' of the 
beaches. That .this situation. caused considerable delay anal wasted eff-
ort is self evident. . 

2#2 #  It is,- therefore, considered essential that prior to any. future opera-

tion the Garrison Force Shore Commander, in conjunction mth the 
Landing Forco Shore Party, Commander, consider a plan tho form-
er acceeds to control of tho:';bdachos. Such a plan should bo -set out in 
sufficient detail as to apply to tho transition on the various subdi-
visions of the beaches. . . 

VI Commonts and Roc omtnoiidati_onsj_ 
A* Shore Party Organization: 

1. Gomment * 
.* 

(a) Tho 'numerical strength of tho Divisi^jS|iJJ|j^p£^^n^pi4^^^cj^ 
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by clement^ of tho Corps Shore Party was sufficient to support 
the operation. A temporary organization made up baoicly of tho 
organic Pioneer Battalion and an attached Naval Construction Bat-
talion or any other temporarily attached unit is n&.; satisfactory 
and does not moot tho requirements of an efficient Shore Party. 
Itis apparent that training a Shore Party for one operation is 
of no future benefit to the Division and is in fact -x detriment. 
Neither is itof any lasting benefit to tho attached unit so 
trained, and is, from their point of view, a wasto of valuable 
tine they might bettor 

/ 
of theirspend preparing for the execution 

primary mission. Sach time an inexperienced unit is attached to 
tho Division for Shore Party activities the Battalion. 

per-must of necessity devote a largo portion of its arm training 
iod to instructing and attempting to indoctrinate the attached 
unit. Furthermore, unless tho same Thoro Party organization fun-
ctions on a permanent basis from operation to operation its com-
bat proficiencjr can never be improved. 
Itmust bo noted that for each operation in rriiich this Division 
has been engaged a different Shore Party organization has been 
employed. Tho Division is now faced again tr/ith organizing and 
training a Shore Party anor; for a future operation. Tho Division 
Shoro Party as such, therefore, has received no benefit from the 
past combat experience of tho Division. Ithas, on tho contrary, 
suffered heavy casualties among experienced Pioneer Battalion 
personnel |casualties brought about largely by spreading exper-
ienced men and officers thinly throughout tho entire Division 
Shore Party to control, direct, and reenforce inexperienced units 

2, Recommendations: 
(a) It is recommended that r. permanent organization of size and com-

position adequate to furnish the basic elements of a Division 
Shoro Party bo authorized each Marino Division. Tho present 
Pioneer Battalion moots neither of those requirements. 
A suggested organization to moot the minimum requirements in 
keeping v/ith the above recommendation is a small Shoro Party reg-
iment consisting of a Headquarters and Service Company and Wo 
Pioneer Battalions. Tho composition of each battalion in both 
equipment and personnel should bo similar to those of tho pres-
ent Pioneer Battalion. Headquarters and Service Company of tho 
regiment should bo similar in organization to that of tho Head-
quarters and Service Company of tho Droscnt Pioneer Battalion. 

B. Shoro Party Squipmont;
Comment;1» 

(a)  The equipment of tho Pioneer Battalion alone is insufficient to 
oporato a Division beach. It.is in fact approximately tho amount 
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required to operate a Regimental Beach, 
Tho TD-9 shovel loader is of little value for beach operations 
except as modified with an "Av frame orane attachment. Even then 
it is too light and lacks the advantages of a swing crane. On 
tho Iwo Jima operation, however, two Shore Party shovel loaders 
wore used to load clay for road and boach development. Finger 
liftattache dments were not employed. 
Under present allowances 5 no Pioneer Battalion tractors are 
equipped vith ranches. OnIwo Jima, as on previous operations 
there was a definite need for heavy tractors with winches for tho 
salvage of vehicles and other heavy machinery in the beach area. 
Those are also invaluable for discharging heavy loads which must 
bo 'snaked" or skidded off -landing craft. 

2. Roc onmondations : 
(a)  That two, one-half or three-quarter cubic yard capacity shovel 

cranes bo \dded to tho authorized allowance of each Pioneer Con-
pany and that two TD-9 shovel loaders be deleted therefrom. 

(b)  That one heavy tractor .(TD~18) with large, slow speed, single 
drum, back take-off winch bo added to the authorized allowance 
of each Pioneer Company./ 

C, Ship to Shore Movements 
1. Comment; 

(a)  Elements of the Shore particularly the BLT Shore Party re-
connaissance, sections landed op the beaches before they could 
serve any useful *ourposo. This 'resulted in early excessive cas-
ualties among officers and other key Shore personnel . In 
all instances the reconnaissance sections consisting of key 
specialists isrero virtually annihilated. Of four BLT Shore 'Party 
Commanders, three became casualties very soon after landing and 
the same ratio existed among BLT Beachmasters. 
The landing of Shore Party equipment was from small craft and 
LSHs as required and on the whole was satisfactory. 

2.Rec ommondati ons s 
(a)  Since the reconnaissance sections of the Shore Party serve no 

useful purpose that cannot be accomplished when the main elements 
of the Shore "°arty land, it is recommended that these sections 
land on call with the remainder of the Shore Party* 

D, Employment of LSMs for landing cargo: 
1, Comments 

(a)  Tho service rendered by the LSMs in landing cargo cannot bo over 
stated. Some difficulty* however, was experienced in -operating 
cranes within tho confined space of the well dock. 

2. Recommendations; 
(a)  The suggestion that a travelling crane bo installed on^^the Dort 

side of the LSM is eubmittod £c^jMm^d|pt^^Sfts !|ME<Kta -modif-

¦t. 
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ication is feasible 
those craft ashore. 

itmilmaterially enhance the -unloading of 

~ "" ~ "*¦*"**¦¦ ~ 
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Upon jreversion of tho 4th 
. 

Battalion to Division Control at 0800, 9 
Marcll, 194-5, the following reorganization, based on personnel and equipment 
then Iavailable was effected. 

A.  Organization: 
1.  Engineer and Maintenance Units;-, ; (a) Officer-in-Gharge Battalion Engineer Officer. 

<•(b) Personnel 4 officers and 90 enlisted; consisting of equipment 
operators, maintenance personnel, andpersonnel , commissars'-

specialistsother who could not be employed within the tactical 
organization,,

(c)  Equipment: 
(l) 11 tractors with dozers. 
(2)  14 cranes. 

> (3) 3 trucks, 1-ton. 
(4)  10 trucks, 2t|- ton, dump. 
(5) 1 truck, 2-g- ton, cargo. 
(6) 5 trucks, 1/4 tonj 4 n/trailers..;!i- (7) 5 tractors, utility, 

%. Tactical Units: 
(a)  Officor^in-Charge Under normal battalion control Battalion 

Commander. 
1 (b) Personnel - 17 officers and enlisted as follows;380 -(l) Battalion Headquarters Conrnany 5 officers and 26 enlisted:- a.  Communication Section furnished by Is1;, JilSCo, 1 off-

icor and 30 enlisted. - s- b.  Medical Section (Navy) 1 officer and 10 enlisted. 
/.dditional enlisted from Division Surgeon on request. 

(2) Corapcny wArwA'r - 3 officers and 81 enlisted, organized and 
equipped, as follows % - a.  Company Headquarters 1 officer and 13 enlisted. 

t -b.  One (1) platoon (Rifle) 1 officer and 44 enlisted.- c.  LMG Section 1 officer and 24 enlisted. 
d.  Automatic weapons: 

1.  4 BAlts. 
2. 3 LIIGs  
3c 2 n5O Cr.l. MGs. - (3)  Company UB" 5 officers and 133 enlisted, organized and 

equipped as follows: - a.  Company Headquarters 2 officers and 13 enlisted. 

l-^B^Tflß^^^Lct t^.r A'fl^^'Hlb 
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b. First Platoon 1officer and 43 onlistod.- c. Second Platoon- 1 officer and 41 enlisted. 
d. Third Platoon 1 officer and 41 enlisted. 
o. Automatic Hoarsons: 

1.  5 BARs. 
2. 6 .LMGs (lsection to each platoon). 
3. 3 .50 Cal MGs. -(4)  Company "C11 4 officers and 115 enlisted, organized and 

equipped as follotrs: 
a. Company Hoadquartors'- 1 officer and 10 enlisted.-b. First Platoon 1officer and 35 enlisted.- c. Second Platoon 1 officer and 35 onlisted.-d. Third Platoon 1 officer and 35 enlisted. 
c. Automatic Weapons? 

1.  5 BARs. 
2. 6 LMGs (l section to each platoon). 
3. 3 .50 Gal MGs. 

B. Missions 
1. Engineer and maintenance units : 

(a)  Develope roads, parking areas, and landing areas for roombarking 
Division. 

(b)  Assist Division QM in movement of Division supplies. 
(c)  Assist in roembarkation of Division. 

2. Tactical units s 
(a)  3e prepared to assemble on one hour's notice as Division Reserve ? 

not so committed. 
(b)  Provide beach de:?onse within Division zone. 
(c)  Assist Division QM in movement of Division supplies. 
(d)  Assist in reembarkation of the Division. 
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MEDICAL EVACUATION REPORT 
For tho Itto Jima Operation the evacuation of wounded was organized under the 

Shore Party Evacuation Officer, designated as the Division Evacuation Officer, 
assisted by four Combat Team Evacuation Medical Officers, each to be landed with 
their assigned corpsmen and modical supplies on each of the four assault beaches. 
It was planned to set up evacuation stations at strategic spots to most effectively 
and efficiently treat and evacuate the wounded of the division. 

Accordingly, the four evacuation teams v/ero boated with the shore party per-
sonnel supporting each of tho assault landing toarns, and were put ashore from 30 
to 90 minutes after "H" hour. One Fourth Pioneer Medical Officer and 12 corpsmon 
landed at 0930 on boach yellow one under heavy enemy artillery and mortar fire. Al-
most immediately this group sustained casualties, equipment was destroyed, and they 
were unable to organize or establish an ovacuation station. By 1100 the doctor and 
six corpsmen were wounded and evacuated. Four more corpsmen wore killed. 

At 1000 a Medical Officer, Dental Officer, and eight corpsmen of the 133rd Nav-
al Construction Battalion landed on beach yellow two under heavy enemy mortar and 
artillery fire. This evacuation team was dispersed and sustained casualties so . 
that they were never able to establish an ovacuation station in their sector. By 
late afternoon the doctor, dentist, and five corpsmen were casualties and evacuated. 

Another Fourth Pioneer Medical Offider and 14- corpsmen were landed on beach 
blue one at 0930 under enemy fire. By 1130 the doctor and three corpsmen wore cas-
ualties and evacuated. The remaining corpsmon joined a beach party modical platoon 
of the USS NAPA- (APA 157) and worked 'effectively while under direct enemy fire 
caring for casualties in tho beach area of yellow two. The second Medical 
Officer and nine c.orpsrnon of the 133rd Naval Construction Battalion wore 
landed on beach blue one at 1100. These men wore scattered and unable to organize 
an evacuation station due to tho noavy enemy fire. By 1130 this Medical Officer 
was a casualty and evacuated. 

At approximate 1;/ 1500 on D-day the Shore Party Evacuation Officer lrjndod on 
blue one with 20 replacement corpsmon and two Pioneer corDsmen. There was no equip-
ment for establishing an independent aid station. The enemy fire in the area at 
this time was sporadic but effective and: many casualties needed treatment on the 
spot. A quick reconnaissance rovop.led no organized evacuation of wounded on cither 
beach blue one or yellow two. Tho Shore Party Evacuation Officer was unable to 
reach yellow one at this time. It was decided to sot up an evacuation station 
immediately on beach blue one at the only oxisting road, of egress from the front 
lines. With the aid and equipment of a beach party medical platoon of the USS 
SANBORN (APA 193), five of the 133rd. Faval Construction Battalion corpsmen and the 
20 replacement corpsmon, an aid and ovacuation station was established by 1600. 

Work was continuous throughout the night. It was impossible to keep adequate 
records the first day but it is estimated that over 200 casualties wore evacuated 
during the first 24 hours. Thore v/ore many casualties among the shore party and 
beach party personnel, but fortunately no one was hit in the 'aid station itself. By 
the following morning, on D-plus-1 day, a critical shortage of medical supplies 
existed, i.e. litters, blankets, plasma, etc., and urgent requests for re-supplies, 
corpsmen, and doctors wore sent out at 1000 via the B^achmastcr. 

By 1100 on P-*plus~l. another evacuation station was established on boach yellow 
two with two beach party medical platoons aided 037" six Pioneer corpsmon. The 
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Medical Officer, Dental Officer and eight corpsmon of the Tenth Amphibian Tractor 
Battalion were found operating an aid station between beaches yellow one and two. 
Due to then r ->oor location away from the natural flow of evacuation they wore never 
able to evacuate many. Since the enemy shelling continued, it was decided to 
leave thorn at their original site to treat and evacuate the wounded in that vicin-
ity. On. yellow one the surgeon of the Twenty-Third Marines and one beach party 
medical platoon ?rore found evacuating for the Twenty-Third Marines. Since all the 
evacuation medical officers for that Regiment had been wounded and evacuated? it 
had been necessary for this Medical Officer to remain on the beach and evacuate. 
In spito of tho heavy toll in casualties, (i.e.) &Q% of the evacuation medical 
officers and approximately 50% of the cor-osmon, medical evacuation stations on each 
of tho established Fourth Marine Division assault beaches were in operation. Beach 
blue two was not developed until a later date. 

¦ There remained a critical shortage of raodical evacuation personnel 5 and when 
' "A11 and "C" Medical Companies landed between 1600 and 1700  on D-^lus~l day, they  

placed were immediately assigned to evacuation stations.' "A" was at tho "blue one 
station and "G" at tho yellow two station. Shortly thereafter one-half of I!C" was 
transferred to yellow, one beach, relieving the. Twenty-Third Regimental Surgeon to* 
return to his Regimental duties . Vfith this bolstering of personnel it was possible 
to begin keeping adequate records of casualties and to give more efficient treat-
ment to the wounded. 

From this time the personnel problems were never acute in the ovacxiation 
stations, and it was possible to fortify tho assault teams vdth replacement corpsmen 
and docotrs. "The" following accounts for tho personnel received and assigned by 
this on 21 February corpsmon of "Di! n-n-'1 companiesoffice 2 at 0900 20 and medical 
wcro obtained. Ton were immediately dispatched to the Twenty-Third Regiment, and 
remaining ten retained at 'the blue one station for further assignment. Frequent 

? 

requests were being rocoivod from regiments and battalions for replacement collect-, 
ing sections. They wcro losing corpsmon rapidly as casualties. 'At 1300 on tho 
21st ton corpsmon of "Til" company wore sent to the Twenty-Fourth and tori men of "A" 
company to tho Twenty-Fifth Regiments . At 1700 that date fuel and ammunition dumps . 
wore blown up about 100 yards distance from tho blue ono station. It was impossible 
to leave duo to tho presence of several casualties. Fires in the medical supplies  
from hot.. fragments blown from tho dumps wore fought until 24.00. Two casualties  
received slight additional wounds from this but no other losses wore inflicted.  

On February 22, at-'O&4-5, ton corpsmon of "B" medical company wore sent to tho  
Twenty-Fourth Regiment. A request was sent to the .Division. Surgeon at tlii's time  

3IJ for moro corpsmen and medical "supplies. At 1100 eight men of ir company wore 
assigned to tho Twenty-Fifth Regiment and nine men of "D" company wore sont to tho 
Twenty-Fourth Regiment. At 1230 "A" Medical Company, minus ono medical officer and 
21 corpsmon, were released from beach blue ono to. return to the USS HINSDAK3 (A^A 
120). Tho others wore held at tho aid station to assist in evacuation. 

On February 23 ono Medical Officer of. tho Thirtieth Replacement Draft was.  
transferred, to tho Twenty-Fifth Regiment. At 0730 a shelling of tho beach closed  
tho bluo beach evacuation station, but casualties v/oro removed without loss to the  
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yellow two station for evacuation. At 1500 this dato MBW Medical Company officers 
and men came ashore, and wore assigned to work at the bluo one station temporarily. 
At 1530 the Division Surgeon visited the station. On February 24 another medical 
officer of the Thirtieth Replacement Draft was transferred to the Twenty-Fifth 
Regiment. 

Shore Party Doctors of the 21st Regiment wore functioning at -the yellow one 
station with tyro medical officers of "C" medical company, evacuating casualties, of 
that Regiment as well as for some of the Fourth Marino Division. However, from this 
date the bulk of the Fourth Marino Division casualties were going out over the blue 
one station s while the yellow one station evacuated largely for the Third Marine 
Division. The yellow two station was never able to get many of the wounded off the 
beach after the first days due to the lack of boats and unsatisfactory location*-
At 1730 on the 24-th, six men of "E" company were transferred to the Twenty-Third 
Regiment, On 25 February, ten mdn of "A" company were transferred to the Twenty-
Fourth Regiment. On the 26th of February, six Thirtieth Replacement corpsmon were 
transferred to the Twenty- Third Regiment and the following. day six more wore trans-
ferred to the Twonty-Fifth Regiment, 

Throughout the first 11 days of the battle the beaches were under enemy fire,-
Mortar, artillery, rocket and small arms fire were received at frequent intervals 
both day and night on and near the beaches. Shore and beach party personnel re* 
ceived upwards of 50& casualties. Evacuation sections received numerous casualties. 
On D-p3.us-l day a direct hit was made in the yellow two evacuation station, killing 
one boach party doctor, a corpsman, and wounding several others, ITol To patients were 
hit. Fortunately no other stations received direct hits, and no patients .under care 
over received any further serious injury. Treatment and evacuation of casualties 
continued unceasingly throughout the operation in the face of direct .;nemy fire, 
Many hundreds of casualties received excellent and export first-aid and shock treat-
ment, practically none were kept on the beaches over 30 minutes at any timo 5 and 
considering the seriousness of the wounds the physical condition of the Patients was 
excellent when they -/ore received aboard the hospital ships. 

In determining the sites of our evacuation stations several factors had to bo 
taken into consideration. The safety factor, while of great importance, is often 
over-emphasized. To maintain a safe distance from enemy fiolds of fire, from our 
own ammunition and fuel dumps, and from concentrated areas that may draw enemy fire 
are points to consider. But to allow these factors to predominate will often leave 

•  an evacuation station isolated and ineffectual in serving its purpose. An example 
of this was illustrated by the Tenth Amphibian Tractor Battalion station. This was 
excellently revotod, and was' relatively safe, but it was so far from natural roads 
of egress and from the beach that it could never be used efficiently as an evacua-
tion station. 

On the other hand, the station on beach blue one was located primarily .whore 
casualties from the front could be readily received and just as readily evacuated. 
The station was placed as close to the main road leading from the beach to the front 
as was possible, and at the game time near whore the majority of the boats bringing 
personnel- and supplies to the £>each were landing. Tho*»Jprats Jiad to bo obtained 
as opportunity presented in order to get the constant JM|lm*4sA]A^|f^j|,kaßg^ 
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boach. Shore and boach parties are glad to have tho station so strategically loc-
ated. It simplifies their problem^ of -furnishing boats tor ovaeuation of woiindod 
and for 'dolivorinfj incoming medical stip^lios. 

Tho construction of tho evacuation stations is a gradual and progressive 
thing. On D-day and D-17IUS-I tho BaachTßluo One Station was located in a cleared 
area of approximately 30. ynrdsldh^ by 15 yards right on the. beach* The only 
protection v;as a waist high rovotmeht of sand bags on the landward sido. . A medical 
supply ;dump: was ostablishod nearby* As time and /opportunity presented, facilities, 
v/ore expanded and dug in deeper, Tftion available the Shore furnished- a Soaboo 
platoon and "bulldozer to. clear and revet thrpo areas each.2(> by $0 yards. Tarpaulin 
wore placed "over each so tliat there v/erd throo onclosuros to house casual tios tem-
porarily for first aid and shock thorat>y pf»otoction against tho leather, 'Sand 
bags and sand revotmonts provided fairly good protection against any but direct hits 
from enemy sholl firo. Thus rras ostablishod the finishod evacuation station. But 
for the first daj^s of the battlo thoro was littlomore protection than for tho other 
personnel ashoro« Thoro xtae- neither time not* equipment to ostablish elaborate sta~ 
tions early in the operation, Tho main concern r^.s treating and evacuating the. many 

Ncasual tios coming to tho bench continuously,. 
In addition to treating the casualties that funnolcd through 24. hours a day 

from tho front and surroundihg areas > it-sms our responsibility to got them evacua-
ted safely and rapidly to- tho ships off shore designated 'to. receive thorn. In spito 
of the many hazards faced, the undertaking was successful. In contrast to r>revious. 
br>orations evacuation continued throughout thx) day and night from tho first, and 
no casualty was kopt on the boach for more than a fovr minutes unless being -treated 
for shook, Tho prosenco of tho. LST(H')s off shore was a marked advance in the ovaCf 

1uation chain afloat. Bottor records were kept from tho initialphases, tho badly 
tfoundod noro given further medical care necessary .immediately , and casualties wore 
routed directly to ships :designated' to tqcq'Xxo them.- This .preclude d the necessity 
of each boat load of wouridod looking, for. a ship to take them on. Casual-fcios evac-
uated at night ward rocoived an<J held on the LST(H)s. # This alone was a. v-.;b6on, 
for on previous operations casualties had boon knor/n to float around ',....,. nj-grt in an 
opon boat looking for a ship to receive thorn. ... 

Initially, casualties woro evacuated largely by LCV^s and LCMs which had." 
brought porsonnol or supplies ashore. He rover, after P- day these boats became in-
creasingly difficult to obtain and very dangorous to use. Stormy weather with' heavy 
offs hore winds resulted in the broaching and loss of many LCVPs and t£Ms, By 
manning bow linos' and loading tho boats rapidly .with wounded a vast majority got 
off tho boach safoly^ Those that did broach woro salvaged immediately, and no cas-
ualties wore lost to they soa. Atnight occasionally ovac\iation was via.LSMs or - *-'• thetCTs only ships could aDprooch.. the beaches at the time. 

BjrD^nlus-4. all small .boats woro ordered to stay eloar of the beaches, and oyr 
via LVTs and PUlp/s.subsequent evacuation was done The former wore most cooperative 

and did an efficient and successful job evacuating' to the LST(H)s off shore. This 
time LVT(^)s with ramos woro used exclusively^ which had marked advantages over the 

? 
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older, loss roomy LVT(2)s. But their inherent limitations romaindod; and, when, 
on D-plus-9 day, tho IST(H)s with their attached floats wore withdrawn, the- LYTs 
could no longer bo usod; Thoj were too rough and unman ouvorablo to unload casual- -ties* to largo ships. It was fortunate that DUII7s could be obtained at this time, 
and these again, as on previous operations, proved to be the most efficient and 
satisfactory means of evacuating. They norc roomy, comfortable, and manouverablc. 
They could bo loaded with casualties right at the aid station or even at the more 
remote Division Hospital and dispatched directly to the hospital ships without fur-
ther transfer of the patients* They were' maneuver able and could unload at the shins 
as well as LCV^s or LGMs. Furthermore they woro not stopped, by tho existing surf, 
nor, as on Saipan, by reefs. To date they are the vehicle of choice to evacuate 

•casualties. 
' 

UntilD-plus-9 evacuation continued day and night, tho LST(H)s holding all 
casualties sent out after dark. On February tho 28th 5 these ships wore withdrawn. 
But by then our Division Field Hospital was operable, so that from that time, all 
casualties received at night woro hold and treated there. On March 5 tho Corps 
Surgeon ordered all evacuation to be done over -purple beach on the west side duo 
to off shore v/inds and high surf on the oast. Tho Corps Evacuation unit was to do 
this evacuating. Air evacuation, controlled by Corps, began on this date too. 

On March B, evacuation of casualties was rcturnod to the ©astern- beaches duo to 
another shift in the wind. All evacuation from this time on was done through tho 
blue one and yellow one stations* DUXiTs wore used exclusively at this time and very 
successfully. Hospital ships wore receiving the casualties. Allcasualties receiv-

ITed at night woro now held ashore in tho division and corps hospitals. hito cases, 
those hospitalized 14. days or less, were now being held in field hospitals ashore. 
This procedure was followed until tho island was officially secured and the Fourth 
Marine Division was embarked, Tho evacuation was closed March 15 s 1945 > and at 
this time all remaining sea evacuation was turned over to the Third Marino Division 
station on beach yellow one. 

Aside from the primary function of treating and evacuating the wounded, one of 
the busiest and most important tasks nas acquiring and supplying' medical gear and 
supplies to the forward elements as well as to beach stations. As always this was 
most difficult and critical during the first days of the operation. Again the 
rosup-oly of litters and blankets failed on D-day and D-plus-1, The litters ox-
changed from the ships receiving casualties never seem to roach tho beaches during 
this period. Because of the treacherous beaches and heavy losses by enemy gunfire, 
much of the pre-arranged supplies never reached the evacuation station. Truck 
loaded medical supplies and gear landed days late, and ambulance jeops woro wrecked 
and. lost at the water !s edge. Casualties wore being evacuated from the lines by 
LVTs and Weasels', but tho vast majority wore brought out by litter bearers. Much 
of tho medical gear was lost initially and none was coming in. Urgent messages 
eventually brought some litters 9 blankets, plasma, etc. from tho ships, but for 
throe days itwas touch and go' to meet the demand. Again was demonstrated tho nec-
essity for close liaison and cooperation bctwoon^^y^|^^lg|ijHAjnNMti|H 
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and between;  of.the Navy andthe Medical Officers  the Marines.. 
¦ On this operation brandy was in .groat demand by the front line troops. It 

proved .a valuable stimulant to those stibjoctod to the exhaustion and the exposure 
in the battle lines. Another article in increasing demand .was serum albumin. This 
proved to be . efficient • and easy to give in the front lino areas. It seemed to bo 
as effective as -ol^sma in, the. treatment of shock and could be given much more rapid-
ly, allowing more rapid evacuation. Finally, it was so much easier to carry in the 
quantities necessary to treat the many seriously wounded. More serum albumin 'was 
needed than was available. A good deal of• plasma was given -at the evacuation sta* 
tions, and by D-plus-6 units of wholo blood brought in from the ships and later by 
air were given. This .was an important adjunct 'in treating severe shock , though its 
most important use seems to be in ships or in field hospitals where definite treat-
ment is to be' given. 

-
¦ 

'  STATISTICS 
: During the entire battle of Iwo Jima from D-day until the island was secured 

casualties of the Fourth Marine Division wore treated and evacuated and for the 
last eight days . of the campaign evacuation was for the entire corps. In addition-
records were kept, of the patients seen. The name , serial number, rank, and organr 
ization of each patient was obtained, . The diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of 
each was noted and whether itwas a. battle casualty, also the disposition. The 
heavy losses to the evacuation •oersonnol on D-day and the lack of established evac-' uation stations made such records unavailable for :tho first 24 hours, which was an 
unavoidable lapse. However, it is felt that 

" records from the LST(K)s during, this 
period should offset the loss. • . . . 
: For. the 26 days of tho battle the Fourth Division stations evacuated a total 

of 7,227 patients, 4,916 of which were of the Fourth, 111 addition to this were 940 
patients evacuated without, records on D-day:; those evacuated over purple beaches 
by corDS from March 6 to. March 85 and those .evacuated by air. Records for the 
latter two were kept hj¦our. division field.hospital. 

Tho following interesting information is acquired from the records; 

Totals  Evncwvtcd: * 
\. 

MIS STATION. O#JT\IAC-- • .. SNJ, SVAC '
,-. TOTAL . : DAY'S TOTAL-

2-19-45 Bluol 8. -..; .162 ¦. . 170.. 4-tMarDiv 167 
•. ... ¦.-•. '; . -Corps -.. 3 

2-20-4.5 Bluo 1 9 : 226 . 235 4-thMarDiv 22S 
' 

¦ 

,
•
¦.-:¦. ¦ ; . . . , Coi-DS. 2 

¦ 

• -
.•¦.."Bluol 3  272 275 4thl'forMv 2722-^2l-45 

• •  -- -
¦.  . ';¦;:,- .-. . - . . . • Corps 3-2-2^45 Blue 1 , • 3. ..»": »•.,. . ...113- •.;¦¦:¦¦..- ., I^6; 4tWlarDiv 551 

'Yellow 1 . . (Reports :not broken do\?n, 365 Corps.- -,:- 9 
lellow 2 Hhrac since 2-20-4^.) 79 --- •¦ ¦2-2>45 -Blue 1 •. 1  -130' -1-31 4thMarDiv - 3so 

' ,  Yelloy; 1. (Reports not broken doim) 132 Corps -. -20 . * 
Yellow 2 
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Mil  STATION
Blue 1 

OFF
2
EVAC 32LJ2&S. TOTAL 'DAY'S TOTAL-2-24.-45  149" 151 4thMarDiv 238 

Yellow 1 (Reports not broken down) 
" 

39 Corps 6 
Yellow 2 54 

" -2-25-45 Bluo 17 241 248 4thMar!Uv 132 
Yellow 1 7 259 266 , . Corps 420 
Yellow 2 5 33 43 

¦ -
¦ .2-26-45 Bluo 1 8 284 292 4thMarMv 332- Yellow 1 U 343 357 Corps 320 

¦ -101loil 2.0 3 3 
2-27-45 Blue 1 , 7 312 319 364--

¦ Yellow 1 17 229 246 Corps .- 201 
Yol.low 2 consolidates report with Yellow 1hereafter. -Blue 12-28-45  5- 244 249 4thMarPiv 269 
Yellow 1 7 254 261 Coras - 241 

3-1*45 Blue 1 16 263 279 . 4thMarDiv - 291- ~ Yellow17  243 255 Corps 243-3-2-45  Blue 1 7 333 340 4thMarl)iv 279 
Yellow 1 10 297 307 Coros 268-Blue 14»45 289 293 4thMarPiv 311; 

Yello-7 1 13 465 478 Corps - 460 
3-4*45  Blue 1 1 207 208 4thllarDiv- - 212 

Yellow 1 8 245 253 . Cort>s -.. 249-3-5-45  Blue 1 3 101 104 4thMarDiv 108 
Yellow 1 0  50 . 50 Corps 46 

¦•3-6-45  Blue 10 52 52 4thilarDiv -52 
-•"¦.  •Yellow 10 0 0 Corr>s 0 

3-7-45 Blue 1; (No evacuation)
"' ¦' . Yellow 1 (No evacuation) 

¦3-8-45  Blue 1 1 74 75 4thMarßiv -76-Ypllorr-l  78 82 Corps 81-4  -3-9-45"  Blue 1 6' 215 221 4thliarPiv 227 
"¦ '•  -Yellow 1 5  99 104 Corps 38' --¦ ¦3-10-45  Bltte 1 6 93 . 99 - - - 784thHarDiv 

Yellow 1 1  114 115 Corps 136-3-11-45  Blue 1 1 9 
¦ 

10 4thiiarDiv - '4 
Yellow 1. \l. . 13 14 Corns 20v -

¦ •3-12-45  Blue 1 2 66 -68 • 4thllarDiv 54 
Yello- 1 4 103 107 Corns 121--3-13-45  Blue 1 1 53 55"  54 ;4-tbl-forDiv. 

'•¦¦.: Yellow 1 A.'  114 118 Corps.---.- 117 -:0: 0 ?.¦Blue 1 45. 45 ;4thMarr>iv .38 
Yellow 1 3 126 . 129 Cor-Ds 136 ..,..-.>15-45  Blue 1 3- .31"* '" 34 4thMarDiv - 29 

' Yellow 1 (}:To evacuations)  Corps- .- 5 
-* 7 UlfuLnuoirlOJ 
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Mil . STATIC! OFF BVAC Wl EVAC TOTAL DAY'S TOTAL-3-16-4.5 Blue 1 0 9 9 4th£larßiv 9 
Yell0:7 1 (iTo evacuations) *Corps 0 

GRAKD TOTAL 209 '7018 7227 4thMarDiv - 4916 
-^-Includes all organizations ashore not of the Fourth Marine Division. 

Classification of casualties Tdy organizations at Blue 1Stations 
BATH 2JR*. 2-gU 2j£,. l&R. 1%- PLB. H^®, LSIC* IISIM*• TOTAL 
2-19-45 13 19 49 3 1 7 5 11 62- 170 
2-20^45 11 49 73 3 1 10 10 18 60 235 
2-21-45 11 44 45 0 9 15 7 19 60 27^ 
2-22-45 4 3B 45 6 2 3 5 6 7 116 
2-23-45 0 39 21 1 0 1 5 8. 6 131 
2-24-45 2 101 15 1 5 6 4 5 12 151 
2-25-45 29 122 38 2 2 1 6 10 28 248 
2-26-45 95 36 120 1 5 2 15 7 11 -292 
2-27-45 91 34 166 5 3 1 19 0 0 319 
2-28-45 79 32 99 1 2 1 18 13 4 '249 
3«1~45 70 63 113 2 2 2 8 14 

¦

5 279 
3-2-45 18 130 153 1 8 1 22 4 3 340 
3-3-45 55 122 62 0 4 1 3 36 10 298 
3-4-45 57 122 17 1 3 1 5 2 0 208 
3-5-45 14 53 20 0 3 0 7 7 0 104 
3-6-45-

'
3 7 12 0 0 0 0 0 30 52 

3-7-45 No evacuations. 
3-8r45 15 39 7 0 0 0 0 5 9-75 
3-9-45 33 44 25 3 1.0 4 70 40 221 
3-10-45 3 12 26 2 2 0 6 41 7 99 
3-11-45 10 2 0 0 0 0 7 ' Q 10 
3-12-^5 7 2 44 0 3 1 1 6 4-68 
3-13-45 4 0 33 0 3 1 1 7 5 54 

•3-14-45 34 22 02 0 3 8 3 45 
3-15-45 4 6 18 0 1 1 1 3 0 34 
3-16-45 __0 _4 5 J) _0 __0 _JL _o_ JL J. 
Total 622 1174 1230 32 62 55 155 307 366 3003 
*-InGludos Replacomont Battaliosn, 133 11CB, etc. 
**;»Many of those had boon recorded -Dreviously at our 4th Division Field Hospital, 

after 2-28-45. 
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by prognosis 
'  

> -HIHD* BLUE** WHITE*** DEAD  
MIS- H0....-J^QSFT NO. HUCENT NO. 

" NO, .PERCSITT  

Classification of casv.altios ' ovor Bluo 1Station: 

2-19-45 37 33f^ 39 3$ 35 31% 3 256 
2-20-45 53 2256 58 29?* 88 44% 3 1%2-21-45 56 25% 62 28% 102 46% 2 .9%  
2-22-45 17 16% 24 23% 62 59% 2 1% 2-23-45 13 8% 36 24% 100 67% 1 .6%  
2r-24-45 20 . 14% 38 21% 77 57% 2 1%  
2.-25-45 40 16% 63 25% 141 57% 0 0%2-26-45 46 17% 68 26% 145 55% 0 (H 
2-27-45 68 22% 101 33% 139 45% CT- 0% 
2-28-45 21 8% 106' 43% 120 48% 1 .4% ' 3-1-T.45 37 14% 126 51% 86 35% 2 .8% 
3-2-45 68 21% 129 42% 108 35% 5 1% 
3-3-45 53 22% 92 38% 90 37% 3 1%r3-4-45 64 33% 92 46% 39 19% 0 0% 

"3-5-45 33 33% 42 42%- 25 25% 0 0% 
3-6-45 4 18% 11 50% 7 31% 0 0% • -

¦"3-7-4-5 No evacuation. . -3-8-45 18 30% 33 55% 9 15% 0 0% 
¦>9-45 38 28% 79 42% 52 27% 0 0% 
3-10-45 3B 32% 47 54%. . 12 13% 0 \ 0% :'. 
3-11-45 2 20% 6 60% 2 205 0 0% 

¦3-12-45 15 28% 26 49% 12 23% 0 0%  
3-13-45 12 22% 33 62% 8 16% 0 0%  
3-14-45 13 20% ¦- 32. • 723k-' 0 0%. 0 o%:'-.  

¦ ;3-13-45 3 8% 17 50% 14 42% 0 0% 
3-16-45 Q JJ% 2 22| 7 2M J2 Og 
TOTAL 878 24%- 1362 36% 1480 39% 24 1%  
*-R'oquiring over 30 days hos'-oitalization. '**-Requiring over 14-30 days' hos'^italization.'  

loss than 14 days hosmtalization. 

Classification of casualties .by diagnosis ov^r Blue 1Station (Ho. & Pcrcont) ; _DATS _JELLY. L-PJ±BS£_ HEAD MULT. MISC&SICK 
r2-19-45r 8$2-19-45 10 "6% U 12% 49" =42% 10 8 ' 167 8% ~7% L$ 
2-20-45 11 5% 6 -2% 17 ¦8% 96 .4.7% U .655 15 '-7% 33 16% 

;¦'2-21-4.5 : 6 -256 "5 2% 16 7% 112 51% 20 9% 13 :" 5% .50 22% 
2-22-45 2 1% 2 1$ 10 9% 23 '21^ 15 14% 24 22% 29 27% 
~2-23-45 3 2% 5 3% 17 11% 46 31% 15 1056 28 'ISJS 36 . 24% 
2-24-45 2 1% 8 5% 20 14% 36% •12 8% 37 27% ." 6 l& 
2-25-45 5 .;,2%. 10 4/^. -.38. 11$. :65 .26%. 29 . ilsS 54 22^- 43 \ls:-72:. 2-26-45 *7 '-2% 11 3% 24 8^ -72 26# 16 5^ 71 25'b 73 26^ 
2-27-45 4 15b .12 3p 31 10^ 102 33^ 15 A% 62 20^ 72 23/^
2-28-45 '5* Ifo' '6 "255; 22 "^79 "31?. 7 2?o 46 18fo 89 36? 

-• - - flnfPiA'CCJrirrk 
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DATE.. BSLIY CHEST HBAD. SXTREM> „.,>PLT.^J CQMBJFAT MISO SSICK 
3-1-45 5 2% 8 3% 24 11% 91 

"
40% 13 "5% 34 15% 5~ 22% 

3-2-45 8 2% 8 2% 23 1% 133 42%^ 19 6% 66 21% 83 26% 
3-3-45 s 3% 8 3% 21 9% 70 30% 9 3% 3B 12% 78 '33% 
3-4-45 16 7% 9 4% 24 12% 79 40% 16 7% 24 12% 54 27% 
3-5-45 10 7% 5 3% 12 8%. 33 23% 8 5% 20 14% 50 35% 

:3-6-45 2 3% 2 3% 9 17% 18 33% 6 11% 10 18% 6 11% 
¦ 

¦3-7-45 No evacuations,. • . '. 

3-8-45 9 4% 15 6% 31 13% 54 23% 15 6% 35 11% 69 31% 
3-9-45 3 3% 3 3% 7 7% 35 35% 12 12% 11 11% 29 29% 
3-10-45 2 2% 6 7% 13 15% 21 24% 10 12% 5 5% 28 32% 
3-11-45 2 20% 0 0% 0.0% ;6 60% 0 0% 2 20% 0 0% 
3-12-45 2 2% 6 8% 10 14% 21 31% 9 13% 4 5* 26 35% 
3-13-45 4 7% 9 16% 10 18% :12 22% 10 18% 2 3% 6 11% 
3-14-45 4-9% 2 3% 6 14% IS 47% 7 13% 0- 0% 5 9% 
3-15-45 0 0% 1 2% 2 5% 10 29% 1 2% 6 17% U. 41% 
3-16-45 0 0^ 1 13J 0 _0g . 2 Q _0g 4 1 111TOTAL 140 4% HI 3% 401 11% 1279 34% 271 7% 619 17% 93^ 24% 
Classification of wounds by casuativG agents at Blue 1Station (No. £c Percent) % 
Mil- SHRAPIHL BUST CONCUSSION MISCELLANEOUS*SHALL AR.IIS '' 
2-19-4-5 51 44% 24 • 21% 12 10$ 28 21& 
2-20-/,5 86 57% 10 6% 26 V7%28 12%50$2-21-45 90 34 18% 17 9% 37 2l£ 
2-22-45 46 48% 11 US 12 12^S 26 27^ 
2-23-45 58 43% .. 22 16% 16 11% 39 2Bf0 

2-24-45 44 53% 21 25% 6 7% 12 14$ 
22$2-25-45 65 51%- 23 10% 10 7% 28 

¦2-26-45 102 43% 91 39% 17 7% 23 9$ 
2-27-45 130 48% 74 27% 18 6% 46 17$ 
2-28-45 91 46% 47 24% 17 . 8$- 3tf 19$ 

8$ 16$3-1-45 113 49% 73 29% 21 41 
3-2-45 145 51% 62 21% 24 7% 52. 18$ 
3-3-45 79 38% 68 33% 15 7% 44 21$ 
3-4-45 93 51% 63 33% 7 3% 16 8$ 

16$3-5-45 54 54% 26 26% 4 4% 16 
3-6-45 17 42% 9 22% 4 10% 10 24% 
3-7-45 No ovacuations. 

3$3-8-45 33 56% 15 25% 2 9 15% 
3-9-45 $8 48% . 52 28% 14 . 

" 7% 28 152 
¦3>lo-45 31 344; -.- 50 55% 4 • l& 5 5$ 

0$ 0$3-11-45 8 80% ' 2 20% 0 0 
3-12-45 31 53% 7 12% 3 5% 17 28% 
3-13-45 18 33% 29- 53% 2 3% 5 9% 

» WU . .'¦ >¦¦"¦"¦ ¦./>*¦ ill,L\t.U 
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M2S SEaA^NSL SMALL~ ARMS BLAST CONCUSSION liISGCLTJ^EOUS* 
3-14-45 13 28% 26 57% 1 2% 5 11% 
3-15-45 11 41% 8 29f 0 0% 8 29^0 

3-16-45 1 2£% _J 60| _O Og _1 20^ 
TOTAL 1410 45% 868 29^ 236 7% 560 19% 

burns, otc. 

Sinco 2,694 out of 4,916 casualties evacuated for the Fourth Marine division 
wore over tho Blue 1Station it is believed the figures presented arc typical of the 
casualties for tho division throughout the battle. Since the mounded were kept for 
so short a period at our stations the percent of dead is not indicative of the rate 
of death sustained. 

These statistics shew that an average of 107.8 patients por day were evacuated 
including one day no casualties at all vront out of the station. 389 were evacuated 
the first 24 hours, 664 the first 48 hours, and 845 the first 72 hours. 

In treatment a total of 189 units of plasma, 29 units of serum albumin, and 48 
units of whole blood were given. * 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOPtt-OynATIQkS 
1, A brief review of evacuation personnel and experiences' during the battle of Iwo-Jima is presented. In general the work of evacuation was efficient and effective 
a vast improvement over previous operations was r.ealizod both by the naval forces 
afloat ai:d Marine units ashore, • Casualties '/ore gotten off the beach both day find 
night from tho beginning and arrived aboard ships in record time after being wounded. 
2,. . In spite of high casualty rates the shore party evacuation personnel did a fine 
job throughout" rind the medical companies, later attached, though relatively inexper 
ienced, did remarkable work. Beach party medical platoons wore cqop.jrn.tivo and 
worked well, but generally did not remain ashore long enough to become integrated 
in tho organization. The value of a division evacuation officer was demonstrated on 
D-day when wo woro able to establish adequate evacuation facilities for the wounded 
of the division in spite of hop.vy initial losses to the combat team evacuation nor-
sonnel. 

' . 
3. The limited use of Wcazcls initially suggested a valuable function for these 
vehicles in the future for evacuating wounded on sandy terrain whore ambulance jeeps 
cannot operate. DUIv.rs again proved to be tho vehicle of choice to evacuate casual-
ties off shore, and it is highly recommended in future operations to' obtain DUIG/s 
initially for the specific function of evacuation. In-addition movement of casual-
ties and medical supplies in the beach areas was necessary throughout. It is recom-
mended -that an ambulance jooPy two VJoazcls, and eight, DTJKVJs be specifically assigned 
to tho Shoro I'ledical .Section, for futuro operations. 
4. Medical resiroply during tho early phases of tho battle remains a problem. Crit 
ical shortage-s of litters, blankets* sorurn albumin, etc. developed during, the first 
throo 'days. Beneficial and valuable results wore obtained in the increased use of 
qprum, albumin in ?th,e, 

front linos an.d... ia, administration of bra.ndy..to cases of fatigue 
and .exhaustion. , Plasma ;and whole b3rood,woro inifrlmitfyhtf- tho treatment of shock. 
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To maintain adequate liaison, cooperation, and contact between modical forces afloat 
and ashore itis recommended that a medical officer thoroughly familiar ?ith the 
situation and problems ashore be maintained with the medical staff afloat, 
5. Statistics show a great increase in the number of casualties evacuated over 
previous operations. Casualties observed proved to be much more seriously wounded 
"than ever before, the vast majority being from shell fragment. . Many concussion 
cases were seen, and combat fatigues with associated neuroses were a major problem. 
Records v/oro, in general, excellent, but many casualty tags were found incomplete. 

* 
\ 

\ 
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APPENDIX 2 TO ANNEXTWW MEDICAL REPORT* 

1. PLANNING, PREPARATION ,. AND EMBARKATION 

A. PREPARATORY PERIOD 

(l) PLACING- AHD TRAINING: 

During the beriod, following the return of this Division 
from the Saipan-Tinian operation, replacement personnel were 
received and trained. . Requisitions were prepared and submitted, 
Medical Company personnel were alternately assigned to .the U. 
S. Army Station Hospital for training. However, a Division 
Hospital would have provided facilities and opportunity for 
much more adequate and satisfactory professional training of 
personnel. Surgeons who were. not givpn the -opportunity to 
touch a knife for six months prior to the operation had 
to perform the roost difficult and extensive type of abdominal 
operations during the battle. Since the organic medical per-
sonnel must treat all injuries and diseases under the arduous 
conditions of combat, surely they should be allowed the pro-
fessional experience of treating division personnel during 
rehabilitation and training periods. This point cannot be 
too,; strongly emphasized. 

Personnel not reruired for hosoital duty continued with 
field training. Selected groups were assigned to the Division 
Jungle and Scout Sniper Schools for varying periods. At a 
series of semi-monthly meetings of kedical Department Officers 
problems were presented and thoroughly discussed. 

(2) • • -fotelgßS ATD S&NifATTQtT * 

The four principal problems encountered during the pre-
paratory period were : 

a. An epidemic of infectious hepatitis affecting 
¦approximately 300 patients. This epidemic developed aboard 
ship while enroute" to" camp from the' Saipan*Tinlan" operation; 
reached its. peak in late September; and declined in early
November, "o deaths occured, but prolonged hospitalization 
was necessary. 

b. Skin diseased, principally fungus infections 
and skin ulcers, were frequent in spite of the cool autumn 

,* * , -climate. .
4 The admission rate from August to January was over  

|»4| ? t^f.ae ;^]|4-^t& during karch, April and Kay. The chief cause  
iIf :>t vars : a.- *Jba;.cS^.'-o t.f :hbt water showers, as the water was so chilly

that troops did not bathe freouently or thoroughly. —«•»•¦* 

(ONE)  
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c. A considerable percentage of physically and mentally-
unfit troops were furnished to the division as replacements, 
j-.any of these were convalescent from hospitals, and were in no 
condition to endure the rigors of combat training. 15 v of Medical 
Surveys involved replacement troops. 

¦ d. The maintenance of a balanced, diversified diet for  
troops. An Insufficient amount of fresh fruits and vegetables  -and fresh meat was provided. Since avitaminosis and .malnutri-

tion were widespread after the Saipan-Tinian operation complete 
rehabilitation of troops was delayed. 

Specific. .measures for -preventing disease during the' oncoming 
•'operation were: ' 

a. Comprehensive training of the battalion -3 man sanitary  
squads, and tlie. 50 man sanitary squad of the attached 133rd  
Naval Construction 3attalion, by the X & Z Control Team.  

b. The inoculation of all personnel against plague,  
cholera and epidemic typhus. These inoculations were completed  
in an average, of less' than 15 days on approximately 25,000 men,  
No serious reactions occured, pnd. less than O.IS were admitted  
to the sick list. All persoinel received s tetanus booster,  
and most troops received a typhoid booster and cowoox vaccina-

tion during tho same period. 

c. The impregnation of utility uniforms with dimethyls 
.phthalate and 10^ DDT in talc. The uniforms of approximately 

15' of the troopp vere impregnated prior to embarkation. Be-
cause of a shortage of clothing, it was nrccssary to treat the  
remainder aboard .ship shortly before D day. A new suit of 
clothing should be issued to each man about one month prior to  
embarkation, to be stenciled, impregnated, and reserved for D  
day. iurthermore , the supply of reserv clothing carried to'  
the target by the .Quartermaster should ba impregnated.  

(3) SUPPLIES Air SQUIP&S2-TT 

The procurement of supplies was effected b.y the Commanding 
Officer of tho Medical Battalion, with the assistance of the 
Division Medical Property Officer, and was accomplished very 
efficiently. Crating and marking pr:~c :eded rapidly. Twenty 
Wilson drums vero packed vith essential assault supplies and 
carried in the Division Reserve. Because of supply and trans- '> 
portation difficulties from the States comolote rcfittin;-, of .„,. 

\ \ "«^ I. (TWO) 
* Msy*»s?|j^? 
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critical mediral eauipment and jup-olies was not fully accom 
plished until just prior to embarkation. This reaulted in con-

siderable difficulty in /distribution as many units had em-
barked prior to receipt of supplies designated for them. 
Complete distribution" was effected during rehearsal- and- staging 
periods. 

Previous experience revealed that one of the most irnp©#tant 
preliminary measures necessary to insure proper and efficient 
sanitation is the procuring of sufficient ouantities of 
quartermaster supplies^. Accordingly a list of minimum nec-
essary supplies and thbir recommended distribution was compiled 
and submitted to the quartermaster, who in turn, procured, 
carried, and distributed -them during the operation. 

HECCkiiSNDATICES: 
¦!•' That a Marine "Division operate a Division Hospital with 

complete medical and surgical facilities during the rehabilita-
tion and training period. 

i 

2. That hot water showers be provided in the base camp. 
» 

3. That the ration allowance for rehabilitating troops be  
augmented by more fresh fruits, fresh vegetables and fresh meat.  

4. That a new utility uniform be issued to ?ach man one  
month prior to embarkation for stenciling, impregnation with  
dime thylphthalate and DDT, to be reserved for D day.  

5. That the reserve supply of clothing, to be carried to the 
target by the Quartermaster, "be impregnated with dimethy lphthalate 
and 10$ DDT in talc pricir to embarkation, under the supervision 

Department.of the Medical 
B. 3K3AIKATION AND JkQVSTOJT TO TSS TAR&ST: 

Embarkation of this division coo^sneed on the 27th of 
December, 1944 and was completed on 3 January, 1945, except 
for loading minor elements and shifting personnel after tho 
rehearsal. 

In general, medical personnel embarked with the HCT and 
I Support Group.. units to which attached, on transports and 

smaller, craft! as designated, M^^»ik'« advlc^of unit medical 
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The Medical Battalion (ices detachments) was embarked 
as follows: 

H&S Co. (less Supply Section) .. . APA 193-Sanborn 
Supply Section . ~ 

APA ISO-Pickens 
A Co. (less Collecting Section). APA 120-Hinsdale 
B Co. (less. Collecting Section). APA 118-Hendrix 
C Co. (less Collecting Section). APA 196- Logan 
D ie Z Co APA 193-Sanborn 

-¦Hospital Sections of medical companies were embarked on 
ships having, the largest casualty capacity, when pra.cti cable, 
to facilitate fche care of casualties received on board, during 
the initial stages of the battle. 

One (l) Medical Officer and two (g) men from A Medical 
Company embarked on LST(H) 931, and a similar grour> from..C 
Company embarked on LST(K) 930, to act as 4th Division liaison 
medical personnel during the period these ships were "to remain 
on stations at the- target. 

Organic vehicles were combat loaded with essential items 
of epuipuient and supplts to supplement that designated as 
"hand carry". SeaTpa'gs were packed with battle dressings, 
plasma, serum albumin and other itrms essential in the dearly 
stages of the 'assault. These were loaded in troop spaces, 
to be carried ashore by.assault medical troops. 

Two and ons-half (2f) ton . 6 x 6 trucks, for tho first time 
organic to the kadical Battalion, wer? combat loaded with 
equipment and supplies essential in establishing surgical units 
ashore . 

RCT reserve medical re supply items were loaded as designat-
ed, with the advice of unit medical officers. Attached licdical 
Companies carried an additional reserve, which was loaded on 
ships to which they were assigned. Tho remaining Nodical 
Battalion equipment and supplies TfTere divided b; tw^en tw-
APA's and an AX. H& S Kodical Battalion carried a division 
reserve in addition to that loaded by HCT 1 s and medical 
companies. 

For detailed loading, attention is invited to paragraph 
2 of Annex Dbg. . 

The loading priority given medical equipment and supplies 

/ 
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During the trip to the combat are?., sanitary conditions 
aboard ships were" satisfactory. Mo epidemics or unusual 

dis.as s occurred. 
2. ¦DEBARKATION ATD SHIP TO SHCRS >.CVEMSI'TT. 

Medical personnel attached to Regimental Combat Teams. 
debarked as directed by unit commanders. In general they ware 
boated as -follows: Company Aid men with platoons; Battalion Aid 
Station personnel with Battalion Command Posts and Regimental 
Aid Station personnel with Regimental Comnand Posts/ Collecting 
Section detachments were boated with the Battalion Command Posts 
to which attached. Shore Party Personnel in support of 
Battalion Landing Teams were boated prior to H hour. 

H¦'¦Personnel of the assault landing teams landed between 
plus 3 and H plus 90. minutes (0903 to 1030) on D day. Reserve-
Landing Teams and Regimental Command Posts of the tw,o' *2) Assault 

¦Combat Teams were landed by ~i plus 265 minutes (1315). Four 
Medical 'Shore Party evacuation" t-.-ams were landed between H 'plus 
30 and H plus 120 (0930 to 1100). The Shore Party medical Officer 
(Battalion Surgeon, tourth Pioneer Battalion) and his Hospital-

' Corps personnel, were landed at H plus 6 (1500), . 

Personnel of the Reserve Combat Te^m completed bo? ting at 
1535 and had landed by 1900 on D day. 

Able and Charlie Medical 'Companies, loss collecting sections i 
were ordered ashore at 1100 on D plus one (l) to support- the 
25th and 23rd Combat Teams in evacuation of casual tie s from the 
beaches. Ablt Medical Company landed at 1530 on D plus one (l) 
and Charlie kedical Company at 1430 on D plus one (1). 

Because of an order to unload APA 118, Baker Medical Com-
pany was landed at 1630 on D plus 3,' without prior approval by 
Division neadouarters. 

a total of one (l) Medical Officer and nine (9) Hospital 
Corpsmen of the 10th Amphibious Tractor Battalion and eighty (80) 
corpsmen from Dog and Sasy medical Companies- were ordered ashore 
between tlu; period 16£0 on D day to 1015 on D plus 3, in response 
to r:ouests for replacements. During the same period two (2) 
kedical Officers, one (l) Dental Officer and forty (40) Hospital
Co^psman of -{hi- ;|4th and 30th Replacement Drafts landed ?.nd were 
assigned 'as" fep|^c|i|ents by the Shore 

(Fivs)HW|j|jra3HMim'^^ 
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The Division Surgeon and his assistants were landed on the 
morning of D plus 4, the Commanding Officer_ of the medical- Bat -¦ 

talion on D plus 5, *nd H&S Company, Fourth Uedical Battalion on 
D plus 6. Dog Medical Company' landed at 1400 on D plus 8 and 
Sasy Medical Company at 1045 on D plus 10. 

Medical eaulpment and supplies urgently needed by assault 
troops, werc N sent ashore when reoueat^d. Otherwise they were 
landed in accordance with unloading. priorisy. This proved gener-
ally satisfactory. 

Attention is invit--d to Regimental Combat Team reports and 
Section 4 of Annex Dog for detailed debarkation *n& landing. 

" 

3. ASSAULT PHASE. 

A. SHOES EVACUATION. 

During the twenty-six (26) days of the battle of Iwo Jima, 
the Fourth Marine Division shore evacuation stations evacuated 
8,167 casualties, of which 5,150 were Fourth Division Personnel. 

The Senior kedical Officer of the Pioneer Battalion was 
designated as the Shore Party Evacuation Officer. Under him 
were four evacuation teams, each composed of one medical 
officer and 10 to 14 Hospital corpsinen, to be landed on each 
of the four assault beaches, Accordingly the four evacuation, 
teams were boated with shore party personnel supporting each 
of the assault landing teams, and were put ashore during the 
first two hours after H hour. So violent was the enemy fire 
along the beaches, that, these teams vere unable to set up 
effective evacuation stations, and heavy casualties were 
sustained. 

At 0930 one Medical Officer and IS corpsmen of the Pioneer 
Battalion landed on Yellow One beach, Almost immediately this 
group suffered casualties, their equipment was largely destroy-
ed, and they were unable to organize or establish an" evacuat-
ion station. By 1100 the medical officer and 6 corpsmen had 

corpsmen killed.bnen wounded and avacuated and 4 had been 
corpsmenAt 1000 a Medical Officer, Dental Officer and 8 

of the .133rd V&vqjl Construction Battalion landed on Yellow 
Two beach un&e^. l|e|ivy enemy mortar and artillery firo. This 

*l' 
team sustalse<3|pdfeualti£S, wer: dispersed, and wore unable 

¦ -to sot up "in evacuation statim. By late afternoon the I-iedical 

'•'¦/• .'"' 'r? 
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' Officer, Dental Officer, «nd 5 corr>STien were casualties 

and evacuated. 

A Medical Officer and 14 corpsmen of the Pioneer Bat-
talion were landed at 0950 on Blue One beach. By 1130 the 
Medical Officer and 3 corpsraen were wounded and evacuated. 
The remaining corpsmen joined a beach Darty medical platoon 
an Yellow Two beach and worked effectively. -... 

At 1100 a Medical Officer and 9 corpsmen of the 133rd 
Naval Construction Battalion were landed on Blue One beach, 
but were dispersed by heavy mortar fire and were unable to 
organize an evacuation station. By 1130 the Medical Officer 
had been wounded and evacuated.. 

A Medical Officer, Dental Officer, and 8 corp em-en of the 
10th Ampnibian Tractor Battalion landed on Yellow One "beach 
at 1330 and set-up an aid station between Yellow One and 
Yellow Two. They were located away from the natural flow -of evacuation, but c^id a magnificent job of treating casual-

ties in their area during the first 7 days of the battle. 

The Shore Party Evacuation Officer landed on Blue One 
b-ach at 1500 with 2 Pioneer Battalion corpsmen and 20 re-
placement corpsmen, and set up -?n evacuation station along 
the only main road of egress from the front lines, "forking 
continuously throughout the night, they treated and evacuat-
ed 389 casualties during th~ first 24 hours. 

In the meantime, the Regimental Surg-r-on of the, 23rd' 
Marines, assisted by one boach party medical platoon, was 
evacuating from Yellow- On c-. b~ach. 

Thus in spite of th-* heavy toll in casualties: i.e.80$ of tho shore party medic-pi officers and approximately50.$ of the corpsmrn; evacuation stations were established 
and functioning in :ach of th.~ thrao established Fourth 
Marine Division assault beaches by 1600 on D day. 

.On-D day ?.nd D plus one (l) forty (40) corpsmen from the 
collecting section of D and E Medical Companies were sent in 
as replacements to the regiments. However thsro was a 
critical shortage; of medical evacuation personnel, and Medical 
Companies A arid C were landed at 1600 on D plus one (l); 

•06"  Company A began evacuating at the Blue On ¦¦: beach station. 
Company C -set up an evacuation stat'on on Yellow Two beach. 

(SEVSN)  
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Shortly there&iTsr one-half of Company C was transferred to 
the Yellow.One station to relieve the Regimental Surgeon of 
ttfs 23rd kcrines *>nd permit 'him to return to his regimental
duties* vfith this increase in personnel it w?s possible to give 
more efficient treatment to the wounded; and ?lso keep adequate 
records. 

&|fe'.s £-_ k^CAL B^£ORT_ ICOtTT f D)_ 

At about 1800. on D -olus one (l) a large ammunition dump 
150 yards from the Blue One station was blown u*e, and burned 
with intermittent explosions for two hours. At 1700 on D 
plus two (2), large fuel ??nd ammunition dumps were blown up 
about 100 yards -from, the Blue One station, All personnel con-
tinued to work at the station treating casualties. They fought 

;fires started In their medical supplies by hot fragments until 
¦ 

, '¦'?<2400. . 

On D plus three (3) Medical Company B was ordered ashore, 
as the'APA on which- they were embarked was completing unloading. 
They were, ordered to Blue One 'evacuation station. A surgical ' team of A hedical Company, composed of two surgeons and 3 
corpsmen, was ordered to return to the APa on which- they had- . 
embarked, to perform surgery. They were returned to Blue One 
evacuation station, on D plus seven (7), 

On the night of-D day there was a critical shortage of 
blankets, litters and plasma. Recurring shortages occurred 
during the first three" days, resulting from difficult surf' . 
conditions and destruction of supplir-s'by anemy fire. After' 
D plus three (3) there were " adeauate sup-oli;?s, './hole blood 
was used Iby all stations after D plus six (6) with excellent, 
results. The Blue One station administered 189 units of plasma., 
29 of serum albumin and 49 of whol-; blood. 

Until £ plus nine (9), when the Division Kospit&l was- _• 
established; a replacement pool of eorosmeh was established 
at 3lu.<; One beach evacuation station. Allr /placements, and 
detachments were sent to this pool, and' thence to the regiments, 
as ordered by the Division Surgeon. This procedure prevented 
the confusion that would otherwis have resulted, since per-
sonnel from 31us One station guided the renlacaments cUr ctly 
to the designated regiment or battalion. Furthermore, by. keep-

possibleing this pool built up, it was to furnish replacements 
to regiments immediately upon request. 

While some Ithc:- early casualties were evacuated by LVT'S 
most of them we're evacuated by the LCVP's ?nd LCK's whic-i had 
brought personnel ashore. After D day those craft became 

(Mm 
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increasingly difficult to obtain and very dangerous to use 

heavyas stormy weather and off shor winds resulted in tho 
broaching of a large number of them. By D plus* four (4) all 
small "boats were ordered to stay clear of the beaches, ancl 
subsequent evacuation was ' via LVT*£ and DUWK's. After D plus 
nine (9), vhen the LST (H) s wsr withdrawn, it was no longer 
possible to use LVT!s as they were too unmaneuverable to' un-
load casualties on large ships. DUTiOC f s were obtained, and 
again, as on previous operations, proved the most efficient 
means of evacuating casualties. They were loaded with casual-

ties immediately in front of the evacuation station, or even 
at the Division Hospital, and dispatched directly to ships 
without further transfer of patients. 

Until the Division Hospital was established on plus  
nine (9), casualties vere evacuated day and night. On and  
after D plus nine (9) all casualties occurring after 1700  

Division Hospital.were received in the 

On aarch 7, all vater evacuation Tras assumed by corps on 
Purple beach on the western shore, because of surf conditions. 
The Fourth Division resumed evacuation from the cistern 
beaches the following day. 

Throughout the first 11 days of the battle our beaches were 
under fire, kortar, artillery, rocket and small arms fire  
was r<~c rived at frequent intervals both dr?y ~nd night. 
Shore and beach party personnel suffered over 50:^ casualties.  
Throughout, the work- and spirit of the- doctors ?n<s corrssmen  
was ma^nif icient. 'Due- to their unselfish devotion to duty  
the several thousand evacuated casualties received excellent 
first aid and shock treatment. i*o casualty was kept on the 
beach over 30 minutes except when his condition required more 
prolonged shock therapy* 

The us.?' of Weasels would hay greatly facilitated the hand-
ling of casualties along the . beach -s -oarticularly during the 
early phases of the battle, vlien jeep ambulances could not 
travel along tlie soft sandy beach. 

Shore evacuation stations wen s?et up with the aid -of the 
Shore Party bulldozers. An area approximately 20 feet by 
30 fe t would be dug out, its walls vnuld be reinforced with 
sandbags, and a tarpaulin su-oeorted by a central ridge pole 
would servo as a roof end blackout. There were three of these 
installations adjoining eac? other on Blue One beach, and a 
single installation on each of -th*: two Yellow ...br aches. ,These 
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stations adequately protected casualties vhlle- they were being 
treated for shock and awaiting evacuation. They provided 
ample working room for medic.?.! personnel. Furthermore, they 
would havo been a valuable annex to the Division Hospital, had 
all evacuation been suspended due to bad weather, for 50 or 
more of the less seriously wounded could have bf-sn treated 
and retained at these stations. 

Records of 2,694 casualties from the Blue 'One b^ach 
evacuation station reveal the following statistics: 

Red Injuries - - 24^ Wound Fragment- 4:5%-Blue Injuries- - 36# Wound Gunshot-White Injuries 39$ Blast Concussion 
¦ 

1%  
Dead \% Miscellaneous 19#  

He*d 11% 
Chest --------

3^ 
Abdomen 4.% 

- - - 34$Extremities  
Blast Concussion 1%  
Combat Fatigue 11%  
i'.isc. and Sick 11% 

RECCMh2NDATIONS; 

1. That Shore Party 3vaeu.?tion Station personnel bo landed on 
a hotly contested beachhead not earlier than ."-" plus five (5) 
hours. 

2. That two (2) Weasels be assigned to tho Shore Party 
Evacuation Officer to be used in transfer of patients along the 
beach. 

B. EVACUATION BY tfATSR. 

shore to shXx> evacuation of casualties, and their 
subs^cment treatment is a responsibility cf the U. S, Navy, it 
is also of direct concern to the: Landing Force. During the early 
phases of the attack the functions of Naval and Landing Force 
Kedical personnel overlap and are intimately related. Medical 
Companies work aboard ship for severs! days, and should be strat-
egically loc?tes nn ships so as to permit them to function at 

• The urgency of tho early establishment of amaximumhospital directly dependent ur>on the efficiency of 
•+.' ;water svacuation and adeauacy'of facilities for mass treatment 

of casualties aboard, . Therefore the fplip^m^ general ovs^rvatione 

(TEN) ' /? ? 
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. (1) CASUALTY SVACUATIOH LST's. 
Thp.ir use marked a definite advance in t'.ic chain of water 

evacuation, resulting in a more eouitabl-:- distribution of 
casualties; earlier treatment of serious cas^e; and making 
night evacuation frasi^le. However tiv.-s? LST(.i) l s were "not-sufficiently equipped for the adeciuate treatment of casual-? 

ties; when LSk's were evacuating, the transfer of patients 
through hatches was slow and difficult.; the pontoon barges 
were n^t completely satisfactory; and the complement of 
medical personnel was inadequate. LST(H)'s provide a-
source of complete information for recording casualties, 
sines all evacuated casualties flow through them. Their 
report Sj however, -are sent tc higher echelon; -and Karine 
Divisions are nnt informed. Sine" th~ report is typewritten, 
an additional copy could easily be; mad.? available to the 
Division Surgeon concerned. Til-? Fourth i-arine Division assig**-
:.ed one I^edical Officer 'andtwn hospital corps^en ( from 
medical companies attached to RCT's) to each of its two ... . 
assigned LST(^) ls. In addition to assisting in the tr-atment 
of casualties, this liaison tram sent complete evacuation 
records to the Division Burgeon. 

i-ach LST(I-l) began to rec-jivc casualties at about H plus 
40. i.-~ost of the casualties rec. iv^d during tae- first 6 
hours were in shock, since brach oy°cuatinn station were un-
able to set up and administer shock therapy because of heavy 
enemy fire. A large perc* vntnge of those cases renuirad 
treatment prior to further evacuation to APA's, and the 
number of doctors 'and hospital co-rpsrnon aboard was insuffl* 
Oient. 

When assaulting a hotly contested beachhead, the relative 
importance of tvo of tho functions of the L3T(H)'s can not 
be too strongly emphasized: 

a. During the early phas:*, and prior to establish-
ment of fully functioning shore evacuation stations, thoir 
primary function is to render shock therapy and. apply splints
send, dressings* 

b,. After shore evacuation stations are established, 
their main purpose is to effect ai eauitabl.v distribution 

' of casualties to AP-i's and AHIs. . 
' ' 

On- D plus- 3, as ara suit of a heavy Rfja for 3 days ; the 
constant poifnding of LVT's punctured the outboard pontoons 
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seriously impeding the handling, of casualties, until a 
serviceable one- was obtained on about JJ plus 5. The same 
condition applied in l.c-pssr degree to the- pontoon barg;; of the 
LST(H) 930.' These pontoon barges should be protected by. 
bumpers or fenders. 

The transfer of patients from the pontoon barge to the 
L3T(H) was slow' and was' the occasion for considerable delay. 
The addition of a second crane wvuld double the speed of 
transfer, since the pontoon bargs is sufficiently' long to 
permit' the simultaneous use of two.- crane s. 
KSCOHIv^"Da?IC:-TS; 

\ 

1. . "Shat LBT(H)'s be specially fitted for the transfer and 
mass treatment of -casualties,, and used for that purpose only. 

2. That the LST(H) pontoon barges be protected by fenders 
•OSW bumpers. . 

3. -That a second crane- • be' .odekd to LST(H)'s to transfer 
casualties" from the pontoon b'&rgtf. 

4. That a complete H-dical Com-oany .(l-.^ss collecting section) 
be embarked on e?ch LST(H) to- augment the organic 2-iedlcp.l Staff 
during .the early phr.se. e of the attack. 

5, That a copy of the LS.T(H) casualty report be s;;nt to 
the -Division Surgeon concerned. . 

(?) '• DISTRIBUTION or CASUALTIES TC SHIPS, 

Although distinctly iaiT)royod. as compared, to former oper-
ations, several deflci~:ici^e yen n-ted.. There was an 
inadequate number of LCVP's to. provide for transfer of 
casualties, from LST(H)'s to Consequently an APh 
would b:: ordered to take station near an L3T(H) and receive 
all casualties from her. This procedure compensated for the 
shortag;' of LCVP's, but the individual APA-would be kept 
«?.t this station too long; and as ninny *?.e 100 to 140 casualt-
ies w^uld be taken aboard within th: space of 2 to 4 hours 
before she was reliev dby another aPA, The surgical facili-
ties of this APA would be grossly overtaxed, and emergency 
surgery could not be performed early du~ to the deluge of 
Toatients.* « 3^n, the meantime the surg.-ons >f-'cti r aPA's 
would Be ;dpiiparatively idle^ 
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1. Th?t nnt ov-r 50 consccutiv-: casualties bo transferred 
to one aPA oth r APa's in the Trnns-oort Division receive 
none. 

2, Th£t the number of ambulance LCVP's b? incr^r^ed tr ?. 
minimum of 8 Dcr LST(H) to be used exclusively for transfer 
of casualties from tSTCH)*?? to APA1 s and AH's. 

(3) FU^CTioy or spscalists. 

'The assignment of a specialist to each Transport Div-
ision or Souaciron (e.g. opthalmologist, psychiatrist,
etc.) is theoretically sound; but iiS' If not of practical 
value during the early stages of an opposed lending. The 

¦transfer of special cases to certain drrignatsd APA's re-
suits in confusion and cruses ambulance LCVP's to make linger 
runs than would otherwise be necessary, Froauently an LC-VP 
would come alongside th-- APA on which the ophthalmologist 
was embarked; delayed 15 minutes to transfer one mild eye 
injury; then proceed to another APA to discharge 4 er 5 
seriously wounder], cases. Either all casualties should be 
unloaded on the VPA to which the eye injury is a-livered , 
or else the other cases should be delivered to a separate 
iiPA first. The specialist could function ashore in the 
Division HosnltalVhen established. 

An -Dptivalmp. l.ogist attached to 9. Karine Division could 
function aboard ship during th* early phases r.f th:; assault 
in the earn? manner as an opthalmologist attached to a 
Transport Squadron; and wnuld be available f^r the Division 
Hospital during later chases. 

RECO2^ErDATIC: T S: 

1. That -n opthalmol-ogisi^ bf: added to the T/0 of a Marine 
Division to br placed in the- 7J & S, I-iedic?l Battalion as Division 
CphthaliiiOglst. 

¦!? m *; 
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C. FOURTH MARINE DIVISION CASUALTIES ,IWO JIKA OPERATION. 
-(1)  CASUALTIES- REPRESENTATIVE TOTAL AS PER. EARLY 

MEDICAL RECORD SSCTIr' 7 FIGURES. (PTCLUDr^ 1J^LiLLdkl 
INJURIES: 

Wound Fragment 3,789 
Wound, C-unshot 1,577 
Amputation, Traumatic 36 
Blast Concussion 307 
Burns -.----.--------- 74 
Other Injuries (sprains, etc. )- - - 217 
Injuries, Type Unknown 225 
K.  I.' A., Cause Unknown 140 

TOTAL , 6,165 

DISEASES: 

---_---.---Fatigue Combat ---------- 695 
Psychoneurosis 75 
Communicable Diseases 47 
G-astro-lntestinal Diseases 16- •  - -Dental 

"  

28 
_____-.Others - no 

TOTAL 971 

TOTAL, ALL CAUSES  7,136 

(2)  TYPES OF INJURIES. 

Wound,- Fragment  3,789 65.08$Wound,- Fragment 3,789 65.08$
23.80$Wound, Gunshot Wound, 1,377Gunshot 1,377 23.80^ 

Amputation,Amputation, Traumatic--•- 0.67$0.67$Traumatic  3636~ ----- 5,35-^Blast Concussion Blast 307Concussion 307 5,35-| 
Burns .  74 1.30 5-Cther Injuries (st>reins,etc. ) g!7, 3.80^ 

TOTAL 5,800 100.00:* 

Table (o) includes 1,634 a.e?.d; and does not include 140 
dead, cause unknown; or 225 injuries, type unknown. 

SinGe traumatic amputation and blast concussion wers not caused 
by small arms fire, these injuries may be grouped with fragment 
Wounds and the total compared to gunshot vounds. 

v/ound, Gunshot  
Wound, Artillery,Mortar, etc.  

(FOURTEEN) 
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The true, figure would undoubtedly shov less gunshot 
wounds, since the 225 cases listed as "Injuries, type unknown 1?.-
re-ore-sent casualties, evacuated on D day when mo Ft of the wounds 
were due- ;to mortar fire -and land mines. 

:
A3) HS&ICNAIu. .DISTRIBUTION,FHAOi4E:'T' AND OUNSHOT 

"  k' ' ; . *".:' : -. •?• .- •. HegionaiTl  Regional % Regional % 
' "•-•  Frag.&GSWHe^ion: ' ;:Fragment "Fragment Gunshot 'Gunshot 

Head ' ' " ' 
7?6 V/ 20.48 232 16.81 19.54 

Neck, 76':- 2.00 45 3.30 2.36 
Chest" 258 6.76 142 10.33 7.76 
Abdomen 171 4.51 79 5.76 4.87 
Pubis 4 Testes 5 0.13 S 0.24 ;:: ofl7v0 f17v

81  b;4&/-Back 251 6.73 •' 
5.90 

Buttocks 67 1.76 . 25 1.81 1.SO-
Extremities 1,167 30*82 616 44.73 35.54 
kulti-ple 1,018 26.81 • 154 11.12 
TOTALS" 3,789 100.00?,. 1,377 IQO.OOf? 

orspecial interest is the  high percentage (20.48) of;"fragment 
the character: :6f thehead wounds. This was due  to very soft sandy 

soil, which resulted in a more vertical" shell blast effect" "than 
occurs when shells land on  firm terrain* 

U) MEDICAL PSRSOMffSL CASUALTIES.  " 

teed. Dental 
2-19-45 to 5-19-45  , Snl». Off. '; . Pm.

' -
¦KILLSD IF ACTION  _ \ 61 0 Q• _1 

DIgSC? WOUNDS  
' 

8 1 
¦ 

0 
¦woufep a::d zivacuatsd  . 205 4 1 . 

SICK aKD EVaCUaTSE _  9 0 0- *¦ 
¦ ' ' 

COMBAT FaTIOUS SVACUaTSD"  54 3 , :'• 0 
u^R rI£URCSIB - £:V*iCtJATZ;p  , 1 0 -', O_^ 
.uVUCU^TBD RZaSCIv UgB?STO  "/. 2 '¦ 0 0 
KISSING IN ACTION  , 1 C-..-Q ' 

0 
JQ^L  539 '_ 8" 1 . 

¦PgßC^TiiGi-,: L.C3T  : 54.4CTi.41~ - 7.7^ 
'  ¦*'•WOUNDSD > RUTUHHSB TO DUTY  57 1 1 :'-SICK .RZTU3I-15D TC-'DUTY : . ?. 12 1 Q 

COkSAT F^TiaUH -> KSTURffSD TO DUTY' 1Q 0 Q: -~  : 1TO ' '  "5INJURY RETURKSD DUTY' J" . "  Q
TOTAL  

¦ 

&6" T" l 

&RAIID TOTAL  419\ . 10 g^ 
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D. THS RESIMSNT3 
'

aTO BATTALIONS. 

Hospital Corpsmen casualties in assault units were very~hig&, 
as shown by the following table: 

On Board On Board Combat  
g-19-45 to 5-19~^5_ D Day After Combat Losses Losses  
Hdqtrs.Co.,Hdotrs.Bn. 12 12 0 __0  
Reconn. Co. 4 "' ~4 0 0  
Tank Bn. 11 10 1 9.1  
Hdqtrs. Service Bn. *8 0 0 J3 
S & 3 Co. I 8 8 0 0  
Motor Trans, Bn« 11 H 0 0,  
Engineer Bn. 21 15 6. 58.5  
Pioneer Bn. 56 20 16 44.4  
H&S 14th Marines 12 11 1 8.5 - ' lstßn-14th 'karlnss 12 : 12 0 0  
2nd 3n-14th Marines 13 12 1 . 7.6  
3rd Bn-14th Marines 13 0 0 13 4th 3n-14th Marines 13 13 0 0  
H&S 23rd Marines 16 . 14 2 12.5  
Ist Bn-25rd Marines 41 14. 27" 65.8  
2nd Bn~23rd karlnes 4g 24 18 42.8  
3rd Bn-25rd Marines 41 15 26 63.4  

¦4&S 24th karlnes 17 11 6 35.3  
Ist Bn-24th Marines. 59 23 15 41.0  

¦2nd 3n->24th Marine a 59 15 24 61.5  
3rd Bn-24th Marinas 59 19 20 51.5  
H&S 25th Marines 15 15 2 13.5,  
Ist Bn-25th Marines 41 13 2fL 68.5  
2nd Bn-25th Marines 40 ; 2Q. 20 50.0  
3rd 3n~2sth Marines 40 25 s 17 42.5 ¦.  
24th Replaceraent Draft 7 7 0 0  
50th Replaocui^nt Draft 52 24 8 25.0  

Infantry- Regiment casualty Rate: 23rd Marine s, 52.14/1; 
24th Marines 4:9,26%; 25th Marines 49,265. 

A further analysis of the above tabls reveals that the- cas-
ualty rate of infantry battalion corpsmen was 54,1^. Corpsmsn

20.8$attached to H & S of the infantry regiments suffered 
casualties, most of which occurred when they were sent forward 

¦to replace" battalion corpsmen. 

In addition to these casualties the five Medical Companies 
had .81 casualties, most of which were suffered by corpsmen 
attached to the regiments. 

..  

¦ 

; 
~ 

'^'  
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?.. in view .of the high hospital corpsmen rate, representing  
the lass.of trained men ...who are difficult to replace, it'is  
recommended that .untrained 'personnel "be utilized as stretcher  
bearer's in so far as is possible.  

Daepite a casualty rate of over" 50'?, and' continuing heavy 
anemy fire, regimental medical officers and corpsmen "worked for 
twenty- five days without relief. 

»« 

Evacuation from the front lines was excellent, considering 
the roughness of the terrain, and was effected only by complete 
devotion to duty and utter disdain of fatigue. It was necessary 
to carry stretcher; cases a considerable distance to ground 

.whioh permitted- Jeep, ambulances. , The use of relatively un-
trained personnel. -a e, litter bearers would have prevented the-
excessive; fatigue of stretcher bearing corosmen. Initial treat-
ment of casualties in battalion aid stations was? most excallsnt* 
bounds were dressed, and shock and hemorrhage were treatad-.'so 
efficiently that many ,casualties who should~have died early, 
reached the shore evacuation stations p.nd Division Hospital. 
In addition to the use of Morphine and -plasma, a large amount 
of sorum albumin was used, and proved to bo very efficacious in 
the early treatment of shook and hemorrhage. Because it c?.n be 
administered more .rapidly than plasma, and transported to the 
front lines much easier, its use should be increased. 

On 10 I-iarcii, 1945 a Provisional Battalion was organized. 
The following medical t>ersonnel were provided: 

' \ ?CH .;M©eL'ical.Company¦ la&edJLe.&l* Officer; from 
1 Medical Officar- from; "AM -kedlcal Company. .:¦/. 
1Hospital Corpsman-; •frpm- "D11 ae/-Ucal 'Company ; '.. ¦'¦¦ 
1 Hospital Cprp^sman from Transport Battalion 
3 Hospital. Co-rpsmi?n. from."Service Battalion 
5 Hospita.l Corpsmen fr.om^ith Replacement .Draft 

i 

RSOOfcLSFDATIONB; 

1. That two (2) v/eaeels be furnished eaph 'Infantry Regiment 
for' evacuation of casualties, from sandy and swampy terrain. 

2« That relatively untrained personnel be utilized to 
¦reliev. hospital corpsmen as stretcher bearers. 

\\ ') 3^ ./'Tnp.t>ths use of Serum Albumin in front line areas be 
""¦¦¦increased, -/¦ _ ******** 

(3^..ijNp| ftSSEiFJ 
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The Medical Companies were employed in a diverse and fluid 
;manner on the Iwo Jima operation;' as -reouired by- the tactical 

# 

Operation companies were'situation. In the Plan 'A., B- and' C 
attached to RCT's 25, 24 and 23 respectively, and companies D  
and 3 -were to. establish the Division hospital. Initiallyall  
Medical Companies were employed aboard ship. Since both D and 
E companies' were embarked 7 on* the USS SAP3OKN-, D Medical Company 
was ordered to the U35 B^YFISLD on the 'afternoon of D plus 1, 
since the BaYFISLD was* th&r oniy APA in- the i:squadron that remained 
in the area at might, and-received all-night evacuation casualties. 
All companies worked efficiently and performed a large volume 

-¦•¦¦ ¦• 
"¦'¦' •' ¦«' •¦••¦' '-¦of surgery" aboard ship. -.< 

A, B and C Companies evacuated* '•casual-tie s 'from the beaches; 
and later were employed at: the Division Hospita.l. D and 3 Com---

panies came directly fromiiPA's to the hospital. 

The Collecting Sections 'of A, B and- C--Companies were landed 
with the RCT's to .which they were attached," By the afternoon 
of D plus 3 the 80 hospital corpsmen of Dand Z collecting 
sections had been sent to the -regiments as replacements It 
later became, necessary to -se ;id corpsmen fro:m :the hospital

t 
septlons 

of all medical .companies to the regiments..-

. .The average casualty for tha five medical coiiipanies was 
24 •14^. Allof these' -'casualties were incurred by personnel 
serving with the regiments- or at shore party evacuation stations. 

Oh Board' 'On Board Combat ?&Combat  
g-,19-45 ,to 5-19-45 P Dg.y After Combat Losses Losses '•• '¦¦'¦"•H&S. kedical Bru . ff4'- V '54 0 0 

? 

-'-A Medical Co. - ¦73 ' 51 
" 22 \ 30;i"" 

> ¦B Medical Co. 69-" '""¦52 '16 25.5 
C -Hedloal Co, 65 10 15.8 rJ73D. Hodlcal Co. 74 58 16 21>6--S Medical Co. 73 56 17 25.5 

Zauipment was satisfactory, Th»*rs was an sdaauate number of 
jeep ambulances and litters * The of Quartermasterallowance -

¦gear vas adequate in all respects, ' 

. 
• » BSCOteINDATIOffS : 

H 

I.' That^ each Medical Company be embarked on a separate APA. 

? -i$ ¦$ 
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The Fourth Marine Division Hospital functioned 'for two weeks, 
from l- -March,'' 1945 to 14 karch, 1545 inclusive, during which 
time 1,465 patients were admitted, and 126 major operations were 
performed. 

(1) gHTSICUL ASPECT. 

On D plus S the Division Surgeon and Commanding Officer of 
tha Pedicel Battalion located the site at TA 165 X on the-
eastern edge of Airf-ield No, 1. Running through this locatio:; 
vas a good roftd to the front lines and evacuation beaches, 
On either side of the road were uncovered water reservoirs 
15l by 30 1 and 818 1 below the surface. These reservoirs had 
concrete decks and concrete walls 8 inches thick. Of the 
five, two were badly damaged by naval gunfire. 

A considerable amount of sniper fire was encountered in 
this area from the high ground in the rear of the front linos. 
Therefore in addition to bulldozing trenches for ward tents, 
a large amount of ground was pushed to the north, further 
defilading the area. 

The Fourth Engineer Battalion bulldozed five long trenches, 
providing space for 4 batteries of 6 storage tents each; -one 
battery of 3 storage tents; and "the Division Medical Dump. 
The depth of the trenches and desp sinking of the ridge poles 
placed tODs of the tents below .the level of the revetments. 
The coolness of the climate permit ted slicing, 6 storage 
tents in a line to form a ward. 

r The water reservoirs were ideal for operating rooms. The 
,  Engineers constructed an entrance rarap, and erected a wooden 

framework over which a tarpaulin served as a roof. Two 
reservoirs were used as operating rooms, one as a receiving 
'room, and the other two for H&S*, kedical Battalion and the 
Malaria and Epidemiology Comtrol Team, Sach reservoir 

than amr>le space for two major operating tables,frovido'd more
well to interject,  here,t might be the following observation 

Regardless of the courage of individ-ual -surgeons and their 
assisting corpsmen, better an<- more rapid surgery will'be clone 
undor fire if;.tneir operating room 'is well protected, Hany 
times., -from D/pi"u;s 9 until' D plus 20, while operating with 
sure/., and un-bbthered technique when mortars were landing in 

'  " the '^ear vicinity, a doctor or cornsnian would observe "Thank 
¦'¦ .God for this place, tt Conclusi(|^jk|^|ls^^%a^J^r|*»^xpend 
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and effort to revet the operating rooms,-
defiladed .tent was set up to provide  

space for two major operating tables to treat compound  
fractures of the femur and tibia.  

• The expansion occurred gradually during the first six 
days that the hospital was in commission. Six major opera*-
ting tables and 350 beds were available on D plus 15,  

The lack of sandbags constituted the chief difficulty  
experienced in setting up the wards. These were necessary  
to -prevent the sides of the bulldozed trenches from caving  
in. This deficiency was partially' compensated for by the 
use of lumber. The main road running through the area was 
watered several times dally by' the Engineers. A tremendous 
amount of dust was blown over the hospital area from the  
airfield, but duo to the complete black out arrangement  

of the tarpaulins and tents, it did not infiltrate.  
The initial bulldozing and repair work was dona by th,e 

Engineers on D dlus 6 and 7. By* the evening of £ plus 7  
number 1 operating room was prepared, and two batteries of  
storage tents been set up. it not been had Had for difficultsurf conditions , which materially delayed unloading of the 
Medical Company gear from APA1 s the Division Hospital would 
have been functioning on D plus 7. 

(2) PERSONNEL 

On the Iwo Jima operation, the flexibility of the five  
medical companies, and their ability to work together as an  
efficient single unit, was admirably demonstrated.  

» 

On D plus 9, D Medical Company set up an operating room  
and receiving ward vith. the gear of B and C Company, since  
their gear was not ashore, and 3 and C Companies were 
employed in evacuation stations. 

On D plus 10, S Medical Company' and all of th" eouipment 
of D and S Company was landed, moved to the division Hospit-
al, and -placed in operation. 

On D plus 11 B Medical Company was ordered to duty at  
the hospital. Because of the vast amount of surgery, teams  
composed of two surgeons and 6 corpsmen were detailed from  

*bo.tlj. B and C -Companies* Thus by D'plue 14 the Sivision 
Hospital,, was staffed by 3 complete medical companies, and 
surgical cfeifexnments from the other two, 

-V Urn mk 



-«wPIW. c Spj_rit an( j unselfish devotion to duty of all doctors 
and corpsmen was highly commendable. No one thought of 
sleeping as long as casualties were arriving* The careful 
postoperative treatment rendered to all patients was partic-
ularly noteworthy. 

This Division is fortunate in having 12 surgeons who are 
capable of performing major abdominal and traumatic surgery.
The operating, teams XArere composed of two well qualified surg-
eons, rather than a surgeon and a relatively untrained assist-
ant; 

Due to the fact !fch&t ,our Division Psychiatrist was the only 
psychiatrist on Iwo Jima, he was loaned to Corps* He worked 
at Corps Medical Company A, where the combat fatigue cases of 
the thre.. divisions were sent. He performed a valuable 
service, examining 700 cases. Of these he returned approx*-
lmately_ 140 cases to duty* Only ons of these cases develop-
ed a recurrent combat fatigue. 

The lack of an :qpthalmorog.ist> was keenly felt almost" 
ev:;ry night* There "vrre a large number of eye injuries, 
chiefly resulting from the sharp. edged volcanic sand being 
blown into the eyes. Each nigliif approximately two eye injuries 
would be sent to the Corps ophthalmologist; however this 
number taxed his capacity &s~ the other two divisions were 
doing likewise, Remaining eye injuries were necessarily treat-
ed at the Division Hospital, An optHalinorogist- is not only 
needed by a ferine Division during combat, but is also constant-
ly reouirad during the rehabilitation phase. 

RECOHkSNDATIONSi 

1. That an op thalmologist be added to the, T/0 of a Harine 
Division, to be placed in H&S, ludienl Battalion, as the Division 
Ophthalmologist* 

(3) £QUIPhSNT AND SUPPLIES 

In spite of the heavy casualties, equipment and supplies 
were adequate. The Division I4edic*l Dump- was conveniently 
located in the hospital area. The surgical instruments of 
all five, Medical Companies wore utilized; permitting steriliz-
ation of sots ,o.f instruments while several' major operations 

<wore in progress 3 ?md thereby materially lessening* the delay 
between operations, ... 

f ;
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Insufficient number of large Kelly hemp stats, 

intestinal clamps, and kidney pedicle clamp a* These shall be 
re-requisitioned upon 'return to base camp. 

The atruamatlc intestinal 'sutures proved to- be invaluable. 
There was a shortage of atraumatic sutures on a straight 
needle, and ah "additional- -supply was procured from the 38th 
Field Army Hospital. The majority of small intestinal re-

"pair work can be. performed with twice the speed with a 
straight needle. The consensus of opinion of -the fourth 

« harinw Division Burgeons Is that the 'ratio is.Bued should- be 
three straight needles to one curved needle. 

kore efficient laundry equipment was badly needed. A 
large Volume- of surgical linen was washed in' three hand oper--ated washing machines, ,.but the process was slow and ineffi— 
ciejit. Drying of the- laundry presented a major problem be* 
cause of ,dust from the .airfield. ' It is- understood .that 5 
mobile laundry units have been added to -the T/A«of: the -Helical 
Battalion, and will-be. .available in the -near fature. ? 

• The nev oxygen reduction valves functioned perfectly. and 
proved invaluable, particularly ..In the treatment ;pf chest 
wounds.
cylinders 

An
was

adequate supply
; 

'of
«?

the large commercial,, oxygen 
available. 

The York flake ico machine was set up in a receiving.-
ward, but never functioned,' since running water under pro.&-
suz*e was required, and no pressure pump was provid3d, or 
could be procureel on the island. 

The most striking advancement' -on this operation was the 
-availability of whol-.^ blood and penicillin". The packaging 
af the whole blood, is raos;k efficient, ac it remained cool and 
did not hemolyze even. though some packages were rcmovud from., 
-the. reefer at the blood bank 24 hours before all the- 16 . L 

? 

contained pints were Use"d. A total. of 668 pints were.. admin-
istered at the Division Hospital-, 'At no time was the. supply 

<deficient . 
Three portable Kawley 'fracture tables, which hnd besn . 

made; by the Kayal Construction Battalion while;.l'm -base camp,
proved invaluable., 'fithi these tables it was .pisslbjle to 
appl.y plaster hip spicas to fractures andof the: femur 

lacerations,ma.s.siV3 of the buttocks .^nd thi^is* 
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if.H%MmWmWtM w*wm*Jm'ation0& on the beach to meet all incoming * 

craft, and guide equipment and supplies to the Division Medical 
Dump, consequently we" suffered no'loss. All eouipment and 
all unexpended packaged supplies were reembarked. 

(4) •HYGIENE AND SANITATION. 

Sanitation, because of the porosity of the soil, presented 
no major problem. Sunken barrels with prefabricated tops 
provided heads. Because of the time element and rapid turn-
over of patients, a complete galley was not sot up. C rations 
were heated in a G-, I. can and tongue~ blades were used as 
spoons. Hot coffee was available. Water supply was adequate, 
being: obtained from water trailers *nd 50 gallon drums. 

1 

(5) SECURITY 

Blackout c-ntranccs wero provided for all operating rooms, 
receiving tents and wards, and a guard posted on^the 
central road any infraction of complete blackoutto^u&ventdiscipline.

' 
Camouflage nets x^ere spread over" operating rooms- -and. tents. - .' ; 

A perimeter defense was set up using Marine personnel of 
the medical companies. We were authorized to reauost de-
fense from the Reconnaissance Company, but this not 
deremed necessary* The perimeter defense made contact with 

'the 14th Artillery H'eginunt on the right, and was contacted 
by the Ordnance Company on the left,-

.1 

* 

(T!'7Eftyliotp|)IA\JE|fcmH 
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STATISTICS,SPITAL 

The following: table reveals not only the daily admissions, 
but also the rapid, turnover of patients ?.s shown by daily 
evacuations!* 

1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 9 .10 11 12 13 14 TOTALS 
ADM. 24 110 "50 79 .32.227 171 261 107 119 119 69 59 38 1455** 
DUTY. 0 1 -0 .'7 2 4 2 0. 4 1 341 '22 32 11$ 
DIED 0 3 6 5 5 .5 '5 5 7 .3 2 4 2 1 53 
SVaC. 2 24 70. 62 83 ?& 249 16Q 193 7.3 82 92 66 59 1293? 

(USA) 0 0000 <0 0 0 00 0 010 1 
(VAC) 2 2 3.0 1:.*5 .9 61 34 6 5 11 710 166 
(AIR) 0 0 0 :,"7,^25 .pO 56 46 32 6 77 43 10 '28 350 
WAT3R Q22 67 &g 57' '43 184 .53 127 61 0 38 48 21 776 
RE&'G 22:104 78 83 25 165 . 80 176 79 121 153 33 .54 0* **This line .d-anot^s days of the month (Mp.rch). 

Of this total 114 vere non-division personnel. 

Of the 1465 admissions there were 1091 wounds, 140 other ' injuries, and 234 medical cases* . . .. • 

WOUNDS 
'\T(TlWTJ ? A

" "~I - 660~ Head & Ueck 105 Back & Shoulder 51 ~Buttocks .• 30 Abdomen - - 19 
:Upp cr Sxt realtics --120 Testicles 2 -~ - -Lower tie s 140 Multiple .- 164 
Chest --.--. "59 

GUNSHOT - - - 431 
Head & Heck- 72. Back & Shoulder 75 

¦Buttocks - 12 .Abdomen 42 
Upper Extremities 95 .' Testicles 1 
Lower Extremities 76 !4ultiple 25 
¦Chest 33 

& 

V
/-.i y »-y 
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£°£:- 1132I?.AL REPORT^ (CONT^Dj 
OTH2R INJURIES 

' -BURNS -, _..-.-.-¦-.---.- -¦'-..-. 26 
Chemical (Phosphorus) 19 Unclasnified

'—'± *? 
4.BLAST CCITCUSSION, ATMOSPHERIC Ll 72 

-¦--._-.-. 47 .General Abdomen 6- - - - - - - ~ -
¦¦-Head -.-.*. -.- 14 Chest --- --5 

-*•;-. : -*. 1 ,DISLOCATION ¦-¦ -,--,~' ' 
,- -'.-. p 

¦~ -•- -1 -
¦Shoulder ' » : 

FRACTURE, SIMPLE J „ -¦¦„
' 

-.''
- --.-._. .«•_.-- 4 

Upper Extremities 1 "Lover .Extremities -3 
¦ ¦CONTUSIONS ¦-»•¦-. -.----.-. «.\-' 9~ Foot J 4 '. Buttocks 1 "  Shoulder— ?-.«¦-¦_! . Arm -.--«-¦ 2l"2l — Finger - 1 

ABRASIONS 
r 

r--
¦ 

1 
-¦

¦Elbow 
¦

1 . . 
> 

' ' 

~-SPRAIN JOINT - — 22 
•Ankle /-. 17 , Knee .. -5 

STRAINS T HUSCULa^ ' 
~: ~ ~ ¦' *-¦-,- 5-.*-..- -.-.- ** - - - - - - •-¦-. Back 5; .'' .¦ , '..'¦ : . 

--TOTAL OTH2R INJURIES •- -•- -'.- -140 

Of ths 234 medical cases, 145 were admitted with a diag-
nosis of Fatigue, Combat, .and' further transferred to Corps 
Medical Battalion (Company HAH) for psychiatric evaluation. 

-
-¦ ¦ 

¦SURGICAL OPSHATIONS '. • 

--,-.AMPUTATIONS 
' 

-. 18  
Lower Extremities 14*. . . Upper Extremities ~4  

CASTS (Simple Fractures)- - --¦--.'-:.•' - .1^ - - - •- -•,_--. 
T 4 

Towejr Extremities -1- Upper-Hixt?-real ties -3 
' g&S.T3 vXfc^mpouna :Err,c turea ) _ .- --, r-- 35-Lower Sxtrexnitiea -'. -¦ 26"**

«_.« 

Upper Extremities -9 
TDIBLS -¦«<_ ¦--...-.-.FRACTURED ;.^ ,- -. .--.-:-."- 1 

¦ ~ - -."-¦ -¦ -¦-'•- -/-
— T?AC r-rcoTCkY . 3  

BLADDSH RSPaIR . 1  
*^ •••• •"** *"•

i
*¦* •¦* 

••• *•"• •"* *"* **-* '- •¦• •^ "^^ *"•. *¦•* "*•, *** **¦"* "*^ "^^ ""^ "*" """' .. j.J^ xJ+»j\S JL \~JX*±.ir •*•- - : - - - - - - 19MJOH gSIRID^I^^TS ¦- -. : "-'1 .^. * -' -.-¦* 

__.:-.--'...-' 
? 

-47ABDOMINAL 
-, ¦-• -¦ -. --.-•¦ -A> WoTOTAL , : *- 129* 2 bilateral ?* 18 spicae 
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lIIIvULf»^|>gPa*itere detailed analysis of patients admitted to -the 
hospital, attention is invited to the Fourth Medical Battal-
ion Report, 

(?) CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

1/ /The number of admissions is no criterion of the 
amount of work' done; nor is the total numb or of major oper-
ations performed an index of the number of surgical hours. 
The wounds ware universally more extensive than had previous-
ly been encountered. 

2. Large mortars and land mines accounted for the 
majority of these mutilating wounds, but a special sniper 
bullet inflicted its share of massive injuries. A typical 
abdominal wound caused by this bullet is exemplified by the 
following case. Thore was a small (lorn) wound of entrance 
in th£ right flank; yet there were five large ( 5 cm) wounds 
of exit in the parietal peritoneum, some of which were at 
right angles to each other, with massive lacerations of the 
right kidney, right lobe of the liver, jejunum and ascending 
colon, Two fragments of the bullet were recovered and given 
to JIC Poa for analysis. The surgeons beliov- that these 
wounds were inflicted by either an explosive bullet; or a 
special type of fragmentation bullet. At least they were not 
caused by an ordinary dura dum bullet. 

.3. Lacerations of the small bowel were repaired by 
simple closure, or by resection and end to end anastomosis 
as indicated, the abdomen being closed without drainage. 
An exterior! zation was performed on all large bowel lacer-
ations. Ten grams of sulfanilamide was placed in the peri-
toneal cavity and abdominal wall routinely. Allpatients
with'abdominal wounds received 20,000 units of iDehicillin 
every throe? hours- night and day.' In spite of the extensive 
Intra- abdominal damage, it is believed that a vory large 
percentage of these cases will recover, clue to whole blood 
and penicillin. All abdominal cases will be traced through 
various hospitals and made the subject of a special report 
at a later date. 

4. All cases with abdominal wounds, and massive 
wounds received 20,000 units of trivalent gas gangrene anti-
toxin. This dosage was repeated on the second and third 
days to the most severely wounded patients. No gps gangrene 

<infection developed in the hospital!/ ,'| ; 

(TT'JENTY~SIX) "W 
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5, In massive hemorrhage, blood and plasma must be 

administered not only in large amounts, but also rapidly. 
The value of administration of whole blood via the famoral 
veins cannot be too strongly stressed. A pint of blood will 
run into a femoral vein in 12 to 15 -minutes; while 30 to 
40 minutes is required by vein of the arm. Two and three way 
•administration is vital; that is, two pints rf blood should 
be running into the two femoral veins while plasma is inject-
ed into an arm vein* This procedure prevents irreversible 
shook.. It prepares a patient quickly for major surgical 
arrest of hemorrhage. 

6f6 f No reactions of any kind were noted in connection 
with the administration of 668 pints of typt 0 prepared whole 
blood. As many as 13 pints were- administered to one ?case 

>within 6 hours. 
7« Adeouate closure of the external wound, very con-

servative administration of blord and plasma, and continuous 
oxygen therapy is th early treatment of choice of chest wounds. 

8. kajor. surgical. cases can be evacuated to ships 
on the first or second postoperative day ifDUWK' s are avail-
able to take them directly from the hospital to the ship 
without necessity of further transfer. 
a. aIR EVACUATION. 

Air evacuation exceeded our fondest expectations, and 
played an important role in keeping our hospital beds free 
for incoming casualties. As shown in the table under Division 
Hospital Statistics,. 350 patients were evacuated by air from 
4 karch, 1945 to 14 K&rch, 1945. 

Casualties were screened by our Air 3vacu~tion Medical 
Officer at the division Hospital, and taken via jeep ambu-

lance to the Air 3vr.cur.tion Center, less than one-half mile 
distant. There they were further screened by aO, 5. IT, 
flight surgeon, and evacuated directly to U, S. Ilavy.Sase 
Hospital at Guam, 

Ho chest or abdominal wounds vsrc evacuated by air since 
these eases' aannot tolerate high altitude. However compound 
fracture ||ir|%)lr:ster casts, and massive laceration cases 
we^ertvaduated, »..«.„ 
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leal, as- well as the physical benefit 

transported to a base hospital far from 
the battle zone within the space of. a few hours is of 
inestimable Value. 
RSCOKkSNDATION : 

1. That air evacuation of selected casualties to base 
hospitals be expanded as much as possible. 

H. HYGIENE AND SANITATION* 
(l) TCPOGRaPHY AND CLIM^TS. 

Iwo Jima is a young island of -volcanic orgin, character-
ized by rough, eroded, precipitous terrain; an overlay of 
brown black, sharp sdged, extremely 'porous volcanic sand; 
and sparse scrubby vegetation. Occasional underground 
rumbles, several warm springs, steam vents, and widely-disseminated sulfurous emanations argu.1 the complete dor-
mancy of subterranean activity. During the operation "the 
climate was cool and dry, the temperature varying between56°F. and 84°F. The scanty rainfall was rapidly absorbed 
by the porous soil, and no standing water was observed. 
From &n epidemiological- standpoint 7Ivo Jima was a remark-
ably healthful island. 

(2) JAPANESE -INSTALLATIONS C? SANITARY IMPORTANCE, 

As is typical with the enemy, every means. was employed 
to collect and store rainwater. The island wr.s covered 
with large concrete- catch basins and buried drums connect-
ing with simple -gravity systems to impound the rainfall. 

A large incinerator, believed to have been used for 
cremation, was discovered in a. 200 bed hospital cave in 
the north eastern sector of the island. 

No Japanese galley facilities were in evidence, since 
the enemy was forced underground by heavy fire. Enemy 
garbage and ration tins had apparently been disposed of by 
burial. 

(3) S3MERAL SANITARY MEASURES. 

Due to indoctrination, previous combat experience, and 
intensive overall training sanitaryin sanl wJfeJftal routine 
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in .the front-lines, human excreta "was .disposed of 
in slit trenches or ,shallow holes. Prefabricated head topsy -
Fere placed over: sunken drums t and the.' resultant heads were 
sprayed periodically; with a ere sol; oilmixture. Urinals were 
er.sily provided by.merely sinking/perforated drums or 105 mm 
shell packing cases in--the- porous ;;sbil. 'Allareas were — 

jroutinely policed to insure buryirig of ration tins and resi* 
due*. The violence of combat prohibited many sanitary measures  
near the front lines' ;• but policing' 

'•
In the area was efficient  

as the battle line moved' forward. . '  
The 50 man sanitary squad' of thY attached 133rd Naval 

Construction Battalion Was not used as originally intended be-
cause ~f its more -urgent employment*;.: with the- Shore Party which 
had received heavy casualties. The- small size of the island, 
the ease in establishing ea.rly efficient "sanitation, and the 

" ..t-h.olacK of large .preexisting sanitary hazards .decreased need 
of major sanitary projects, -Had the Fourth ,Marine division 
remained on- Iwo. Jima for an appreciable length of time after 
the cessation of enemy resistance, the 50' man sanitary squad 
would haVG been invaluable in connection with the construction 
of 'adequate ;sanitary faci-H'tie& of' 'semipermanent nature. 
Future operations' in malarious areas will demand the existence 
znd, use of this' sanitary squad, , , ...... 

The supply of water-^as adequate at all times. The initial 
allowance was one gallon, per man.. per day, This was increased 
to two gallons per' mail" per.; day. when galleys were opened , 
and later increased to over two and oae~half (2^-) gallons per 

¦ -¦-<man per. day. -. .-¦ 
? 

• .;. .... 
;"'' Due, tea .diminishing -supply '; of 'C;-fin.d 10. -in 1 rations and  
a large. .-supply oX'BrHtionSj 'caXleys were opened on D.plus 
17 fpr all units tiot Uri.tHe front lines. These galleys were  
operated -in .accordance, with the rules/outlined -in the medical 
SOP",, except thVt screened mess '" not "xieemedhalls* were necessary
because of the low inclden-de of flies. Waiter .was heated- • 

•by .water heating units ~o!r"lmmersible ;oil heaters. Washing
of mess" gear was strictly supervised and all "galleys were 
inspected daily by a medical officer. 

-T.h©_ daily ..diet was markedly improved 'by' fruit juices and 
fruits^ which pre vented, the widespread' avitsjnino sis that 

occurred 
" 

the Karianas. operation. Allof the- fruit juices . and fruits. &a"rrlevf*by t^'-diviaion -wore not ''consumed 'becauseof-.vti;^Coolness" of the climate.. allowed for this  
operation would be barely sufflcie|f|H| frM3^f*s9^§yfeJL :

¦1. Hi 
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p.edesstit-uted no hazard. A few adult 
aeftfypti and culex quinquefasciatus were collected. Apparent-
ly all mosquitoes were "destroyed later by airplane DDT spray* 

Flies wer:- negligible in number on D day. By D plus 5 
a precipitous increase occurred in all area's. 

' 
At first tire 

common housefly was in preponderance. As the operation pro-
gressed the large green and blue bottle flies -increased -un-
til they were* virtually the only flic's in evidence along 
the front lines.. This, of course,- indicated the prevalence 
of breading in decomposing flesh. The combination of cool 
dry climate, porous soil:, early installation of sanitary • 

facilities, efficient burial parties^, the liberal use 
of DDT resulted in adequate fly control. 

(4) SPECIAL "SANITARY PROBLEMS. 

a t Enemy food caches, blrsted by gunfire constit-
uted a fly breeding hazard. 

' 

These areas rere ground sprayed 
with 5;1 DDT in deissl oil. 

' 

. 

b f POlf's were heavily infested with lice and were 
dusted with 10$ DDT in talc 

with fleas,c. Occasional foxholes became infested 
Bedding clothing of affected personnel were dusted with 
10% DDT in talc with excellent results. 

d. All enemy water catch basins and drums were 
drained or filled to eliminate the hazard of standing water. 

(5) SNTOMOLOaiCAL COMSIDSS3ATIOftB', 

Flies, lice, fleas, rnitss °nd mosouitoes wore present 
on Iwo Jima, No diseases occurred in which these vectors 
could h?ve played a part. Airplane and ground spraying of 
DDT effectively controlled these insects. Lice constituted 
no particular hazard to our troops because of impregnated
clothing. However their final eradication willprobably 
present a difficult problem to garrison forces, since the 
underground maze of caves arid tunnels harbors an extensive' 
population of lice, • 

(6) KALARIA AND.¦SPIDEftJO CONTROL, UNIT' ACTIVITIES., 

The&SCon. Officer. of the Fourth Marine Division was given 
control of the airplane spraying of DDT,, |wo Jima by
FKF, Pac. Such a responsibility entail^ 

(THIRTY) 
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tion of all captured Their perform-*areas by o-ur .MSCon. Team. -ance :. highly commendable > since thc\y traveled pnd in-

spected constantly, completely disregarding the intermittent 
enemy fire that enveloped all areas; '.In addition the MSCon 
Unit: 

. ;a» Sprayed h% DDT in-deisel oil in all galleys, hospital 
areas, around . Regimental CP Is, 3rd' Division Regimental. CP Is, 
Corps Evacuation Hospital., Cemetery, .enemy ford 
caches, pillboxes and caves and many other indicated sites. 

b, Set-up, a distribution center from whle&all units. 
could obtain 5$ DDT in. oil as re.ouired. 

' p 9. Questioned", examined and made stool cultures and 
stained slides of all.patients admitted to the hospital with 
gastro-intestinal symptoms/ ancl all KWs, Results shbvcd 
none, of the virulent intestinal pathogens, such as the Bhigella- or Typhoid groups. . 

ci< Took thick and. thin blood smears from the 56 POTf's, 

M2Con. teams are performing a vital function .in pacific-
amphibious warfare. . Howev r they are handicapped by.lack- 'of 
organic transportation as their work entails continuous 
traveling. 1/4 ton 4 x 4!s are -needed' for transportating 
personnel who inspect areas, supervise the installation of sanit 
ary facilities, collect specimens of insects and pests, an 4 
estimate droplet dispersion of' airplane sprayed DDT. One (l) 
ton 4 x 4l4 ls are- required to del:ivv.-r DDT SvOlutiqn to units, 
r.no. -to transport a' power sprs^^er for tha ground spraj fing of 
DDT, Those vehicles are a^Yauired for eimil^r functions ?.t the 
base camp, during' rehabilitation. / Furthermore,' MSCon. equip-^ 
aent and supplies are of a' highly specialized nature, and 
should be combat loaded \on organic vehicles enroute to a 
target, A .minimum of two 1/4 ton 4x" 4 cargo trucks and two-1 ton 4 x- 4 trucks are required, . . • 

(7) ', -BURIAL
'

OF -^fe,DSiir> 

The -Csrav^s Registration Section began work en preparation 
of the Ac-petory. on .D plus 2, Excavation of trench gr^.v-s 
was hampered by, -the presence of a largo number of land mines, 
Burial began on D plus' 5r5 r and by D plus 26, 1,820 bodies had 

k... tjeen inte^r^d.,t to, addition to' land mines, the Gravos Hegist-
¦ j;,^-^|"3^at^^ Sfedtlo^Yjy*4: ;subjected to fairly h,e*vy intermittent 
Y^v^Vnibrt-^r* fire, and occasional sniper fire, in the collDction and  

burial nf\thedead. Sloven men ve're wefunded by -igQ^g.^ l̂3o^^  
traps c.nd snipers'-. HJa^ly ¦ st>re.jf.l^tfll^A'liM^lfailiJlpa 

(THiRTY-,y|HjlliSiiILncwfifeiJßjyIl\\irlrlf 



with DDT, fcowed by frequent spraying with deisel oil 
effectually prevented all fly breeding in the area. 

Enemy doad were buried early* "by unit burial details, 
and constituted no appreciable sanitary hazard.' 

(8) -USS OF DDT. 

a-. qHOUHD APPLICATION. 

of DDT 
areas, 

'524 gallons of b% DDT in 5# 
concentrate) was.- sprayed ov.-r 
and 254 .gallons (li2.lbs. DDT 

aeisel oil (231 lbs, . 
Fourth l-iarine- Division 
concentrate) .'vas 

sprayed over* other areas on Iwo Jirna. Although the airplane 
application of DDT is -highly "efficacious in overall control 
of insects, it must be supplemented by more concentrated*, 
ground spraying of selected sites. Ten (lO.£) DDT in talc 
was valuable for the spraying of cl6thing infested by fleas 
and lice. On*.-; fact ia noteworthy: Allpersonnel bitten 
by fleas hac? either. worn their impregnated clothing for 
over 10 days, "or had changed to clean untreated, uniforms. 
Following DDT dusting of thr clothing an<? bedding of per-
sonhel suffering flea bites, no further bites occurred. 
COI-&3KT 

The 3 gallon decontamination sprayer proved to be the \ 
most valuable spraying apparatus for ground spraying. "It 
is easily operated, durable, and efficient,- flit guns are-
satisfactory for use' in galleys, tents, and small closed .• 

areas. The 30 gallon paint sprayer is excellent in treat-
; 'ing largo areas, '...." : 

b. AIRPLANE APPLICATION OF DDT. '  'Carrier based TBF's. sprayed the southern 2/3 of 
the occupied zone r.n D plus 9," using -lOf DDT in. a ".carbon 
tetrachloride oilmixture. Approximately 2 ouarts" per 
aero was applied to 550 acres f Droplet dispersion was 
axcx.llent. The results were manifest within/a period of 
few hours.,, There -was a prompt decrease' of flies in all 
sprayed areas. A defirtite residual effect was apparent 
for abr ut 6 days. 

¦Carrier based planes sprayed
Coverage was not as uniform as thoy 
swath because;.' of the position of th* 

again on D plus 13. 

(THIRTY-TW)) 
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a decrease' in the fly population was noted. 

?OrTD' plus 22 a 047 from Saipan sprayed'" approximately 
2,000 acres with .&% DDT in kerosene, delivering about one 
quart per acre/  ¦' one 04? sprayed DpT. daily over' Thereafter " ' areas designated .by. our MECo'n Officer. -Each spraying resulted 
in a decrease of flies. 

. ,W,Within the .diyision, an .. apparatus va s de si gne d for 
spraying f'ron an OYI to be used primarily for repeat, .spray-
ing of small areas- >?hic)i were missed -by faster plane.'a 
reauired-a heavier concentratiioii -of DDT,- Due to destruction 
of  OYl's'by 'enemy mortar fire, it was. not possible to uso 
one for this -ourpo^e 1 although' spraying; o f ;small isolated ; ••"

! 

:¦'•areas was definitely, indicated". f :  • '"; \ 

OLJI4SNT-. 

Airplane application of DDT is effective., practicable,, arid 
affords the most potent mean-s of attacking-* mo sa'ui toes' and* 
flies. In an- area subject to malaria, dengue and dysentery 
its use is of imestimable military value. The method of 

•application, however, remains a controversial subject. &-s 
a result- of experience gained on Iwo Jima, the following
observations and comments are submitted: 

> 
' . Xn. combat several .types of planes arc necessary, each 
performing its o\m specific function. Tho -same sjttolies to 
the airplane application of DDT. Carrier based r>ianes are 
of valuta before an ;airfleld is seized Drj,d made operable. 
;L*:ncl based pianos should sprp.y thereafter. . An OYI or .smaller 
plane is or distinct value In- -spraying small are^s, .because 
of its maneuverability* ..,;;' ' 

-¦ ¦•-5 
% 

"The use -f C^'s for spra-ying combat areas is impract-
icable for' many  "They are slow, unmaneuvprable and,.reasons. . offer excellent- targets to -the enemyv They. "can perform no' 

'is' fiile.,d withother u-seful function-* since their fuse-lage
DDT tanks. To retain them on- the- captured' airfie^ci; is- to 
crowd the field and; rVsk. their destruction 'by enemy '.fire. 
Basing them on. other 'islands results in- delay and is

; econom-
ically • 

561 ls would be ideal for spraying a combat zone. These, 
planes arrive early at a captured airfield. They are in-
pD^rative during the daytime, therefore using them for spray-

.>  ing would not1 affect their combat function. They are equipp-
ed to carry reserve i%|sip|f^r|fuel t^ ŝ *#fei^#o^f%'l

V 
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converted to #DT' tanks, and attached to any particular P6l 
in a short t&fne. Finally, this 'plane is fast and maneu-
verable, and crt'uld spray closer to the front lines without 
undue risk. In case P6ls were jnot available PsBs could be.-used, s they are eduipned to carry two simillar dropable tanks* 

The most efficient concentration is for initial spraying 
2 quarts per acre of 10$ DDT. Solvent for pr paring" lo? 
solution in oil should be readily available. Oil solvents 
result in a longer residual effect than kerosene solvents. 

(9) EPICAL tNTSLLIQSNCE, " 

On D plus 10 a POV7 who was a superior private in the 
Japanese Medical Corps was interrogated, and the following 
information was obtained: • 

a, The most common diseases were dysentery and a 
nutritional disease believed to be due to .-a lack of vitamin B, 

b. The water from local wells was high in sulfate and 
magnesium content, producing diarrhoea and a' high ".incidence Of 
hemorrhoids. 

c, Amebic dysentery,, treated by erne tin, was acknowledged. 

d» li.sny of the dysentery patients developed "watery 
or bloody stools with acute colicky abdominal cramps." 

j<3f3 f Iiany diagnoses of Paratyphoid A Fever were made; 
and -fchcf death- rate of this disease x^as comparatively high. 

f. Intestinal parasites were freauent, and santonin 
was used in their treatment. 

g. Plague, cholera, malaria, dengue, typhus, scrub 
typhus, yellow fever and elephantiasis were denied. 

h. Snemy troops had been -i^junized against smallpox, 
typhoid and typhus, . •" 

i. kosquitoes were present from April to November, but 
carried no disease. The species was unknown* 

y. Only a small amount of ouinine was on han<J, and 
was used chiefly as an an tipyret|c.|ij||^^ M 
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¦'- ""medical report Tcont'd) 

Japanese medical equipment and supplies were essentially 
the same as 6n previous- operations. Tourniouets were large 
and made of excellent rubber. A 'great number of ampules for 
injections were present. Vitamin pills were present in 
large quantities. An abundance 6f~ non-*essential .medical 
supplies for treating chronic diseases and me&ical cases were 
found even in overrun line aid stations. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. 'That a3O day allowance for a Marine Division in a combat 
theater be 2,000 pounds of DDT concentrate, and 500 pounds of10$ DDT in talc, "for ground use only. 

2, That three gallon .decontamination sprayers be issued -on 
a basis of 400 per Marine division. They should, be equipped 
with a whirlplate nozzle delivery aperturestandard' ' and a of 58 
to 62 gauge. ..• . 

3, That one paint sprayer (as supplied by the Engineer
Battalion) per 5,000 men be. made available for spraying DDT 
solution. 

4, That two 1/4 ton 4x4 cargo trucks and two 1 ton 4x4 
trucks be added to the karine Corps TBA for Division MSCon units. 

5* That one unit be given complete control of airplane DDT 
spraying, during the assault, phase, as in the Iwo Jiina operation, 

this authorized "and that unit be to reauest spraying direct 
from the air activity concerned. ' 

. 

6, That carrier based VT's spray captured areas initially; 
and that P6l's or P3B's be utilized to spray DDT after a captured 
airfield is operable. « 

7, That OYX's be utilized to supplement the. faster' planes 
by spraying small indicated aroas* 

8. That DDT spraying apparatus bo standardized 'for each type 
of piano to be used- and made easily interchangeable from one 
plane to another. 

9. That 10$ DDT in Delsel oil be used for initialor heavJ-^rairplane spraying,. fl&lflflJT#*^._ 
:["< 
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&* T^^S3SwJfsw3o& :- PjSsal R2PORT_TccI3TiDI 
I« MEDICAL RECORDS. 

(1) PLAfrTlM'AftI) TRAINING. 

In past operations most casualties were difficult to 
;account for after leaving Battalion Aid Stations, In many 

instances the only* record available- was that inp.&e by Company 
Aid Ue*u Other cases were initially treated by non«*Reglment-
alcr'non^Division activities and either further evacuated ••• 

or 'returned to duty after' a 1 period of treatment. In other 
instances- cases were picked up at the front lines by LVT1 s 
and DUWK^s and carried directly to. ships without being seen 
l?y Division Medical Personnel. .Regimental Administrative 
Casualty Sections, based on the only information available 
to them, reported many of these cases as Evacuated or 
Missing in Action, After extensive- investigation on the 

i part of the Casualty and Medical Sections of all Echelons 
their true status was subsequently revealed," 

A Field Casualty Report was required from all Aid Stations, 
daily, • In- too m*ny instances, however, entries, wer: illeg-
ible or inaccurate. Furthermore, it seemed nearly hopeless 
to expect more efficient recording under battle conditions. 
Ho satisfactory system was, available for the consolidation 
of.'-information, so received, and its- dissemination to all 
Echelons* 

Whllo the proper recording and reporting of casualties 
is ? responsibility of the Medical Department, the problem
of bringing some semblance of order .out of this... confusion . 
se-emed almost insurmountable. 

A program of indoctrination of personnel handling 
records "Under Emergency Conditions", was inaugurated, The 
Importance of making, legible entries on Emergency Medical 
Tags and in Aid Station logs "and reports ..was stressed. 

Division Medical Installations were reouired to submit 
¦the following reports to the Medical Record Section: :

*• STATIONS AND LSTfal'e, 

(l)' 1700 -' 'Dispatch "*r telephone report of total 
casualties evacuated or received during" the -24 hour 
pcrib4 'fending at 1600, 

v -(2) 0700 Field Casualty Report, or roster of 
casualties by name, rank, organiz%tdon, serial number, 
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ANNSXDOjr^ MEDICAL 23P0RC (sP^f[pl 
at 2400, 

• PgQIHSKTALb. AND BATTALION AID STATIONS, 

(X) Field Casualty Beport. (See a. (2) above). 

c. kSDICiiL CQMPAHISS. 

(1)1700 -'Evacuation Report, (See a.(l) above). 

(?) Report" of Admissions and Dispositions during the 
24 hour period ending at 2400. 
" (3) Recapitulation which includes breakdown by 

classes, total, cases, evacuated by water/ air or other 
means, and a bed- report. 

¦The foedj.cal Record Section w?.s reorganized. It was be-
lieved that- this section, to function efficiently, should 
hays a complete file of all Division Personnel. Accordingly > 
an attempt was made to obtain 3x5 cards. They wore, not 
immediately available- in sufficient quantities and time 
was 'short. Rather "than see the. plan fail for laoit of materi-

town,al many Hospital Corpsmen. procured oards in a nearby 
in sufficient quantities 'for their unite. As a result of 
this enthusiasm the. file was completed and contained a card, 
on each officer and man in the division, including attached 
unit's. This card contained full name,- rank, organization, 
serial number, religion and next nf lr.in. ." 

The responsibility of this section was ;tn; 

a. Receive reports from lov?r echelons. 
b,- Record all personnel casualty -information > so 

recolvod, • on personnel CEirds* 
c f Consolidate numerical re-ports of -avacUation for 

submission to highor echelons as required. 
d,. Prepare.- a consolidated report of Admissions 

and Dispositions in Kcdical Battalion installations 
for distribution; to all units concerned. . 

» 
' 

¦¦• . • •> > •. ¦'?'*' 

,^ ,%¦'% Prepare .4- con soli-date d Report of Casualties 
,: v. ¦•;* 'evacuated ovc-r Division .B^achas.,^. for distribution, to 

¦I'^* :all units concerned... v : 
""•-.*¦-^^ijfcj'y^« I 
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and submit d. consolidated report of  

casualties to BuMed. at the earliest time possible  
after the battle.  
¦ g. Receive and transmit to BuMed. all originals 

and copies 'of Emergency Medical' Tags. 

h. Consolidate and evaluate. all information on 
personnel Killed or hissing in Action, Writ? up  
health records on deceased personnel and submit to  
BuMed.  

When the situation and facilities permit, (d) and (c) 
are mimeographed for distribution to all, units concerned. 

In order to obtain information on casualties evacuated with-
out) record, Division Medical personnel were placed on board 
the LST(H)'s supporting this division's evacuation beaches. 

All LVT and DUWK drivers were instructed to stop at Shore 
Evacuation' Stations, before leaving the beach with' casualties, 
in order that proper record might be made. 

(2) ' 

ASSAULT PHASE. 

While Shore Party personnel landed early on D day-re-
liable records could not be maintained until late on D plus 
1, due to tremendous losses of personnel and equipment. 
During the first few days tho battlr was so intense that it 

was difficult or impossible to keep reliable records r.t 
regim;ntal and battalion aid or at. evacuation stations. This 
initial deficiency of reports was 'compensated for by reports_ • 

received 'from' Fourth Division m?dic?.l personnel on the LST(H)s. 

After the initialperiod, reports, were submitted regularly 
from all units. * These reports showed marked improvement 
over former ' in"legibilityand .accuracyoperations of entries. 

The Radical Record Section landed on D'plus 5 and was 
temporarily attached to Division--Headquarters for the dura-
tion, of the operation. This attachment- was consider od 

advisable so that they might ...function in close; "proximity to 
the Division Administrative Casualty Section.!, in order that 
information "on file in each section would be more readily 
available to the other, and because the? only available 
mimeograph machine- was located in the Adjutant's Office. 

i 

(thirty! 
ft' 
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On D plus 5, the. Becbr'd -Section commenced re-

i1 
¦•Darts,, and by- the' e;nd of 'the1 "ds.y :> t'He first -report of Svacu* 

<
¦atioaa sras-:.ready.'Tor.jnimeoKraphing. A total of 13 Evacuation 

.Reports and 14 Division Hospital Reports of Admissions and 
.Dispositions listing 7,081 evacuated casualties, had been 
mimeographed and distributed by D plus 25 (16 March, l94s). 

'  Only forty copies could.be made due to a shortage of miineo'-• graph paper; although 80 copies would have permitted a .more 
valuable" distribution. Distribution was made to all Division? 
and Non-Division Units concerned. Copies were also forwarded 
to, the Casualty Section and Surgeon 1 s" Office, Headauarters, ' Fle&t Marine Force, Pacific and to the Division Rear Echelon. 

-In .view of = the large amount of work performed by the : 

Medical Record. Section, and the value -.of early distribution-oi* Evacuation .Reports ,. a mimeograph machine and an adequate 
¦-amount "of mimeograph' ' ' paper should be provided" for this" ' : •""'¦'¦¦ .¦•¦¦¦' '¦.¦...'section.  ..' 

The present T/0 allowance for the Medical. Record Section 
is' inadeouate, . ..;.'-, 
feCOM-ISNtjATIOys : 

¦I. That' a mimeograph machine- arid an adequate supply of  
mimeograph -paper' be included in the T/A for Headauarters' and  
Service Company, Medical. Battalion , for primary use by the . 

: lMedical Record Section. . '.. ' 
¦¦¦ ••/>¦'¦'. 

¦ 2.  That the T/0 allowance for-H & S Co. of the Medical 
"' be increased by the addition- of I.Chief -Pharmacist !sBattalion*'Kate, 1 Pharmacist! s Mate. First 

• Class and 2 Pharmacist !s i^atos  
Second Class,' making a total of 3 Chief Php'rmaeist" 1 s hates 1,  
5 Pharmacist s ..hates -.First Class, 11 Pharmacist's liafces Second  
Class., 10; Pharmacist's Hates & rQ- Class, .16 Hospital Ap-gren-

tices'FirsVCla'ss'.and 4 "Hosp^cSt Apprcn tic,.e S; Seco hd C1C1as s. This 
increase to be: "used axclusiveiy. i*n:-the -i^odie cX Re cord Section* 

-4. RE&'iBARKATION. 
X-

Reeiubark^tion of the Fourth Tirine Division..'" was' begun on D  
plus 24 (3-15-45^ and was completed on 3-20-45.  

In general, k^didal personnel' were ¦ roembarked with HOT 
.; and.

¦ 

Support. Group .uni^s' tn.-^i&pli-- .r.ttaclied, as designated by
¦ 

' "  -v :*: * -•¦the  : :V •'•";."! , _, i . . 
r 
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(less detachments) was reembarkedfhl^lJ^^ffcMalien 
.as follows: 

X'& S Company- APA 222 PICKAWAY 
Supply Section APA 178 LANDER 
A- Medical Company APA 178 LaNDSR 
B Medical Company APA 222 PICKAWAY 
C Medical Company APA 177 KING3BURY 
D Medical .Company • •APA 222 PICKAWAY 
Z Medical Company APA 222 PICKA'fAY 

Organic vehicles not destroyed in combat, vere loaded with 
equipment and supplies and reembarked. All undestroyed equip-
ment, and all remaining packaged supplies were loaded.-

Due to the loading schedule" which called for loading of 
itedical Company personnel and gear on D plus 23 (3-14-45) it 
was necess-ry to decommission the hospital on that date, while a 
small pockc-t of enemy resistance remained. However only 7 
casualties were sent to Corps after the Division Hospital was 
decommissioned; the minor injuries being evacuated to ships on 
which their units were ibo be embarked by our evacuation stations 
which ware not decommissioned until D plus 26 (3-17-45). 

In conclusion, the activities of the medic ».l department were 
possible cooperationmade only because of the suo.erb of other 

<units'. Shore party evacuation stations were excavated by the 
Pioneer Battalinru The Engineer Battalion repeatedly rendered 
efficient aid in establishing and expanding the Division Hospital, 
The Quartermaster promptly furnished all items reauested. The 
Motor Transport Battalion assisted materially in t3r+c movement 

supplies, repair serviqe.for organicof ¦equipment and and " Medical•• • -Department vehicles. ... . . 
5, RECGKHH^IUTIONS, . i 

V 

1, -That a.Mnrine Division operate a Division Hospital with 
complete Medical s-nd Surgical facilities during the rehabili4*. 
tation arid training..perio~d. 

2. That hot water showers be provided in the base camp. 

3. That the ration allowance for rehabilitating troops be 
augmented by moral fresh fruits, fresh vegetables and fresh 

• ¦meat, ';/ ¦. 

(FORTY||||^ | 
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4i . That.;a new -utility.uniform be is.sued to each man one 
month for stenciling, impregnation withprior to .embarkation 
dime thyiphthal ate and DDT, to >c preserved for D^dsy, 

5. ''That the reserve supply of clothing to be carried to 
the target by- the Quartermaster be impregnated with dimethyl--* 

>:sfoalate and 10)1. $DT in; talc'"'prior to embarkation undsr the supor~ 
¦vision of the.medical department." ' * 

6y That Shore Party Evacuation Station,. -.personnel be landed  
on a hotly contested .beachhead not earlier than H plus five  
(5) hours V 

' 

7«; Thai two {?,) Weasels' be assigned to the Shore Party  
Evacuation Officer to be used in transfer of patients along the -beach. : .. . . .. 

8V That LST(H) ls be- specially fitted for the transfer and  
mass treatment of casualties , and used for that purpose only.  

)«* 

9. Tl;at the LST ;(H) pontoon bargee/.be protected by'fehders'-
¦and' bumpers.. ..•'¦¦ 

10.. That a second crane be added to £/ST(H) le to transfer 
¦¦ 

¦casualtle's from the pontoon barge., ;* . •. •_
' 

11» That -a complete Hedical Company (less collecting section) 
be embarked 'on each LST(H) to au@n-ent the" organic 

'
Uedical Staff 

¦ 
¦during .the early phas.es of the attack. , • : , 

12. That a copy of the LST(H) casualty report be sent ' to 'the 
Division Surgeon concerned. . • -

13. over 50 consecutive" casualties be transferredTiia^' not 
- 1to one APA while oth?r APA!s in the. transport Division receive  

none.  

14. That the number of ambulance LCVP's bo increased ;to a  
minimum of 8 per LST(K)- to be used exclusively for transfer of  
casualties from LST(H) lS to AP^!s and AHIs.  

15* That an '.ophthalmologist -be added to the t/0 of a Marine  
Division 'to be placed in the H&S• I'iedical' Battalion, as Division opthalxaol6gist;.-, ,- ; 

\ 

16, That two (g) Weasels be furnished each Infantry Regiment  
for evacuation of casualties from  

(FORTY-0 
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1?. That marine personnel be utilized to assist hospital 
corpsmen as stretcher bearers. 

18, That the use of Serum Albumin in front line areas^be 
increased. 

19. Thrt each Medical Company be embarked on a separate APA. 

&0. That air evacuation of selected casualties to base 
hospitals be expanded as 'much as possible. 

21i That the 30 day allowance for a Marine Division in a 
combat feheater be 2,000 pounds of DDT concentrate, and 500 
pounds of 10$ DDT in talc, for ground use only. 

22. That three gallon decontamination sprayers be issued 
on a basis of 400 per Marine Division. They should be equipped 
With a standard whirlplate nozzle and a delivery aperture of 
58 to 62 gauge, • 

23. That one paint sprayer (as supplied by the Engineer
Battalion) per 5,000 in'en be made available for spraying DDT 
solution. 

24, That two 1/4 ton 4x4 cargo trucks and two 1 ton 4x4 
trucks be added to the Table of Bssic Allowances for Marine 
Division 2'iECon Units. 

f 

25. That one unit be given complete control o,f airplane 
DD7« spraying during the assault phase, as in the Iwo Jima 
operation, and that this unit be authorized to request spray-
ing direct from the air activity concerned. 

26. That carrier based VT's spray captured- areas initially; 
and that P6l's or P3B's be utilized to spray DDT after a 
captured airfield is operable. 

27, That OYl's be utilized to supplement the faster planes 
by spraying small indicated areas. 

28. That DDT spraying apparatus be standardized for each 
'feype of plane to be used and made easily interchangeable from 
one plane to another. 

•29/ That- bfo. DDT in\a Deisel or heavier oil be used routinelyV*iff fdr Jakrssl|i;n:eV4>raying; augmented by a 10$ solution in an area 
heavily infetetejl by large flies. 



MEDICAL R^PORT_(C.OFTIdI _ 
30. That a mimeograph machine and sn adeouate supply of 

mimeograph paper be included in the T/A# 
for Headcmarters and 

Service Company, Medical Battalion, for primary use by the Medical -Record Section. 

31. That the T/C allowance for M & S C0.. 0f the Medical 
Battalion be increased by the addition of 1 Chief Pharmacist's 

1 sMate, 1Pharmacist's Mat a First Class and 2 'Pharmacist Mates 
Second Class, making a total of 3 Chief Pharmacist's Mates, 
5 Pharmacist's Mates First Class, 11 Pharmacist fJs Mates Second 
Class, 10 Pharmacist 't Mates Third Class, 16 Hospital Apprentices 
First Class, and 4 Hospital Apprentices Second Class. This 
increase to be used exclusively in the Medical Record. Section.-

¦X 
R. VS. SIUVIS, 
Division Surgeon. 

FORTY- THREE  
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Appendix 3to Annex to Operation Report'- IWO JIMA. 

Division Quartermaster Report 

-enclosures: (a) 30 day Replenishment Equipment and 
Supply Chart, two Jima Operation. 

(b)  Report of material isvsued by Bth 
Field Depot. • " . 

(c) Salvage Reoort. 
(d.)  Shiploading data,. Class I,111., and 

Fortification Materials. 
(c) Overlay. 
(f) Hation Repo-rt - Iwo Jima Operation. 

1 PLANNING-

(a)  PLalv OF Ril-SUPPLY FOLLOWING- SAIPAN-TiriAN 
OPERATION.$1) Upon return to Base Camp for rehabilitation 

following the- Saipan-T.inian operation we were given to 
understand that in approximately four (4) months the 
Division must be re-equipped and prepared to take part 
in the Iwo Jima operation-. During our absence on the 
SaiT>an-Tinian operation an agreement had. been reached 
between officials of the Supply Service, the Sixth 
3ase Depot and the Assistant Division Quartermaster, 
whereby certain eauipment and su-plies -would be stock-
ed at our immediate surely source, the Second Service 
and Supply Battalion., Against this stock the Division 
would place requisitions when the operational losses 
of the Saipan-Tinian operation were definitely known. 
At this, time the. Assistant Division Quartermaster, V-
through,inventory of all"equipment and supplies re-
maining with the Rear Echelon, was in possession of 
.fairly accurate figures of our estimate requirements.
Instructions in force at that time contemplated
leaving all equipment ..then with the combat echelon 
with other Marine organizations remaining on Saipan
and Tinian and the agreement relative to re-supply
contemplated stocking 100$ of estliHa^j^yu;Lre-

? i- •. t 



ift^eriaflwlfccllyjjixDOG- to Operation Report - r*o JIJIA (Cont'd) . 
1. ELAI'FING (Cont'd)-(a) (1) PIA?T 0" RS-SUPrLY FOLLOWING SAIPAF-TINIAN 

OE-lAATION (Cont'd) . 
ments in General 

#
Su^ply items; 50.^ on Ordnance items and 

approximately 50$ on Engineer items. (The estimated 
requirements being the difference between the amount on 
hand in Hear Jchelon as indicated by inventory and initial 
allowances) . The agreement ™as closely followed with 
refer 3iice to" Ordnance and ._-. .gineer items, but due to mis-
understandings and in some cases non-availability of 
supplies was not followed closely with respect to General 
bupply items. 

(2) Approximately a month elapsed before all units 
were able to furnish the Division Quartermaster with an 
accurate list of their actual shortaf.es and before con-
solidated requisitions could be prepared ur>on the Second 
Service and Supply Battalion, Upon submitting these 
requisitions it was found that approximately 35.^ of the 
material was not available at the Second Service and 
Supply Battalion ror issue, necessitating the re-
requisitioning by that organization on the Sixth Base 
Depot via the Supply Service. In some instances this 
™as not immediately done clue to the fact that the 
Second Service and Svrorly Battalion was or era ting under 
the assumption that much of this material would be 
furnished" them without requisition* Little, if any, 
of the eouipment and supplies so reaulsitioned by the 
Second Service *nd Supply battalion became available 
for reissue to the ~ourth Division within thirty (30) 
days after the submission of their requisitions. 
Subsequent check-up by this office ascertained that 
it required an average of two and one half (2-1/2) 
weeks time for our requisitions to reach the Sixth 
rase Depot and in some instances a period of five 
(5) weeks elapsed between the datfs of submission 
ox our requests and their arrival at the Sixth Base 
Depot. It was also ascertained that considerable 
time elapsed between the time shipments were turned 
over to the Favy, by the Sixth Ease -Depot, for 
shipment and their arrival on Haui«»* mfQtfPf

U4i*f H** -2-
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tyu.•  -DlVl||^ '^UAR^ERi^stTER OPERATIONAL REPORT IWO JIMA (cont). 
%1. PLAftNIKS. (cont) ? 

fa) -' t<3) Requisitions were-. submitted early 
for operational requirements for the Iwo Jima 
operation covering General Supply, Clothing, 
Engineer, Ordnance and Class 1and 3 require-
ments* The requisitions for Class! and 3 sup-
plies were based on estimated requirements in-
asmuch as figures on personnel and vehicles to 
be embarked were not known at that time. Some 
difficulty was experienced in securing Class 1 
and 3 supplies in th&c the supplying agencies . 
had hot been authorized to furnish these Items 
at that time. Hot until *? November, 1944, was 
the 6th Base Depot authorized to procure l^uel 
and Lubricants and the Army Quartermaster was 
authorized by higher echelon to supply rations 
on or about 7 November, 1944. Information on 
the actual number of personnel and vehicles to 
be embarked for the, operation became available 
to the Division on 20 December, 1944. It is 
essential, however, that Class 1 and 3 
supplies bo assembled earJLy even though it may 
involve shipment of supplies in excess of final 
amounts required for: the, operation in order that 
these supplies may be properly marked and other-
wise prepared for shipment, It was further found 
that our original requisitions were not in wi.de* 
variance with the amounts authorized, later by 
higher echelon. 

2.  SUPPLY.  
'  (a) ASSEMBLING- EQUIPMENT.

(1) ,Work on assembling Class 1 and 3 supplies 
and Quartermaster supplies, for the Iwo Jima op-
eration commenced about 15 October, 1944 and con-
tinued until loading date. Approximately s<*s' of 
Class 1and 95$ of Class 3 supplies arrived during 
December 1944 and in many Instances we were press-
ed for time to complete preparations for shipment. 

(b) RE-EQUIPPIM OP UNITS. 
The re-equipping of .units commence*! about 
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(cont2. SUPPLY 

(b) RE-EQUIPPINC* OF UNITS (cont 
15 September, 1944 and continued until 25 Jan-
uary, 1945 and necessitated several special trips 
to Supply Service Headquarters for conferences. 

¦Final issue of critical equipment was made after 
first rehearsal exercises while at Pearl Harbor 
during rehabilitation period* Ho shortages "in 
critical equipment existed upon our departure 
from Pearl Harbor. This was due to the excellent 
cooperation of the Sixth Base Depot during the 
period 18 to 25 Jamr y, 1945. 

(c> SHIPLOADINCh 
Class 1and 3 supplies were loaded %n 

accordance withEnclosure fd) •. Quartermaster, 
Ordnance and Engineering equipment and supplies 
were equally distributed on the following ships; 

USS ARTEMIS AKA 21 
USS SHOSHONE AKA 65AKA 65
USS SOUTHAMPTON AKA 66 

The 'total amounts shipped are Indicated in 
Column one (l). Enclosure (a).. Original loading
plans contemplated loading the USS ARTEMIS (AKA 
21) with the view of returning the supplies placed
aboard to Saipan in the event they were not needed 
at Iwo Jima. When it became apparent that tfte 
supplies aboard the ARTEMIS. wouId not be needed 
she returned to Saipan and all supplies with the 
exception of a few items were turned over to the 
7th Field Depot. The amounts so turned -over are 
listed in Column 2, Enclosure (a). 

(d) UNLOADING OF SUPPLIES. 
The unusually heavy enemy fire received 

on t?he beaches and in the dump areas interfered 
greatly with the unloading; of supplies on the 
beaches and the subsequent handling of this ma-
terial in the dumps. Unloading was further com-
plicated by.ba^ weather and high^ seas after D 
day. Suf ticient"supplie s we re available ashore 
to satisfactorily support the operation. The 
control of unloading and the fuctioning of the 

APPENDIX 3 Page * U 
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DIVIBIOT OPERATIONAL REPORT IWO JIMA (cont). 
2. SUPPLY (oont 

(d) UNLOADING* OF SUPPLIES (cont 
Shore Party was excellent and operated so as to 
permit the Division Quartermaster to gain almost 
immediate control of aIH supply with minimum 
losses of equipment. It is estimated that 90^ 
of the supplies embarked by the Division Quarter-
master were accounted for in the Dumps. 

(c) SUPPLY PROCEDURE ASHORE » 

The Division Quartermaster landed on D 
plus 4 (23 February, 1945). Due to difficult 
landing conditions, lack of space and congestion 
in rear areas, it was D plus 6 (25 February, 1945) 
before Division control was exercised over supplies. 
Prior to this time supplies were place in shore 
dumps by the Shore Party, In most cases issues 
from these dumps were controlled by the Regiment-
al Quartermasters of the Combat Teams. With the 
exception of the dump operated by the Regimental 
Quartermaster of the 23rd Marines no records were 
available on issues from these dumps. Locations 
of dumps established or taken over by the Division 
Quartermaster are indicated by overlay marked En-

(c).closure The Division Quartermaster controll-
ed issued to organizations from the supply dumps 
by a "chit system" except in the cases of critical 
items which were issued only upon authorization 
of D-4. An attempt was made to issue only to Quart-
ermasters whenever possible but issues were made to 
units down to including Companies and Detachments 
in emergencies and in some instances to individuals. 
Reports listing all material and supplies on hand 
were made to D-4 daily at 1600, the first report 
being submitted on 26 February, 1945, Dally Sal-
vage Reports were also submitted to D-4, separate 
reporte being submitted on Ordnance material* Re-
ceipts were taken for equipment and supplies issued 
to Division units as v.ell as to organizations not 
connected with the Division, Equipment and sup-
plies issued to other organizations willbe in-
voiced to the respective organization. The Divi-
sion Quartermaster will c 
to Division Units. 
APPENDIX 3 Page 
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2. SUPPLY (conth 

(f) SALVAGE. 
Prior to the landing of the Division 

Quartermaster and the Service Battalion, the 
Shore Party Commander conducted Salvage activ-
ities. Upon the landing of the Salvage Section 
on D plus 6: (25 February, 1945) Division Sal-
vage parties were immediately placed in opera-
tion,and 'a dump established uride.fr the supervi-
sion of tie Division Salvage Officer* The Ord-
nance Company also operated a -Salvage ?arty which 
collected only Ordnance material*,,'Prior to es-
tablishment of Division Salvage Dump, service-
able salvaged equipment was reissued to units 
Without receipt.. All Ordnance ciateriel was im-
mediately turned over to the Ordnance Company 
for rehabilitation. The Division Quartermaster 
maintained a representative with the Ordnance 
Company and all salvaged Ordnance material as it 
was placed in serviceable condition was turned 
over to the Division Quartermaster for reissue to 
organizations, i.- Serviceable salvage equipment of 
other classes was- turned over to the Division 
Quartermaster for reissue. by the. Salvage Officer. 
Unserviceable salvage was held in salvage dump 
and prior to our departure turned over to the 
Salvage Section of the Island Garrison Forces. 
The time element 'and the fact that small arms 
brass at once became lost in the. loose sandy soil 
of the island- precluded the salvage of this ma-
terial but artillery brass together with contain-
ers were collected an^. neatly stacked near art-
tillery positions (the artillery Battalions did 
not displace during this, operation) and thru ar-
rangements, authorized .by sth Amphibious Corps,
left in these locations to be picked up at a 
later date. A complete listing of equipment and 
supplies salvaged during the operation is con-
tained in Enclosure (c). 

- ;(g) COMMISSARY AND SUBSISTENCE SUPPLIES; 
The Division Commissary Section took '•over 

the operation of Regimental Combat Team 23 Ration 
Dump immediately upon landing on D plus 6 (25 
February, 1945) and simultaneously e-stabli'shed a 

APPENDIX 3 Page 6 •; "
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2.  SUPPLY (cont). 

(g) COMMISSARX AND SUBSISTENCE SUPPLIES (cont 
Division Ration Dump in location indicated on 
Enclosure (c). "Prior to that time Commissary per-
sonnel of the Service and Supply Platoons attach-
Ed to Regimental Combat Teams 23 and 24 operated 
their respective ration dumps. The Division Com-
missary Section also took over the control of water 
issue > initially from- the dumps and later by "chit11 
from the water distillation points. The rationsembarked were sufficient* For detailed breakdown 
of amounts loaded, landed and distributed, see En-
closure (f), During the early' stages of the oper-
ation the Fourth Division Ration Dump undoubtedly 
received some rations, the proper tyvof other organ-
izations. This was due in part to th£ fact that 
our Commissary Section operated 24 hours per day . 
and in many cases unloade d rations which had >pre-
viously been refused by other dumps. A consider-
able amount of rations were furnished other organ-
izations. Upon re-embarkatioh/a total of 14>928"D" rations and 29,268 "Kir rations were placed 
aboard ships and all'rations then remaining in the 
Division Dump were turned over "to the Quartermaster,
Island Garri so. n Forces. Field Baking equipment 
was not embarked but on D plus 13 a "Doughnut" bak-
ery was established and frontline units furnished 
on the average of" 2 doughnuts per man per day, with 
the rear area units receiving 1per man* per day 
whenever front line uJit "quotas" were exceeded. 
Every effort was made to favor front line units in 
the issue of the type" rations desired. All troops 
praise d the new MC rat ion' and great ly preferre d 

"Kttthis ration to the ration. The extra fruit 
juices > fruity coffee and sugar were definitely a 
worthwile adjunct to the regular ration. These 
"extras" should be made a part of the regular ra-
tions embarked to cover periods when landing ra-
tions only are used during coming operations. 

(h) EQUIPMENT OF CASUALTIES. 
Allcasualties returned tft> duty from "ship-

board or hospitals were ?"prpeesa'ed lf through the 
Service Battalion and outfitted with clothing and 
equipment- by the Division jfcf*rJ»fi£master. They were 
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2, suppl: (cont).SUPPLY 

(h) SQUIPMBNTOF CASUALTIES, (cont 
then turned over to the Provost Marshall who pro-
vided guides to their respective organization. A 
total of 420 casualties were so 'handled. This 
system fuctioned very satisfactorily, 

(i) ADEQUACY OF SUPPLY. 
In general the 30 day allowances of sup-

plies embarked were adequate. The exceptions . 
being sand bags, clothing and certain items of 
Ordnance, i.e.. Mortars, BARS', M1917A1 Machine .-.&uns, Gkrena&d. Launcher's, 2.36 Rocket Launchers, 
The adequacy 0f. "30 day replenishment 11 supplies 
however is largely' dependent upon thorough sal-
vage operations and must be supplemented by the 
immediate rehabilitation of salvaged material 
and reissue of this material to troops. 

RE-SUP-PLY,3. 
(a) During the Iwo Jima operation it was only 

necessary to submit two (2) requisitions for re-
supply equipment to the Bth Field Depot. Enclosure 
(bl indicates the articles- arid amounts requisitioned 

¦•and the amounts furnished. . The nah-*al(milability 
of Sand -Bags was considered serious in that this 
material was badly need for protection af distilla-
tion plants and hospital installations. The Bth 
Field Depot was most cooperative in furnishing • 

items requisitioned. as quickly as available but ex-
perienced some .difficulty in landing re-supply 
equipment from re-supply ships. No requests were 
made upon other organisations for major items of 
supplies or e quipment , with .the exception of am-
munition. • This office, upon- authority of D-4 or * upon approved requests of other organizations . 
issued- the materials listed. in Columns 3 and 4 
of Enclosure (a) and Columns 4 arid 5 of Enclosure 

¦(b). r . 

4. REOOI4MSgDATION^i. 

(a) That the "immediate 
* 

supply source'" (at 
present the SeoonA- Service tan<3 Si.^ply Battalion)""  APPKWDT.X 3 BWC?JtSSff |5 

¦+ 
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-llf IxI£>rvi&l(3HWaRTSRMASTER OPERATIONAL "rIpORT IWO JII4A (cont). 

4. RECOMMENDATIONS (oont)( oont ) 
(a) - (oont). 
of the Division be immediately followsstock&a^ as 
in addition to their present stock levels, this 
material to be "frozen" until such time as our 
requirements for the coming operations are filled; 

Type InitialAllowance 

General Supply (less tentage) 100$ 
Ordnance 50$ 
Engineer 50$ 
Utility Clothing & Underwear ' 

including Socks 100$ 
Other clothing 50$ 

(b) That Class 1 and 3 supplies be assembled 
immediately ana. that steps be taken to authorize 
supoly sources (Army and Navy) to supply immediate 

(c) That the following allowances be established 
as "operational requirements" for any operation of 
less than 30 days duration: 

1/2 Field Jacket per man 
2 Coats, utility per man 
2 Trousers, utility per man 
2 Drawers, cotton, per man 
2 Undershirts, cotton, per man 
3 Socks, woolen, per man 

1/2 Shoes, pair, per man 
1/2 Blanket, per man 
1/4 Poncho, per man 

(d) That a limited amount of bakery equipment 
be carried on any operation over 10 days duration. 

(c) That portable or mobile laundry equipment 
be embarked and operated under the supervision of 
the Division Quartermaster on any operation ex-
ceeding 15 days, to provide means for laundering 
hospital and dressing station linen, and as a means 
of salvage of clothing for reissue to troops. 

(f) That only four (4) days "Krt rations be car-
ried and that the amount of IW4tmm 1'ffi££n& carried be 
increased accordingly. 111 1luff IAC?C*iI""ll*FlHilULfj|Jjj^WTIAPPENDIX' -5 Page
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4. H^C^mAIDATIONS (o.ont 

(g) That the "30 day replenishment" allow-
ances on the following items be increased by 100$  

Mortars, 60 MM 
Mortars, 81 MM 
Guns, Machine, ca1..30, M1917A1 
Rifle, Auto. Browning, ca1..30 M1918A2 
T.fliinn.Viflr» y»rvr»"lro"t" PLauncher, rocket, 2,36 i * 

Launcher, grenade, M7Launcher, grenade, M8 
(h) That the minimum of Division Supplies be-palletized that the Division be authorized an 

allowance of 2000 Wilson Drums in which to pack 
certain items of rations and Quartermaster Supplies. 

~_yj. E. FOKDAHL, 
Lt. Colonel, USMCR, , 

Division Quartermaster, 

i?;t?n? * 
* 
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OFFICE OF THE DIVISIONQPAETSBKASTER  
FOURTH iUHIHS DIVISION, FLE2T HARIKE FORCE,  

C/O FItEBI POST OFFICE, SAN FBMCISCO, CALIFOEHA.  

30-&AY RBPLBNISHHBira! SUPPLY AED BQUIPMB^ CRABS? 

IWO JlMi OPBBATIOH 
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¦70^/ ; 5V ;^ _•.L .1 __A--23L 
¦ 

• 
-¦¦¦ - - ,131.-_gQ Mv- -••¦ 

1723' 6l 0 3Q7H 
1921 _ __ . ".6? . . 0 37^0 

-¦" -2^o ~" ' 
"! " 230" 250 

"o" :JO-
~" 

59 
600^ ; gg^ 100 o__ _g__ 17^C 

0_ 1_ 
' — ——— 6H9 ____;' — - ' 1 2090 

( 

—^— 

pOLVBHTj f/powdor, docontanindt . ; |-
•¦¦¦,;ingt HTs;"¦•; -. .3UBgy-'6UgQ- 7900 0 -pl<<>: "^" 

SET, infcrogntte; field, lit.: 212 71 [ 1 iHO1 

... i
FUEL

¦ 



(a) Includes 3r&» sth Divisions and tAC Troops. 
(b) Includes all Amy and Navy Units, attached or separate from Hth Marine 

>, Division. 
(c)  Includes all units Uth Marine Division (Heinf), except Amy and Navy 

Units, 
(d) Includes "battle losses* pilferage, equipment sunk or which did not 

arrive in Division Dump, eaui-oiaent on vhich no records available 
during early stages of operation. 

(c) See Salvage Re-oort, 

J33CLOSO3B "A* - - UNCLASSIFIED21 V 





ISlW¦*'*aiitm Qi- :: aaiii,issuuj jg.g^ o^| , S ]MS i '¦ 

fi ,JQ <H S <^,O. O H &P.CJQ OQ O O d 

COLUMN NO* 1 1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8  

OHDMA.NCE (Cont'd) ! 
GUN, mach, ca1.. 30, 8UG, M1919U 12 0  
KIT, serv, f/flam© thrower 'cm  
portable, M2-2 j 

PUNCHER, grenade, M 7j 212| 15 10 5  
LAUNCHER, grenade, M 8j 21ft 40 20 20  
LiIUNCHSR, rocket, AT, M9AI. i 17 5 5 •MAGAZINE, assembly, f/carbine 878  
MORTAR, 6QMM, M2j 1 0  
MORTAR, 81MM, Ml .43 3  
MOUNT, tripod, BMG, M1917A1 3| 6 6  
MOUNT, tripod, BMG, ca130,M2 *0 4J RIFLE, auto, cal3o, Browi- cc oc «26c56 25 ing, M1918A2 [ 
SIGHT, M4, w/case, carrying 6 2 2  
Ml4]  

SLING, j f/carbine 50 0 
| 

ENGINEER j  
BAC-, sand, w/string 135000 9  
Ej^PEND.SUPP., kit, demol,  
infantry, Ml j 10 0  

KIT, demolition, inf., Ml 50 0  

CHEMICAL  
MASK, gas, serv #,lightweight °  j 280 Army, M3AI-10A1-6 

I  
CLOTHING  
"DRaWERS, cotton 9555 17400 2 172.5 15673  

SinRT, flannel 375 0  
UNDERSHIRTS, cotton 9555 11250 14 403 10833  
COATS,  utility 7500 7495 18 361 7116  
TROUSERS, utility ICOOS 1160©} 26 576 10998  
JACKETS, field, O.D. 750 ti  
BLANKETS, wool, green 2205 0  
SOCKS.- wool, prs 11400 1284 d 16 261 12563  

?NOTE: Eight Field De:ot furaished) Salvaged Geieral Supply Only 
¦»- , .- ,No re-supply is mcl idedf ji^-Up-g 

&Ji'iVW 3a»» i*&*i£kid bh-fey 

» 

i  
! 

i  

i  
i  

:  

: 

'  
! 
| 
j
j 

i  



• • • 

IC- 4i , i SA^^f MATERIAL COLLECTION REPORTAkllitlU***.**-
; 

SER^'CE/LBLB AND REPAIRABLE SUPPLIES 

LOCATION: BYO JIMA  
TYPE OF SUPPLIES: Individual Equipment.  

) QUANTITIES" - j RETURNED' TOf^TflgK "> **" [ BthF 9>9>' rogagFIPLY S1"S 1AISLES 

COLUMN NO« 1 2 5 4 6 
' 

SMDOLEER, f/BAR .. . « 
* 

£64 *188 276** BASOf: wagfc* collap, 1 5 . 4 1* BAYONET M2.905 or -Ml . ' 
169 7 • 14S 16 

¦SCABBARD, Ml- or MlAl. . j 182 *16 '151 15, 
BELT, cartridge, rifle,Ml9lO 2157 >264 1468 106 

?319 
BELT, m&gaaine, web, f/BAR • 

558 25 315 16 
| *198 

BELT, pistol, web, Ml9lB I 1237 64 671 315 
?187 

BUCKET, collap, 7*3 4 
CMutIEN, Ml9lO 6737 217 5233 541 

*746 
CDVER^ canteen, Ml9lO 5966 18 4888 477 

*583 
CUP, canteen, Ml9lO 2779 41 1586 542 

*610 
CASE, dispatch & map 23 * 14 9 
CASE, rod, cleaning, Ml 31 * 18 13 
CILP, magazine, Ml 2500 250» 
COIiPASS, lensatic, limonous dial 51 * 16 26 9 
CASE, carrying, compass • 180 1 * 63 108 9 
HELMET, steel, Ml 2473 i 88 1939 84 

• J 
*362 

LINER, Helmet, steel, Ml S 2471 105 1871 108 
*387 

COVER, cfcmouf,,, rev#,f/helmet 1850 *276 1468 106 
rovi*J, fighting & utility 378 * 71 283 24 

FC.P3ARD- .?/khife, fighting 434 *102 311 21-K>7VF,.r 'hqspi-ialfc... corps 25 *14 Id ,1 j 
SCABBARD, f/knife, hosp. corps

' 

38 * 18 19 1 
• *"MACiPTE,,. 18" • . 9*4 5 

SG&SBABD/ f/machet©, 18" 15 8 7 
MA.f>X, gas,- serv, lt-wgt,,Army 2140 1720 420 

CARRIER,' fpr. . 37-63 1732 . ...¦¦• *2031 
•CANISTER, for ... 3956 1623 108' |: 

*2225 ¦• 

¦FACE PIECE, w/hose,' "for 3848 . 16£3 I 
«...,* '.- ¦?,, ¦'¦ :• • 

?. *2225 ! 
CLOTH, anti*dim•.;'',. 1 91 -x.m^^g* ft t> T+ fHIPSIL 





"" r !TOUIN NO, i £ 3 | 4 1 jf | 
1 "'' -¦ 

• " '—;' " " i!-r-i-,-. •¦ .: . .. '. ¦:_¦ :¦: ¦/ v j yi
' GENERAL SUPPLY (continued) 

?, 

. 
. ]' 

PIN. -cf»nt 3 round 241 '** 44 1841 j
' POLE,- f/Wt, Shelter half 29 6 58 210 j 

CLOTHING 
BLANKET, wool, green 1431 21 1281 51* 78 
COLT, übillty 613 231 *382 i 
DPh-'v^RS. co-: -ton 524 155 *369 
j/mv:f:'. ¦':.;. :^;.d 113 31 *si 

* LS(X^:NC;S, csn-vas, prs* 260 67 7C  
*123 j  

SHIF.T, 441 120 *32L cotton 
SH.rRTS, 79 j * 42jflannel 

" 
37  

SRQ-'ilS,. n»ld, prs. . 40 286 *24^ 
SOni- vroo\> prs* 

• : 605 187 *418| jr:/--7:ikßs, soS, 
¦ 

521 11.3 *408ij 
t:^^ks' utility 853 351 *502 j
im:ZI^ESm f cotton 495 93 *402 
•FF.^'tJCTCR. pad, cotton 37 7 19* 11 

!  
MESS EQUIPT.  

BHACKET- f/unit, fire, M1942 2 2  
CARRIER, ' .fooda vacuum, w/o pans I*l  
PAN., baks, w/c cover 1 1 j  

#ER.«OO' f f/pan,-, bake 2 3  
PAN- roauting ; 2 2.'  

•' -
i 

MISCELLANEOUS 
' ' 

• . . | 
¦ 

¦ i 
'' 

AGENT, de go ntaminating, IBs, "480 *480 . j  
S<:IVENT, f^Agent, decon», lbs # 15000 *15000 

'  

¦*'">.i^J^L g^r; 
* 

Z 3  
'19 . 19 *2*. w/handle •EOX, ammo 4 cai..30, 'Ml* ;• .637 ,• ?27 61t 

* ' - >0 .̂.. eycpeditionary, 5-gal, gas 124 *124 
C4PA\ hand, ammo,,, H3 : -11 7 2* - •• 2 
CT"IFOIHD, rust preventive, gal . 10 10 

" ' 

Cyit^KTINA, barbed, 'rolls 27 27' ' -
A '¦C./J'," field 124 30 851 

¦ tKJRTAINS,- gas # impregnated ••:.—- —;-.¦». . 2 ¦¦¦IMjTfc. .^^£^'UJUEb^£[ i" 



MISCELLANEOUS (Continued) 
DETECTOR, mine, unserviceable 
EXTENSION, f/M2, ca1..50, HB gun. 
EXTINGUISHER, fire, hand, 1 qt. 

EXTIN^-.SjTSR, fire, 15 lb., CO-2  

.•-,EbJiR.'1 \mpreg. camouf« # rolls 
HOOK. :v.-.Kh 
lAUaC;.:/:^ rocket, Mk7, 4.5" 

AT, 2.36", M9AILAUNCi:^ rocket, 
KAPIAY -h:ckner, (100-lb dr) drs  
NET. Ocmowiague, 15 x 15'  
NET ¦?:v:-j -/'lague, 22 x 22'  
KIT- ' 36 x 44 ? =ui.:)r>.:--:.ague, 
?r.;:"/'/;.o 

P'ii..'/-I. :rv. (mail), w/bags 
F..V/-. •:¦;, :ic-£.3-
?.: b 6 lb., w/o handle¦.'../ri.OOS,  

R'J'T "I--..?!, f/piok-mettock, 61b, ' 
I" :/. • jvJ:- •i-ir.li. 
!?;• :'•*¦•¦ -i: T-Ji/TER. Ml, w/tripod 

::;i ¦:;.*.•¦».¦ taj^phone, combat-¦^¦!J !i v- c., "celephone, regular 

SF/T. >"'.o-:X, f/5/6M., wire rope, set 
SET.- r.ooh.a:L?.ca! drawing, incomp, 
CHC\TJ, HP- .OH, ' 
SHOVEV Rl\ SE a 
siiotji-',. si? .:-:ii,.  
T/OT.f::. ww-v.r- t",000 gal., comp #  
TEM«\ 7-ybag "i^-?..^.  

FCOi;;Jc I/ ;: 'j-':o:.'age  
•¦Y\'RK k' v .6  

T.TRS. 90? r. 6  
TIEE. 9"0 x 20, w/wheel 
TRIPOf- ru.f"^-."ng  
Wvt?V V"hV ( rolls  
ry." :-T-,: 5 gal,',¦ -a.v. water 
D *"¦¦ >"•• -,'v <<: 
L.V i •.%?. o- >. ci:e i:¦%>,.?¦. 
13 .';• . -v-p'.:!^; ir.::=dicial 

Jejr 
?.":.'.'/' o> j"y».,ir.?n., w/supplies 
«.1( 1 1. i:.IC^E:^S. canvaa ;. collap. 

1 1  
6 6  
6  * 42  
5 3 * 2  

1200 *1200  
4 4  
7 4 * 3  
1 . 1  

104 *104 * 24 4 18 2 * .11 2 9  
12 12  
24 17 * 7  
35 35  
s*l. 2 2  

13 13  
10 10  

100 100  
1 1  

IOG *
r 

34
TJ2  

56 26  
? 3d  

1 1 * 1 1  
8 8  
64 64  

6 6 * 5 5 | 
2 2,  
9 9  

18 * 18  
3*3  
1 1  
2 2  

38 38  
7590 2 75C8  
418 *226 192  
553 553  

2' 2  
1 1  

137 137  
97 . » 51 44  

(•J. '^ ¦¦>> :••<> r. •;• ;. | 
¦;.:\±..;~r 



ifr 

'"' 
COL'JMK NC ir" it.£/2/ 2 | 3 4 5 

ICCCELLANEOtfS (Continued) 
BELT 3.?.fc, flotation. Nary 745) **546 

¦JAGivH,?.. :'.f3, Navy ? ?• 6363 
PRSf.FP.VF.v life, Ne*y 16 *? X6 

OED&'JKSB 

DE7j.CE, firing, release 10loolilll#ll* 

PJ >''-E, !;,«.„, ca1.,30, M1903 
RIfT.i!. 1¦•£? cal. # 30t Ml 
GAR}-'/.'*,- 5., ca1.,30, Ml - T 

j 
j! 

1 
Z&s 

898 I 
3017 
702 

1 
67 

116 
RTcL?. P.Vii.. ca!«.3Q, M1918A2 | 
GUT tf- :i9# cal # .30, M1917A1 ! 
GIJKi .neto-'ne, cal. # 30, M1919A4 j
GU:-T .^ac}- ";..e # cal*,60# M2, HB |
MO^;..^. •: Y:/iMr M 2;

" 

MC : , :^'iv.;bar # 60MMt M 2: ; 
MC-.- •'•7;p-d, MG, ja9l7Al i 
Mrv:/", • ,¦ v^d, MO, .KL9l9ii4 j
/• ' :'? f tr:;>od, MS, 0a1..50i MS j 

v..» 37W 3 At -Mor M3kl# 
.tOV ;'--ZER, paok' 5 75MM 
tf;--';.. ¦ 12ER ;05MM ' ! 
V,:¦•i::HEl.- "ocket, 2.36W,AT 'j-

. 284 
25 
98 
36 

:16 
4 

Xt 
28 
9 
6 
1 
1 

66 

' 

\ 
j' 
! 
i 
| 

137 
19 
78 
33 
11 

3 
8 

26 
6 
2 

.2 
. 

52 

138 
5 

12 

6 

5 
2 
1 

2t 
v-.-V^r1 T/rKOvaa, port.# ME*2 
">:v:1 -.1-gague, riot^typ© 
?j.:v\n.r:.;. •:-!,«30 or .50 

¦ 

| ¦ 

63 
6 
6 

IT 
3 

2« 

5 
2 

•..'}¦'-¦ sr tT-. ¦r:rr-:-. insch., ca1.,30 '6 6 
U{r jrmr \ Ji'GOSor Ml, w/scabVard | 
PmOW. -vr -,7/coabbaird . j
P^bTj i-i...:;;^.. i'/BIMM# mortar 
St.f'F: r^'"Et t/60m» mortar 
M^:,>'V^ f/BAR
lfi"!P..°rtF.- jOMM, Garrett* should^* typ^ 

387 
.205. 

2 
1 

18»71 
1 

387 
205 

2 
1 

1871 
"1 

Sl,:,^', giir,, (leather), M1907 
F::&»?OL, auto., 0a1>.45 # MI9IUI 

305 
2 

305 
2 2 

GJli. 
GUN, 

sub«mach, # TSMGf 
anti-taic # 75MW 

cal # »45 1 
2 

11 
fi 2 

CASE, oil & thong . I 
TOOL, combination^ MS | 
CRADLE, i/roount, tripod, cal*»3o \ 
LfiUNGHER, grenade* M 7 /ttl%X7kl j 
IAUNCHER, greaad« # M 8! 
EAPREL, MG, Oia.*^# M1919A4 ] 
OOIITAtKER, f/rocket* (empty) f 

157 
143 

1 
It 
21 
12 

1250t 

157 
143 

1 
10 
21 

-12 
•:i|>WOO° 

PATCHES/ CLEANING rtfia, M Wft to3TGH1:, M4^ mortar type. , J ; lUlmtmW ft \ V 'j*****! 





______ 

, _ 
¦ ¦ 

¦1-»>#>->^^||^^i¦Bm ___|^B'"l^Bi^F".ii. i¦¦¦¦ij.iji >mi ¦i.l¦ 11 j.i i 'iim-iriiTrrnwiri "itt i ihirnj«tM| ¦¦ im m n u.i .i.ilii a.. .j.i..i..m.. ,¦¦ m ¦¦« nin. 

33 j ssa a s- 51 3^ 3^ 13* is^— —— : |_LJ2 I ¦< =t-i 11 * 
yA!

¦ISR, s.,gai,g ai,eyped. cansf 20000 100000 ? 700 . 1325 | ; £?.?u-i2£-
1•^.n^R, l^gal. drums. _ 150 200 •«_ j j2350 U2JSO __J 

t 55-gal. drums, j 1200 HOP j j j 
B.g.ftg: Sand.'e».ch. 

' j 5Q,2p00_. Joooo_ _Jop_oo. .....2^ooo j2OOOj 2000_ .Jloooo j 2000 
•A":iq;'ba.r-bed < coils. 1200 100 _ | "j . 

• jy* T>ar"bed t (Pal). 60 1200 20 ! i 
,rA'::-¦¦iac once rtma,ina,coils. ; 2700 500 200 150 | ...,_ 

?:¦ C-'^-o.drivfe^ong. - 19200 3?00 1 gOO , 
?Cry.vC'S, drive, short. SgHOO 6UOO t 1600 

__b y,C£_ iu^., sq.ft. UOOO UOOO 2000 IQ°?° 
3":li:'-j-3 £5 ROAD UiHTS 2 1 __-^5_ 55000 

"T'liTo-fT[is l̂OOlOc taiie ,dr , 2090 11U950 
_^ 

UOO 2^o 75 10 
GASOl"f.i3,£;o.-Octane,dr. 3660 201300 600 | 500 125 15 __i_—. 

G;,.--QLTii3.,c:o-0ct 
<)(Pa.l) 120 2gfoo ; UP j j  

C-A0,.30~0ct.,5-gsl.cans > 1200 6000 j 100 j j  
GAoQLlKß,white, drums. 2SO ISUOO j 100 UP 5 j -

Cx7

GA501113 ,73-Octane, dr. 90 U950 30 j 
__CTLt diesel, drums. 1795 9^725 500 225 50 5 j

7L7
L 

dr.esel, (Pallets) 12 2200 U I _Z 
- -C'Lr lrerov.ene , drums. lo 990 6 

_____^___. «,»_^— 

!_£TJ3;0->'L,SAS.>I0 tdrume. 21 1155 9 V 
_ JbUbE QTLjSAS^O, drums. lUO 7700 50 j 30 j 
.-Iffgg pII,SAB-.so.druma < 15^00 100 60_^ j [_ t.2^o ' 
__GEAriLIJBS 7 SA3-9Q,-ppjl. U3U 10??50 I3U 100 I t. Jg4^, GP,,.#Ji?pllar ggl,.~ fe375. ,_,75 [ 50 ! 

GHSASB. GP, #2jT>fiils.- lgQ , }3000 30 30  
GH3AoB. GP t ,#3, -QpiisJ 29 ,725 [ ll^ 1 5J ! I * ** Indicates unit mentioned' in item colirm. tlllfllm  

"Indicates total in gp]r.,rbs.. oq.ft., "bd.ft,  
EiTCLOSUHS «D«  
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REPRO. BY 6-2t4th MAR OIV. 



,•-*--*f  

-THE- DIVISION CCKMISSARY' OFFICER,
I^lf\\ 111 ltft*feMARINE DIVISION, FLEET MARINE FORCE, 

C^° ™SET P°ST OFFICE, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.fS^%3|[ liPv*V W^fe OF 

\Vl*»f*^ 
9*April 1945. 

From:  The Division Commissary- OfficerV 
To:  The Division Quart ermaster. • 

Subject: Ration Report - Iwo.Jima, 

1. The following isv'a regggrt 'onJrgtions mounted out for 
Iwo Jima, and the resultant ?s" to* pdequacV s anc^ defic-
iencies. 

»  
2, wp.s 2. This office authorized to mount out the folloving 

type rations in the ou^ntities Tare scribed beloV; 

TYPE RATION NO, DAYS NO. EVBARICED 
' nB: Rations 10 days 23,473 men 

Hospital Rations 50 days 1,000 men -Supplementary Fruit Juice Rations 30 days 23,473 men ' Supplementary Fruity Rat ions 3Q30 daysdays 23,473 men 
Supplement pry Coffee Rations 30 days 23,473 men 
Supplementary Sugar' Rations 30 days 23,473 men 
Supplementary Milk-Rations 3D days 23,473 men 
PX H&oions (Ration -Accessory) ¦?>0 days 23,473 men 
"10-in-l" Rations' ? it) days 23,473 men 
"0" (AllTroops} Rations *5 days 23,473 men 
flC n (POTT) Rations- 15 days 4,000 POW 
"C" (Civilians) Rations 30 days 500 Civ. 
"C« (Dog) Rations >Z0 days 36 Dog 
"Kf! (AllTroops) Rations 5 days 23,473 men 
"X" (P0 TT) Rtions 15 days 4,000 POW 
11D" Rations 2 days 23,473 men 
Assault Rations P. days 23,473 men 
Grills, tristand, foldable 8 days 23,473 men 
Units, Heatabs, 8 per pkg, pkgs, 8 days 23,473 men 

3» following chart  
down of the rations listed in paragraph (2):  

3. The  shows the distribution break-

RATION  DISTRIBUTION CHART 
IWO JIMA -ENCLOSUSR (f)  1 

'•Vtsft-;.  
¦•£* iOL~F' Sl M^x fit¦¦ ftMi iL '4E- jb~* i* £ 
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viffin^*? *? 

Notes on Ration distribution Chart: 

?(a) All "Bff rations are computed, with one ercepion (see 
note (b) below), on the basis of four (.4) rounds representing one 
(1) ration. SFM #1 lists the gross weight of one (1) ration as 4. 
8997 pounds. This office, for record purposes of this report, has 
arbitrarily thken four (4; pounds net weight to be one (1) ration. 

#(b) 49,988 of the 5?, 917 tfß t! rations shown as issued to the 
Fourth Marine Division were actually issued by 13FM #I,*not on the 
basis of four ( 4\ pounds -per ration. The remaining 3,929 rations 
were issued to the "Division bake shop for the purpose of making 
doughnuts. 

?*( c)Hospital rations sre computed on the same basis ac shown 
in paragraph (a). 

##(d) "X" rations show a gain of 1,798 rations. This is caus 
ed by the fact that the Commissary dump received a aumber of cases 
that were not mounted out by this Division. 

( c) 1. '^he following umits are listed under column one (1) 
Fourth Marine Division: 

23rd Marines 4th Pioneer Bn. 
24th 'Marines * 4th Medical Bn. 
25 th Marines " Div. Prov. Bn. 
14th- Marines 133rd N.C.B. 
Headquarters Bn. 10th Amphib Tra Bn. 
4th Tank Bn, Ist JASGo.-4th Engineer Bn, V. M. 0. 4 
4th Motor Transport Bn. Ist Prov. Rocket t>et. 
Service Troops 7th War Dog Det. 
24th Re-placement Draft 476 Amphib Truck Co* 
30th Replacement Draft Division Bakery 

2. The following units are listed under column four (4)
V-JPhib. Corps Troope: 

95th N.C.B. Bth Field Depot 
62nd N.C.B. Headouarters Corps Troops 
2nd Armored Amphib Tra. Sn. 2nd Bomb Disposal Co,, 
5t.K Amphib Tra. Bn. 

3, The following unity svq listed under column eight (8) 
"Others": 

44?nd Port Bn. **^6th Qi& 
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4 LOSSES; -This paragraph Is en explanation of ration 
losses listed' i^^mumn ten (10) of the. Ration Distribution Chart 
shown in paragraph three (3). 

-( a) "3" Tyfte: Ten percent (10^) of "Bff rations mounted, out 
were either last or destroyed. This loss was anticipated in a 
greater percentage; due to difficulties in handling this type rat-
ion* From hearsay information,' a number of nß°nB° type rations were 
destroyed during the destruction of Bule Beach one (1) ammunition 
dump on D plus' two (2) day. This information was received from a 
sth Amphib. Tra'c. Bn* officer 'who' stated that "hehad to bulldoze 
destroyed rations into holes and -bury them 1?. 

(b) Hospital Rations; The three percent (3#) loss is rea-
sonable and was expected. 

( °) Juice; Approximately seven percent (7s) of the fruit 
juice mounted out was either lor> or destroyed. A much greater 
loss w?s expected. Th,is loss occured prior to taking over of the 
Commissary dumps by this office. 

(<*) Fruit; Approximately twenty percent (2CK) of fruit 
was lost or destroyed. Itis believed that troops ashore up un-
tilD plus six (6) day (when this office assumed control) pilfer-
ed the bulk of these fruit rations, as they were scattered along 
the road off Yellow Beach one (1), -and were under no control un-
til0 plus six (6) day. 

( c ) M* Approximately two percent (2%) of PX rat-PJL?J^2 r
ions were pilfered,, This represents an unusually small, percentage 
and can be e::i^J a ined by the fact that PX rations mounted out by 
other units lui-L/t have ended up in the'^urth Division Commissary 
dumps. 

(i; ?: .i.'"' -in- 1" Rations; From observation of the ration dis-
tribution ftTot) ears, that approximately forty percent (4CK) 
of the IG-iu-.iff rations were lost o.r destroyed. This office "be<-
XibVeß t-Lot these rations were not actually lost or destroyed. 
the fj'i.'-cv.L.ng reasoning, based on available figures, tends to ex-
p&.ai:.l tli.Ls loss-

The basic rations issued to troops are "B", 10-in-l, 
"Gv ancl'/'T" t.ype. All other type rations are supplements' to these 
four gy consulting column one (1) of the ration distribution 
chart on page" two (2), it is observed that the total of .'the. four 
basic rations issued for twenty seven (27) days subsistenc.is 285, 
592, On this basis approximately 10,577 troops were subsisted for 
tt^ity seven' (^7) days. From strength reports issued this office 
cla-ily. it is known that the lowest strength of the Division at any 

1tint wan approximately 14,000, By rddlng the fi 
r&tiionc, asiPUtfccL to Lpyc been lost or destroy^- % -

\ 



ifilM™P&vtT*f%T Tjksic rations issued and dividing this figure by 
twenty seven (27) days, it is found that approximately 14,000 
ti-oops were- subsisted. It is repsonable to assume thpt the great-
er part of these missing ."lOr-in-l* rations were approbated by 
Division troops pnd consumed during the first seven (7) days of 
the operation. The above explanation also applies to the missing 
10 9 440 "C" type rations* By pdeling these missing rations to the 
grand total issued it is found that the average daily basic rat-
ion issue strength is 14,600* 

(g) rep" Type Rations; Of all the "C* type rations mounted 
out only five, per c ent (5%) wer e lost, This loss is explained in 
preceding paragraph ( f). 

(h) "Dft Rations: The loss of twenty- eight percent (28^) 
is reasonable. Due to this small amount of cases (285) that this 
loss represents, it is easily seen how this amount could become 
diapers srl and lost to all control during the first few days of 
ths operation. In all probability, troops appropriated this rat-
ion for "che -ourpose^ of making lihot chocolate" in the evening. 

(.1) .G-ri3l3 (; The less of eighty six precent (86$) of the 
grills mounted out can only be explained in the same manner as 
the loss of the irD:! rations. 

(j) ej?i^s* The loss of seventy five percent (75#) of the 
hea.ts.bs .mcurrce". "out can only be explained in the same manner as* the 

:tIc3B of ''\j' raoiojjS. 

(rj-UOMENEATIONS:£ c 

(<*) .-'B'' Type Ration: Ten. (lo) clays for £3,473 men were 
ij.ci'ited out. As far as this office is able to ascertain, approx-
j'H^ciy 30^ of this type ration ended ,up in the ration dumps, and 
the so qjLintitiuc represented a poorly balanced ration. It is rec-
cir.e:io.cd uhp t no f'B" type ration be assembled by this Division in 
the r-.bxt cperation.; Troops can be subsisted on U G" (N^T TYJ'E r>re-
ie."abjy) pnd 10-in-1 rations in a very satisfactory manner. There 
is al.^o the danger of 'dysentery and other- diseases resulting from 
the oetuing up of galleys to "prepare this type of ration. 

T>lv? cloughtnut shot) was set \m on D plus 1? day, 4 March 
1945, By üb inp; tha bulk of the shortening mounted out in .the "B" 

:rpt-j.rr. -tilsome shortening procured from a Navy ship,- : doughnuts .... 
were manufactured and issued to the regiments- daily, during. the. . 
period 4to 14 March, 1945, both < dates inclusive, and- to1 rear area 
elements on 5 and 7 Karcii, • 1945, -Qnly.- In the event the ienght of 
the next operation justifies,' i"t'is recommended that ,in^f4it*l|^r l\lf'lfor breo.d and pastry baking be tdfc en along V%l||nAl^^^^^^b4fp11¦ 
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and accessories,'* < Jt is further stromgly recommended that all 
ingredients be canned and not bagged; in the event bagged items 
are furnished, that they be packed in ¥ilson drums. These drums 
when emptied can be turned over to the Division Qaartermaster 
for packing purposes* 

(b) Hospital Ration; Of the 30,000 hospital rations 
mounted out none were issued to the Medical Battalion with the 
exception of fruit, juice, coffee, milk and sugar. No Medical 
Battalion units desired to set up galleys and use the hospital 
rations because the evacuation system was such that casulties 
only required fruit, juices, coffee, and items contained in the 
rl10-in-lir and M C" ration (New Type). It is recommended that 
30,000 hospital rations be mounted out for the next operation 
in the event that Medical Battalion units require the issue 
of such rations. 

(°) Fruit Juice Ration: This ration, used .for the 
first time by the Division, has proven eminently satisfactory. 
The ideal quantity which should constitute "one (1) ration" 
is three quarters of a pint of juice per man per day, or 50 
rations in one case of 6 No. 10 cans. The variety should be 
as follows: equal quantities of orange, greapfruit, pineapple 
tomato, grape, and blended juice. It is recommended that 
tln.vty '(3o) days rations of fruit juice -be mounted out for 
tiie next operation on the ration basis stated above. 

( d) Fruit Ration: This ration, used for the first 
time by the division has also, like the fruit juice ration 
proven very satisfactory* When eaten to supplement a "C/K11, 
or l!10~in-l" ration,, ithas helped make such rations more pal-
atable* x'he variety of fruit desireable is as follows: peaches 
pears, pineapple, figs, grapefruit, prumes in syrup, and apri«* 
:;ot3. all in equal quantities. The iedal quantity which should 
constitute "one (1) ration11 is one-half (i) pint per man per 
day, or seventy-five (75) rations in one case of 6 No, 10 cans. 
It is recommended that thirty (30) days fruit rations be assem-
bled for the next operation, on the basis stated above. 

(c) Coffee Ration: This, ration, used for the first 
time by the Division, has proven very satisfactory, consider-
ing the weather conditions throughout the operation. The 
ration allowance on coffee as computed by the Army at eight
(8) pounds per hundred (100) men is adequate. No change is 
recommended. All coffee received was canned and it is recom-
mended that thirty (30) days canned coffee be taken on the _next operation on the ration basis stated jfi&fY*iG\n -. 

< 
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(f) Sugar Ration; This ration, used for the first time 

t»T the Division, in conjunction with the coffer and milk ration, 
proved very satisfactory. The ration allowacne on sugar as com-
muted by the Army, at six (6) pounds per hundred (100) men, is 
adequate. Allsugar mounted out for "Iwo Jima" was bagged, fee-
cause of weather condition, storage facilities, and for issue 
purooses, b»ggc-& sugar has -proven unsatisfactory. It is recom-
mended that thirty (30) days canned sugar, based on the above al-
lowance, be carried on the next o-oer^tlon. 

(g) Milk Ration: This ration, used for the first time by 
the Division, in conjunction with coffee and sugar ration, also 
¦©roved very satisfactory. The ratiofl allowance on milk, as com-
puted b-r the Army, is ten (.10) 14j-ounce cans per hundred (100) 
men /and is ad^auate. It is recommended that thirty (30) days 
canned milk, based on the above allowance be mounted out on the 
next operation* 

(h) PX Ration (Ration Accessories) : Twenty (20) days PX 
rations Mere t^ken on "Iwo Jima", This ration proved very essen-
tial for the health and confort of all troops. Due to -pilferage, 
it is recommended that thirty (30) days be assembled for the next 
operation. 

(1) {'10-in~lt{ Ration: From oberservption of the past 
three (3) o^e'r-tiens it has been found that the "10-in-l" ration 
used in conjunction' with the f!C" and "TC" ration -produce the best 
combination for feeding troops in combat. This ration can also 
be broken down' and prepared in galleys, ifnecessary, with satis-
factory results, Eirpty "10-in-l" carton can be used for bread 
and pastry storage boxes. It is 6trongly recommended that thir-
teen (13) days n10-in-l11 ration be mounted out for the next ot>er-
atjc'i. This is an increase o£ three days, as compared with the 
t;.£l* :sp elation ., and. is justifiable increase provided no MBn rat-
*c.Ti ire inountod out. 

U) >f C'; (All Troops) Ration: Reports conroiled frorr act-
ual ¦'.lisue figures and detailed auestioning of various units has 
definitely -proven that in a cold climate, as was encountered on"**" '"Iwv; ,/iira1*;. only three (?) days of the five (5) days rations 
were noiieumedo Vviuher details, on why nK"w rations should be de-
cressic. ff0 :; hT'W TxPS) rations increased in mounting out rea-
uiremunls can be found in paragraph (n). TtTlth the exc-t)tion of 
aD-or^yj rrptely three hundred and fifty (350) cases of *Jew Tyt>e 
"C" rations the Army furnished f-is office with old type "C11 , 
many of rhich were in bad condition, yet fit for comsunrntion. 
Although old tyt>e I!C" rations are none to palatable, they still 
were in greater demand for issue than "Krt. |V^|tffl 
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rationis'ali&t&et^n be desired in a field ration. The division 
hospital found the new type "Cn ration to be particularly ideal 
for feeding casulties, in the form of soup. AH'efforts should 
be made to procure the new type. It is recommended that thir-

(15) days NE¥ TYPE "C* rations be assebmled for the next 
c--o re-at ion. 

W "C" (POW) Ration* This office mounted out fifteen 
(15) -days n C" rations for four thousand (4000) prisoners of War 
( 60,000' rations) of which only twenty four. (24) were issued. No 
recommendation are made for. mounting out r^nuimments for the 
next operation* .. 

(1) "ff" (Civilian) Rgtion; This officemounted out 
thirty (30) days nCn rations for 500 Civilians (15,00 rations) 
of which none wore issued to civilians. No recommendations 
are made for mounting out requirements for the next operation. 

(m) "C l! (Dog) Ration: This office mounted out thr^ty 
(.TO') . d?ye I;C" rations for Farine Trar Dogs. Although this tyn'e 
lotion is Tirobpbly sufficient, it is believed that dog rations 
••¦*ri be frrar^tly r.gumented by the additional mounting out of Kib-
I.j:o. ?;k V !'':cd, No recommendations are mad? as 'to nuantlties of 

-!'-of;J. operation.cot «o b3 mounted out for the next 

' n:l/ 
'*'* (All Troops) Ration: Based on '.data available 

fr-o,ii rei:o}?ts"oTl:iilJ"Zf'ilcc7 it was found that only thre? (F) 
i;F :fof f.i.vo id) dpyrf TrbloiLS mounted out were consumed -by

l
'i;roops IVo thjrda [2/3) of one (1) day were issued to all *' 
oioop;a 

¦

'on 1) nsi-nuß cne il) day, prior to landing, for consumption 
on D**clay. 'The remaining two and one third (2-1/3)( 2-1/3) days were¦ 

corns umed mainly by _ combat troops throughout the twenty six (26) 
days of combat- cjomba'i; troops wore issued' approKimately one 
thr-id (l/o) "¦?, l rr-oion dpiiy'>rior to the. jumping' hour. This^ 

appeals to bo tae only use of the nirrt ration. In a cold climate 
his 3 cxT33rie?i.ceO. 6n Iwo Jima it has been proven that troops 
unanimously prefsj:* New Type "C" and "10-in-l» to "X" rations, 
'Jivs r'Kn ration is an excellent ra'tiflh for- the DurDose for which 
J.-..-fc'.igi\ed. o It is recoramendod that four (4) days nX"n X" rations be 

v.-.Tibr/d out for the 1 next operation* The quantity,, when issued-c. ¦...-. ;:bf.t ¦.:rc.-oij
' bivtho basis of one third (1/3) ration, daily, 

yr.fii.;¦.¦* io.i a period of twenty ( 9.0) days* 

l^ :) ''^{'PQW')* Ration; . This office mounted out fifteen (15)  
~'f.vf, •• ¦-;;''• ;-'^J-r:^ for' four thousand (4000) pnlapners of war (60-,  
":>,.¦;;. .¦•\;:.o:i;'; r f which none were ispued. •lToi7^Pftpffl^d|l|lADa^ #6Te- •'.'..¦ciM uo/i'r tjay out reoairements for the AMw|t>SrdiioflC^^^lf"*^ 
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(p)"6* nltfen: Two (2) days "D* rations were mounted 
nv.t in the past three (3) operations. This quantity is ideal. 
Iv .enables this office to issue .all troops one third (1/5) *Dn 
ration rcrior to D day, the remainder being stored in the Com-
mis spry dumps for use as loading out rations (one day) in con-
junction with return to base camp* 

(s) A£§^ult_Rati£a: Two (2) days Assault rations were 
mounted cue. Tiie assault ration' has definitely proven to be pn 
ideal ration for the purpose for which it was designed. It is 
receni:.iicri<?'ict that two (2) days Assault ration be taken on the 
next eper^ii-ion* 

'*'-) grills, I:ri~stpnd, Voidable; *!ight (8) days of this 
¦:-yx>? grills very mounted onto Approximately three percent (3#) 
-¦vLi'^ ?-.i;Jv.;.-0.7y lbFi..ecU When this office assumed control of T)iv-
:• cj.... : ..¦f.-rf'.ri d.i^}.¦£, ocmbat, teams who really require this grill 
od ,]/:/; :u:?::.r.: th.trn, m spite of daily inquiries put forth by 

Ith."t.3 ..: f^oo c 3
'jc> ne:;nr s Although it is believed that the com-

trl GOfLo ,i^?^j(' to griii r.fnirfol of some of these grills^ the 
bvik iLcu.i^d cat 7^3 rot, jr. the T/A basis of one (1) t>er three 
iZ) ".''a'Vloiir;, tlio?'fc ;rj> v. -I bo required ton (10) days Cooker, hot-
bcx cyvo for tiio nerct operation. 

(s*» Units He^iTpbs, r>e,r pkg,f T)kgs.t" 8 , Eight (8) dpys 
of heat?b3 wtr pr-i-.n^odT'otft"," Approximately six -oercent (6^) 
were ar;tu'»"il'.j" "i.f3.--!i cl\ l^nc;- this office assumed control of Tsiv-
t ci.Tr. '::£tinn da-^s coz^bat teams who really required this grill 
did jiot le^lre ':hx:i.f irpoito 01 aailv inquiries put forth by 
this effico as cc ncc^s. Although it is believed that the com-
L&i -'-cpnis menpg^r. ti ppin control of some of these heptabs, the 
"u'J'c mount f-c?. cao -w&s not used. As they, ere "incorporated in the 
rur^i ;..'. :>y of C: jkers, hot-box type mentioned in paragraph (r), 
2..-.:.i.: ''::IJ, l:f; ro.p. irel for the next operation. 

/
r') 1 One thousand and twenty five? (1025) 

1Lc;lo± \ai>ous tyr^e x-ations Tere mounted out for lflwo Jima*. 
c- au^ntity -s-o-oroximai-Gly seventy (70) pallets arrived in 

Lv7-'.^i.rn CorJiiiii.as.?iry clunxps. This represents 6.8 percent of the 
•tct* . ru.rr.bu] 1 ..:,1:' jallel"? mounted out. ..The bulk of the pallets 

that i.i v:v vii3:..on Commissary dumps were fruit pallets+'h£';. Tar-e unde.cqtc^el c;i LSM-260. It is assumed that all other 
pplle-'js 'TGre broken 'prior to unloading. From such observation 
it is believed tfipt'ths Dur^ose of palletization -failed on this 
operation^ • It.is recommenced that for the next operation only-
hospital, fruitj fruit juice, coffee, milk, a 
and CQi'tim brc^fi. r.^. pastry-ingredients be p - ft?!- 'k £ 
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*¦-' <'• :.'¦'y,;:^/s%«J}s:^J^-t^ PpPP^Y w&s ample at all times throughout the
ovevatiohl'^Bi^m^ts refused thier full allowances. The water 
ration was established daily by the D-4 Section. It varied from 

nnBflthree fourths (3/4) gallon for units not using rations, to 
t-wD and one half (2-|T gallons for units feeding the MBTf rations. 
Water mounted out in five (5) gallon containers from our base 
camp was very unpotable as to palatibility, although not danger-
ous to the health. This condition was caused by the.lbng period 
of storage. Water stored in containers made of galvanized iron 
(15 and 55 gallon type) did not deteriorate* in taste. 

8. Based on the assumption that the climate for the 
next operation willbe similiar to, or colder than that encount-
ered on ulwou Iwo Jima" , the following ration mounting out require-
ments represent the ideal variety for all troops to be subsisted 
during a period of thirty (30) days of combat: 

TYPE OF RATION NO. PAYS NO. MEM 

nn3ff None 0> 
Bread and Pastry ingredients 30 No. personnel 

to be embark. 

Hospital 30 1000 
Bupp. Fruit Juice 30 No. personnel 

to be embark.  
Supplementary Fruit 30 No. personnel  

to be embark.  
Supplementary Coffee 30 No. peraonnel 

to be embark. 
Supplementary Sugar 30 No. personnel 

to be embark. 
Supplementary Milk 30 No. personnel 

to be embark. 
£X 30 No,- personnel 

to be embark. 
no-in-llf 13 No. personnel 

to be embark. 
<f C tf TYPE) No. personnel(AllTroo-osHNOT 13 

to be embark. 
"C" (POV) No recommendation 
«C" (Civilian) No recommendation 
"Ctt (Dog) 30 No. dogs to 

be embarked 
"X« (AllTroops) 

r 
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NO. MENTYPE RATION NO. DAYS 

n-C lf (POtf) No recommendation 
iJ Dif 2 No. personnel 

to be embark. 
Assault 2 No. personnel 

to be embark. 
Cookers, hot-box type 10 No. personnel 

to be embark. 

C. L. be INDOE 
Capt •,&<s{•.,USMC,  
Div. Commissary Officer.  

SNOLOSUBE (f) 11 -



****^"ll#|^jrfPijpiMARINE FLEET MARINE FCRCS,
c/o-raBT POST OFFICE, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. 

20 April, 1945. 
-Appenlix 4 ,to Annex DOG- to Operation Report IWG JIMA« 

ReportOrinance 

.1*1. Supply of Orinance Materiel was generally vary satis-
factory on all items prior to mounting out except ammunition,,  

• S> Division ammunition requisitions (base! on current Unit 
of Fire Table/" iatei 21 March, 1944) for number of weapons to be ' 

employe! on the operation, incluiing all attache! units, 111 not 
coincide with the list of mounting out ammunition compile!, by Supply 
Service, Fleet Marine Force,' Pacific> This cause! considerable con-
fusion in the computing of loaiing iata, since this' was base! on the 
Division requisitions, an! loaiing,plans ha! to be change! at ;the 
"last minute" when the information on actual mounting out ammunition 
was furnishei* " ' ' ' 

3. In orier that accurate loaiing plans be maie by a Div~ 
ision prior tc mounting out, correct information on how much ammuni-
tion* by number of roun.is.,- that willbe maie available, shouli be 
furnishe! in- sufficient time for combat loa!ing plans to be maie. 

4. All aamunition that the Division was responsible for lea!« 
ing was net .on. naniin the Secon! Service an! Supply Battalion Dumps 
at KAHIJLUI when the Division commence! .embarkation. .Ammunition was 
receive! iuring. the entire periol of embarkation, an! in several 
cases, it was necessary to ferry ammunition to ships after they hai 
Kven combat loa4e!. 

5.5.' The following list of •.ammunition shows the type an!  
amounts receive! iuring December an!, January;  

¦
¦ .Qec ember • , '.¦'."..".. 

400 SHELL, HE,' K7l,' w/fuze.PD H4B, t/90mm Gun> 
123,690 CARTRID&E, AP-INC-TR, (2-S-l) -ca1..50 in M.L.B. 

1,623 SHSLL, HE, M4B, ('SC)",-"w/f PDM4B, ?smm G-un, 
1,623 SHELL, HE, M4B, (HC), w/f PD M54, 75mm Gun, 

774 SHELL, UP, Staolce, Mk 11, (NO), unf., 75mm Gun* 
4,041 SHELL, APC, M6l, w/f BD M66AI & Tr., 75mm Gun* . 
3/100 GRENADES, Hani, Illuminating,' Mk 1,/
6,305 MINE,• anti-tank, HE, KlAi; w/f mine anti-tank HE, 

MIAI, complete. 
6,012 BLOCK, iamolltlon, M3, lbs, *PI?f?V 'ltf*<>i--rr 

& 
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January 

4,968 BOl^B, smoke, Mk I/L, g" Mortar, Mk 3. 
4,468 SHELL, HE, M49A2, w/f PD M52, 60mni Mortar.. 
1,080 SHELL, smoke, WP, T~6, 60mm Mortar. 
1,000 SHELL, smoke, HC^ T-8, 60mm Morfcar. 
2,160 SHELL, smoke, YIP,; H6O, w/f PD 1157, 105mrn How. 

10,080 ROCKET, 4.5", Mk 3 TNT loaded and motor, 2.25", Mk 9. 
20,112 ADAPTER, grenade-pro J action, Ml. \ 

400 GRENADE, rifle, smoke, colored, assorted 
4,425 GRENADE, hand, smoke, HG, M3, w/f M2OOAI 

126 SHELL, smoke, colored, assorted, 3E, MB4, w/f T-SQ, 
M54, 105mm How. 

4,326 SHELL, illuminating, H33, w/f H65, 60mm Mortar. 
2,030 FL^E, trip, paradhute, M4B. 
3,000 CANISTER, fixed, H2, 37mm Gun. 

106,000 CARTRIDGE, ball, dpi. ,45, Ml9ll. 
900 GRENADES, AT, M9AI. 

10,080 FUZE, Mk 137-1. 
300 PROJECTILE, APC, H6l (SC) w/f BD KS6AI & Tracer, 

Gun, 3 

75rnm 403', 200 CARTRIDGE, ball, ca1..30, M2, B~rd. clips  

Had the Division been required to leave on the first 
scheduled date, critical shortages of. the above items would have 
been serious. However, the delay of 30-^ days enabled this Division 
to receive, process and load- shortages in mounting out ammunition 
so that* at the time of embarkation the Division supply of ammunition 
was satisfactory. 

b, to an adequate combat 
loading* plan and to be able to follow this plan, that every effort 
should be made to have the mounting. out ammunition available to the 
Division thirty (50) days prior to embarkation. 

r* It is believed that in order have 

7* Adverse surf conditions and deep volcanic sand on the 
beaches caused considerable trouble and delay in unloading and est-
ablishing beach dumps.. Because- of -the se. difficulties, ammunition. 
was lost in sunk and broached landing craft. Deep volcanic sand 
prevented the use of trucks until adequate roads could be established, 
and as a result, the ammunition could not be moved inland from 'beach 
dumps to more suitable locations. The beaches were under heavy 
mortar and artillery fire continually and' a large amount of.ammuni-

¦tion,,was lost in the beach dumps. •*-., 

2 V (, ?(¦ / « *¦ '¦ ' 
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- to Operation Report IWO JIMA^ . (Cont'd) 

\ 8. Division dumps were established D plus 6, and the 
Division, started delivery of ammunition from the Division -dumps to 
the Regimental Combat Team dumps D plus 7. Supply of ammunition-
to ROT dumps was adequate for most types of ammunition, and the 
Division was able to maintain a Regimental Unit of Fire in each RCT 
dump and a Division Unit of fire in the Division dump, throughout 
the operation, with the exception of the following items of ammuni-
tion: 

60mm Hortar, Illuminating j 1183, w/fuze time', H65. 
¦75mm Pack Howitzer, HS, M43, and M54. • 

81mm Mortar, H3, M45A1,: w/fuze H52. 
': 

81mm Mortar, HE, K56, w/fuze, K53. 
105mm Howitzer . H£U, H48,;and M54 
Grenades, hand, ' fragmentation, Hk lIAI,/w/f MIQA3. 
Grenades, hand, illuminating,. Hk I. 

These items become critical D plus 7 and remained  
critical as long as th.; various type of weapons could be used.  

9. Generally speaking, it is believed that the amount of 
small arms ammunition carried by the Division was sufficient, but 
as on the SAIPAN-TINIAN operation, mortar and artillery ammunition 
was extremely critical. It is believed that at least ten (10) Units 
of Fire of mortar and artillery ammunition should have been carried 
ac mounting out ammunition by the Division. 

10, Rgsupply of ammunition was generally inadequate due to 
the unloading difficulties encountered, ~the late arrival of ammuni-
tion re supply' ships and the- apparent failure to selectively load • 

these ships, Critical items. of ammunition should be loaded so that 
they are readily accessible. At.times, the Division hai as little 
as three hundred (300) rounds of HE ammunition por artillery1 Bat-
talion after completion of morning preparation fires and would have 
had difficulty in carrying out additional fire missions. From D 
plus 7 on, it was impossible to maintain an adequate supply of 
artillery ammunition at. the Artillery -Regiment and on .several days 
the artillery Regiment fired more ammunition than -was unloaded from 
the resupply ships/ At no time, was the Division able to accumulate 
a reserve in the Division dumps ,. This inadequacy of ammunition rc-
supply could have endangered the success of the entire operation. 

(a) See enclosure (A) -for list of ammunition lost or - 'expended oh "the- operation. . -- 3 
>,^;1 hi I.'
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Appendix' 4 to Annex™OG- to Operation Report -IWO JIHA (Coit'd). 

11. Organizational spare parts and accessories wore adequate, 
but maintenance parts for the; following' weapons were critical through 
out the operation, and it is;felt that mounting out requirements 
should bo increased: 

Maintenance part a:, tank, M4A3,  
Maintenance part&, launcher, rocket, 2.36", -M9AI.  

¦Maintenance parts ;, rifle, automatic, cal. ,30, M1918A2. 
12* Salvage and repaid of ordnance- materiel was very satis-

factory. Due to deep volcanic sand on the- beaches and the impract-
ability of salvage and repair crews to commence operations prior to 
D plus 5, a large quantity of small arms weapons were buried and 
ruined on the beaches. However, much of this equipment was recovered 

¦and made serviceable by repair crews. ; 
(a) Sco enclosure (B) for the report of salvaged weapons 

that were repaired, and returned to supply dumps for re-issue. 

(b) See enclosure (C) for weapons that were repaired for 
RCTs 

(c) See enclosure (D) for weapons that were repaired 
for the Artillery Regiment and the Regimental Weapons Companies, 

(d) See enclosure (E) for list of optical instruments 
repaired on tho operation. 

(c) See enclosure (F) for list of weapons lost or de-
stroyed on the operation. It should be noted that enclosure (B) 
will considerably reduce this Division's combat losses on major 
items of ordnance. 

13. Duo to the possible presence of booby traps, extremely 
heavy enemy fire and the fact that many of the enemy weapons cap-
tured by this Division were emplaced in solid concrete or sealed in 
caves, enemy weapons were demolished or rendered unserviceable and 
no. attempt was made to salvage or assemble them. The Ordnance. 
Salvage and Repair Sections devoted their time and energy to the 
salvage and repair of friendly weapons. 

(a) For itemized list of enemy weapons captured by the 
Fourth Marine Division, see Appendix Number 1 to Annex BAKER (Intel--ligence) to Operation Report IWO JIKA, 

4 Mir* 
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~Appendix 4 to Annex DOG to Operation Hcport IWO JIMA (Cont'd). 

14. The following recommended changes in the types of 
weapons carried by a Marine Division are considered necessary. 

(2) 4.2" Mortar (l) 155mm Mortar 

The changes 
operations 

are based on experiences 
of this Division. 

encountered during the past 

AT, M3AI. 
(a) Substitute the gun, 57mm, Ml, for the gun, 37mm, 

(b) Organize Division Mortar Battalion to consist of 
two Companies and one Company. 

(c) Increase the number of Motor Carriages, M7BI, to 
eight (8) per Regimental Weapons Company. 

(d) Substitute tank, medium, T-26E1 for M4A3. 
(c) Provide one (l) additional tank dozer per Tank 

Company . 
(f) Add one* (l) tank retriever to T?,nk Battalion Head-

quarters and one (l) tank retriever to Company Headquarters, Ord-
nance Company. 

(g) Organize one (l) Tank Flame Thrower Platoon per 
Tank Company. 

(h) Add twelve (12) Thompson sub-machine guns, ca1..45, 
¦per Infantry Battalion for use in mopping up. 

(i) Develop and provide a fuze for shell, 81mm Mortar, 
M56, to permit superquick or delayed action. 

(j) Provide colored smoke rockets and colored smoke 
shell, 105mm Howitzer, for use in target designation. 

(k) Provide demolition snake for use of tanks in 
clearing minefields. 

'* i 
\ 
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Type Ammunition Expended 
i 

Cartridges: 
Carbine, ca1.. 30 704,600
AP, ca1. « 30, 5-rd. clips. 832,754 
AP, ca1., 30, 8-rd. clips. 1,114,598  
Tracer,- cal. .50, 5-rd.~ clips. 189,000  
Belted, ca1. .50, (all ratios) 3,420,800 
Grenade, Carbine, MS 8,612  
Ball, ca1.. 45. 53,200  
Linked, ca1., 50, (all ratios) 90,700  

Shells, shotgun, 12 gauge, #00 buckshot. 20,000 

Shells, 60mm Mortar.* 

Lost 

1,549,450 
717,566717,566

1,529,583 
s420,000 

2,647,000 
7,563 

136,740 
141,330 

14,500 

HE, U49A2, w/f PD, H52.Ilium.', M33, w/f T (fixed), M65 
Smoke, W, T-6 
Smoke, HC, 82, .T-8 

Shells, 81mm Hortar: 
HE, 1j143A1, w/f PD, 1152.  
HE, H56, w/f PD, 2153.  
Smoke, \&, H57, w/f PD, H52.  

Shells, 57mm Gun; 
Canister, H2 
HE, H63, w/f BD, M5B. 

} M5l, w/tracer. 
Shells, 75mm Gun: 

HE, H43, (SC) w/f U4B 
HS, M4B, (SC) w/f M54 
HE, 1143, (HC) w/f H43 
HE, 1143, (NC) w/f H54 
Smoke, TO, 1164, (unfused)  
Smoke,, HC, BE,, HB9 *^«, 

APC, H6l, w/f BD, H66AI 
Fuzes, ?D, H46' : ?, 

•'-

Shells, 75mm Pack Howitzer: 
HE, M4B, w/f H4B (SF)  
HE, H45, w/f M54 (SF)  
_Smoke, TO, H64, w/f M57 (Sf) 
HE-A2, i-166, w/f BD, H62 (SF) 
Canister, T-30. 

102,521 
17,633 

2,961 
1,516 100 

30,599 1,000 
19,123 1,000 

3,993 1,177 

4,808 552 
5,230 
1,760 4,440 

4,858 473 
529 1,160 
193 152 

7,031 1,633 
3,232 654 

130 
5,791 5,339 
3,314 336 

Total 

2,254,013 
1,600,500 
2,644,136 

609,0.00 
6,067,300 

16,280 
194,940 
232,580 

34, 500 

102,521 
17,688 

2,961 
1,616 

31,599 
20,128 
5,170 

5, 360 
5, £60 
S,2OC 

5, sc' 
1,689 

350 
8,714 
5,936 

130 
.11,180 

3,700 

1-
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V fefepSURE (A), to Appendix 4 to Annex DOG- to Operation Report . - IWO 
JIHA (Cont'd) 

4J 
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Type Ammunition Expended Lost Total 

Shells, 105mm Howitzer: 
¦R£, 111, v/f H.48. 46,130 4,854 50,414  

HE, Ml, w/f H54. 
¦ 

42,459 3,753 46,21?  
HE-AT, 2167, w/f BD, M62 23 3,348 3,571  
Smoke, WP, M6O, w/f H57. 5,474 1,170 6,644  
Smoke, HG, BE, HB4, w/f M54. 35 174 2C9  
Fuzes, CP, T-105 20 20  

Grenades, Hand and Rifle: 
Fragmentation, Hk lIAI,w/f HIOA3. 102,550 102,550 
Smoke, HC, 118 2,675 550 3,225 
Smoke, WP/ Ml5. 16,925 4,600 21,525 
Smoke, colored, asst'd. 1,008 1,008 
Incendiary, Thermite, Hl4, 2,700 2,700 
Incendiary, Frangible. 417 673 1,090 
Illuminating, Hk I. 7,420 1,330 8,750 
AT, K9AI. 8,971 5,699 14,670 

Adapter, Grenade-Projection, Ml. 8,672 6,784 15,456 
Adapter, Grenade-Projection, Chemical, T2. 
Rockets: 

AT, 2.36", H6 9,455 9,4559,455
Smoke, WP, 2.56" 2,060 2,060 
4.5" BR, w/f Mk,137 15,410 2,3504.5" BR, w/f Mk,137 15,410 2,350 17,760 

Pyrotechnics:totechnics: 
Signals,Signals, GroundG-round (f/Gren-Launcher all) 2,056 2,056(f/Gren-Launcher all) 2,056 2,056
Signals, Smoke (f/Gren-Launcher all) 400 400Signals, Smoke (f/Gren-Launcher all) 400400 400

H49.)Flares, Trip (M4B &Flares, Trip (M4B & K49.) 4,390 3,6884,390 8,5733,688 8,573

Mines,nes, etc.:etc. : -AT, Ml.AT, Ml. . 2020 555 575 
APer, K2, H2AI, H3. 1,3201,320 80" • 1,400 
Torpedoes, Bangalore,Torpedoes, Bangalore, HlAl.HIAlt 1,7301,730 110 1,840 

charge . 40- lb., 173173Explosive, shapedExplosive, shaped charge, 40-lb., T-3T-3 178 
Grenades, Rifle, Smoke, ''.If, Ml9. 

¦¦

900 110 1,010 
2" iaortars, Bomb, Smoke, Mk I/L. 3,070 3,070 

2 
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Carbine, calk . 3o, Ml. 
B-.a.R., ca1..30.  
Rifle, ca1..30, Ml.  
M.G., 0a1. .30, H1917A1.  
M.Gk , ca1..30, M1919A4.  
M.G», ca1.»50, H2. 
60rnm Mortar, H2. 
2*36" Rocket Launcher. 
Launcher, grenade, MS.  
Launcher, grenade, M7.  
Shotgun, 12-gauge, 
B.a.R.' i'iagazlnes*  
Carbine, I-iagazines.  
Bayonet, lil,w/scabbard.  
Bayonet, 111905.  
Slings, rifle.  
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Carbine, ca1. .30, Ml. 
8.A.R., ca1.. 30 
Rifle, ca1. ,30, Ml. 
M.G., ca1.. 30, M1917A1. 
M.G., ca1. .30, M1919A4 
Pistol, ca1.. 45, Ml9ll. 
T.S.M.G., ca1.. 45. 
60mm Mortar, H2. 
2.36" Rocket Launcher 
Sho tgun, 12-gaug e . 
Rifle, ca1.. 30, M1903. 
Flame Thrower, M2-2. 
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First Battalion, 14th Marines; 

Issued one (l) 75mm Pack Howitzer 
Straightened elevating rockers on Pack Howitzer, #1262.  
Heplaoed recoil mechanism.  
Replaced one (l) breech ring.  
Loosenad stuffing box on recoil mechanism, #1667 and cleaned  

slides  
Replaced three (3) panoramic telescopes 
Replaced two (2) extractors.  
Replaced one (l) firing pin holder. 

Second Battalion, 14th Marines: 

Replaced one (l) 105mm tube.  
Replaced one (l) oil plug.  
Replaced two (2) trigger shafts.  
Replaced one (l) firing pin holder.  

Third Battalion, 14th Marines: ? 

Replaced two (2) operating latch, catch screw.  
Replaced two (2) operating latch, catch screw.  
Replaced one (l) firing pin and holder.  
Replaced six (6) 105mm tubes.  

Fourth Battalion, 14th Marines: 
• 

Issued one (l) 105mm Howitzer, #9550, complete. 
Replaced one (l) 105mm tube.  
Replaced two (2) operating latch, catch screw.  
Replaced two (2) operating latch, catch screw.  
Replaced one (l) firing pin and holder.  

Hade daily inspection of all guns and made adjustments when 
necessary. 

Regimental Weapons Company, 25rd Marines: 

Replaced one (l) 37mm tube.  
Issued three (3) 37mm AT Guns that h^Jp|en^alvaged out of the  
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ENCLOSURE (D).to Appendix  A to Annex DOG to Operation Report  
IWO JIHA (Cont'd)  

Regimental Weapons Company, 25rd Marines (cont'd): 

Half trach #61416 was salvaged off the field. Replaced left track, 
fuel ;pump, distributor, starter, sprocket and guide, gas line and 
battery. Welded shell holes in side and floor of track. Made 
seat for driver. Straightened elevating shaft and moved right 
elevating hand wheel to left side. Straightened traversing shaft. 
Welded other bullet and shrapnel holes.. Welded a 105mm Howitzer 
"elevating hand wheel on to traversing shaft. Replaced 75mm tube. 
Cut one fl) track guide off Half-track #19832. 
Regimental Weapons Company, 24th Marines: 

Replaced one (l) 37mm breechblock complete and one (l) 37mm tube-
on salvaged gun #13294.  

Removed shrapnel burns on sleigh and recoil mechanism.  
Welded braces on shield on salvaged gun. 
Salvaged half-track off the field.  
Replaced radiator w/schroud. 
Replaced brake drum.  
Replaced back plates and shoes.  
Replaced right front axle.  
Replaced left brake tubing. 
Replaced whe&l, tire, and tube.  
Replaced air cleaner.  
Replaced right fender  
Straightened radiator shield.  
Straightened radiator brace bottom.  

Regimental Weapons Company, 25th Marines: 
Replaced right axle arm for half-track.  
Replaced radiator w/schroud. 
Replaced elevating shaft housing 37mm Gun.  
Replaced traversing mechanism 37mm Gun.  
Replaced extractors 37mm Gun.  
37mm G-un #18377 was rebuilt out of two salvaged guns and issued.  
Replaced linkage system and detent. -

2 
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ENCLOSURE (E) to Appendix 4 to Annex DOG to Operation Report 
ItfOJIKA 

OPTICAL INSTRUMENT REPAIR 

14 Sight HiPanoramic 
19 Bight HI2A2 Panoramic. 

7 Sight M4. 
2 Sight, H6 Telescope 
1 Quadrant Gun Hi. 

>12 Instrument light lil4. 
4 Instrument Light Ml3 
3 Instrument Light M9 
2 Mount Sight H23 
4 Mount Sight and Quadrant 105mm 
5 liount Quadrant 75mm 
4 Binoculars. 
1 Circle, aiming 111 

Replaced 75 Rice bulbs. 
Replaced 11 Instrument Light Ml4Replaced 4 Instrument Light 1113. 

ENCLOSURE (E)  
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(a) (b)(a) (c)(b) (c)
NumberNumber DaysDays

Weapon Employed EmployedEmployed Employed LostLost1/eapon 

HI. "Carbines,Carbines, ca1..30,0a1..30, 111. 11,993 2511,993 2,58225 2,582
Rifles,Rifles, ca1.ca1..50,.50, Hi. 8,532Hi. 8,532 • . ti 3,5453,545
8.a.R.,8.a.R., ca1.. 30, 111918A2,111918A2, 1,074-1,074-0a1..30, tftt 510510

!titH.-G.'a, ca1.. 30, 1,0971,097 " 57H.-G. !s, ca1,.30, H1919A4H1919A4 37 
HH.a.'s,H.a.'s, cpJ.,.30,ca1..30, MI9X7AI;MI9X7AI; 162162 " 7979

Shotguns,Shotguns, Riot-Riot-type,type, 12-gaugo. 250250 "it12-gauge 250250
Pistols, Automatic, ca1..45, IH9IIAI. 1,3311,331 it 198198
T.S.M.G., ca1.,45, H1913A1. ' 11l111 ntt 23CC 

1fitM.a. lM.a. s,ls, 0a1..50, 142 (H3)142 467(H3) 467 " 1717ca1.. 50, 
37mm Ghin, H3AI,37mm Ghin, ATH3AI, AT 3636 "if 1010

n60mm Mortars,60mm Mortars, -212.¦HS • 117117 " 5959
91mm Mortars, HI.91mm Mortars, HI. 3939 "H 55

II75mm Pack Howitzers75mm Pack Howitzers 1212 " 00
105mm Howitzers,.105mm Howitzers,. 3535 tl Stto" • II4.5 fl Launchers, Rocket, H7.4.5 fl Launchers, Rocket, H7. 3737 " 1313
2. 56" Rocket,Rocket, H9AI. If 75752.56 11 Launchers,Launchers, K9AI. 187187 " 

¦H2-2. 243243 n 43Flame Throwers,Flame Throwers, 112-2. 45
•
i 

_ 
«. 

C.om^at. Vehi^l^Sj. _ (ja) (^)_Comsat Vehi^l^s^ . I*>l 
Motor Gun Carriage, M3(Half-Track) 15 26 0 
Medium Tank, 114^3, w/75mm &un. 43 II 9 

— Squiomont (a) (b) (c) 

Tanks, bull-dozer. 3 26 2 
Tanks, Flame- Thrower, C3-Kl, 4 it 0 
Tanks, 214A2 (Flail) 2 v 1 

Ei"CLOSURE (F) 

« 



" HEADQUARTERS,l!Wl~r#4A^i/lit!|J|f Ui^£ *"toTOTH%IRINH: DIVISION, FLEET MARINE FORCE, 
C/O FLEET' POST OFFICE/ BAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. 

20 April, 1945. 
-APPKHDIX 5 TO ANMSX DOC TO OPERATION REPORT IWO JIMA. 

MOTOR TRANSPORT REPORT. 

1- PLANNING. AND PREPARATION. 

:Bp.sed on the scope of the operation and the outside possibility 
of an alternate target, en estimate of 62 2|-ton 6x5 trucks was made 
and approved. These trucks were divided 20 to H&S, 14 each to "A", 
ltß! t!C v','pn& Companies, All 50 Dukws were scheduled to go. 

1•Hepair facilities were provided on the basis of 2 light 1-ton re-
pair units:per company, one for use as needed at forward ROT supply 
dumps and the other at company headquarters. Special repair facili-
ties" were concentrated in H&S for a centralized major repair section. 

Due to expected .terrain, all Weasels were taken. Alli~ton 
cargo trucks in the Division scheduled for the operation were provided 
with 4- ton 2 wheel cargo; trailers by drawing- in of all these trailers-from rear echelon unius 37 from, artillery/ 5 from ordnance and 8 
from replacement stocks; and making the requisite distribution. 13-
3j-ton -Amphibious Cargo trailers were preloaded with water, rations, 
and supplies. The Pintel, with which originally equipped, being too 
weak; heavier pintels, as used on 1-ton 4x4 trucks, were provided. 
They w^re top denk loaded on 2 LSTs for original handling by LVTs at 
tar^3 7.'. 

All vehicles in Motor Transport and Division were checked. 
Water proofing kits were Provided as desired. Unserviceable batteries 
and sp£,rk plugs were replaced throughout Division. To meet the need, 
not being available through regular supply sources, 214 batteries and 
1500 c'park plugs were purchased locally. The major shortage was tires 
requisitions months old were unfilled. After a survey of tire needs 
by organizations was completed, a schedule was made for the exchange 
of worn tires on vehicles for tires, in better condition on salvaged-and used vehicles at the 2nd Service and Supply Battalion. 345 
6,00-16, 175 - 9.00-16, and 290 -,8.25-20 tires were thus procured 
through exchange. Also procured were 25 spare wheels for J-ton 4x4 
trucks and 15 for 1-ton 4x4 trucks. All organizations in the Division 
were provided with pne extra tire per vehicle to be embarked in 

¦addition to the 'regular spare -carried.  
- 

¦ ¦ # Repair material and Spare parts requisitions were not being  
filled by Base Depots. IIIIAIA f%flirirr%  
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'CRT REPORT. ((Continued).Continued) 

To provide these items and parts needed for the operation, the local 
market and through local suppliers their outside sources, were canvas 
sed. The items and parts procured through open purchases can be 

categories.divided into four 
(l) Those requisitioned and not available. (2) These requisitioned 
and available but no"!; in sufficient quantity. (s) Critical items 
requisitioned and not available when needed but wero &uor>lied to some 
extent at a later date. (4) Spare parts purchased on o~)en -purchase 
that were requisitioned but not availalbe at time critically needed. 

CATEGORY 1. 
A. Machine and Metal Screws assorted. 
B. Sheet, Cork gasket material. 
C. Battery Terminals. 
D. Brass stock, assorted size, round. 
CATEGORY 2. -
A. Batteries for all vehicles 214. 
B. Fittings and connections for copper tubing.-C. Bulbs double contact for stop and tail light. 
D. Rubberized and cloth insulated wire assorted gauges. 

CATEGORY 5. 
A. Electrolyte. 
B. Bolts and nuts assorted 
C. Hydraulic Brake fluid. 
D. Spark Plugs, assorted - 1500. 
E. Cotter and Woodruff keys assorted 
F. Gasket Cement. 
G. Radiator hoses and clamps. 

CATEGORY 4.  
For I.H.0. MSH-6-6x6.  
1. Starting Motor reduction gears. 
2. Distributor Point sets.  
Forl.H.C. M-2~4-4x4.  
1. Speedometer cable and shafts. 
2. Differential gears. 

Stockroom trailers- four 2 wheel 1-ton and one 4 wheel 2- ton were 
stocked. The four 2 wheel 1-ton stockroom trailers had each like 
stocks of/fast moving items and were assigned 1 to each company. 
Slower ana heavier items were stocked in the 4-wheel 2- ton stockroom 
trailer and assigned to H&S, which company carried the special repair 
facilities. Stocks were prescribed to be on a3O day operational
basis,/ but a. margin, where available, was carried. 

Ul'vLrfcOtM!ILU 
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Subject: APPENDIX STO A-JNEX DOG- TO OPERATION REPORT - IWO JIM 
MOTOR TRANSPORT REPORT. (Continued) 

2. LOADING AND MOVEMENT 

were 
Approximately 
made with 2nd 

ten days prior to embarkation 
Service and Supply Battalion 

date, arrangements 
for such transport-

ation as available to augment Division Transportation. The need was 
anticipated as Division Transportation would be embarked during thephases of each Combat Team loading and the essential housekeeping- functions for rations, supplies, PX, trash etc, had to be continued. 

By this arrangement 40 trucks were made available and 25 oper-
ators. The additional operators to man the trucks provided and all 
additional shift operators were provided by the Division Motor Trans-
port Battalion. These trucks and in addition 15 trucks allocated 
from Division, were to be used in dock area. It was arranged to 
quarter and ration all operators at the 2nd Service and Supply Bat- * 

talion...'A separate Motor Pool area was setup, and an officer, dis-
patchers, mechanics, and radio vehicles were assigned by Motor Trans-
port. 

In conference with Division TQM the tonnage to be hauled of 
various olaaees of supplies was determined and also the location of 
sources, destinations, and time wanted at ship-side. This covered 
supplies from dumps and depots and not organizational gear. The 
quantity of organizational gear to be transported, was determined by 
Motor Transport direct with the separate organizations. . . 

The factors -. (l) number of trucks that could be spotted and-loaded at one time at loading' points and loading time (2) transit 
time to and from ship-side -~(3) unloading time and number of trucks 
that could be spotted and unloaded at .one time; were considered and 
the number of trucks that could be efficiently employed determined. 
Working parties required for loading and unloading were determined. 
These were provided by Division -TQJ4. 

providedMotor Transport Officers, NCOs. a.nd radio vehicles were 
for all loading and unloading points to, insure steady flow of vehicles 
eliminate congestion, decrease or increase, available transportation as 
needed. This was readily controlled through Motor Transport radio net 
from Motor Transport Headquarters, to loading and unloading points, 

pndMotor Park Dispatcher office set up in proximity to docks. 

•Based on these transportation requirements truck assignments 
were made, operators provided. -In- addition to trucks assigned,- an 
emergency pool of 10 trucks Vaß provided at docks to handle incidental 

¦ ¦
¦runs and ; any periodic heavy .djema-rids. . . . 

skips In- groups with three days aliocatecfroifc^ftQM^lrTr 0 
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The days were allotted as follows: Ist day-movement of supplies to 
ship- side locations, 2nd day loading supplies aboard ship, 3rd 
day loading of trocps. 

Docks were scheduled to be clear prior to arrival of the first 
transport division. 'Hcwever the local* authorities h»d permitted the 
unloading of a merchant ship and jammed pier #1. By the. 24th Of Dec-
ember it was obvious they could not effect clearance of the pier with 
their labor and transportation due to Christmas holidays. Replacement 
Battalions working party and Transport trucks and drivers under 
direction of Division TQM's cleared dock in record time on Christmas 
Day and night. Loading of Division proceeded on schedule the morning 
of December 26th. 

Practically all supplies, (ammunition, rations, water, fuel, QK
supplies) except organizational gear was located in dock area. Hauls 
averaged about five miles except hauls to LSTs loaded at Maalaea Bay. 
The Division arrangement for use of freight cars to augment trucks, 
facilitated loading. 
follows: 

Trucks on first movement day were allocated as 

Ammunition 
Fuel 
Rations and QM 
Emergency pool 

TOTAL: 

25 trucks 
10 trucks 
10 trucks 
10 trucks 
55 trucks 

These trucks were stationed at control point in area as 
from Camp.previously arranged. This saved time and mileage to onri 

Working parties were transported from Camp and, whan reliefs 
necessitated, trucks transporting relief to docks carried relieved 
group back to Camp. 

Trucks, approximately 25, were operated under Motor Transport con 
trol from camp to docks to transport organizational gear. Organiza-
tional transportation was preloaded, moved to ship- side for loading. 

On the second day, the 10 emergency trucks handled needs in dock 
area and 10 trucks were also provided TQM for preloading of freight 
cars for next group to be loaded. 

The third day all available transportation within Division under 
troops.control of Division Motor Transport, was utilized to move 

Troops for each Transport Division were moved in two movements. Dis-
tance Base Camp to Docks was approximately 15 miles; 30 miles round 
trip. Approximately 125 trucks were employed in each movement. Trucks 
in each movement were divided into convoy echelons predicated on 
number of troops of respective units for respective ships and docks. 
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(Two docks were used vith two ships berthed at each dock). Troor> 
loading area and. convoy echelons to carry units were numbered to 
correspond. Convoy echelons of each movement left on 10 minute de-
parture schedules. Echelons to respective docks were staggered to 
avoid congestion. 

No congestion was experienced. Troops from first movement were 
all aboard ship before troops in second movement arrived. All troops 
were aboard in ample time prior to evening mess. Movement schedules 
on RCT personnel were prescribed by Division Motor Transport based on 
troops to be moved, transportation Available and dead line time to be 
aboard. RCT cooperation was excellent. 

In embarkation from Base Camp, during the loading of supplies, 
gear and troo-os; only on txsro occasions was it necessary to use trucks 
for second shifts at night. These were on ammunition when quantity 
for AX's was considerably increased, over tonnage originally submitted. 
Allmovements of supplies were completed within prescribed time limits. 
The Division TQH submitted the tonnage to be moved and when wanted. 
Motor Transport determined trucks needed, time required to complete 
within T(£M prescribed time, and starting times. The excellent' under-
standing and cooperation of the Division TQM permitted Motor Transport 
to do its job on time, without confusion, smoothly. 

Operations were materially assisted by the retention and utiliz-
ation ashore of Motor Transport personnel and their embarkation on 
respective sh,ips at completion of loading out of elements of the Di-
vision. This personnel was embarked on their respective ships at 
Maalaea Bay during the initialphase of the rehearsal. 
3. LOADING OF MOTOR TRANSPORT 

Motor: Trans-oort Personnel and equipment was loaded out as follows: 

Personnel on thirteen shit)s« 

Equipment  on twelve ships.-
H&S Co. 4 ships.-"A" Co.  4 ships. &-"B« Go.  2 ships.-11 C« Co.  3 ships. 

"A", MBM and "C" Companies were attached to RCT 25, 24 arid 23 
respectively. Battalion, less the three (3) companies, was assigned 
to ,_the Division JSupport Group. , -Fourth :M^|(ttl^i'^i^9i^^Fuck Company 
and :/tjfee- 476th Asmy Dukw .Company were 
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AllMotor Transport gear was preloaded on organizational vehicles. 
RCT gear and Division gear were preloaded on the balance of the trucks 
except four (4) that were possibly to be unloaded during rehabilita-
tion at Pearl after initialrehearsals at Maalaea Bay to effect re-
adjustment" of cargo loading. 

A substantial xv-^r echelon of 6 officers and 150 men was pro-
vided, based on contemplated .need 'of moving the rear echelon and bal-
ance of Division equipment and supplies, to a forward Base. Camp. 

4. RSBSARSALS 

Transportation requirements on Division Motor Transport were 
light during rehearsals At Maalaea B»y. Fuel in drums was trans-
ported to selected beach refueling dumps for refueling of all LVTs 
participating in this, rehearsal, d-asoline tankers were "orocured from 
Puunene Air Station, the 2nd Service and Surroly Battalion and the Rear 
Echelon of the 476th Army Dukw Company for refueling of all Dukws-during rehearsal. Eight jeeps were provided for use of Corps and 

•Division on the beach from rear echelon vehicles. 

Only transportation required' during rehearsal at Forward Area 
was for NGF Parties and this was furnished by the Island Commander, 
Tinlan, through arrangements made by VAC. 

5,. REHABILITATION PERIODS 

During rehabilitation at Pearl, transportation was arranged for 
use of Division under control of dispatcher. Two (3) cars and 8  
jeeps were provided by Corps. Additional Jeeps were procured from  
Division replacement sto ck then in hands of 6th Base- Depo tv A few  
jeeps were unloaded from ships for use of HOT staffs.  

HAH frames, propellar shafts, water proof clothing, and needed  
items were procured for the 4th Marine Amphibious Truck Company.  
Needed items were procured for Battalion and Transport Companies*  
Needed items for Motor Transport rear echelons were secured and  
shipped. For detail list, see enclosure ''A*.  

Transportation needed at Saipan after rehearsal at Forward Area 
was provide.d by 2nd Marine Division, , . 

6. OPERATIONS ON IWO JIMA 

On D-day, the iSth of February, the M29C of !IS* Company was. sent 
ashore by MCT 24, but failed to land aj&f^e,.landing craft transporting
if-capsized cff Ttllow Beach One. The^,'6i^#:,r^acJ^ed ?hore safely. 

1» "i I 
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On D plus 1, the tractor with angledozer and operator of "K&S" 
Company, through an error in unloading shit), was landed on Yellow 
Beach Two and -ipg employed by the Shore Party at that beach. The 
first echelon of "C" Company with vehicles was landed on Yellow 3each 
Two. Gom"oany Headquarters was established approximately 150 yards — 
south of the east edge of the central turning circle of Airfield #1 
target square 154-Y."" The advance element of "A* Company with its 
MP.9C landed 'on Flue Beach One. Due to adverse conditions in. the area > 

the. advance element was ordered reembar' ;ed by HOT 25. The rjl?.9O , 
however, remained ashore and operated with 25. 

On D. plus 2 to D Plus 4, the other elements of "C" Company with 
vehicles snd equipment were established ashore. The Company Head-
quarters, as established, which was in close proximity to 23 

yellowvellow Benchsupply dump «n^ One, was maintained throughout the° operp'tirn. Advance element of "A" Company with trucks lan-^e^ on 
D Plus .3 pnri.merere^ with "C" Company. division "otor TransportThe 
Officer, radio operator *nfr M^9C radio eouipped, an 1̂ runners, landed 
on D.plus 4 anr" established initial Division Motor Tr»n.?r,ort CF at 
"C" Company Headquarters. 

On D plus 5, the first echelon of "H^S" Company arrived «shore 
prBviouplTr by the T)ivißion '""otorend- was established— in area selected 

Transport Officer target square ISS-L. 

On D plus 6, additional personnel of I!H^S W Company landed. Also » 
w^n Company was established ashore adjacent to "H&TS""advance echelon-
target square' 165-M. This location wps in proximity to F.CT 24 supply 

Companydump. ifA; likewise was established ashore at previously 
selected location approximately gOO yore's from Blue Beach One an^ ari-— jacent to RCT 25 Headauarters and dump t*»r«?et square 155-S. 

On D Plus 10, Battalion Headouarters and the remainder of "H?*S"  
Gomppn^ T were established a shore and the Division —Transport CP  

targetwas transferred from "C" Company to the Battalion prea 
souare 165-L. 

The Motor Transport pccordins-lyBattalion was established in the 
area; "C" Co. in prea of 23 dump «*nd Yellow Beach One* "A" Co. in 
area of RCT 25 and Blue Beach One; "B11 Co. in area of RCT °A an^ Bat-
talion; and "HfS" convenient to Division dumps and road net. 

setups except proximityService were as Planned that due to to 
HOT dumps pnd. short hauling. distance from Regiment to Battalion 
dumps, no service or transport echelons were located at RCT dumps, 
trucks allotted reporting to 'dumps ( p̂^^'g« 1j^i¦#%mii«iprs 
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The foliovine: f(ttr Transport vehicles «nd equlDmpnt were  
debarked:  

TRUCKS  
1/4-ton 4x4  
l/4-ton 4x4 w/rpdio  
1-ton light repair  
Si- ton 6x6 cargo 
2^- ton 6x6 wrecking 
S^- ton 5x6 gasoline  
Carrier M-S9C  
TD-9  

era tors  

TRAILERS  
Steani Jennys 
l/4-ton cargo 
1-ton cargo  
1-ton' G-reasing  
2 Wheel water"  
2 "/"heel Stockroom  
4 Wheel Stockroom  
Arc Welder  
Machine Shop #1  
Tire -Repair  

TOTAL:  

Eighteen (18) Si-ton 6x6 truck? were not unloaded. rv^rationpl 
reouiremcnts were «uch that vehicles th^n «?hore wore dee^e^ ade~ 
ovate and -oroved so. 

In the initial t>hase, truoks coul^ not be ussr due to beach  
and road conditions. • Ths volcanic sand or ash was too soft for  
traction. As roads became established, trucks absorbed a steadily  
Increasing proportion of the haulage Job. Trucks generally began ' -•- — 
functioning the morning, of D plus 4. 

In the early stages, 6 tracks wore assigned from "0" Comnony 
to Yellow Beaches for unloading of landing craft. These operated 
on a 24 hour basis. Five (5) trucks operated in like manner on Blue-
Beach. Three (3) trucks were assigned to burial ottVGe?': ~ 

of trucks were employed hauling RCTs supplies, Divisl6n*Q'* supplies, 
*ntf serving Division units and Division attpched units. 

Six l/4-ton 4x4 trucks tr©ilors, 4 from Division Staff"° ** sections, 1 from Hepdau»rters Company pslKhKfflflmP]L_Q0Tn fil^' h 
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of ?/'to each RCT. These were provided to increase the sutroly facil-
ities from Regiment to Battalion dumt>s, ' since terrain conditions-
precluded extensive uee of heavy transportation in some forward 
areas. 

On D plus 10, Division delivery of rations, water, housekeeping 
snd general supplies, ammunition and' de-fense materials from "Division 
dumps to Regiment dumps was rstablished. Deliveries were macie dally. 

Additional emergency night deliveries were' usual on ammunition, 
1barbwiro, and illuminating? shells. Truck alatoons operating from 

Regiment durat)e handled transport from Regiment to battalion <?umr>s. 

Under this program certain dpily truck assignments were es-
tpblished: 

Co-nmisBpry section 6 
ral sun-nlies 2 

Ammunition 5 . 
Splvpge 1

' 

Burial 3 
RCT f s-5 por Regiment in lines, 3 per 

Regiment in reserve 13 
Bomb dispospl 

TOTAL: -ii 
The additional trucks were employed to augment the above' when 

needed and for transport needs of Division Headquarters, Headquarters 
Battalion, VMO-4, Replacement Battalions, additional ammunition 
requirements, prisoners, movement of dumps, clearing of areas, etc. 

Approximately 10$ of trucks were serviced daily. This servicing 
involved about 2 to 5 hours pnd included minor mechanical adjust-
ments, repair of tires, radiators, *nd. shell dam«ge. Only one ?%-
ton 6x6 cargo truck was destroyed pnd. permanently out of o.Deration. 

To.t'ol Motor Tr°ns"oort Battalion vehicle losses for the o^er-
a,tion consisted of one 2^~ton 6x6 c^rgo truck, one ?&- ton 6x6 
Wrecker, one M^9C, and one water trailer. Other vehicles damaged 
were repaired and returned to service. 
?. SERVICE 

A grand total of 1332 recorded Jobs we^e completed in the  
course of the operation* These, include repair jobs only anc* re-

classified, pair jobs involving re'"Dlacement ar units. Aof elements^breakdown of. these jobs is as follows: l||l||"l AOOIITfCf) 
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repair involving-
rTYPE JOB REPAIR OMA REPLACEMENTS TOTAL 

Ignition 274 121 395 
?Batteries Charged only 32 
Power Train 57 40 '97 
Motors 38 9 47 
Cprburetors 60 14 74 
Broke s 31 2 33 
Cooling System 34 5 39 
Chassis SO 13 33 
Tires 33 18 51 
Tubes 139 28 157 
Welding 111 
Lubrication and oil changes 79 
Oil Filters 3 
Machine shot) special jobs 39 
Tractor Overhaul \ : . 1 
Salvage Jobs-vehicles 10 
Construction Shcnc chars:? Launcher R.C.T.24 1 
Jobs for 133rd Naval Construction Battalion 2 
Job for -3rd Marine Division 1 
Jobs for sth I'larine Division 3 
Jobs for Bth Field Depot 5v 

TOTAL: 
" 

1232 

*Allbatteries included in ignition repairs and r^Pla cements 
totaling 90, were also charged. 

The tire repair trailer justified itself. The tire situation 
on embarkation for the operation was critic*land tire stocks on 
hanc! sTiall. terrain and the short hauls did not place the 
strain on tires as at Ssipan, the tire trailer .-nobler' 33 tires' to 
be rebuilt pnd. used, as well as speeding up the ret>air of tubes. 
As .p result, no tire shortage was experienced. 

The splvp^^ of vehicles, as noted, r>rovided rebuilt engines, 
transmissions, etc. , which facilitated ret>pirs by unit exchanges, 
and made "oosaible re"o»irs that otherv^iso could not have been 
effected. 

Operations were facilitated through Patt«li^n r»dio net which 
Drovided communication direct between donropnlee »nd Battalion. 

Allpersonnel vehicles were dug in. Areas were organized 
for defense against infiltration and contact established with ad-
joining units. - HIft14%8-10  

-> 
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Congregation of Personnel and promiscuous roaming were not 
permitted. As r result, though are^s were sporadically under ar-
tillery and mortar fire, Battalion casualties were extremely low. 
"H&S11 1 W&E, "A" Co,- 1 KIA, 2 W&E, 1 WNE, "S" Co. 2 *fNSf 2-shell shock and evacuated. Fourth Amphibian Truck Co. 5 '?&"£, 
1 WNE. 476th Army Dukw Co. 3 W&E, 3 S&5. Total casualties 21. 

A temporary Provisional Battalion was organized and activated 
by Division on March 9th, Motor Transport assigned S officers and 
90 enlisted to this Unit. Eight {8) ,30 caliber machine guns and 
2 l/4-ton 4x4 cargo trucks, with l/4-ton trailers were also provided 
for the Provisional Battalion. This unit was disbanded and these 
officers, men, equipment and vehicles were returned to the Motor 
Transport Battalion on the afternoon of March 12th, 

S. PREPARATIONS FOR RE-EMBARKATION 

In accordance with allotment made by VAC, 11 additional 3-J-ton 
amphibious cargo trailers, or a total of 24, were collected for 
reembarkation to repr area. Of this number, 10 were in operative 
condition and 14 were in need of repair. Twenty- two (22) were 
supplied to the Division QM for a pre-loading with salvaged 
Division equipment* 

% 

.On D plus 20, the 4?6th Army Dukw Company was detached, to the 
Army Harrison Forces and at the s^me time th-5 22 Dukws operative 
out of the original 50, were transferred, to the Army garrison Forces. 

On D plus 23, the 30 Dukws of the 4th Marine Amphibian Truck-Company which verc operative out of the original 5n5 n were transferred 
to VAC. VAC loaned 2of these to Division TQM for use in con-
tacting ships during reembarkation. On D plus 26, by arrangement, 
the 30 Dukws were to be transferred, to the Army Harrison Forces. 
27 were delivered. The remaining 3, in VAC control, w«:r~ to be de-
livered by VAC to the Army G-arrison Forces. 

He-loading and re-embarkating of the Division was started on 
D plus 23 and completed as far as^Motor Transport Activities were 
concerned, at 2400 on D plus 27. As hauling of gear end. supplies 
of Division organizations was completed , trucks were 
with battalion" or Division gear. Motor Transport Officers «.nd FCOs 
were stationed at dumps, beaches pnd. aboard landing1 craft to super-
vise movement, loading &nd. unloading of trucks. 

Division transportation, as reembarl«kgMfl| supplemented by 
the loan of.10 trucks and drivers from VlfßM^l^^lp^ftlf^l^ffi^-* 
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These trucks reported at 1830 on D plus 27 and were employed until 
completion of Division re embarkation on D plus 28. 

12-*  •'•>^ ij^;***' 
i 
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ENCLOSURE "A" - HO TO?. TRANSPORT REPORT. 

Needed itens for Ivo Jimp Operation procured burins* Rehabil-
itation Period*  

CHEMICAL 7ARFARE 
Item # Q,upntit Article 

1. 11 COVERS, 'protective, individual. 11 
2. 16 !USK, Ctps, sorvice lightweight, (Arnay)M3-10-6.

:"S-4SI/:

3. 15 OINTMENT, protective, "S-4Sl/ tube. 15 
4. 16 CINTHSNT, -protective, .BAL, tube. 16 

EN^INESR. SHIPMENT 
15.. 1 HOSE, f/eouinrnent, welding, oxygen and pcctylon 

set. 

GENERAL SUPPLY 
a.b. 20 CAN, me«t , w/cover*
?. 44- COVER, f./helmet, .steel, coiiml^te, w/liner. 9 
8. 4? CV^ISR, f/pick-mattock, 1-ntrFnchinpr 
9. *? CUP, MI9IO, f/c«nto-n, Ml^lO. 

10. 20 FORK, hsv-rspcV. 
11. 40 KNIFE, hpvereoeki 13 
12. 19 NET, mosquito, he*»d.  
13.- Oc PACKETS, first »id. '  
14. 86 PCNCHO, rubberised, cloth, c»mouflps:e. 21 
15. 6 FOUCH, f/paoket, first Pid. 
16; 20 SPOCN, hnverspck.  
I?.- c; TENT, shelter, e*»ch-hfflf, w/l guy lino.  

D18. v BODY, steel, helmet. ? 
19. . 35 HEADBANDS, f/helmet, steel. 
20. 35 LIFERS, f/helmet, steel. 
SI. . 35 NECKBANDS, f/helmet, steel.  

300 LIPSTICK, P.nti-chPt>.  

ORDNANCE 
60 HA-AZII^ES, pssemfely, f/c«rbino, cp1..30, Ml. 

23 26 POCKETS, msgFzine, double web, f/c^rbin3»
9 RIFLS3, Caliber *30 Ml. . 
9. SLINGS, Rifle, caliber .30 Ml.'w 

144 C-RE^SS, Rifle,- lubs. 1/4 oz 

1. 10 BULBS, bpttery ch»rger.' 
2. 7 BATTERY, c«ble 36°. 
3. 3 CABLE Ignition rollsIJX> sauge 
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QuantityItem  Article 

4. 5 PSRMATEX, Assorted. 
*-»o*. 30 SHEETS CORK, gasket material. 
6. 15 ELECTROLYTE, gallons. 

007. 200 FITTING-S, assorted g*s line 
8. 20 BRAKE FLUID, Hydraulic.
9. 36 ft. RADIATOR HOSE, assorted. 

10. 4 ~ 
LAMPS,LAMPS,11. 50  nutputo, pseortcd. 

12. 75 GASKET. r>p.*Der assorted, yds. 
13. 200 SPARK PLUGS. 
14. 600 RIVETS, assorted. 
15. 2 SHIM, stock sets. 

•16.  200 TERMINALS, assorted.  
17, 100 COPPER TUBirCr, ft. 3/16" 
18. 600 KEYS, (Wo o<?. ruff) ,'« s so rted. 
19, 5 OIL PANS, for 6x6. 
20.% 

100 REAR HUB, oil seals, 6x6. 
21. 100 CENTER BEARING-, oil sepl, 6x6. 
22. 20 FRONT HUB, Oil seal, 6x6. 
23. 2 CARBURETOR, 6x6. 
24. 2 CARBURETOR, 1-ton. 
25. 10 CARBURETOR, rappir kits, jeep. 
26. 10 STARTING MOTORS, fisias, 1-ton. 
27. 2 REDUCTION C-SAR HOUSINGS, 6x6. 
28. 10 CLUTCH, ret)»ir kits, jeep. 
29. 50 FRONT HUB, oil sepls, 1-ton. 
30. 10 DISTRIBUTOR CAPS, 1-ton. 
31. 2 CYLINDER, HEAD, jeep. 
32. 2 CRANKSHAFTS, jeep. 
33. 75 ROLLER BEARING-, transmission, m*in shpft, jeep.
34, 10 GENERATOR, fields, 6x6. 
35. 12 KITS, Mo.3 HA" frpme installations w/t«ckle.
36.  1 WELDER, 200-300 «tmp, trailer mtd, ep Lincoln 

or oqual x*os 59327. 
37. 1 EQUIPMENT, welding electric (less weider) . 
38. 1 E. S. Equipment welding electric ore, set. 
39. 50 BRUSHES, wire.  
40, 5 PROPELLERS, for Dukw mod G.M. C.  
41. 400 HOT PATCHES, assorted (rT-6T-6 - GU9). 
42. 200 VALVE STEMS, .{resorted) . 
43. 200 VALVE CORES.  
44 200 COATS, park*.  
45. 164 TROUSERS, parka. ffltJt 

MBMMf*lMft 
14 

m-
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APPENDIX 6 TO ANNEX DOG TO C^ERATION REPORT IW~JIMA" 20-APRIL" 1945 ~* BREAKDOWN OF EQUIPMENT a SUPPLIES. 41 MARINE DIVISION REINFORCED  
~ TRANSDIV 45 RCT 23 TRANSDIV 43 RCT 24 TRANSDIV 4 4 RCT 25u ~~T 

nmr.Fßg 85| 82| 881 fifif~ 6| 43| lO| 1041 77| 76| 73 1 101 7| 1 12 801 871 83| fill 81 60| ml 44. 119? 
ENLISTED 1533 1339^3511426 1 68 1677 253 1019 1406 \*46 1309 186 189 292 1201 1425 1 197 1394 210 1677 247 1177 22123 

APA2O7 APAIS4 AKA6O LSTS LSMS APA33 APAIS6 APAIIB APA2O6 AKA6S AKA2I LSTS LSMS APAI2O APAI9OAPAI93 APAIS7 AKA 66 LSTS LSMSAPAI96APAISJJ |_ j* 
SHQRT TONS / / / / * / / / / / / / / / / 9 } 

BAGGAGE _4 A 7.2 _3 .± 4__2 3.3 3J. 3.0 3.0 j ~ L__6 7.4 3.3 6.5 _i I 44.3 
OFFICE EQUIPMENT 4_ J_ 7.5 2.5 1.1 J_ I LZ 3. LI ,6 3. 18.2  
ORGANIZATIONAL EQUIP 67.7 29.9 17.5 18.9 131.7 &L£ 34,2 421 19.8 tfll.O &Q_2 I7LQ 68.4 93* ?4 7 7QQft  
MESS EUIPMENT 6.2 5.5 5.2 34 201 12__6_ 1.7 5.9 1.0 3.7 4.2 4.4 6.4 6.7 3.6 90.6  
CAMP EQUIPMENT ZA i1 1 5 2.0 L2JD .4 8 .3 2.4 3J> .4. 9,9 1,3 1.5 188.3  
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 233. 38.2 27.1 26.3 535.0 35! 26.3 32.1 32.2 79. I 31.6 31.8 31.6 41.2 79.4 1Q73.3  
AVIATION MATERIAL  . 
HEAVY LIFTS (CRATEO)  
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¦¦¦¦'¦¦¦¦ COIMJHICATIONS 

-PART I PHEr-EMBARKATION 

1- PLANNING 

(a) Overall plans for the operation were announced in 
sufficient time to permit the formulation of a comprehensive and well 
integrated communication plan* Tentative communication plans of 
higher echelons were issued at an early date, making possible a 
series of conferences between the Attack Force Communication Officer, 
the Landing Force .Signal Officer, and the several Division Signal. 
Officers* These conferences served to eliminate most of the poten- .* 
tlal sources of trouble • 

•(b) In a few instances the communication plans of higher
echelons were inadequate from the standpoint of cDivisions and lower 
units. This Division was assigned insufficient voice calls and was 
obliged to make .up the deficiency from the call list of another 
Division not participating in the" operation. As it is now customary 
in radio dispatches and telephone conversations to refer to units by 
their voice radio calls rather than their actual names, each Division 
should, be assigned sufficient voice calls to permit the assignment 
of a call to each organic or attached -unit. A total of fifty voice 
calls per Division are required for 'this purpose- The number of Glf 
calls required is considerably less, as CHF calls are required only 

rfor those units which are equipped with CTf radios- Twenty-five C"'.
calls per Division should be sufficient. 

(c) Instructions in CentComTwo relative to the crypto-aids 
to be landed by each Division were not explicit. This uncertainty 
was not eliminated by the Landing Force Operation Order-

(d) Air raid warning, and anti-aircraft control instructions 
contained in the Joint .Expeditionary Force Operation Order and in the 
Landing Force Operation Order caused some confusion in this Division, 
in spite of repeated efforts to clarify the matter. The Landing 
Force could completely eliminate the present uncertainty and con-
fusion by announcing the effective air raid warning and .anti-aircraft 
control conditions over the regular Landing Force wire and radio cir-
cuits, thereby relieving Divisions of the necessity of monitoring 
the Local Air Warning Net. 

(c) Plans for using the shackle cipher as a means of  
authentication did not crystallize until after the Hawaiian.rehear-
sal. Prior to that time, three widely differing sets' of instruc-
tions for shackle authentication had been promulgated, and much  
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confusion had resulted, as attested by the large number of Hawaiian 
rehearsal .messages which were incorrectly authenticated. Profiting 
by this experience, the Landing Force abandoned the message authenti-
cator system and s-tandardized a simple system of station authenti-
cation which was already in use in both the 4th and sth Marine 
Divisions. This system of station authentication proved very 
satisfactory in' the ensuing operation. 

(f) Last, minute changes in the shackle cipher itself 
resulted in considerable waste of time and scarce materials. This 
Division h8& just completed the orinting and distribution of some 
36,000 shackle- grids based on alphabets listed in the Landing Force 
Rehearsal Order when a new series was substituted, necessitating a 
complete re-printing and redistribution^ It is believed that Landing 
Force could eliminate such difficulties and give considerable assist-
ance to Divisions and" lower echelons by assuming the responsibility 
for printing and distributing all shackle grids. 

(g) The communication plan of this Division was embodied 
in the following documents issued prior to the operation: 

4th Mar Div SIGSOP-3. 
4th Mar Div SOI-Q. 
4th Mar Div Communication Guide for Commanders and 

Staff Officers. 
Annex How to 4th Mar Div Opn Plan No. 49-44. 
Annex How to 4th Mar Div Rehearsal Plan No. 2-44. 
Annex Charlie to 4th Mar Div Training Order No. 2-45 

(h.) Owing to changes in plans of higher echelons, numerous 
changes were required in several of the above documents. In the case 
of SOI-6, a total of ten changes were issued, an excessive number in 
view of the difficulty in disseminating such changes, particularly 
after embarkation. It is hoped that an earlier crystallization of 
plans will be possible in future operations, in order to materially 
reduce the number of changes required. l 

2. ORGANIZATION 

(a) The following communication units were attached to 
this Division for the IWO JIMA Operation, either for the performance 
of some special function or for the general. reinforcement of the 
communication personnel of the Division: 

Ist Joint Assault Signal Company (JASCO). 
Detachment 726th Signal Air Earning Company (726th 

SATiDet). ,inn'h A.-
— —  
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Detachment V Amphibious Corps Signal Battalion 
(VAC Sig Det). 

V Amphibious Corps Liaison Team (VAC Ln Team). 

(b) An Air Liaison Party was assigned to each Landing
Team, each Combat Team, and. Division Headquarters. The battalion 
and regimental parties were each augmented for the operation by the 
addition of three enlisted, while the Division Headquarters party 
was increased by two officers and ten enlisted. These- additions 
were necessitated by the operational requirements imposod by higher 
authority • The present T/0 allowances are entirely inadequate to 
meet these requirements. 

(c) Shore Fire Control and Naval Gunfire Liaison' Parties 
were organized and assigned to Landing Teams, Combat Teams, and 
Division Headquarters in accordance with FKF Pac Special Order No* 
86-44, which materially augmented the hopelessly inadequate T/0
allowances. 

' 
, 

(d) Nine Shore Party Communication Teams were organized 
from the Shore Party Section of the JASCO, one at T/0 strength for 
each of the four Shore Parties of each aseault Combat Team, and a 
somewhat larger team, comprising 2 officers and 19 enlisted, for the 
Division Shore Party. The duties of Shore Party Communication 
Officer were performed by the JASCO Commanding Officer-

(c) . Administrative control of the various elements of the 
¦JASCO remained with the JASCO Commanding Officer-

enlisted,(f) The 726th SA'f Det, comprising 1 officer and 34 ¦> 

and the VAC Ln Team, comprising 1 officer and 5 enlisted, were placed 
under operational control of the Division Signal Company. The VAC 
Sig Det, comprising 1 officer and 45 enlisted, was attached to the 
Division Signal Company. 

(g). Replacement communication personnel accompanied the 
Division in the 24th and 30th Replacement Drafts. . In accordance wi-th 
orders from higher authoritjr, these replacement personnel were not. 
available for transfer to communication units of the Division un.til 
actually required as- casualty replacements. This arrangement proyed 
disadvantageous, for -reasons which will be brought out later. 

(h) 
' 

At- embarkation, the communication personnel strength 
of the Division was 26 below the authorized "T/0 plus .5. percent". 
This strength was 'augmented for .tlie operation by the addition, of the 
45 enl.is.te::d personnel- of the -VAC -&ig"Det and the 74 enlisted per- ; 
sonnel of-tie; 24th and 30th Replacement 

¦ 
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3. TRAINING 

(a) Training for the next operation was begun immediately 
on return from the TINIAN operation. Training programs were con-
ducted by all organizations, commencing with basic re-training and 
ending with several Division CPX's in which all units participated. 

(b) As a large influx of new types of radio equipment had 
begun, special efforts x^ere made to train technicians in the adjust-
ment and repair of these sets. Maximum advantage was taken of the 
skill and facilities of the Division Signal Repair Section to train 
regimental and battalion repairmen. This training resulted not only 
in improved standards of maintenance in lower echelons, but created 

.a closer liaison between the higher and lower echelons of repair. 

(c) Advantage was also taken of the training facilities 
offered by the FM school conducted by FMF Pac, Selected personnel 
from all units were sent to this school with profitable results. It 
is hoped that this school will be available for additional training 
in the future, and that the school willbe expanded to provide in-
struction in each new type of equipment as it is introduced to the 
Pacific theater. . 

(d) Special emphasis was also devoted to training in radio 
countermeasures. A representative of the Signal Officer r s Section, 
FMF Pac, conducted a school in this subject for all radio operators 
of the Division. Although the course was of short duration and came 
too late in the training cycle for maximum effectiveness, the results 
were very good, and it is hoped that this type of training will be 
extended and intensified* 

(c) Unfortunately, most of the replacements for the cas-
ualties suffered in the SAIPAN and TINIAN operations did not reach 
the Division until the training period was nearly over- As. a con-
sequence it was impossible, in the time available, to bring these 
replacements to the high state of training achieved by personnel who 
had completed the entire training program. Many of the replacements 
were ex-radar personnel with no experience in communications. These 
personnel were developed into passable voice rad,io operators in the 
time available , but will require a great deal of additional training 
before they can be assigned to other tasks. 

(f) Communication personnel of the 24th and 30th Replace-— ment Drafts did not arrive in time for adequate training, nor were 
the y available for assignment to communication units where training 
could be most effectively and expeditiously carried out.' Many of 
these replacements had had no experience in Gficibai Jinit s. and were 
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unfamiliar with much of the communication equipment in common use* 
This was particularly unfortunate in the case of non-commissioned 
officers who should have been ready to fillkey positions in a 
Communication Platoon or Section. A few signal repairmen had had no 
experience in repairing the various types of radio equipment used by 
the Division, and in some cases had not even seen some of the equip-
ment prior to joining the Division. There was not sufficient time 
to familiarize these men with this equipment prior to embarkation. 

(g) Communication personnel of the Naval Gunfire find Air 
Liaison Parties were not as well trained as other communication per-
sonnel in the technique of communications. This deficiency does not 
reflect on the diligence of JASCO officers- It stems from an in-
herent defect in the JASCO structure. The officers assigned to Naval 
Gunfire and Air Liaison Parties are not communi cation officers, nor 
are they qualified to instruct their personnel in the technique of 
communications- This places the burden of instructing well over a 
hundred communication personnel in these teams on the shoulders of 
the two qualified communication officers in JASCO Headquarters. As 
these officers already have full-time executive and administrative 
duties it is a credit to them that the training reached as high a 
standard as it did. ?he situation was frequently aggravated by 
prolonged official absences of officers in charge of teams, and by 
last minute replacements of skilled officers with officers of no 
training or experience whatsoever. 

4. .EQUIPMENT 
(a) The Division embarked for IWO JIMA in a generally 

excellent state of material readiness.. The few shortages which 
remained had no serious effect on the" ensuing operation. 

(b) Excess equipment which the Division had on hand was 
utilized in two ways* In some instances the excess was placed 
directly in the hands of the using units to meet operational needs 
not provided for by the tables of allowances- In the remaining in-
stances the excess was maintained on hand as an emergency pool* It 
was anticipated that difficulty would be experienced in establishing 
signal repair facilities on- the exposed TJO beaches during the first 
few days of the operation, and that a considerable amount of damaged 
equipment would have to be replaced outright, pending eventual  
repair- The emergency pool was set up to meet this situation should  
it occur.  

5  
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-PART II EMBARKATION 

1- DIVISION HEADQUARTERS COMMUNICATION PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT 

(a) Communication personnel serving Division Headquarters 
were divided into three main' groups* The largest group, comprising 
12 officers and 200 enlisted, was embarked aboard the USS 3AYFIELD, 
carrying the Commanding General* This group was of sufficient size 
to man a complete command post communication installation on a con-
tinuous basis, or to man for a limited period a complete .command 
post installation plus a forward or rear echelon installation. This 
group relied upon installed shipboard communication equipment for 
communication afloat, and carried sufficient portable equipment, 
reinforced by hold-loaded vehicles, for communication ashore* Ap-
proximately 50$ of the portable signal equipment and 2d% of the 
signal vehicles were embarked on this ship. The Division Signal 
Officer, Signal' Company Commander, JASCO Commander, Division Air 
Liaison Officer, and Division Naval Gunfire Liaison Officer were 
included in the group aboard the BAYFIELD. 

(b) The second- main group, comprising 9 officers and 134 
enlisted, was embarked on board the USS MELLETTE, carrying the 
Assistant' Division Commander. This group was of sufficient size to 
enable the ADC to take over the control of the Division, afloat or 
ashore, should the need arise. This group also relied upon instal-
led shipboard facilities for communications afloat, and carried 
sufficient portable equipment, reinforced by hold-loaded vehicles, 
for communications ashore* Approximately ZQ% of the portable signal 
equipment and 2d% of the signal vehicles were loaded aboard this 
ship. The signal group on the MELLETTE functioned under the 
Assistant Division Signal Officer. 

(c) The third, main group, comprising 2 officers and 52 
enlisted, was embarked aboard LSM 260. This group consisted of the 
drivers necessary to man the 27 embarked vehicles, plus the operating 
portion of the 726th SAIT Det and a small group of wiremen. This . 
method of transporting some bOfa- of the signal vehicles, plus 20^ of 
the portable signal gear (pre-loaded in vehicles) was an innovation 
which proved outstandingly" successful , as it enabled this equipment 
to be landed expeditiously and without loss in spite of sea and 
beach conditions which were causing heavy losses to small boats 
and. their cargos* 

2. DIVISION SIGNAL SUPPLIES 

(a) Signal replenishment supplies were divided equally 

"" -"' ;IOrfc'U -.- .. . 
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between two cargo ships, with a Signal Company officer aboard each 
to insure proper care in transit, to supervise selective unloading, 
and to assist in delivery to the beach. 

3« SIGNAL COMPANY OPERATIONS DURING- EMBARKATION 
(a) . During the embarkation period the Signal Company pro-

vided telephone , teletype, and messenger service between the dock 
area and the camp. An advance message center was established aboard 
the BAYFISLD prior to the embarkation of Division Headquarters, per-
mitting the movement of the Division Command Post without interrup-
tion of communication. 

-PART 111 MOVEMENT TO TARGET 

1. SIGNAL COMPANY OPERATIONS ABOARD SHIP 
(a) Throughout the entire voyage, continuous effort was 

devoted to perfecting the tactical communication set-ups aboard the 
BAYF.IELD and MELLETTE. The final forms of these set-ups are illus-
trated in Appendices 1 and 2« The elaborate set-up aboard the 
BAYFIELD is the most effective transport communication installation 
ever employed by this Division^ The success of this installation, 
in which 18 transmitters and 25 receivers were operated simultaneous-
ly and continuously for the first five days of the operation, was 
largely- due to the boundless cooperation and untiring energy of the 
Communication Officer of the BAYPIELD. In the initial establishment 
of the communication set-up, this officer conducted exhaustive tests 
and devised a wide variety of technical expedients which made the 
simultaneous operation of so many equipments possible. In the  
ensuing operation the ship's communication crew were indefatigable  
in locating and remedying troubles and preventing serious inter-
ference with communications.  

(b) In addition to establishing, testing, and exercising 
the tactical communication set-ups, the Signal Company provided ad-
ministrative telephone and. messenger service, and assisted the 
ships' communication forces by copying press, manning naval radio 
circuits, 'and standing communication office and coding room watches. 
The ships, on the other hand, provided the message centers with .. . 
copies of all ship traffic. The Transport Squadron Flag Office 
provided" guard mail service. ''''"'..«-«*.¦ 
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2. EQUIPMENT INSPECTIONS 
(a) Frequent inspections of signal gear were made during 

the voyage, particular attention being paid to storage batteries* 
Ship's battery charging facilities were used when necessary. 

3. TRAINING ABOARD SHIP 

(a) Training of communication personnel was continuous 
throughout the voyage. Allpersonnel were briefed on tactical plans
for the operation, and regular schools were conducted in message 
center procedure, radio procedure, and communication plans. All 
personnel participated in daily physical exercises. 

4. REHEARSALS 

(a) Rehearsals for the operation were- conducted in the 
Hawaiian area and again in the forward staging area- The rehearsal 
in the Hawaiian area,, involving naval gunfire and the actual landing 
of troops, afforded a reasonably complete check on communication 
plans and facilities. As beach conditions prevented the landing of 
LSH 260, portable signal equipment was used extensively at the 
Division Command Post ashore* This did not detract from the value 
of the rehearsal, as it was very likely that conditions at I!fO might 
necessitate Similar arrangements. 

(b) Several instances of radio interference were encoun-
tered in the Hawaiian rehearsal which necessitated frequency  
reassignments*  

(c) Many difficulties inherent in the shackle system of 
message authentication became apparent in the Hawaiian rehearsal. 
As a consequence, the message authentication system was abandoned 
by the Landing Force in favor of a simple system of station authen-
tication already in.use in the 4th and sth Marine divisions. The 
latter system proved highly satisfactory in the ensuing operation. 

(d) As the rehearsal in the forward staging area did not 
involve the landing of troops, it provided an incomplete check on 
troo*o communications. 

(c) In neither rehearsal were casualties assessed against 
communication personnel or .equipment. As a consequence the plans 
for.resupply of equipment and personnel were not exercised. This, 
could have had serious results, as the problems of resupply of com-
munication equipment and personnel, while satisfactorily solved in 
the ensuing operation, were the most pressing problems which arose-

- <- 8 NLLHaairTr r* 
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-PART IV THE ASSAULT 

-1. OPERATION GENERAL 

(a) Communications in the assault were uniformly excellent. 
Not a single instance was reported in which a major unit lacked rapid 
and reliable communication with its superior, subordinate, or 
adjacent units. 

-2. OPERATION MOVEMENT OF DIVISION COMMAND POST ASHORE 

(a) A Division Advance Message Center was dispatched to 
the beach on the afternoon of D plus 3, and by nightfall a complete 
communication set-up had been established in preparation for the 
movement of the Division Command Post ashore* This movement took 
place on the following morning without interruption of communica-
tions. In view of the conditions which prevailed on the beach 
during the first three days of the operation, it is believed that 
the decision to retain the Division Command Post aboard ship until 
reasonably complete .communication facilities could be established 
ashore contributed immeasurably to the full and uninterrupted con-
trol which the Commanding General was able to exercise during the 
crucial early stages of the operation* 

-3. OPERATION RADIO 

(a) A complete description of 4th Marine Division radio 
channels is contained in SOI-6. The net structure and assignment of 
frequencies proved sound, and no basic changes are contemplated for 
future operations., The effectiveness of the radio plan is attested 
by the fact that during the first four days of the assault, Division 
Headquarters remained aboard ship and relied almost exclusively on 
radio communication for- control of subordinate elements. No com-
munication failures of more than momentary duration occurred during 
this period. 

(b) In a few instances radio circuits afloat were over-
loaded by the transmission of long encrypted dispatches or the 
transmission of long messages by Navajo talkers. These instances 
emphasized 'the need for radio teletype and voice scrambling equip-
ment between Division and Corps, and voice scrambling equipment 

'
be-

We en Division and Regiment. The present means for handling en-
crypted radio dispatches are still too cumbersome and slow to handle 
such lengthy traffic as operation orders, dispatch summaries, 'and 
periodic reports* There are certain periods in every ope rat ian^rjjßn
such,, material must be handled by radio. Witt^ftftflffn"lk^M^Wo'lt|\ 
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devices these- messages are a constant threat to communications. 

(c) In expectation of "beach conditions which would prevent 
the operation of TBX's during the initial phase of the assault, 
Shore Fire Control Parties were equipped with SCR-300 !.s and were 
assigned SCR-300 channels on which to relay spotting information 
from the spotter to some location, ashore or afloat, where the TBX 
could be operated* As further insurance, each party was equipped 
with two §QR-536 !s tuned to its assigned shore fire control fre-
quency. Both expedients proved necessary and effective* 

(d) Owing to lack of equipment and personnel in Air Liai-
son Parties, the task of operating ground stations in the Support 
Air Observation Net was assigned to the Signal Company and to the , 

Communication Platoons of Regiments and Battalions. This expedient 
was not completely satisfactory as the Signal Company and Communi-
cation Platoons are not provided with personnel and equipment for 
this purpose either, although they are somewhat better off than the 
Air Liaison Parties. In" the future it is hoped that Air Liaison 
Parties willvbe provided with additional personnel and equipment so 
that all air-ground communications may be assigned to the JASCO* 

(c) Crystal control of radios was widely used* 'Jherever 
possible at least one crystal controlled transmitter .was employed 
on each net to accurately establish the net frequency. The crystal 
grinding shop of the 6th Base Depot filled all orders expeditiously 
in spite of the fact that it had just commenced operation and was 
hard -oressed at times for materials with which to xtfork. 

(f) A normal amount of atmospheric noise was encountered 
in the operation. It caused no serious difficulty. 

(g) Interference between friendly stations was reported 
in a number of instances, particularly in the case of the SCR-300 » 

It was eliminated in every case by a judicious re-assignment of 
channels. , The probability of this interference was enhanced some-
what by the failure of higher authority to space channels to the' 
maximum extent within each Division. This Division, for example, 
was assigned. SCR-300 channels 38, 39, and 40-

(h) The fourteen SCR-300 channels assigned to this Divi-
sion for the operation were barely sufficient. In an operation in-
volving a larger number of Divisions, communication in lower ech-
elons would be seriously impaired by lack of SCR-300 channels. A 
set similar to the SCR-300 but operating on frequencies from 48 to 
at least SO megacycles is urgently needed. . 

10 
i 
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(i) Severe harmonic interference was received on several 
FM channels between 20 and 40 megacycles. This interference was 
generated by destroyer transmitters engaged in shore fire control 
communications, and was apparently occasioned by the use of exces-
sive power together with improper antenna coupling* 

(j) The radio installation aboard the BAYFIELD, by virtue 
of the large number of transmitters and receivers in close proximity, 
required considerable study and labor to reduce mutual interference 
to a workable level. The goal was finally achieved by extensive •¦• 

grounding ana. shielding of equipment, by judicious choice of antenna 
type and location," by use of coaxial antenna lead-ins, by use of 
minimum power and careful transmitter adjustment , and by proper 
assignment of equipment to each channel* 

(k) Severe radar interference was encountered aboard the 
BAYFIELD whenever the SC-3 radar was in operation. Fortunately 
this radar was used only during red alerts. Each time the radar 
beam swept across the receiver antennas ah extremely loud SO cycle 
note made reception impossible- On shore, a 400 cycle note, was 
picked up by all receivers within 150 yards of the AN/TPS-1 radar* 
This interference did not seriously interfere with reception, and 
beyond 150 yards no interference was noticeable* 

(l) A number of enemy transmissions were reported on fre-
quencies assigned to this Division. In most instances this inter-
ference appeared to be unintentional, and the transmissions were of 
short duration. At certain periods of the night, strong enemy sig-
nals were received from the Empire, but in no instances were these 
interpreted as jamming efforts* 

(m) On one occasion the enemy made obvious attempts to 
interfere with the operation of the 4th Marine Division Reconnaiss-
ance Net. His efforts included both jamming(C¥ or 500 cycle audio 
tone) and deception (orders to secure net, assumption of friendly
calls). As the enemy station failed to authenticate when challen-? 
ged, his deceptive transmissions were disregarded. When the inter-
ference became intolerable, friendly stations shifted to another 
frequency, while two dummy stations continued to send operating 
signals on the jammed frequency. The enemy station remained on the 
old frequency for some time, but- finally ceased transmitting and did 
not interfere with this net again* 

(n) A few attempts were made, with the help of Division 
language officers, to intercept such enemy radio transmissions- as  
were reported to Division Headquarters- The delay in reporting  
these transmissions, together with the inadejnuiMf VqMftPlfir "%\ - - IInil 1 flV\lrli*i!ll Unfitl fTHhßrTFtill.ir r 
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equipment, robbed these attempts of any success. It is believed, 
however, that much information of immediate tactical value could be 
secured by the employment of a Radio Intelligence Platoon attached 
to the Division Signal Company.-

4. OPERATION. WIRE 
(a) Because of the relatively short distances involved, 

and the slow movement of the front lines in the face of heavy enemy 
resistance, the Division wire system was both compact and elaborate. 
A total of 48 locals and 29 trunks were connected to the Division 
switchboard. Three trunk lines were laid to each Regiment, laterals 
were laid between Regiments, important lines were "laddered" against 
the effects of enemy fire, and all trunks vulnerable to vehicular 
damage were overheaded. As a result of these precautions wire 
communication was highly reliable and handled a very heavy. -traffic 
load., both tactical and administrative, without difficulty. 

(b) In the vicinity of command posts, overheading could 
not be resorted to for security reasons, and lines were laid on the' 
ground* Because of the cushioning effect of the loose volcanic ash, 
this wire suffered little damage from foot traffic over a period of 
nearly a month. Tfaere these lines crossed roads it was necessary 
to bury them for protection against vehicular traffic 

(c) As in previous amphibious operations, Switchboards 
BD-71 and BD-72 proved cumbersome, and for the weight of equipment 
involved did not furnish sufficient drops for battalions and regi-

*ments. A light-weight switchboard is badly needed. 

(d) Teletype was operated with excellent success be We en 
Landing Force and Divisions. This form of communication is ideally 
suited to handling lengthy messages such as operation orders, dis-
patch summaries, and periodic reports. Unfortunately the currently 
authorized teletype equipment is too heavy and bulky for use at 
regimental command posts. A real need exists for a compact, light 
weight teletype or tape facsimile equipment to be used between 
Division and Regiments. 

(c) Telegraph equipment was simplexed on one line between 
Division and Landing Force, but. was not used. No telegraph equip-
ment was installed on lines to lower echelons. 

•(f) The present T/0 allowances of wire personnel are 
generally adequate- Some re-distribution in rank is desirable in 
the Signal Company, as there are insuff iciejjtofi^in^^hiefs in"that 
organization in view of the large number of|m||i|[S^. ip^^^i,.,, 

'- ' 
-i 
¦w %r\ T̂viMßer'irvmtsstum at: 
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(g) Inasmuch as the wire facilities employed by Shore Fire 
Control and Naval Gunfire Liaison Parties are elementary in nature 
and can easily be installed by radio personnel, whereas the duties 
of radio personnel can be assumed by wire personnel only after con-
siderable training, the substitution of radio operators for all wire 
personnel in these parties is advisable. Such a substitution would 
assist in meeting the needs of these parties for more radio opera-
tors* 

(h) The Artillery Regiment, using a fire-direction tele-
phone, system' paralleling the tactical system to its battalions, ex-
perienced a shortage in wire personnel* Two additional wire teams 
of four men each are necessary to handle the fire-direction system. 

-5. OPERATION MESSAGE CENTER 

(a) In spite of a traffic volume heavier than in any pre-
vious operation, message centers functioned with increased speed 
and precision. Between 3 January' and 10 March, the Division Message 
Center alone handled a total of 9,924 messages* This figure does 
not include a large amount of intercept traffic routed to Division-
Staff Sections for information. 

(b) The various cryptographic devices again proved slow, 
and cumbersome. The Joint Assault Code is not well suited to en-
coding operation orders and dispatch summaries which constitute a 
large portion of the traffic requiring encryption. A complete re-
vision of this code, based on a study of operational traffic, might 
produce a workable code , but a more promising solution to the pro-
blem' of handling encrypted traffic appears to be in the use of tele-
type, tape facsimile, and. speech scramblers, which provide a suffi-
cient degree of mechanical security without sacrificing speed of 
transmission. The criticism of the Joint Assault Code applies 
equally well to the Hagelin Cryptographer and to a lesser extent to 
Navajo Talkers. Experience in this Division has shown that there 
are important differences in the vocabularies of Navajos assigned 
to different major units. As a consequence these units encounter 
considerable difficulty in communicating with each other by Navajo 

¦Talker. 

(c) Messenger runs afloat were considerably handicapped 
by difficulties in obtaining boat service whe.n needed-. Inclusion 
of two DUICtT 1 s in. the authorized transportation allowance of the 
Division Signal Company would solve this problem. As an alternative 
solution the apDropriate Navy Operation Plan should specific-ally 
assign one. or more LCP(Ir) ].s\.to provide messenger ser vide for the 
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(d) Messenger dogs were used with some success between 
Division and Regiments. Over the rather short distances involved 
the speed of these dogs was better than that of a foot messenger 
and about 'as good as that of a motor messenger. In a rapidly moving
situation, or over extended distances, it is doubtful if the dogs 
would compare as favorably with foot and motor messengers. 

(c) A general increase in. the T/0 allowance of Division 
Message Center personnel is required to handle the rapidly increas-
ing traffic, load resulting from improved radio and wire communica-
tions. In spite of the presence of 1Q message center personnel of 
the VAC SigDet, Division Message Center personnel were severely 
pressed to handle the heavy traffic load e.xpeditiously and without 
error* In an extended operation on a large land mass the shortage 
of messengers would be .acute* 

6. OPERATION -¦ MOTOR TRANSPORT 

(a) Motor transport personnel of the Signal Company per-
formed' an outstanding job in keeping the 51 motor vehicles of the 
Signal Company in excellent running condition throughout the opera-
tion. In spite of the entirely inadequate allowance of motor trans-
port mechanics and supervisory personnel, five major repair jobs and 
62 jobs of lesser importance were performed during the operation* 

(b) Inasmuch as the. vehicles of the air liaison parties 
can be driven by radio operators, whereas truck drivers can operate 
radios only after considerable training, the substitution of radio 
operators for truck drivers in the air liaison parties is advisable, 
and would assist in meeting the needs of these parties for addi-
tional radio operator s* 

-7* OPERATION AIR WARNING 

(a) The 726th SAW Det, operating in the immediate vicinity 
of the Division Command Post, provided Division Headquarters and 
the ADC with a continuous and accurate flow of information relative 
to friendly and enemy air activity. Its AN/TPS-1 radar was the 
first radar to be set up on the island. The performance of this 
detachment was outstanding in every respect* 

-8. EQUIPMENT RADIO 
(a) Due to short distances, favorable terrain, and the 

slow moving tactical situation, portable rMg« *|uipment#jsuipment .turned in'turned 
an excellent performance on IWO -JIMA* It J*™|oE&T^p&j**$*$**$ye,r•' } 
whether the same standard of excellence co jfef a'ined,; jdiifi 
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portable equipment at extended distances on a large land mass, par-
ticularly in a rapidly moving situation-,. Under such circumstances 
it appears likely that the weight of the larger portable sets would 

¦¦seriously limit their utility, while their low power output would be 
inadequate to cover the distances involved* To meet such conditions 
it willbe necessary to place primary reliance upon vehicular sets 
such as the SCR-193, SCR-299, SCH-399, SCR- 508, SCR- 608, and TCS, 
reserving portable equipment for those instances where terrain con-
ditions or enemy action* prevent the use of a vehicular set-

(b) MZ equipment turned in its usual excellent performance' 
The versatility' of this set, based on its ample .'power output, wide 
frequency range, adaptability to remote control, and proven reli-
ability, make this set the most generally useful set the Marine 
Corps has today* The increasing demand for communication at ext-en-
ded distances over all types of terrain makes an increased distri-
bution of these sets imperative* The present TCS remote control 
equipment should be provided with an integral interphone system, 
however, as a separate phone line from the set to the remote 
position is required at present* 

(c)".. • .SCH-300 equipment performed outstandingly. As this 
set has insufficient channels for an operation involving more than 
three divisions, there is an urgent need for a similar set in the 
frequency band from 48 to at least 60 megacycles* 

(¦&) The IWO JIMA Operation was the first to see a wide 
distribution and employment of SCR-536'5. Performance was very 
good* The assignment of a frequency to each lettered. rifle company 
apoears to be satisfactory. A few BA-.38R batteries were tested on 
the operation and were reported to have an average life of 30 hours* 
As this is several times the life of the BA-38, the new batteries 
are an outstanding improvement and will contribute immeasurably to 
the future success of the SCR-536* 

(c) During the course of the operation a few SCR- 694 
radios were obtained from the Navy and issued to JASCO teams* Tihile 
the rather 'narrow frequency range of the SCR-694 limits its general 
usefulness, its generous power .output, relatively light weight, and 
convenient operating features make it a desirable set for' Shore 
Fire Control Parties* 

(f) The M-29 Cargo Carrier was used on an experimental 
basis as an operating vehicle for both the TCS and SCR-808, radio 
equipments. Low silhouette, ability to. negotiate almost tiny ter-rain", plus. ease of mounting radio equipment make the M-S9 carrier 
an ideal radio vehicle. As sustained roa«| ffi^n^iit is seldom 
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required of Marine Corps radio vehicles, the relatively short road 
life of the M-29 carrier (as compared with a jeep) is no real dis-
advantage. The ability, of the M-29 carrier to place a powerful 
radio where it is needed when it is needed should be fully utilized. 

(g) TBX-B's were used by this Division for the first time 
in the I¥o JIMA Operation. Some difficulty was experienced in%

loading up the transmitter at certain frequencies when using the cry-
stal oscillator, a defect which should be eliminated at once. Other 
wise the set performed excellently* Operators were generally en-
thusiastic about the many Improvements incorporated in this set. 
Because of its wider frequency range it is' more generally useful 
than' the SCR-694, its closest competitor. A gasoline engine gener-
ator, a vehicular power pack, and a quieter hand generator are need-
ed before the full*value of the TBX-8 can be realized. 

(h) The first samples of Headset MHS-11 and Microphone 
MT-1 wore received along with the TBX-8. In the opinion of all 
those who have had the opportunity to use the new headset, it is 
the best headset yet developed for military use. One instance of • 

cord trouble, in the cord joining the two earphones, was reported. 
Microphone MT-1. is much superior to the T-45 lip microphone, and is 
an excellent microphone in all respects* The development and pro-
duction of a hand-holder for the microphone button should be ex-
pedited in order to make the MT-1 a universal microphone xfhich could 
replace all types now in use* . • 

(i) An SCR-399 was drawn by the Division Signal Company in 
place -of the SCR- 499 authorized. The SCR-399 is greatly t:o be pre-
ferred; as it includes an KO-17 Shelter* The set is operable on the 
ground, >rhere it presents a very low silhouette, or on a S-J-ton 
truck as a vehicular set. 

(j) The Division Signal Company had no occasion to use the 
two MM equipments authorized by the T/A, and these sets remained at 
the base camp. The same was true of the two SCR-624 radios belong-
ing to the Signal Company. Both types of equipment are unnecessary.' (k) No use was made of the VHF portion of the AN/VRC-I s 
with which all regimental and battalion Air Liaison Parties were 
equipped. If these Air Liaison Parties are to continue to- be denied 

; been,the control 'of air strikes in future operations, as they have 
in the past, much would be gained by replacing the AN/VRC-1!s with 
MZ's. The lower silhouette of the MZ offers- considerable tactical 
advantage, while the problem af resupply would be much. simplified, 
as large numbers of -MZ equipment are in use throughout- the Division, 
while the AN/VRC-1 Is used only in Air Liaison,«Pa£&ies. On the 
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other hand, if there is a continuing need for VHF equipment in Air 
Liaison Parties, a pack VHF set, such as the Army's new AN/TRC-7, 
should be supplied for use when the vehicular AN/VRC-1 cannot be 
employed. 

(l) A large percentage of failures in the SCR-510 and 610 
equipments was occasioned by salt water corrosion of the cable 
connections. 

- T.9. SQUIPItENT TIRE 

(a) The complete absence of trees and vegetation in the 
area traversed by the majority. of Division and Regimental trunk 
lines necessitated an extensive use of lance poles and 2x4 substi-
tutes for lance Doles* Approximately 750 of the latter were used in 
the operation. As far as materials were available the 2x4' s were 
tainted with camouflage paint prior to the operation- This measure, 
besides reducing their visibility, tended to discourage thefts The 
2x4' s were cut to lengths of from 18 to 20 feet and proved much 
suoerior to the shorter and frailer Lance Pole PQ-2. 

(b) Two M-29 Cargo Carriers were employed on an experi-
mental basis for wire laying. Each x*as equipped with two RL-31 
reels cut down in height and welded to the rear deck of the carrier. 
The success of these vehicles exceeded all expectations. Thei^r 
ability to negotiate any type of terrain, plus their ability to 
carry a substantial load of wire make them ideal wire laying 
vehicles. 

(c) An experimental quantity of High-Speed Coils of ¥-130 
wire were used on the operation with mixed success. Reports indicate 
that this method of packaging W-1.30 is promising, but that several 
modifications are necessary and should be followed by further tes.ts« 
The one-mile coil used at present appears too heavy for convenient '' 
canning by assault units. A half or three-quarter mile coll is . 
suggested. A somewhat heavier gauge metal sheath around the coil is 
also suggested* The present case frequently willnot withstand the 
rough treatment the coil receives i-n, transportation and handling. 

(d) Dampness caused the hand generators on several SE-8B -telephones to "freeze", necessitating the replacement of the phones 

(c) : The issue of only a quarter-mile of if-130 wire on DR-8 
hand,drums necessitated breaking open shipping crates and winding 

another quarter-mile to fillthe reel. This procedure .wasted time , 
effort, and crating material, both prior to and. during the operation. 

17 iiNciwe 
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10. EQOIPMENT-. MESSAGE CENTER 

(a) Almost all of the. equipment used by, Division Message
Center was of local construction. This included blackout tents, 
portable tables and desks, equipment chests, and peg boards- showing 
the operational status of communication facilities* 

(b) The standard Command Post Tent was available ] but has 
not been /.found as satisfactory for Division Message Center use as a 
specially 'Modified pyramidal tent used by this Division. In fast 
moving situations on large land masses, suitably equipped KO-17 
shelters operable on the ground or in 2-J— ton trucks should prove 
preferable to either. ¦¦;¦: 

(c) The MCS-3 Message Center Case is of no use to a Divi-
sion Message Center. In a message center of this size, portable 
tables and field desks are indispensable-

.¦>¦•.-.'
' ' 

'(&) The present 
¦ 

fiel-d message book' is entirely inadequate 
in format size for Division Headquarters use, and the two copies it 
provides are insufficient for Division Headquarters distribution-
At present there are two methods for handling Division Headquarters 
distribution with the present message book. One method is to pre-
pare the necessary additional copies by band, three at a time* The 
alternative is to have a local messenger show a single information 
copy to all interested parties, standing by while each party reads 
the message. Both alternatives, by virtue of the time 'consumed, are* entirely unsatisfactory. . 

(c) The Division Message Center partially solved the prob-
lems of message format size and an adequate number of copies by 
using standard Western Union size message blanks made up into books 
of four sheets with interleaved carbons. A fully satisfactory solu-
tion can be achieved, however, only by the use of a fluid process 
duplicator capable of rapidly turning out at least fifteen copies 
of each message. 

-11. EQUIPMENT RADAR 

(a) The AN/TPS-1 radar employed by the 726th SATJ Det 
proved much superior to its predecessor, the SCR- 602- Bogies- were 
picked up without difficulty at 90 miles- Locally modified PE-75 
power supplies were used in place of the power... unit supplied with 

•the radar, as the small gasoline capacity and high speed of the 
¦latter pox^er supply proved very annoying., 

(b) The obtaining of mete ore-logic? i .£>#. I>r 
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observation of meteorological balloons was greatly handicapped by 
frequent low cloud ceilings. An electronic balloon tracking device, 
such as the SCR-658, would insure the collection of vital data under 
all weather conditions, and should be issued, as standard equipment
for the Artillery Regiment. 

-12- EQUIPMENT MOTOR TRANSPORT 
(a.) Repairs on the 51 vehicles of. the Signal Company were 

seriously hampered by lack of sufficient automotive tools. Almost 
complete reliance had to be placed on tools which were the personal 
property of the mechanics* 

(b) The operation again demonstrated the need for a greas-
ing trailer in the Signal Company- In operations on a large land 
mass the lack of such a trailer would prove a serious handicap to 
Signal Company operations. 

\ 

(c) Experimental^ use of the M-29 Cargo Carrier as a radio 
vehicle and a wire laying vehicle has already been touched upon. In 
general, the mechanical performance of these carriers was excellent. 
The tracks seem to be somewhat fragile , and considerable track re-
pair and replacement appear likely in an operation at extended dis-
tances^ Two mechanical failures were reported by the Signal Company 
during the operation. In one instance a track was thrown ijhen the 
carrier crossed the remnants of a narrow gauge railroad. Signal 
Company mechanics, by dint of much hard work, were able to replace 
and adjust this track without special tools or equipment. In an-
other a clutch burned out and was replaced by Signal Com-
pany mechanics with a slightly modified clutch from a J-ton truck. 

(d) No shortage of motor transport was experienced on this 
operation because of the short distances involved. In an extended 
operation on a large land mass, additional vehicles for laying wire•and moving -supplies would be indispensible 

-13. EQUIPMENT LIGHTING 

(a) An ER engine generator was used by the Signal Company 
to supply essential lighting- service to the Division' Command Post, 
but proved inadequate in power output. "Jhile command post lighting 
is not the accepted responsibility of the Signal Company, it gener-
ally happens that the Signal Company is more favorably located, to 
perform this service than any other unit with the necessary-techni-
cal knowledge. It is therefore believed. that the Signal Company 
should be equipped with the necessary generators, wiring, and elec-
trical supplies to take over this task. As the Jb^ n&^g£jMhym'k^b% 
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already equipped with several ?E-95's (for powering radio sets), the 
logical power equipment is the PE-95. This generator has ample power 
for the job and should be trailer-mounted for convenience in handling* 

14. SUPPLY AMD REPAIR 
(a) The sole threat to "communications during the operation 

arose on D day ana. was not completely erased until late on D plus 1. 
A great deal of the signal equipment landed by assault units was 
destroyed or damaged during this period. As conditions on the beach 
prevented the establishment of repair facilities, damaged equipment 
had to be replaced outright by new equipment, pending eventual re-
pair. Surf conditions and shortage of landing craft prevented the 
immediate landing of these replacements, and the first two LVT loads, 
one for each assault regiment, could not be landed until D plus 1. 
Fortunately these loads reached the assault regiments before a cri-
tical shortage occurred. On D plus 2 a substantial quantity of re-
placement equipment was landed, although two LCM loads of signal 
equipment were lost through sinking. The supply situation was never 
threatened, after D plus 2, as a steady flow of supplies was main-
tained thereafter. The Division Signal Repair Section was set up 
ashore on D plus 2 and returned a large proportion of the damaged
equipment to service* 

(b) The inability to commence signal repair during the 
early stages of an amphibious operation necessitates a much larger 
emergency pool of critical signal equipment than now exists. Such 
a Division pool, augmented at times by a Corps pool, provides the 
only effective means of tiding the assault units over the difficult 
period immediately following a landing. A portion of this pool 
should be pre-loaded in LVT's and held available for dispatching to 
the beach when the need arises- Normally one such LVT should be 
dispatched to each assault Regiment on D day or D plus 1. At least 
one additional LVT should contain the nucleus of the Division Sig-
nal Dump, and should be sent to the beach under the personal control 
of the Division Signal Quartermaster. The remainder of the pool 
should be loaded on the ships carrying the Signal Officer and the 
Assistant Signal Officer where it could be loaded into landing craft 
under the immediate supervision of one of these officers. 

(c) Repair operations conducted by the Division Signal 
Repair Shop are summarized in Appendix 3* . 

15. PERSONNEL REPLACEMENT 

(a) Replacements for communication personnel casualties in 
the assault units were drawn from several sourcjef^| J|f§.tfei^^ fM^ . 

} 
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replacements groups were assembled from the VAC Sig Bet and; from- the 
24th and 30th Replacement Drafts* Later, as Shore Party consolida-
tion progressed, Shore Party communication personnel were used as 
replacements for casualties in assault units. 

(b) The landing of replacement personnel presented some 
difficulties during the first two days of the operation. Communi-
cation personnel of the two replacement drafts were dispersed among 
many ships, where they were employed in ship's platoons. Assembling 
groups of these personnel to send ashore to assault units was gener-
ally difficult, as communication with the various ships was slow, and 
boats were scarce. To remedy this condition in future operations it 
is believed that communication personnel of replacement drafts should 
be attached to the Signal Company and embarked in the ships carrying 
the Signal Officer and the Assistant Signal Officer. 

-PART V "RECOMMENDATIONS 

- 1. TABLES OF ORGANIZATION. The following changes in Tables 
of Organization are recommended* The changes are based not only on 
the experience in the IWO JIMA Operation, but on the experience gain-
ed from the preceding operations of this Division • The possibility, 
of extended operations on large land masses has been considered in 
formulating thes-e recommendations: 

(a) Division Signal Company (F~9l) 

PRESENT RECOMMENDED 
ALLOWANCE- ALLOWANCE 

Warrant Officer 
Motor Transport (MT) 

Technical Sergeant 
Inspector and mechanic -.(QM)( 413) 0 

Staff Sergeant 
Message Center Chief (CP)(674) 
Field wire chief (CP){595) 

Sergeant 
Motor mechanic (Q^)(014) 
Assistant message center chief 

(CP)(674) 
Corporal 

Motor mechanic (QH)(014) 
Message- center (CP)(667)clerk  

?¦•¦¦¦ • 

¦ 

'Telegraph printer operator (CP)  
\ 
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PRESENT RECOMMENDED 
ALLOWANCE ALLOWANCE 

¦b 

Private First Class/Private
Truck driver (345) 
Mechanic (014) 
Messenger (CP)(675) 
Telegraph printer, operator 

(CP)(237) 
. Telephone lineman (CP)(64I) 

23 
0 

21 

4 
47 • 

42 
4 

33 

8 
45 

(b ) Joint Assault Signal Company (F-.518 

Company Headquarters 
Staff Sergeant 

Clerical (501) 

Shore Fire Control Section 
Lieutenant (jg)UJSN) 

Haval G-unfire Liaison Officer 
Sergeant 

Radio operator (CP)(776)-Radio operator mechanic 
(CP)(I74) 

Corporal 
Field telephone man (CP)(64I) 
Radio operator (CP)(776) 
Radar beacon operator (CP) 

Private First Class/Private
Field telephone man (CP)(64I) 
Radio operator (CP)(776) 

Air Liaison Section 
Captain 

Air Liaison Officer (ACI) 
Lieutenant 

Air Liaison Officer 
Corporal 

Radio operator (Avn)(7ss) 
Private First Class/Private

Truck driver (Avn)(24s) 
Radio operator (Avn)(7ss) 

(1) The above changes in the JASCO Tables of Organi-
zation willprovide for the following functional radio teams, with 
radio operators performing all incidental tasks, such. as driving and 
wire laying, when necessary: 

/ 
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a.  Battalion and Regimental Air Liaison Party: 
Air Liaison Officer and radio mechanic. 
SAR/SAD Nets Team (4 radio operators). 
SAO Net Team (3 radio operators). 

b.  Division Air Liaison Party: 
Air Liaison Officer, two officer assistants, 

and radio mechanic. 
SAR/SAD Nets Team (4 radio operators). 
SAD Secondary Net Team (3 radio operators). 
SAO Net Team (3 radio operators). 

£. Battalion SFC Spotter Party; 
Officer Spotter, liaison sergeant, and radio 

mechanic. 
SFC Net Team (4 radio operators). 

d.  Battalion NGF Liaison Party: 
NG-F Liaison Officer and radio mechanic. 
SFC Net Team (4 radio operators).
Division NG-F Common Net Team (3 radio 

operators) , 

£. Regimental NG-F Liaison Party: 
Officer Spotter and liaison sergeant (for 

replacements and special missions). 
NG-F Liaison Officer and radio mechanic. 
NGF Control Net Team (3 radio operators).
Division NG-F Common Net Team (3 radio 

operators). 
Radar Beacon Team (2 radar beacon operators). 

_f. Division NG-F Liaison Party: 
Officer Spotter and liaison sergeant (for 

replacements and special missions). 
NG-F Liaison Officer,, one officer assistant, 

and radio mechanic. 
NGF Control Net Team (3 radio operators). 
Division NGF Common Net Team (3 radio 

'operators) . 
Radar Beacon Team (2 radar beacon operators). 

(2) Each of the above listed radio teams consists of 
3 or 4 radio operators t the minimum capable of handling the portable 

¦equipment and operating for prolonged periods. Reduction in the 
number of specialist types willmaterially assist in keeping the 
teams up to strength during combat. lIIIAIAAfllflfl 

-*23- 11l1uliiu^u£ILit 
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(c) Communication Platoon, Headquarters Company, In'fantr~~ 
Battalion (F-47 : 

PRESENT RECOMMENDED 
ALLOWANCE ALLOWANCE 

Private First Class/Private
Truck driver ( 345) 2 

(d) Communication Platoon. Headquarters and Service 
Company, Infantry Regiment (F-9) V ¦''¦'' 

Private First Class/Private
Truck driver (345) 3: 6 

(c) Communication Platoon. Headquarters and Service 
(F-24Battery, 105mm Howitzer Battalion 

Private First Class/Private
Truck driver (345) 3 

(f) Communication Headquarters andPlatoon. ""^ ' :Service 
Battery, Artillery Regiment (F-29) : • 

Corporal 
Field telephone man (CP)(64I) 

Private First Class/Private
Truck driver (345) 
Field telephone man (CP)(64I) 

7 

4 
22 

9 

12 
28 

(F~54) 
(g) Headquarters and Service Company. Engineer Battalion 

Warrant Offiqer 
Communication 0 1 

(h) Headquarters and Company, Motor Transport'i

! " Service. 
Battalion (F-59T 

Sergeant 
Radio operator-mechanic (CP). (174) 0 1 

Corporal 
Radio operator (CP)(776) 2 6' 1(i) Tank Company .! Tank Battalion (F-76 

Corporal 
Radio operator-mechanic (CP)(I74) 0 1 

Private First Class/Private.. -Radio operator (CP)(776)' -_ *j)s ft , %f t 

-
lr,i},-¦: 

i 
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PRESENT RECOMMENDED 
ALLOWANCE ALLOWANCE 

'.J) Headquarters and Service Company, Tank Battalion(F~79.) 

Corporal 
Radio operator-mechanic .'(CB) (174) 0 2 

Private First Class/Private
Radio operator (CP)(77S) : 2 4 

-(k) Harlne Observation Squadron VMO 

Warrant Officer 
Communication 0 1 

Staff Sergeant 
Communication Chief (CP)(542) 0 1 

Sergeant 
» 

Radio operator-mechanic (CP)(I74) ' 0 1 
Corporal 

Radio operator (CP)(776) 0 2 
Private First Class/Private

Radio operator (C?)(V76) . 0 4 
t* 

(l) Amphibian ?ruck "Company (£-705) 

Corporal 
Radio operator-mechanic (CP)(I74) 0 1 

(m) Provisional Ho eke t Detachment 
Sergeant 

Radio operator-mechanic (CP)(I74) 1 1 
Corporal 

Radio operator (CP)(776) ... 2 3 
Private First Class/Private
¦Radio operator (CP)(776) 3 8 

- 2* TABLES OF 'ALLOWANCES' The following changes in Tables of 
Allowances are recommended* These changes are based not only on the 
experience gained, in the IWO JIM Operation, but' on the experience 
gained from the three preceding operations of this Division.; The 
possibility of extended operations on large land masses has been 
considered in formulating these recommendations; , . . 
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PRESENT 
ALLOWANCE 

(a) Division Signal Company 

SIG-62 Case MCS-3 8  
SIG-64 Chest BC-5 40  
SIG-87 Gas Driven Generator EF 3  
SIG-97 Head & Chest Set -MHS-9 6  
SIG-100 Holder M-167 15  
SIO-110 Kit, Crystal Group NN 50  
SIG-11l Kit, Crystal Group 00 50  
SIG-121 Lantern TL-303/U ". 55  
SIG-141 Motor Generator EG 2  
SIG-146 Panel Set AP-30-C 15* * 

1 SIG-147 Panel Set AP-30-D 1544  

SIC3-152/8 Plow LC-61 0  
SIG-152 Power Unit PE-95 2  

Radio Set RBY 0 
SIG-192 Radio Set SCR-300 30* 

Radio Set SCR-399 1  
SIO-196 Radio Set SCR-510 0  
SIG-204 Radio Set SCR-608  

(in Carrier, Cargo,
M-29-C) 0. 

(in Truck, J-ton,. 4x4) 3  
SIG-205 Radio Set SCR-610 6  
SIG-206- Radio Set SCR-624 2  
SIG-207 Radio Set TCS  

(in Carrier, Cargo
M-29-C). • 

0  
(in Truck, j-ton, 4x4) 7  

SIG-208 Receiver ,Power Unit EL 2  
Shelter HO-17 0  

SIG-220 Signal Lamp Equipment  
ES-84 • 15*  

SIG-221 Signal Lamp Equipment  
SE-11 .' 50*  

SIG-235 Stamp MC-181 1  
SIG-237 Steel Helmet, Navy Type 18  
SIG-248 Telegraph Printer SS-97 2  
SIG-249 Telegraph Set TG-5 8  
SIG-278 • Tool Equipment TE-50 1  

¦SIG-285 Typewriter, Standard, .'- ¦¦-...W.U. Type 5  
SIC^-301/2 'fire, W-143 on DR-5, Miles' 0  

Carrier, Cargo, M-29-C 0 
- -26  

RECOMMENDED 
ALLOTfANCE 

0  
50  

6  
10  
50  
0  
0  

100  
6  
4  
4  
2  
5  
1  

40*  
2  
6*  

1  
10*  
50*  
0  

1  
12*  

6  
3  

4  

10*  
3  
0  
5  
4  
2  

8  
100  

3  



3208-33 

3091-29 

3091-30 

2184-5 

2184-18 

3154-69 

2184-7 

— .__ 

1097 

2184-10 

2184-19 

3208-523208-52

— 
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PRESENT RECOMMENDED 
ALLOHANCE ALLOWANCEALLOWANCE

Clock, 8-day 
Desk, field 
Duplicator, Fluid Process, 

Motel SW 
Equipment, Drafting,

Company, Set 
Expendable . Supplies , Equip-

ment y Dr.afting, Comp any, 
Set 

Fuse, Electric, Plug, 10-
Amp, 125-Volt ( 1000 

Insulator, Porcelain, Split 
Knob, 1-3/16" x 1-3/4" f/
No, 12 to 14 Tare, w/Nail
and Leather Hasher i0 200 

Oun, Submachine, Cal. >45,.-
Thompson, MlAl 00 7# 

Kit, Tool, Chassis and Motbr 
Repair ,Mechanic's,  
Complete  0 4 

Lamp, Electric, 60-Watt, 
115-Volt, Medium Screw 
Base 0 100 

Lettering Set, Leroy 0 1 
Pistol, Automatic, Ca1.. 45, 
. 10.911, w/l Magazine i0 50# 
Socket, tfeather-proof ,"Com-

position, Medium Screw 
Base 0 50 

Switch, Entrance, Plug Fuse,
30-Amp, 125-Volt, Pouble 
Pole,, 2-wire" .'....,'. 00 12 

Table,.Table ,. Folding'Folding' 11 7 
Trailer, J-ton, 2-wheel, cargo' 

(for Company(for Hq)Company Hq) . ¦ 00 5 
Trailer, J- ton, 2-wheel, greas-

ing (for Company Hq) 0ing (for Company Hq) 0 . 1Trailer, 1-ton', 2-^heel, cargo
(for Company Hq) .4 5 

Truck, i-ton. 4x4, (for-
¦Company Hq) ¦13 

Truck,. 1-tori, 4x4. cargo
(for* Company Hq) 

13 16 

- -27 ** Itte^Ul^uigfivy 
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PRESENT RECOMMENDED 
ALLOWANCE ALLOWANCE 

Truck/ 24-ton, 6x6 
cargo I

(
for Company Hq) . 8 . 10 

Truck, 2^-ton, amphibian 
¦(for Company Hq; s 0 2 

Typewriter, Portable 0 3 
2184-29 Wire, Copper ,- Solid, No.14 

•B&S -.Gauge",- '-Rubber Covered, 
Double Braided, 'Ft (On 
reel, 3000 Ft to reel) 0 3000 

(* Includes Division Emergency Pool)  
(# Company allowances of carbines to be reduced  

accordingly) . 
(b) Joint Assault Signal Company 

(l) Shore and Beach Party Section 
SIG-192 Radio Set SCR-300 0 7 
Sia-205 Radio Set SCR-610 0 3 -SIG-207/2 Radio Set 'TßX 20 10 
SIG-218 Seat FN-l/G-R -20 10 
SIO-252 Telephone Central ""Office. 

Set TC-4 "¦• 0 1 
(2) Shore Fire Control Section 

SIG--87 Gas Driven Generator SF 0 4 
•SIG-100 Holder M-167 0 26 

SIG-121 Lantern TL-303/U 0 26SIG-188/8 Radio Set RBZ 0 5 
SIG-192 . Radio- Set SCR-300 0 18 
SIG-198 Radio Set SCR-536 26 18 
SIG-207/2 Radio Set TBX 26 35 
SIG-207/4 Radio Set TCS (in Truck,

|-ton, 4x4) 0 13
SIG-218 Seat 2 35—-— FN-l/GR 26 

Truck, 4-ton, 4x4, 
-—-— Cargo 26Cargo 26 13 

Radar 3eacon Mark II 0 ...,4 

(3) Air Liaison Section 
-SIG-85 Frequency Meter Set .~ 

SCR-211SCR-211 12 ""'. -0 
.., , Holder 21-167 0 •- 2626 •..^l^if©,f^J y * ,f |flt4l2l Lantern,- ;!

'----- TL^3O3/U 12 2712 27
¦'X '."-U '¦•' ' >? Radio Set AN/3^£^fe| ls * Q*i#* 3 
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PRESENT RECOMMENDED 
ALLOWANCE ALLOWANCE 

SIG-188/3 .Radio Set HAQ  1 0 
SIG-188/8 Radio Set RBZ 0 14 

Radio Set SCR- 299/542 0 1 
SIG-207/2 Radio Set TBX 12 27 
SIG- 207/4 Radio Set TCS (in 

Truck ,J-t on,4x4) 0 5 
SIG-218 Seat FN-l/GR 12 27 

a- The recommended changes in the JASCO Tables 
of Allowances willprovide the necessary equipment for the following 
functional radio teams: 

!• Battalion Air Liaison Party: 
' 

SAR/SAD Net Team (AF/VRC-1, TBX, 
AN/TRC-7) 

SAO Net Team (TBX) 
Monitoring (RBZ) 

2' Regimental Air Liaison Party: 
SAR/SAD Net Team (AN/VRC-1, TBX, 

AN/TRC-7) 
SAO Net Team (TCS, TBX) 
Monitoring (RBZ) 

J3- Division Air Liaison Party: '¦ 
' 

SAR/SAD Net Team (SCR-299/542, TBX,
AN/TRC-7) 

SAD Secondary Net Team (TCS, TBX) 
SAO Net Team (TCS. -TBX) 
Monitoring (2 RBZ) 

±» Battalion SFC Spotter Party: 
' 

SFC Net Team (TBX, SCR-300, SCR-536) 
•5.  Battalion NG-F Liaison Party: 

SFC Net Team (TCS, TBX, SCR-300^SCR-536 } 
Division NG-F Common Net Team (TBX) 

j5. Regimental NG-F Liaison Party:, • • 

NG-F Control Net Team (TC.S, TBX) \ 
Division NG-F Common Net Team -(TBX) 
Beacon Team (Beacon) 
Monitoring (RBZ) 

29 
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Division NGF Liaison Party:2« 
;:  N&P- Control Net Team (TCS, TBX) 

Division NGF Common Net Team (TBX) 
Beacon Team (Beacon) ;v 
Monitoring (2 RBZ) 

(AN/TRC-7 is a newly developed portable 
radio set in-the 100-156 HC band.) 

(c)  Headquarters, Company, Infantry Battalion (Communication 
Platoon) 

.":• •¦¦ 
' '• "PRESENT RECOMMENDED 

' ALLOWANCE ALLOWANCE 
SKV-192 Radio SetRadio SCR-300Set SCR-300 9 12SKKL92 
SIG-204 Radio Set SCR-608SIG-204 Radio Set SCR-608

(in Truck,(in Truck, i-ton,4x4)J-ton,4x4) 0 10 1
SIG-237 Steel Helmet, Navy Type 5 0SIG-237 Steel Helmet, Navy Type 5 0
Sia-249 TelegraphSia-249 Telegraph Set. TG-5 2 02 0Set.TG-5 

Carrier, Cargo M-29-C 0 1Carrier, Cargo M-29-C 0 1

(^¦)(&) Weapons Company, Infantry Regiment (Communication Weapons Company, Infantry Regiment (Communication
Section) Section)

SIG-97 Head Chest MHS-9 2 0Head Chest MHS-9 2 0SIG^-97 and Setand Set
SIG-237 Steel Helmet, Navy Type 8 0SIG-237 Steel Helmet, Navy Type 8 0

(c)  Headquarters(c) Headquarters ~~"~ Company, InfantryCompany, RegimentInfantry Regimentand Serviceand Service
(Communication[Communication Platoon)  """!Platoon  

BIG-207/4- Radio Set TCS  
(in Truck, |~ton, 4x4) 2 3 

SIG-249 Telegraph Set TG~S 4 0 
Carrier, Cargo M-29-C 0 2 
Trailer, 2-wheel,cargo.O 2 

(f) Headquarters and Service Battery, 105mm Howitzer 
Battalion  (Communication Platoon  

Carrier, Cargo, M-29-C 0 1  

(g) Headquarters and Service Battery. 155mm Howitzer 
Battalion (Communication Platoon 

Carrier, Cargo, M-29-C 0 1 

(h)  Headquarters Battery, Artillery Regimentand Service 
(Communication Platoon  

Carrier, Cargo, M-29-C 0 2  

(i) Headquarters Service Company, Engineerand Battalion 
Radio Set SCR-300 8 12>^\a#**» 

¦ Radio Set SCR-510•*%*"awV  ||'|uf^i t^^z^nrP 
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PRESENT RECOMMENDED 
ALLOWANCE ALLOWANCE 

SiG-207/2 Radio Set TBX 1 5 
SIG-218 Seat FN-l/GR 1 5 
($ Contingent on approval of issue of Engineer-Armored 

vehicles to Engineer Battalion) 

(j) Headquarters and Service Company, Motor Transport 
Battalion 

SIG-50/5 Book, Signal Failure Report 
PM-4 *0 2 

Sia-207/4 Radio, Set TCS,
(in Truck, i-ton,'4x4) 22 5 
(in Carrier, Cargo, M-29-C) 0 1 

SIG-274 Tool Equipment TE-36 0 1 

(k)  Amphibian Truck Comp.an  
SIG-50/s Book, Signal Failure Report  

PM~4 0 1 
SIG-205 Radio Set SCR-610 0 6 
SXO-274 Tool Equipment TE-36 0 1 

;(l)  Provisional Rocket Detachment 
SIG-50/5 Book, Signal Failure Report 

PM-4 0 2 
SIG-64 Chest BC-5 0 1 
Sia~9s/5 Head & Chest Set H-25/GT 0 4 
SIG-100 Holder M-IS7 0 3 
SIG--192 Radio Set SCR-300 0 5 
SIC3-198 Radio Set SCR-536 0 6 
SI&-2O4 Radio Set SCR-608 (in Truck,

i-ton, 4x4) 0 3 
SIG-209 Reel Equipment CE-11 0 4 
SIG-274 Tool Equipment TS-36 0 1 

¦Sia~3ol Wire W-130  0 4 
-(m)  Marine SquadronObservation  VMO 

SIG-50/5 Book, Failure Report PII-4 0 2 
SIO-64 Chest BC-5 0 1 
SIC3--85 Frequency Meter Set SCR-211 0 1 

•SIG-100  Holder M-167 00 2 
SIG-274 Tool Equipment TS-36 0 1 

(l) Automatic items have not been included in the  
above recommendations* The allowances of all such items should be  
changed^ in conformity with the above recommendations and in confor-
mity with"the recomme ndations for changes- in Tables  of Orffani^aii^.— — ' 
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(n) It is recommended that the present basis of issue of 
wrist watches, 15 to 17 Jewel, with wristlet, be broadened so as to 
provide the following" additional, distribution: 

1per message center enlisted below staff grade 
- 3. NEW EQUIPMENT The following recommendations for the ex-

peditious development of issue of new types of signal equipment are 
based upon the extensive combat experience of this Division* They 
envisage future operations on large - masses well as smallland as 
highly fortified islands.:- 1 ': 

(a) The TCS remote should provide interphone facilities 

(b) An,ultra-portable voice scrambler should be provided 
for all types of radio equipment from SCR-610 to SCR-399. "It is 
believed that the Army has developed such a scrambler with sufficient 
security for tactical communications. 

(c) Radio tele type equipment should be issued to the Divi-
sion Signal Company, for use. with the next higher echelon of command* 

(d) Issue' of Radio Set SCR-619 to replace Radio Set SCR-610 
should be expedited, with priority to artillery forward observer 
teams. ."¦'¦: 

(c) Every effort should, be made to expedite the development 
and issue of

'

lighWeight switchboards for Battalions and Regiments. 

(f) An ultra-portable tape facsimile machine should be pro-
vided to replace the telegraph between Division and Regiments. It is 
believed that the Army has developed such a device. 

(g) If Air Liaison Parties are to control* air strikes in 
future operations, a portable VHF radio set, such as the Army/ s new 
AN/TRC-7, should be provided for each party to supplement" the vehi-
cular AN/VRC-1. 

(h) There is an immediate and urgent need for the develop-
ment of a radio set similar in design to the SCR-300 but operating 
on frequencies from 48 to at least 60 megacycles- ¦• 

(i) Electronic balloon tracking equipment, such as SCR-658, 
should be furnished to the Artillery Regiment. 

4. MODIFICATIONS TO PRESENT EQUIPMENT. 

(a) The cable connectors for the SC 
- - » v ¦ 
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thoroughly -protected from saltwater corrosion. 

(b) The hand generator of the EE-8B field telephone "free-
zes" after being subjected to. dampness. More thorough moisture 
proofing is necessary. 

(c) At present Drum DR-fe is issued with only one-quarter  
mile of W-130 wire. The DR-8 should be issued completely filled  
with lf-130.  

(d) The Sound Power Handset TS-1O and Reel RL-39 should be 
issued as separate Table of Allowance items rather than combined as 
Reel Equipment CE-11. The allowances of TS-lO's should be double the 
¦ore sent allowances of CE-11 1 s, and the replenishment rate on the 
TS-1O should be at least 2d%. 

(c) Staggered clips should be provided on the TS-1O to re-
duce the possibility of shorting out the line,, a frequent and annoy-
ing occurrence at present. 

(f) The high-speed coils- of W-150 wire should be lighter 
and less bulky than the present one-mile coil. A one -half or three-
quarter mile coil is recommended. The metal housing for the coil 
should be of stronger material. 

(g) Headset MHS-11 should replace all types of radio head-
sets now in use and should become the standard Marine Corps headset. 

(h) Microphone lIT-1 should be provided with a hand-holder 
for the microphone button, and should be standardized as the univer-
sal microphone for the Marine Corps, replacing all types now in use» 

5. PLANNING 

(a) The effective shackle numeral cipher for each opera-
tion should be printed, on water-resistant paper and distributed in 
ready-to-use form by Landing Force or higher echelon. A distribution 
of 1200 copies of each day's grid is recommended for each 
Division. 

(b) In assigning SCR-300 channels, adjacent channels should 
not be allocated to a Division. Channels should be separated as  
widely as possible within each Division to minimize interference-

(c) Divisions should be given more definite instructions 
as to which cryptographic- channels are to be carried on an operation. 

9 

(d) --While the present' inethod of stat^ja s 
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very good, a more secure system can be provided with slight modifi-
cation. It is 

'

recommended that the challenging station send four 
random letters, instead of three, and that the challenged station 
reply by transmitting four letters which "touch" the challenge 
letters in the effective shackle grid, but transmitting them in 
reverse order • 

(c) A Radio Intelligence Platoon should be attached to 
each Division Signal Company. 

6, TRAINING 

(a) Navajo Indian talkers should be thoroughly trained in. 
voice radio procedure and should be trained in a standard Navajo 
military vocabulary. ..Voice radio nets for training Navajos should 
be established be.twe en- /.Divisions in rear areas* 

(b) The radio countermeasures instruction conducted by
FMF Pacific should be continued. 

(c). FMF Pacific, should continue and extend the training 
courses in the operation and maintenance of new types of equipment. 

(d) FMF Pacific schools should be established for basic 
re-training of Air Liaison and Shore Fire Control Sections of the 
Joint Assault Signal Companies between operations. 

-7. REPLACEMENT PERSONNEL TRAINING-
1(a) All replacement communication personnel should have a 

working knowledge of signal equipment used by Fleet Marine Force 
units prior to joining a combat organization. Repair personnel, 
especially, should be schooled in the maintenance of signal equip-
ment used in the Division. If this training cannot be accomplished 
in the United States, it should be undertaken at FMF Pacific 

(b) Non-commissioned officers in replacement drafts should 
be able to assume duties commensurate with their rank when trans-
ferred to communication organizations in combat-

(c) Replacement personnel should be* received in sufficient 
time prior to an. operation to permit proper orientation and train-ing. 

-8. REPLACEMENT PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT 
(a) It is recommended that all Replacement Draft communi-

cation personnel be released for assignment t the Signal Company  
for .training pribT- to an operation, and for*f  
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Signal Company. 

9. REHEARSAL 

(a) Rehearsal plans should provide for the exercise of 
signal supply and communication personnel replacement functions by 
assessing casualties to both equipment and personnel* 
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REPAIR OPERATIONS BY DIVISION SIGNAL REPAIR SHOP 

TURNED IN RETURNED 
ITEM FOR REPAIR TO SERVICE 

Handset TS-15-A 129 118 
Head & Chest Set HS-19 22 20 
Head & Chest Set H-25/GT 25 21 
Public Address System MPA-1 1 1 
Radio Set AH/VRC-1 6 6 
Radio Set SCR- 284 5 5 
Radio Set SCR-300 204 187 
Radio Set SCR-536 250 217 
Radio Set SCR-610 103 91 
Radio Set TBX 56 52 
Radio Set TCS 33 28 
Switchboard BD-71 19 18 
Switchboard BD-72 4 4 
Telephone EE-8 238 195 
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